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Preface
Adhesion science and technology is inherently an interdisciplinary field, requiring fundamental understanding of mechanics, surfaces, and materials, the topics
emphasized in this Adhesion Science and Engineering series. This volume focuses
attention on the contribution of mechanics principles and solutions to understanding the fabrication, design, analysis, and testing of adhesive bonds. Building
on the fundamentals laid by such noted mechanicians as Winkler, Timoshenko,
Volkersen, Goland, Reissner, Williams, Gent, and Johnson, this volume offers a
comprehensive overview of the current understanding of stresses, deformation,
and fracture parameters associated with a range of adhesive bonds.
Starting with a background and introduction to stress transfer principles (Chapter I), fracture mechanics and singularities (Chapter 2), and an energy approach
to debonding (Chapter 3), the volume continues with analysis of structural lap
(Chapter 4) and butt (Chapter 5) joint configurations. The volume continues with
discussions of test methods for strength and constitutive properties (Chapter 6),
fracture (Chapter 7), and peel (Chapter 8). Chapter 9 covers coatings, the case
of adhesion to a single substrate, and Chapter IO addresses elastomeric adhesives such as sealants. The role of mechanics in determining the locus of failure
in bonded joints is discussed (Chapter 11 ), followed by a chapter on rheology
relevant to adhesives and sealants (Chapter 12). Pressure sensitive adhesive performance (Chapter 13 ), the principles of tack and tack measurements (Chapter
14), and contact mechanics relevant to wetting and surface energy measurements
(Chapter 15) are then covered. The volume concludes with sections on fibermatrix bonding and reinforcement (Chapter 16), durability considerations for
adhesive bonds (Chapter 17), ultrasonic non-destructive evaluation of adhesive
bonds (Chapter 18), and design of adhesive bonds from a strength perspective
(Chapter 19).
The references cited in the chapters herein represent only a portion of the
intense effort and contributions made by the mechanics community working in adhesion science and technology. Through compiling these important topics covered
by the respective chapters, along with the surfaces and materials issues addressed
in the companion volumes, the editors hope to address the need for a current
and comprehensive series of books that provides an overview of this broad and
interdisciplinary field. As the scientific and engineering community comes to a
better understanding of the mechanics, surface, and materials issues, improved
models of representing complex bonded systems will develop. Technical challenges remain for understanding how properties of the adhesive and adherends
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affect the performance and durability of bonded joints and structures, how designers can reliably utilize adhesive bonds in a variety of service conditions, and
how mechanics' insights can efficiently be translated into improving surfaces and
adhesives. One can only wonder what new science will be developed as we move
into the nanomechanics world, where the applicability of continuum mechanics
becomes questionable as atomic scales are approached.
The editors of this volume would like to express sincere appreciation to each
of the authors for their invaluable contributions to this volume. Their collective
expertise represents many years of industrial and academic experience in the field
of adhesion science and technology, and we are very grateful for the time and
effort they have devoted to the task. We would also like to thank the employers
of each of the contributors for allowing them to take on the added responsibilities
associated with this volume. We would like to thank Mrs. Shelia L. Collins for
her diligence in contacting authors, maintaining files, and assembling materials
prior to publication. Assistance from the Engineering Science and Mechanics
Department and Center for Adhesive and Sealant Science at Virginia Tech is
specifically acknowledged. Finally, we would like to thank our wives for their
patience as we compiled and edited the volume.
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Editor
Corporate Scientist
3M Company
St. Paul, MN, USA

DAVID A. DILLARD
Associate Editor
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Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
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Chapter 1

Fundamentals of stress transfer in bonded
systems
DAVID A. DILLARD *
Engineering Science and Mechanics Department, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061 , USA

1. Introduction
Since before recorded history, mankind has been joining materials together to
produce useful items. To increase effectiveness and efficiency, many prehistoric
as well as modern devices required the assembly of several components, often
involving dissimilar materials. Stone points retained their sharpness and provided
mass for arrows, whose wooden shafts provided lightweight strength and stiffness,
which in turn were outfitted with feathers mounted at the tail to maintain stability
in flight. Woven baskets could hold water when sealed with tar, pitch, or other
naturally occurring resins. Whether lashing with natural fibers , or sealing with
resins or gums, mankind has, from the earliest times, been involved in joining
various materials. Over time, the sophistication of our joining methods has
increased to include a wide variety of mechanical fasteners, numerous welding
methods, and the use of adhesives, sealants, mortars, cements, and other binders
to hold components together. Joining offers us the ability to have structures much
larger than could be made or transported as a single entity. By combining multiple
materials, the resulting structure acquires useful features of each constituent, often
making the whole greater than the sum of the parts. Joining allows us to fabricate
efficient, lightweight, open structures with tailored properties and performance
matched to the intended use. Indeed, even life in the Stone Age would have been
very different without the use of a variety of joining methods .
The use of functional joining, however, predates human contributions, having
been widely employed throughout the created world. Nature is replete with a
variety of applications of adhesion mechanisms and, in some cases, specific
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adhesives. Certain types of rocks and minerals have taken on their form through
adhesion forces acting among the individual grains, e.g. the sandstones and
limestones that are widely used to make buildings and other structures. Life itself
would be impossible without the preferential adsorption on organic surfaces. The
shells of crustaceans involve intricate assemblies of weak inorganic materials
with organic binders to produce amazingly strong and effective shells. Organic
adhesives are of particular interest in this series of volumes and several biological
systems are worth noting where organic adhesives are specifically used. One of
the most obvious and most widely studied are the secretions of crustaceans such
as barnacles and mussels, which allow attachment to almost any substrate in
harsh marine environments. Scientists continue to be fascinated by the excellent
adhesive characteristics of this substance, and the tenacity and durability of these
bonds formed under very unfavorable conditions. In addition to tests conducted to
measure the structural performance of such materials [ 1], a considerable amount of
study has been devoted to isolating and synthesizing these materials for possible
commercialization. Other examples of natural adhesives include: the tortoise
beetle (Hemisphaerota cyanea), which apparently secretes a substance from its
feet when disturbed, making it very difficult to remove from the object on which it
stands; lignin which serves as an adhesive binding cellulose/hemice11ulose fibrils
into one of the most widely used structural materials, wood; and the list goes on
and on.
Although mankind's early joining methods employed the use of natural materials, the actual methods of joining were quite distinct from the manner in which
natural creatures are held together. Lashing, stitching, pinning, and nailing a11
continue to be used, as do the use of a wide variety of screws, bolts, and rivets
that are more recent inventions. These discrete mechanical fastening systems,
although relatively simple to implement, have few counterparts in the natural
world. Instead, natural creatures are much more likely to be held together by
continuous adhesive layers. These amazing natural structures are able to withstand
tremendous forces, harsh environments, and at the same time a11ow for growth
and repair. Their unique properties come from both the optimal molecular [2]
and micromechanics [3] designs. We continue to marvel at the complexity and
efficiency of joining in the natural world, and are beginning to mimic these bonded
systems. Increasingly complex and sophisticated structures are being fabricated as
we learn from this growing field of biomimetics [4] .
Mechanical fasteners such as bolts, screws, rivets, and nails have been widely
and successfu1ly employed in building the manmade world around us. A number
of advantages continue to make these appropriate joining techniques in certain
instances. Using them often requires no surface preparation, although drilling is
needed in most cases. Unlike many adhesives, mechanical fasteners have a very
long shelf life, generally have less environmental concerns, and may facilitate
repair because they can often be removed and reinstalled with little or no damage
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to the joined components. Mechanical fasteners facilitate inspection; a loose or
missing rivet may be easily seen and repaired. However, mechanical fasteners
and welds are not practical in many situations. One of the key factors is simply
that drilling a hole induces stress concentrations that weaken the components
to be joined. In fact, the components may need to be made thicker simply to
withstand the higher stresses imposed by holes, especially loaded holes associated
with load bearing mechanical fasteners [5]. Adhesive bonding is becoming an
increasingly viable alternative for joining materials for structural, non-structural,
and semi-structural applications.
In designing and fabricating modern structures, the decisions whether to use
adhesives, mechanical fasteners, some type of welding, or some combination
of these methods often fall to the engineers involved in the design process. A
number of factors should be considered when making such decisions. From a
feasibility standpoint. adhesives are often the joining method of choice where
thin, flexible, or dissimilar adherends are involved. Certain brittle or damageprone adherends are difficult to drill for traditional mechanical fasteners. From a
performance standpoint, adhesives may offer certain advantages in that they may
eliminate stress concentrations associated with mechanical fasteners in loaded
holes, prevent loss in temper associated with welding processes, and provide
weight savings that can prove to be quite significant due to the snowballing
effect weight has on lightweight structures. Continuous beads of adhesives can
significantly stiffen structures when compared to discrete mechanical fasteners or
welds, and viscoelastic polymeric adhesives also offer damping capabilities. This
increase in stiffness and damping reduces noise. vibration, and harshness (NVH)
and leads to quieter, better performing automobiles.
Although they may be used alone, adhesives in such applications are also
used to augment mechanical fasteners or spotwelds. Weldbonding involves using
adhesives and spotwelding in conjunction, and offers a number of significant
advantages in the automotive industry. By eliminating the stress concentrations
around loaded holes, many adhesively bonded joints may exhibit improved fatigue
performance over other joining methods, although this is dependent on the particular system and service environment. From a fabrication standpoint, adhesives
can be cost-effective in many situations by eliminating drilling and reducing handwork. However, the need for proper surface preparation,jigs during curing, careful
curing procedures, and other factors can offset the benefits. Furthermore, adhesives may be less robust than mechanical fasteners because of the need to store
and use them properly. From a durability standpoint, adhesives can effectively seal
joints, keeping water out of the bondline. In other situations, however, adhesive
durability in the presence of excessive heat or cold, water, organic solvents, or
other media can be a significant limitation. Such exposure can degrade the adhesive properties, deteriorate the interface, or both. Non-destructive evaluation as
discussed in Chapter 18 can play an important role in identifying weak, degraded,
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or missing bonds for some applications, offering better reliability in certain critical structures. Solvent-free and waterborne adhesives are more environmentally
friendly than some of their predecessors. However, the difficulty in disassembling
adhesively bonded joints may contribute to waste in our throw-away society.
Overall, we see that many factors may influence the decisions for how to join
various materials to build modern structures and assemblies.
This chapter will review some of the key concepts relevant for understanding
how loads are transferred from one adherend to another through an adhesive layer.
The resulting stress fields are often quite complex, being highly non-uniform
within the adhesive layer and often involving both normal and shear stresses
acting in several directions. These complex, non-uniform, triaxial stress states
serve to remind us that tests of an adhesive joint are really tests of a structure,
requiring a more involved analysis. This is in sharp contrast with tests of a
material using, for example, a uniaxial dogbone specimen, where the stress field
is quite uniform except near the gripped ends. Thus even the simplest adhesive
joints are found to be relatively complex structures involving highly non-uniform
stress states. An understanding of these complexities is important in selecting,
conducting, and interpreting adhesion tests, in developing meaningful design
criteria, and in designing and analyzing bonded structures. In addition to the
chapters of this volume, a number of books are recommended for their treatment
of the mechanics of bonded joints, providing additional details and insights into
many of the concepts introduced herein [ I ,6- I 2].

2. Applications of mechanics to bonded systems
A fundamental understanding of adhesively bonded joints requires an understanding of the substrates and surfaces being bonded, the behavior of the adhesive, and
also the mechanics principles that govern the stress and strain states within the
bonded joint. Before beginning our discussion of how mechanics can be utilized
to understand adhesive joints, we will first briefly review the concepts of stress
and strain that will be used throughout this volume. Gordon has written an interesting book for the layperson that provides a nice introduction to many of these
mechanics concepts and applications [ 13].

2.1. Definitions of stress and strain
Stress is defined as the force acting over a given area divided by that area, and
represents the force carried per unit area by the material. Stresses are normally
broken into normal and shear components acting perpendicular and parallel to the
surface of interest, respectively. The average normal stress acting over an area is
thus given by the normal component of the force divided by the area. Although
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average stress is of importance in certain cases, one is often interested in the local
stress state and how it may vary over the surface. This localized stress or stress at
a point is defined as one takes a vanishingly small area
.

6.Fn

a= L1m - - ,
t..A-->0 D.A

.

6.Ft
D.A

r = L1m - - ,
t..A->O

(I)

where a and r represent the normal and shear stresses, respectively, D.F11 is the
component of force acting normal or perpendicular to the surface, D.Ft is the
tangential component of the force, and 6.A is the increment of area as shown in
Fig. la.
A more general notation recognizes that stresses are second-order tensors,
meaning that they have magnitude and two directions associated with them.
Stresses are often listed with two subscripts representing these two directions, viz.
a;i; the first subscript refers to the outward normal of the plane on which the stress
acts, and the second subscript indicates the direction in which the increment of
force is acting. Here, i and j are indices that may denote any of the three mutually
orthogonal directions of a coordinate system. When the increment of force acts
perpendicular to the plane, the indices i and j are the same and denote a nonnal
stress. For components of force acting tangential or parallel to the plane, the
indices refer to perpendicular directions, resulting in a shear stress. From moment
equilibrium, one can easily show that a;1 = a1i, implying that the stress tensor is
symmetric. Although the tensorial notation uses the a;i fonn for both normal and
shear stresses, common engineering usage often denotes normal stresses with a
and shear stresses with r . When using these fonns, a single subscript is sufficient
for the normal stress, since it is understood that the outward nonnal of the plane
and the direction of the stress must coincide for normal stresses. Shear stresses
must continue to have two subscripts to avoid ambiguity about the face and
direction in which the stress acts. Both notations may be encountered in different
chapters within this volume. Fig. 1b illustrates the stresses on a plane element,
using both the tensorial and engineering notations that are commonly encountered.
Fig . le illustrates the general three-dimensional stress state that exists within many
loaded structures, including adhesive bonds.
Strain is defined as the deformation divided by the distance over which this
deformation takes place, and is a dimensionless quantity. Normal strains, often
denoted by e, represent deformations that are measured in the same direction as
the original length, as shown in Fig. 2.
(2)

Taking the limit of this, as the original length, L , goes to zero, provides the
engineering normal strain at a point. Engineering shear strains are given as angles
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measured in (dimensionless) radians, where

t:. L1

tany = - L
and t:.L 1 is the component of deformation pe rpendic ular to the original length.
Thus y is a measure of the angular di sto rtion from a right angle. For small shear
strains,
t!:.L 1

Y~T'
taking on the same form as the normal strain. A limit as the length, L , becomes
infinites imally small is used to obtain shear s train at a point.
Like stresses, strains arc also second-order tensors. so may be given with two
subscripts indicating the plane ove r which the strain occurs, and the direction
in which the strain occurs, respectively. Provided the deformations are smalL
tensorial strains arc given by
<, ..

"'.I

=

~ (i~~~ + OUj)

2

ih ;

OX;

'

('))
.J

where x; is the ith coordinate axis and u; is the displacement in the ith direc tion .
Other strain definitions are often used for large deformations and for other
situations, as are given in standard continuum mechanics texts [ 14].

Fig. I. (a) Definitions for normal and shear stresses at a point in terms of the nonnal and tangential
components of the force in1.:rement acting over the infinitesimal area, .0.A. (b) Two-dimensional
representation of tensorial and engineering notations for stresses acting on a plane stress element.
(c) General three-dimensional stress slate and corresponding stress stale in principal planes.
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Although normal and shear stresses are the same in both tensorial and engineering stress definitions, for strains, the tensorial shear strain components E:ij,
where i =f. j, represent half of the corresponding engineering strains (eij = YiJ /2).
Normal strains, however, are the same in both systems.
Although the definitions of nonnal and shear stresses are closely related, as
are nonnal and shear strains, the distinction between nonnal and shear might
suggest that these are separate and distinct quantities. In fact, the magnitude of
these nonnal and shear quantities is dependent on the reference coordinate system
chosen. Thus, a pure uniaxial nonnal stress becomes a combination of nonnal and
shear stresses in a rotated coordinate system; a pure shear stress state becomes
pure normal stresses in tension and compression when one rotates the coordinate
system by 45°. Fig. 3a illustrates these two examples. Second-order tensors such
as stress and strain can all be transfonned by certain coordinate transformation
equations, or by a graphical procedure known as Mohr's circle [ 15), also illustrated
in Fig. 3a. A simple application of this stress transfonnation concept is illustrated
in Fig. 3b, where two members of cross-sectional area, Ao, are bonded together
across a bond plane that may be oriented at different angles with respect to the
axial load axis. This plot shows how the average nonnal stress (perpendicular to
the bond plane) and average shear stress (with respect to the bond plane) vary as
the bevel angle is changed. A nominal uniaxial stress state is resolved into normal
and shear stresses that vary in magnitude as the orientation of the coordinate
system is rotated, and the bond area changes accordingly.
One property of second-order tensors such as stress and strain is that one can
identify certain principal planes on which extreme values of the magnitudes occur.
In general, complex, three-dimensional stress states such as shown in Fig. I c can
be resolved into principal stresses as shown in the same figure. Maximum and
minimum nonnal stresses occur on these principal planes where shear stresses
vanish. These principal stresses (or strains) are of significant importance in several
failure criteria for homogeneous, isotropic materials [ 16), and may he important in
the failure of adhesives as well [ 17). Because of the natural planes associated with
the bond plane, however, nonnal and shear stresses acting on these bond planes
are often examined and reported in adhesion-related literature.
The stress and strain measures listed above are based on the original area and
original length, respectively. These simple quantities are known as engineering
stress and engineering strain. Several other forms of stress and strain are often
encountered, especially when defonnations are large. For such situations, the final
area or length may be significantly different than the original area or length, and
more sophisticated treatments are warranted. The interested reader may consult
texts on continuum mechanics for alternate definitions [ 14].
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2.2. Constitutive relations between stress and strain
Stresses and strains are related through constitutive equations; for linear elastic,
homogeneous, isotropic materials, these relations include
1

Ex = E [O"x -

V ( O"y

+ a z)] ,

1

Ey = E[ay -v(ax +a2 )] ,
l

cz = E[a2 -v(ax+ay)],
't'xz

't'xy

Yxy =

G'

Yxz =

G'
(4)

where E is Young's modulus or modulus of elasticity, G is the shear modulus
or modulus of rigidity, K is the bulk modulus, and v is Poisson's ratio. The
simple Hooke's law relationship, a = Ee , is only valid for uniaxial loading; more
general stress states require the use of the generalized Hooke's law relationships
above. For linear elastic, isotropic materials, only two constitutive properties are
independent. For example, the shear and bulk moduli can be given in terms of E
and v as
E
E
(5)
K=---G=--2(l+v)'
3(1-2v)
Much of the treatment contained within this volume is limited by the assumptions that the adhesives, and usually the adherends, are linear elastic, homogenous,
and isotropic. For bulk adhesives, the assumption of isotropy is usually justified, although instances do arise where preferred orienta tion of filler particles or
crystalline regions can lead to anisotropic behavior. Common adherends such as
fiber-reinforced composites, wood, and cold-drawn metals often exhibit anisotropic behavior that can significantly affect joint behavior.
Homogeneity may be appropriate in a global sense, although local inhomogeneities may exist for several reasons. Most practical adhesives and sealants are
filled with a variety of polymeric, metallic, or inorganic fillers . Phase-separated
rubber or thermoplastic regions are often used to toughen thermosetting resins.
Metallic fillers may be added to achieve electrical or thermal conductivity, or
provide desired magnetic behavior. A wide variety of metal oxides, clays, and
other inorganic fillers are often added to improve strength, stiffness, toughness,
or abrasion resistance, or to reduce cost of the material. Filler particles may be
well dispersed, but often aggregate into complex clusters and dispersions. If the
filler particles are small compared to other geometric features of the bond, and
are well dispersed, the global behavior of the adhesive is often assumed to be
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homogeneous. Locally, however, filler particles induce a complex state of stress
that can significantly alter the performance.
Local anisotropy and inhomogeneity may exist in the interphase [ 18), that
complex region between the bulk adhesive and substrate in a bonded joint. Here
molecular alignment, variations in stoichiometry, molecular weight gradients
due to entropic effects, transcrystalline growth, and other factors may alter
the chemical composition and affected mechanical properties. Although such
variations can be very important in the performance of bonded systems, they are
seldom considered in classical mechanics treatments of adhesive joints. Intense
recent efforts in graded interfaces, however, are leading to significant progress in
understanding some of these challenging areas.
The constitutive relationships given above were based on linear elastic behavior. Although certain brittle thermosets or highly filled systems may exhibit very
limited ductility, most fully formulated, commercially available adhesive products
have been designed to provide at least a modest amount of plastic flow when
loaded sufficiently. Yielding and plastic deformation are important in improving
the toughness of a material. This inelastic behavior is important in relieving stress
concentrations at comers and debond tips, and improving fracture toughness,
impact performance, and usually fatigue resistance. Such materials are more forgiving, and tend to produce more durable bonded structures for systems that fail
by debond or crack propagation. Although this ductility is often very beneficial,
nonlinear behavior can be quite complex to analyze. Finite element techniques
are often needed to address such material complexities in a meaningful way. In
some limited situations, however, closed form solutions are possible. For example,
Hart-Smith's classical analysis of adhesive plasticity in lap joints was based on
elastic-perfectly plastic material behavior [ 19]; Williams has used bilinear models
to predict bending behavior of peeled adherends [20]; and Thouless and coworkers
have used power law hardening models to predict adherend bending of impact
specimens [21 ]. Liechti et al. [22] have made extensive use of Ramburg-Osgood
models for adhesive behavior in their finite element representations of a variety of
adhesive bonds to accurately represent adhesive behavior.
When dealing with polymeric materials. in particular, time-dependence is often
of considerable importance. Viscoelastic behavior of the polymer gives rise to a
variety of observed behaviors of adhesively bonded joints. Changes in adhesive
modulus with time cause load sharing changes [23,24] that exhibit a delay time
followed by creep and rupture for lap joints [25 ,26). Time-dependent deformation
at a debond tip gives rise to the common stick-slip phenomenon in bonded joint
failure, and results in significant rate-dependent fracture energies . Viscoelastic
flow can alter the propensity of a pressure-sensitive tape to flag [27]. Chapter 12
will provide a mathematical description of various viscoelastic representations,
along with applications to flow of viscoelastic fluids relevant to fabricating bonded
joints. The reader may refer to books that cover viscoelastic analysis methods
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[28-31] for details on solving viscoelastic boundary value problems involving
the correspondence principle and other approaches. Chapters 13 and 14 will
cover some of the effects of time-dependence in pressure-sensitive adhesives, and
Chapter 17 will examine joint durability.

2.3. Determining stress and strain fields in boundary value problems
Boundary value problems refer here to objects subjected to loads (tractions) and
displacements prescribed along the boundary. Mechanics solutions for boundary
value problems can be obtained through several approaches. The simplest involves solutions for stresses, strains, displacements, and energies based on the
assumptions made in the elementary mechanics of materials classes taught at the
undergraduate level in engineering curricula. Although lacking in some detail,
these so-called mechanics of materials solutions have served as the basis for
most engineering designs until fairly recent times. These closed-form solutions
may not exactly satisfy all equilibrium or kinematic requirements, but in many
situations have been sufficiently accurate for practical design procedures. The
solutions presented within this chapter all fall within this classification of mechanics of materials solutions. Exact solutions, based on elasticity theory [32}, began
flourishing in the 19th century. As the name implies, the solutions exactly satisfy
all equilibrium and kinematic equations, at least in some sense. For example,
using the principles of elasticity theory may allow one to construct an 'exact'
solution valid in two dimensions, although the use of this solution for structures
of finite thickness again leads to some deviation from satisfying all equilibrium
and kinematic relations. While these principles provide powerful tools for solving
a variety of problems, they are often difficult to apply to the complex geometries,
loading scenarios, and multiple material structures that are commonly encountered
in modern engineering design.
The third major category of mechanics solutions involves numerical approximations of the stress and strain states. Perhaps the most powerful of these tools is
the finite element method, which involves discretizing the structure of interest into
a series of small elements . By approximating the relevant mechanics quantities
over each finite element, the entire structure can be analyzed. By refining the discretization process, solutions of the desired accuracy can often be obtained. The
finite element method is an extremely powerful tool to analyze stresses, strains and
other quantities in any structure. Complex geometries, multiple materials, nonlinear behavior, and a host of other complexities can often be accurately represented
with this approach. A number of commercial software packages are available for
use, and many of these have become quite user-friendly, greatly facilitating their
use. These codes are often able to analyze other physical phenomena, such as heat
transfer, electromagnetic fields, fluid flow, etc. that can sometimes be important in
bonded assemblies as well.
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Real adhesive joints are typically three-dimensional structures. Three-dimensional solutions are notoriously difficult when using analytical approaches and
often tedious and computationally intensive when using numerical solution methods. Although some adhesive bond problems are inherently 3-D, many can be
reasonably approximated by 2-D or even 1-D models. For 2-D models, axisymmetric solutions are appropriate for circular geometries. The plane stress
approximation assumes that there are no stresses perpendicular to the plane being
analyzed, as is often appropriate for narrow beam geometries. When the strains
perpendicular to the plane of analysis are zero, plane strain conditions are assumed. These are often appropriate for wide structures where strains in the width
direction are zero or a constant (generalized plane strain). These conditions might
be appropriate for a long sealant joint in pavement, or for an adhesive constrained
between two stiff adherends. In some cases, even 1-D approximations can provide
useful qualitative, if not quantitative insights. The shear lag and beam on elastic
foundation models described below fall into this category; the former considers
the relative deformation parallel to the bond plane, and the latter addresses the
out-of-plane deformation.

3. Structural elements in bonded joints
Before examining the stress states within bonded joints, it is instructive to review
several structural elements involved in typical bonded joints. An understanding
of these elements will prove useful in considering the stresses, deformations, and
energy stored in the members that make up a bonded joint or structure. The
interested reader will find more details on these and other elements in elementary
mechanics of materials texts [15].
One of the basic structural elements encountered in bonded joints is the
straight, axially loaded bar as illustrated in Fig. 4. Except near the ends or near
holes or other discontinuities that might exist in the member, the normal stress is
considered to be uniform across the cross-sectional area. If the material behaves
in a linear elastic fashion, the overall deformation in the rod may easily be
determined, as may the stored elastic energy within the rod. Expressions for these
quantities are also given in Fig. 4. In addition to the axial deformation, which
occurs due to the applied axial load, deformations in the transverse directions
are also observed, and are related to the axial strains through the Poisson's ratio
of the material. Specifically, for uniaxial loading, Poisson's ratio is defined as
the negative of the ratio of the transverse strain to the axial strain. Theoretically
ranging from -1 to 0.5, Poisson's ratio for most engineering materials ranges
only from around 0.2 to nearly 0.5. Poisson's ratio can have significant effects
on the stress states present in bonded joints, giving rise to complex threedimensional stress states. As Poisson's ratio approaches a value of 0.5, as occurs
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with elastomeric systems, unique stress profiles can present themselves l31 J, as
will be seen in Chapter 10.
Although perhaps less common in published treatments of adhesive joints.
torsional clements arc also encountered in many bonded joints and strnctures.
ror arbitrarily shaped cross-sections, formulae for stresses and deformations may
be obtained using the principles of elasticity l32]. Two special cases are easily
analyzed and are especially relevant to honde<l joints; their solutions are given
here. For circular cross-sections (either soli<l or hollow), cross-section planes
1 , may
remain plane even when torsional loading is applied. Shear strains,
he easily shown to vary linearly from zero at the center to a maximum value at
the outermost radius of the cross-section. ror linear elastic materials. the shear
stresses, r,o, must also vary linearly, remaining proportional to the shear strains
through the shear modulus, G. The total torque resisted by the resulting shear
stresses is the integral of the shear stresses, weighted by the moment arm, p, over
the cross-sectional area. Since the shear stress increases linearly with radius and
the moment arm also increases linearly with radius, torque and moment loadings
naturally give rise to a term that represents the second moment of area 2 . ror torque

y,,

1

Here we use the cylindrical cuordinatc system where r is the radial cuordinatt: axis. f:i i,; in 1hc
circumterential direction, and z is the axial coordinate.
1 Often reforrer..l lo a:. the moment of iner1ia, this lauer term is some1imes reserved for the mass
1no111ent of inertia used in flywheels and other rotating objects. where linear vclo,;ity and moment
arm both vary linearly with radius. again giving ri~c 10 a squared radial dependence.
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of circular cross-sections, the second polar moment of area about the center is the
appropriate term. Using this quantity, simple expressions for shear stress, angle of
twist, and stored energy may easily be written [ 15], as given in Fig. Sa. The second
torsional geometry discussed here is the thin-walled element of arbitrary shape,
a classic example of which would be an aircraft wing or other airfoil. Torsional
stiffness arises primarily from shear stresses carried within the airfoil skin. These
shear stresses can be obtained from the equations [ 15] given in Fig. Sb. When
thin-walled tubular sections are joined together, these latter formulae are useful in
estimating the magnitude of the shear loading that must be carried by the bond.
Of significant importance in many bonded structures is the beam or bending
element. Before examining the deformation of beams, we first examine the
concepts of shear and bending moment that exist within beam-like structures.
Consider a beam element as shown in Fig. 6a. The beam is subjected to a lateral,
distributed loading, q(x ). The internal shear force, V (x ), and bending moment,
M(x) , within the beam are related to q(x) through
dV

dx

= -q(x),

dM
= V(x).
dx

(6)

These quantities are often plotted in shear and bending moment diagrams [ 15),
such as those illustrated in Fig. 6b for a simply supported beam subjected to a
central load, and a cantilever beam subjected to a uniform distributed load.
Whereas torques (moments applied parallel to the shaft axis) tend to twist
structural elements, moments applied perpendicular to the axis of the beams
tend to bend them. The resulting radius of curvature is used to characterize the
deformation of beams. In a manner analogous to torsional loading of a circular
shaft, the resulting normal strains vary linearly from the neutral axis, an unstrained
plane passing through the centroid of the cross-section. For linear elastic materials,
the normal stresses also vary linearly, giving rise to a second moment of area term
about the centroidal axis. The equation for stress (as given in Fig. 7) is similar to
that in torsion of circular shafts, but the resulting relationship for deformation is
quite different. The equations given in Fig. 7 are for the case of a moment applied
about an axis of symmetry or principal axis of the beam cross-section; for more
complex cross-sections or combined loading situations, consult an elementary
mechanics of materials text [15].
The relation for beam bending relates the radius of curvature, p, to the applied
moment, M, the Young's modulus of the material, E, and the second moment of
area, /, as shown in Fig. 7. For linear elastic materials, we may write the curvature
(defined as the reciprocal of the radius of curvature) as
M

p

EI'

(7)

where p and M are understood to be functions of position, x. The curvature is
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Fig. 6. (a) A differential beam element subjected to a distributed lateral load and internal shear
forces and bending moments. (b) Illustration of shear, bending moment, slope, and deflection diagrams for two beam configurations, a simply supported beam subjected to a centered concentrated
force, and a cantilever beam subjected to a uniform load distribution.

given in terms of the slope ~ and second derivative of the beam displacement
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If the slopes are sufficiently small, the curvature. I/ p, can be approximated as the
second derivative of the deflection. y. with respect to x. Subject to this assumption,
we have the widely used equation for heam deflections
M(x)

dx 2

(9)

El
Noting that the sernnd derivative of moment with respect to x is -q (x ), the
lateral loading on the beam, one can also write an alternate form of the deflection
relationship
d~y
q (x)
=-- -

dx4

EI

(10)

Applications of this relationship to heams with various boundary conditions and
loadings are relatively straightforward, and are tabulated in elementary engineering texts l15] as well as in more detailed treatments [34]. fig. 8 shows several
elementary loading cases for cantilever beams, along with the resulting deflection
equations. These linear solutions may readily be combined through superposition to obtain relationships for more complex combinations of loading. The first
derivative of the beam denection is the slope. Slope and deflection curves for two
beam configurations are also shown in fig. 6b.
One additional aspect of beam bending is the shear stresses that occur within
beams subjected to transverse loads as illustrated in fig. 9. When subjected to
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beam to allow buildup of axial stresses associated wi1h changing hending momenL

such lateral loads, the axial stresses vary not only from top to hottom of the beam,
but also along the length due the change in bending moment that O<xurs. This
variation in stress along the length requires shear stresses to transfer forces within
the beam. These stresses may easily be calculated. For built-up or laminated
beams, illustrated in Fig. 10, these stresses may be carried through mechanical
fasteners such as nails. bolts, and rivets, through discrete or continuous welds. or
through adhesives joining the components. These load-transferring components
allow the individual beams to act together as a single beam rather than as a
combination of flexible, independent beams. This composite action is of critical
importance in obtaining lightweight, efficient structural clements. For example.
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as shown in Fig. 11, the strength and stiffness of a series of independent beams
go up linearly with the number of layers: through composite action, however, the
bending strength of bonded layers goes up as the square of the number of layers,
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and the stiffness goes up as the cube of the number of bonded layers. Adhesives
thus can play a significant role in this important strengthening and stiffening
mechanism.
Beam solutions are applicable to relatively narrow members that are free
to deform along the length as well as across the width. Beam theory assumes
that no stresses are applied perpendicular to the plane of curvature. This plane
stress solution results in curvatures along the length as well as an anticlastic
curvature perpendicular to the length, whose curvature is equal to the negative of
Poisson's ratio times the longitudinal curvature. This tendency can have effects
on bonded joints [35]. As the beam becomes wider, the anticlastic bending can
no longer develop freely, and the beam bends as a plate. Although considerably
more complicated to analyze, the analysis of wide, plate-like structures including
bonded joints with various boundary conditions are related to the beams covered
above. The reader is referred to books [36] on plates and shells for a discussion of
this topic, which is beyond the scope of this chapter.
These three simple structural elements (axial member, torsional member, and
bending beam) along with extensions of the latter to plate and shell geometries,
can be used to represent the adherends used in many commonly used joints. The
simple treatments considered herein ignore complications that occur near the ends
where loads may be introduced, and also ignore the possibilities of holes, changes
in size or shape, and other discontinuities that often occur in real structures.
Nonetheless, their analysis serves as an important component in understanding
stresses and strains within many bonded joints. Although addressed individually
in the above treatment, many bonded joints involve combinations of the above
loading modes. For example, and as will be shown in Chapter 4, the axial loads
applied to single lap joints actually produce moments within the adherends,
resulting in stresses in the adherends that can be as much as four times those
predicted by the axial formula alone. Clearly these combined loading cases are
also of significant importance for bonded joints and structures. For cases where
the solutions are linear and uncoupled, one can simply superimpose the relevant
solutions to obtain the answers to combined loading problems.
Solutions for stresses and strains within even simple structures discussed above
often involve statically indeterminate solutions requiring information beyond that
available through the equations of equilibrium alone. In addition to equilibrium
equations, kinematic relations linking displacements, and constitutive relations
relating stresses and strains are nonnally required for these solutions. Such
solutions may be obtained at the mechanics of materials level, involving simple
solutions for basic structural elements as given above, or they may require more
sophisticated analytical or numerical methods.
Finally, it should be noted that although the simplistic treatment of these
important structural elements has provided the basis of much of the analysis and
design that has gone into developing the engineering structures we are familiar
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with, many complications can arise that require more detailed analysis. Chapter
2 will introduce the stresses and failure processes that may occur in bonded
structures that contain cracks and debonds, a topic of importance in many of the
chapters of this hook. Chapters 2 and 5 describe the singular stress fields that may
arise around other details associated with bond terminations.

4. The shear lag model
The shear lag model, first published by 0. Volkersen in 1938 [37], is one of the
most fundamental concepts in the transfer of load between two members joined by
either discrete connections, such as mechanical fasteners, or by a continuous layer
such as an adhesive. For any type of bonded joint involving adherends laid side
by side and loaded axially in tension or compression, as shown in Fig. 12a, the
adhesive layer serves to transfer load from one adherend to the other through shear
stresses distributed along the length of the bond. If the adherends are relatively
rigid, the transfer occurs in a more uniform fashion, with load being gradually
transferred across the bond plane at a fairly uniform rate. If the adherends are
noticeably deformable in the axial direction, however, significant peaks in the
shear stresses will occur at the ends of the joints. The following analysis is meant
to illustrate how this determination of stress distributions is made for this widely
applicable shear lag concept.
The basic shear lag model is based on several assumptions as follows.
(1) The adhesive does not carry any significant axial force, because it is more
compliant in the axial direction than the adherends, and because it is relatively thin compared to the adherends.
(2) The adherends do not deform in shear, implying that the shear modulus of
the adherends is much greater than that of the adhesive. This assumption
becomes especially suspect with anisotropic materials such as wood- or
fiber-reinforced composites.
(3) Out-of-plane normal stresses are ignored in both the adhesive and adherends.
(4) The effect of the load eccentricity or couple is ignored, and bending of the
adherends is specifically ignored .
(5) Adhesive and adherends are assumed to behave in a linear elastic manner.
(6) Bonding is assumed to be perfect along both bond planes.
(7) The effects of the bond terminus are ignored.
(8) Plane stress conditions are assumed, ignoring complications arising from
different Poisson contractions in the bonded region and single adherend
regions.
In spite of the assumptions, the shear lag analysis does provide a great deal
of useful insight. Perhaps the most questionable assumption involves the failure
to consider the couple, thus the analysis is conducted on an object that is not
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in moment equilibrium. This prevents the model from recognizing the adherend
bending and severe peel stresses that often account for failure in single lap joints.
Because of this, the model is not particularly appropriate for single lap joints, an
important geometry that will be covered in more detail in Chapter 4. If one applies
the shear lag model to half of a double lap joint, the results are more meaningful
since bending is less pronounced in this symmetric geometry. Ignoring bending,
the derivation proceeds as follows.
The upper and lower adherends are denoted by 1 and 2, respectively. Each
adherend has a Young's modulus E; and a thickness t;. The adhesive has a shear
modulus of G and a thickness of h. The joint length is l, as shown in Fig. 12a.
Solving this statically indetenninate problem involves the equilibrium equations
based on a differential element as shown in Fig. 12a:
da 1
1
-=-!',
dx
!2

da2
1
-=--!',
dx
t2

(11)

the kinematic expressions
d<S
-

(12)

=£1 -£2,

dx
and the constitutive relationships
£2

= a2/ E2,

y = r/G,

(13)

where a 1 and a 2 are the axial stresses in the upper and lower adherends, respectively, & 1 and &2 are the corresponding axial strains, and <5 represents the
relative horizontal displacement between the upper and lower adherend across the
bondline; each is a function of position, x, along the length of the bond.
Combining these equations, one obtains the governing differential equation
where

w=

(14)

The solution to this second-order differential equation is
r(x) = Acoshwx + Bsinhwx.

(15)

This governing differential equation will be useful for several different geometries and loading scenarios. The boundary conditions needed to solve for the
unknown coefficients, A and B, depend on the configuration being considered.
The simplest and yet most general approach seems to be based on establishing
first derivatives of the shear stress at the bond ends by combining the kinematic
equations to obtain
dr
G
dx = h(ei -f2).
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Since £1 and £2 vanish at the right and left ends of adherends I and 2, respectively,
because these are free ends, we obtain

drl

dx -l'il

=

GP
- hE2t2'

drl er
dx

2-

GP
hE1t1'

which are the two boundary conditions that allow us to determine the final solution
fur the shear lag model of the lap joint
r(x) =

Pw
Pw
(E2t2-E1t1) sinhwx,
coshwx +
2sinh(wf/2)
2cosh(wf/2) E1t 1 + E2t2

(16)

where P is the axial load per unit width of the joint.
For the balanced adherend case where the E; t; products for the upper and
lower adherends are the same, the coefficient for the hyperbolic sine term becomes
zero, and the shear stress distribution is symmetric about the center of the joint.
Adams and Wake [ 11] have provided insightful figures illustrating the shear stress
distributions within joints consisting of either rigid or extensible adherends. As
seen in Fig. 12b, if the adherends are relatively rigid (w very small), the adherends
translate relative to one another, and the shear stress is uniform (based on the
Volkersen assumptions). If the adherends are extensible, those sections of the
adherend with more axial load will deform more, resulting in greater elongation.
The shear strains within the adhesive are seen to vary significantly along the
length of the bond, obeying the characteristic hyperbolic cosine form. Average
axial stresses within the adherends are related to the integrals of the shear stress,
as indicated in Eq. 11, so their form may easily be determined as well.
Fig. 13 illustrates the shear stress distributions in balanced joints of various
lengths. When non-dimensionalized by the average shear stress, as shown in
Fig. 13a. the shear lag model predicts that the maximum stress becomes larger
for longer joints sustaining the same average shear stress. Fig. 13b shows the
same data, but non-dimensionalized by Pw, effectively comparing different length
joints supporting the same applied load. Beyond a point, increasing the joint length
docs not reduce the maximum shear stress predicted by the shear lag model. These
figures also provide convincing evidence about the dangers of reporting average
shear stress at break when testing lap joints, especially if the properties of the
adherends or adhesives are changing, or if the geometry of the joint is not the
same. Many sources, including ASTM, strongly caution against the use of the
apparent shear strength (used in many lap shear test methods [38]) for design
purposes [39] .
A key feature to be gained from the Volkersen shear lag result is that there is
a relatively uniform shear stress distribution only for the case of 'short joints' .
For longer joints, there are peaks in the shear stress anywhere there are relative
changes in the stiffness of the adherends. Thus near joint ends, large shear stress
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peaks are expected. The words 'Jong' and 'short' refer to the actual length of the
joint compared to the characteristic length, w- 1, the reciprocal of the eigenvalue.
The characteristic length is a measure of the distance necessary to transfer the
load, equilibrating the strains in the adherends, giving rise to the spatial lag
required to reach compatible strains in the adherends.
For situations where the adherends are not balanced, the hyperbolic sine term
does not vanish. and the shear stress distribution is skewed to result in higher shear
stresses at the end of the stiffest adherend. Since stress trajectories 3 always tend
to follow the stiffest path, we expect the less stiff adherend to shed the majority of
the load to equilibrate the axial strains in the adherends. Because the shear stresses
are reduced near the end of the softer (thinner) adherend, one might recognize that
tapering the adherends could result in a more uniform shear stress distribution.
Indeed, the stresses are much more uniform for scarl or bevel joints. It has been
shown, however, that unless the adherends are tapered to Jess than I 0% of the
thickness, there may be little benefit from tapering [40]. Because of the difficulty
in machining feather-edges on complex adherends, there is a tendency to use
the discrete version of a bevel joint, the step lap joint. This geometry is easy to
machine, and especially well suited to manufacture laminated composite joints.
The key feature to note is that there will be shear stresses anywhere there is a
relative change in adherend stiffness. For tapered adherends, there is a distributed
change along the entire length of the joint, resulting in a uniform shear stress
distribution over this region. For the case of the step lap joint, there are discrete
changes in relative stiffness, resulting in discrete regions over which there are high
shear stresses [41 ]. While not as efficient as tapered joints, step lap joints are able
to carry considerably higher loads than lap joints in which the adherends are of
constant stiffness. Step lap joints can be optimized to minimize the likelihood of
adherend and adhesive failure. In designing joints for aircraft, the author has found
that computer codes developed by Hart-Smith [42] were able to accurately predict
strength for step lap joints with composite and titanium adherends. Additional
details on design aspects can be found in Chapter 19.
The original Volkersen shear lag analysis is inadequate for single lap joints because it ignores the moments, shear forces, peel stresses, and other complications.
It is more applicable to the double lap joint in which these terms are significantly
reduced, although not eliminated. In spite of the limitations, however, the shear
Jag model is useful in estimating the manner in which load is transferred between
adherends. The underlying concepts of the shear lag model can be applied to a
wide variety of related geometries. For the case of thin-walled torsional members,
one finds that the basic equations translate directly. However, the shear modulus

3 Stress trajectories are the paths stresses tend
of streamlines in fluid flow.

to

follow, and are akin to the more familiar concept
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of the adherends rather than the Young's modulus appears in the expression for
w. Because the shear moduli are smaller than the Young's moduli, w is larger
and the characteristic shear lag distance is shorter, resulting in more prominent
peaks in shear stress [43]. For the case of torsion of circular tubes bonded to tubes
or shafts, similar relationships are found involving the second polar moments of
area of the individual tubes [44]. Extensions to materials reinforced with fibers
or even to steel-reinforced concrete are possible. The load is transferred from the
reinforcing fiber to the surrounding material through a shear lag process that has
been modeling in a variety of ways depending on the boundary conditions and
the assumptions made [45,46]. Chapter 16 will provide additional details on these
applications to fiber-reinforced systems. Such models are useful in determining
how load is transferred around a broken fiber or a broken ply in laminated systems
[47,48]. Indeed, the shear lag model is a widely used concept in understanding
load transfer in bonded systems, having wide applicability to many different
configurations when appropriately modified.

5. The beam on elastic foundation model
Another fundamental mechanics solution that has many applications in bonded
joints is that of a beam on an elastic foundation. Emil Winkler first reported
this analysis in 1867 [49]. The method has been widely applied to a variety of
problems, perhaps most obviously that of trains passing over rails supported by
the earth, and has been included in most texts on advanced mechanics of materials
[ 16]. Since many bonded joints have beam-like adherends supported by a more
flexible adhesive layer, this model of a beam on an elastic foundation is also of
great importance for a variety of joints ranging from the lap shear specimen to
fracture specimens, from peel specimens to the loop tack test.
The beam on elastic foundation analysis begins by considering a beam supported by a continuous foundation, both of which are assumed to be linearly
elastic in their behavior. The flexural rigidity of the beam (£ I) and the foundation stiffness (k) determine the form of the resulting stress distributions and
deflections. Here, k represents the force per unit length required to produce a
unit deflection of the foundation, and has units of force/length 2 • Although often
illustrated as a series of discrete springs supporting the beam, as shown in Fig. 14,
the model actually involves a continuously distributed support of independent
springs. Deflections of the beam then result in distributed forces along the length
of the beam that are given by q(x) = ky(x ), where y is the vertical deflection of
the beam. Recalling and allowing
( 17)
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Fig. IS. A semi-infinite beam on an elastic foundation is subjected to an applied moment and
force at the end. The foundation is illustrated by a discrete set of springs, although the analysis
and applications to adhesive layers are for continuous support.

at a free end, as shown in the inset of Fig. 15. For a relatively long beam supported
on such a foundation, the resulting peel stress distribution is given by

Ea
fJ
e- x[Fcos(,Bx)+M,B(cos(,Bx)-sin(.Bx))],
3
2hE 1,8
where F is the applied force, M is the applied moment, and
a(x)=

-j 4Elh'
Eaw

,8-

(21)

(22)

If the beam is shorter than 5/ ,8, the above expression for the peel stress should
be corrected for end effects [52]. The reciprocal of ,8 has units of length, and is a
measure of a characteristic distance over which the stresses are distributed. As ,8
becomes smaller, the stresses are distributed over wider areas, effectively reducing
the peak stresses.
The above results are plotted in Fig. 15 individually for an applied lateral force
and a moment. The trigonometric terms in Eq. 21 suggest that the solution will
alternate between tensile and compressive stresses. The exponential decay is so
rapid, however, that oscillations beyond the first tension and compression zones
are barely evident in graphs of the stresses. For the case of the applied load, the
integral of the stresses (over the area) within the adhesive must equal the applied
load . For the case of the applied moment, the area under the stress curve must
equal zero, and the first moment of the area must equate to the applied couple.
The compressive and tensile zones counteract one another so that no net force
is present, although they do constitute a couple. Although the areas under these
respective portions of the curve are equal, the peak of the region at the end of
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the bond is about five times larger in magnitude than the inner peak. Reversing
the direction of the applied moment will reverse this comparison, and has useful
implications for design purposes [53]. Since adhesives are considerably weaker
in tension than in compression, having the outer (and larger magnitude) peak be
tensile is of greater concern. This is particularly the case since the environment
has access to the outermost region, and may increase the likelihood for debonding,
especially over time.
The beam on elastic foundation solution arises in numerous solutions for
stresses within adhesive layers. Goland and Reissuer's seminal work examining
peel stresses within the single lap joint, for example, result in these classical beam
on elastic foundation profiles for the case where the adhesive is considered to
be flexible in comparison with the adherends [51]. Solutions for residual stresses
induced by moisture gradients in bonded joints also exhibit these characteristic
profiles [54). The case of tubular joints loaded in tension results in closely related
solutions that recognize the increased bending stiffness of the tubular adherends
associated with stretching of the walls of the tubes [55]. The beam on elastic
foundation model is directly applicable to the case where adherends with different
curvatures are brought together and bonded with an adhesive [53,56]. Any bond
geometry related to peeling will typically include the beam on elastic foundation
approximation for the bonded region. This beam on elastic foundation formulation
was a key feature in the early analysis of peel geometries by Kaelble [57,58) and
as corrected by Dahlquist [59). Kaelble also demonstrated the magnitudes of these
stress profiles experimentally [60). One can easily demonstrate the compressive
zone by lightly draping a typical pressure-sensitive adhesive tape on a sheet of
glass or other smooth surface, and then lifting the free end of the tape. Even
though external pressure was never applied to cause the adhesive to wet the
glass, a significant removal force is required. In fact, the adhesive will wet the
adherend due to the compressive region that precedes any tensile zone that may
develop. One can easily see the compressive front as it moves along the tape just
ahead of the debond region. This phenomenon is the basis for several tack tests
designed to measure the aggressiveness of the adhesive. The loop tack test and the
quick stick test quantify the energy release rate required to debond tapes wetting
the surface based solely on this compressive front. The stresses within double
cantilever beam specimens bonded with flexible adhesives also obey the beam on
elastic foundation form [61-64]. Anytime one deals with flexible adherends on
an adhesive foundation, these combined tension and compression regions of the
peel stress associated with the beam on elastic foundation are manifest. Those
bonded joints that may be classified as 'cleavage' tests will often exhibit these
characteristic stress profiles. Even when the assumptions associated with this
model no longer apply, the same qualitative trends are often observed.
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6. Residual stresses in adhesively bonded joints
Residual stresses arise in materials due to several phenomena related either to
a misfit in dimensions, or a gradient of some type. For homogeneous materials,
residual stresses often develop during cooling from their processing temperatures because of non-uniform temperatures within the material. For bimaterial
or multimaterial systems such as composites or bonded joints, different material
properties, most notably the coefficient of thermal expansion, lead to residual
stresses that can prove to be very detrimental to the performance of these material
systems. In fact, for many bonded systems, the residual stresses formed during
processing are often as significant as the mechanically applied stresses experienced in service. Although this chapter will not go into extensive details regarding
residual stress fields, it is instructive to see the relevance of the shear lag and beam
on elastic foundation models for several common scenarios.
Residual stresses can result from shrinkage associated with the cure mechanism, drying, or crystallization, and from changes in temperature. Both of these
can contribute significantly to the residual stress state present in adhesives used
above their glass transition temperature. For adhesives used well below their glass
transition temperature, the residual stresses typically begin building significantly
when the temperature drops below the glass transition temperature of the adhesive. Below the glass transition temperature, the CTE of a polymeric adhesive
is only about a third of the value above the Tg. The modulus, however, is significantly higher, perhaps by three orders of magnitude. Thus significant stresses
begin building at the stress free temperature, which can vary slightly from the Tg,
depending on the processing conditions [65].
For the case of similar adherends bonded with an adhesive possessing a
different CTE (or for the case of a coating), the adhesive will often have an
equal biaxial normal stress present within the plane of the bond. For relatively
stiff adherends made of the same material, the biaxial in-plane stress within the
bondline may be estimated by

Ea

ao = - - - ( a a -a)!}.T,
l - Vu

where Ea is the modulus of the adhesive,

(23)
Va

is the Poisson ratio of the adhesive,

au is the CTE of the adhesive, a is the CTE for the substrates, and !}. T is the

temperature change measured from the stress-free temperature. If we assume that
the CTE of the adhesive is larger than that of the adherends, and that the bond
is cooled down from a stress-free temperature where stresses begin to increase
rapidly, the in-plane residual stress state within the adhesive layer is tensile, as is
commonly the case with polymeric adhesives and coatings.
Except near the edges of the bond, there are no significant stresses (shear or
peel) across the interface. Along the edges, interfacial shear stresses are present,
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as illustrated in Fig. J 6, obeying relationships that arc qualitatively related to
the shear lag formulation presented earlier in this chapter. Due to the coupling
between shear and peel stresses, peel stresses also arise along the edges. This
key understanding that interfacial stresses are limited only to the edges (external
edges as well as internal edges at cracks, holes, holidays, or other flaws) is an
important concept for adhesive Jayers and for coatings. These peel and shear
stresses decay rapidly as one moves away from the free edge. Solutions for these
coating problems have been given by Suhir [66] and others. Further discussions of
this important class of adhesion problems will be covered in Chapter 9.
Where dissimilar adherencls arc joined with an adhesive. the Volkcrscn shear
lag model is directly applicable. Using the same geometry as defined in Fig. 12a,
one finds that the shear stresses within the adhesive Jayer are given by

r(x) =[(

(24)

I (a, ~ ar>Tw]sinh(on),
-- + --,- cosh((of/2)
E1!1

E1t1

if bending is prevented. Herc, the terms are as defined earJier. with a

1

and

o- 2 representing the coefficients of thermal expansion of the upper and lower

adherends, respectively. The similarity with Eq. 16 is obvious: predictions are
shown in Fig. 17.
The above solution is based on the shear lag model and ignores bending in the
adherends. Another situation of considerable importance is the bending of beams
and plates made with two or more materials. For example, consider the case of
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rig. 17 . .Shear l.ig predii.:tiuns for shear stres~es within adhesive layer joining two dissimilar
atlherem.ls having different coefficients of thermal expansion. Thinner bond lines result in more

significant peaks in shear stress. Rending is ignored for this shear lag approximation.

a hi material strip (plane stress) suhjecte<l to a change in temperature from its fiat
(stress-free) condition. This could he applicable to two dissimilar adherends joined
hy a thin adhesive layer, or to the case of a coating on a substrate. Timoshenko
[67 J showed that the resulting curvature for the geometry illustrated in Fig. 17
could he given hy

6(~a)(~T)(l +m)2

(25)

where ~a= a?. -a 1, m = t 1/1 1 , and n = £ 1/ E'l. This behavior can produce large
stresses within the adherends as well as within the adhesive layer, and can cause
significant problems with dimensional stability. Alternatively. lhe approach has
proven to he quite useful in characterizing the coefficients of thermal expansion,
residual stresses, and stress-free temperature of adhesives and coatings [68 J.
Significant residual stresses within the adhesive layer can result when two
adherends with dissimilar curvatures arc bonded together. Based direclly on the
beam on elastic foundation solution, Lhe moment required to bend the adherends to
conform must be reacted by stresses within the adhesive layer [55 J. These stresses
take on the characteristic beam on elastic foundation solution as illustrated in
Hg. 18, the magnitude of which is affected by geometry and modulus parameters.
One can imagine gradients of temperature or moisture within the adhcrcnds over
time, and how these gradients induce bending and residual peel stresses within
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the adhesive layer and eventually lead to flagging. As with many residual stress
solutions. the resulting geometry can be used as constant strain energy release
rate fracture specimens, and has been successfully used to study time-dependent
debonding and durability 1691.

7. Applications of fundamental stress transfer solutions
The solutions covered in this introductory chapter all fall into a class of mechanics solutions known as mechanics of materials solutions because they involve
assumptions that arc typical of those made in the undergraduate level mechanics
of materi.ils courses. These closed form solutions are easy to apply, and can
provide fundamental insights into the stress JieJds present within many idealized
bonded joints. The shear lag concept is of fundamental importam:e to any bonded
configuration where load is transferred from one adherend to another. primarily
through shear stresses within the adhesive layer. The bearn on elastic foundation
solution provides the basis for explaining the nature of bonded beams or plates
subjected to lateral loads or applied moments. The material on residual stres.-;es
and curvature arc important in und~rstanding the significant stresses that can result from mismatches in properties such as the coefficients of thermal expansion.
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These fundamental solutions arc applicable, at least qualitatively, to a wide range
of practic~,1 adhesive joints. Although the basic trends predicted by these methods arc of critical importance in understanding the resulting stress protllcs, more
sophisticated :-olutions may he required in many practical geometries in order to
accurately estahlish the resulting stress held.
The ahove treatments have considered peel and shear stresses in honds as
independent quantities. In fact, coupling between shear and normal stresses occurs
in many bonde<l joints. Consider for example a section of a bonded joint in
which an axial force is present within the top adhereml. This axial force will
pass near the centroid of the adhereml. Resisting this horizontal force is an equal
and opposite horizontal force composed of the shear stresses along the adhesive
interface. as shown in the free body diagram of the adherend sedion. as :-hown in
hg. 19. Since these forces arc not collinear, they compose a couple or moment
that lt'.nds to overturn the section of the adherend. This overturning moment
must he reacted by either peel stresses present within the adhesive layer, or by
a resisting moment within the adhcrcnd. Either of these involves an out-of-plane
deformation of the adherend and the associated peel stresses_ These peel stresses
take on the characteristic shape predicted by the beam on elastic foundation
solution. This simple illustration provides convincing evidence that the shear
stresses cannot, in general, occur in isolation in honded joints. Shear stresses
will often require corresponding peel stresses in order to maintain equilibrium.
Shear is often also associated with peeling forces. For example. when a fiexibk
adherend is peeled away from a substrate, as is illustrated in Fig. 20, bending of
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bonded joints.

the adherend results in a relative horizontal translation of the adherend surface
with respect to substrate. Thus a peeling action produces not only peel stresses,
but also shear stresses. Clearly, the stresses present within even the most simple
joint configuration can be quite complex and highly non-uniform.
In applying the simple models described herein. errors can arise based on
the assumed partitioning of deformations and stresses among the adherends and
adhesive. One common assumption is that since adhesives are often more flexible
than the adherends they join, certain deformations within the adherends can be
assumed to be negligible compared with the corresponding deflections within
the adhesive layer. This approach was taken for shear deformations in the shear
lag model and in out-of-plane deformations for the beam on elastic foundation
model. Although a reasonable assumption in some situations, one should note that
because the thickness of the adhesive is often significantly less than the adherends,
the total defo1mation within the adherend can actually be as large or larger than in
the adhesive L11,51 J. A second approach is to assume that because the adhesive is
so thin, it contributes little to the total deformation . Such assumptions are useful
in modeling the common double cantilever beam for fracture studies of adhesives
L70], for example. Here, the displacement of the applied loads is due primarily to
the deformations of the beam-like adherends. Although the above two assumptions
are very useful in many elementary solutions for bonded joints, either approach
can lead to significant errors when assumptions about moduli and thicknesses are
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inappropriate. Caution is recommended when using solutions based on either of
these assumptions.
One issue of importance in many bonded joints is the nonlinear nature of
certain solutions. Where adherend or adhesive plasticity occurs, for example, the
resulting stress distributions will obviously not depend linearly on the applied
load. Geometric nonlinearities may also arise with many bonded joints where the
adherend configuration changes appreciably as load is increased. The eccentric
nature of the single lap joint, for example, results in a significant geometric
nonlinearity as was first analyzed by Goland and Reissner [51]. Because the load
axis does not pass through the centroid of the adherends for much of their length,
a moment results in the adherends, producing bending. As the load increases,
the moment arm decreases, so the increment of moment decreases with a given
increment of load as the load is increased. Some disagreement has appeared in
the literature over these stresses, although careful numerical analysis using the
geometric nonlinear analysis has resolved some of the discrepancies [71]. The
original analysis of Brussat et al. [72] of the crack lap shear geometry neglects
the significant geometric nonlinearity that can occur for certain configurations of
this specimen. Either geometrically nonlinear analytical [73] or numerical [74]
methods are needed to capture these details on these and related geometries
exhibiting eccentric load paths.
Finally, the distinction between mechanics of materials solutions and elasticity
solutions is illustrated in a very simple example. From the shear lag model,
the maximum shear stresses are found to occur at the ends of the bonds. By
considering the details of the idealized bond termination, however, one recognizes
that the shear stress at the very edge of the adhesive layer must be identically zero
since this is a free edge. The 'exact' solution recognizes that the shear stress must
be zero at the edge, and includes modifications of the basic shear lag predictions
as one approaches discontinuities such as bond terminations. Indeed, elasticity
theory predicts that the peel stresses become infinite as one approaches the bond
termination, as will be seen in Chapters 2 and 5. Here, the 'exact' solution
mathematically predicts stresses that no real material can bear. In reality, ductile
adhesives will locally yield near the bond terminations, and the resulting stress
state may actually closely resemble the mechanics of materials solutions. Thus
although solutions for stresses may be approached from several levels, real joints
made with real materials often defy any of these idealizations. Although qualitative
agreement with these solutions is common, quantitative discrepancies may arise as
the joints being modeled deviate from the assumptions made. Numerical analysis,
when properly applied, can become a powerful tool for incorporating these and
other complexities.
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8. Strength and fracture approaches to adhesive bonds
Throughout this volume we will encounter two basic approaches to examining
adhesive bonds, whether test specimens for obtaining material properties, or
designing actual bonded structures. One criterion is based on the idea that failure
will occur when the maximum stress (or strain) within a bonded joint reaches a
critical value. Slightly more sophisticated approaches recognize that the failure
criterion is met when some combination of stresses (for example, the distortional
energy 4 ) reaches a critical value. Such strength-based criteria are widely used
to interpret failures within test specimens, and also to design adhesively bonded
joints. Further coverage of this approach will be given for several test methods
described in Chapter 6.
The second major approach to interpret failures and on which to base design
is the fracture mechanics approach. Within this method, several different criteria
can be used. The stress intensity approach scales linearly with the applied stress
level, and provides a measure of the severity of the stresses in front of a crack
or debond tip. The strain energy release rate approach scales as the square of the
applied stress (for linear systems), and provides an intuitively meaningful measure
of the energy required to debond a unit area of the propagating crack. Fracture
specimens are made with intentional flaws that can be monitored during testing.
By determining the energy required to propagate debonds, one can characterize
the adhesive bond's resistance to failure by fracture.
Within this volume, the reader will find several approaches within this general
framework. Chapter 2 introduces the concept of fracture mechanics, which is
treated in more detail in Chapters 7 and 8. Chapter 3 provides an elegant overview
of the energy approach to adhesion. Stresses and driving energies for contact
problems relevant to adhesion are given in Chapter 11, and Chapter 15 uses
fracture mechanics concepts to help interpret the failure modes occurring in
bonded joints.
Although both the strength and fracture approaches have strong proponents and
detractors, both approaches can prove useful in the design of engineering structures and components, including adhesively bonded joints. Rather than viewing
them as contradictory approaches, they should instead be seen as complementary
approaches, the former ensuring that a design is strong enough to withstand the
design loads, and the latter ensuring that if a debond is present, it will not propagate to a point where catastrophic failure can occur. Indeed adhesive joints must
be both strong enough and tough enough to sustain the multitude of loads to which
they may be exposed. Mohammed and Liechti [75] have shown that the use of the

1
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Known as the von Mises criteria, this approach has been applied accurately to yield phenomena
in a variety of ductile materials.
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cohesive zone model can be used to predict both the initiation of debonding from
a singular comer as well as predict debond propagation. One recent approach for
modeling the strength of adhesive joints through the use of Weibull statistics is
intriguing in offering possible paths to link strength and toughness criteria [76].

9. Summary and conclusions
Unlike tests on monolithic test coupons involving stress states that are relatively
uniform within the test section, stresses present within adhesive joints are, with
few exceptions, highly complex and non-uniform. When interpreting the results
from tests on adhesive bonds, one must recognize that adhesive bonds are actually
structures in the sense that they involve inherent complexities in stress distributions. Understanding the stresses within test specimens and bonded components
requires detailed analysis, the sophistication of which depends on the complexities
of the joint and the desired accuracy of the solution. A failure to recognize these
complexities can lead to erroneous design procedures and incorrect interpretation
of joint failures.
This introductory discussion of stresses within adhesive joints began by reviewing the concepts of stress and strain, and several of the common structural
elements involved in bonded joints. Axial members, torsional members, beams,
plates, and shells are all frequently encountered components in adhesively bonded
structures. Knowing the stress distributions within these members, along with
the deformations and energy stored within loaded components, provides a useful
basis upon which to build solutions for such components that are then joined with
adhesives. Furthermore, several relevant analyses are commonly encountered in
the analysis of bonded joints, and provide insights into even relatively complex
bonded structures. Although they may not be quantitatively accurate in certain
situations, they nonetheless provide a valuable qualitative understanding for many
of the bonded joints observed in practice.
The shear lag analysis is useful in understanding how load is transferred
from one adherend to another in lap-type adhesive joints. Numerous versions
of this fundamental concept are available for many lap configurations, including
single and double-lap joints, embedded fibers, torsion of tubular joints, etc. The
analysis is applicable to both mechanical loading, and to thermal loads related
to differences in coefficients of thermal expansion. The basic concept is that
a finite distance is required to transfer stresses from one adherend to another
across an adhesive layer in lap joints. This characteristic lag distance depends
on the geometric and constitutive properties of the adherends and adhesive layer.
The resulting shear stress solution is characterized by hyperbolic sine and cosine
functions along the length of the bond. For non-balanced adherends, the largest
shear stresses are predicted to occur at the end of the stiffest adherend.
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The concept of the beam on elastic foundation analysis finds wide applicability
when lateral loads or bending moments are applied to a flexible adherend supported by an adhesive layer. The resulting peel stress solution is an oscillatory
function that decays rapidly with an exponential decay. The resulting solution involves characteristic tensile and compressive regions whose magnitude and spatial
size depend on the geometric and constitutive properties of the adherends and
the adhesive layer. The solution has relevance for many geometries including the
single lap joint, fracture and peel specimens of various types, moisture ingression
and swelling of the adhesive, adherend curvature mismatches, etc.
Residual stresses are also very important in many adhesive bonds. When
adherends with similar coefficients of thermal expansion are bonded with an
adhesive, a biaxial tensile stress often results within the adhesive layer. lnterfacial
stresses, obeying shear lag distributions, are limited to the edges and around holes
and defects where free edges are present. When dissimilar adherends are bonded
together, significant stresses can result in both the adherends and the adhesive, as
can curvatures of the bonded system. These residual stresses can often be very
significant when compared with mechanically induced stresses.
Although these simplistic models presented in this chapter have certain assumptions and limitations, they nonetheless provide important insights into the
stress states that will develop within a wide range of adhesive joints. For simple
joint configurations, minor changes to the solutions presented herein can provide
reasonably accurate estimates of the stresses present. Although more sophisticated
numerical analyses are required for more complex cases, the characteristic stress
distributions predicted by these models are still qualitatively present in many
cases. Clearly, these solutions form the basis for understanding stress distributions
in many adhesively bonded joints. The following chapters will now proceed to
more accurately analyze a variety of related bonded joint geometries .
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Chapter 2

Fracture mechanics and singularities in
bonded systems
KENNETH M. LIECHTI *
Center for 1he Mechanics of Solids. S1ruc1urcs and Materials, The University of Texas at Austin,
Austin. TX 78712, USA

1. Introduction

Structures that are designed for stress levels below the yield or fatigue strengths of
their constituent materials have long been observed to experience material failure
by cracking. In many cases, the failure could be traced to stress concentrations,
preexisting flaws or some previously generated localized damage. These observations led to the conclusion that structures could fail at relatively low levels of
applied load due to the presence of cracks. Cracks and sharp corners give rise to
singular stress and strain fields in the material surrounding them. A singular stress
has the form a- "' r,._,, where r is the distance from the crack tip or corner and )c
is known as the order of the singularity. If O < ).. < I, the stress a- ~ oo as r ~ 0.
This infinite stress is known as a singular stress and is more severe than the stress
concentration at, for example, a hole. It is not physically realistic to expect infinite
stresses in a material because breakdown mechanisms (not accounted for in analyses that yield singular stresses) will dominate at high stress levels. Nonetheless, as
we will see, singular stress fields can still be useful for describing crack nucleation
and propagation.
Fracture mechanics is perhaps the best example of how the fiction of singular
stresses can be acknowledged, while still providing a framework for a quantitative
measure of the severity of cracks. In addition, fracture mechanics has been
developed for determining the resistance of materials to the growth of cracks, as
welt as for designing damage-tolerant structures. Bonded systems are quite rich
in their array of potential fracture mechanisms. There can be cohesive cracks that
grow entirely within the adhesive layer. Another possibility is cracks that grow
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along an interface to create adhesive fracture. Cracks may branch into substrates
or oscillate within the adhesive layer. All these can be dealt with by fracture
mechanics. Cracks are not the only sources of high stresses or singularities in
bonded systems: there are generally a multitude of so-called bimaterial comers
that also excite singular stresses. They are admittedly of a slightly different nature
from those generated by cracks, but nonetheless can often be handled in a similar
manner.
The main emphasis of this chapter will be on the basic fracture mechanics
concepts for cohesive and adhesive fracture with some extension to crack branching and crack nucleation from bimaterial comers. Most of the current fracture
mechanics practice in testing adhesives and designing of adhesively bonded joints
is limited to linear elastic fracture mechanics concepts. The development of the
background material presented here will therefore be similarly constrained, except for the last section. Historically, fracture mechanics developed from energy
balance concepts and examinations of stresses around crack tips. The adhesive
fracture community has tended to favor the former, but both have useful features
and will be carried forward in the discussions that follow.
Fracture in bonded systems can be viewed at several scales. In many cases, the
adhesive layer itself may be ignored. Thus, if the adherends are the same, the crack
will appear to be cohesive, or one in a homogeneous material. If the adherend
materials differ and a crack is growing in the adhesive layer, but it is being
ignored, then the crack appears to be an adhesive one, growing along the interface
between the two different adherends. When the adhesive layer is accounted for,
then cohesive and adhesive cracking are again possible, albeit from a slightly
different perspective. As a result, the chapter will be divided into sections that deal
with adhesive and cohesive fracture on the macroscopic and microscopic scales.
The final section gives a brief overview of nonlinear effects.

2. Cohesive cracking
Cracks are considered to be cohesive when they grow entirely within the adhesive
layer. The chemists and surface scientists are usually happy when this happens
because it means that the bond between the adhesive and adherend is performing
well. Cracks may also be considered to be cohesive if the adherends are the same
and the adhesive layer is being ignored in the analysis.

2.1. Crack-tip stress analysis
If a linear elastic stress analysis is conducted to determine the stress distribution
in the region surrounding a crack tip, it can be shown [21] that the stress state is
given, with reference to Fig. l, as:
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The two-dimensional stress state with components a 11 , a 22 , and a 12 is represented
in Eq. I . The trigonometric functions are
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The quantity T is the 'T-stress', a non-singular normal stress in the x 1 -direction.
The soJution was obtained for a planar bo<ly under the action of in-plane loa<ls and
by enforcing the stress-free condition of the crack faces (B = ±;r ). The solution
given is the first two terms in a series and is vaJid in a region quite dose to
the crack tip and well removed from any external boundaries of the component.
The stress-free condition and the sharp crack lead to the square root singular
and trigonometric terms in the solution. These are the same for all cracks. The
coctlicicnts K 1 and K 11 arc known as the mo<lc I an<l II stress intensity factors,
respectively, and reflect symmetric tensile opening and asymmetric in-plane shear
sliding components due to the nature of the applied loads in Fig. 2, upper and
middle panel, respectively. The stress intensity factors in Eq. l arc undetermined
from the asymptotic analysis and depend upon the globally applied loads and
the complete geometry of the configuration, thus requiring a separate stress
analysis. However, the important consequence of the asymptotic analysis is that
the stress intensity factor distinguishes the local crack-tip stress distribution from
one cracked configuration to another. Alternatively, one can say that. when two
cracked contigurations have the same stress intensity factor, the stress distributions
are the same in the vicinity of the crack tips.
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The mode I and II stress intensity factors are defined as
Kr= Jim { f2ITT(a22)e=o}

and

Ku= Jim { hITT(a,2) 0 =0 },

(3)

and are generally a function of the applied load or stress, a and geometry,
represented here by the crack length a. Thus
K = K(a ,a).

(4)

The in-plane displacement components around the crack tip are given by

Ut} =
{u2

2

K1 (r{cose/2(K-1+2sin e/2)}

2µV2rr sine/2(K+l-2cos 2 e/2)

fr{

2

+ Ku
sine / 2(K+l+2co~ f/2) }·
2µ Y2rr -cose/ 2(K - l -2sm-e/2)

(5)

where µ is the shear modulus of the material, K = 3 - 4v is for plane strain,
K = ( 3 - v) / (1 + v) is for plane stress, and v is the Poisson ratio of the material.
For antiplane shear (Fig. 2, lower panel), the mode III stress intensity factor is
introduced to obtain near-tip stresses and displacements:
=
{a31}
an

~ {-sine/2}
,J2irr cos e;2 ·

(6 )

2KmH;·
- - sine/2,
27'{

(7)

Km= ,.__.o
Jim {(2T{r) 112a 32 lt1 =0}.
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= -µ-

Again, it is the stress intensity factor that distinguishes the crack-tip stress
distribution from one loading and crack geometry to another.
A large variety of methods exist for determining the stress intensity factor
associated with a particular configuration as can be seen from the compilation
by Tada et al. [55). When finite element methods are used for the stress analysis
of cracked components, stress intensity factors may be extracted by examining
the displacement solution near the crack and making use of Eqs. 5 and 7. Some
finite element codes make use of so-called hybrid elements that contain fracture
parameters as degrees of freedom of the elements and hence yield them directly
as part of the solution without further post-solution processing. Many other codes
use energy principles and the relationship between the stress intensity factor and
the energy-release-rate parameter. Quite often, the stress intensity solution for a
particular loading and geometry can be cast in the form

K = a ~ Q(a / W),

(9)

where a represents the applied stress, a the crack length and Q (a / W) is known as
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2a

Fig. 3. Infinite plate with a central crack subjected to tensile loading.

the configuration factor and W is another characteristic dimension of the cracked
component. When Q = 1, we have the stress intensity factor for an infinite plate
with a central crack of length 2a under a remote tensile stress a (Fig. 3). In that
case, the stress intensity factor is K 1, the mode I stress intensity factor. If the
remote loading had been a shear stress r, then Kn = r .J;ra. The infinite plate case
is essentially the baseline and the configuration factor is what is determined from
handbook solutions or finite element analyses.
2.2. Crack growth criteria
A natural consequence of the asymptotic solutions given above is that the stress
intensity factor may be used as a crack initiation criterion. Suppose that a crack
initiation experiment had been conducted on a given material with recordings of
the applied load and crack length at the onset of crack growth. These could be
substituted into the appropriate expression for the stress intensity factor in Eq. 9,
thereby yielding the value associated with crack initiation. A component made
of the same material, but having a different geometry and/or loading, would be
expected to crack at the same critical value of the stress intensity factor that was
noted in the first experiment. The criterion for a crack to become what is known as
a fast crack is expressed as

K(a ,a)= Kc,

(10)

where Kc is the critical value of the total stress intensity factor and serves as a
measure of the resistance of the material to crack initiation or fast crack growth.
The quantity Kc is also known as the fracture toughness of the material. For the
purposes of this discussion Kc is a 'generic' fracture toughness under any mode or
combination of fracture modes.
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Fig. 4. Domain of validity of the singular elastic solution.

The elasticity solutions for the stresses in Eqs. I and 6 suggest that the stresses
at the crack tip are infinite. In practice, the stresses exceed the yield strength of
the material and zones of damaged and inelastically deformed material surround
the crack tip. The damage may take the form of voids, crazes, etc., whereas the
inelastic deformations could be due to plasticity, viscoelasticity or viscoplasticity.
The extent of the plastic zone, R, under mode I conditions may be obtained by
considering a 22 ahead of the crack (e = 0) and equating it to the tensile yield
strength of the material, (ay).
Eqs. 1 and 2 indicate that

I (K

R-- 2n

2
1

)

ay

(11)

Within this region (Fig. 4), the linear elastic solution is invalid. However, if the
region r < R is much smaller than the region over which the elastic asymptotic
solution dominates (r < Dx ), then the stress intensity factor can still be used to
characterize the stress distribution that controls crack initiation.
There are a number of situations where crack growth may occur at stress
intensity factor values that are below (Kc), the toughness of the material, which
marks the onset of fast growth. This subcritical growth arises under cyclic fatigue
loadings, when the material's time-dependent behavior is important and also
from environmental effects. Under these conditions, resistance to crack growth is
characterized by correlation of crack growth rates with the stress intensity factor
as shown schematically in Fig. 5. Alternatively, one can say that for fatigue growth
da
dN =

f (!!,.K)

(12)
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Fig. 5. Representations of the resistance to subcritical crack growth: (a) fatigue crack growth; (b)
viscoelastic crack growth; (c) environmentally assisted crack growth .

represents the resistance to fatigue crack propagation, where N is the number of
cycles and fl K is the change in stress intensity factor over one cycle. If a max
and amin are the maximum and minimum stresses in a constant-amplitude loading,
then

llK = (amax - a min) ,./rra Q(a/ W) .

(13)

The linear portion of the double logarithmic plot in Fig. 5 suggests a power law of
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the form
da
= A(D.K) 11
dN
'
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(14)

where A and n are material properties that represent the resistance of the material
to fatigue crack growth. The power law is also known as the Paris Law after a
pioneering fracture mechanics researcher.
Once A and n have been determined, we are in a position to predict fatigue
crack growth in a structural component. This is accomplished by determining the
stress intensity factor solution for the most likely crack path in the structure being
designed and substituting it into the integral of Eq. 14. In this way, the number of
cycles N that it will take to reach a crack length a, starting from an initial crack
length a 0 is given by
(1

N-

I

da
A(D.K)11

(15)
•

If the stress intensity factor solution for the cracked component has the form of
Eq. 9 and it is subjected to constant amplitude loading, then Eq. 15 becomes

I

a

N=

I
A(amax-am;n)

11

da

(.firaQ(a/W))

11·

(16)

au

The number of cycles it will take for the fatigue crack to become a fast one is
obtained by making the upper limit of the integral ac, which can be determined
from
(17)

The initial crack length ao may correspond to minimum detectable flaw sizes or
some other convenient scale.
In the case of time-dependent growth due to viscoelastic effects [22,32], the
following correlation can often (Fig. Sb) be made
da = C(K)"',

(18)

dt

which can then be integrated in a similar manner to the fatigue case in order to
predict the crack growth history so that inspection frequencies and the probable
lifetime of the component can be established.
Time-dependent crack growth may also arise when solvents are being absorbed
into the adhesive layer [ I0,46,49]. In this case, the correlation between crack
growth rates and stress intensity follows the behavior shown schematically in
Fig. Sc. The initial rising portion of the curve is also a power law. Diffusion effects
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are dominant in this regime. When crack growth rates outrun diffusion, the crack
speeds become independent of the stress intensity factor in what is known as the
plateau region. Thereafter, fast crack growth mechanisms begin to dominate and
the crack speeds rise sharply with stress intensity factor.
Combinations of cyclic loading, viscoelastic effects and solvent diffusion may
also occur. Their synergistic effects remain an open question at this time with no
experimental or analytical/numerical works that address all three simultaneously.
Some that perhaps come the closest to addressing all three issues include Liechti
and Arzoumanidis [30], Birksham and Smith [3], Jethwa and Kinloch [20],
Sancaktar [50], and Wylde and Spelt [63].
The procedures outlined above can be classified as a finite life design approach.
However, crack growth rates, particularly for fatigue crack growth, may be so high
that it is better to preclude altogether the further growth of any preexisting flaw.
This can be done by noting the threshold values shown in Fig. 5, where K 1h and
Kscc are the fatigue and environmentally assisted thresholds, respectively. For
stress intensity factors below these values no crack growth will occur. A more
conservative design approach is therefore to consider the smallest preexisting flow
that can be detected in a structure and make sure that the stress intensity factor
associated with the maximum load is lower than K1h or Kscc,

2.3. Energy concepts
The analysis of crack initiation in brittle materials was initially approached from
an energy balance viewpoint [ 15]. It was postulated that during an increment of
crack extension, da, there can be no change in the total energy, E, of the cracked
body. The total energy E was viewed as being composed of the potential energy
of deformation, n, and the surface energy, S. Therefore, during crack extension:

dE

= dll +dS = 0.

(19)

The rate of change of potential energy with respect to crack extension, da, in a
planar component of thickness, b is defined as the energy release rate G
G

=

-dn
bda .

(20)

If the surface energy density is denoted by y then dS = 2ybda for the two
increments of fracture surfaces formed during crack extension. Eqs. 19 and 20 can
then be combined to yield
G=2y

(21)

as the criterion for crack extension in a brittle solid. Because G is derivable from
a potential function it is often referred to as a crack driving force. Thus Eq. 21
represents the balance that is achieved at the point of crack initiation between the
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Fig. 6. A cracked adhesive joint and its load-displacement response during loading, crack growth
and unloading.

energy provided by the loaded component and the energy required for the creation
of new surface or the fracture resistance. The fracture resistance is a characteristic
of the material, whereas the energy release rate depends upon the loading and
geometry of the crack component.
Perhaps the simplest and most common method of determining the energy
release rate is to consider the change in component compliance as a crack grows
in it. With reference to Fig. 6, we can see that a cracked adhesive joint is being
subjected to a force P and L'.l is the associated displacement through which P does
work. The potential energy of the component is the difference between the strain
energy, U, and the work done by the force :
fl=U-PL'.l.

(22)

For a linearly elastic material, and small displacements, the strain energy U=
I / 2 P L'.l and Eqs. 20 and 22 yield
G-!_(dL'.l)
- 2b da P ·
The compliance, C, of a linearly elastic component is given by C
energy release rate in Eq. 23 becomes
P 1 dC
G=--.
2b da

(23)

= L'.l / P, and the
(24)

The same expression can be obtained for a fixed grip displacement loading
and a compliant loading device. This simple result is quite powerful because it
can be used to determine energy release rates directly from load-displacement
records of fracture toughness tests without the need for any further stress analysis.
Furthermore, in the event that laminated beams are used for fracture tests, the
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energy release rate solutions can be obtained from relatively simple beam theory
analyses. Eq. 24 does not hold for blistering thin films or peeling where there may
be geometrical and/or material nonlinearities.
Because the stress intensity factor and energy release rate approaches both
apply to linearly elastic components, they can, in fact, be related [21] through
G

1 ( K 2 + Ku2) + -Km,
1 2
=-=
1
E
2µ,

(25)

where E = E/(1- v 2 ) for plane strain and E = E for plane stress. Therefore, for
a mode I crack at initiation
(26)
When Ge is computed from Kc as indicated in Eq. 26, it is generally several orders
of magnitude higher than the surface energy 2y . Only for very brittle materials
is the equality Ge = 2y preserved. In the tougher materials most of the energy
released at crack initiation is dissipated in inelastic deformation near the crack tip.
Because of the equivalence between K and G noted above, the energy release rate
can also be used to characterize fatigue and environmentally assisted crack growth
in a manner similar to that depicted in Fig. 5.

3. Adhesive cracking
In this case, cracks run along the interface between two materials due to interactions between the stress field in the adhesive layer and spatial variations in fracture
properties. The cracks are not generally free to evolve as mode I cracks, as was
the case for cohesive cracks, and mixed-mode fracture concepts (combinations
of tension and shear) have to be considered. Mode 11 or shear components are
induced, even in what appear to be nominally mode I loadings, due to differences
in moduli about the interface. Again, if the presence of the adhesive layer is being
ignored and the adherends are dissimilar, then a crack appears to be adhesive (i.e.
an adhesion failure) on the macroscopic scale.

3.1. Crack-tip stresses
The dominant stresses near the tip of an interface crack with material I above
material 2 (Fig. 7) are given by
Re[K ri e]

aa/3

1
= (2 nr) 112 aap(O,c)+

lm[K riE]

11

( nr) 112 aaf',(8,c).
2

I } ~1-,8)

(27)

.
' } constan t c = rr n l+,B , w here /3 = µi(Ki+1J+µ
µ1(K·1-l)-µ 1(K1-l) ·
f
The b1matena
(K i+Il' 1s one o
2
2
the Dundurs [I I] parameters for e astic bimaterials. The quantity K; = 3 -4v;
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Material 1

Material 2
Fig. 7. Crack-tip coordinate system for a crack at a bimaterial interface.

for plane strain, Ki = (3 - v;) / ( I + vi) for plane stress and the µ; and vi are the
shear moduli and Poisson's ratios of the upper and lower materials. The quantity
K = K 1 + i K 2 is the complex stress intensity factor. Its real and imaginary parts
are similar to the mode I and II stress intensity factors for monolithic materials.
The functions a~ 13 (e,e) and a~~((),e) are given in polar coordinates by Rice et
al. [45]. The transformation to Cartesian coordinates is routine but tedious, so the
results are not given here.
The stresses are normalized so that the stresses ahead of the crack tip are given
by
(28)

where rir-: = cos(e lnr)+i sin(e lnr). This is an oscillating singularity, which leads
to interpenetration of the crack faces as can be seen by examining the crack flank
displacements 8i = u;(r,JT)- ui(r, -rr), which are given by
,

.

81 +182

=

8
K 1+i K2
(I +2ie)cosh(rre)
E*

(

-r

21T

)

1
/2 i0

r

,

(29)

where

;* 1(11 + 12)
=

(30)

and E; = E; / ( I - v;) for plane strain and E; = E; for plane stress.
The energy release rate for crack advance along the interface is
(31)
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Fig. 8. Double cantilever beam specimen under uniform bending.
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a --Fig. 9. Thew• function for the double cantilever beam specimen under uniform bending [ 19].

A number of stress intensity factor solutions have been developed over the
years. Several solutions are given in the review article by Hutchinson and Suo
[ 19]. One example is the stress intensity factors for a bimaterial double cantilever
beam subjected to uniform bending (Fig. 8). In this case
K, +iK2

= 2../3Mh-3/2-ie (l -/32r1;2 eiw'(a,f3>.

(32)

The function w* is given in Fig. 9. The quantity a= (.E 1- .E2) / (.E 1+ £ 2) is
the other Dundurs [11) parameter for bimaterial systems. An examination of Eq.
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:n

reveals that, even though the loading is symmetric, the mode II component
is nonzero, due to the difference in material properties across the interface. This
so-called mode-mix is defined as the ratio of the stress intensity factors through
(33)

where l is a suitable reference length. If l is chosen so that it lies within the zone of
K dominance (r < DK in Fig. 4 ), then an equivalent expression for the mode-mix
IS

i/f=tan- 1

[0-

12

0"22

]

•

(34)

r=I

The choice of l is arbitrary, but is often based on some material length scale such
as the plastic zone size. If 1/f I is the mode-mix associated with a length l 1, then the
mode-mix i/f 2 associated with a different length scale / 2 is
(35)
This transformation is very useful when comparing toughness data. The toughness
of many interfaces is a function of mode-mix and it is important to note what
length scale is used in the measure of mode-mix. Two sets of toughness data
reported on different length scales can be brought into registration using Eq. 35.

3.2. Crack growth criteria
Just as we did for cohesive cracks, we distinguish between fast and slow adhesive
cracks. However, whereas cohesive cracks tend to follow a path where K 11 = 0,
adhesive cracks must, by definition follow the interface. This usually means that
a mixed-mode fracture criterion that involves tensile and shear components must
be developed. For fast crack growth, the most common approach has been to
plot the critical value of the energy release rate as a function of the fracture
mode-mix 1/f. We can think of this as a two-parameter criterion that involves
energy and stress intensity parameters . One example for a glass-epoxy interface
(28,31] is shown in Fig. I 0. There are two sets of data, one for 6 mm (1992)
and the other for 2 mm ( 1995) thick specimens. The toughness rises sharply for
positive and negative shear, but not in the same way. There is an asymmetry to
the shear-induced toughening, which, in this case was caused by differences in the
amount of plastic deformation that are induced by positive and negative shear [52].
Although a by-product of the explanation just given is that the toughness envelope
for a bimaterial interface can now be predicted via cohesive zone modeling
once the intrinsic (minimum) toughness and inelastic deformation characteristics
are known, many designers of bimaterial interfaces will make use of measured
envelopes. Predictions of fast cracking at bimaterial interfaces will involve a
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determination of energy release rate and mode-mix in the cracked component
followed by a comparison with the toughness envelope at the appropriate value of
mode-mix.
Durability analyses of slow crack growth under fatigue or static loadings are
usually conducted in the same way as was described earlier for cohesive cracking.
The fracture parameter that is generally used for correlating with crack growth
rates is the energy release rate. This generally seems to be sufficient for accounting
for mode-mix effects [47,48].

4. Crack growth in sandwiched layers
The analyses described in the previous sections can be applied to adhesive joints
with, respectively, similar and dissimilar adherends, but ignoring the adhesive
layer itself. However, it is possible to move down one scale level and account
for various types of crack growth (Fig. 11) within the adhesive layer by making
use of the results of Fleck et al. [14]. These are restricted to situations where
the adherends are the same. Nonetheless they are rather powerful and simple,
because they can be used to extend existing analyses at the macroscopic level to
the microscopic one without extensive numerical computations.
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Fig. I I. Crack paths in adhesive layers.

We first consider the case where a straight crack is growing at some distance
c from the lower adherend in an adhesive layer of thickness h (Fig. 11 , right). At
the scale level of the adherends, we can suppose that we have the stress intensity
factors K{X) and Ku for a cracked homogeneous joint. Then the macroscopic or
global energy release rate is
(36)

At the same time, the energy release rate associated with the crack in the adhesive
layer itself is
I ( 2
2)
G = E2 K1 +K2 .

(37)

From the path independence of a quantity known as the J integral [43), which is
also the energy release rate when linear elastic fracture mechanics holds, we have
that G = G 00 . This, together with the fact that stresses are linearly related , allows
the local stress intensity factors to be related to the global ones through
(K1

(1-a)

+i K 2) =

I +a

1/2

.

(K;'° +i Kf )e'"'<cf h.u,fJ>,

(38)

where <p = 1/f - l/f 00 can be thought of as the shift in phase angle between the
global and local stress intensity factors. Fleck et al. [ 14] have shown that

<p=cln(;-1)+2(~-~)~(a,/J),
12.

(39)

where~ is given in Fig.
If a joint is loaded under globally mode I conditions
and the crack runs along the mid thickness of the layer, then Eqs. 38 and 39
indicate that
I

K 1 = ( -a
I+a

)

112

Kt'

and

K2=0.

(40)
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Thus, if a polymeric adhesive layer is being used to join two stiffer metallic,
composite or ceramic adherends a > 0 and K 1 < K1 . This means that the crack
in the adhesive layer is shielded from the global loading.
For an interface crack we have

K 1 +iK2= (

l1-- /3Q'2 )

112
(

oo

oo}

ic iw

K 1 +Ku h - e ,

(41)

where thew function is plotted in Fig. 13.
One might think that an initially straight cohesive crack (Fig. 14) would turn
(kink) upon the slightest application of Kif. However, it turns out that the elastic
mismatch that is contained in Eq. 38 allows a straight crack to continue as such
:5 O.lK;:'°. To see this, we take the common assumption
for approximately
that cracks in homogeneous materials grow in such a way that the local mode
II component Ku = 0. This condition, when substituted into Eq. 38 yields a
relationship between the location of the crack (c / h) and the global mode-mix y., 00
as

Kn

(f)(c / h,a,fJ)

= -y.,

00

•

(42)

6.'l
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Fig. 14. The location of a straight crack trapped in a sandwich layer.

The solution is plotted in Fig. 15 for several values of a and f3 = cx/ 4. T here can
be no straight paths for zero mismatch (a = f3 = 0). The 10% level of K[F that
was referred to earlier can lead to straight cracks when the mismatch is relatively
large.
The next question that arises is whether or not an initially straight cohesive
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crack can remain so in the presence of slight perturbations. Th;s was first addressed
for cracks in monolithic materials by Cottrell and Rice [9]. They postulated that
the T-stress controls the directional stability of cracks. Chai [4-6] made the
extension to adhesively bonded joints and identified an oscillating crack path,
where the crack periodically touched the top and bottom ad.herends (composite
or aluminum) under nominally mode I loading. The period was quite consistent
at 3-4 times the bond thickness. Fleck et al. [ 14] and Akinsanya and Fleck
[ 1,21 conducted an analytical investigation of the problem. Crack paths were
categorized into those that settled on the centerline no matter what the original
elevation, those that oscillated gently about the centerline, those that approached
the interface gradually and those that approached it at a large angle. Just which
pattern dominates in any particular situation was driven by the signs of two
parameters: the local T-stress and ~ . For nominally mode I loading (K~ = 0),
the local T -stress is given by
T

- a
= -1I +a
-T

00

a)

I +<Y R + ( I +a

1/2

K1c
c,-,

./h

(43)

which shows that it is controlled by the global T -stress Tc,u, thermal and intrinsic
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residual stresses and the value of the global mode I stress intensity. The latter is
related to the local toughness K1c via Eq. 40. The coefficient c 1 (and its mode II
partner for cases where Kf # 0) was tabulated for several values of c / h,a, fJ. The
global T -stress T 00 had previously been determined by Larsson and Carlsson [24]
for several common bonded joints. Chen and Dillard [7] controlled the residual
stress levels in the adhesive layer by pre-stretching double cantilever beam
specimens prior to fracture testing. This gave them sufficient control over the local
T -stress that a number of the crack patterns that had been predicted were indeed
observed. Interestingly, the toughness of the joints was quite similar, irrespective
of crack pattern. A subsequent paper [8] dealt with the effects globally mixedmode loading and load rates. It was found that crack paths were stabilized at the
interface for all T -stress levels when the mode II component was greater than
3%. Higher crack propagation rates led to more cohesive cracking and waviness.
The toughness of specimens decreased with increasing mode II component. While
seemingly at odds with previous results on mode-mix effects, this latter result can
explained by the different crack paths that were taken as the mode-mix changed.

5. Crack nucleation from bimaterial corners
Adhesively bonded joints abound with bimaterial comers . These can be sources of
crack nucleation due to the stress concentrations that can be associated with them.
The simplest situation arises when one of the materials is comparatively rigid. In
that case, we have a plate, which is clamped along one boundary and free on the
other (Fig. 16). This is one of several combinations of boundary conditions at a
corner that Williams [61] considered. With a polar coordinate system originating
at the comer, it can be shown that the stresses have the form

a

<X

r ,. - i _

(44)

The value of)... depends upon the corner angle 8 1 of the plate and the Poisson ratio
of the material (Fig. 17 with v = 0.3 ). For 8 1 > 60°, A < l, which leads to singular

Fig. 16. The comer of a plate which is clamped along one boundary and free on the other.
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stresses that tend to infinity as the corner is approached. At the same time it can be
seen that, for 0 1 < 60°, the stresses are non-singular and the stress concentration
does not exist. Thus, where possible, corner angles should be kept below 60°.
Sometimes this can happen naturally when adhesive spews from the joint during
processing. Notice that, when 0 1 =TC, the crack situation is recovered and A= 0.5.
When both materials are compliant, singular stresses can also occur. The
situation is more complicated because now there may be multiple singularities and
they depend on the elastic properties of each material in addition to the corner
angles in each material (Fig. 18). There are several ways to present the state of
stress near a bimaterial corner. One common approach is given below.
N

O'af3 =

L K a;r )..'

- l iiat3i

(0) + Kaoiia/30 (0)

(a,/3

= r ,0) .

(45)

i=l

This indicates that there can be N singularities with strength (A; - l ). The
angular variation in the stresses is given by the iia 13 ;(0) terms and depends on
the elastic constants of the materials, the corner angles (0 1,02 ) in each material
and the boundary conditions on the sides that are not joined. The singularities
are determined on the basis of asymptotic analyses that satisfy the local boundary
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Fig. 18. A general bimalerial comer.

conditions near the comer. The singularities can be real, as was the case for
the crack in a monolithic material, or complex [ 17 J, as in the case of the
interface crack. The stress intensity factors Ka; have to be determined from the
overall or global boundary conditions. When there is only one singular term, the
interpretation of Eq. 45 is analogous to the crack problem, where >.. = 0.5. It turns
out that 90° comers give rise to just one singular term. Quite a lot of work has been
done with them both on the stress analysis front and in determining the comer
toughness Kac for various combinations of adhesives and adherends ([38-42] and
Chapter 5). Other comer angles and material combinations that give rise to single
eigenvalues have been studied by Qian and Akinsanya [37] and Dunn et al. [ 12].
As a result, it has been possible to predict when cracks in one configuration will
nucleate, based on experiments to determine Kac on another. Needless to say,
the comer angle and material combination have to be the same, only the global
conditions differ. If one has a choice of corner angles in a particular design then
a consequence of this approach is that the comer toughness Kac must be found
for each comer angle [ 16]. Mohammed and Liechti [33], recently remedied this
situation for cracks that nucleate along the interface by making use of an energy
approach instead. A cohesive zone model was used to represent the behavior of
the interface. The cohesive zone model parameters, which can be thought of as
representing the toughness and strength of the interface, were determined from
experiments on and analysis of an interface crack (a = 0) between the materials of
interest. Since the interface was still the same for all comer angles and the crack
nucleated along the interface, the same cohesive zone parameters were used with
other comers and found to predict (Fig. 19) the nucleation load and near-comer
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displacements very well. Thus in this approach, only one corner was needed for
calibration purposes. Another advantage is that it can be use<l for corners that give
rise to multiple singularities. Such an energy-hase<l approach coul<l presumahly
he used even if the crack di<l not grow along the inte1face, although a suitable
c,llibration specimen would have to he employed.
Corner cracks may also initiate under fatigue loading. In fact this muy be
the most common form of nucleation. Nonetheless, this problem seems to have
received relatively little attention in the open literature. Lefebvre ,rnd Dillard
[26,27 J consi<lered an epoxy wedge on an aluminum beam under cyclic loading.
They chose corner angles (55°. 70° and 90°) that resulted in one singulaiity. A
stress intensity factor based fatigue initiation envelope was then developed.

<,. Nonlinear effect~
All of the analyses of cracks an<l comers that were described above were ba~ed on
the linearly elastic responses of the materials. It was recognized that this would
lead to some physically unreasonable results very close to the crack front or corner
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where yielding would more likely occur. Nonetheless, as long as this yielding
zone was small in scale, the elastic analysis was sufficient for characterizing the
stress state. Nonlinear effects enter when the yielding or plastic zone becomes a
dominant feature.
For materials that exhibit a strain hardening or a rising stress-strain curve
response, the stresses are still singular. Hutchinson [18] and Rice and Rosengren
[44] demonstrated this for cohesive cracks using a }z-deformation plasticity
approach. Under these conditions, the stress field became known as the HRR
stresses with
aa{J

=(

1

)l / (11+1)

ctt:yayl11 r

aaf!(fJ)

(ct,{3

= 1,2),

(46)

where the material behavior followed the Ramberg-Osgood relation

~
cy

- ~+ct(~)"
ay

ay

(47)

and cy and ay are its yield strain and strength, respectively. The quantity / 11
depends on the exponent n in Eq. 47 and whether plane stress or plane strain is
dominant. The quantity 1 in Eq. 46 is the path-independent 1 -integral introduced
by Rice [43]. It reduces to the energy release rate when the material behaves
in a linearly elastic manner. In Eq. 46, 1 appears as the intensity of the HRR
stress field and forms the basis for plastic fracture mechanics. With reference to
Fig. 20, if the fracture process zone (region where material breakdown occurs) is
small compared to the region where the asymptotic solution Eq. 46 dominates (i.e.
R «DJ), then 1 controls fracture. As a result, fracture occurs when l(a ,a)= le.
There are many instances when 1 must be greater than le for further crack growth
to occur. This is known as resistance curve behavior (Fig. 21 ). The 1 integral can
still control crack growth if the crack extension at any time is such that D.a « DJ
and ~ ~~ » 1, where b is the thickness of the specimen.
In the approach just described, the actual behavior of the material in the
fracture process zone is ignored. However, with recent advances in computer
power and numerical methods. cohesive or fracture process zone modeling has
become practical [35,36,59]. It has been applied to the fracture of interfaces
[52,53,57,58], bonded joints [54,56,64], thin film debonding [29,51,60] and ratedependent cohesive crack growth [23] and rubber/metal debonding [62]. In all
these cases, the constitutive behavior or the traction-separation law of the failing
region is an explicit component of the analysis. Calibrations of traction-separation
laws have been conducted on the basis of measurements local quantities such as
crack-tip displacements or crack length. As a result, it has become possible to
reproduce resistance curve behavior numerically.
Elastoplastic analyses of bimaterial corners have also been conducted, albeit
more recently. A singularity analysis based on }z-deformation theory was devel-
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J-dominant region

fig. 20. The fracture process zone and the region of J dominance.
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oped by Lau and Delale 125] for corners and by Duva [13) for joints. Reedy [39J
obtained the stress intensity factors for butt joints using the above theory. Mohammed and Liechti {34] extended Reedy's work to consider all possible angles
in scarf joints.

7. Crack opening interferometry
One way of providing an overview of much of the foregoing material is to
consider measurements of displacements near a crack front. It will also provide
some points to ponder. A method that the author has used successfully is crack
opening interferometry. This requires that at least one of the components of the
bonded joint under consideration is transparent to the wavelength of the radiation
being used. At first, especially considering the visible spectrum, this may seem to
be rather restrictive. However, infrared opens up many practical microelectronics
applications due to silicon's transparency to it. The technique also requires that
the crack surfaces be quite planar. This condition is not always met by cracks
in monolithic materials, but interfacial or sub-interfacial cracks often meet the
planarity requirements.
A schematic of the apparatus used to measure the displacements of the crack
faces (or crack opening displacements) is shown in Fig. 22. A beam of monochromatic light is introduced at zero angle of incidence to the interface via a beam
splitter and a transparent adherend. The upper crack face reflects some of the
incident beam back, but some light is also transmitted across the air gap separating
the crack faces to the second crack face, where it is also reflected back. The
amount being reflected back depends on the degree of transparency of the second
material. The two reflected beams are out of phase with one another due to the

Microscope
Beamsplitter

_ . ,. .

__ _

Source

1

2
Fig. 22. Schematic of crack opening intc1foromctry.
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rig. 23. Crack opening interferogram of a glass- epoxy interface crack [52].

extra distance traveled by the second beam. As a result, an interference pattern is
set up that is very simiJar to the fringes (colored bands) that can often he seen
when oil is floating on water. The fringe pattern is viewed by a video camera and
recorded on a high-resolution recorder for subsequent digital image processing.
A typical fringe pattern caused by a crack is shown in Fig. 23. The dark region
to the right is where the materials are still bonded. The darkness is due to the
fact that the indices of refraction of the bonded materials are close enough that
most of the incident beam is transmitted. The crack front is clearly outlined by
the boundary between the dark region and the first, quite thin, bright fringe. It
is certainly not as straight as we often assume! Higher-order fringes can be seen
to the left, appearing much like contours on a map and in fact are contours of
constant crack opening displacements. The crack opening displacements are given
by
,n),
!:,.1.11=2·

(48)

where m is the order (number) of the dark fringes. For example, in Fig. 23. the
highest-order dark fringe is the third one. Counting <lark fringes, the resolution is
)J2. For a wavelength )... = 546 nm, this corresponds to 0.273 1im. If the count
is made from dark to light fringes, half fringes are resolved and the resolution
becomes 0.137 µ,m. The resolution can be further increased by measuring the light
intensity between fringes using image analysis equipment. This can be seen from
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the relation

_!_ = !
/pp

2

[1 - cos (4:rr l~u2
)..

I)],

(49)

where I is the measured light intensity and / pp is the difference in the intensity
between bright and dark fringes. In this way, Swadener and Liechti f521 were ahle
to achieve an accuracy of 10 nm in NCOD.
A plot of NCOD versus distance from the crack front is shown in Fig. 24 [52].
The crack geometry that was considered here was a four-point bend sandwich
specimen, made of glass-epoxy-aluminum with a crack at the glass-epoxy
interface. The NCOD data are compared with finite element solutions that made
use of three different traction-separation laws that resulted in cohesive zone sizes
of 0 .5, 1.0 and 2.0 µm. The data and solutions are all in good agreement for
distances greater than 2 µm from the crack front. This is the K-dominant region
where the slope of the data and solutions is 0.5. This is expected from the r 112
tem1 in the linear elastic asymptotics (Eq. 29). Note that 2 µm is not close enough
to the crack front for the oscillatory tenn (rit) to have any effect. Closest to the
crack front, it can be seen that the traction-separation law that gave rise to the best
agreement with measurements was the one that resulted in a 1-µm cohesive zone
size. The region that is intermediate to the K -dominant and cohesive zone likely
exhibits inelastic effects. However, this transition region was quite small here,
making it difficult to detect HRR zones.
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8. Conclusions
The singular nature of stress fields near cracks and comers in adhesively bonded
joints has been examined. The main emphasis has been on the elastic behavior
of the adherends and adhesives. For cracks, this led to a presentation of linear
elastic fracture mechanics concepts and how they are applied to bonded joints.
Included in the fracture mechanics concepts were the criteria for fast and slow
growth corresponding to overload and either static or repeated loading situations
in wet or dry environments, respectively. We also saw that, in certain cases, crack
nucleation from bimaterial comers could be treated in a similar manner. Although
the emphasis of the chapter was on stress states, energy concepts were also
introduced for the analysis of cracks or comers. Finally, the possibility of largerscale inelastic effects was acknowledged and stress- and energy-based approaches
were introduced for handling this class of problems.
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Chapter 3

Energy analysis of adhesion
KEVIN KENDALL "
Chemical Engineering, University of Bimzingham, Birmingham, UK

1. Introduction

The energy balance method for analysing adhesion failure goes back at least to
Galileo who described the basic principle in his book "Two Sciences" published
almost 400 years ago [ l] . Fig. l shows part of his diagram which depicts adhesive
failure of the cellulose fibres in a wooden beam loaded by a force applied to its
free end.
Galileo knew about the effect of defects on failure and mentioned "the imperfections of matter which is subject to many variations and defects". But he also
knew that cracking did not normally take place at knot holes and other minor
imperfections, but occurred along the top line of the beam where it was embedded
in the wall, because there was a sharp comer and elastic mismatch in that locality.
Galileo took the imaginative step of considering the beam to be pivoted around
the axis shown in the diagram. By taking moments about this pivot, knowing that
force times distance (i.e. energy) must balance, he equated f d with FL, so that he
could work out the local tensile force f of failure where the beam cracked. This
was his famous energy balance. He then introduced the idea of a stress criterion
of failure. In other words, he proposed that a certain stress was necessary to
overcome the adhesion between the cellulose fibres, and he used the average stress
across the rectangular section a = f / bd. This was not a very good approximation,
but he still managed to come up with a useful failure criterion by combining the
two equations to give the breaking stress

a= F L/bd 2 •

(1)

Although Galileo's stress equation was later shown to have a slight numerical error
of 6, because the tensile stress across the outer fibres of a cantilevered elastic beam
is 6F L / bd 2 , the overall basis of deflection and strength of beams was established

'Corresponding author. E-mail: k.kendall@bham.ac.uk
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by the above argument, showing why long beams fail at low loads. This idea led
Galileo to the general principle that "the larger the structure is. the weaker . . . it
will be".
Several lessons emerge from this analysis.
• The failure path needs to be known to apply the energy balance; thus the
method explains failure rather than predicting it.
• Some mechanism has to be introduced with the energy balance; the cracking
mechanism tends to be more important than Galileo's stress mechanism.
• Defects can be important but corners and modulus mismatch often dominate.
• Size effects readily emerge because the energy balan<.:e usually scales with
length and not area.
In hindsight, we can see that Galileo's argument was somewhat over-simplistic
because he presumed that only one variable in the equation of state, i.e. pressure
(stress) was important. We now know that failure of fibrous composites like wood
is dictated by the separation of the micron-scale fibres shown in Fig. 2a. This
is an exquisitely complex structure whose failure depends on several variables,
including stress. Also, at the molecular scale, the cellulose polymer chains must
separate to allow failure, and this must surely depend on the interaction parameters
at the molecular level, as suggested in Fig. 2b.
Thus, a global energy balance can lead to useful results, but closer inspection
of the detailed mechanisms is rather important, at both micrometre and nanometre
scales.

2. Key advances in the energy argument
Although Newton studied adhesion of glass lenses shortly after Galileo's death,
noting "ye apparition of a black spot at ye contact of two convex glasses" [2],
and measuring the interference fringes which indicated very close contact of the
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Fig. 2. (a) Cellulose fibres in wood at the micrometre level. (b) Cellulose molecules in co111ac1 at
the nano-scale.

surt·aces, three hundred years were to elapse before the energy balance ideas
advanced significantly through the work of Obreimoff [31. He worked in the
Physics Institute of Leningrad, where large sheets of a perfect type of muscovite
mica were available from the White Sea area near Chu pa. Obrcimoff had observed
that freshly split mica foils could be put back together to adhere with considerable
force and set out to investigate this unique effect. His paper was most significant
because it identified for the first time the three processes involved in adhesion:
the jumping into contact of the smooth surfaces, the equilibration of the bJack
spot in molecular contact, and the pulling apart of the mica sheets by a cracking
mechanism. In addition, Obreimoff saw that evacuating the apparatus (Fig. 3)
improved the adhesion, and also found electrical discharges which proved that
adhesion was essentially an electromagnetic phenomenon. But most importantly,
he discovered that the energy balance theory fitted his results.

glass
wedge
hammer moved by magnet

~ microscope

lJ

I mica cleaving
vacuum pump

Fig. 3. Apparatus used by Ohreimoff to cleave mica and observe irs subsequent adhesion.
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Fig. 4. (a) Interference fringes seen in gap between mk·a foil and block. (b) Interpretation of
shape. of bent foil in tcm1s of a reversible crack.

The mica was cut using a razor blade into 2 by 20 by 50 mm blocks, and a
glass wedge with a smooth and rounded end was used to s plit a foil 0.1 mm thick
from the top surface. The experiment was placed in an evacuated tube and a glass
hammer containing an iron mass was moved with a magnet to press the wedge
into the mica to promote splitting. The region at which separation occun-cd was
viewed under a microscope and Newton's black spot and interference bands were
seen in the nan-ow gap between the split surfaces. By measuring the positions of
the interference fringes, Obrcimoff was able to determine the shape of the mica
strip which was being wedged from the block, as shown in Fig. 4.
The point of separation of the mica foil from the block, that is the crack
line, could not be seen directly because this kind of interference experiment only
detected gaps down to about 50 nm. But the shape of the bent mica foil could
be accurately measured and was shown to be cubic. In other words, the strip
was behaving as a simple cantilever, just like Galileo's beam, and its shape was
not affected by the molecular adhesion forces. This was an important observation
because it proved that the molecu lar forces were only acting across the very small
gap near the line of separation. Thus the molecular forces could be neglected
in terms of the huge-scale behaviour of the system. A one-parameter model of
adhcsion can bc made to work in such circumstances.
Obrcimoff's energy balance was very neat. He presumcd that a reversible crack
was operating.just like a Griffith [4) crack, and that no energy was lost as adhesion
or fracturc occurred. However. he did not recognise that a much simpler energy
balance ariscs if thL: beam is very long. This was the case studied by Rivlin [SJ
in 1944, peeling adhering films from surfaces by hanging a load on the long film
(Fig. 5 ). In this case, for non-stretchable material, the elastic deformation of the
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film remained constant as the crack progressed so that the elastic energy term
disappeared from the conservation equation.
During peeling, the crack could be observed moving at steady speed along
the interface by looking through the glass with reflected light. After a while, the
crack moved a distance c. The area of interface broken by this crack movement
is be where b is the width of the peeling film. Therefore. the energy expended
to create new surfaces by breaking the molecular bonds is W be where W is the
thermodynamic work of adhesion (i.e. the reversible energy required to hreak one
square metre of molecular bonds at the interface)_ The work done hy the force is
force times distance, i.e. F c, which is all presumed to go into the surface energy
Wbc, because energy must be conserved. Therefore. the peel equation is F = Wh.
More formally, the equilibrium is calculated mathematically by writing down the
sum of all the energy terms, then differentiating with respect to crack length to
determine the minimum energy condition. as shown in the box of Fig. 5.
Of course there is elastic deformation energy in the bent elastic film, from the
time when the force was first hung on the film. But this remains constant <luring
peeling and so docs not supply any energy to the surfaces. It is merely a constant
energy term which moves along with the crack. Consequently, it does not change
during the energy balance. Rivlin also assumed that there were no stretching or
dissipation terms as the film detached.

3. Wedging
The same idea can be applied to the wedging situation as shown in Fig. 6. Perhaps
the easiest way to detach a film from a surface is to scrape it with a sharp blade.
driving a wedge along the interface. As Fig. 6 shows, this process opens a crack
ahead of the wedge. and this crack progressively detaches the film as the wedge
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crack

(a)

I Fwc = Wbc I
(b)
Fig. 6. (a) Wedging of film from a substrate. (b) Magnified view of the detachment zone .

is pushed in further. The simple connection between the wedge force and the
adhesion in the case of zero friction [6] is shown in Fig. 6b. As the wedging force
Fw drives the knife a distance c, the crack also moves the same distance. The work
done by the knife is the force times the distance, Fwc, if there is no frictional
resistance. At equilibrium, this work is converted completely into creating new
surt'aces which requires work of adhesion times the area of broken intert·ace, W be,
where b is the width of the film. Since the elastic deformation remains constant
as the film detaches uniformly, the elastic energy in the system can be ignored.
It does not change with crack length and so cannot drive the crack. Energy is
conserved if there is zero friction, so the final equation for equilibrium fracture is

Fw = Wb,

(2)

the same as Rivlin's peeling equation.
There are several lessons to be learned from this theoretical argument:
• the mechanism is known to be cracking along the interface;
• the assumption of a smooth energy minimum is made;
• no recourse to a stress criterion is necessary in these examples.
This theory demonstrates that, under reversible cracking conditions, a very
small force is needed to wedge a film from a surt·ace, even if the bonding is
the strongest chemical bonding available, because wedge cracking is a direct
mechanism for converting mechanical energy into surt·ace energy. A strong bond
would give a work of adhesion around 10 J m- 2, leading to a wedging adhesion
force of 10 N m- 1 of film width, a feeble resistance to failure. In practical
applications, such as polymer-coated steel sheets, the adhesion energy needed
industrially is at least 100 times this value, or better yet 10,000 times, so it
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is important to consider mechanisms which can produce such amplification, as
shown later.
This theory presumes that the crack can also heal at the same force. In
practice, the force has to be slightly reduced for healing to be seen. For the
most perfect elastic system, there is a force which can be suspended on the film
whereby the crack does not know whether to peel or heal. The crack is essentially
in thermodynamic equilibrium in which a slight increase in force will cause
separation, and a slight decrease will cause healing.

4. Elasticity in the energy balance
Obreimoff was the first person to consider adhesive fracture of smooth mica joints
driven only by elastic deformation of the film around the crack. Essentially, he
used the Griffith [4] crack theory applied to wedging of an adhesive film. He
showed experimentally that the film bends like a thin beam fixed at the tip of the
crack, so that the deflection w at the end of the beam is 4Fc 3 / Ebd3, from simple
beam theory. Here, F is the force, c the crack length, E the Young modulus,
b the width and d the thickness of the beam. Actually, the deflection will be
slightly more than this because of extra deflection around the crack tip, which
tends to increase the angle of the bent film at the tip from zero to around 5° [7].
However, crack-tip energy can largely be ignored because it is much smaller than
the other terms. The stored elastic energy in the beam is then given by F w /2, that
is 2F 2 c 3 / Ebd 3 . This can also be expressed in terms of deflection w rather than
force Fas Ebd 3 w 2 /8c 3 .
There are three energy terms which contribute to the cracking: the potential
energy in the load F, the elastic energy stored in the bent film, and the surface
energy in the cracked interface. Writing down these terms:
- potential energy = 0 because the force cannot move;
- elastic energy= Ebd 3 w 2 /8c3;
- surface energy= Wbc.
Thus the total energy in the system is

U

= Wbc + Ebd 3 ui /8c 3 .

For equilibrium, dU /de= 0. Therefore
(3)

Alternatively the equilibrium can be expressed in terms of the vertical force
applied by the wedge
F

= b (W Ed 3 /6c 2) 112 .

(4)
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Fig. 7. Obreimoff's results for wedging of mica films from a mica block.

Eq. 3 is useful because it shows that the work of adhesion can be measured by
looking at the crack length ahead of the wedge. Obreimoff's results are shown in
Fig. 7 for various wedge and film thicknesses. They fit the theory remarkably well.
The value of this method, as Obreimoff demonstrated, is that it can be used to
follow environmental changes in the work of adhesion as the crack is exposed to
water, acid, etc. He showed, for example, that the adhesion energy in vacuum was
40 J m- 2 , whereas in normal air conditions, the crack progressed further, so the
adhesion energy dropped to about 3 J m- 2 •
Eq. 4 is interesting because it demonstrates that the force of adhesion varies
grossly as the geometry changes. The force needed to lift off the film when
the force is applied vertically is much different than when the force is applied
horizontally as in Eq. 2. Putting in some reasonable numbers for a low-adhesion
polymer surface coating, W 0.1 J m- 2, E = I 07 Pa, d = 10-3 m, c = 1o- 3 m,
the vertical force is 12 N per metre of film width whereas the horizontal force
is only 0.1 N. This extra force is needed because the elastic linkage has to take
energy from the elastic field to drive the crack, whereas the direct linkage converts
mechanical energy directly into molecular crack energy.

=

5. Change in elastic linkage as the crack progresses
The cracking of an adhesive film interface by a normal force is complex because
the elastic mechanism alters as the crack extends, as shown in Fig. 8. A very short
crack exists at the start (Fig. 8a), where c is much less than d, and this is like a
Griffith crack, requiring a high force given by
F=b(WEd·2d/1tc) 112 •

(5)

This is written in a somewhat unfamiliar form, but may be seen to depend on
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Changes in the elastic linkage as the crack extends: (a) short crack; (h) intermediate-length
crack; (c) long crack.

the parameter (W Ed) 112 which appears in all the elastic linkage equations for
cracking, but scaled by a d / c term, in this case to the power 1/2.
After the crack has extended such that the crack length c is comparable to d,
then Eq. 4 applies and the scaling is with d / c to the power 1. This obviously
requires a lower force. When the crack extends still further, the elastic energy term
becomes constant with crack length and then the force is independent of elasticity,
giving a direct linkage between force and molecular adhesion, corresponding to
the Rivlin peel equation F = Wb, which leads to a still smaller detachment force .
Thus, the adhesion force for an elastic film can range over many different values
depending on the elastic linkage, which is governed by the specific geometry and
force application in the test method. All this range of adhesion forces can
be explained by the mechanics of cracking in terms of the single molecular
parameter W, the work of adhesion, which remains constant. In conclusion, the
mechanism dictates the adhesion force, which can vary substantially even though
the molecular adhesion remains the same. In the above examples the elastic
linkage makes detachment more difficult in terms of adhesion force. Now let us
consider two examples where peeling is made easier by elastic linkage.

6. Elastic linkages easing failure of film adhesion
There are some situations in which the elastic energy helps to propagate the crack
and thus decrease the adhesion force. The first, shown in Fig. 9a, occurs when the
peeling angle of the film is reduced from 90° to lower values. As Rivlin showed,
the potential energy in the load is now changed to - F c(l - cos ti), so that the
force must be raised to continue peeling. When the force is raised, the elastic film
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Fig. 9 . (a) Reduction in peel angle causes el.,stic stretching of the fi lm. (b) Results showing how
the peel force is reduced by the stretching mechanism [8J.

begins to stretch significantly, storing elastic energy F 2<.:/b Ed in the uniformly
exte nded elastic material. The condition for equilibrium of the crack is then

(F /b)2 /2 Ed + F /b( I -cosO) - W = 0.

(6)

The results for peeling of an elastomer from g lass at various angles are shown
in Fig. 9b. As the angle was reduced, the peel force rose, but e ventually levelled
out a t

F = b(2W Ed) 112 •

(7)

which is the equa tion for la p fai lure of a fl exible fi lm in contact ·w ith a rigid
s urface, which applies also lo s hrinkage of fi lms. to lap joints a nd to testing of
compos ite materials. This equation applies especially to the s ituation show n in
Fig . )Ob, in which a stress is applied to compress a fil m whic h then detaches by
c racking along the interface. Eq. 7 was origi nally postulated and proved in 1973

elastic stretch and adhere
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rig. 10 . (a ) Experiment to demonstrate the effect of shri nkage strain 1; on adhesion. (h) Removing
an adhering fi lm hy applying a compressive stress.
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[9] and was rather similar to the equation for fibre debonding of Gurney and Hunt
[ 10] and Outwater and Murphy [ 11].
Shrinkage is another phenomenon which demonstrates how elastic energy
can reduce peeling force, or even cause spontaneous detachment of an adhering
coating. The shrunk film was formed by taking a strip of smooth elastomer,
stretching it and adhering it to the glass surface in the stretched condition as in
Fig. I Oa. It was demonstrated [9] that the elastic energy stored in the film for a
crack length e was eb Ed e 2 /2, where e was the residual strain in the film, b the
width, E the Young modulus and d the thickness. On cracking, this energy was
converted into surface energy W be, so the criterion for cracking under a peel force
was

(8)
and thus for spontaneous cracking under zero peel force

W

= Ede 2 /2

or

W

= da 2 /2£ .

(9)

In this equation, essentially similar to the condition for cracking of a lap joint
or removal of a film by applying a compression (Fig. 10b), W is the work of
adhesion, E is the Young modulus of the film, d its thickness and e the residual
elastic strain (or a the elastic stress) in the coating. Experimental results confirmed
this theory for elastomers adhering to glass. For biaxial tension, a 2 is replaced by
a 2 ( 1 - v 2 ), where v is the Poisson ratio.
This is an interesting result because it is evident that there is a strong size
effect, with thinner films adhering better at the same strain (or stress) condition.
The fracture mechanics analysis for elastic linkage must give a size effect since
the crack is driven by stored energy. Thin films cannot store as much shrinkage
energy because of their low volume and so adhere better, even when the shrinkage
strain is very large. Thus, the stress in the film at failure can vary enormously. In
other words adhesion strength is not a constant.

7. Calculation of the elastic energy terms
It may be seen from the above examples that there is always an elastic energy
term which must be inserted in the energy balance, though sometimes this can
be ignored, as in the case of peeling or frictionless wedging, because it remains
constant as the crack moves. Only energy change can drive the crack by providing
the surface energy needed for the new interfaces as the crack extends. In other
words the elastic energy term must be a function of crack length to influence the
energy balance, i.e. U = f(e). The differentiation of this energy with respect to
crack length dU /de then provides the elastic crack driving force or 'strain energy
release rate'.
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Fig. 11. A long lap joint peeling under the force F. As the crack penetrates further, the shaded
elements A and B change their energy state.

This change in energy with crack length can be calculated in several ways:
by estimating the largest energy terms;
by examining an exact stress solution;
by the Irwin fracture mechanics approach;
by computer estimation of the elastic energy change with crack length.
An example of the first method is the derivation of the criterion for fracture
of a long lap joint shown in Fig. 11 which shows a long joint which has already
cracked substantially [ 12]. The equation for failure can be obtained by applying
the energy balance theory of adhesion to the elements A and B in Fig. 11. Consider
what happens to each element as the crack penetrates along the interface. Element
A stretches as the crack goes through, whereas element B relaxes because it ends
up with no force on it after the crack has passed. There is no energy change around
the crack tip because this remains constant as the crack moves a short distance
through a long joint. Thus the region around the crack tip can be ignored in the
calculation because only changes in energy can drive the crack.
Consider the elastic energy stored in the shaded regions A and B before the
crack passes. Elastic energy is calculated from the work done in stretching the
element as the force is applied and this is shown in Fig. 12.
•
•
•
•

J Young's modulus E

z
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-------I
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-------I
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Fig. 12. The changes in the elements A and B in the lap joint as the joint peels. Element A
expands as the force increases from F /2 to F. Element B shrinks as the force is relaxed from
F /2 to 0.
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The original elastic energy is equal in both A and B and is
(half· stress· stress· volume/modulus)= 4<F /2bd)(F /2bd)bdz/ E

= F 2 z/8bdE,

(10)

2

giving a total elastic energy of F z/4bdE.
The final energy in element B is zero while that in A is F 2z/2bd E. Thus the
overall elastic energy increases during the peeling by F 2 z/4bdE.
However, the force F also moves when it stretches the element A and the work
done in this movement is
(force ·distance)= F 2z/2bdE = 2F 2z/4bdE.

(11)

So the total work released as the crack moves through the lap joint is
F z/4bdE. In equilibrium, because energy is conserved, this excess work must
equal the surface energy created by revealing the new open surfaces, i.e. bz W. The
equation for joint failure is therefore
2

2

F z/4bdE = bzW.

Hence
F = b(4W Ed) 112 .

( 12)

This equation for lap joint failure is surpnsmg in a number of ways. It is
equivalent to Griffith's brittle fracture theory for glass [4]. Moreover, it fits the
puzzling historic results for lap joint failure which showed that the overlap length
was not important for long joints, and the strength increased with sheet thickness
d and stiffness E. Additionally, it is now clear why chemical environment can
weaken the joint because the failure depends on work of adhesion W, which
decreases markedly with surface contamination.
The most intriguing questions raised by this argument are related to the
well-established idea of lap shear strength which is much used by engineers in
designing bridges and other load-bearing structures. In the first place, it is obvious
from Eq. 12 that the idea of strength cannot easily be applied to this joint, because
the failure force is not proportional to area. The so-called 'shear strength' F / bl
can be made into any number you desire merely by adjusting the values of l, d
and E. A lap joint can have any strength you want! These ideas have been fully
explored in a recent book [13].
A second issue is the use of the word shear to describe the fracture. It is evident
from the calculation used to obtain Eq. 12 that shear is not mentioned. The joint
peels but does not slide or shear (Fig. 11). Only tension forces and displacements
are needed to explain the failure of the joint. In fact it would be far more logical
to describe this failure as a tension failure, just as the Griffith equation describes
tension failure. Of course, shear stresses exist around the crack tip, as in every
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Fig. 13. Comparison between (a) peeling and (b) overlap failure.

crack geometry known, but the energy associated with these stresses remains
constant as the crack moves and therefore cannot drive the crack.
The most interesting comparison is between the T peel test and the overlap test,
as illustrated in Fig. 13. Both of these joints fail by a cracking mechanism. Both
cracks travel at constant speed under steady load. This distinguishes such cracks
from Griffith cracks which accelerate. But the overlap joint requires considerably
more force because the energy is injected into the crack by elastic stretching and
not by direct movement as in the peel joint. This was first demonstrated with
rubber strips in 1975 [12]. The strips were smooth after casting on glass surfaces,
and showed reversible adhesion which increased with peeling speed as shown by
the full line in Fig. 14.
The theoretical prediction of overlap failure force was calculated from Eq. 12
and plotted as the broken line in Fig. 14. Experimental measurements of lap joint
cracking over the same speed range confirmed good agreement between theory
and practice.

8. Exact stress analysis
The exact stress analysis method is limited because only a few such analyses exist.
Just one finite cracked specimen has been properly studied, that of the radially
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Fig. 14. Test results on same rubber strips for peeling and overlap failure.

edge cracked disc [ 14-16 ]; all the others are infinite or semi-infinite geometries
including the rigid punch and adhering sphere analyses.
The radially edge cracked disc is a neat geometry for adhesive testing of a
very thin interface as shown in Fig. 15. Half-discs of poly (methyl methacrylate)
(pmma) are prepared and cemented together with a small amount of acetone to
produce a complete disc which can be cracked along the interface. A slot is cut in
the disc to allow steel pull-rods to be inserted, and the sample was pre-cracked by
wedging with a razor blade, then stretched on a tensile testing machine to drive a
crack along a radial direction towards the centre of the disc .

Force F, N

pmma
100

i
l
D

50

0

crack length c
(a)

---~~~~~~~~~~~-=.._

0
(b)

50

crack length mm

Fig. 15. (a) Disc sample for studying adhesion [ 17] . (b) Results for fracture of interface compared
to exact theory.
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h g. 16. (a) A rigid punch making contact with an elastic surface. (b) Defonnation of surfm;e as
pull-off force is applied.

A force of around 100 N was applied by means of the loading machine and
the pre-crack was seen to extend slightly. To prevent catastrophic propagation
the mach ine was controlled by hand, obtaining a crack speed of 0. J mm s- 1
by gradually reducing the force as the crack progressed. The force is plotted in
Fig. I 5b for comparison with the theory below.
F /b

= (EW> 111 c/2D 112 { [c/0.3557( D -

ci 12 ] + [2/0.9665(D - c) 312 ]

r

1
,

(13)

where F was the tensile force. b the width of the disc, I) its diameter, E its
modulus, W the work of adhesion and c the crack length. The theory titted the
results quite well when (EW) 112 was taken to be J.12 MPa m 112 •
An exact solution is known for a rigid cyl indrical punch adhering to a semiinfinite block of elastic material, as shown in Fig. 16. If the punch has a sharp
edge, then the tensile stress at the corner is theoretically infinite, but the crack
cannot propagate until sufficient energy is available [ 18 ). This condition can be
worked out knowing the displacement ounder a force F

o=

(t -v2 )

F / Ed.

(14)

As the pull-off force is applied, the elastic substrate deforms into the shape
shown in Fig. 16b and a crack starts at the edge of the contact and moves through
the interface to cause rapid and unstable fracture. The energy balance analysis can
be carried out for this geometry by considering the three energy terms involved in
the cracking.
( l) Surface energy:

U, = -W1rd 2 /4.

(15)

(2) Potential energy. The defkction o of a rigid punch diameter d in contact
with an elastic substrate under load F was given by .Boussinesq in 1885 119,201
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Fig. 17. (a) Pull-off strength for smaller punches. (b) Virtual crack at edge of rigid contact.

(Eq. 14):

8=(1-1/)F/Ed .
Therefore the potential energy is
-F8

= -(I -v 2 )F 2 /Ed = Up.

(16)

(3) The elastic energy. This is half the potential energy and of opposite sign,
that is
Ue =(1-v 2 )F 2 /2Ed.

(17)

Adding these three terms and applying the condition of energy conservation as
the contact diameter d decreases [ 18],

gives:
(18)

The conclusion from this argument, which was verified by experiment, was that
the adhesion force decreased as the punch diameter was reduced. But instead of
the force going down with contact area, that is d 2 , it went with d 312 . In other
words, the stress required for adhesion failure increased for finer punches. The
adhesion seemed to get stronger with d- 112 as shown in Fig. 17 a.
The reason for this strengthening of the smaller joints is the cracking mechanism. Although there does not seem to be a crack at the edge of the punch, there is
a virtual crack because the rigid material can be replaced by an elastic half-space
as shown in Fig. 17b. The stress in the elastic material rises to infinity at the
edge according to the Boussinesq analysis, because of the (1 - r 2 /a 2 ) - 112 pressure
distribution. This infinite stress is similar to that causing cracking in the original
Griffith theory [4J. However, as Maugis and Barquins [20] have discussed, this
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infinite stress was a problem for 100 years until 1971 [ 18] when it was realised
that molecular adhesion could resist it. The upper limit of the curve in Fig. 17a is
the stress to debond a single atom from the surface.
In his book, Maugis [20] describes the method which Irwin [21] used in 1957
for satisfying the energy balance when the stresses are known exactly around the
crack tip. From this analysis, widely used in fracture mechanics, the limit of stress
approaching the stress singularity is obtained to give the same answer as Eq. 18.
The same arguments apply to adhesion of two spheres where the contact spot is
much smaller than the sphere diameter. In this case the stress inside the contact is
the sum of the Hertzian hemispherical distribution and the flat punch Boussinesq
distribution. This problem was solved by Johnson, Kendall and Roberts in 1971
[22] to give the diameter d of the equilibrium contact spot for equal spheres
diameter D
d 3 = 3(1- v 2 )D { F + 3rrW D/4 + [3rrW DF /2+ (3rr W D/4)

2

]112 } /

E

(19)

Finite element methods have also been employed to calculate the energy
balance. Gent and his colleagues have computed the energy changes as a crack
passed through an adhesive joint and worked out the cracking force from this [23].

9. The nature of the cracking equilibrium
The fracture mechanics theory described above is a global continuum model
which satisfies the conservation of energy principle and the particular equation
of state of the materials at large scales. However, we must realise that adhesive
failure occurs at an atomistic level. Here the polymer molecules are fluctuating in
rapid thermal motion, which can form adhesive bonds and also break them in a
dynamic equilibrium of Brownian movement.
Clearly the macroscopic fracture model and the molecular Brownian model are
consistent with each other and merge when the crack is looked at over a wide
range of scales as in Fig. 18. At macroscopic resolution, the crack seems to be in
equilibrium at a particular loading (Fig. 18a) and we can treat it by the method
of continuum mechanics above. There does not seem to be any motion at the
crack tip. However, when viewed at the molecular level (Fig. 18b) the crack tip
is seen to be in rapid thermal Brownian motion. The reacted molecules form the
adhered region to the left of the crack tip, whereas the unreacted molecules lie to
the right at the open crack surface. The crack tip is not a static point in this model.
It is wandering kinetically from right to left as the molecules spontaneously
break and then rebond. Cracking is thus viewed as a chemical reaction between
molecules at the crack tip. The force applied to open or close the crack is not
the cause of reaction, i.e. peeling or healing, at the crack tip. The reaction is
happening spontaneously and equally in both directions, causing the crack to open
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Fig. 18. (a) Schematic picture showing how continuum mechanics applies at large scales. (b)
Molecular modelling taking over at nanorneln: scales.

and close spontaneously at the molecular scale. Applying the crack driving force
merely shifts the chemical equilibrium in one particular direction, either opening
or closing the crack. This argument presumes that adhesion is reversible and not
more than kT for each bond, which can therefore make and break many times at
room temperature.
This model allows us to define the work of adhesion W as the sum of all the
molecular adhesion energies & over one square metre of interface. Therefore, if
n is the number of molecular bonds per square metre, then the work of adhesion
W is given by W = n&. In this model, it is assumed that the molecular bonds are
independent such that the energies are simply additive. This assumption is true
for elastomers which are cross-linked networks of long-chain molecules, largely
moving independently. The individual molecules are above their glass transition
temperature, and so can move like independent fluid chains at the rubber surface
while restrained globally by the elastic network.
At the nanometre level, it is no longer a good approximation to assume that
the range of the molecular forces is small [24,25]. In order to define adhesion of
fine particles sticking together by one bond, the bond must be described by two
parameters, & the energy of the bond and ).. , its range.
Consider a dilute dispersion of uniform spherical polymer particles as shown
in Fig. 19. These spheres experience Brownian motion and therefore diffuse
in all directions, causing collisions between the particles. If an adhesion bond
forms between the surface molecules, then a collision has a chance of creating
a doublet. that is, two particles adhering together at the single molecular bond
which forms at the point of contact. If the adhesive bond is weaker than kT, then
thermal collisions can break this bond in a period of time. The spheres will then
separate and move apart. Thus there is a dynamic equilibrium between joining and
separation, giving a certain number of doublets in the suspension at equilibrium,
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Fig. 19. Dispersion of spherical particles.

after a suitable time has elapsed for diffusion to take place. High adhesion should
give a larger number of doublets and lower adhesion a smaller number. Hence
there is a definite connection between molecular adhesion and the equilibrium
number of doublets observed in a dilute suspension.
The most interesting consequence of the above idea, that molecular adhesion
may be measured by observing the number of doublets at equilibrium in a dilute
particle suspension, is that an exact mathematical solution can be found under
certain circumstances, depending on the interaction between particles when they
collide. The simplest situation is that shown in Fig. 20 where a particle approaches
its neighbour at constant speed until, at a certain separation )..a, the particles are

energy

contact

a
separation

Aa
Fig. 20. Interaction energy between approaching spheres.
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Fig. 21. Defining the adhesion number for single molecular bonds.

attracted to each other with an energy e. If this energy remains constant until the
spheres meet a hard repulsion at the point of contact, then the square well potential
is revealed. The approaching sphere travels at constant speed, is accelerated into
the potential well, reflects rigidly on contact, and then is decelerated as the
particles move apart. This 'hard sphere square well' which was first used by Alder
and Wainwright [26] in 1961 can be solved exactly to predict the number of
doublets in a suspension.
The mathematical result is that the ratio of doublets to singlets N 2 / N 1 is
proportional to the volume fraction </J of the cells and depends on the range ).. and
the energy c of the molecular bond according to the equation below.
N N 2 / N~ = 4</J(}... 3 - I )exp(e/ kT) ~ Ni/ N 1

(20)

The conclusion of this argument is that a plot of doublet to singlet ratio versus
particle volume fraction shoulu yield a straight line passing through the origin.
The gradient of the line is a measure of the adhesion which depends on range and
energy of the interactions. Thus a high gradient signifies high adhesion and a low
gradient low adhesion as shown in Fig. 21. Therefore, an adhesion number can
be defined as the gradient of this plot, to give a measure of the bonding of the
particles.

10. Measure of molecular bonding energy and range
The important conclusion from these arguments is that adhesion must depend on
particle concentration. Particles will appear to stick more in proportion to their
volume fraction. Of course this is a general law which applies to all reversibly
adhering Brownian particles.
Red blood cells, erythrocytes, were used experimentally to verify this theory
because of their low and reversible adhesion [24]. Cells were prepared from
three species, human blood from North Staffordshire Hospital, fresh horse blood
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Fig. 22. (a) Video camera upparutus for observing red cells. (b) Field showing red cell doublets.

in EDTA and fresh rat blood from Central Animal Pathology Ltd. Each blood
sample was washed six to seven times in phosphate-buffered saline to remove
the non-red cell components, before suspending in physiological saline solution.
then examined hy both optical and Coulter tests. Each species of cell was treated
in three ways to judge the effect of su,face adhesion molecules, i.e. by adding
glutaraldehyde, fibronectin and papain.
The optical apparatus is shown in Fig. 22. The cells were placed in an
accurately defined 10-µ.m space within a glass apparatus, imaged using a video
microscope at 40 x magnification. Each erythrocyte could then be clearly seen
moving around with Rrownian movement, while not overheating as occurred at
I 00 x magnification. Pictures of the particles were taken at random locations
in the cell and the numbers of doublets and singlets were counted by image
analysis software. Taking the ratio of doublets to singlets. the adhesion number
was obtained.
The collision and adhesion events could be observed in experiments as shown
in Fig. 22b which shows one field of view. There were several doublets which
could be counted.
The second set of experiments to measure the doublet numbers used the
Coulter counter. which was set up in standard mode to count the individual red
cells, as shown hy the results of Fig. 23a. The strong peak showed a symmetrical
distribution of single cells at a volume fraction near 10 \
At higher concentration, a shoulder appeared at a I 3% higher diameter,
Fig. 23b, and this was interpreted as a doublet peak. At still higher concentration of the red cells, the shoulder increased in size, Fig. 23c, indicating that
more doublets formed as the blood cells became more numerous. The number of
doublets was measured and divided by the singlet peak to obtain the ratio Nd N,.
This was then plotted as a function of cell volume fraction to give the curve
shown in Fig. 24. The results showed the doublets increasing in proportion to
concentration and allowing the adhesion number to be found by determining the
gradient. For human cells this was 420.
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Fig. 23. (a) Coulter counter result for human cells. (b) Result at higher concentration showing
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Fig. 24. Increase in doublets with concentration of red cells.

Horse and rat erythrocytes were then tested in the same way and shown to give
significantly higher adhesion. Baskurt et al. [27) have shown that the aggregation
of such cells is increased over human cells, but volume fraction effects were not
taken into account. Popel et al. (28] recognised that horse cells stick better and this
was attributed to the athletic nature of the animal. Table I quantifies the difference
of adhesion in terms of the adhesion number N2/ N 1</> [29].
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Table 1
Comparison between adhesion of various red cells
Animal

Adhesion number N2/N1</J

Horse
Rat
Human

1488 ± 200
750±4
420±5

The interesting thing about this molecular model of adhesion is that energy
and force of the molecular bonds do not decide the adhesion. Instead it is evident
that molecular adhesion depends on the product of molecular adhesion energy and
range.

11. Non-equilibrium adhesion
The problem with the above equilibrium energy balance arguments is that they
cannot explain the kinetic effects observed in adhesion phenomena. For example,
adhesion is often much larger than expected from the molecular bond energies.
Adhesion usually depends also on time of contact, on rate of detachment and
on hysteresis effects. In order to understand these influences, it is necessary to
consider the barriers that exist between molecules, and how these energy barriers
can be overcome.
The fundamental problem of adhesion measurement is that the measured
energies required to break interfaces apart are too wide-ranging when compared
to the equilibrium work of adhesion W. If adhesion energy R is defined as
the experimental energy measured to break 1 square metre of interface, then
measurements show that this practical adhesion energy can range from negative
values, where joints fail spontaneously when immersed in liquid, to very small
values when colloidal particles remain separate and stable for long periods, to
the very large values of 105 J m- 2 needed in engineering adhesive joints which
hold aircraft together. By contrast, the values of the theoretical molecular bond
energies, i.e. equilibrium work of adhesion W, occupy only a small range from
0.1 to IO J m- 2 , and cannot possibly explain the full scale of measured adhesion.
These values are plotted in Fig. 25, and we can see immediately that we need
two logarithmic scales to describe the results, one for attractions and another for
repulsion. How can this extraordinary range of values be explained [ 13]? The fact
is that simple, clean chemical bonding can only explain the range of adhesion
energies from around 0.1 to 10 J m- 2 .
Surface roughness or contamination by foreign molecules is necessary to explain reductions in adhesion. Further contamination can also be the source of
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Fig. 25. Range of measured adhesion energies compared to theoretical clean molecular values.

negative, in other words repulsive, adhesion which pushes joints apart spontaneously as a result of wetting along the interface.
Obreimoff [3] was the first person to study these effects systematically using
smooth mica surfaces. After splitting the mica, Obreimoff found that the surfaces
would spontaneously jump back together when he removed the glass wedge. He
measured the energy of this spontaneous adhesion and it was about 0.8 J 111- 2 ,
substantially less than the original adhesion energy. Then he pushed the wedge
back in to measure the adhesion formed between the foil and the block by the
jumping process and found that the adhesion energy was around 1.2 J m - 2 , so
it was taking more energy to split the adhering mica than was recovered on
the jumping together. Thus he found some energy loss or adhesive hysteresis in
this process. He also noticed that it took some time for the splitting to reach
equilibrium; the fringes moved for quite a time after the wedge was fixed, around
15 s. This was the first observation of the rate effect on adhesion.
Perhaps of most significance was the result obtained when the air was evacuated from the vessel around the mica. Adhesion was increased as the air was
pumped out. This observation showed that adhesion was reduced by air molecules
contaminating the mica surfaces. As these contaminant molecules were removed
by the evacuation, the energy of adhesion was then increased to 40 J m- 2 , and
impressive electrical discharges were seen around the mica samples at I nanobar
pressure. This proved that the adhesion was connected with electromagnetic forces
between the atoms in the mica crystal. However, it did not seem possible for the
bonds themselves to have such a high energy, so the conclusion was that huge
energy dissipation was occurring during this high vacuum adhesion test.

12. Causes of the non-equilibrium adhesion
Obviously, roughness is a barrier which inhibits molecular contact and strong
adhesion between surfaces. But more significant, the roughness does not usually
deform elastically as the surfaces make contact, as shown in Fig. 26. Thus, when
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Fig. 27. (a) Capillary gaps formed by roughness. (b) Water condenses in gaps.

the surfaces are pushed together, plastic deformation of the asperities occurs and
this dissipates energy, thereby providing a hysteresis mechanism. In the ultimate
development of this process, the surfaces are deliberately sheared together during
the contacting step, thus causing large local heating and softening at the asperity
contacts, which then become more squashed, to allow very strong adhesion. This
is used in friction welding to join materials together.
Another roughness-dependent mechanism for adhesion hysteresis can be seen
in humid atmospheres. As the rough surfaces are brought together, the asperities
make contact, leaving capillary gaps between the surfaces, as shown in Fig. 27.
Water condenses in these gaps.
Because the condensing water is in a thin-film form, it has two substantial
effects on the adhesion. First it gives a capillary attraction resulting from the
curvature of the meniscus and the surface tension y of the liquid. For a wetting
liquid in a narrow gap, this pressure can be very large, as shown in Fig. 27b. Thus.
with time of contact, the adhesion between the surfaces can increase due to this
capillary condensation. In addition, water can react to give hydration products at
many surfaces, and these colloidal products can glue the surfaces together. An
example is the rusting together of steel plates, in contact under humid conditions,
to give extremely strong adhesion.
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The second effect of the water in the surface gaps is the viscous resistance of
the liquid inhibiting rapid separation. The more rapidly the surfaces arc pulled
apart, the more this viscous resistance is exhibited. This viscous resistance to
separation was mentioned by Galileo and was quantified by Stefan 130 yt:ars ago.
In summary. we can sec that adhesive hysteresis can arise frorn roughness itself.
and also from contamination condensing in the gaps caused by roughness.
I\ very general adhesive effect which stems from such mechanisms as those
above is the 'dwell-time' phenomenon. Two surfaces are brought into contact and
left for a time. The adhesion is then found to have increased. Further time of
contact leads to further increase as shown in Fig. 28 . This effect could for example
be a result of the capillary condensation described above. When the surfaces are
first in contact. the adhesion is low because roughness inhibits the short-range
aurnctions. Rut as condensation occ urs in the gaps, the adhcsiou 1iscs with time.
Another possible cause of this effect is the creep of the interfacial contact
caused by the gradual squashing of roughnesses. When two solids arc placed
in contact. the true atomic contact area tends to grow slowly with time because
the material is not perfectly elastic. So, even when the atomic ndhesion remains
constant, hysteresis can occur from this junction growth. This has been measured
particularly for polymers.
One of the best understood cxampJcs is that of mica surfaces. pressed into
contact through water [30J 11. The plot of force versus separation is not smooth in
this case, but shows sharp oscillations as layers of water molecules are squeezed
out of the gap between the surfaces. When plolled as au energy dia~ram. this
shows that the surfaces can exist in several metastable adhesive slates. depending
on how many water layers have been removed, as shown in Fig. 29. This type of
diagram could be used Lo describe the growth of adhesion with time as mica sheets
lie together over a period of time. The water rnolccuks would gradually diffust:
out from the gap anti the mica would gradually rnove into close..:r contact. To
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Fig. 29. Schematic energy diagram showing the three positions at which a mica contact stabilises.

achieve this, the mica has to overcome the energy barriers which become higher
as true contact is approached. Thus we would expect the adhesion to depend both
on temperature, which speeds up diffusion, and on the force applied to push the
material closer. This is considered next.

13. Adhesive drag
Once we have recognised that the contaminant molecules introduce an oscillating
interaction energy between surfaces, as illustrated in Fig. 29, then we see that
more complex adhesion effects must follow [ 13]. For example, time effects must
be observed because the contaminant molecules cannot get into position instantly.
Molecules require time to diffuse into and out of the interface. Moreover, the
contamination at the interface will depend on the force we apply to the joint and
the Brownian energy kT of the molecules which drives the diffusion process as
the contamination escapes.
Consider as an example the situation shown in Fig. 30. The interface between
the two surfaces can exist in the two metastable states with adhesion energies W1
and W2. Imagine first that the surfaces are in state W1 and we wish to pull them
apart into state W2 • To do this we apply a peeling force and this must be suf"ficient
to overcome the energy barrier, with the help of the Brownian energy kT. This
problem of molecules coming apart across energy barriers was first solved by
Eyring in the early 40s [32]. There are two forces required according to this
theory: one to provide the reversible work of adhesion W2 - W 1, and the second to
overcome the energy barrier. Thus the total force can be expressed as the sum of
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Fig. 30. Schematic of the energy barrier causing adhesive drag, in separating a joint from state
W 1 to state W2 .

two tenns in the peeling equation given in Fig. 30. The second tenn is an energy
loss tenn which appears as heat. Clearly, this depends on the rate of peeling V, and
also on the temperature variant constants A and B. The higher the rate of peeling,
the greater the force required and hence the larger the energy dissipated. Also, the
higher the temperature, the faster the peeling. Such behaviour is well-known for
adhesive joints, such as those between silicone rubber and acrylic sheet as shown
in Fig. 31 [33].
In this example, at low speeds, the adhesion levelled off at a low value,
corresponding to an apparent reversible work of adhesion of 0.3 J m- 1 at very

peel line force
Fib Nm- 1

1_2

!Fib= 0.3 + 0.0725 sinh·' 1.16VI......___.
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0'----L----------'----------'-----___,_~
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Fig. 31. Results for peel adhesion of silicone rubber from acrylic glassy polymer.
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hg. 32. lksuhs for peel adhesion of painl from silicate glass 1131. showing the db:I of silanc
coaling.

low velocilies of peeling I 131. We will study lhe precise nature of this equilibrium
value in lhe next section. Bulat high speeds, the adhesion increased very slrongly.
This is the adhesive drag effecl. Very similar results were obtained by Russian
experimentalists in lhc 50s j 341.
The other significant aspect of adhesive drag is its relation lo the surface
contamination present on lhe surface. For example, an alkyd painl lilm was
painted on a glass surface, cross-linked and then peeled off. For comparison, the
same experiment was carried out on a glass surface coated with dimethyl dichloro
silane, .is shown in Fig. 32 1331.
These results gave similar behaviour to that of silicone on acrylic. with an
apparent equilibrium work of adhesion at low speeds, plus a velocily-dependent
peeling force at higher speed. However, there were two substantial differences:
first the apparent work of adhesion was ten times too high at 4 J m 2 ; second, the
presence of a silane coating had an enormous effect on lhe adhesive drag hut not
on lhe apparent equilibrium work of adhesion. This fall in adhesion due to one
layer of molecules at the surface is akin to a ~atalytic effect: the monolayer is not
changing the equilibrium, but is having a large effect on kinetics hy reducing the
energy barrier to peeling. Clearly, adhesive drag is not the whole story. There must
be olher energy losses in addition.
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Fig. 33. Three experimental arrnngemenrs for studying equilibrium adhesion: (a) wedging; (b)
sphere contact; (c) peeling.

14. Adhesive drag and hysteresis measurements
The problem of measu,ing adhesion, in general, is that the curves for peeling have
a similar shape, with an apparent work of adhesion plus a large kinetic adhesion
drag, but we are not sure exactly where the equilibrium is. So it is important to
devise experiments to study both making and breaking the joint in order to define
the precise equilibrium point. Three typical experiments are shown in Fig. 33 [13).
Fig. 33a shows a wedging experiment, rather like that used by Obreimoff on
mica. The film is detached by wedging, then the wedge is withdrawn slightly to
allow healing. Fig. 33b shows a sphere contact experiment, for example the JKR
experiment, in which a smooth sphere is allowed to make contact with a surface,
then detached with a force. Fig. 33c illustrates a peeling film experiment in which
the peel force is raised to peel the film, then lowered to heal the strip back onto
the smooth substrate. In each of these tests, the speed of movement of the <.:ra<.:k
front can be measured by observing the detachment line through the transparent
materials, on both peeling and healing. The measured adhesion energy R, worked
out from the force using the appropriate equation (e.g. R = F /b for peeling), is
then plotted against the crack velocity, on logarithmic scales as shown in Fig. 34.
Both peeling and healing curves can be shown on the same logarithmic plot. This
curve defines the adhesive drag on peeling and healing, and shows that equilibrium
is not fully attained, but lies between the two asymptotes. Despite the fact that
equilibrium is not reached, it has been found that the equilibrium equations can
still be used by substituting R the measured adhesion energy at a certain crack
speed v for W the equilibrium value at zero crack speed.
At very low speeds of crack propagation through the adhesive joint, to the left
of Fig. 34, the peeling and healing curves should coincide. However, it was found
experimentally that there was always a gap between the curves, which was small
for silicone rubbers but larger for less elastic materials. This gap was defined as
the adhesive hysteresis. The equiliblium work of adhesion was somewhere within
Lhis gap, around 70 mJ m- 2 , but could not be found exactly in this experiment.
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Fig. 34. Results showing the hysteresis for smooth cross-linked rubber on glass.

Only by removing all the energy losses in the experiment would it be possible to
attain true adhesive equilibrium. Such energy losses could be caused by a number
of mechanisms including roughness, impurities, inelastic deformation. etc.
However, one important energy loss which was explained was the effect of
the visco-elastic behaviour of the polymer [35]. This was studied by varying the
cross-link density of the rubber, to alter the loss of elastic energy as the material
relaxed. As the viscoelastic loss increased, so did the adhesive hysteresis, as
shown in Fig. 35.
These results demonstrated that the viscoelastic relaxation in the rubber could
stop the peeling well away from the equilibrium point. This idea of crack stopping
as a result of energy loss in the system is an interesting nonlinear mechanism
which requires further investigation.

15. Conclusions
This paper has shown that energy analysis can allow transparent understanding
of adhesion phenomena. In the first place, the adhesion equilibrium can be
established under certain circumstances for elastic materials with smooth, clean
surfaces and low adhesion. This equilibrium can be defined by a single parameter
model based on the work of adhesion W. Adhesion forces can then be predicted
for many different geometries and elasticities.
However, it is understood that adhesion of n molecules m- 2 at the nanometre
scale requires two parameters (both an energy £ = W / n and a range A) to define
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Fig. 35. Results showing the increase in hysteresis with viscoelastic loss.

its dynamic nature. In that case, the statistics of peeling and healing must be
taken into account. Adhesion then varies with concentration of bonds and with the
product of energy and range.
A more complex problem is to understand the kinetics of adhesion when the
system departs from equilibrium. Various mechanisms can interpose a barrier
between the molecules, to cause delayed adhesion, adhesive drag and hysteresis.
Contemplating these mechanisms is a great challenge for the future.
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Chapter 4

Strength of lap shear joints
R.D. ADAMS* and R.G.H. DAVIES
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 /TR. UK

1. Introduction

Any engineering artefact that comprises of more than a single part will, almost
inevitably, require some means of joining the constituent components. Structural
adhesives, whilst being an ancient technology, have recently come to the fore in
perfonning such a task efficiently and can impart a high degree of confidence in
their ability to carry load safely.
The principal advantage of adhesives is in the ability to reduce stress concentration in joints by transferring load via the whole of the bonded area, as opposed
to the discrete load points introduced by bolts or spot welds. In addition, the
low density of adhesives imparted by their polymeric nature makes their use in
joining technology attractive to the designers of weight-efficient structures and
their uptake has therefore been widespread within the aerospace industry.
Another significant benefit of adhesives is their ability to join disparate materials and to accommodate complex joint geometries. Production benefits such
as the absorption of manufacturing tolerances through the use of variable thickness bondlines also have obvious economic benefits. As a result, as adhesive
technology has become more established then its application within other more
commonplace industries, such as the automotive sector, has increased.
However, adhesives do not provide a panacea for the joining requirements of the
designer or engineer. Inherent in their formulation is sensitivity to the environment
in which they must operate and joints are often subject to premature failure
brought on by moisture uptake and prolonged operation at elevated temperatures.
Also, there remains a perceived lack of confidence in the ability to predict
the behaviour of structural adhesive joints without investing significantly in
programmes of extended mechanical testing. This reduces the economic attraction
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of employing them, and one of the chief aims of this chapter is to improve this
situation.
As the focus will be on the mechanical aspects of adhesives, no attempt will
be made to explore the chemical and physical attributes of the adhesives and more
information on these matters has been published in comprehensive reviews such
as by Adams et al. [ 1].
To facilitate the inclusion of bonded joints within an engineering structure,
several stages of suitability must be demonstrated. First the mechanical properties
of the adhesive itself must be satisfactory and these are quantified by bulk
materials tests. Once knowledge of the material itself is gained, then some idea of
how well it perlorms in a bonded joint is required. This is most often achieved via
standard test specimens such as the single or double lap joints.
Such tests are used to demonstrate that a particular adhesive and substrate combination will be able to carry adequate mechanical load. However, the mechanics
of load transfer even within these joints is complex and in order to gain a detailed
understanding of the joint behaviour, it is commonplace to perlorm some form of
stress analysis.
With the recent exponential increase in the availability of computing power,
it has become feasible to perlorm very complicated finite element analyses of
these joint configurations and there is much work published to this effect. Such
modelling has been shown to be capable of including the effects of material discontinuities, plasticity and complex joint geometry. However, there is a significant
learning phase necessary even with commercial software. On the other hand,
semi-closed form solutions have been proposed which, although being subject to
various simplifying assumptions, have been shown to yield accurate, and often
more easily implemented analyses of the detailed stress-strain distributions within
bonded joints. In addition, such algebraic solutions are readily implemented in
software tools that can be used by engineers without the need for specialist
analysis knowledge.
The objective of this chapter is to review critically the available literature for
predicting the strength of lap joints, and to indicate how the reader can carry out
an appropriate analysis for a variety of adhesives and adherends. 'Appropriate' has
implications of cost, ease of use, confidence, and accuracy. We will indicate where
simple algebraic solutions can be used, and where it may be necessary to carry
out a finite element analysis. And since the market place is full of salesmen whose
job it is to sell extensive and comprehensive computer software, we indicate how
far you need to go in order to get satisfactory results. Finally, we offer a solution
methodology which needs little more than the clear space you may find on the
reverse side of a cigarette package. It is remarkably accurate, but it has been
extensively supported and checked out using finite element analysis!
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2. Finite element analysis (FEA)
The finite element method has, within the past 30 years, provided increasingly
sophisticated tools for the analysis of general engineering structures and in their
book, Zienkiewicz and Taylor [2] give a very comprehensive review of the
formulation and use of finite element models. As the speed and availability of
computing power increases then the use of the finite element method for the
analysis of adhesive joints has become commonplace. Each component of the
adhesive joint is treated as a continuum and the geometry can be treated as either
a simplified two-dimensional representation, or a full three-dimensional model of
the joint. Complex material models are readily incorporated into the finite element
method, and large displacements, such as those seen in the single lap joint, can
also be simulated as well as thermal behaviour.
It was observed by Adams and Peppiatt [3] in one of the first papers applying
FEA to joints that there was significant stress concentration at the ends of the
adhesive layer, adjacent to the corner of the adherend and within the spew fillet.
In fact, it was noted that the stresses at this point appeared to be singular in
nature and the presence of these theoretical singularities has been the subject of
many subsequent studies including Chapters 2 and 3 herein. Adams and Harris [4]
employed a detailed model of the stresses at this embedded comer of the adherend
and included material non-linearity in their formulation. It was concluded that for
an elastic analysis that the stress and strain distributions were singular, and that
the inclusion of plasticity in the model resulted in a singular strain field even if
the stresses were no longer singular. The degree of rounding at these corners was
found to have a significant influence on the predicted stress-strain distributions
within the single lap joint. The effect of geometry on the behaviour of the single
lap joint was also considered by Chai [5] who quantified the influence of bondline
thickness using the finite element method.
Adams et al. [6] detailed axisymmetric analysis of a butt-tension joint and
considered the influence of the detailed geometry at the edges of the joint on the
stress distribution. The single lap joint was further analysed by Crocombe and
Adams [7] using the finite element method and the effect of the spew fillet was
included which was seen to significantly redistribute, and decrease, the stresses
at the ends of the adhesive layer. In complementary work, Crocombe and Adams
[8.9] analysed the mechanics of behaviour of the peel test and included the effects
of non-linear deformations and also plasticity in their work. Harris and Adams
[IO] extended this work and accounted for the non-linear behaviour of the single
lap joint. Crocombe et al. [ 11] quantified the influence of this non-linearity, both
material and geometric.
It was noted in all of the aforementioned studies that the presence of the
singularities makes the predictions of stress and strain highly dependent on the
size of the finite elements used in the vicinity of the singularity. Theoretically,
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infinite stress or strain is predicted as the size of these elements approaches zero
and evidently this cannot happen in practice. Adams et al. [ 1] state that, in practice,
sharp comers do not exist and there is always some degree of rounding present
at the embedded comer. Zhao [12] also showed that at a distance from the comer
of the order of the degree of rounding present, then the stress-strain distributions
reverted to those predicted by a model that did not include any rounding. This
is of particular relevance to the application of any failure criteria that use values
of maximum stress or strain. Richardson [ 13] used finite elements of the order
of nanometres in dimension to produce a very detailed description of the stresses
within an adhesively bonded cleavage joint. It was observed that the influence
of any singularities present within the adhesive were highly localised. It was
suggested, however, that it is imperative that the presence of these singularities be
accounted for in any detailed analysis of adhesive joints.
Carpenter and Barsoum [14] formulated a specific finite element to simulate
various closed form solutions to the stress and strain fields within a single lap
joint. It was shown that the theoretical singularities within such a joint could be
removed through use of incomplete strain-displacement equations. Beer [ 15] gave
the formulation of a simplified finite element chiefly concerned with the correct
representation of the mechanical properties of an adhesive within a structural
model rather than the prediction of detailed stresses within the adhesive.
In order to validate the application of finite element methods to the analysis
of single lap joints, Tsai et al. [16] compared predictions from a two-dimensional
finite element model with the results from a photoelastic study of a single lap joint
with quasi-isotropic composite adherends performed using Moire interferometry.
They noted a good general correlation between practical and theoretical results.
However it was noted that at the joint edges there was some difference between
prediction and practice at the edges of the joint. This was attributed to free-edge
effects and because the coupling between bending, shearing and tension of a
quasi-isotropic composite was not accounted for in their two-dimensional model.
Joints with mismatched and anisotropic adherends were considered by Adams
et al. [ 17], including material and geometric non-linearity and with particular
interest in the interlaminar stresses induced in the composite adherends. Good
correlation was noted between their predictions of failure load and those seen in
practice. This was attributed to the fact that the joints with composite adherends
invariably failed via interlaminar failure which was remote from the influence of
the singularities in the model and the values of stress predicted were therefore
Jess sensitive to the details of the finite element mesh used. It was also noted in
these papers that the addition of a spew fillet to a joint with composite adherends
had the effect of considerably increasing the strength of the joint. This was
shown to be due to the spew fillet smoothing the path of load transfer across the
joint and therefore reducing the stress concentration within the adherend. As the
interlaminar strength of such composite materials is relatively low then any means
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by which the through thickness stress can be reduced will evidently result in a
higher joint strength.
Adams et al. [ 18] investigated the influence of temperature on the single lap
joint using finite element methods and it was shown that significant stress could
result from cure shrinkage and the use of mismatched adherends which can lead to
large residual stress within the adhesive layer.
The three-dimensional nature of the stress distribution within the single lap
joint was noted by Adams and Peppiatt [19], who used an approximate analytical
method to predict the influence of Poisson's ratio effects on the stress across
the width of the joint. Groth f20] used the method of sub-structuring to further
investigate the detailed stress distribution across the joint width. Tsai and Morton
[21] extended their earlier two-dimensional analyses into three-dimensions and
again compared the results with practice using Moire interferometry. It was
demonstrated that the peel stresses within the single lap joint were highest at
the middle of the joint and this is attributed to the influence of anticlastic
bending. The remainder of the stress components are shown to be less sensitive
to position across the width of the joint and compared well with predictions
from a plane strain two-dimensional analysis. Analysis in three-dimensions was
also undertaken by Zhao [12], who performed a simplified analysis in which the
boundary conditions applied to the three-dimensional model of the joint overlap
length were derived from a closed form solution. Zhao noted that the highest
shear stresses were predicted towards the outer edges of the joint. Lyrner (22]
used three-dimensional finite element analysis to quantify the stress distribution in
the adhesive adjacent to small button-shaped voids and compared the results from
three- and two-dimensional analyses. It was demonstrated that the plane strain
condition imposed in the two-dimensional work was reproduced at the middle of
the three-dimensional analysis.
Karachalios [23] considered the relationship between the three-dimensional
stress distribution and the failure morphology observed in single lap joints with a
spew fillet and included both material and geometric non-linearities. Of particular
interest was the observation that the failure was seen to initiate at the centre of
the joint where the highest peel stresses, and maximum principal stresses, were
predicted to occur. Adams and Davies [24] also investigated the variation in stress
distribution, using three-dimensional finite element analysis, within a single lap
joint with composite adherends . Of particular interest was the variation in peel
stress induced in the composite adherends across the width of the joint. It was
also noted that the transverse shrinkage arising from Poisson's ratio effects was,
in part, responsible for the increase in adhesive shear stresses towards the free
edges of the adhesive layer. This was due to the nature of load transfer in the
joint whereby there was differential transverse deformation between the upper
and lower adherend at the joint ends, resulting in imposed shear strain across the
adhesive layer.
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Therefore, in order to gain a full understanding of the detailed behaviour of the
single lap joint, the finite element method can be used to great effect. However,
care must be taken to account for the niceties of application of finite elements
to this geometry in that the presence of singularities must be accounted for and
non-linear geometric and material effects must be included. In addition, it has been
shown that the nature of the stress distribution within the single lap joint is threedimensional and care must be exercised in the interpretation of two-dimensional
results if an understanding of overall behaviour is to be achieved.

2.1. Some results from FEA
To illustrate the use of the finite element method, a series of single lap joints
was analysed using the following combinations of adherend: titanium-titanium,
titanium-composite, composite-composite, and aluminium-aluminium. For each
adherend combination, both an epoxy and a bismaleimide adhesive were analysed
and each joint was subjected to four different test temperatures: -55°C, 20°C,
130° and l 80°C. In all, therefore, 32 different cases of single lap joints were
considered. The thicknesses of the adherends were 2 mm for the composite, 1.6
mm for the aluminium and I .2 mm for the titanium. The joint width was 25 mm,
the length was 12.5 mm, and the bondline thickness was 0. I mm.
A typical finite element mesh is shown in Fig. 1. Four elements were used
through the adhesive thickness because of the very high stress gradients that were
expected to occur at the ends of the adhesive layer. At these regions where high
stress gradients were expected, the aspect ratio of the elements was kept close
to unity to increase the accuracy of the stress predictions. Also, the sizes of
the adhesive elements and adherend elements adjacent to the adhesive were kept
constant for the different models. The reason for this was, as has been pointed out
in the literature survey, that the solution for the stresses at the points of singularity
was dependent on mesh size. By keeping the size of the elements at these points
constant, it allowed direct comparisons to be drawn between the results from
the different models without adding an extra variability in terms of element size
affecting the solution. Further away from the adhesive layer a coarse mesh was
used to minimise the size of the models.
Quadrilateral, reduced integration, generalised plane strain elements were used
for both adherend and adhesive components. Generalised plane strain (or engineering plane strain) elements were used instead of the more commonly employed
plane strain elements because they allow a certain amount of out-of-plane transverse deformation. If plane strain elements had been used then the out-of-plane
strains would have been zero. These elements would consequently not allow
any transverse thermal expansion to take place on the application of temperature loads, resulting in artificially high thermal stresses. The generalised plane
strain elements, on the other hand, allow the cross-section of the model to
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Fig. I. Typical two-dimensional finite clement mesh at increasing magnification.

deform uniformly and a certain degree of thermal expansion was therefore allowed.
In fact, in this case the transverse deformation was dominated by the properties
of the relatively stiff adherends, much as would he observed in practice, and it was
therefore a better approximation of the actual behaviour of the joint.
The geometry used in these analyses consisted of the single lap joint configuration with a relatively s hott overlap of 12.5 mm. Jn a parallel experimental
programme, any spew fillet that had been formed on manufacture of the joints was
machined off subsequent to the adhesive curing, so this was also removed in the
model.
In similar joints analysed and tested by other authors 1171 the lack of a spew
fillet for single lap joints with composite adherends had been seen to lead to
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interlaminar failure of the composite. This was attributed to the high peel stress
induced by the bending load within the laminate. However, it was demonstrated in
the experimental programme that in all of the joints considered here, fracture was
via cohesive failure of the adhesive layer and in none of the joints was interlaminar
failure of the composite adherends witnessed.
The element sizes within the composite adherends were chosen such that two of
the integration points of the second layer of elements adjacent to the adhesive were
coincident with the interface between the first two plies of the laminate. Therefore,
the stresses would be accurately predicted at the point where interlaminar failure
was predicted by Adams et al. [ 17]. These Gauss point values were chosen as they
are the only points within the finite element model at which the solution is fully
integrated, and are therefore the most accurate predictions of stress and strain.
The stresses and strains were monitored at these points in order to predict the
interlaminar stresses so that the influence of temperature could be quantified.

2.2. Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions applied to each of the models were as follows. At the
clamped ends of each adherend, restraining the vertical movement of the adherend
at its centreline simulated the clamping condition. Although this models the
restraint imposed by the clamp, it did not impose any through thickness stress as
would be present in practice. However, such a load would have no influence on
the stress distribution within the overlap regions and this was therefore felt to be
an acceptable approximation. In addition, the horizontal displacement of the node
at the outer edge of the upper adherend was also fixed in order to react the applied
tensile load and to prevent rigid-body deformation when the temperature loads
were applied.
Temperatures were imposed by specifying the initial temperature and subsequent changes of temperature at each node throughout the model. No temperature
gradient within the joint was accounted for because when the actual joints were
tested then they were allowed to dwell at the test temperature for a sufficient time
that a uniform temperature was present throughout.
The temperature was first decreased from the cure temperature to 20°C in the
first analysis step. If necessary, a second temperature change was then imposed in
a second analysis step to bring the joint to its test temperature. Thus, the thermal
loads induced by manufacture and subsequent test were represented. The actual
cure temperature was dependent on the adhesive being modelled.
The tensile loads were applied to the faces of the lower adherend as a distributed
pressure load. The load was applied incrementally in order that the stress-strain
distribution could be monitored with increasing load and to enable the plasticity
equations to be solved correctly. This incremental application of load also allowed
for the application of failure criteria as the analyses progressed.
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Table I
Mean tensile loads (kN) at failure for single lap joints for a variety of adherends, for 2 adhesives.
and at 4 temperalures
Adherends: Ti- Ti

Ti- F655

Al-Al

F655- F655

Adhesives:

FM350NA HP655 FM350NA HP655 FM350NA HP655 FM350NA HP655

-55°C
20°c
130°c
180°C

6.01
4.40
3.13
2.55

5.72
4.81
7.50
9.22

4.25
3.56
2.72

3.28
3.84
4.22
4.44

6.63
5.94
3.94

6.75
5.78
5.69
6.22

5.63
5.12
3.12
2.50

5.59
5.97
6.19
6.44

Table I gives lhe range of tensile loads that were applied to the models. The
loads were the mean values of the measured failure loads of these joints.

2.3. Adhesive properties used in the FE model
Two commercial high-temperature adhesives were used in this set of results. This
was because the most difficult case to model and to get agreement with test
results is that where the adhesive is slightly non-linear and where the adherends
are elasto-plastic. Also, we wanted to show the effects of a wide temperature
range and to correlate these results with some which were available from an
experimental programme.
The first adhesive was FM350NA which is an aluminium-tilled epoxy resin
manufactured by Cyanamid and formulated especially for use over a wide range
of temperatures. The stress- strain data are shown in Fig. 2.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the adhesive behaviour is non-linear and also varies
with temperature. A Poisson's ratio of 0.38 was used, as given by the manufacturer
and a ratio of yield stress in compression to yield stress in tension of 1.3 was
assumed. Poisson's ratio, and the yield stress ratio were assumed to be independent
of temperature. The measured elastic moduli at the four different temperatures are
given in Table 2.
Table 2
Initial Young's modulus of adhesives at various temperatures
Temperalure (°C)

-55
20
130
180

Adhesive modulus (0Pa)
FM350NA

HP655

7.80
6.46
4.01
3.08

6.72
5.65
5.23
4.94
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Fig. 2. FM350NA and HP655 tensile stress- strain curves to failure at different temperatures.
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The coefficient of expansion for the FM350NA epoxy was 4.57 x 1o- 5 0 c- 1
and was assumed to be constant over the range of temperatures considered here.
The second adhesive was a bismaleimide adhesive, HP655, manufactured by
Hexcel. As can be seen from Fig. 2, this is a relatively brittle material with little, if
any, plastic deformation prior to failure. However, it maintains better mechanical
properties over a wide range of temperatures and is specifically designed for
high-temperature applications. The values of elastic moduli for the HP655 at the
different test temperatures are given in Table 2.
The coefficient of expansion for the HP655 bismaleimide was 4.34 x 10- 5
0
c- 1 and was assumed to be constant over the considered range of temperatures.
A Poisson's ratio of 0.32 was used for the HP655.
Comparing the two adhesive systems, it was clear that they each had very
different mechanical characteristics and, indeed, they were chosen for comparison
because of this. The HP655 remains relatively brittle over the range of temperatures with little variation in its elastic modulus. On the other hand, the FM350NA
shows a higher elastic modulus at -55°C, but this falls off rapidly at the elevated
temperatures and significant plastic deformation is apparent. These are common
characteristics of such bismaleimide and epoxy systems.
No account was taken of the chemical shrinkage which occurred on cure as no
data were available quantifying its extent.

2.4. Adherend properties used in the FE model
Three different adherend materials were considered in this work. The first was
2024-T3, which is a high-strength aluminium alloy commonly used in the
aerospace industry. The stress-strain curves shown in Fig. 3 were derived from
data taken from the American Society of Materials (ASM) Handbook and, as can
be seen, a bi-linear approximation to the material properties could be assumed.
Clearly there is a severe degradation in properties shown at 204°C (400°F).
The onset of plasticity and subsequent hardening behaviour were modelled
using the widely accepted von Mises criterion and isotropic hardening was
assumed. The von Mises model within ABAQUS, the FE software used in
this analysis, linearly interpolated between the curves at different temperatures
in order to derive the mechanical properties at the required temperature. The
elastic modulus of the 2024-T3 alloy was assumed to remain constant over the
temperature range at 70 GPa and the Poisson's ratio was 0.33. As no experimental
values were available for the strength of the aluminium adherend joints at l 80°C,
this joint configuration was not analysed. The coefficients of expansion over
a suitable range of temperatures are given in Table 3, again from the ASM
Handbook.
The titanium alloy used in this work was Ti-6Al-4V which is a commonly
used aerospace grade. Bi-linear approximations to the stress-strain characteristics
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Fig. 3. 2024-T3 Aluminium adherend tensile stress-strain curves from ASM Metals Handbook
Vol. 2, Proper1ies and Selection. Non-Ferrous Alloys and Special Purpose Materials, 10th edn.,
ISBN 0871-703-785.

were assumed as shown in Fig. 4 and all data for this alloy were again taken from
the ASM Handbook.
An elastic modulus of 110 GPa was assumed for the Ti-6Al-4V over the range
of temperatures considered and a Poisson's ratio of 0.33 was used. The coefficients
of thermal expansion are given in Table 3.
The final adherend material considered was a Hexcel composite, F655 , which
was an 011hotropic laminate of high-strength T650 carbon fibres in a 5 harness
satin weave impregnated with F655 bismaleimide resin. Ten of these plies were
arranged to give a 2-mm-thick adherend with comparable properties to a balanced
Table 3
Aluminium and titanium thermal expansion coefficients
Temperature
(OC)

- 50
-35

60
110

200

2024-T3 expansion coefficient
(oc-1 )

Ti-6Al-4V expansion coefficient
("c-1)
8.60 X 10-6

2.1 IX 10- 5
2.29 X 10-S
2.38 X 10-S
9.45

X

J0- 6
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Fig. 4. Ti-6Al-4V titanium adherend tensile stress-strain curves.

laminate of 0/90:> fibres. The mechanical behaviour of the laminate was assumed
to remain linear elastic over the range of loads and temperatures considered and
the properties are given in Table 4.
The adherend was assumed to behave in an orthotropic manner and no account was taken of the individual behaviour of the plies; instead, homogeneous
orthotropic properties were applied to the model. All mechanical properties for
the composite adherends were derived from data published by the manufacturer.
Tahk4

FM5 composite laminate properties
Propeny

Value

Young's moduli fGPa)

86.72
Ill.IX)
86.72

Poisson's ratios

0.297
0.031

Shear moduli (GP;i)

Thermal expansion coefficient (°C- 1)

an

0.031
7.00
7.00
7.00
-0.9 X IO-C,
27 X 10 ·6
-0.9 X 10 o
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1.5. Results
In all cases, non-linear static analyses were perfonned with the effects of nonlinear geometry included. Both mechanical and temperature loads were applied
incrementally if the adhesive or adherends were seen to yield and stress-strain
distribulions were rep011ed at each load increment so that the joint behaviour
could be monitored throughout the application of load.
In order to asses the influence of the thennal behaviour, Figs. 5-8 show the
stress distributions at the failure load given in Table I for the composite-composite
joint tested at 20°C with FM350NA epoxy resin. Two curves are shown on each
diagram. one corresponding to an analysis in which the thennal shrinkage stresses
from cure were not accounted for, and the second curve showing the influence
of the cure shrinkage stress on the overall stress distribution. In each of the four
figures, the stress at the mid-plane is given.
It can be seen that the effect of the residual stress arising from the them1al
shrinkage gave rise to appreciable levels of longitudinal stress within the adhesive
layer, with a large region of uniform longitudinal stress of 56 MPa. Without the
cure shrinkage, the levels of longitudinal stress were significantly lower and, for
the majority of the overlap length, were of the order of 8 MPa.
As can be seen from Fig. 6. the peel stress distribution is largely unaffected by
the presence of cure shrinkage stresses with little discernible difference between
the results from the two analyses. However, the peak values predicted by the
analysis in which residual stress was included are slightly lower than those from
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the analysis without residual stress. This was attributed to the fact that the state of
initial tension induced by the cure shrinkage would have the effect of inhibiting
the yield of the adhesive. This was again seen to be the case for the shear stress
distribution shown in Fig. 7 and again, the values of stress for the two analyses
were very similar, but the analysis including the effect of residual stress showed
lower peak values.
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The influence of the three aforementioned components of stress can be seen in
Fig. 8 which shows the maximum principal stress within the adhesive. It is clear
that the influence of the high induced longitudinal stresses is to increase slightly
1.he prediction of peak maximum principal stress. The maximum predicted stress
without thennal shrinkage stresses was 75 MPa whereas the maximum value
predicted when cure shrinkage was accounted for was 82 MPa, which is almost a
I 0% increase.
What all of these figures show is the significant influence that the thermal
shrinkage can have upon the prediction of the stress distribution within a lap joint.
One conclusion which can be drawn from this is that if an accurate estimation
of joint performance, be it a strength prediction or understanding of the joint
behaviour, is to be achieved then it is imperative that the thermal effects be
accounted for.
It was also instrnctive to consider the distribution of the stress within the
adhesive layer. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of maximum principal stress at the
end of the adhesive layer, and it can be seen that the effect of the residual thennal
stress it to change the distribution of stress at the end of the overlap and to increase
the area which is highly stressed. Whereas the majority of the high stress was
focussed at the point of singularity for the analysis which neglected thermal stress,
it is clear that including thermal effects increases the magnitude of imposed stress.
This, again, has implications in tenns of prediction of failure.
Similar trends were seen for the components of stress and strain within the
other adhesive joints with the metallic adherends and the HP655 adhesive.
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What was also of interest was to investigate the change in induced interlaminar
stress in the composite induced by the thennal stress.
Fig. 10 shows the distribution of peel stress within the adherend and clearly
there is a very high peel stress near the bi-material singularity at the adhesive
comer. However, the region of high stress extends quite considerably into the
adherend itself and Adams et al. I 17] have shown that this component of stress
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can be of sufficient magnitude to cause interlaminar failure of the adherend prior
to adhesive failure. Although such failure was not seen in these joints, probably
because of the more btittle nature of the adhesive used compared with the rubbertoughened (CTBN) adhesive used by Adams et al., it was, nevertheless. important
to consider the stress distribution within the adherend.
As can be seen from Fig. l l, the magnitude of the peel stress at the first ply
interface is not significantly affected by the inclusion. or not. of the effects of the
thennal shrinkage and, indeed, it is seen to drop slightly when the thermal effects
were a<.:count~d for.
Let us also consider the titanium adherend joint with FM350NA adhesive, because it showed the widest variation of applied load. Fig. 12 shows the maximum
principal stresses, averaged across the adhesive thickness, for joints loaded to the
failure load normalised by dividing by the applied tensile stress.
What this shows is that the joint at l 80°C is subject to the most severe state
of stress relative to its intrinsic material properties when compared with the other
temperature results. This is not surprising as ii was shown in Fig. 2 that the
FM350NA properties degrade quite severely at elevated temperatures. The curves
were normalised in order to allow direct comparison to be made between them
and it is clear that there is a significant influence of temperature on the stress
dist1ibution within the joint.
It has been shown by this two-dimensional modelling that if the stress distributions within the single lap joint were to be best represented and predicted then
it was imperative that the thermal prope11ies be accounted for. It has been shown
that some stress components were more susceptible to the influence of the1mal
shrinkage than others and that the presence of the1mal stress can inhibit yield.
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3. Algebraic analyses
The finite element method requires considerable expertist: in order co produce
meaning[ul results and it is also subject to the requirement for relatively large
amounts of computing power. The result of this is that the finite element method
does not always hold favour over the often more straightforward implementations
of simplified closed fonn algebraic solutions. The motivation for the derivation of
dosed fonn solutions was to provide an analysis tool which would enable solution
of adhesive joint configurations and provide reasonably accurate behavioural and
strength predictions. Comprehensive reviews of closed fonn methods have been
presented L1,25-27].
Volkersen (28] presented a continuum mechanics approach to analyse the
shear-lag configuration of the single lap joint. However, there were limitations to
his analysis. most significant of which was its failure to account for the effect of
the bending moments induced by the eccentricity of the applied load. Nor did it
account for the adherend shearing, and it predicted the maximum shear stress to
occur at the free surface at the end of the joint overlap. As this is a free surface,
the shear stress here should, in practice, be zero.
Goland and Reissner (29] then improved upon Volkersen's analysis and proposed a two-stage methodology of analysis in which the bending moments were
first calculated and then applied as boundary conditions to a model of the overlap
layer. They considered two different configurations of joint with and without
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consideration being taken of the adhesive layer flexibility. The former was found
to be more applicable to joints with metallic, or relatively stiff, adherends and was
the most relevant analysis for the current study. In their theory, the shearing and
normal stresses within the adherends are neglected but it was the first significant
theory to include the influence of bending moments upon the stress distribution,
especially the transverse or peel stresses.
Sneddon [26] and Adams and Peppiat [3] found an error in the initial formulation of Goland and Reissner's theory and presented a correction which derived
an alternative bending moment factor. However, Carpenter [30] has since shown
that Goland and Reissner's original solution was, in fact, correct. This was somewhat fortuitously achieved through cumulative typographical errors in the original
paper.
Chen and Cheng [31] show a development of their earlier work [32] in which
they extend their theory of lap-joint behaviour to include non-identical adherends .
In order to allow the resulting system of equations to be solved using closed form
methods, they assume a uniform shear stress distribution across the adhesive layer
thickness. A complementary energy method was then employed to solve the final
equations. This theory is also presented by Wu et al. [33), who also show that it
decomposes to Goland and Reissner's solution if further simplifying assumptions
are made.
Unbalanced joints with dissimilar adherends have also been analysed by Yang
and Pang [34] who derived similar expressions to Chen and Cheng but solved them
using a Fourier series method. A state of uniform shear stress through the adhesive thickness was again assumed. Good correlation was demonstrated between the
results from a complementary finite element study and they also considered orthotropic (composite) adherends. Composite adherends are also dealt with in [3538]. None of these approaches accounted for the coupling between bending, tension
and shearing which can occur due to the anisotropic nature of composite adherends.
Also, the stress-free boundary at the exposed faces remained unaccounted for, as
did the variations in stress across the adhesive thickness. Delale et al. did, however,
suggest a method for the inclusion of adhesive non-linearity.
Coppendale [39] and Weitsman [40] have studied the influence of the thermal
expansion of the adhesive and have shown that it has a significant effect at the
ends of the overlap.
Non-linearity in adhesives was accounted for by Hart-Smith [41] using a
similar approach to Goland and Reissner but solving iteratively to account for
the plasticity. However, the influence of the peel stress on the yield behaviour
of the adhesive was not accounted for and it was the shear stress component
alone that was used to control the plasticity. A bi-linear approximation to the
adhesive stress-strain curve was employed in order to simplify the solution. An
improvement to Goland and Reissner's solution was also presented in which better
account was made of the flexibility of the adhesive layer.
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A similar approach was presented by Adams and Mallick [42], who proposed
the use of an effective modulus calculated using the strain energy from integrating
the adhesive stress-strain curve that could then be input into a linear elastic
solution. This was seen to give strength predictions which were reasonably close
to those predicted by much lengthier calculations including full adhesive nonlinearity. Adams and Mallick [42] also extended the work of Allman [43] and
Chen and Cheng [32] by representing the behaviour of the single (and double)
lap joint using four independent stress functions, resulting in a comprehensive
description of the state of stress within the joint.
The main problem with closed form analyses is in accounting realistically
for adhesive and adherend non-linearity. Also, even the elastic formulations
produce complex equations which are difficult to solve. Fortunately, it is now
relatively easy to set up these equations on desk top computers and to get almost
instantaneous solutions which give a good indication of the stresses acting in a lap
joint under tensile loading.

4. Prediction of failure for single lap joints
The application of failure criteria will be discussed here in the context of the finite
element method, although they are also applicable to closed form predictions of
stress/strain levels.
On considering how best to predict failure, the method which appears most obvious is simply to specify a stress or strain at which a particular material will fail.
As adhesives perform well in shear it would appear best to specify a maximum
shear stress limit to give some idea of joint strength. Greenwood et al. [44] performed such an analysis for single lap joints using closed form analysis, and found
that the maximum shear stress occurred in the adhesive at 45° to the loading direction. The actual predictions of strength by this method were seen to underestimate
performance, and this can be partly attributed to the fact that the use of principal
stresses was not considered. The use of principal stresses is preferred because the
tendency is for adhesives to fail through tensile mechanisms. even if loaded in
shear, because this shear gives rise to tensile and compressive principal stresses.
Alternatively, the maximum peel stress can be used as a criterion for failure
[45,41] and it was shown that reasonable predictions of strength could be achieved,
albeit for a rather limited number of joint configurations. However, it was noted
that the predictions were highly inaccurate for joints in which adherend yielding
was present.
Harris and Adams [10] showed that using the maximum principal stress can
give reasonable success when combined with non-linear finite element methods
and their predictions were within 10% of experimental values. Various combinations of differing grades of aluminium adherends and epoxy adhesives were
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considered and the choice of whether a maximum principal stress or strain criterion was used was seen to depend on the specific joint configuration. This choice
was not always that which would be expected intuitively, as a criterion of maximum principal stress was successfully applied to a highly ductile adhesive where
one may have expected the application of a maximum strain criterion. It was
shown that the choice of criterion depends on a comparison of the performance
of the adhesive within the joint and in bulk form. It has also been subsequently
noted by Adams and Harris [4] that the maximum principal stress is a function of
the mesh density if a singularity is present and, unless this is taken into account,
errors will be introduced. In this paper, a criterion of maximum stress at a distance
was in fact specified, because the points at which the failure criterion was applied
were not coincident with the singularity points, and instead were at element Gauss
points (these are points at which the finite element method evaluates, strains and
stresses with the greatest accuracy).
The maximum von Mises stress has also been employed as a measure of the
stress to failure by Ikegami [46], but only with limited success. This was because
the behaviour of adhesives is highly dependent on the state of hydrostatic stress
within the joint, and this was not accounted for.
A criterion of critical stress or strain was employed by Lee and Lee [47] for
tubular single lap joints. A combination of criteria were used, dependent on the adhesive thickness within the joint. A critical strain was applied to joints with a thick
adhesive layer, and a maximum reduced stress for thin adhesives. Unfortunately,
no means of choosing a particular criterion for an arbitrary thickness between the
maximum and minimum thicknesses was given. The application of such criteria
to experimental data has been investigated by Chai [5] through observing failure
in notched flexure specimens and measuring the strain field in the adhesive. It
was seen that critical shear strain decreased with increasing adhesive thickness.
In addition, if the strain at the crack tip of the notch is compared to that seen in
a napkin ring test, then the two values are seen to be similar. It was noted that
failure can be expressed in terms of a critical fracture energy, but this too varies
with adhesive thickness.
If plasticity is included in the adhesive characteristics, then an alternative
failure criterion was proposed and implemented by Crocombe and Adams [9]
using critical values of effective uniaxial plastic strain. The triaxial strain was
expressed as an effective uniaxial strain, and then compared with the strain to
failure of the bulk adhesive. Unfortunately, this too was seen to be dependent
on the density of the finite element mesh, and in reality was a critical strain
at a distance criterion. The choice of critical strain was also dependent on
the adherends present as different plastic zone sizes will be given by different
adherend combinations. The geometry considered in this paper was the peel joint.
An alternative criterion which includes adhesive plasticity is to use a value of
critical plastic energy density. Harris and Adams [10] included a small degree
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of rounding on the adherend comers in order to remove the influence of the
singularity. In fact this rounding should be of the order of twice the adhesive
thickness to be effective, and this raises questions as to whether the degree of
rounding will affect the maximum energy density predictions.
Crocombe et al. [ 11] used cleavage and compression specimens for the evaluation of failure criteria, and avoided the problem of singularities by using
semi-closed form methods for analysis of the stress and strain distribution. They
found that the maximum principal stress criterion gave reasonable success in the
prediction of failure for untoughened epoxies, and for mode I loading in toughened epoxies. The maximum principal stress was seen to be a better criterion for
mode II loading in toughened epoxies.
In all of the above criteria, there is an inherent problem of using stress or
strain predictions at, or near, points of singularity which will not be accounted
for correctly using numerical methods. If rounding is used to avoid the problem,
then it is not clear what degree of rounding should be used. In essence, it is not
straightforward to specify a general failure criterion from the above methods of
failure prediction without careful consideration of the joint involved .
Zhao [ 12] used a criterion whereby if the average stresses over a certain
distance within the single lap joint reached a critical value, then the joint was
deemed to have failed. The distance picked was a line progressing into the
adhesive from the singularity point. A criterion of critical average stress over the
distance was applied to joints with a sharp adherend comer, or a small radius,
whereas a criterion of maximum stress over the distance was used for larger radii.
Unfortunately, no reasoning was given for the choice of critical distance.
This idea was extended by Clarke and McGregor [48] who predicted failure if
the maximum principal stress exceeded the maximum uniaxial stress for a bulk
adhesive over a certain zone normal to the direction of the maximum principal
stresses. No justification was given for the choice of zone size. It was noted that
the sensitivity to changes in local joint geometry, such as radius of the adherend
comer, was reasonably low for this criterion.
Crocombe et al. [49] studied the failure of cracked and uncracked specimens
subject to various modes of loading and used a critical peel stress at a distance
from the singularity with some success. An alternative method was also proposed
to use an effective stress, matched to the uniaxial bulk strength, at a particular
distance. However, it was found for the latter criterion that the critical distance
at which it should be applied varied with different modes of loading because of
the change in plastic zone size which resulted. Again, no general criterion for a
given adhesive was presented . Kinloch and Williams [50] also considered some
cracked specimens, and applied failure criteria at critical distances with some
success, but the work was not extended to consider uncracked continua. As for
the earlier reviewed stress or strain criteria, there is no real physical justification
for these criteria applied at a critical distance, and many of them are dependent
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on parameters such as adhesive thickness which means that no general criterion of
failure is available within these methods.
Crocombe [51] applied a method of failure prediction where the adhesive
was deemed to have failed if the whole of the adhesive layer was seen to yield
under the applied load but this was only applicable for highly ductile adhesives.
Schmit and Fraise [52] used a similar criterion for the prediction of the strength of
stepped adhesive joints with some success, but again this was only really of use in
predicting the behaviour of highly ductile adhesives.
Fracture mechanics is a study of the strength of structures which include flaws
such as cracks and voids where stresses can be said to be singular. Fracture
mechanics applies criteria to assess whether the conditions are such that failure
will occur at these points, one such criterion being the critical energy release
rate, G. Other criteria are also available, including crack opening displacement
measurements, the J integral, and stress intensity measurements.
The energy release rate, G, has a strong physical meaning and is the easiest of
the aforementioned parameters to obtain for adhesives, especially if the crack in
the adhesive is near to the interface between the adherend and the adhesive. This
view is supported by Toya [53]. It is possible to include the effects of rate of load
application and temperature within these failure models.
In an adhesive joint, the adherends constrain the adhesive and this gives
conditions of mixed mode loading. It can be shown that cracks will generally
run perpendicular to the direction of the maximum principal tensile stress under
straightforward loading [ 1]. Under mixed mode loading, as is present in the
adhesive, the same is not true. Kinloch and Shaw [54] derived formulae which
account for fracture under such loads. It was also noted that parameters such as
stress intensity, K1c, will vary with the geometry of the joint. Glueline thickness
is seen to control Ge and, for a thin glueline, the induced tensile stresses will be
increased and this will in tum increase the size of the plastic zone. For thicker
gluelines the plastic zone size will be reduced, and Ge will be reduced. However,
if the glueline is very thin, then the size which the plastic zone can achieve will
be controlled by the thickness, and Ge will decrease. It was shown that G 1c and
K 1c have their maximum values when the size of the plastic zone is equal to
the thickness of the glueline, and that because of the constraining effect of the
adherends these values can exceed those measured in the bulk adhesive.
Trantina [55] applied fracture mechanics to adhesive joints with some success
and applied the failure criteria to a finite element model to find adhesive fracture
energies. The influence of the glueline thickness was not accounted for. Hu [56]
used a shear lag analysis and applied failure criteria in terms of .le and it was
shown that this gave good predictions of failure and was also able to account for
the adhesive thickness. It was noted that this is consequently a good method of
predicting failure for adhesive materials loaded in shear.
In order that fracture mechanics might be applied to continuous materials
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which do not contain a crack, various authors have studied the stress intensity at
the bi-material interfaces which are present in adhesive joints. Gradin and Groth
[57] applied this to a non-cracked specimen in cleavage tests and finite element
methods were used to find a factor of stress intensity at the onset of failure,
and was then used to predict failure with an accuracy of ± I 0%. Groth [58] then
applied this to single lap joints without fillets and the stress intensity factor was
shown to be independent of overlap length and glueline adherend thickness. Some
dependence on the thickness of the adhesive was present though. This was then
extended by Groth [59] to model joints including fillets, and it was noted that the
criterion was only accurate in predicting the strength of joints with long overlap
lengths. In this work, the analyses were elastic. However, no practical results were
presented to give an idea of the accuracy of the strength predictions.
Crocombe et al. [ 11] used a combination of fracture mechanics and finite
element analysis to predict failure in cleavage under mode I loading to within
7% of the actual failure strength. This was only applied to a very narrow range
of joints, however, and further work is needed in order to assess whether a more
generally applicable theory can be developed.
An alternative approach was taken by Femlund et al. [60], whereby a fracture
envelope is generated for a particular adhesive system of energy release rate versus
the mode of loading. This method accounts for material and geometric parameters,
such as adherend and adhesive thickness. The envelope was found by loading a
double cantilever beam specimen with a specially designed loading jig. Various
planar joint configurations were then analysed using closed form methods to give
the joint's mode ratio, between mode I and mode II loading, and the energy release
rate. This theoretical prediction is then compared with the fracture envelope to
ascertain whether failure will take place via propagation of a crack in the bondline.
It has been shown that this method gives very good predictions of bond strength,
to within 9% of experimental values, for the joint geometries relevant to this
project. The disadvantage of this method is that each fracture envelope is only
valid for a single set of material and geometric parameters and further envelopes
must therefore be generated if, for example, a study into the influence of adhesive
thickness is to be undertaken. Further study is required to quantify the sensitivity
of this method to variation of these parameters.
Damage modelling is a means of including the decrease in properties which
occurs on failure of the adhesive and can be achieved by including softening of
the material which initiates at some critical stress. This was done by Crocombe et
al. [ 11] by modelling the softening with spring elements within the finite element
mesh which are activated when the stress in the surrounding material is high
enough. This gives predictions which can be related to the fracture mechanics
method. To date this method of simulating damage has not been applied to an
uncracked material, and plasticity has not been included.
Edlund (61] has applied continuum damage mechanics to adhesive joints, but
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only to limited joint geometries, as has Chow and Lu [62), but no strength
predictions were made in the latter case. This is seen to be a promising area in
which accurate methods of failure prediction may be developed, but to date little
work has been published in its application to adhesive joints.
It may be concluded that there is an abundance of literature pertaining to the
prediction of the strength of adhesive joints. Because stress or strain singularities
exist in most modelled joints, and we know that adhesives (or adherends) cannot
sustain infinite stresses or strains, it is tempting to use some means of calibration
such as stress or strain at a distance. However, such calibrations can only give
good approximations for a narrow range of joint materials and geometries. It is
therefore necessary to present some guidance to the reader as to how to predict
joint strength. For the difficult case of elasto-plastic adherends and relatively
brittle (e.g. high strength) adhesives, it is recommended that a non-linear twodimensional finite element analysis be carried out with four elements across the
adhesive layer. The stresses at the 12 Gauss integration points are then arranged
across the adhesive layer.
Using the average stress across the adhesive thickness makes the solution
somewhat dependent on the mesh that is used to represent the adhesive . In order
to calculate the average stresses, the values of stress were determined at the
integration points within the finite element mesh as it was at these points that the
solution was most accurate. In addition, it was shown that the closed form solution
predicts very similar stresses to the finite element method and so it was decided
just to report results from the finite element study to avoid repetition (Table 5).
The maximum principal stress in the adhesive was chosen as the component
against which the ultimate strength would be compared as the analysis progressed
and failure was deemed to occur once the two values of stress were equal, or
the predicted maximum principal stress exceeded the failure stress. As there was
prior knowledge of the failure loads for the test then the analyses were performed
such that the majority of the known failure load was applied, and then as the
analysis approached the failure load only small increments of load were applied.
This allowed precise tracking of the state of stress within the adhesive layer. In
addition, the load, which was applied to all of the joints, was set to exceed the
Table 5
Adhesive ultimate strength
Temperature

FM350NA ultimate tensile stress
(MPa)

HP655 ultimate tensile stress
(MPa)

-55

90

92

20

78
57
42

88
88
78

(OC)

130
180
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Fig. 13. FM350NA failure predictions compared with e)(perimental results.

practical failure load in order to ascertain whether the failure criteria applied were
overestimating the strength of the joint.
ll can be seen from Fig. 13 that reasonable success was obtained in predicting
the trends of the strength of the joints for the FM350NAjoints in all of the different
configurations. Bearing in mind that the failure criterion was somewhat simplistic,
it was pleasing to note that the variation from the actual experimental values was
quite small. The greatest error was for the aluminium joints and one possibility for
this error was that a bi-linear approximation to the aluminium stress-strain curve
had been used. This was derived from data which used the 0.2% proof stress as the
initial yield. If a more comprehensive description of the adherend had been used
then the prediction may have been closer to the experimental value. Nevertheless,
the trend in joint strength was shown quite clearly.
No experimental data were available for the aluminium or the mixed joint at
l 80°C, and only two joints were analysed at this temperature for the FM350NA
adhesive. It was thought that the errors in this case could be attributed to the fact
that a maximum stress rather than maximum strain criterion had been applied.
Given that the FM350NA undergoes reasonable plastic strain at the elevated
temperature it may have been more appropriate to use a maximum principal strain
criterion.
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In addition, the strength of the F655-F655 composite 301nt was predicted
at 20°C using results from an analysis in which the residual stresses were not
included. Using the maximum principal stress, a prediction of the failure load of
4328 N was predicted as compared to the prediction of 4700 N with the residual
stresses accounted for. This compared to the actual failure strength of 5125 N.
The margin of error was approximately I 0% for all of the joints, which is
satisfactory given the direct and uncomplicated nature of the failure criterion.
Similar levels of accuracy were seen for the HP655 adhesive, although there
was more scatter of the predictions, and the majority of the predictions underestimated the joint strength. Again, the key interest was in the predictions of the trends
of behaviour with temperature and these were seen to agree reasonably well with
the experimental values. Bismaleimide adhesives such as HP655 are expected to
give increased joint strength with increasing temperature, as they develop a little
plasticity but retain their strength, and this trend was observed both for the models
and the experimental results (Fig. 14).
What was interesting in this study was that the short overlap composite joints
did not fail via interlaminar failure and it was evident from the analysis that the
stresses induced in the adhesive were sufficient to fail the adhesive before the
transverse strength of the laminate was reached. The fact that a consistent failure
mode was ohserved on test allowed the direct comparison of the analyses results
for all of the different joint configurations. It has heen shown that in all cases the
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influence of the thermal effects has been modelled and the trends of behaviour
predicted with reasonable accuracy.

5. A simple predictive tool
Modem adhesives usually exhibit a degree of plasticity before failure . Typically,
we might find 20% shear strain at a shear stress, r, of 40 MPa. One simple
predictive tool is to say that the absolute maximum strength for a lap joint is when
the whole of the adhesive layer is at the shear yield strength. Thus, the maximum
tensile load P which could be carried by a lap joint of width b and length I is
given by
p

= blr.

However, we know that this simple rule is not sufficient when the adherends
yield [I]. Observation of actual test failures with a wide variety of adhesives and
adherends suggests that adherend yield has a very serious deleterious effect on
joint strength. This is because a typical structural steel or aluminium alloy can
extend under yield by a much higher strain than is possible for most structural
adhesives. The adherend yield deformation can therefore rip the adhesive apart.
We can use this knowledge to obtain a second prediction of joint strength which is
particularly useful for ductile adherends.
Solid mechanics tells us that if we apply a bending moment M to a beam, the
maximum stress is at the surface. For elastic deformation, this stress, er,, is given
by

cr,=6M/ht 2 ,
where t is the beam thickness and b its width.
Using the theory of Goland and Reissner [29] we find that the bending moment
at the edge of a lap joint is given by

M =kPt/2,
where k is the bending moment factor which reduces (from unity) as the lap
rotates under load. The surface stress is therefore

cr,

= 3k PI ht .

In addition to the bending stress, there is a direct tensile stress in the adherends,
crT, due to the applied load. This is given by
CJT

= p /bt.

Thus, the maximum surface stress, crm, is given by

crm =cr,+aT = P(I +3k)/bt.
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Adherend ield
Eqs. 2,3

Overlap length

lit= 20

Fig. 15. Simple predictive methodology based on adhesive yield and/or adherend yield.

If am is equal to the initial yield stress, ay, of the adherend, then the maximum
load which can be carried which just creates adherend yield, is

Pmax

= aybt /(1 + 3k).

(I)

For low loads and short overlaps, k is approximately l. Therefore, for such a
case,
P = <1ybt /4.

(2)

However, for joints which are long compared to the adherend thickness, such
that I/ t is 20 or more, the value of k decreases and can be taken in the limit as
zero. In this case, the whole of the cross-section yields and
Pmax = aybt.

(3)

Of course, this result takes no account of strain hardening which would
increase ay. The result is, therefore, conservative. We can combine these three
simple equations to give the strength of a lap joint. This is shown schematically in
Fig. 15.
It is quite astonishing how well Fig. 15 predicts the strength of a wide variety
of lap joints. Eq. I applies to very high-strength adherends which have a very high
yield strength and in which the whole of the adhesive layer is yielding. No joint
strength can exceed this line. On the other hand, when the adherends yield, then
the ultimate load which can be carried is when the whole of the adherend is in
yield and the edge of the joint exhibits a plastic hinge.
Fig. 16 shows these three equations applied to a single lap joint, with 1.6-mmthick adherends, 25 mm wide, at various overlap lengths. The three adherends are
hard steel, gauge steel and mild steel, which have initial yield points at 1800 MPa,
430 MPa, and 270 MPa, respectively. The adhesive is a modem epoxy AVl 19 by
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Ciba, which has a measured maximum yield strength in shear of 49 MPa with
about 30% shear strain to failure.
In Fig. 16, line 1 applies to Eq. l. It predicts reasonably the strength of the
high-strength steel joints, although it is clear that, at high loads, the measured
strength is below that predicted. A more brittle adhesive used with these highstrength adherends gave results quite close to the AV 119/gauge steel values. This
is because the simple theory expects good ductility in the adhesive (at least 10%
shear strain to failure) and will not work in the combination of a low-ductility
adhesive (say 2% maximum shear strain) and high yield strength adherends. It is
for this combination that the FE analysis must be used.
For the AVl 19 with the ductile gauge or mild steel, we have used a critical overlap/thickness ratio of 20 and assumed that beyond this, the adherend
yields across the whole thickness. The predicted lines 2. 3G and 2, 3M fit the
experimental points well, and validate the simple theory.

6. Conclusions
It has been shown that a very simple approach can be used for predicting the
lap shear strength of adhesively bonded joints for ductile adherends and ductile
adhesives. However, it cannot take into account such more complex situations
as thermal stresses or changes in adherend thickness (stepped or tapered joints).
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Nor is the simple approach satisfactory in all cases for adherends which do not
yield, and especially for composite materials which have anisotropic strength
and stiffness properties. It is therefore recommended that finite element analysis
should always be used in these more complex cases. By using a two-dimensional
FE analysis with four elements across the bondline and averaging the stresses
at the Gauss points, a satisfactory predictive technology has been demonstrated
for a variety of adherends, a wide range of temperatures, and the difficult case
of a low-ductility adhesive. It is not necessary to worry about singularities, or
to use three-dimensional finite element analysis in order to obtain satisfactory
predictions of joint strength.
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Chapter 5

Strength of butt and sharp-cornered joints
E. DAVID REEDY Jr. *
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, USA

1. Introduction
There are two common types of butt joints: a two-material butt joint (Fig . 1)
and an adhesively bonded butt joint that joins two adherends together with a
relatively thin adhesive layer (Fig. 2). Tensile-loaded butt joints are not often used
in structurally demanding applications since load misalignment can introduce
large bond-normal bending stresses. Perhaps the most common application of
the butt joint is as a test geometry to characterize adhesive strength. Butt-joint
test specimens usually bond two relatively rigid adherends together with a thin
adhesive layer (e.g. ASTM D897-95a and D2095-96, American Society of Testing
and Materials). The joint is loaded in tension, and the adhesive's apparent tensile
strength is defined as the failure load divided by the bond area. This strength
definition is based upon the premise that failure is associated with the nominal
applied tensile stress at joint failure . In reality the stress state in an adhesively
bonded butt joint is quite complex, and high stress concentrations are generated in
the adhesive layer.
In the case of a glassy polymer (e.g. a high-strength epoxy) the relatively
stiff adherends restrain the adhesive layer's tendency for Poisson's ratio-induced
contraction, and as a consequence high shear and peel stresses are generated along
the edges of the bond . Butt-joint adherends often have relatively sharp edges,
and this further accentuates the magnitude of the edge stresses. The presence
of high stress concentrations along the edges of the bond is consistent with the
observed failure mode of epoxy-bonded, metal-adherend, cylindrical butt joints
subjected to a tensile loading. Failure initiates adhesively (on the interface) in these
joints, along a small segment of the specimen periphery [1-3]. Consequently, the
nominal tensile strength is not a measure of the adhesive's cohesive strength, but
reflects surface preparation and interfacial strength. Test results also show that
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fig. I. Conventions used to define the two-material butt-joint geomclry.

the nominal failure stress is not constant for a given adhcrend-adhesive material
system, but can vary substantially with bond thickness. In one study the strength
of adhesively bonded butt joints with steel adherends increased by a factor of 2
as bond thickness was decreased from 2.0 mm to 0.25 mm 12[. This chapter wjll
focus on the failure of sharp-edged hull joints with failure initiating along the
edges of the bond. It should be noted, however, that there are also instances when
failure initiates away from the edges of the bond. This is particularly true for thin.
highly constrained, elastomeric adhesive bonds I. I J. Such fai lures are consistent

T

fig. 2. Conventions used to define the adhesively bonded butt-joint geometry.
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with the high hydrostatic tensile stress generated in the center of a sufficiently thin
bond when the adhesive layer is a rubbery polymer (e.g. material with a Poisson
ratio approaching 0.5).
There are three widely accepted methods for predicting the strength of bonded
joints. One approach uses shear-lag-based, elastic-plastic stress analyses for bond
stress and strain. Joint failure is predicted to occur at a critical adhesive shear strain
f41. In another approach, a detailed finite-element analysis of the joint is carried
out using an elastic-plastic adhesive material model. Often geometric particulars
like spew filets are included, but the joint is considered flaw-free (uncracked).
It has been suggested that a maximum principal stress criterion works best for
brittle adhesives, while a maximum principal strain condition should be used
for toughened adhesives [5]. The third approach applies linear-elastic fracture
mechanics concepts to bonded joints. A variety of adhesively bonded fracture
specimens has been developed to measure the Mode I, Mode II, and ntixed Mode l
and II fracture toughness when the crack is within the adhesive layer [6]. Fracture
mechanics techniques have also been developed to measure interfacial toughness
(7). One fracture mechanics-based approach uses a critical energy-release rate in
conjunction with an inherent flaw size to predict joint strength [I].
In recent years a fourth approach for predicting the strength of bonded joints has
shown promise when joints contain sharp comers. For example, a butt joint with
sharp-cornered adherends can be thought of as two, edge-bonded, equal-width
rectangles (Fig. I). Failure in such joints often initiates at the interface comer,
the point where the interface intersects the stress-free edge. Asymptotically,
the interface-comer region looks like two edge-bonded 90° wedges (i.e. quarter
planes). It is well known that, within the context of linear elasticity theory, a
power-law singularity with a real exponent exists at the apex of bonded 90°
wedges for certain material combinations (8-10). That is,
(I)

where the subscript 'a' on K denotes that this stress-intensity factor is associated
with the apex of a wedge. The strongest singularity occurs in plane strain when one
material is rigid and the other has a Poisson ratio of 0.5 (i.e. it is incompressible).
The value of the stress-intensity factor Ka characterizes the magnitude of the stress
state in the region of the interface comer. The calibration relation defining Ka is
determined by the full solution and depends on loading, geometry, and elastic
properties. It appears reasonable to hypothesize that failure occurs at a critical Ka
value. Such an approach is analogous to linear-elastic fracture mechanics except,
here the critical Ka value is associated with a discontinuity other than a crack. As
is the case of linear-elastic fracture mechanics, the size of the yield zone must be
small compared to the size of the region dominated by the stress singularity (i.e.
much smaller than the bond thickness). This approach does not apply when there
is large-scale yielding within the adhesive bond.
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This chapter will describe methods for performing an interface-comer failure
analysis, the limitations to such an approach, supporting experimental studies, and
a discussion of unresolved issues in its application. Although the focus is on butt
joints, the approach applies to sharp-cornered joints in general and results for a
sharp-cornered, embedded inclusion are also presented.

2. Interface-corner stress state
The asymptotic stress state near the apex of dissimilar bonded wedges (i.e.
interface comer) for plane stress or strain, when the wedge materials are isotropic
and linear elastic, has the form
N

O'ij

=L

Ka11ri.· - 1a1jn(()) + KaoO"ijo(O)

(i,j

= r,8)

(2)

11=1

where r, () refer to a polar coordinate system defined at the interface comer. One
or more power-law singularities of differing strength can exist, and the exponents
can be real or complex [8-12]. The number of stress singularities N, the strength
of these singularities ).. . 11 - 1, and their angular variation a1j 11 (8) is determined by
the asymptotic analysis and depends on nondimensional elastic properties (e.g.
Dundurs' parameters), the local interface-comer geometry (i.e. wedge angle) and
edge-boundary conditions (stress-free, fixed, etc.). The stress-intensity factors Ka11
determine the contribution of each singular term to the stress state in the region
of the interface corner [ 13-18]. Kan depends on global geometry, applied loads
and elastic properties. Although not explicitly shown in Eq. 2, there are certain
special combinations of elastic properties, wedge angles, and edge loads that can
also generate logarithmic singularities [ 11, 19,20].
In some instances an asymptotic description that includes only the singular
terms fails to accurately describe the stress state over a physically significant
region about the interface comer. For example, when the r-independent regular
term Kaoii;jo(O) in Eq. 2 exists, it must often be included in the asymptotic formula
[2 l ,22]. An r-independent regular term always exists for thermally induced strains
and locally applied edge tractions but, except for certain special combinations
of elastic properties and wedge angles [23], usually vanishes for remote applied
loads.
The origin of the r-independent asymptotic term can be understood for the
simple case of bonded rigid and elastic quarter planes subjected to a uniform
temperature change (Fig. 3; the elastic quarter plane has Young's modulus E,
Poisson's ratio v, and coefficient of thermal expansion aT ). If unhanded, a
temperature change of ~ T would induce expansion relative to the rigid substrate.
If plane stress is assumed and v > 0, a uniaxial stress parallel to the stress-free
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Rigid Material

Elastic Material
Fig. 3. Asymptotic problem for a butt joint with a rigid adherend. Note: the elastic material's
stress-free edge is ate = -Tl /2.

edge (i.e. normal to the interface) of magnitude
Eay.0..T
aao(O) =

(3)

V

negates the thermally induced strain that is parallel to the interface and makes
the elastic quarter plane compatible with the rigid substrate. This stress is also
consistent with the stress-free boundary condition. Consequently, KaoBijo(e) is
equal to the uniform stress state defined by Eq. 3, since this stress state is the
solution of the asymptotic problem [22]. Furthermore, it can be shown that Eq.
3 also holds for plane strain. The explicit form of the r-independent asymptotic
term for the general case of two dissimilar bonded wedges subjected to a uniform
temperature change, local edge tractions, or remote tractions has been determined
[23-25].

3. Critical Ka fracture criterion
The choice of a failure criterion is obvious when interface-corner stresses are described by one real-valued, power-law singularity. In this case, a single interfacecorner stress-intensity factor Ka characterizes the magnitude of the stress state in
the region of the interface corner.
aij

- (e) <.l,J· = r, e)
= K ar ,._, aij

(4)

where Ka is defined so that the stress component normal to the interface a11e(r ,0) =
Kar,__, (coordinate system defined in Fig. 3). Failure is assumed to occur at a
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critical value of Ka, referred to as the interface-comer toughness, Kac· This
approach is completely analogous to linear-elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM),
except here the critical value of the stress-intensity factor is associated with a
material and geometric discontinuity other than a crack. It is less apparent how
to perform a failure analysis when the asymptotic stress state is described by
multiple power-law singular terms (real or complex) or includes a significant rindependent term. When multiple singular terms exist, one cannot simply assume
that the highest-order singularity dominates. Typically all singular terms must be
included to get an accurate representation of the stress state over a reasonably
large region [13,21,26]. Approaches for treating multiple singularities have yet
to be developed. For this reason, the results presented in this chapter will focus
almost exclusively on joints where the asymptotic interface-corner stress state
is fully characterized by a single Ka. Fortunately, there are many joints of this
type including butt joints, adhesively bonded butt joints, epoxy wedges on a stiff
substrate, and encapsulated inclusions subjected to uniform cooling.
One notable feature of the interface-comer failure analysis is that it requires
no detailed information about the failure process itself. Failure may be caused
by a preexisting interfacial flaw or perhaps by a cavitation instability induced by
the high levels of hydrostatic tension found at the interface. If a small interfacial
crack is present, it could be sharp, bridged, or have a yield zone comparable to
its length. To be applicable, it is only necessary that the failure process zone is
deeply embedded within the region dominated by the interface-corner singularity
at failure.

4. Calculating Ka
Several approaches have been developed for determining Ka for a specified joint
geometry, material combination. and applied loading. Two commonly applied
approaches post-process finite-element results for the joint of interest. In addition,
broadly applicable numeric methods are being developed to solve complicated
joint geometries that involve, for instance, multiple anisotropic materials.

4.1. Matching numeric solution with asymptotic form
One commonly used approach for determining Ka is to match detailed finiteelement results with the known form of the asymptotic solution [14,17,18]. For
example, displacements normal to the stress-free edge, in the region dominated by
the stress singularity, were used to determine Ka values for an adhesively bonded
butt joint with rigid adherends [18]. The asymptotic problem for this idealized
joint is simply bonded rigid and elastic quarter planes, and the asymptotic solution
is described by one real-valued, power-law singularity. The asymptotic solution
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for Uo(-n /2), the normal displacement along the stress-free edge, requires that
Ue(-n

12 ) = Kar ,. ge(-n /2)

(S)

E

in the region dominated by the stress singularity. Note that the function g 0 (8) and
the parameter A (A - 1 is the strength of the stress singularity) are fully determined
by the asymptotic analysis. The value of Ka can be determined from the computed
free-edge displacements by a linear least-squares fit
Ue(-n /2)
- - - - - = C1 + C2r where C1 = Ka
(6)
r )· ge(-n /2)/ E

The finite-element mesh must be sufficiently refined in the region dominated by
interface-comer singularity to accurately calculate the U0 (-n /2) values used in
Eq. 6. The adequacy of the mesh can be assessed by plotting log Ue(-n /2) vs.
log(r ). In the region dominated by the stress singularity, the log of the calculated
edge displacement should vary linearly with the log of distance from the interface
comer over a distance of several decades, and the line should have a slope A
that agrees with the asymptotic solution. Note that this approach is not limited
to matching edge displacements; others often match intenacial stresses instead.
Indeed when interfacial normal stress is matched, only the eigenvalue must be
computed in the asymptotic analysis since aee (r,O) = K 3 r'- -· 1 by definition (Eq.
4); the eigenvectors, which determine o;1(8), do not have to be computed.
The main advantage of using the matching approach to determine Ka values is
that it can be easily applied. All that is needed to post-process the linear-elastic,
finite-element results is a plotting program with a least-squares fit capability.
The main disadvantage of the matching approach is the need to construct a
finite-element mesh that is highly refined in the region of the interlace comer.
Otherwise, the extracted Ka values may lack accuracy. With due diligence in
meshing, however, one can easily obtain highly accurate Ka results [27] . Finally
note that, although the matching approach is most readily applied when the
asymptotic solution is described by one real-valued, power-law singularity, it has
been successfully adapted to cases where multiple power-law singularities exist
[21,28].

4.2. Contour integral
Another widely used method for calculating interface-comer stress-intensity factors uses a path-independent integral. This integral is derived via an application
of Betti's reciprocal work theorem [29-31]. The reciprocal work contour integral
(RWCI) method was first used to determine stress intensities for crack and notch
geometries in homogeneous bodies, but was later extended to notched bimaterials
[32]. More recent enhancements include conversion of the line integral to an area
integral for improved accuracy [27,33].
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The path-independent RWCI used to calculate Ka is defined as follows:

Ka=

f

(a;1 u; -a;1u;)n1 ds

(7)

C

where a;1 and u; are the numerically calculated stresses and displacements for the
problem of interest, n1 is the unit outward normal to a counter-clockwise contour
C that encircles the interface corner, and ds is an infinitesimal line segment of
C. The auxiliary fields a;1 and u; are the asymptotic solution corresponding to
A* = -A, where A is the strength of the singularity associated with Ka. The
stress intensity of the auxiliary fields K; is chosen so that Eq. 7 holds. The pathindependent RWCI offers a convenient way for calculating accurate Ka values
without constructing a highly refined finite-element mesh. The main disadvantage
of the contour integral method is that it requires determining the full solution of
the associated asymptotic problem (i.e. eigenvalues and eigenvectors) and then
incorporating these fields in a post-processing program. Furthermore, one may still
need to use a relatively refined mesh to determine the size of the region dominated
by the Ka field and the applicability of small-scale yielding assumption.
4.3. Numeric solutions for complicated configurations
There are many comer configurations of practical importance for which the
analytic solution of the asymptotic problem is not readily available. For example, an interface comer may be at the apex of three or more bonded wedges,
and some if not all of the wedge materials may be anisotropic. In addition to
complicated two-dimensional problems, there is a growing interest in fully threedimensional, multimaterial geometries where singularities occur along edges and
at three-dimensional comers. In complicated configurations such as these, it may
be difficult to apply methods for calculating stress-intensity factors that require
knowledge of the analytic form of singular stress fields (when using matching methods or contour integrals, for instance). Fortunately, broadly applicable
numerical methods are being developed to solve such complicated asymptotic
problems [34-37]. These methods typically dete1mine the order of the stress singularities and the angular variation of the displacement fields numerically and then
use the numerically determined fields in a solution scheme that calculates stressintensity factors. For example, one approach extracts the stress-intensity factors
in a post-processing step by using the wedge-tip displacements calculated from a
full finite-element solution together with the asymptotic displacement fields determined by a modified Steklov method [36]. Another approach uses a finite-element
eigenanalysis to obtain asymptotic displacements fields. These fields are then used
to construct enriched finite elements that directly calculate stress-intensity factors
[35].
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5. Ka calibrations
The interlace-comer stress-intensity factor, Ka, depends on the applied load,
elastic properties, and the overall joint geometry. In recent years Ka calibrations
have been published for a number of geometries of practical interest. These
calibrations provide convenient fonnulas that can be used in a failure analysis
without recourse to a detailed numerical analysis. They also provide insights
regarding the dependencies of Ka on geometry and material properties. Note that
all calibrations presented below are for joints whose asymptotic interlace-comer
solution is described by one real-valued, power-law singularity, and a single Ka,
characterizes the magnitude of the stress state in the region of the comer.
Based upon dimensional considerations and linearity with applied load, Ka
must have the fonn

Ka= a*h I-!.. A(a,{3, L/ h, .. .)

(8)

where a * is a characteristic stress, h is a characteristic length scale, and A is a
function of nondimensional material and geometric parameters. As noted above,
the strength of the stress singularity, ).. - I, is known from the asymptotic analysis
and it depends on nondimensional elastic properties in addition to the local
interlace-comer geometry (e.g. wedge angle). Consequently, the Ka calibration
is defined by specifying the choice of characteristic stress and length scale
and prescribing the functional dependence of A on all relevant nondimensional
geometric and elastic parameters.
Material-property dependence for traction-loaded, bimaterial-plane elasticity
problems can be completely described in tenns of two dimensionless parameters [38]. Consequently, Dundurs' elastic mismatch parameters, a and {3, are
commonly used to define material-property dependence in Ka calibrations. For a
bimaterial with material I above the interlace and material 2 below,

f3

=

/1, I(K2

- I) - JJ,2(K1 - J)

/1,1(K2+ J)+µ,2(K1 +1)

(9)

with E; = E; for plane stress and E; = E; /(I - v;) for plane strain, and where
E;, µ;, and v; (for i = I, 2) are the Young modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson
ratio of materials 1 and 2. Furthermore, K; = (3 - v; )/(I+ v;) for plane stress and
K; == (3 - 4v;) for plane strain. Note that interchanging materials I and 2 simply
changes the sign of a and {3, and when material 1 is rigid,
1 - v2

a= I,

f3

=

2
l

1

-2V7

2(1 - v2)

in plane stress
(10)

in plane strain
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In the following, Ka calibrations are presented for two classes of problems, butt
joints and encapsulated inclusions. Note that one must be careful when comparing
the Ka calibrations published by various researchers. Characteristic stress and
length are often chosen differently, and even the definition of Ka can change
(the convention used here is to include the characteristic length scale in the
Ka definition as shown in Eq. 8). Also note that the characteristic stress for
plane-stress and plane-strain conditions will in general differ.

5.1. Adhesively bonded butt joint with stiff adherends
A butt joint that bonds rigid adherends together with a thin adhesive layer is one of
the simplest idealized joint geometries of practical importance (Fig. 2). The asymptotic problem is just a quarter plane with one edge fixed and the other edge stressfree (Fig. 3). This idealized joint is a reasonable representation when the adherends
are much stiffer than the adhesive, such as the case of steel adherends and epoxy adhesive, and when the adhesive layer is thin relative to other joint dimensions. When
the layer is relatively thin, it behaves as if it is semi-infinite and the stress in the adhesive layer is uniform and unaffected by the stress-free edge in regions sufficiently
far from the stress-free edge. For typical epoxy properties (Young's modulus of 2.5
GPa, Poisson's ratio of 0.4 ), a bond-length to bond-thickness ratio of greater than 4
is sufficient for an elastic layer to be considered thin [22]. Restricting consideration
to joints with rigid adherends and with a thin adhesive layer greatly simplifies the
Ka calibration since layer thickness is the only length scale. As a result, the function
A (Eq. 8) does not depend on geometric parameters but only on f3 or equivalently
the adhesive layer's Poisson ratio (Eq. I 0). The Ka calibration (i.e. function A) for
the idealized, rigid-adherend, thin-bond butt joint has been determined for tension,
uniform temperature change, and shear by matching finite-element solutions with
their associated asymptotic form [ 18,39].

5.1.1. Tension
In this calibration, the characteristic length scale is one-half the bond thickness (h
in Fig. 2). One particularly convenient choice for the characteristic stress a* is the
uniform in-plane stress (i.e. stress directed parallel to the interface) found at the
center of the layer in a region remote from the stress-free edge. With this definition
for a*, the same K calibration relation applies to transverse tensile loading and
to uniform adhesive shrinkage. This characteristic stress is related to the nominal,
applied transverse (butt tensile) stress a for an adhesive layer with Poisson's ratio

v by
a*

l

va

= __v_a
(I - v)

plane stress
plane strain

(1 l)
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Table I
Nondimensional functions A(l,,B) used in the Ka calibration for a butt joint with a thin adhesive
layer and rigid adherends, and also for a thin layer on a rigid substrate

.B

0.474
0.444
0.412
0.375
0.333
0.286
0.231
0.167
0.091

\J a

0.05
O.IO
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

1-)..

0.077
0.133
0.179
0.219
0.255
0.289
0.320
0.350
0.378

A(l,,8)
Butt joint loaded
in transverse tension
or by uniform fl. T

Butt joint loaded
in shear

14.7
6.63
3.96
2.63
1.84
1.32
0.958
0.654
0.391

2.57
2.05
1.73
1.5 I
1.34
1.21
1.10
1.01
0.93

" v value cmTespunding to the specified

Layer on substrate
loaded by uniform
ll.T

15.7
6.89
4.13
2.82
2.06
1.57
1.23
0.99
0.80

.B when plane srrain applies, see Eq. 10.

The corresponding A(l, ,8) values [ 18] are listed in Table I. These values are in
good agreement with those reported by others [40,4 l]. Since the adherends are
rigid and the adhesive layer is thin, the interface-comer stress field is the same
for plane strain and axisymmetric geometries. Consequently, this Ka calibration
also applies to a butt joint formed by bonding cylindrical rods together with a
thin adhesive layer. The same Ka relation is also applicable to a transversely
cracked elastic layer that is sandwiched between rigid layers (assuming a single,
isolated crack). The stress-free edge can be considered a symmetry plane when
the bounding layers are rigid.
5.1.2. Uniform temperature change

The Ka calibration defined for a tensile loading (i.e. same A(l,,8) values listed
in Table I and with characteristic length = h/2) also applies when the adhesive
undergoes a uniform temperature change, ~ T, if the characteristic stress is defined
as
-EaT~T plane stress
(12)
a*= _ EaT~T
plane strain

1

(I - v)

where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion. This is true because tensile and
uniform adhesive-shrinkage load types are actually related [ 18]. The superposition
of an appropriate uniform stress state with the solution for a uniform pressure
applied to the layer's exterior edge yields solutions for transverse tension and also
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A

Deformed Center Line

D
Fig. 4. Deformed shape of the elastic layer in an adhesively bonded butt joint with rigid adherends
when subjected to a positive-shear loading.

for uniform adhesive shrinkage. The solution for the uniform edge pressure can be
thought of as providing the fundamental singular solution, and the characteristic
stress defined in Eqs. 11 and 12 is the stress superimposed with the edge pressure
to obtain a stress-free edge.
5.1.3. Shear
The adhesively bonded butt joint's thin adhesive layer is sheared by tangentially
displacing one rigid adherend relative to the other. The same asymptotic problem
shown in Fig. 3 applies to both the tensile-loaded and shear-loaded rigid-adherend
butt joint; the strength of the stress singularity is independent of the type of
loading. In this calibration, the characteristic length scale is again taken to be
one-half the bond thickness (h in Fig. 2), and the characteristic stress a* is the
nominal shear stress f found at the center of the layer in a region remote from
the stress-free edge. Values of A(l,,8) for shear [39] are listed in Table 1. These
values are in good agreement with those reported by others [41]. Note that, for this
antisymmetric loading, the magnitude of Ka is the same at the joint's four interface
corners (A, B, C, and D in Fig. 4), but when the joint is subjected to positive
shear, Ka is positive at B and C, and negative at A and D. This Ka calibration
can be applied to an adhesively bonded, thick-adherend lap joint, either flat or
tubular, when the adherends are much stiffer than the adhesive, provided that there
is negligible bending induced by the loading.
5. 1.4. Effect of adherend stiffness
Even though the rigid adherend idealization is reasonable for steel adherends
joined by an epoxy adhesive, a noticeable deviation occurs when steel is replaced
by aluminum [42]. Table 2 shows that the strength of the stress singularity decreases from -0.32 for rigid adherends to -0.30 for steel adherends to -0.27 for
aluminum adherends (for an epoxy with E = 3.5 GPa, v = 0.35). Table 2 also lists
A(a,,B) values for these three adherend materials. Once again the characteristic
length scale is the half-bond thickness (h in Fig. 2) and the characteristic stress
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Table 2
Nondimensional function A(a,/3) used in the Ka calibration for a butt joint with a thin adhesive
layer and finite stiffness adherends

Rigid-epoxy
Steel-epoxy
Aluminum-epoxy

a

f3

1 - ).

A(a,/3)

1.000
0.966
0.902

0.231
0.222
0.207

0.320
0.302
0.268

0.958
0.989
1.061

a* is the in-plane stress found at the center of the layer in a region remote from
the stress-free edge. The relationship between a * and the nominal, applied tensile

stress a is
plane stress
( 13)
plane strain
where Ei, vi are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the adherend (material 1)
and the adhesive layer (material 2), respectively_ Note that Eq. 13 reduces to Eq.
11 when the adherends are rigid (£ 1 ~ oo). A(a,{3) values for -I < a < I and
f3 = 0, a/4 are also available (43]_

5-2. Thin layer on a thick substrate
5.2.1 . Rigid substrate
A thin adhesive layer on a rigid substrate is another idealized geometry of practical
importance . An example is a thin polymer film deposited on a silicon substrate.
For convenience material I is taken to be rigid (a = I)_ The only length scale
is layer thickness h 2 (L » h2 in Fig. I). The same asymptotic problem for an
adhesively bonded butt joint with rigid adherends (Fig_ 3) applies to a thin layer
on a rigid substrate. Furthermore, a Ka calibration for a uniformly cooled layer
can be defined using the same thermally induced in-plane stress (Eq. 12), but now
the characteristic length scale is layer thickness h 2 (Fig. I). Values of A (1 , /3) are
listed in Table I for a wide range of {3.
5.2.2. Finite stiffness substrate

A Ka calibration for the case of a thin layer on a relatively thick, finite stiffness
substrate (hif h 1 ::: 0.1, hi/Ls 0.1 in Fig. 1) has been published [44] . This
calibration is presented as a polynomial expression that is a function of two
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variables: the strength of the singularity (A - I in Eq. 4, where A - 1 depends
on Dundurs' parameters a, f3) and the Poisson ratio of the thin layer. When
specialized to the case of a rigid substrate, this calibration yields values that are
within a couple of percent of those listed in Table I.

5.3. Long bimaterial butt joint
The only length scale in a butt joint with h 1/ L and h2/ L, both» I (Fig. I). is joint
width 2L. A Ka calibration for the long-adherend idealization is available and is
said to apply whenever h 1/ L and h 2 / L are greater than 2 [ 17). For tensile loading,
the characteristic stress a* is the nominal applied stress, and characteristic length
is the half-joint width (L in Fig. I). The function A is given as a polynomial fit
A(w) = I - 2.89w + l I .4w 2 - 5 I.9w3 + I 35.7w4 - 135.8w5

( 14)

where w = I - A is the negative of the strength of the stress singularity (Eq. 4).
The calibration also applies to a uniform temperature change if the characteristic
stress is defined by
a*=

-E1E2
v 1( I

+ vi)E2 -

Vz(l

[(l+v1)aT1-(l+v2)an]6.T

+ V2)E 1 ·

(15)

for plane strain.
Interestingly, for this particular geometry the nondimensional function can
be seemingly correlated with a single parameter, i.e. the strength of the stress
singularity rather than both of Dundurs' parameters. Although the strength of the
singularity does itself depend on Dundurs' parameters, an unlimited number of
a, f3 pairs can generate the same strength singularity. Graphs showing curves of
constant 1 - A for the range of all possible a and f3 pairs can be found in several
references [9, 17]. Furthermore the long-adherend butt joint exhibits a special
symmetry that allows one to interchange the materials without changing the
strength of the singularity (i.e. A(a,{3) = A(-a, -/3)) or the stress-intensity factor
(i.e. A(a, /3) = A(-a, -/3)). It must be emphasized, however, that the dependence
of function A on only 1 - A is a special case, and, in general, this type of reduced
dependence does not occur. Other recently reported values of A(a, /3) for a = 0.2,
0.5, 0.8, 0.99 and f3 = 0 or a/4 [43) for the same joint geometry are within a few
percent of those determined by Eq. 14. The accuracy of Eq. 14 is thought to be
good for Poisson's ratios between 0.2 and 0.4, but there may be some divergence
for Poisson's ratios outside of this range [44,45). For this reason, another form for
the function A has been proposed to improve the accuracy of the relationship for a
wider range of Poisson's ratios [45]. Specifically,
A(a,w) = er-z. 45 w<l.1-wJl _ 0.0235a 6
where once again w

= 1-

A.

(16)
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5.3.1. Long-adherend scaifjoints
The long-adherend butt joint can be generalized to a scarf joint by allowing
the interface to intersect the stress-free edge at a nonnormal inclination. A Ka
calibration for the long-adherend scarf joint is available for both remote tension
and bending [46]. Results are presented in tabular form for a= ±0.2, ±0.5, ±0.8,
±0.99 with /3 = 0 or a/4 for scarf angles of 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 degrees.

5.4. Bimaterial beam
Ka calibrations covering the full range of possible variations in butt-joint geometry
(h 1, h 2 , and Lin Fig. I) are available [44]. These polynomial fits can be specialized

to the important case of a bimaterial beam formed by two long strips (h 1 / L and
hd L » I), where h I and h 2 are not necessarily equal. A second Ka calibration
derived specifically for bimaterials beams is also available [47]. Calibration results
are presented for a = ±0.3, ±0.5, ±0. 7, ±0. 90 with /3 = 0 or a/ 4 and h 1/ h 2
varying from I /32 to 32. The two calibrations are in good agreement.
5.5. Embedded inclusion

5.5.1. Rigid square inclusion in an epoxy disk
A simple, two-dimensional idealization of an encapsulated, sharp-cornered component or particle is a rigid, square inclusion embedded within a thin, isotropic
material (Fig. 5). When viewed asymptotically, the inclusion tip is the apex of

D
X

Fig. 5. Rigid, square inclusion encapsulated within a linear-elastic disk.
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Wedge Edge

Fig. 6. Asymptotic problem for encapsulated , rigid wedge. Symmetry about x axis.

a wedge (Fig. 6). The solution of this asymptotic problem contains two singular
terms with generally differing strengths. However, for a symmetric loading such as that generated by uniform cooling - only one of these singularities is
excited, and the magnitude of the asymptotic stress state is fully characterized by
a single stress-intensity factor. The Ka calibration for a rigid, square inclusion embedded within a thin disk and subjected to uniform cooling for both fully bonded
and unbonded (frictionless sliding) conditions has been determined for plane
stress [48]. The Ka calibration uses inclusion edge length as the characteristic
length (h in Fig. 5), and the characteristic stress is

-Ear6.T

CT ~ = - - - -

j - V

(17)

The function A depends on f3 (a= I) and the nondimensional geometric parameter
D / h. Values of A for various f3 and D / h are listed in Table 3 for both bonded and
unbonded inclusions.
The singular stress state generated by the bonded inclusion is very different
from that generated by the unbonded inclusion. For an encapsulant with a Poisson
ratio of 0.35, the strength of stress singularity for the bonded inclusion is -0.25,
whereas the strength of the singularity for the unbonded inclusion is -0.67
(Fig. 7). The angular variation of the stress field aJso differs. When the inclusion
is fully bonded, the magnitude of the radial stress in front of the inclusion tip
(8 = 0°, Fig . 8) is much larger than the hoop stress. When the inclusion is
unbonded, hoop and radial stress have the same magnitude but are of opposite
sign (Fig. 9) . This suggests that an epoxy disk containing an unbonded inclusion
is more likely to crack when cooled than a disk containing a fully bonded
inclusion . When unbonded, the inclusion-tip stress field is fully characterized by
a single, interface-corner stress-intensity factor, and the associated singular field
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-Bonded
- - - Unbonded

0.8
0.6

------------------

0.4

0.2

0.01--~~1--~~1--~~...._~___,...._~___,
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.0

V
Fig. 7. Variation of the strength of the stress singularity, -(I-A), with Poisson's ratio v for either
a bonded or an unbonded rigid square inclusion.
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T11ble3

Nondimensional A(l,tl) function used in the Ka calibration for a rigid square inclusion embedded
in a thin, epoxy disk
Interface

tl

v"

D/h

A-I

CTrr(0°)

aoo(0°)

A(l,tl)

Bonded
Unbonded
Un bonded
Unbonded
Unbonded
Un bonded
Unbonded
Unbonded
Unbo nded
Unbonded
Unbonded
Unbonded

0.325
0.475
0.425
0.375
0.325
0.275
0.325
0.325
0.325
0.325
0.325
0.325

0.35
0.05
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.45
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35

7.07
14.14
14.14
14.14
14.14
14.14
7 .07
5.66
4.71
3.54
2.83
2. 18

-0.250
-0.667
-0.667
-0.667
-0.667
-0.667
-0.667
-0.667
-0.667
0.667
-0.667
-0.667

-63.25
-1.00
-J.00
-1.00
-1.00
-1 .00
-1.00
-1.00
- 1.00
1.00
- 1.00
-1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.0135
0.1779
0.1455
0.1182
0.0949
0.0748
0.0940
0.0935
0.0927
0.0910
0.0886
0.0831

• v value corresponding to the specified tl when plane stress applies, see Eq. 10.

l
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Fig. 9. Angular variation of Clrr,
(frictionless sliding).

Cl!ii,,

and

Cf,(I

about the tip of an unbonded, rigid square inclusion

dominates a relatively large region (roughly 15% of the inclusion edge length for
an epoxy with E = 3.5 GPa and v = 0.35, Fig. 10). Elastic-plastic calculations
for a thermally induced strain of -0.0004 show that, when the inclusion is
unbonded, encapsulant yielding has a significant effect on the inclusion-tip stress
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Fig. 10. Comparison of linear-dasti1: finite-element and asymptotic solutions for stress in front of
an unbonded inclusion, embedded with.in an epoxy disk, with h = 18 mm and tJ. T
-100°C.

=

state (a,, = 74 MPa, Fig. 11 ). Yielding relieves stress parallel to the interface and
greatly reduces the radial compressive stress in front of the inclusion. As a result,
the encapsulant is subjected to a nearly uniaxial tensile stress at the inclusion tip,
and the calculated yield zone is embedded within the region dominated by the
elastic hoop-stress singularity.
5.5.2. Inclusion in an infinite media
Chen and Nisitani [13] noted that for the case of bonded, dissimilar elastic
wedges that together fonn a full plane, when {J(a - {3) > 0, there are at most
two power-law singular terms in the asymptotic expansion of the stress field with
-1 < ). - l < 0. The exponent defining the strength of each of the singular tenns
is real, and the two exponents are generally different. They also found that one of
the singular tenns is associated with symmetric loading about the line bisecting
the apex of the wedge, whereas the other is associated with an asymmetric
loading about the bisecting line (i.e_ x axis in Fig. 6). In another study Chen
[49] reports Ka calibrations for a bonded inclusion embedded within an infinite
plate subjected to uniaxial tension, biaxial tension, or shear at infinity. Results are
presented for a variety of inclusion shapes, including rectangles, diamonds, and
hexagons, and broad range of bimaterial combinations. Note that the K., for a
symmetric (asymmetric) loading will be associated with the stress singularity term
corresponding to that mode of loading.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of linear-elastic and elastic-perfectly plastic finite-element solutions with
asymptotic solution for stress in front of an unbonded inclusion embedded, within an epoxy disk,
with h = 18 mm and t;.T = -l00°C.

6. Limits on the applicability of a

Kac

failure analysis

Two basic requirements must be met before the Kac criterion can be applied. One
obvious requirement is that failure must initiate at the interface comer. The other
requirement is that the interface-comer singularity field (Eq. 4) must be a good
approximation to the actual field in an annular region surrounding the corner.
Consequently, the comer must appear sharp on a length scale commensurate with
that defining the region dominated by the interface-comer stress singularity, and
unstable crack growth must initiate from a fracture process zone that is deeply
embedded within the region dominated by the interface-comer singularity. When
these conditions are met, Ka is a unique measure of the intensity of the stress field
at the comer, independent of geometry and details of the applied loading. This
restriction is analogous to the familiar small-scale yielding requirement of LEFM
[50,51].

6.1. Crack initiation away from the interface corner
Cracking in bonded or encapsulated bodies will often initiate at a sharp interface comer whenever such comers are present. For example, crack growth in
epoxy-bonded, metal-adherend, cylindrical butt joints initiates adhesively (on the
interface) along a small segment of the specimen periphery [ 1-3]. However,
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failure sometimes initiates away from the interface comer. This is particularly
true for thin, highly constrained, elastomeric adhesive bonds when the adhesive's
Poisson ratio has a value of nearly 0.5. For example, adhesively bonded butt joints
with PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate) adherends and an elastomeric adhesive
(Solithane 113) fail away from the edge when the bond is sufficiently thin [l]. The
stress state in a thin elastomeric bond is quite different from that in a thin, glassy
polymer bond, and this provides an explanation for the tendency for elastomeric
bonds to sometimes fail away from a sharp interface comer.
Consider the case of a cylindrical butt joint with rigid adherends and a thin,
elastic bond. In the center of the adhesive layer, far from the stress-free edge,

a,,.

V

= aeA· = - a,,
1-v --

(18)

A typical glassy epoxy adhesive has a Poisson ratio of about 0.35; consequently,
in-plane stresses are equal to roughly half the axial stress. Furthermore, a plane
strain finite-element analysis of an adhesively bonded, rigid-adherend butt joint,
when the adhesive layer has a Poisson ratio of 0.40, shows that stress within
a thin bond is nearly uniform once more than four bond thicknesses from the
edge, and a 2 ~a, the nominal applied stress (22]. On the other hand, elastomeric
adhesives often have a Poisson ratio approaching 0.5, and, as indicted by Eq.
18, a nearly hydrostatic tensile stress state is generated when the adhesive is
highly constrained. Furthermore, an approximate analytic solution shows that
stress varies continuously with radial distance in a rigid-adherend cylindrical butt
joint when the bond's Poisson ratio approaches 0.5 (52,53]. In the limiting case of
a bond with a large diameter-to-thickness ratio and with v = 0.5, this approximate
solution for averages stress through the bond thickness yields
GHT

= ace =a,, =aoo =W

[1-(~)'J

(19)

where r is radial distance, D is the bond diameter, and a is the nominal applied
stress (53]. The bond is subjected to a pure hydrostatic tension, aHT, and at the
center of the bond O'HT = 2a. Furthermore, a large region of the bond is subjected
to elevated levels of hydrostatic tension (aHT > a for 2r / D < 0. 71 ). These results
suggest that, if interfacial flaws of sufficient size exist away from the bond edge,
the relatively high hydrostatic stress state generated within a thin elastomeric
bond may be sufficient to cause these flaws to propagate. A linear-elastic fracture
mechanics analysis is generally applicable in those instances when failure initiates
away from an interface comer. Note, however, that such an analysis should include
compressibility effects, and model the actual bond-thickness to bond-diameter
ratio. Calculations for a tensile-loaded, cylindrical butt joint with rigid adherends
have shown that aHT is extremely sensitive to Poisson's ratio values and the
bond-thickness to bond-diameter ratio [53,54 ]. For example, published results for
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an adhesively bonded cylindrical butt joint with rigid adherends indicate that for a
bond diameter-to-thickness ratio of 50, aHT / a ~ 2.00, 1.15, and 1.00 for v = 0.50,
0.49, and 0.34, respectively, while for v = 0.5, aHT/a ~ 1.9, 1.7, and I. I for
D / h = 10, 5, and 2, respectively [53].

6.2. Small-scale yielding
For Kac to characterize the failure process, the fracture process zone must be
deeply embedded within the region dominated by the interface-comer singularity.
To check if this condition is met, one must determine the size of the region
dominated by the interface-comer singularity and also estimate the size of the
fracture process zone. An example of such a calculation is presented to illustrate
the nature of the small-scale yielding requirement. This particular calculation is
for an adhesively bonded butt joint with rigid adherends [55]. The failure load
and epoxy properties used in the calculation are based on a previously reported
series of steel-epoxy butt-joint tests [2]. The epoxy adhesive layer is 1.0 mm thick
and has a Young modulus of 3.5 GPa, Poisson ratio of 0.35, a room temperature
tensile yield strength of 70 MPa and a compressive yield strength of 100 MPa
(at a strain rate of 0.0002 s- 1). If a linear dependence on pressure P is assumed,
a y = 82 + 0.53 P (MPa). Failure of a joint with a I-mm-thick bond occurs at
a nominal applied stress a of 30.7 MPa, a value consistent with an interface
toughness of Kac = 12.7 MPa mm 0 .3 2 .
The size of the region dominated by the stress singularity can be estimated
by comparing finite-element results for the full-joint model with the singularity
solution (Eq. 4 ). For a tensile-loaded butt joint with rigid adherends and a thin
(essentially semi-infinite), epoxy bond, the calculated interfacial normal stress is
in good agreement with the singular asymptotic solution for a distance of 15% of
the bond thickness (Fig. 12). Consequently, not only must the comer appear sharp
when viewed at this length scale, but also material yielding and subcritical crack
growth must be limited to a few percent of the total bond thickness.
The size of the interface-comer fracture process zone is not known, but one
can estimate the extent of yielding. Fig. 13 shows three different predictions
for the interface-corner yield zone at joint failure. Epoxy yielding is rate- and
temperature-dependent and is thought to be a manifestation of stress-dependent,
nonlinear viscoelastic material response. A precise estimate of the size of the
interface-comer yield zone is, of course, totally dependent on the accuracy of the
epoxy constitutive model. This constitutive model must be valid at the extremely
high strain and hydrostatic tension levels generated in the region of an interface
comer. Unfortunately, accurate epoxy models of this type are not readily available. Nevertheless, simpler material models can be used to provide some insights.
The crudest yield zone prediction shown in Fig. 13 uses a linear-elastic adhesive
model to determine when the calculated effective stress exceeds the epoxy's yield
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include pressure-dependent yielding. Fig. 13 shows that the size and shape of the
calculated yield zone is a strong function of which adhesive constitutive model is
used. The cakulated yield zone determined when using elasticity and 12-flow theory is in poor agreement with that determined when pressure-dependent yielding is
included. The Drucker-Prager solution shows the largest yield zone, and the zone
is shifted towards the interface. This is a consequence of high levels of hydrostatic
tension at the interface. A slip-line theory solution (Fig. 14) for a rigid-perfectly
plastic adhesive predicts a hydrostatic interfacial tension of 1.5 ay [58].
Fig. 12 plots the calculated interfacial normal stress for the 12-flow and
Drucker-Prager adhesive models along with interface-comer singularity and
rigid-perfectly plastic slip-line solutions. As observed previously, the interfacial normal stress is in good agreement with the singularity solution over a
distance equal to 15% of the I-mm-thick bond. At this bond thickness, the yield
zone is deeply embedded within the region dominated by the singularity. Tests
have been performed on joints as thin as 0.25 mm with good agreement with
an interface-comer failure analysis [2]. An interface-comer failure analysis cannot, however, be applied to arbitrarily thin bonds. The region dominated by the
singularity solution scales with bond thickness and shrinks as bond thickness is
reduced. Ultimately it reaches a size comparable to that of the yield zone at joint
failure.

6.3. Small-scale cracking

In the case of joints composed of bonded brittle materials, the small-scale cracking
problem provides insight into how much subcritical cracking can occur without
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Fig. 15. Conventions used to define interfacial crack configuration.

invalidating the use of a Kac criterion . The small-scale interfacial cracking problem
for a crack originating at an interface comer is completely analogous to the
small-scale yielding problem of traditional fracture mechanics [33,59]. Illustrative
results for small-scale interfacial cracking will be presented below; however, first
some commonly used interfacial fracture mechanics concepts will be defined.
These definitions are specialized to plane strain and a rigid upper adherend
(Fig. 15, Material I).
The singular stress state at the tip of a crack lying on the interface between two
dissimilar, linear-elastic, isotropic materials is well known [7,60]. The interfacial
tractions directly ahead of the crack tip (Fig. 15) are given by
KriE
(a,.,.
. . +ian)fl=O
.'

=.j2irr

(20)

where
i

= .J=T,

and

-ln(3-4v)
€=

(21)

2n
Furthermore, the energy-release rate G for crack advance along the interface is
related to the complex interfacial stress-intensity factor by
G=(l-,B2)IKl2
E*
where
2
E* =
£
and
(1 - v2)

(22)

IKl 2 = K~+ Ki

(23)

A generalized interpretation of mode measure has been suggested by Rice (60],
and this definition is now widely used. Mode mixity "VI is defined as the ratio of
interfacial shear stress to normal stress at a fixed distance [ in front of the crack

tip.

~

Vlr=i

= tan -1

[(O"xr)
-·

O"y,· 11=0,r=I

J = tan _ [lm(KfiE)J
.
1

Re(K[,E)

(24)
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Fig. 16. Small-scale cracking problem.

The choice of reference length i is arbitrary and is sometimes based on a
characteristic in-plane length of the body analyzed or on an intrinsic material
length scale. In any case, {f values corresponding to two different length scales, / 1
and 12 , are related by
(25)
The solution of the small-scale cracking problem for a tensile-loaded, adhesively bonded butt joint with rigid adherends illustrates how much subcritical
cracking can occur without invalidating the use of a Kac criterion [55]. Consider
a short, interfacial crack that is fully embedded within the region dominated
by the interface-comer stress singu \arity (Fig. 16). The angular variation of displacements along the outer boundary (r » a) is known from the interface-comer
solution, and Ka determines the magnitude of the loading. In accordance with linear elasticity, IKI, for the interfacial crack, must depend linearly on Ka , The only
length scale in this asymptotic problem is the crack length a, and for the rigidadherend case, the only nondimensional parameter that exists or can be formed
is Dundurs' parameter f3 (a = 1). Consequently, to be dimensionally correct, the
energy-release rate must depend on crack length and Ka as
(26)
Dimensional considerations require that mode mixity 'if/r=a is also only a function
of f3. The functions D(l, fJ) and 'if/r=a are determined by solving the asymptotic
problem for a range of f3 values. The G relation defined by Eq. 26 can be
specialized to the case of a tensile-loaded, adhesively bonded butt joint with rigid
adherends by substituting the Ka relationship for that geometry and loading (Eq. 8
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Table 4

Parameters defining the small-scale cracking solution when the asymptotic solution is a quarter
plane with one edge fixed and the other edge stress free (Fig. 3)

/3

Va

D(l ,/3)

i/f,~a (o)

0.474
0.444
0.412
0.375
0.333
0.286
0.231
0.167
0.091

0.05
0.10
U.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

4.26
4.51
4.75
5.00
5.26
5.55
5.89

-12.3
-13.5
-14.4
-15.1
-15.7
-16.2
-16.5
-16.7
-16.7

• 11

6.30
6.81

value corresponding to the specified fJ when plane strain applies, see Eq. 10.

in conjunction with Eq. 11 for plane strain and Tahlc 1).
G=

(l

/32) ( 11
- E*
l - V

-

)2 A(l.{3) D(1,{3) (h)l-2.\.
a h
2

2

(27)

(l

When v = 0.35, )c "'2/3. Eq. 27 indicates that when small-scale cracking conditions exist, G, for an adhesively bonded butt joint with rigid adherends, varies as
h2/ 1 and as a 113. Table 4 lists D(l, /3) and mode mixity 'if/,.= values for a hroad
range of f3. Note that the reported D( l, {3) apply not only to the adhesively bonded
butt joint but also to any problem where the asymptotic problem is a quarter plane
with one edge fixed and the other edge stress-free (e.g. debonding at the tip of
a transverse crack in a thin layer on a rigid substrate). Eq. 26 relates G to any
existing Ka relation.
Another useful result is the energy-release rate for a long, interfacial crack that
is so far from the intc1face comer that it is no longer influenced by its presence.
The steady-state asymptotic solution for plane strain is readily determined by a
}-integral evaluation (61]
(l

Gss =

+ v)(I -

2v)_ 2 h
(1 _ v)E
<J

(28)

A finite-element solution for a geometry approximating the long crack limit
indicates that °iffr=2h = - 16.4°.
A full, finite-element analysis of an adhesively bonded butt joint with rigid
adherends has been perfonned to investigate the range of applicability of the
asymptotic solutions. The failure load and epoxy properties used in these caJculations are the same as those used in the small-scale yielding calculations for
steel- epoxy adhesively bonded butt joints presented above (i.e. E = 3.5 GPa,
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Kac = 12.7 MPa mm 0 ·32 , a= 30.7 MPa, 2h = 1.0 mm). Finite-element
calculations were carried out for a crack length that ranges from 0.00 l to l O times
the bond thickness.
Fig. 17 illustrates the nature of the small-scale cracking problem when a = 0.0 l
mm and 2h = 1.0 mm. Asymptotic interface-comer and small-scale cracking
solutions for interfacial normal stress are compared to finite-element results for
the full-joint model. The interface-comer stress solution is defined by Eq. 4 (Ka is
defined by Eq. 8 in conjunction with Eq. 11, for plane strain, and Table I). Note
that the reason the plotted curve on this log-log plot is not a straight line is that
stress is plotted as a function of distance from the crack tip, not distance from
the interface comer. The small-scale cracking result is obtained by using Eq. 27
and the phase angle listed in Table 4 to determine the complex interfacial stressintensity factor using Eqs. 22-25. The interfacial normal stress is then calculated
using Eq. 20. The small-scale cracking solution merges with the full-joint solution
at a distance of <0.01 mm. At a distance of 0.01 mm in front of the crack tip (a
distance equal to the crack length), the small-scale cracking solution is within l 0%
of the full-joint model solution. The stress field associated with the interface crack
is embedded within the field governed by the interface-comer singularity. Once
beyond the region perturbed by the interface crack, the interface-comer singularity
and the full-joint model solutions are within 10% out to a distance of 0.15 mm
(15% of the total bond thickness).
v

= 0.35,
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Fig. 18 compares the calculated energy-release rate using the full-joint model
with the asymptotic solutions for small-scale cracking ( G asym) and steadystate cracking ( G ,s) over a broad range of crack lengths. Together the asymptotic
solutions form a fairly tight envelope of GFEA over the full range of crack lengths.
The small-scale cracking solution is within a few percent of GFEA for a/ h < 0.02
and differs by 20% at a/ h = I. The steady-state cracking solution is within a few
percent of G FEA for a/ h > 2 and differs by 16% at a/ h = I. Fig. 19 plots a similar
comparison for mode mixity. Here the phase angle is defined at a characteristic
length scale of 0.01 mm. Again, the asymptotic solutions form a fairly tight
envelope of the phase angle calculated using the full-joint model. These results
suggest that the Kac criterion can be applied even if a subcritical crack extends a
distance equal to several percent of the bond thickness.
( G FEA)

7. Experimental studies
7.1. Early studies (1980s)
It appears that the first study investigating the applicability of the K ac criterion was
published in 1982 [14]. Three different types of three-layer, steel-epoxy-steel
model laminates were subjected to various loading conditions. The epoxy layer
joining the steel adherends in these model laminates was relatively thick, 25 mm,
and only eight samples were tested. The measured Kac values were reasonably
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consistent, with the exception of one outlying data point. In another study, singlelap joints with varying overlap lengths were tested [15]. These joints had a
large spew fillet, and the asymptotic stress state at the sharp embedded corner,
where failure presumably initiates, is described by two, real-valued power-law
singularities. Neither of the two singularities dominated, so an 'equivalent-strength
singularity' was used in the analysis. The agreement between measured strength
and that predicted using a Kac criterion was good for large overlap lengths, but was
rather poor for smaller overlaps. The author indicates that the adhesive used in the
tests is ductile, and that may be a factor affecting the accuracy of his predictions.
Another study is notable for endeavoring to apply the Kac failure criterion to
a microelectronics packaging problem [16]. Three different epoxy /Fe-Ni alloy
bimaterial configurations - each with a different asymptotic geometry (flush,
or with either the epoxy or Fe-Ni alloy protruding) - were cooled from the
cure temperature to induce delamination. The strength of the stress singularity
A - 1 differed in each case, and a Kac vs. A - 1 relation was constructed. This
relationship was treated as a material property and used to predict the tendency
of epoxy-encapsulated Fe-Ni inserts and Large Scale Integrated Circuit packages
to delaminate. Test results were consistent with the predictions. Some of the
configurations tested in this study had more than one singular term, and all had an
r-independent term generated by cooling. The existence of a unique Kac vs. A - 1
relationship assumes that, even when the number of singularities and constant
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terms change with changes in the configuration, the highest-order term dominates.
In general this is not true.

7.2. Adhesively bonded butt joints (1990s)
The need for a rigorous test of the applicability of the Kac criterion motivated an extended experimental study that is reported in a series of five papers
[2,3,42,62,63]. In this work a large number of adhesively bonded butt joints were
tested. The adherends were solid metal cylinders (28.6 mm diameter by 38.1 mm
long) that had been precision-machined to guarantee that the ends were flat and
perpendicular to the cylinder axis and that the edges were left sharp. The epoxy
bond was relatively thin. Joints with bonds as thin as 0.25 mm and as thick as
2.0 mm were tested. This test geometry was chosen because ( 1) it is widely used
in the adhesives' community (e.g. ASTM D897 and D2095). (2) it is a relatively
simple joint geometry to fabricate and test (7-10 joints were tested at each nominally identical condition), and (3) joint strength should vary with adhesive bond
thickness in a definite and easily measurable way when the Kac criterion applies.
7.2. I. Effect of bond thickness
The effect of bond thickness on joint strength was the focus of two test series
[2.42). One test series used steel adherends, while the other used aluminum
adherends. Fabrication and test conditions for the two test series are summarized in
Table 5. Thirty-seven joints with 303 stainless-steel adherends were tested, while
27 joints with 6061-T6 aluminum adherends were tested. The same triamine-cured

Table 5
Fabrication parameters for two sets of adhesively bonded butt joints, one with stainless steel
adhcrends and one with aluminum adherends

SS test series

AL test series

Adherends
Surface
Preparation

303 stainless steel
Sandblasted
Cleaned
Passivated at RT using sodium
dichromate/nitric acid

6061 T6 aluminum
Sandblasled
Cleaned

Adhesive

Shell Epon 828 epoxy resin
Hunlsman T403 hardener
100/36 weight ra1io

Shell Epon 828 epoxy resin
Huntsman T403 hardener
100/36 weight ratio

Cure schedule

RT > 7 days

28°C for minimum of I day then stored
at RT > 7 days before test
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Fig. 20. Interface-comer fracture toughness for joints with steel adherends (st dev denotes
standard deviation).

DGEBA epoxy (Shell's Epon 828 epoxy resin crosslinked with a Huntsman's
Jeffamine T403 hardenerusing a 100/36 weight ratio) was used in both test series.
This adhesive has a Young modulus of 3.5 GPa, a Poisson ratio of 0.35, and a
compressive yield strength of 100 MPa (measured at room temperature and when
loaded at a strain rate of 0.0002 s- 1). The adhesive bond thickness was varied, and
had target bond thicknesses of 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, and 2.00 mm (actual thickness was
determined after fabrication). The joints were cured near or at room temperature
and tested at room temperature to minimize residual stress effects. The joints were
tested in a conventional, screw-driven load frame. All specimens were loaded at
a cross-head displacement rate of 0.2 mm s- 1 using a load train that utilized a
chain linkage to minimize misalignment effects. Time to failure ranged between
IO and 25 s, depending on joint strength. The calibration for an adhesively bonded
butt joint with stiff adherends was used to calculate Kac from measured joint
strength and bond thickness (Eq. 8, in conjunction with plane strain a* from Eq.
13 and A(a,,B) from Table 2). An examination of the failed joints showed that
failure always initiated adhesively (on the interface) along a small segment of the
specimen periphery.
Fig. 20 plots the Kac data for the steel adherend joints [2]. The average value
of Kac is 13.3 MPa mm 0 ·30 . Although there is moderate variability for each target
bond thickness, Kac values do not vary in any systematic way with bond thickness
(standard deviation/average= 13%). This suggests that Kac is indeed a material
property. Fig. 21 plots the predicted variation in butt-joint strength with bond
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Fig. 22. Interface-comer fracture toughness for joints with aluminum adherends.

thickness when Kac = 13.3 MPa mmu.'.lo along with the underlying test data. The
predicted relation is an excellent fit to the data.
Fig. 22 plots the Kac data for the joints with aluminum adherends [42). It is
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again apparent that the measured Kac values do not depend on bond thickness
and can be considered a material property. The average value of Kac is 18.1 MPa
mm0 ·27, with a standard deviation/average ratio of 8%. Fig. 23 shows that the
predicted variation in joint strength with bond thickness for a Kac value of 18.1
MPa mm 0 ·27 is a good fit to the underlying test data.
The applicability of the Kac criterion to a bond thickness as small as 0.25 mm
implies that the fracture process zone must be rather small. As discussed earlier,
the interface-comer stress singularity dominates a region along the interface that
equals 15% of the bond thickness in adhesively bonded butt joints. Consequently,
when a bond is 0.25 mm thick, the interface singularity dominates a region
extending about 40 µm along the interface. This suggests that the yield zone and
fracture process zone extend no more than 10 µm along the interface before rapid
crack propagation initiates. Subcritical cracking must be small with respect to this
distance, and comer sharp must appear sharp on this scale.

7.2.2. Effect of adherend stiffness
If an adhesively bonded butt joint fails at a fixed Kac value, then Eq. 8 (in conjunc-

tion with Eq. 13 for plane strain and Table 2) indicates that logUoint strength) vs.
log(bond thickness) is a straight line with a slope equal to the order of the stress
singularity for that joint. Because of the difference in Young's modulus, the order
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of the stress singularity for steel adherends is -0.30 and is -0.27 for aluminum
adherends (Table 2). Fig. 24 compares test data plotted in Figs. 21 and 23, except
logUoint strength) is plotted vs. log(bond thickness) [42]. A least-squares fit of
the data for the joints with steel adherends has a slope of -0.33, while the fit of the
data for joints with aluminum adherends has a slope of -0.25. Although variability in the strength data introduces some uncertainty in the measured strength-bond
thickness relation. the difference in the measured joint strength-bond thickness
relation for joints with aluminum and steel adherends seems to correlate with the
difference in the order of the interface-comer stress singularity.
7.2.3. Variability in measured K 0 c and the effect of suiface preparation
Data drawn from five separate test series were used to assess the reproducibility of
Kac measurements and to examine the effect of surface preparation on Kac values
[3] . Table 6 lists fabrication parameters for the five sets of adhesively bonded
butt joints. All had 606 I-T6 aluminum adherends, and they were fabricated and
tested over a period of 15 months. The aluminum bonding surfaces of most joints
were lightly sandblasted (60 grit alumina oxide at 40 psi), although the surfaces
of some joints in Sets I and 2 were left in the as-machined condition to assess the
effect of surface roughness. The roughness of the as-machined and sandblasted
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Table 6
Fabrication parameters for five different sets of adhesively bonded butt joints
Set

Surface roughness
Rq (µm)

Cleaning method

Cure cycle a
(aC)

Bond thickness
(mm)

Number
joints

I

Aqueous alkaline

50-40

Aqueous alkaline

28-50-40

Aqueous alkaline
Aqueous alkaline
Aqueous alkaline
Solvent

28-50-40
28-50-40
28-50-40

0.2-0.5-1.0
0.5
0.3-0.5-1 .0
0.5
0.6
0.3-0.5-1 .0
0.3-0.5-1 .0
0.3-0.5-1 .0

27
9
20
7
IO
41
12
12

5
2

I

3
4
5

5
5
5
5

a

Held 24 h at each temperature.

surfaces was measured with a noncontact, optical probe. Table 6 lists root mean
square roughness, Rq, as defined in Surface Texture (ASME B46. l- l 995). A long
wavelength cutoff of 0.8 mm was used for as-machined surfaces, whereas a cutoff
of 2.5 mm was used for sandblasted surfaces. The adherends were cleaned just
prior to bonding. An aqueous alkaline solution (Brulin 815 GD) was used in
most cases, although some plugs in Set 5 were solvent-cleaned (trichloroethylene)
to assess the effect of the method of cleaning. The same Epon 828/Jeffamine
T-403 epoxy adhesive was used as in the studies discussed above, but here the
adhesive was cured above room temperature, and the weight mix ratio of Epon
828 to Jeffamine T-403 was changed to 100: 43 . Set I was cured for 24 h at
50°C followed by an additional 24 h at 40°C. This cure schedule was chosen
to minimize residual stress. The epoxy's glass transition temperature is 68°C
(dielectric measurement technique). Note that Sets 2-5 added an initial 24 h at
the 28°C step to the cure schedule to simplify handling. This modification of the
cure schedule has minimal effect on the epoxy's properties. Compression tests
of molded epoxy plugs cured with and without the 28°C step yielded nearly
identical stress-strain relations. All except one set of joints included joints of
several different bond thicknesses (e.g. 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 mm).
Some variability in a toughness parameter like Kac is expected when measured
using nominally identical specimens and test procedures. Variability can be caused
by variations in the flaw population and by variations in material and interface
properties. Variations in fabrication and test procedures could also contribute.
Many steps are required to make a butt-joint specimen. For example, the alkaline
aqueous cleaning procedure involves ten separate steps, and many of these steps
are carefully timed . Furthermore, some processes, such as sandblasting, are not
fully controlled. The operator of the sandblaster manually directs the grit stream
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Table 7
Variability in
Set
2
3
4
5

Kac

when measured using nominally identical specimens and test procedures

Date fabricated
Apr. 98
Jun. 98
Oct. 98
Dec. 98

Nominal bond
thickness (mm)
0.5
0.6
0.3--0.5-1.0 "
0.3-0.5-1 .0 a

Joints tested
7

10
41
12

(MPa mm 0 ·27 )

Standard deviation
(MPa mm 0 ·27 )

14.9
15.5
14.4
16.9

0.9
1.4
0.9
1.3

Kac

"Approximately equal number of samples of each thickness tested.
Table 8
Variability in

K ac

Days between
fabrication
and lest
14

with time interval between fabrication and lest (Set 4)
Nominal bond
thickness (mm)

Joints tested

0.3--0.5- 1.0 a
0.3--0.5-1.0 a

20
21

Standard deviation
(MPa mm0 ·27 )
14.4
14.5

1.0
0.9

" Approximately equal number of samples of each thickness tested.

across the adherend surface, and the grit can degrade or become contaminated
with use. Table 7 shows Kac data for four sets of nominally identical joints
fabricated over a period of 8 months (all with sandblasted surfaces, cleaned using
the alkaline aqueous method, and cured with the 28-50-40°C cure cycle). The
coefficient of variation (standard deviation/average) of Kac for the joints in Sets
2, 3, 4 and 5 is 6, 9, 6, and 8%, respectively. The variability of Kac in the sets
with multiple-bond thickness is no greater than sets with a single-bond thickness.
Table 7 shows that, in spite of possible variations in processing during the 9-month
period when Sets 2-5 were fabricated, the measured Kac value for these sets is
reasonably consistent. The average K ac value is 15.4 MPa mmo.2 7 , with Set 5
showing the largest deviation from the mean ( I 0% ).
The time interval between the fabrication and testing of joints in Sets 2- 5
varied from I to 17 days. Since physical aging can cause polymer properties to
change with time, differences in the fabrication-to-test time interval are a potential
contributor to the measured variability in Kac· This issue was addressed in Set
4 tests. Forty-one joints were fabricated at one time. One-half of the joints was
tested the day following fabrication, whereas the other half was tested 14 days
later. Table 8 shows that there is no discemable difference in the measured Kac for
the two groups of joints. Physical aging of this epoxy adhesion does not appear to
be a consideration for the cure cycle and time interval investigated.
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Table 9
Sensitivity of K ac to surface preparation
Set

2
5

Cleaning method
Aqueous
Aqueous
Aqueous
Aqueous
Aqueous
Solvent

alkaline
alkaline
alkaline
alkaline
alkaline

Surface roughness
Rq (µm)

Joints tested

I

27
9
20
7
12
12

5
I

5
5
5

(MPa mm027 )

Standard deviation
(MPa mm 0·27 )

12.9
17.6
8.0
14.9
16.9
14.9

I. I
1.7
0.7
0.9
1.3
I. I

Kac

The dependence of Kac on surface preparation was also studied. Both Set J and
Set 2 contained joints with sandblasted (R9 = 5 µm) and as-machined (R 9 = 1
µm) surfaces. Table 9 shows that Kac is strongly dependent on surface roughness.
The measured Kac of Set I joints increased 36% when the as-machined surface
was sandblasted. Set 2 joints showed an even greater increase in Kac (86%). It
should be noted that, although the as-machined surfaces of the Set 1 and Set 2
adherends have similar R9 values, the nature of the roughness is quite different.
Set 1 plugs contain several sets of straight, parallel grooves. Each set of grooves
covers the entire surface, but each set is rotated with respect to the others. The
machining marks on Set 2 are concentric circles overlaid with short, arc-like
scratches. Table 9 shows that the method of cleaning had only a modest effect on
Kac· Joints cleaned with the aqueous alkaline procedure have a 10% higher Kac
than the joints cleaned with a solvent.

7.3. Recent studies (1998-2000)
7.3. 1. Epoxy wedge on aluminum substrate
An epoxy wedge cast onto an aluminum beam has been used to study the effect
of wedge angle in two recent investigations. One study cast a 30-mm-long by
10-mm-high epoxy block at the clamped end of a 220-mm-long, 3.2-mm-thick
cantilevered aluminum beam [64,65]. The side of the epoxy block opposite the
clamped edge was wedge-shaped. The wedge-tip singularity for each of the
three wedge angles tested - 55 ° (an acute epoxy angle), 70°, and 90° - is
characterized by a single Ka, Tests were carried out to measure the number of
cycles required to initiate an interfacial fatigue crack for a range of applied Ka,
These data were used to define a Ka-based fatigue initiation envelope. It is also
noted that since plastic zone size is a strong function of the applied Ka, a K3 -based
fatigue criterion may be applicable in cases where static joint strength is so high
that Kac cannot be properly defined.
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The aim of another study was to formulate a crack nucleation criterion that is
independent of wedge angle [66]. In these tests a 76-mm-long by 12.7-mm-thick
block of epoxy was cast on a 12.7-mm-thick aluminum beam. The aluminum
beam was loaded in four-point bending. One side of the epoxy block was wedgeshaped, and the following four epoxy wedge angles were considered: 0° (interface
crack), 45°, 90°, and 135°. Note that this range of epoxy wedge angles include
cases with complex singularities and multiple Ka. Moire interferometry was used
to make high-resolution displacement measurements near the wedge tip. These
measurements indicated that the interface was compliant and suggested the use of
a cohesive zone model. Parameters for the cohesive zone model were determined
by matching the measured interface crack-tip displacements (0° wedge). This fit
reveals that the interface has a low toughness and a peak separation traction of
only 3 MPa. Calculated results using this cohesive zone model reproduced the
observed dependence of failure load on wedge angle.

7.3.2. Scmfjoint
The Kac criterion has been applied to adhesively bonded scarf joints with three
different scarf angles [67]. Joints with scarf angles of 0° (i.e. adhesively bonded
butt joint), 15°, and 30° and with bond thickness that ranged from 0.4 to 2 mm
were tested. The adherends were 2014A-T4 aluminum with a 10-mm by 30-mm
rectangular cross-section. Two types of adhesive were used. One adhesive was a
brittle, high-temperature-cured epoxy (Ciba Geigy F922), while the other was a
more ductile, room-temperature-cured epoxy (Ciba Geigy Araldite). Specimens
bonded with the F922 epoxy were cured at either 160°C or 120°C to induce
different levels of residual stress. It was assumed that the residual stress is
associated with the temperature change from the cure temperature to room
temperature (T8 data were not given). The -100°C and - I 40°C temperature
changes generated a large fraction of the Ka value at joint failure. Indeed, it
appears that the inferred residual stress contributed 85% or more of the Ka value
at failure when the butt joints were cured at 160°C.

7.3.3. Glass-silicon anodic bonds
The Ka criterion has been applied to anodic bonding, a common process in the
wafer-level packaging of microelectromechanical systems [68]. Anodic-bonded,
glass-silicon test specimens with varying bond area were tested in bending.
Fracture initiated at the silicon-glass interface comer on the tensile side of the
specimen, and there was a significant variation in fracture stress with the bond
area. The asymptotic interface-comer stress field for the sample geometry tested
is characterized by two real power-law singularities: one has a strength of -0.497
(nearly as strong as that for a crack), and the other has a strength of -0.364.
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The test results suggest that the observed variation in failure stress with bond area
could be correlated using just the Ka associated with the stronger singularity. As an
aside, Dunn and his colleagues have also used a Ka-based approach to successfully
predict the fracture of homogeneous materials containing a sharp notch when the
material is isotropic [69,70] and when the material is anisotropic [7 l ,72].

8. Unresolved issues
Although the Kac criterion has been applied with some notable successes, there are
still numerous unresolved issues. These include the development of methods for
treating time-dependent response, large-scale yielding, three-dimensional corners,
and the development of a criterion that can be applied when the corner stress state
is not characterized by a single Ka, Furthermore, a clearly desirable goal is the
development of an approach for calculating Kac from more fundamental quantities .

8.1. Time dependence and residual stress
Interface-corner stress-intensity factors are defined within the context rateindependent, linear elasticity theory. It is tacitly assumed that multiple loads
can be superimposed, regardless of their duration, and stress does not change with
time. For example, residual stress in an adhesively bonded butt joint is assumed
to persist indefinitely, even when residual stress is developed and sustained over
a much longer time scale than that associated with the applied loading. There
are some test data that suggest that this assumption may not always be correct,
especially when polymeric materials are involved [63]. Fig. 25 plots characteristic
stress (Eq. 8) vs. bond thickness data for three series of butt-joint tests. The
characteristic stress includes contributions from both the applied load at failure
and the estimated residual stress (assuming linear-elastic response). Test-Series- I
specimens were cured and tested at room temperature to minimize residual stress.
Test-Series-2 and Series-3 specimens were tested at temperatures well below their
cure temperatures to introduce residual stress during cooling. The joint specimens
were then loaded in roughly l O s. If the K ac criterion holds, the slope of each
of the three lines in Fig . 25 should be roughly -1/3, the strength of the stress
singularity for a steel-epoxy butt joint. This is clearly not so. Interestingly, the
anticipated behavior holds when the residual stress term is neglected (Fig. 26).
The reason why residual stress does not appear to contribute in the expected
way is particularly puzzling for Series-3 test conditions since the magnitude of
characteristic residual stress is comparable to the measured characteristic failure
stress for a I-mm-thick bond. These results seem to suggest that the residual
stress generated during cooling from the cure temperature has little effect on joint
strength.
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Stress relaxation tests were carried out for the adhesive used in those buttjoint tests [63]. This adhesive was found to display a highly nonlinear, stresslevel-dependent viscoelasticity at stress levels approaching the adhesive's yield
strength (Fig. 27). Furthermore, significant stress relaxation was observed even at
temperatures of more than l 00°C below the adhesive's glass transition temperature
(Fig. 28). These results indicate that the peak stress in an adhesive joint, in the
yield zone at the interface comer where failure initiates, can decay significantly
when given sufficient time. Note that it is not necessary that all residual stress in a
bond relaxes out to affect bond strength; only the stress in the failure region is of
importance. Consequently, it is possible that the first step (residual stress sustained
over a long period of time) in this two-step loading process has little effect on
the second loading step (mechanical load applied within 10 s). The influence of
residual stress on joint strength might be much less than would be predicted by a
linear analysis.

8.2. Large-scale yielding
Many modem adhesives are toughened, and yield zones can be large compared
to the region dominated by an interface-comer singularity. Attempts to extend
an interface-comer-type analysis to ductile materials are still in their initial
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phase. Several recent studies have investigated the nature of the asymptotic,
interface-corner stress field in a power-law-hardening material. Most of this work
has concentrated on determining the strength of the stress singularity [73-78],
although there have been several studies where the associated stress-intensity
factor has also been determined for a limited range of loadings [58,79,80). This
type of analysis has yet to lead to an experimentally verified fracture criterion for
bonded materials undergoing large-scale yielding.

8.3. Three-dimensional interface corners
Work to develop an interface-corner-based failure analysis has for the most part
focused on planar or axisymmetric geometries. However, many configurations
have three-dimensional comers (e.g. points on the interface between bonded
rectangular parallelepipeds where two edges intersect), and failure can initiate at
three-dimensional comers. The strength of the singular stress field surrounding
a three-dimensional interface comer differs from that along an edge where often
two-dimensional analysis can be applied [34,81,82]. Only recently has a failure
analysis based upon the stress intensity associated with three-dimensional comer
singularity been subjected to experimental validation [82). Aluminum-epoxy butt
joints with a square cross-section and with edge lengths of 4, 6.2, 8.9, 12.5,
and 17.8 mm were tested in four-point bending. The beam's square cross-section
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was aligned to either subject a three-dimensional corner to the highest bending
stress, or when rotated 45°, to subject an interface edge to the highest bending
stress. The theoretical values for the strength of the stress singularity (-0.35
for three-dimensional, and -0.28 for two-dimensional) are in good agreement
with those inferred from the tests ( -0.33 for three-dimensional, and -0.27 for
two-dimensional).

8.4. Fracture criterion when corner stresses are not characterized by a single
Ka
Although there are many instances where the interface-corner stress state is fully
characterized by a single Ka, there are others where it is not. For example,
consider uniform cooling of a thin, elastic layer on a rigid substrate (Fig. 1, with
adherend I rigid and 2L » h 2 ). There is one power-law stress singularity with a
real exponent in this case, and Ka is defined by Eq. 8, in conjunction with a * from
Eq. 12 and A (1, .B) from Table 1. There is also an r-independent stress term for
uniform cooling (Eq. 3). Fig. 29 compares plane-stress, finite-element results for
interfacial normal stress with asymptotic results where either the r-independent
term is or is not included (h 2 = 1 mm, E = 4.0 GPa, v = 0.25 , Ea7 !J.T = -6.5
MPa, a y = 70 MPa). There is a marked difference in the two asymptotic solutions
at a physically significant distance of a micron or greater. Only when the r independent term is included in the asymptotic solution is the interfacial normal
stress in good agreement with the full, finite-element solution over any appreciable
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distance (,..,..,5% of the layer thickness). This clearly suggests that for such cases,
an interface-comer fracture criterion must involve both Ka and the stress intensity
Kao associated with the r-independent tenn. One could envision an experimentally
measured failure criterion that depends on both Ka and Kao, but that would add
complexity to the theory and increase the number of tests required to define the
failure criterion.

8.5. Connection between

Kac

and more fundamental properties

Kac is a measured quantity. Its value will depend on the type of interface comer
(e.g. butt joint vs. embedded inclusion), wedge angles, properties of the bonded
materials, surface preparation (e.g. smooth or rough), loading rate, temperature,
environment, and so on. Similar dependencies occur for other types of fracture
toughness parameters. A clearly desirable goal would be the development of an
approach for calculating Kac from more fundamental quantities. In this way some
of the stated dependencies could be determined without recourse to measurement.
It is unlikely that such a goal will be fully achieved in the near future . An
approach that uses a cohesive zone model does appear to hold some promise
[66) . Nevertheless, to be successful, one must know much more about failure
mechanisms and constitutive behavior at large strains than is currently known. In
fact , one of the advantages of the Kac criterion, when applicable, is that it can be
applied without detailed information about the failure process itself.

9. Conclusions
There has been considerable progress in recent years towards developing a stressintensity factor-based method for predicting crack initiation at a sharp, bimaterial
corner. There is now a comprehensive understanding of the nature of multimaterial, two-dimensional, linear-elastic, wedge-tip stress fields . In general, the
asymptotic stress state at the apex of dissimilar bonded elastic wedges (i.e. at
an interface corner) can have one or more power-law singularities of differing
strength and with exponents that can be real or complex. There are, however,
many configurations of practical importance (e.g. adhesively bonded butt joints,
bi-material beams, etc.) where interface-comer stresses are described by one, realvalued power-law singularity. In such cases, one can reasonably hypothesize that
failure occurs at a critical value of the stress-intensity factor: when Ka = K ac. This
approach is completely analogous to LEFM except that the critical stress-intensity
factor is associated with a discontinuity other than a crack. To apply the K ac
criterion, one must be able to accurately calculate Ka for arbitrary geometries.
There are several well-established methods for calculating Ka. These include
matching asymptotic and detailed finite-element results, evaluation of a path-
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independent contour integral, and general finite-element methods for calculating
Ka for complex geometries. A rapidly expanding catalog of Ka calibrations is
now available for a number of geometries of practical interest. These calibrations
provide convenient formulas that can be used in a failure analysis without recourse
to a detailed numerical analysis.
The Kac criterion has been applied with some notable successes. For example,
the variation in strength of adhesively bonded butt joints with bond thickness and
the dependence of this relationship on adherend stiffness is readily explained.
No other one-parameter fracture criterion is able to make this sort of prediction.
Nevertheless, the interface-comer fracture toughness approach is just in its initial
states of development, and its strengths and limitations must be more clearly
defined. There are still numerous issues yet to be resolved, including the development of methods for treating time-dependent response, large-scale yielding,
three-dimensional corners, and the development of a criterion that can be applied
when the comer stress state is not characterized by a single Ka .
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Chapter 6

Mechanical testing of adhesive joints
K.L. DEVRIES* and DANIEL 0 . ADAMS
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84 J 12. USA

1. Introduction
Adhesive joining is a common method for connecting two or more components
together. In comparison with mechanical connections, adhesive joints reportedly
allow for a more uniform distribution of load over a larger area, reducing localized
stress concentrations. This does not imply, however, that the stresses are uniform
or that the stress distributions are well understood in adhesive joints. Care
must be taken to correctly design adhesive joints, just as it must be exercised
in designing other mechanical joints. When designing adhesive joints, the two
primary considerations are the adhesive to be used and the geometry of the
joint. There are plenty of choices when selecting an adhesive; currently there are
literally thousands of commercially available adhesives intended for a vast variety
of applications. Similarly, there are numerous geometric parameters that can be
varied in an adhesive joint design .
Mechanical testing of adhesives is an area that may at first appear straightforward and, in principal, rather simple. Common perception among those with
a technical background but with little or no experience with adhesives is that
"adhesive strength" is "the stress required to cause the adhesive to fail" or "how
tightly the material adheres to the substrate". While the stress analyses of joints
are impmtant and this 'adhering' feature is absolutely essential to the integrity of
a joint, properties and events well removed from the so-called adhesive-substrate
interface also dramatically affect joint strength. For the majority of practical adhesive joints, the actual path followed in the failure is somewhat removed from
this 'interface '. Failure in which the adhesive appears to be pulled clean from the
substrate is sometimes cited as evidence for environmental (moisture) degradation
of the joint. Thus it is important for those involved in testing of adhesive joint
strength to not only have an understanding of the mechanics of the joint, but
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also some awareness of the science and chemistry of adhesion. These factors
provide an insight into the complexity of mechanical testing of adhesives and the
importance on properly interpreting test results.
The strength of an adhesive joint is a system property dependent on the
properties of the adhesive, the adherend(s), and the interphase and requires an
understanding of mechanics, physics and chemistry. Accordingly, this chapter
will provide a brief overview into proposed mechanisms (or molecular models)
responsible for adhesion before embarking on a description of a number of test
methods and discussing the meaning of some test results.
The fundamental mechanism that determines how one material adheres to
another material has not been unambiguously identified. Indeed, it appears that
different mechanisms might be active in different adhesive joints depending on a
variety of factors. Despite extensive and careful research, no definitive, universally
accepted relationship has been established between specific atomic or molecular
parameters at or near an interface and the strength of an adhesive bond. While the
purpose of this chapter is to explore the measurement of mechanical properties
of joints, a brief description of proposed mechanisms, or theories, responsible for
adhesion is presented to provide insight into the interpretation of physical test
results. Details of these theories are available in references [ 1-4 ]. The following
six theories are perhaps the most widely accepted mechanisms for one material
adhering to another.
• Mechanical interlocking might be considered as being different from chemical
adhesion. Nevertheless, this physical phenomenon influences the mechanical
strength of many practical joints. Surface roughening and some surface modification treatments serve the purpose of improving mechanical interlocking
or 'hooking'. The process of anodizing aluminum serves as an example of
how mechanical interlocking is used to enhance adhesion. Venables et al. [5]
have viewed this process as a model where in a common surface treatment of
aluminum, a coherent, tightly attached, open mesh-like oxide layer is produced
through which the adhesive may flow, thereby forming strong mechanical
interlocks.
• The diffusion theory of adhesion is based on the hypothesis that one material
inter-diffuses into and with another. This theory lends itself most readily to
polymer bonding, in which the development of a boundary layer is envisioned,
along which the polymer chains of the two materials are intertwined . For this
to occur, at least one of the polymers must exhibit significant solubility in the
other. Since adhesion occurs between materials without significant solubility,
arguments exist against the general applicability of this mechanism. However,
this theory is supported by the important role that viscosity, temperature, and
polymer type play in determining joint strength. It appears reasonable that a
diffusion mechanism is involved in solvent bonding, commonly used to bond
two pieces of like materials such as PMMA, PVC, and ABS .
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• Absorption mechanisms involve secondary molecular forces. Here it is hypothesized that molecules near the interface are attracted to each other by London
dispersion forces, dipole-dipole interactions, hydrogen bonding, or other secondary molecular forces. The strength of these forces varies from 0.1 to I 0
J /mo!. Although most adhesives exhibit some dipole interactions, it is difficult
to account for the relatively large strength of many practical joints purely on
these secondary molecular forces.
• Chemical reaction theories propose that chemical reactions occur between the
adhesive and the adherent forming primary chemical bonds. While it is unlikely
that these theories are universally applicable to adhesives, chemical reactions
may be present in some cases. Silanes, for example, are bifunctional molecules
that are used as coupling agents [6]. One 'end' of the molecule is intended to
interact with a polymeric adhesive. The other 'end' is intended to chemically
react with atoms in the adherend's surface layer, such as oxygen in an oxide
layer of a metal or the oxygen in a ceramic.
• The electrostatic force model of adhesion assumes that the electrons within the
adhesive and the adherend occupy different energy levels and electron transfer
occurs across the surface. The two surfaces are attracted to each other as a result
of these opposite charges. It is generally accepted that these electrostatic forces
are not primary contributors to the strength of most practical adhesive bonds.
• The acid-base reaction theory of adhesion has been proposed to explain a
number of observed adhesive phenomena [7,8). This theory is based on acidbase reactions at the surface. Initially, only the Bronsted concept of acid and
bases were considered, but the more general current theory incorporates the
Lewis acid (electron donor-acceptor) concept. The determination of the acidity
or basicity of polymers is not as straightforward as might be accepted. Several
approaches that have been used for this determination are described in [8].
The fact that it has not been possible to quantitatively identify the exact
mechanisms responsible for adhesion has not prevented a phenomenal growth
in commercially available adhesives. One catalog of adhesives, The Desk Top
Data Bank on Adhesives, published by Cordura Publications, Inc., La Jolla, CA,
lists thousands of different adhesives available from major U.S. manufacturers.
Comparable numbers of adhesives are produced by foreign manufacturers and
are becoming increasingly available in this country. While there is considerable
overlap between many of the adhesives produced, there is also a great diversity
in properties, characteristics, curing conditions, temperatures of application and
use, materials and environmental conditions for which they are intended, etc.
Adhesives also are available in a wide variety of forms and/or have widely
differing application techniques and methods. When classified by their mode of
processing or cure, some common adhesive groupings are: hot melt, anaerobic,
cyanoacrylates, two-part curing, water-based, solvent-based, emulsion, contact,
pressure-sensitive, and film adhesives.
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Ad he rend

Fig. I. Definition of contact angle for wetting tests of adhesives.

Because adhesion is a system phenomenon, the strength of practical adhesive
joints involves many different factors including the chemical and physical properties of the materials involved, adhesive and adherend thicknesses, joint geometry,
loading rate, and temperature. The growth of cracks in an adhesive may involve
elements that are somewhat removed from the crack front itself. We often refer to
an inte,face between an adhesive and adherend, but a simple plane of demarcation
seldom, if ever, exists in practical joints. Adhesives generally form diffuse regions
at the boundary between the adherends, which cannot realistically be represented
by a simple plane. This observation has led to the use of the term 'interphase'
rather than 'interface' to describe the region between an adhesive and adherend
[9].
Other than the mechanical tests to be discussed in this chapter, one of the most
commonly conducted adhesive tests are wetting experiments. The most common
method for measuring the tendency of a liquid to 'wet' a surface is to measure
the contact angle. In principle, such measurements of contact angle are simple,
although the actual tests require great care and rather sophisticated lighting and
microscope techniques. To measure how well a liquid wets a given surface, a
small drop of the liquid is deposited on the surface and observed with the aid of a
microscope; by 'sighting' parallel to the surface with back-lighting. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, the contact angle that the liquid in the drop makes with the surface at
the contact point (between liquid, solid, and air) is related to the 'surface energy
of wetting' by the classical Young-Dupre equation. Thorough discussions of the
Young-Dupre equation and means of measuring and interpreting the contact angle
between a drop and a surface are found in many texts on surface chemistry and
adhesion [ 1, 10, 11]. It is important to note that the work of adhesion, as determined
by wetting experiments, represents only a small, but essential, portion of the
total adhesive energy referred to in fracture mechanics, which will be described
later. The work of adhesion involved in wetting involves only surface interactions
while the adhesive fracture energy includes all other dissipative mechanisms
involved during fracture. Some of these dissipative mechanisms may be somewhat
removed from the locus of the fracture path. A one-to-one correlation has never
been established between the contact angle of an adhesive in a wetting test and
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the subsequent strength of the adhesive bond of the cured adhesive. However,
wetting is of critical importance, since during some phase of its application, the
adhesive must thoroughly wet the adherend in order to form the intimate contact
necessary for strong bonding. Depending on the adhesive system used, wetting
may be 'in the melt' for hot melt adhesives, before cure for epoxies and other two
part adhesives, before evaporation/absorption into the substrate of the solvent or
carrier liquid for solvent or emulsion adhesives, etc.
The stresses in adhesive joints are complex and not always tractable analytically. This complex state of stress is produced by the geometric discontinuities
in the joint configuration and by the drastically different material properties of
the adhesive and adherends. The failure of an adhesive joint is also a complex
phenomenon that involves many factors, including properties of the adhesive and
adherends, surface preparation, the nature of the interface (or interphase ), the cure
cycle, the rate of loading, intricate details of geometry, temperature, and humidity.
Therefore, it is difficult to specifically define the strength or quality of a given
adhesive. For example, despite the fact that various handbooks and manufacturer's
literature often list a shear strength as if it were a well defined property for the
adhesive, it is important for the user to note that these values apply only for a
given set of specific test conditions. The 'strength' of the adhesive in joints that
differ only slightly from joints tested under ideal testing conditions may differ
markedly from the 'published values'. Some of the reasons for these differences
will be discussed later in this chapter.
Adhesive tests are performed for a number of reasons. Perhaps the most
common reasons for testing adhesives are:
(I) a qualitative comparison of two or more adhesives that are being considered
for a given application;
(2) to make certain that a given stock of adhesive has the same quality as
previous shipments;
(3) to ascertain if the properties of an adhesive are currently the same as when
originally received;
(4) to compare the effects of different surface treatments, coupling agents,
anodizing, etc.;
(5) to obtain parameters or 'properties' that might be used to design and/or
predict the strength of, a practical joint to be used in a structure.
The first four of these reasons fall into a category of comparison or quality
control testing. For these purposes, it might appear that almost any test could be
used as long as care is taken to assure that the test conditions are held constant.
However, an adhesive that tests superior to others may appear inferior if a different
test is used. For example, some adhesives exhibit relatively high butt tensile
strengths, but poor peel strengths, and vice versa.
The process of using results from standard laboratory tests to predict the
strength of practical adhesive joints is generally more difficult than might be
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expected. The results of most adhesive tests are reported as the force at failure
divided by the bonded area. In many practical joints, the maximum stress will
be significantly higher than this average value. Since failure initiation in the
joint is apt to be related to the maximum stress rather than the average stress
values measured and reported, such tests are likely to be of limited use for design
purposes. Further, the maximum stress is often difficult to determine, and is a
function of the details of the joint geometry, or chemistry. There is considerable
interaction between the mechanics, physics, and chemistry in adhesive joints.
The value of the mechanical stress in a joint depends on the physical nature
of the surface due to roughness, interlocking, extent of wetting, regions of poor
adhesion or poor wetting, etc. Also, most adhesives are polymers whose properties
are known to change with time, a process known as physical aging. Likewise,
the chemistry of an adhesive has a large influence on its mechanical strength.
Many adhesives are applied as liquids or pastes and through a chemical cure
become viscoelastic solids. This cure can continue over significant periods of
time. Furthermore, dimensional changes, applied stresses, etc. during the cure can
dramatically effect the residual stresses present in the joint. These stresses can
add to applied stresses leading to joint fracture. Therefore, test results are often
only useful for predicting the strength of other joints that closely resemble the
test geometry. Techniques currently being developed to lift this restriction are
discussed later is this chapter.

2. Standard mechanical tests
A number of tests for evaluating adhesives have been formalized and standardized.
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and ISO (International
Standards Organization) have compiled the most complete descriptions of these
tests in this country and internationally, respectively. Most of the ASTM tests
can be found in Volume 15.06 of the ASTM Book of Standards. Members of
ASTM committees, and related agencies in other countries, perform a valuable
service in designing and publishing details for standard methods for testing
and reporting results, thereby facilitating comparisons of test results between
laboratories. ASTM has developed standards to evaluate many different aspects of
adhesives, but this chapter will focus on tests related to mechanical properties of
adhesive joints.
Adhesive strength tests may be classified into three traditional categories and
a fourth recent category of fracture mechanics. The three traditional categories
are tensile tests, shear tests, and peel tests. All three categories will be described
briefly followed by a discussion of tests specifically designed to yield fracture
mechanics information. Before embarking on a discussion of these tests, simple
screening tests referred to as qualitative tests will be described.
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2.1. Qualitative tests
Most adhesive 'strength' tests are quantitative in nature, producing the average
stress at failure (tensile and lap joints) or the force per unit width (peel tests).
One drawback of many quantitative tests is the time and expense associated
with specimen preparation and testing. Qualitative tests, or 'screening' tests,
are useful for making preliminary adherence determinations to ascertain if the
cost of conducting further quantitative tests is justified. Such quick screening of
candidate adhesive/adherend pairs can result in significant time and cost savings
by eliminating unlikely candidates and assisting in selecting those worthy of
further study.
Along these lines, Committee D-14 of ASTM has formalized and adopted
ASTM 03808, Standard Practice for Qualitative Determination of Adhesion of
Adhesives to Substrates. The stated purpose of this practice is:

"a simple qualitative procedure for quickly screening whether an adhesive
will, under recommended application conditions, bond to a given substrate
without actually making bonded assemblies."
The practice further claims:

"This is a quick, simple and inexpensive practice for qualitatively determining, without the need to prepare bonded test specimens whether the adhesive
under consideration wilt bond to a particular substrate."
In this test, small 'spots' of the adhesive are placed onto a substrate. Surface
preparation, application procedures, and curing conditions are to be as similar as
possible to those used in the quantitative test and/or the actual adhesively bonded
joint. The adhesive spots are allowed to cure according to the manufacturers
specifications. To test adhesion, this ASTM standard practice recommends the use
of "a thin stainless steel spatula or similar probe as a prying lever" to assess the
relative difficulty of removing the adhesive from the substrate. If the results are
acceptable, standard quantitative adhesive test procedures can be used to obtain
quantitative measurement of the adhesive's performance.

2.2. Tensile tests
Designers usually avoid using adhesives in a direct tensile loading mode. Overlapping, scarfing, or fingering the two pieces to be adhesively bonded can increase the
bonding area significantly. Therefore, a significantly greater load carrying capacity
may be obtained. Fig. 2 illustrates this point by comparing a butt joint with scarf
and finger joint geometries. Not only is the adhesive area increased, but also the
tensile loading of the adhesive is partially 'transformed' to shear. Additionally,
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(a) Butt joint.

(b) Scarf joints.

(c) Finger joints.
Fig. 2. Comparison of bonding area produced in common adhesive joint configurations.

some adhesives demonstrate poor strength and high sensitivity to alignment when
exposed to tensile loading as in the butt joint.
Although adhesives are rarely used in a direct tensile loading mode, several
adhesive tensile tests are in common usage. One of the most commonly used
adhesive tensile test method is described in ASTM 0897 . Fig. 3 shows two of
the specimen configurations from ASTM 0897 used to measure the strength of
wood-to-wood and metal-to-metal bonds. To prepare the specimen for testing, the
two halves of the spool configuration are bonded together with the adhesive to be
tested. It is essential that surface preparation, adhesive application, and curing be
performed according to specifications. The strength of the joint may depend on
the thickness of the adhesive as well as the uniformity of the adhesive thickness.
The enlarged ends of the spools are designed to mate with yokes of the load
train, allowing the specimen to be pulled to failure in a universal testing machine.
Detailed specifications for 'self-aligning' grips, intended to promote alignment
of the test specimen upon loading, are described in detail in the standard. The
authors' experience has been that even with such 'self-aligning' grips, it is often
difficult to apply an axially centric load to the specimen. As a consequence, data
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(a) Wood specimens.

(b) Metal specimens.
Fig. 3. Specimen configurations for adhesive tensile testing (ASTM D897).

from these experiments often exhibit relatively large scatter unless extraordinary
care is exercised in manufacture, in alignment of the samples, and in performing
the experiments [ 12].
ASTM C297 describes specimen configurations used to determine the flatwisetensile strength of sandwich constructions in the out-of-plane orientation. This test
configuration and loading are similar to that of ASTM D897.
Other standard tensile tests, such as ASTM D2095 , use bar or rod specimens
that are easier to manufacture than those of ASTM D897. These test specimens,
shown in Fig. 4, are loaded by pins through 4.76-mm-diameter holes. Although
ASTM D2095 describes a fixture to assist in specimen alignment, eccentric forces
still pose significant problems in alignment, resulting in relatively large scatter for
such tests.
The exact stress distribution for all of these adhesive tensile tests is dependent on the relative moduli of the adhesive and adherends, the ratio of adhesive thickness to the dimensions of the joint, variations in adhesive thickness
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Fig. 4. Bar and rod specimens used for adhesive tensile testing (ASTM D2094).

within the joint, specimen alignment, and other factors. Caution must be exercised when comparing the 'tensile strength' data from one test with data obtained
from another tensile test in which any of these factors differ. For most joints,
the stress distribution can only be determined by numerical analysis (e.g. finite
element analysis). Even with these methods, points of stress singularities usually exist for linear elastic analyses in regions where the elastic properties are
discontinuous.
The results from all of these tensile tests are repmted as the force at failure
divided by the cross-sectional area of the adhesive. Such average stress information can be misleading. A note has already been made on the importance of
alignment. Even when good alignment is obtained and the adhesive bond is of
uniform thickness over the complete bond area, the maximum stresses in the
bond line can differ markedly from the average stress as shown in Fig. 5 [12].
Furthermore, the stress distribution along the bond line is a strong function of
details of the adhesive joint geometry. The family of curves shown in Fig. 5 was
calculated using finite element analysis [13]. These calculations assume an elastic
adhesive that is much less rigid than the steel adherends and with a Poisson ratio of
0.5. The different curves represent different adhesive thickness-to-diameter ratios,
shown as parameters near the curves. The reader is referred to the work reported
in [ 12-14], illustrating that significant shear stresses are developed in butt tensile
joints. Later in this chapter it will be shown that analyses of this type can be used
to predict variations in strength and the locations of the path for internal crack
growth.
In conclusion to this section, it is emphasized that average tensile strength
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Fig. 5. Axial stress distribution in adhesive layer of butt tensile joint [ 12).

results, usually reported for tensile tests, must be used with extreme caution in
predicting the strength of different, albeit superficially similar, joints.

2.3. Lap joint tests
The lap joint test is the most commonly used adhesive test, likely because test
specimens are simple to construct and resemble the geometry of many practical
joints. While this test is commonly referred to as the lap shear test, this is
generally a misnomer, since failure is often more closely related to the induced
tensile stresses than to the shear stresses . Further, it is conventional to report
the 'apparent' adhesive strength as the load at failure divided by the area of
overlap, even though the maximum stress will almost always differ markedly from
this average value. Thus, while the lap joint test is commonly performed, the
results from this test must be interpreted with caution . Issues associated with the
single-lap joint test are discussed in ASTM D4896.
Although different lap specimen configurations are often used, the most common geometry is the single-lap configuration recommended in ASTM D1002 and
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Grip region

Adhesive

Grip region

Overlap length
Fig. 6. Single lap test configuration (ASTM D1002).

shown in Fig. 6. The recommended specimen width is 25.4 mm. The flow of
excess adhesive out of the edges of the overlap area during manufacture often
poses a problem. As a result, single-lap specimens are often cut from two relatively large panels of the adherend that have been adhesively bonded together.
This procedure, illustrated in Fig. 7, is described in ASTM D3 l 65. In this case,
the two adherends are bonded together over the entire length of the specimen. To
produce an overlap length for adhesive testing, a notch is machined through each
adherend. The notch depth is carefully controlled to avoid scoring the unnotched
adherend. Under tensile loading, the applied load is transferred across the overlap
length through the adhesive layer.
It has long been recognized that the lap specimen configuration will experience
bending deformation under an applied tensile load such that the two lines of action
of the applied forces will fall along the same line of action as shown in Fig. 8.
This bending deformation induces tensile normal stresses near the ends of the
bonded area. While the stress distribution in a lap joint is not amenable to accurate
analytical solutions, there have been a number of efforts to determine the stresses.
One of the earliest and best known of these is the now classical approach by
Goland and Reissner [15] in which the joint is divided into parts and analyzed
by mechanics of materials approaches. More recently, finite element techniques
have been used. Work in this laboratory [12-14], by Guess et al. [16] and others
(referenced in ASTM D4896), describe some of the difficulties in analyzing results
from single-lap joint tests. Fig. 9, taken from ASTM D4896, shows the shear and
normal stress distributions as a function of distance from the end of overlap as
determined from finite element analysis. These results show that the shear stresses
are not constant, increasing significantly in magnitude near the ends of the overlap.
Additionally, loading of the lap joint induces normal stresses that vary along the
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(a) Laminated panel.
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(b) Specimen blank.
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(c) Finished test specimen.
Fig. 7. Panel and specimen configuration for laminated panel testing (ASTM D3165).

length of the overlap region. The normal stresses are compressive in the central
region but become tensile near the ends of the overlap. The magnitude of these
tensile normal stresses becomes very large at the ends of the overlap. Careful
observation of lap joint specimens during testing indicates that the first signs of
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Fig. 8. Bending deformation of lap specimen under applied tensile load.
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failure are typically cleavage at the ends of the overlap, consistent with the results
from finite element analysis.
Efforts to alleviate these large tensile stresses, induced by the bending deformation, have led researchers to develop a double-lap specimen. The standardized
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Fig. 10. Double-lap shear adhesi ve specimen configurations (ASTM 03528).

specimen configurations from ASTM D3528 arc shown in fig. 10. These efforts
have not been completely successful, since experimental observations ind icate that
cleavage stresses play a dominant role in failure. Copper adherend/ epoxy adhesive
double-lap specimens investigated in this lab ( 171showed cleavage crack opening
at the ends of the overlap as the first visible signs of failure. railed specimens
shown in Fig . 11 exhibit extensive outward bending of the cover plates, providing
graphic evidence that the adhesive and supporting plates were not only subjected
to shear stresses. Finite clement analysis of the double-lap spec imen indicates
that large tensile stresses exist at the ends of the overlap as in the single-lap

Fig. 11. Failed copper adherend/ epoxy adhesive double-lap specimen f 17].
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configuration [ 13, 17]. These results, as well as similar results by other researchers,
indicate that failure of lap shear specimens is dependent more on the magnitude of
the tensile normal stress near the ends of the overlap than on the maximum shear
stress. It has also been demonstrated that the failure load of such joints is highly
dependent on parameters such as adherend thickness, adhesive thickness, surface
preparation techniques, method and time of cure, specimen width, and to a much
smaller extent on the length of overlap.
Many handbooks and manufacturer's literature list the strength from adhesively
bonded lap specimens as the 'apparent' shear strength of an adhesive. This usage
has led some authors to conclude that the apparent shear strength is adequate for
use as a design' parameter. In fact, one popular and otherwise very good textbook
on materials engineering includes the statement:
"Thus in selecting an adhesive system, one must calculate the strength required. If, for example, you wish to design an adhesive-bonded lifting device
for a 50 lb. (23 kg) machine component, you can use an adhesive with a JOO
psi (0.689 MPa) shear strength and make the bond area 0.5 in 2 ( 3.2 cm2 ). You
must use this type ofjoint-strength analysis in all adhesive-joint designs."
While this is certainly a logical method of design, it does not account for the
non-uniform stress distribution within the lap joint nor the induced tensile stress,
and in general may lead to incorrect predictions. For example, a logical extension
of the above statement would be that when the weight of the machine component
is increased to 100 lb. (46 kg), the bond area should be increased from 0.5 to 1.0
in 2 (3.2 to 6.4 cm 2 ). This would be approximately true if the width of the overlap
is doubled, but most certainly not true if the length of the overlap is doubled. In the
latter case, the increase in joint strength would almost certainly be less than 100%
and likely less than 30%. Furthermore, care must be exercised in referring to the
load at failure divided by the area of overlap as the shear strength of an adhesive as
if it were a material property even though these values are commonly reported in
handbooks and manufacturer's literature. For a given adhesive, the value of shear
strength value will depend on many factors as discussed previously. Thus, lap joint
shear strengths should he used with caution in designing adhesive joints that differ
in even seemingly minor details from the test specimens.

2.4. Peel tests
Nearly all of us have had at least some superficial, qualitative experience with an
adhesive peel test when we removed a strip of adhesive tape from a flat surface
by lifting and pulling on one end. Some interesting qualitative observations may
be made by performing a simple test using a length of household cellophane
tape. We suggest the reader to perform this experiment to experience the adhesive
peel forces. Affix the length of tape to the smooth surface of a desk or tabletop,
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Fig. 12. Simple peel test to investigate peel forces.

applying sufficient pressure to attach it firmly. Next, lift one end of the tape to
make an angle with the surface and apply a tension to the tape as shown in Fig. 12.
Maintain a constant tape angle while peeling the tape from the surface, noting the
force required. Next, reaffix the tape to the surface and peel it free at a different
angle. Repeat this procedure for several peel angles ranging from a small angle
such as 5° to an angle as large as 90°. Does the force that you apply to peel the tape
from the surface change as the peel angle changes? Repeat the procedure using
the same peel angle but with different peel rates. Is there a perceptible difference
in the force required to sustain peeling for different peel rates?
Most adhesive tapes are composed of a flexible backing (paper, plastic, cloth,
metal foil, etc.) to which a pressure-sensitive adhesive has been applied to one side
(both sides for double-sided tapes). Pressure-sensitive adhesives typically consist
of a rubbery material with a modifying tactifier that may be applied to the tape by
a solvent system, hot melt, or by other means. One would expect such materials
to be sensitive to the mode of stress (tensile versus shear) in the region where
debonding occurs. Furthermore, since tacky rubbers of the type used in pressuresensitive adhesive are viscoelastic, one would anticipate material properties to be
time- and rate-dependent. Are these expectations consistent with the observations
from your simple peel test?
Peel testing can be quantified with the aid of a universal testing machine.
ASTM has formalized several peel tests, including: D 1876, Peel Resistance of
Adhesives (T-Peel Test); D3167, Floating Roller Peel Resistance of Adhesives;
D 1781, Climbing Drum Peel Test for Adhesives; D903, Peel or Stripping Strength
of Adhesive Bonds; and D2558, Evaluating Peel Strength of Shoe Sole-Attaching
Adhesives. These test methods differ in the flexibility required of one or both of
the adherends and the peel angle maintained during debonding. In all these tests,
the resulting peel strength is generally defined as the force required to peel the
adherends apart divided by the width of the peeled strip (N/m or lb.Jin.)
One of the more common peel tests is the T-Peel Test described in ASTM
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Fig. 13. T-peel test panel and test specimen (ASTM D1876).

01876. The specimen and loading method for this test is illustrated in Fig. 13. In
this test, two thin, flexible adherends measuring 152 mm by 305 mm are bonded
over an area of 152 mm by 229 mm, as shown. Aluminum alloy plates, 0.81 mm
in thickness, have been found to be well suited for many structural adhesives. The
bonded panels are often cut into specimens of 25 mm by 305 mm for testing.
At other times, the panel is tested as a single piece. The 76-mm-long unbonded
regions of the two adherends are bent apart at right angles as shown in Fig. 13 for
gripping with standard tensile testing grips. The peel force is recorded using a load
cell on the testing machine as the specimen is loaded under a constant crosshead
displacement rate of 254 mm (typically) per minute.
Another commonly performed peel test, the roller peel test, is described in
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Fig. 15. Climbing drum peel test configuration (ASTM D1781).

bend to occur as shown in Fig. 16. The second adherend can be either flexible or
rigid. The more rigid adherend is placed into one grip of the test machine and the
more flexible member is bent back over the more rigid adherend and inserted into
the other grip, producing a peel angle that is close to 180°.
The ASTM D-14 committee is currently working on a new 90° peel test in
which a flexible adherend is bonded to a relatively rigid panel. The specimen
is attached to a horizontally mounted, translating carriage that is attached to the
lower crosshead of the testing machine as shown in Fig. 17. A tab on the end
of the flexible material is attached to the upper grip of the testing machine. As
the crossheads move apart during testing, the flexible member is peeled from the
panel. The movable carriage maintains a peel angle of approximately 90°.
The stress distribution in a peel test is complex and dependent on the material
properties of the adherends and adhesive as well as the specimen dimensions. In
general, the stress distributions in peel tests are not well understood. A simple
and easy to perform peel test using a length of household cellophane tape is again
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Flexible or rigid member

Flexible member

Fig. 16. 180° peel test configuration (ASTM D903).

used to illustrate this point. The reader is encouraged to obtain a long ("'-'250 mm)
strip of cellophane tape and make 25-mm 'tabs' by folding both ends over with
the adhesive sides inward. Next, bring the tabs of the tape together to form a loop
such that the adhesive sides of the tape are pressed together near the tabs with
a loop below as shown in Fig. 18. Produce a short bonded section with a large
unbonded loop below where the adhesive surfaces are facing each other but not
bonded. Pull gently on the two tabs in opposite directions as shown in an attempt
to peel apart the two segments of the tape. Intuitively, one might anticipate the
state of stress at the bond line to be almost exclusively tensile (cleavage), perhaps
with some induced shear stress. Would you anticipate any induced compressive
stresses? Note what happens as the peel region approaches the loop of the tape
where there is initially no bonding. It appears that there are compressive forces
present so that the looped region in front of the failure is pressed together and
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Fig. 17. 90° peel test currently under development.

bonded. With further peel, this newly bonded region progresses until the loop
becomes very small and ultimate 'adhesive' failure occurs.
Clearly, the peel strength is not a 'fundamental' property for an adhesive. The
value of force per unit width required to initiate or sustain peel is not only a
function of the adhesive type, but also depends on the particular test method,
rate of loading, thickness and stiffness of the adherend(s) and adhesive as well
as other factors. Thus, peel tests generally do not yield results that may be used
in quantitative design. This does not imply, however, that the peel test is not a
useful test. Peel tests provide quantitative comparisons between different adhesive
systems, insight into rate and temperature effects, etc. Additionally, peel tests
can be used to provide fracture mechanics information as will be discussed in
the next section. In the author's opinion, the latter aspect of peel tests has been
perhaps most adroitly exploited by Gent and Hamed [ 18-20] who used peel tests
in conjunction with fracture mechanics to obtain insights into time-temperature
effects, the role of plasticity, and many other aspects of adhesive fracture.
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Fig . 18. Simple experiment to investigate peel stresses using cellophane tape.

2.5. Cleavage tests and tests based on fracture mechanics
As emphasized several times previously, the stress distribution in adhesive joints
is generally complex and non-uniform, being dependent on the joint geometry,
load alignment, and properties of the materials in the system. Furthermore, the
maximum stresses in the bond often differ markedly from the average value even
though the average stress is often the quantity reported as a test result. Cleavage
tests are designed with an intentional, non-uniform distribution of stress. These
tests differ from peel tests in that both adherends are relatively rigid, resulting in
an approximately 0° peel angle. ASTM has standardized several cleavage tests
for adhesives, including: D1062, Cleavage Strength of Metal-To-Metal Adhesive
Bonds; D3433, Fracture Strength in Cleavage of Adhesives in Bonded Joints;
D3807, Strength Properties of Adhesives in Cleavage Peel by Tension Loading
(for plastics); and D5041, Fracture Strength in Cleavage of Adhesives in Bonded
Joints.
The ASTM DI 062 cleavage test uses the specimen configuration shown in
Fig. 19. The specimen is fabricated from two identical metal pieces that are
adhesively bonded to form the bond line to be tested. The load is applied off-axis
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"41--:__2s ;2mmm -------Fig. 19. Cleavage test for metal-to-metal adhesive bonds (ASTM Dl062).

as shown, subjecting the adhesive specimen to a combined action of tension and
bending. It is noted that this specimen geometry is very similar to that of the
compact tensile specimen described in ASTM E399, used for determining the
plane strain fracture toughness of metals. The specimen is pin-loaded to failure
in tension through the loading holes. The ASTM D 1062 standard requires that
the breaking load be reported in force per specimen thickness. Additionally,
the standard specifies that the percentages of the fracture surface experiencing
cohesive, adhesive, and contact failures are to be reported.
ASTM D3807 uses a longer 'beam-like' cleavage peel specimen composed of
two long slender rectangular strips bonded together over part of their length as
shown in Fig. 20. The adherend strips are required to be 'semirigid', such that
they can bend through an appreciable angle without failing. Near the ends of the
unbonded lengths of these strips, a flexible wire is twisted about each of the strips.
These wires are clamped using the grips of the tensile testing machine. Upon
tensile loading, the wires separate the bonded strips, subjecting the bond line to
combined tension and bending. Test results are reported as the force per specimen
width required to propagate failure. It is noted that this test specimen is similar
to those described in ASTM D3433. However, the analysis and reporting of test
results for D3433 are quite different, as will be described subsequently.
ASTM D504l uses specimens in the form of plates bonded together over one
part of their length as in D3807, but uses a wedge forced between the unbonded
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Fig. 20. Beam cleavage peel test configuration (ASTM D3807).

ends of the bonded plates to produce a cleavage load as illustrated in Fig. 21. ASTM
03762 uses a beam-like specimen configuration similar to 03807 and wedge loading similar to 05041 to assess environmental durability of adhesive bonds.
The primary result from these cleavage tests, the peak force per specimen
width, is of little use in quantitative design of joints that differ in any significant
detail from the test specimen and loading configuration. Similar to peel tests.
however, these test results are of use for comparing adhesives and for qualitative
evaluations. In contrast, the results from fracture mechanics testing do permit
quantitative analysis of joint designs. The fracture mechanics approach views
the adhesive joint as a system in which failure (typically the growth of a crack)
requires that the stresses at the crack tip be sufficient to break bonds and its
analysis involves an energy balance. In this approach, it is hypothesized that even
if the stresses are very large (often theoretically infinite in the elastic case) a crack
can grow only if sufficient energy is released from the stress field to account
for the energy required to create the new crack surface as the fractured region
enlarges. The critical value of this energy release rate (in joules per square meter
of 'new' crack area) associated with fracture tests of adhesives is called by various
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Fig. 21. Plate cleavage peel test configuration (ASTM 05041).

names, including the adhesive fracture energy, adhesive fracture toughness, and
work of adhesion. Here Ge will be used to represent this critical energy release
rate. The word adhesion is dropped from the comparable term when considering
cohesive failure. This embodiment of fracture mechanics involves both a stressstrain analysis and an energy balance.
The analytical methods of fracture mechanics (both cohesive and adhesive)
are described in a number of references [21-24] and will not be repeated here.
However, a brief outline of one simple approach provides some insight into
the concepts, principles, and methodologies involved for the reader who is not
familiar with fracture mechanics. In the previous discussion of peel tests, it was
noted that Gent and Hamed [ 18-20] had performed some extremely informative
fracture mechanics tests using peel specimens. We consider a simplified fracture
mechanic analysis of the 90° peel test shown in Fig. 17. Here we assume that
the substrate is rigid and the 'peel adherend' is very flexible and perfectly elastic.
The stress distribution in the vicinity of the 90° bend is complex and difficult to
determine. If the material is perfectly elastic, however, this stress distribution is
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not required in the energy balance. As the flexible member is peeled from the rigid
panel, the amount of strain energy associated with bending the curved portion of
the beam remains constant. However, additional strain energy is associated with
axial loading of a longer length of the flexible member. As the applied load P
moves an amount 8 during the peeling operation, it performs an amount of work
equal to P8. In the energy balance, this input work is converted to fracture energy
associated with both the formation of new surface area during the peel and new
strain energy associated with axial loading as the vertical segment of the flexible
adherend increases in length . This energy balance can be expressed as
0' 2

P8 = Gc~Aa+-~V
2£
where P is the force required to sustain peel, ~Aa is the new adhesive surface
area produced by the peel,~ Vis the 'new volume' of flexible adherend subjected
to axial loading, and E is the modulus of elasticity of the flexible adherend. This
expression may be simplified by substituting for ~Aa and~ V using the relations
~A a = b8
= A ,8

~V

where b is the width and A, is the cross-sectional area, respectively, of the flexible
adherend. Substituting these relations and solving for Ge,
p
p2
G -----c - b
2A sEb
Note that typical values of P / b observed in peel tests are on the order of l kN/ m.
Hence for relatively large value of ~AaEb, the second term may be neglected and
G e may be approximated as the peel force per unit width, or
p

Gc = h
In principle, almost any test geometry can be used to determine the value of the
adhesive fracture toughness. Some geometries, however, are easier to analyze or
are more convenient from an experimental perspective. The split cantilever beam
test, to be discussed in the next paragraph, is attractive from both standpoints.
Once G e is determined, the concepts of fracture mechanics can be used to
determine the stress (or load) at failure for other loading geometries and crack
sizes. Some geometries lend themselves much more readily to analysis and
manufacture . To date, only ASTM 03433, Fracture Strength in Cleavage of
Adhesives in Bonded Joints, is based on and analyzed by fracture mechanics. The
specimen in this test, as noted above, is composed of two strips of dimensions
356 mm x 25 mm bonded together over all but 5 l mm of their length as shown
in Fig. 22. The specimen is loaded by pulling these two strips apart at their free
'cantilevered' ends in a universal testing machine.
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Fig. 22. Flat adherend specimen for determining fracture toughness (ASTM D3433).

If one assumes ideal cantilever boundary conditions, the analysis of this test
configuration is very straightforward. The elastic energy stored in each of the
cantilever beams is given by

U1 =

Po/2

o

where P is the applied load and is the free end deflection due to P. If we take
the length of the cantilever to be a, its deflection is given by

o=Pa 3/3E/
where E is the modulus of elasticity of the strip material and I is the area moment
of inertia of the strip. Using these relations, the total elastic strain energy stored in
the two strips is

U = 2P 2a 3 /(6E I}
From this expression, the energy release rate, Ge may be calculated from

Ge= 6.U / 6.Aa
Thus, the adhesive fracture toughness may be written as
Ge= P 2a 2 /(bE I)
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Fig. 23. Contoured adherend spe<.:imen for detennining fm:ture toughness (ASTM D3433).

where Aa is the fracture area, bis the strip width and a is the distance from the line
of action of P to the crack tip. Since l = bh 3/ 12, this expression can be written as

Gr:= l2P 2a 2 J(Eb 2 h 3 )
The expression for Ge given in ASTM D3433 may he written as
Ge= [ 12P 2a 2 +4P 2h 2JJ(Eb 2h:l)
The additional term in this expression is to account for strain energy due to shear
stresses. Inspection of this equation indicates that this term is very small; the
contribution to the energy release rate is 8% at a 2h and drops to only 2% for
a = 4h. As will be discussed subsequently, numerical calculations show that other
factors generally produce a much more significant contribution.
ASTM D3433 describes a second specimen geometry in which the adherends
are thickness tapered as shown in Fig. 23. The taper is chosen to vary the beam
compliance such that for a given load Pat failure, the value of G.: is independent
of the 'cantilever beam length', a. The two DCB configurations described in
D3433 are convenient and widely used for evaluating adhesives as well as other
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The stresses and strains, which include the effects of a 'crack' in the bond line, are
calculated throughout the adhesive and adjacent adherends. The strain energy, U 1,
stored in the system for the particular crack size, A 1, is calculated. Next, the crack
is allowed to grow to a slightly larger area, A2, and the above process is repeated
to determine the strain energy, U2 corresponding to this increased crack area. The
approximate energy release rate is given by

The critical energy release rate, Ge = ("'1U / "'1A)crit, is that value of the energy
release rate G that will cause the crack to grow in a particular material. Applied
loads which result in energy release rates lower than this critical value, G 0 will not
cause the given crack to propagate, while loads that produce energy release rates
greater than this value will result in accelerated crack growth as noted previously.
This critical energy release rate value G c is also referred to as the adhesive fracture
energy and the work of adhesion.
Researchers using numerical analysis in combination with fracture mechanics
have developed efficient techniques to aid in the solution of problems of the
type outlined above. While the calculation of the energy release rate described
above is useful for visualizing the finite element approach, it is seldom used.
Such approaches as the compliance method and the crack closure method are
numerically easier [ 14, 17 ,26,27]. The compliance method is analogous to the
approach used previously for the DCB specimen. The deflection Ll due to a given
load P is calculated at the point of load application for a given crack size. The
work due to the loading (P Ll/2 for an elastic system) is calculated. The work
due to loading is calculated a second time for a slightly larger crack. The energy
release rate is calculated as the difference in these two energy states divided
by the corresponding difference in crack area. For the crack closure method,
the specimen is meshed with finite elements, usually with smaller elements near
regions of high stress gradients (e.g. near crack tips). Elements adjacent to the
crack are given separate nodes to model the free surfaces of the crack. The
energy release rate is determined from the nodal forces and nodal displacements
associated with joining the first node from the crack tip with the matching node
on the complementary surface, thus closing the crack by a length of one element
length. The energy required to perform this crack closure operation divided by the
area associated with the closure, is taken as the energy release rate. Our analyses
have shown that with appropriate mesh refinement, the numerical results obtained
by crack closure are in agreement with those obtained using the compliance
method approach [ 12.14, 17,26.27]. The crack closure method also facilitates a
partition of the energy into components due to tensile (mode I) and shear (mode
II) stresses at the crack tip. This partitioning is convenient in the analysis of
adhesive joints for many adhesive materials where the critical energy release rate
has been shown to be dependent on the mode of loading.
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Most adhesive systems are not linearly elastic up to the failure point. Furthermore, the mechanisms associated with the creation of new surface area due to
crack growth are not well understood. Surface 'creation' generally involves more
than rupturing a plane of molecular bonds. Even taking surface roughness into
consideration, the energy required to rupture molecular bonds of this increased
area is a small fraction of the total 'fracture energy' for most practical adhesives.
The total fracture energy also includes energy lost due to viscous, plastic, and
other dissipation mechanisms at the tip of the crack and perhaps other mechanisms
well removed from this immediate rupture point. Linear elastic stress analysis of
fracture is, therefore, inexact.
Modern finite element analysis or other numerical methods have no problem
in treating non-linear behavior. Our physical understanding of material behavior
at such levels is lacking, however, and effective numerical analysis depends to a
large extent on the experimental determination of these properties. Despite these
limitations, many researchers have shown that elastic analyses of many adhesive
systems can be very informative and useful. A number of adhesive systems are
sufficiently linear, such that it is adequate to 'lump' the plastic deformation and
other dissipative mechanisms at the crack tip into the adhesive fracture energy
(critical energy release rate) term.
Analytical, numerical and experimental research based on adhesive fracture
mechanics have been very informative and insightful. While we could highlight
the work of researchers at the University of Akron, Virginia Tech, the University
of Texas, Cal Tech, and a number of other university, industrial or government
laboratories, we are most familiar with and will therefore draw on research from
the Fracture and Adhesive Laboratory at the University of Utah for examples.
From finite element studies of butt joint tensile specimens and cone pullout specimens, it was determined that the 'specific location' of the maximum
energy release rate associated with a given size crack could be varied by making subtle changes in sample geometry [14,23]. The butt joints analyzed were
composed of adherend materials that were very stiff compared to the adhesive.
The adhesive was assumed uncompressible ( v = 0.5). The analysis indicated that
varying the adhesive thickness to diameter ratio (t / D) had a dramatic effect on
the energy release rate. Additionally, varying the t / D ratio changed the location
of the maximum energy release rate from the center of the butt joint to the outer
edge.
Butt joint specimens were constructed using clear PMMA as the adherends
and transparent polyurethane as the adhesive with a wide variety of thickness
to diameter (t/D) ratios [12-14]. An experimental setup was constructed to
facilitate observation of the bond line while the specimens were loaded in tension.
Experimental observations were consistent with numerical predictions. Failure
initiated at either the center or outside edge of the bonded surface, depending on
the particular geometry tested. Further, the load required to sustain failure was
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inversely proportional to the maximum energy release rate for specimens with
varying,/ D ratios.
The failure hehavior of a series of cone pull-out tests was also explained with
the aid of fracture mechanit:s and finite ekmenl analysis 1231. The specimens
tested consisted of a trun<:ated P\.'1\ilA cone bonded into a matching hok in a
PMMi\. plate using a clear polyun.:thane adhesive. A 1.6-mm-long starter crack
extended compktdy around the periphery at the small end of the truncated cone
as shown in f'ig. 25. Two wne angles were tested: 0° (a cylinder) and 5'-'. When
the (f' cone was loaded in tension. the failure always propagated from the starter
crack (location 'A' in f'if!. 25 ). When the cone angle was increased 10 Y'. failure
never originated al this starter crack. but rather from a re~ion that was roughly half
the plate thit:kness (6.5 mm) away from the starter crack (location ·13· in hg. 25).
A iinite drnicnt/fracturc mechanics analysis of the two specimens indicated that
an extremely shorl crack (~-0.01 mm) located at the failure location for the 5° cone
specimens had an energy release rate that was larger than that for the 6.5-mm-long
starter crack located at the end. ror the 0° cone specimen, the starter crack had
the larger energy release rate. These experiments indicate that in both cases. crack
growth initiated al the location of the largest energy release rate.
Double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens have also been analy1.ed using
tinite element/fracture mechanics techniques [281. Results from these numerical
analyses differ significantly from those obtained using the equations developed
above and the equation found in ASTM D3433. The analytical t:quations found
in D14:n assume "ideal cantilever boundary conditions" and that all of lht'. work
from the applied forces is stored as strain energy in the adherend beams, neglecting
any strain energy in the adhesive. The finite clement analysis raises questions 3s
to the validity of both of these assumptions. The numerical results indicati.: that
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there is significant rotation of the beams at the assumed cantilever point. For
shorter values of the split beam length a (but still within the 03433 recommended
values), this end rotation can contribute 40% or more to the energy release rate.
Neglecting the contribution of the adhesive to the strain energy might not appear
to be significant since the adhesive thickness (and hence volume) is typically
much less than that of the adherends. It must be noted, however, that the modulus
for most adhesives is typically only a few percent of the modulus of the metal
adherends and only 10 to 30% of the modulus of many composites. Therefore at
comparable stresses, the strain energy density (strain energy per unit volume) of
the adhesive can be much larger than for the adherends. Thus, the contribution of
the adhesive to the strain may be significant in some cases.
Including the contribution of the adhesive to the strain energy in the finite
element/fracture mechanics analysis facilitated a further observation [17,28].
Cracks were modeled at various locations through the thickness of the adhesive,
and the energy release rate calculated for each of these locations. By varying the
thicknesses of the adhesive and the adherends, it was possible to vary the paths of
maximum energy release rate. That is, for most symmetric configurations cracks
located near the centerline of the adhesive had larger energy release rates. For other
configurations, the maximum energy release rate was near one of the adherends. It
was also possible to devise specimen configurations for which the energy release
rate was relatively independent of position through the adhesive thickness.
In an experimental investigation, DCB specimens similar to the geometries analyzed with variable split beam lengths a were constructed from aluminum using
an epoxy adhesive [17,28]. The aluminum was selected so as to be in the elastic
regime during the loads used in testing and an epoxy was chosen that exhibited
relatively linear behavior up to its failure point. The DCB beam specimens were
tested to failure in a universal testing machine. The crack length and the load
required to propagate failure were used with the finite element/fracture mechanics
analyses to determine the value of Ge for 13 different DCB specimen geometries.
Additionally, values of Ge were obtained from the equation from ASTM 03433
using the same experimental results. The values of Ge determined using finite element analysis were very consistent, differing by less than 5% for those specimens
where mode I loading dominated and by approximately I 0% in the two cases
where there was a significant mode II contribution to the loading at the crack.
When using the equation from 03433, there was considerably more scatter, up
to 50% in some cases. Experimental observations, shown in Fig. 26, confirmed
that the adhesive cracks always followed the paths that the finite element/fracture
mechanics analysis indicated were paths of maximum energy release rate. That
is, if the FE/FM analyses indicated that this path was along the centerline of the
adhesive, a very nearly planar crack was observed to propagate along this line as
shown in Fig. 26a. For specimens where the analysis indicated that the maximum
energy release rate was near the adhesive edge, the crack ran near this edge
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Fig. 26. Adhesive crack propagation in DCB specimens along paths of maximum Gr.
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(leaving a thin but contiguous layer of adhesive on the aluminum adherend) as
shown in Fig. 26b. Even when a starter crack was introduced somewhat removed
from these locations of the maximum energy release rate, the crack propagated
to these locations and after which followed the paths of maximum energy release
rate. In the case where the energy release rate was relatively constant across the
adhesive thickness, the planer nature of the crack was lost as the crack path was
observed to 'wander' about the adhesive thickness (Fig. 26c), as its exact path was
apparently determined by 'non-mechanical' aspects of the adhesive such as local
changes in the chemistry or the physical nature of the adhesive.
It should be fairly obvious at this point that once the critical energy release rate
Ge has been detennined for a given adhesive/adherend system, fracture mechanics
provides a very useful design tool. If the loading and the size of a typical crack-like
discontinuity are known for a practical adhesively bonded joint, a stress analysis
may be used to determine the strain energy in the system for the loading and
an energy balance used to compute the energy release rate for the system to
compare with the critical energy release rate, Ge. This procedure may be used to
determine a factor of safety. For example, if the analysis indicated that the system
of interest has an energy release rate, G, of M J /mm 2 and the given adhesive
system is determined from experiments to have a Ge of N J/mm 2 , the factor of
safety can be defined as SF = N / M for the joint. Modem numerical methods
facilitate these computations for almost any joint geometry. It is important to note
that the test geometry for determining Ge need not closely duplicate the practical
geometry considered in the design. However, Ge may exhibit a dependence on
the mode of stress at the crack tip, so this aspect should be very similar for the
two geometries. It is also noted that alternate methods such as the stress intensity
method, ]-integral methods, etc. may be used in fracture mechanics design. These
topics are described in the fracture mechanics texts referenced earlier.
Perhaps the most significant uncertainty in these finite element/fracture mechanics based approaches involves the value of crack length a used in the analyses.
The crack length might be estimated, inferred from experiments, or determined in
other ways. The authors have had some success in inferring the 'inherent crack
size' by testing specimens with deliberately introduced cracks of varying sizes
and extrapolating to the strength of joints for which no artificial crack was introduced. Using this inherent crack size in further analyses of other joint geometries
fabricated with similar surface preparation, adhesive application, and cure process
between the test and practical joints often produced excellent agreement between
predictions and experimental strength results [ 12-14].

2.6. Thin-film versus bulk adhesive testing
It should be clear to the reader by now that certain adhesive test methods,
such as the lap joint test, do not provide accurate determinations of adhesive
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strength. Furthermore, such tests do not provide a measure of the modulus of
the adhesive, a required property for design purposes and for fracture mechanics
analysis using finite element when the adhesive is to be modeled. The test methods
presented above consider the adhesive in its 'in-situ' or 'thin-film' form. Another
approach to determine the modulus and strength of an adhesive is through 'bulk'
adhesive tests. Currently, there is some confusion in the literature as to whether
mechanical properties obtained from bulk adhesive specimens may be used in
the design and analysis of thin-film adhesive joints. Peretz [29] investigated the
shear modulus and shear strength of adhesives for both thin adhesive layers and in
bulk. Assuming a linear shear strain distribution throughout the adhesive thickness
and uniform shear strain distribution throughout the bonded area, the in-situ shear
modulus increased with increasing adhesive thickness up to the bulk material shear
modulus. The shear strengths obtained from thin adhesive layers were similar to
those obtained from bulk testing. Dolev and Ishai [30] conducted bulk and insitu adhesive tests to compare mechanical properties under different states of
stress. Good correlation between in-situ and bulk shear yield strength and elastic
modulus was obtained. The authors concluded that elastic and strength properties
of an in-situ adhesive may be determined by bulk adhesive testing. Lilleheden [31]
performed a detailed experimental investigation of modulus variations in adhesives
for differing adhesive thicknesses using a modified lap adherend specimen and
moire interferometry. These results showed no difference in the measured moduli
of the adhesive between the thin-film and bulk forms. Discrepancies in moduli
from previous studies [29,32] were attributed to factors such as variabilities in
adhesive casting and curing conditions, lack of a well-defined state of stress, and
inadequate methods of strain measurement. Swadener and Liechti [33,34] have
conducted fracture mechanics analyses and experiments in which bond integrity
is related to the global system properties well removed from the actual fracture
locus.
Currently, no ASTM standard tests exist for bulk adhesive testing. However,
since most adhesives are either plastic and/or elastomer-based, many of the
standards included in ASTM Volume 8 (Sections I through 4) for plastics or
Volume 9 (Sections I and 2) for rubbers might be adapted to test the properties
of bulk adhesives. Tensile testing of bulk adhesive may be performed by casting
or machining tensile specimens, either straight-sided or tapered specimens. Shear
strength and shear modulus determinations of the hulk adhesive may be accomplished through several methods, including solid rod torsion testing or using the
V-notched Iosipescu shear test method, commonly used for composite materials
(ASTM D5379). The authors have had success in characterizing the tensile stressstrain response of structural adhesives using straight-sided tensile specimens, 150
mm long by 12.5 mm wide, machined from constant-thickness bulk adhesive panels. Additionally, the authors have characterized the shear stress-strain response
of adhesives using V-notched specimens, 75 mm long by 19 mm wide, using
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the Iosipescu shear test method (ASTM D5379). Adhesive properties determined
from these and other bulk adhesive tests are useful and informative in the design
and analysis of adhesively bonded components.

2. 7. Other standard tests
In the preceding sections, a number of tests have been described that are intended
to provide information on the strength of adhesive joints. There are a number
of other standard tests intended to provide other information on adhesives and
adhesive joints that might relate to durability. A few of these standard tests will be
reviewed briefly here.
The viscosity of an adhesive is related to its ability to flow and wet a surface
and also to its ability to remain in place during the fabrication and cure of a joint.
If the adhesive is too viscous, it may not make good contact and hence adequate
mechanical connection with surface irregularities, asperities, etc. of a surface. If
the adhesive is too 'runny' it may be difficult to manufacture a joint of consistent
thickness. Changes in viscosity might also reflect separation of constituents or
be evidence of premature partial curing of an adhesive. Accordingly. several
standard tests have been devised to measure the viscosity of adhesives including:
ASTM D l 084, Standard Test Methods for Viscosity ofAdhesives; D2556, Standard
Test Methods for Apparent Viscosity of Adhesives Having Shear Rate Dependent
Flow Properties; and D4499, Standard Test Method for Heat Stability of Hot-Melt
Adhesives.
It is observed that for many well designed and manufactured practical adhesive
joints, the location of failure is somewhat removed from the so-called interface.
Nevertheless, it is absolutely essential that their be good interaction between the
adhesive and the surface of the adherend(s). As a consequence, appropriate surface
preparation before bonding is very important. Indeed, surface preparation is an
extremely important part of adhesive science and technology. Surface cleaning is
very important and in some cases all the surface preparation required. Cleaning
may involve water, detergents, solvents, as well as sanding to remove contaminants, debris, loose oxides, etc. Surface preparation often includes much more
than just a cleaning of the surface(s), however. Surface treatments may also be
used, including roughening, which increases surface area and facilitates mechanical interlocking or hooking as described previously. Some surface treatments serve
to prepare appropriate oxides (tightly bonded and coherent) or other surface layers
for receiving the adhesive and facilitating mechanical interlocking if porous. The
previously discussed Venable model of the oxide on aluminum presents a graphic
picture of how a carefully prepared oxide surface might contribute to strong
mechanical interlocking. Techniques standardized by ASTM for surface cleaning
and preparation for adhesive bonding include D265 l and D3933 for metals, and
D2093 for plastics.
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Exposure to the environment and various environmental agents can have
pronounced effects on adhesive joint strength and durability. Water, sunlight, solvents, etc. can affect the integrity of a joint. A number of standard tests have been
designed for quantifying environmental effects including; 01713, Test Method
for Bonding Permanency of Water- or Solvent-Soluble Liquid Adhesives; 01828,
Practice for Atmospheric Exposure of Adhesive-Bonded Joints and Structures; and
01879, Practice for Exposure of Adhesive Specimens to High-Energy Radiation.
Time plays an important role in various aspects of adhesive performance. Most
adhesives are polymers, which are inherently viscoelastic, such that modulus,
strength. elongation at failure, and other properties depend on time and rate
of loading. Furthermore, there are often chemical-stability-related attributes that
are time-related. The useful shelf-life of many adhesives (or their components)
is limited, and generally depends on the storage conditions. ASTM O 1337, Test
Methodfor Storage Life of Adhesives By Consistency and Bond Strength, addresses
this problem. For many multi-component adhesive systems it is commonly known
that the reaction starts at the time of component mixing and that application
of the mixed adhesive and construction of the joint can continue only for a
limited time. Use of the adhesive after this time is apt to affect joint strength
and other properties. ASTM O 1338, Standard Test Method for Working Life
of Liquid or Paste Adhesives by Consistency and Bond Strength, is intended to
address this feature. The effects of sustained loads on the property of a joint are
addressed by several standards. Creep and time-to-failure are measured in several
standard tests, such as: ASTM O 1780, Conducting Creep Tests of Metal-toMetal Adhesives; 02293, Creep Properties of Adhesives in Shear by Compression
Loading; 02294, Creep Properties of Adhesives in Shear by Tension Loading;
03929, Stress Cracking of Plastics by Adhesives Using the Bent-Beam Method;
and 03930 Adhesives for Wood-Based Materials for Construction of Mam~factured
Homes.
The combined effect of sustained loading and environment (particularly high
humidity) is addressed by ASTM 03762, Test Method for Adhesive-Bonded
Surface Durability of Aluminum. In this test, a double cantilever beam similar
to that described for cleavage testing is loaded by forcing a wedge between the
beam (rather than pulling them apart in a tensile testing machine) as shown in
Fig. 27. The sample is then placed in an environmental chamber and the length of
the adhesive crack observed and recorded as a function of time. ASTM 03166,
Standard Test Method for Fatigue Properties of Adhesives in Shear by Tension
Loading, uses a lap joint and a testing machine capable of applying a sinusoidal
cyclic axial load to measure the fatigue resistance of a joint.
Tests are also available that attempt to infer long-term behavior from short-term
testing. While such accelerated aging tests are never perfect, they may be the only
alternative to observing a part in actual service for decades. The latter alternative
is, of course, unsatisfactory if it involves waiting for this period of time to put a
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Fig. 27. Wedge test configuration for adhesive durability testing (ASTM D3433).

product on the market. As a case in point, consider the ASTM D3434, MultipleCycle Accelerated Aging Test for Exterior Wet Use Wood Adhesives, commonly
referred to as the 'boiling test'. It is recognized that adhesives for laminating wood
are generally not placed in boiling water during actual use. It is assumed, however,
that resistance to boiling for a few hours or days may provide some evidence
(or at least insight) into the durability of adhesively bonded wood panels under
years of exposure to high humidity and elevated temperature. Another accelerated
aging test is described in ASTM D3632, Accelerated Aging of Adhesive Joints by
the Oxygen-Pressure Method. This test determines the deterioration in strength of
adhesives exposed to high temperatures and high-pressure oxygen (typically 70°F
and 300 psi, respectively). This test is used to identify adhesives that are likely
candidates for more practical aging conditions.
In summary, there are many more tests that are used to explore additional
properties of adhesives. This chapter has reviewed only the more commonly used
tests for determining mechanical properties. Examples of other properties that
may be tested for include impact strength, moisture absorption, corrosion, and
attack by rodents and insects, just to name a few. The reader is referred to the
ASTM Book of Standards Vol. 15.06 (revised and published annually) or the ISO
counterpart for further details on the above and many other test standards.
Like most technical and scientific fields, the adhesives field has developed
its own vocabulary, which at times may be somewhat unique from the use of
similar words and phrases for even closely related fields. The usage of various
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words and terms used in adhesive science and technology is defined in ASTM
D907, Terminology ofAdhesives. Currently, ISO includes its adhesive terminology
into the plastics tenninology. However, an international committee is currently
working on separating these two topics and, at the same time, correlating adhesives
terminology with ASTM D907.

3. Conclusions
Adhesive joints are increasingly becoming the method of choice for joining
component parts for a variety of subjective as well as objective reasons. Literally
thousands of adhesives are available that differ in subtle as well as substantial
ways. A problem faced by a designer is how to choose between the available
adhesives. Mechanical strength is one of the most important attributes of an
adhesive joint, and this in tum may be closely related to other features and
properties. The nature of adhesion between materials is a complex subject to
which the measurement of strength is intricately related. A variety of test methods
have been devised with the purpose of determining the 'strength' of a joint. As
useful as these test methods are, care must be exercised in interpreting the results
from most tests. The secondary induced stresses can be as important in producing
failure as the direct stresses. If the results from a particular adhesive strength
test are to be used to design other adhesively bonded joints, it is important to
exercise extreme care. The most direct, and likely safest, method would be to
use a test geometry that duplicates the actual joint geometry in every essential
detail. Test methods based on fracture mechanics have the potential of lifting
this latter restriction. Here too, however, it is important to have an understanding
of the details of the stress state near the adhesive crack. Modem computational
techniques, primarily based on the finite element method, make nearly any joint
geometry amenable to fracture mechanics analysis.
Standard test methods are available for the determination of adhesive and adhesive joint properties. These standard tests facilitate testing that can be duplicated
and results that can be reported in consistent and understandable ways in different
laboratories and settings.
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Measurement and analysis of the fracture
properties of adhesive joints
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1. Introduction

1.1. General concepts offracture
Propagation of a crack involves processes Lhat occur at different scales in a
'cohesive zone', a 'process zone', and a 'far-field zone' (Fig. 1). At the crack
tip, the cohesive zone is associated with the material that actually separates
during crack growth. As this material is deformed, it exerts forces across the
putative crack surfaces until failure occurs, and the forces drop to zero as the
crack advances. In other words, the deformation and failure of the material in
the cohesive zone establish cohesive tractions that act across the crack plane. It
should be appreciated that the relationship between the stresses and displacements
of these cohesive tractions defines the fundamental fracture parameters of the
system. In general, there are three possible modes of deformation at the crack tip
- an opening mode, an in-plane shear mode, and an out-of-plane shear mode
(Fig. 2). These are known as mode-I. mode-II and mode-III, respectively. In many
geometries of practical interest. mode-III defomrntion is negligible, and only
mode-I and mode-II deformations are considered in this paper. For each mode
of deformation there are two parameters of primary importance: the peak stress
supported across the crack plane during cohesive failure, and the area under the
stress-displacement curve that characterizes the cohesive tractions. The former
quantity is the 'cohesive strength' which is designated as fr in mode-I and f in

'Corresponding author. E-mail: thouless@engin.umich.edu
1
Now with Rockwell Science Center. Thousand Oaks. CA 91360, USA .
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mode-II. The latter quantity is the energy associate<l with the creation of unit
area of new crack surface. It is referred to as the 'intrinsic toughness', an<l is
designate<l ft 0 in mo<le-1 an<l 111,1 in mo<le-11. 2 It shoul<l be appreciated that the
cohesive tractions in all three modes may depen<l on loa<ling rate [12-34], and
on external factors such as the constraint acting on the cohesive wne [4.5] or the
environment 1281. Therefore, in general. both the cohesive strength and intrinsic
toughness should nol he considered as unique material properties, except un<ler
carefully prescribed conditions.
If the cohesive lraclions are surhciently large (typically greater than ahout
lhree times the uniaxial stress required lo trigger permanent defonnation in the
material under plane-strain conditions), lhey may induce non-linear, irreversihle
deformation in a process zone immediately surrounding the cohesive zone 14850). The energy dissipated by the irreversible deformation in the process zone
gives rise to 'extrinsic' toughening. The total energy,
required to create unil
area or new crack surface (the 'toughness') consists of the intrinsic toughness
associated with the cohesive zone plus the extrinsic toughness associated with the
process zone, t:;.
So that (omitting the subscripts identifying the deformalion
modes),

r.

r.

r = r.. + I), r.
·' Thcr.: ar.: also two mode-Ill paramct.:rs, but thcs.: arc not dis.:uss.:<l in this paper.

(1. l)
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mode-I
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mode-II
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mode-Ill

Fig. 2. Three possible modes of deformation at the crack tip - an opening mode (mode I), an
in-plane shear mode (mode II), and an out-of-plane shear mode (mode III).

While non-linear deformations can occur in a process zone around a stationary
crack, the energy losses are only realized when the crack begins to propagate and
material in the process zone begins to unload. As a crack propagates, the extent
of unloading increases and more of the energy dissipated in the process zone
is re.1lized as an increase in toughness. This is known as R-curve behavior. The
magnitude of the extrinsic toughening increases from approximately zero for an
initial crack with no process zone in its wake, to a fully toughened level when a
wake consisting of a fully unloaded process zone extends far behind the crack tip
(Fig. 3). If the process zone in the wake of a crack is removed, the toughness falls
towards its intrinsic value [6]. In contrast to this type of behavior, it is possible
for crack growth to occur without a process zone being induced if the cohesive
tractions are small. There is then no R-curve behavior, and the energy associated
with unit area of crack growth is independent of crack length, and remains at the
value of the intrinsic toughness.
Beyond the boundary of any process zone that may exist is the far-field zone.
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Fig. J. R-curve behavior with a unloaded process zone in the crack wake.

In this region, the deformations are basically controlled by the macroscopic loads
and geometry. (If there is no process zone, then the far-field zone extends up to
the boundary of the cohesive zone.) The far-field zone provides the driving force
for crack propagation. The difference between the work done by external loads
as a crack propagates and any energy stored (or dissipated) in the far-field zone
is associated with the applied crack-driving force (or applied energy-release rate).
This quantity provides a crack-driving force to the process zone, or directly to the
cohesive zone in the absence of a process zone).
It should be appreciated that the division of a material or system into the three
regions of a cohesive, process and far-field zone is done for the convenience
of analysis. There is a certain degree of flexibility in how these zones, that all
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interact with each other, are defined. To some extent, the definitions may be varied
according to the scale at which fracture is analyzed, and according to how the
fracture process is perceived. While an appropriate division may sometimes be
physically obvious, there are other times when the arbitrariness of the choice is
very apparent. If an understanding of the fracture process at the crack-tip scale is
required, perhaps to predict the precise crack path or the mechanisms of crack-tip
damage, then the cohesive zone has to be defined at a suitably fine scale. lf a
broader degree of understanding is desired, such as when predicting strength at
an engineering scale without worrying about the finer details of fracture, then
a coarser definition of the cohesive zone is acceptable in return for a reduced
computational load.
A case where the divisions seem physically intuitive is the fracture of a
fairly brittle crystalline material with a limited degree of plasticity at the crack
tip. The cohesive zone is associated with the inter-atomic region along the
crack plane in which mate1ial separation takes place. The cohesive tractions are
provided by the inter-atomic potential as the atoms are separated from their
initial equilibrium positions. These cohesive tractions induce plasticity within
the process zone, which in tum is embedded in the linear-elastic region of the
far-field zone. When the elastic region dominates the overall deformation of the
system, this provides the classical picture of small-scale yielding in linear-elastic
fracture mechanics. The inter-atomic traction-separation relationship gives I'0 ,
while the energy dissipation realized in the process zone is ~r. However, the
problem could also be considered by merging the cohesive and process zones into
an enlarged cohesive zone. The cohesive traction-separation law then becomes
the relationship between the stresses and displacements along a plane roughly
corresponding to the elastic-plastic boundary. The cohesive tractions would be
much smaller, but the displacements would be much larger, resulting in a large
'intrinsic' toughness that is the sum of the original intrinsic toughness and the
original toughness increment. Now, the cohesive zone would be considered to
be embedded directly in an elastic matrix (consistent with the smaller cohesive
stresses); there would be no extrinsic toughening, and no R-curve behavior. J
An example for which the division into cohesive and process zones is not
obvious is the problem of crack advance by void nucleation and coalescence in
a ductile material [51]. Here, the cohesive zone might be taken to encompass all
the cavities that contribute to crack growth. However, whether any cavitation off
the fracture plane is associated with a process zone or with an extended cohesive
zone is a matter of choice. Alternatively, the cohesive zone might be limited

' This alternative view is consistent with the notion that the surface-energy term in the Griffith
approach [ 12] is replaced by a term incorporating the surface energy and the energy dissipated by
plastic deformation [ 15].
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to the actual plane along which separation occurs. Another ambiguous case is
provided by a polymer in which crack growth occurs by chain scission associated
with chain disentanglement and pullout. The cohesive zone might incorporate
all the molecules involved with separation, so that its boundaries would be
defined by the extent of material associated with these chains. Alternatively, the
flow at the crack tip associated with this molecular motion might be viewed as
crack-tip blunting and, consequently, be treated as belonging to a process zone.
While these examples illustrate the flexibility associated with separating what
are physically interconnected fracture processes, it should be emphasized that
such divisions are necessary to simplify analyses of fracture unless full-scale
atomic-level calculations are resorted to.

1.2. Cohesive-zone models offracture
1.2.1. Introduction to cohesive zones
The discussion of the three zones associated with a crack provides the background
for a very powerful approach to analyze fracture - the use of cohesive-zone
models. It has been shown that this technique, which has its origins in the
Dugdale [8] and Barenblatt [2] analyses of fracture, is particularly powerful when
the cohesive tractions of the cohesive zone are incorporated into a finite-element
model of the system [14,37,38,48-50]. Special elements that describe the cohesive
traction-separation laws (and, in particular, incorporate the appropriate values of
the cohesive strength, a and f, and intrinsic toughness, I'io and Ti 10 ) replace the
volume of material associated with the cohesive zone. These elements interact
with the surrounding material during deformation, introducing a process zone if
appropriate. Crack growth occurs when the elements in the cohesive zone reach
the critical displacement for failure. One of the strengths of this approach is that
the analysis does not require a sharp crack to be present, so it can be used for
prediction of crack initiation as well as crack propagation [35].
As discussed earlier, the area under the traction-separation curve (I'io and
I'i1 0 ) and the peak stress (a and f) are the important parameters that describe
the cohesive tractions. The precise shape of the traction-separation law does not
strongly influence the behavior of the system. 4 For example, one generally useful
form of a mode-I traction-separation law is shown schematically in Fig. 4. It
should be appreciated that while the area and peak stress are the two important
parameters from a mechanics point-of-view, they may not necessarily represent
the fundamental parameters from a materials perspective. In some ways, the peak

4

Some caution needs to be taken to ensure that the compliance of the elements is not so extreme
that it influences the overall defonnation of the system.
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Fig. 4. Schematic mode-I traction-separation law that is generally useful in cohesive-zone
models.

stress and critical displacement might be considered to be more fundamental
parameters. However, from a mechanics point-of-view, a change in critical displacement affects fracture only through a change in the intrinsic toughness. This
gives some insight into possible effects of rate and crack-tip constraints on fracture
of adhesive joints [ 17, 18]. For example, increased rates may raise the cohesive
strength but decrease the critical displacement - whether the intrinsic toughness
is decreased or increased by this change depends on how the total area under
the traction-separation curve is affected. Similarly, an increased constraint on an
adhesive layer may also raise the cohesive strength of the layer, but decrease the
critical displacement. Again, short of experimental measurements, there is no way
of predicting the net effect on toughness.
1.2.2. Mixed-mode fracture
In general, the cohesive traction-separation relationships for normal and shear deformation may well be completely unrelated, and a general approach for analyzing
problems that involve different amounts of normal and shear deformation in the
cohesive zone (mixed-mode problems) is required. The extent of mode-mixedness
depends on the details of the mode-I and mode-II cohesive tractions, and on the
geometry and loads. A general approach that accommodates unrelated tractionseparation laws for opening and shear deformation involves recognizing that the
total traction-separation work absorbed by the cohesive zone up to an arbitrary
point in the deformation process, 9,, (which is identical to 9, 00 , the applied energyrelease rate, when there is no process zone), can be separated into the opening
(mode-I) and shear (mode-II) components, 9, 1 and 9, 11 , so that,
( 1.2)

These two components can be calculated by integrating the appropriate traction-
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where 011 and denote the normal and tangential displacements corresponding to
the conditions of interest (Fig. 5).
A mixed-mode criterion for failure of the cohesive zone under different extents
of mode-mixedness is also required. Under pure mode-I and pure mode-II conditions, the failure criterion appears to be simple: it is given by the conditions
at which the tractions of the relevant cohesive law are reduced to zero (9, 1 = I'io
and 9, 11 =
0 , respectively). Mixed-mode criteria are much less obvious since the
two modes of deformation may both contribute to failure together. An empirical
relationship that has some physical appeal, and appears to capture some of the
characteristics of experimental observations in this area is given by Wang and Suo
[52]

n,

9,f

9-ir

-+-=l

nu

I'iio
I'io and I'iro

(1.4)

where
are the total areas under the opening and shear tractionseparation laws, and 9,{ and 9.{1 are the values of 9. 1 and 9,u when the condition
of Eq . 1.4 is met. In a mixed-mode scheme such as this, 9, 1 and 9, 11 evolve
independently as the opening and shear displacements in the cohesive zone
develop in response to the applied loads. Once the failure criterion of Eq. 1.4
is met, the normal and shear tractions across the crack plane are assumed to
drop to zero instantaneously, and the crack advances. This scheme reduces to
the correct results for pure mode-I and mode-II fracture (9, 1 = I'io with 9, 11 = 0,
and 9, 11 = I'iio with 9, 1 = 0, respectively). It also recove rs the expected result
that fracture is mode-I dominated in systems where in-plane shear rather than
fracture occurs in response to mode-II loading, such as when dislocation emission
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occurs easily along the interface [40], or when bonding across the interface is
provided by the capillary forces of a liquid. In the latter case, the mode-I nature of
fracture has been demonstrated experimentally [44]. The total energy-release rate,
I'0 = 9-i + 9-ir required for fracture, assuming the criterion of Eq. 1.4, is plotted
in Fig. 6. While this figure has been drawn for positive values of 9,i, it should
be noted that there appears to be evidence that crack growth can occur when the
normal tractions are compressive [45,46].

1.3. Application of cohesive-zone models to the fracture of adhesive joints
So far, the discussion has outlined the general features of fracture that have
to be understood before applying them to the specific problem of fracture of
adhesive joints. It should be noted that since there are two physically distinct
entities in an adhesive joint - the adhesive layer and the adhcrends - an obvious
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analytical approach is to associate the boundary between the different fracture
zones discussed earlier with the boundaries between the two materials in the
joint. In particular, it is often convenient to associate all the deformation in the
adhesive layer with a cohesive zone. In other words, the role of the adhesive layer
is assumed to be merely one of providing cohesive tractions across the interface
between the adherends. As the adhesive layer deforms and fails, it exerts tractions
on the adhesives and the forms of these normal and shear tractions lead directly
to the traction-separation laws required for a cohesive-zone model. Therefore,
in numerical analyses, the entire adhesive layer is replaced by cohesive-zone
elements that mimic the deformation of the entire layer. In this approach, details
such as whether crack propagation occurs by void nucleation, whether there is a
plastic zone embedded in a larger elastic zone in the adhesive layer, or whether
failure is interfacial or within the adhesive, are not addressed. All that matters is
that the values of the effective cohesive strengths and intrinsic toughnesses of the
adhesive layer have been correctly incorporated in the numerical model. However,
it should be appreciated that differences in fracture mechanisms will physically
affect fracture because of their influence on the effective cohesive tractions that act
across the interface. However, as discussed earlier for geometrical and rate effects,
the details can be ignored provided the appropriate cohesive traction-separation
law is known.
There are other ways in which adhesive fracture can be modeled, and it is
certainly a valid mode of enquiry to investigate what factors determine failure
mechanisms and crack paths. While there is a substantial body of work based
on continuum approaches dedicated to this topic, this type of study is not the
emphasis of this chapter. Here, the problem of how to measure the properties
of engineering joints, and how to use these data in a fashion that provides
a predictive capability for their strength is addressed. Therefore, the adhesive
layer is associated uniquely with the cohesive zone, 5 and attention is focused
on techniques that measure the appropriate parameters of the traction-separation
laws required for predictive purposes. However, it must be appreciated that a
physical understanding of the actual fracture process can only be obtained by
further investigations using cohesive-zone models at a finer scale. In particular,
extrapolation of experimental results to conditions vastly different from those of
the test configuration used to deduce the cohesive tractions of the adhesive layer
may be unreliable if changes in the failure mechanism occur (4].

5

This is actually a fairly common approach in the literature, even if it is not specifically recognized
as such.
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2. Fracture of joints with elastic adherends

2.1. Introduction to linear-elastic fracture mechanics
If the geometry and strength of an adhesive joint are such that the relationship
between the applied loads and their displacements are essentially linear up to
the point of crack growth, then the concepts of linear-elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) can be used. For example, in mode-I geometries, this requires the nondimensional parameter E I'i. 0 /a}h (where (,v is the yield stress of the adherend,
and h is a characteristic in-plane dimension of the joint) to be sufficiently low that
fracture occurs before macroscopic plastic deformation of the adherends. It also
requires the adhesive layer to have a negligible effect on the overall deformation
of the system. This means that the non-dimensional parameter E n_ 0 /fr 2h must
also be low; in addition, the adhesive layer thickness must be very small compared
with h. Under these conditions, mode-I crack growth can be described using a
single fracture parameter - the intrinsic toughness, I'io, of the adhesive layer. The
other fracture parameter, the cohesive strength of the layer, fr, can be neglected. It
should be repeated that the intrinsic toughness (as well as the cohesive strength) of
an adhesive layer is not a unique parameter for one particular adhesive/adherend
system. It may depend on the thickness of the adhesive layer, the locus of failure,
the environment, and the crack velocity [9,11,30-34).
As discussed in Section 1.2.2, the normal and shear components of the intrinsic
toughness, I'io and I'110 will often have different values. If LEFM conditions are
satisfied, the applied energy-release rate, g, 00 , can be calculated from the geometry
and loading using linear elasticity. g, 00 is the value of energy-release rate that
would act on a crack in a perfectly elastic body with a sharp crack (and cohesive
tractions that are capable of supporting singular stresses) . It is also possible tu use
linear-elastic calculations to deduce the nominal mode-I and mode-II components
of g, 00 , 9,f° and fj,fi° . The ratio of these components gives the nominal phase angle
defined as
(2.1)

The square root is required for consistency with the standard definition of the
phase angle using applied stress-intensity factors [13] . 6 A phase angle of 0°
corresponds to a nominally pure mode-I configuration; a phase angle of 90°
corresponds to a nominally pure mode-II configuration.

6

If the adherends have different elastic properties, then a rigorous definition of the nominal phase
angle should include a length scale to account for the oscillatory nature of the elastic stresses at the
crack tip.
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In the absence of a process zone, the applied energy-release rate, 9, 00 , equals the
energy-release rate, 9,, acting on the crack. The magnitude of the energy-release
rate does not depend upon the nature of the cohesive zone tractions; however, the
ratio of the two components of the energy-release rate at the crack tip, 9,1 and
9,n, do depend on the details of the cohesive tractions. In other words, 9, 1 and 9,u
always equals the sum of 9.F and 9,jf (since 9, = 9, 00 ), but 9, 1/9,u does not equal
9,F / 9,jf. Therefore, a rigorous analysis of mode-mixedness requires the cohesivezone tractions to be considered. A continuum linear-elastic calculation only gives
the nominal phase angle. However, despite the fact that the actual value of the
mode-mixedness at the crack tip is generally different from the nominal value,
the nominal phase angle has been suggested as a useful way of characterizing
mixed-mode fracture [ 13]. While there is no physical basis for the assumption, if
Eq. 1.4 is assumed to describe the relationship between the nominal components
of the energy-release rate at fracture, it could be re-expressed in terms of the
nominal phase angle
(2.2a)
where r 0 = 9,f + 9,;1• A simple empirical form that captures the essential features
of Eq. 2.2a, given by Evans and Hutchinson [ 10]
(2.2b)
where J... represents the relationship between I'io and I'i, 0 , has been found to be
quite useful for the purposes of analysis and prediction of the failure of interfaces
in elastic systems [ l 3,45,46].

2.2. Beam and plate geometries
There are many designs of test geometries to assess the strength of adhesive
joints, However, the class of specimens based on plate and beam geometries are
particularly important because it includes not only the obvious variants of the
double-cantilever beam, but also the lap-shear, peel, blister and buckling geometries. A general analytical framework for the fracture mechanics of these types
of specimens has been developed. This framework depends on the assumption
that the crack is much longer than the thickness of the thinnest adherend, so
simple beam theory applies. However, provided this assumption is satisfied, the
analysis can incorporate arbitrary geometries and elastic mismatches between the
adherends, and the effects of any general from of axial and bending loading,
including non-uniform stresses and residual stresses [13]. At the heart of the
analysis is the generic, steady-state form of the geometry that is shown in Fig. 7.
This figure shows the effective loads acting at the crack tip : an axial load (per unit
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Fig. 7. The generic steady-state form of the beam and plate geometry.

width), P , and a bending moment (per unit width), M. Shear loading is neglected.
The energy-release rate for this configuration is given by
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= E; in plane stress, E 1, £ 2 are the
Young's moduli of layers I and 2, v 1 and v2 are Poisson's ratio for layers 1 and 2,
and the thickness of layer 1 is h while the thickness of layer 2 is A0 h. The nominal
phase angle is given by
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where,
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{vPh
vu

M'

and w is a parameter that depends on the geometry and elastic properties of the
adherends, which is tabulated in Suo and Hutchinson [42). A value of w = 52°,
can often be used with acceptable accuracy for practical purposes. While the
use of this nominal phase-angle to characterize mixed-mode fracture has only
been looked at in a limited sense, it does appear to provide a useful geometryindependent measure of the loading [39,45,46) . A reason why the concept may be
useful is that all these geometries are essentially identical with respect to the crack
tip - beams loaded by a combination of bending moment and axial load. 7
The use of Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 to analyze a particular configuration requires the
applied loads and any residual stresses be reduced to the form shown in Fig. 7.
Details of how this is done are given in Hutchinson and Suo [13). It should also
be noted that, since the quantities P and M are defined in terms of unit width
of crack-front, Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 can also be used directly when the crack width
varies with crack length, as in the axisymmetric blister [3,24,25). Furthermore,
this analysis can be used when the depth of the specimens, h or Ao, vary with
crack length (such as in a tapered-double-cantilever beam geometry). It is the
dimensions at the crack tip that are used in Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4. The values of P
and M can often be found from simple plate or beam theory (assuming built-in
boundary conditions at the crack tip). In Fig. 8, the actual geometry and loading of
some common configurations are given along with the equivalent reduced loading.
7

However, it should be noted that the use of P and M to describe the mixed-mode nature of the
loading is not appropriate because Eq. 2.3 shows that these parameters are not orthogonal, unless
A" is infinitely large. Therefore. their effects can not be added together in a linear fashion.
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Fig . 8. Some common configurations based on beam and plate geometries.

However, there are geometries (such as buckles and axisymmetric blisters) for
which numerical techniques have to be employed because of the non-linear
deformations that occur in the linear regime [13,25,26). Numerical techniques
must also be used to evaluate energy-release rates for short cracks [ 16 ], and the
effects of shear loading or non-isotropic adherends [43).

2.3. Double-cantilever-beam geometries
One of the most useful geometries of the type discussed above are those based on
bonded cantilever beams. For example, the symmetrical double cantilever beam
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(Fig. 9) is particularly useful for determining the mode-I toughness of a joint.
When the crack is very long, the tip is loaded by a pure bending moment, and,
under plane-stress conditions (appropriate when the height of the arms, h, is much
greater than the width), Eq. 2.3 reduces to
12a 2

- - F2
(/' - £h 3 ,
a -

(2.5)

where F is the applied force per unit width of the specimen. However, as shown
in Fig. 10, the force F also loads the adherends in shear as well as in bending . The
shear results in additional deformation at the crack tip beyond what would occur
under an equivalent pure bending moment [29]. For many practical geometries,
the ratio a/ h is sufficiently low that the extra contribution to the energy-release
rate from the shear force is important. Under these conditions, numerical, rather
than analytical schemes need to be employed for rigorous calculations of the
energy-release rate. Finite-element results for the energy-release rate are described

F

F

Fig. 10. An applied load provides a moment and a shear force at the tip of a crack.
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by the empirical fit [43)

9, =

2(a

Eh h +0.677 )2.
12F

(2.6)

This is the appropriate equation to use when analyzing experimental doublecantilever beam (DCB) results in the LEFM regime (for a/ h > 1). In this context,
it should be noted that the expression

(2.7)
which is the basis for the DCB specimen in the ASTM standards [I) is an
approximate analytical result for the effects of shear [36,41]. However, the form
of the correction factor for shear that this equation provides is incorrect (compare
it with the correct form given in Eq. 2.6). Furthermore, Eq. 2.7 underestimales
the energy-release rate for the double-cantilever beam geometry, and should not
be used to analyze experimental results despite it being the basis of an ASTM
standard.
The use of Eq. 2.6 to evaluate the energy-release rate requires the crack
length to be measured during the course of the experiment. With transparent
adherends, this can be done optically through the adherends so that the profile
of the crack front can be observed. With other materials, the crack length must
be monitored from the side of the sample either optically or using electrical
resi stance techniques. It is then desirable to use post-fracture observations to
determine the crack-front profile and ensure that surface effects are not influencing
the results unduly. It is also a matter of sound experimental procedure to monitor
the displacements of the loading points, ~ (Fig. 9). This provides a means of
calibrating the other parameters. Furthermore, measurement of time during the
experiments allows the effects of crack velocity to be determined. In particular,
it should be noted that values of toughness should be quoted in conjunction with
the appropriate crack velocity. During a constant-displacement-rate test, there is a
competition between the tendency for the applied energy-release rate to increase as
the crack opening is increased, versus the tendency for the applied energy-release
rate to decrease as the crack length increases. Whether the applied load increases
or decreases depends on how fast the crack mouth is opened compared to the crack
velocity. The rate of change of the energy-release rate, 9,, is approximately given
by

g.

Li

a

- =2--49,
~
a

(2.8)

where Li is the rate at which the crack mouth is opened, and a is the crack velocity.
If Li is kept constant, the energy-release rate will increase when a < a /2t, where
t is the time elapsed, but will decrease when a > a /2t. Since the crack velocity
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itself may depend on the energy-release rate, a fairly rich variety of behavior can
be expected that needs to be carefully interpreted [7].
If the crack length, a, load per unit width, F, and displacement, Ll, are
continuously monitored, it is also possible to calculate the energy-release rate
from the general expression [28]
F 2 dC

2

9, =

(2.9)

da

where C = Ll/ F is the compliance of the specimen. This provides an excellent
way of measuring the energy-release rate since it does not rely on analytical or
numerical analyses of the geometry. Empirical fits to numerical analyses of the
DCB specimen indicate that this compliance is approximately given by [54]

(a

)3

(2.10)
C= - 8 -+0.677 ,
Eh h
to within about I 0% if a/ h > I, where the second term in the bracket is the
correction to the beam-bending equation caused by shear.
Eq. 2.10 forms the basis for a third type of test based on the double-cantilever
beam geometry - the wedge test. In the wedge test, a wedge of known thickness
is inserted into the crack mouth, and the resulting crack length is measured. If the
wedge size, Ll, and crack length, a, are known, the applied energy-release rate can
be deduced from Eqs. 2.6 and 2.10 as

g,

00

3E L1 2 h 3
-

- 16(a+0.677h)4

(2.11)

for a/ h > I. If the crack grows and is then arrested, the value of the energy-release
rate when the crack is stationary gives the critical energy-release rate for crack
arrest (which can be taken to be the value of toughness at zero crack velocity). If
the crack length can be measured as a function of time, it is possible to deduce
information about crack-growth kinetics [44]. Since wedge tests can be monitored
over long periods of time and can be used in hostile environments, they form
a good basis for investigating the effects of environment on statically loaded
cracks, as in the 'Boeing wedge-test' [21]. For accurate results, the effects of shear
should be included in the analysis, and Eq. 2.11 should be used to deduce the
energy-release rate.

2.4. Effects of large deformation in adhesive layer
The discussion of the previous sections has been based on the assumptions of
linear-elastic fracture mechanics. This requires that the adherends do not deform
plastically, and that the deformation of the adhesive layer does not contribute
significantly to the overall deformation of the system. Plastic deformation of the
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Fig. 11. An experimental load-strain curve for a DCB specimen (Al 6061-T6 adherends) fabricated with a 0.2-mm-thick layer of XD4600 (Ciba Specialty Products). For this specimen,
h = 34.0 mm, a = 73.0 mm, b = 9.53 mm. This specimen was tested at a displacement rate of I
mm/min [4].

adherends is addressed in Section 3. In this section, the effect of the deformation
of the adhesive layer is considered. If the compliance of the adhesive layer is large
relative to that of the adherends, or if the cohesive strength of the adhesive layer
is relatively small, then deformation of the adhesive may contribute substantially
to the overall deformation. This latter effect is illustrated in Fig. 11 which shows
experimental data for a DCB specimen bonded with a commercial adhesive [4].
The constraint exerted by the adherends in this system was sufficiently great to
cause cavitation and subsequent development of a large-scale bridging zone that
supported a relatively low level of stress. This results in significant non-linearity
of the load-displacement curve before fracture, and some care is required for the
interpretation of the data.
Elastic-foundation models have been used to analyze the effects of both
the compliance [23,55] and the plastic deformation of an adhesive layer [55].
Cohesive-zone models in which the adhesive layer is replaced by cohesive-zone
elements provide powerful techniques to analyze the phenomena and to couple
them to the fracture process. Using the trapezoidal traction-separation law shown
in Fig. 4, normalized load-displacement curves for a DCB specimen are shown in
Fig. 12 [4]. The maximum loads supported by the DCB joints are of the fonn [29]
(2.12a)
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Fig. 12. Non-dimensional plot of the load-displacement curves for a DCB specimen with
different values of the fracture parameters [4].

The LEFM result of Eq. 2.6,
(2.12b)
is appropriate only when the normalized parameter E I'1 0 /a 2h is very small (i.e.,
a large cohesive strength, a low intrinsic toughness of the adhesive layer, or very
thick adherends) . In particular, it should be noted that if the peak load is used
with Eq. 2.6 to calculate the energy-release rate at fracture , this value will result
in an underestimate of the intrinsic toughness, Tio, when E I'iol a2 h is greater than
about one. 8 Accurate values for the fracture parameters of an adhesive system
under these conditions have to be found by matching numerical predictions for
both the shape of the load-displacement curve and the peak load to experimental
measurements. Similar corrections need to be made to Eq. 2.10 when analyzing
the results of a wedge test under conditions unless E I'r. 0 / a2 h is very small.
The discussion of the previous paragraph can also be illustrated following the
approach of [55] in which the cohesive zone is viewed as providing an effective
increase in the crack length. This can be seen from Fig. 11 because the results for
the geometries with an initial crack and a cohesive zone all merge into the LEFM

R However, interpretation of such data in terms of extrinsic toughening and R-curves does provide
an acceptable alternative approach. See Cavalli and Thouless [4] for a more detailed discussion of
this point.
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results for longer cracks. Empirical fits to the results of the numerical calculations
shown in Fig. 11 [4,29] suggest that when the cohesive zone is fully developed (at
the point of crack growth), the effective crack length, Geffective, is approximately

Geffective = Go + f ( E I'io )
h
h
a2 h

En
)
;::::: G~+ ( 0.33~+0.21
h
a2h

114
•

(2.13)

where G0 is the actual crack length (measured to the point where there is no
bonding across the interface). This expression provides the basis for a technique
to determine the fracture parameters from experimental data for a DCB geometry
without resorting to numerical calculations. Substituting the effective crack length
for a in Eq. 2. LO an approximate expression for the compliance can be found as
(2.14)
where the second term in the brackets is a measure of the additional compliance
caused by deformation of the adhesive, and the third term is a measure of the
additional compliance caused by shear. This equation can be used as the basis
of an approximate analysis of either the wedge test or the DCB test when there
is extensive deformation of the adhesive. For example, matching this compliance
to the crack-opening displacement at the peak load, Fmax, allows an estimate for
E I'i 0 /a 2h to be obtained. An estimate for the intrinsic toughness can then be
found from an expression derived from Eq. 2.6

I'io= 12Fmax.1Go+(o.33EI'io+0.21)1;4l2
Eh
h
a 2h

(2.15)

3. Fracture of plastically deforming adhesive joints

3.1. Introduction
Linear-elastic fracture mechanics can only be used to characterize fracture of an
adhesive joint when the two parameters E [j 0 /a 2 h and E [j 0 /a-;h (in mode-I) are
sufficiently small that linear-elastic deformations dominate the behavior of the
joint. The effect of the parameter E [j 0 / a2 h was discussed in the previous section.
In this section, the effects of large-scale plastic deformation in the adherends will
be discussed.
In many practical applications, gross plastic deformation of the bonded materials occurs before fracture [27]. As a simple example, consider two adherends
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Fig. 13. A symmetrical. double-cantilever beam with each arm of thickness h . subjected to a pure
bending moment M .

of thickness h bonded by a layer of adhesive and subjected to a remote bending
moment, as shown in Fig. 13. Provided that 8- /ay < 3, so no process zone is
introduced in the adherends, it can be easily shown [20] that if

EI'io

-->-

a}h

3'

(3.1)

macroscopic plastic deformation will occur before the crack starts to grow. If
8- /ay > 3, plastic deformation will occur in the adherends owing to the process
zone, even if Eq. 3.1 is not met. There have been several energy-balance analyses
based on classical beam- or plate-bending theories to investigate the effect of
adherend plasticity on the fracture of adhesive joints [20,22,47]. At the heart of
all these analyses lie two critical assumptions: ( 1) that bending is the dominant
mode of deformation; and (2) that simple beam-bending theory can be used to
describe the deformation of the adherends. As will be discussed below, these
are invalid for most practical configurations. Therefore, the general notion of
developing analytical approaches based on beam-bending theory for describing
the fracture of plastically deforming adhesive joints is inappropriate. Rigorous,
numerical calculations such as cohesive-zone models are required.

3.1.1. Pure bending
The problem with the second assumption - the use of simple beam-bending
theory - can be demonstrated by considering the simplified geometry shown in
Fig. 13 where a symmetrical double-cantilever beam consisting of two beams of
thickness h and bonded by an adhesive layer (with an intrinsic toughness of I'io
and a cohesive strength of 8-) are separated by a pure bending moment, M. If the
relationship between the stress, a, and strain, e, in the adherends is given by a
power-law hardening relationship of the form
(3.2)

where A and n are material constants, then an energy-balance calculation results
in a prediction of a critical bending moment
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(3.3)

being required to separate the two adherends [58]. However, this calculation
neglects the effects of er which need to be explored by the use of a cohesive-zone
model. Such an analysis shows that the cohesive stresses introduce a triaxial stress
state that inhibits plastic deformation in the beams and invalidates the assumption
of symmetrical bending used in the derivation of Eq. 3.3 [58]. Fig. 14 shows
how the cohesive stress acts to raise the steady-state value of the critical bending
moment above that predicted analytically. This triaxiality effect occurs even at
relatively low values of er, well below that required to induce a process zone.
(However, it should be noticed from Fig. 14, that the analytical result correctly
predicts the initiation of crack growth, because the bending of the arms behind the
crack tip are unaffected by the cohesive zone at this stage in the fracture process.)

3.1 .2. Effect of shear
The second assumption invariably used in analytical derivations of the strength of
plastically deforming joints is that the crack propagates under pure bending. This
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assumption is at the heart of several analyses that have been developed for the peel
test [20,22]. However, as discussed in Section 2.3, if a specimen is loaded by an
applied force rather than by a moment, there will be both a bending component
and a shear component acting on the adherend at the crack tip (Fig. 10). When
an applied force is transmitted through a film or laminate to the crack tip as a
bending moment, bending deformations can lead to extensive plastic dissipation.
In other words, the bending component of an applied force is not transmitted
efficiently to the crack tip if yield occurs. In contrast, the shear component of an
applied force is transmitted very efficiently to the crack tip, and does not result
in extensive plastic deformation. The work done by the shearing component of
the applied load efficiently contributes to overcoming the cohesive energy of an
interface. The work done by the bending contribution is partially dissipated by
plasticity. Numerical analyses [58,59] indicate that, for power-law plasticity, the
shear component is dominant for small values of Ah/ I'io (where his the adherend
thickness), while the bending component is dominant at larger values of Ah/ I't 0 •

3.2. Peel test
The effect of shear is illustrated in an analysis of the symmetrical 90° -peel test
[59]. Fig. 15 shows the configuration, and Fig. 16 shows how the steady-state
peel force varies with the normalized thickness of the adherends, Ah/ r 10 • While
the bending assumption is valid for very large values of the parameter Ah/ I'io,
as discussed in Section 3.1.1, large cohesive stresses introduce a constraint that
elevates the bending moment (and hence, peel force) required for fracture above
that predicted by pure bending analyses [59]. At lower values of Ah/ I'io, the
effects of shear at the crack tip become important and decrease the peel force
below that predicted by bending analyses. In the limit of Ah/ I'io = 0, only shear
acts at the crack tip. Therefore, no energy is dissipated in bending, and the peel
force tends to the thermodynamic value of I'to/2. The competing effects of the
cohesive stresses and the shear force cannot be treated analytically, and only
numerical techniques should be used to analyze them.
To complete the discussion of the peel test, the effect of a finite yield stress for
the adherends should be discussed. Fig. 16 was derived for a system with powerlaw hardening from zero yield strength. If the adherends have a yield strength of
ay, there will be a critical thickness. similar to the form given in Eq. 3.1, above
which macroscopic plasticity does not occur. While this regime has been explored
in a numerical study by Wei and Hutchinson [53], no full analysis that covers
both of the regimes explored by Yang et al. [59] and Wei and Hutchison [53]
has yet been completed. However, a schematic sketch of the expected behavior is
shown in Fig. 17. When the thickness of the adherends is small, shear forces will
dominate so the energy dissipated in bending will become negligible and the peel
force will tend to the thermodynamic limit of I'to/2. The peel force is expected to
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Fig. 15. Configuration for a symmetrical 90C-pccl te.st. showing how, in g.cneral, both a bending
moment and a shear force act at the crack tip.

rise as the effects of plastic bending become important for thicker adherends. For
very thick adherends, bending will be dominated by elasticity. The peel force will
then depend on the magnitude of the cohesive stress. No crack-tip plasticity will
be induced if the cohesive stress is less than about '.kt,. [53 ], and the peel force will
fall to an asymptotic limit of fro/2. The resultant peak in the peel force shown
in Fig. 18 is similar to that suggested by Gent and Hamed l 11 ]. ff the cohesive
stress is greater than about 3(j,, a process zone in the adherends will be induced
by crack-rip plasticity, and the asymptotic peel force for very thick adherends wiJI
be substantially elevated t53 ].

3.3. General mixed-mode problems
To model geometries that are nor symmetrical, the traction-st:paration laws for
modt:s I and II need to be determined (a third law would ht: required for mode-III
problems). fn particular, va lues for Tio, I'i 10 , and f net:d to be dt:termint:d from
mode-I and mode-II rests. These are then incorporated into the traction-st:paration
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laws of cohesive-zone elements that interact with the surrounding adherends in
a finite-element model. An approach for determining the relevant parameters and
incorporating them in numerical models has been recently established [ 17 ,57-60].
This will be reviewed here using, as an example, one particular material system
consisting of aluminum (5754 alloy) and a 0.25-mm-thick commercial adhesive
(XD4600 from Ciba Specialty Products).

3.3.1. Determination of mode-[ parameters
The mode-I fracture parameters can be determined using a wedge-loaded doublecantilever beam specimen. The test configuration is sketched in the inset of Fig. 18.
The contact force between the wedge and the beams provides a combination of
a bending moment and shear loading that opens the crack. The use of different
sized wedges and adherend thicknesses allows different combinations of bending
moments and shear forces to act at the crack tip [56,58]. The bending moment
causes a plastic radius of curvature, Rp, to be developed. This can be can be
measured and compared to numerical predictions from a cohesive-zone model to
deduce the mode-I fracture parameters [58]. This procedure was performed on
the 2.0-mm-thick specimens and, when the crack propagated within the adhesive
layer, the mode-I fracture parameters were found to be I'io = 1.4 kJ m- 2 and a =
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100 MPa. These parameters were then used, without any further modifications,
to predict the radii of curvature of DCB specimens with different adherend
thickness. The excellent agreement between the numerical and experimental radii
of curvature are shown in Fig. 18 as a function of the wedge-tip diameter, D.
Furthermore, it has been shown that these mode-I fracture parameters can be used
without modification to provide excellent agreement for the same combination of
materials in other mode-I configurations [58,59].
It should be noted that the fracture parameters are sensitive to the constraint
exerted on the adhesive layer by the deforming adherends. Both the cohesive
strength and the critical displacement for fracture can be affected by the local
stress state. A detailed analysis [ 17] has shown that these effects are not significant
for the range of adherend thicknesses shown in Fig. 18. (Although they are
responsible for the small discrepancies that can be seen between the predictions
for the different thicknesses in this figure .) Furthermore, it has also been shown
[17] that the traction-separation law was not very different when the same
adhesive was used to bond steel rather than aluminum. However, a huge difference
was observed when very thick aluminum adherends that deformed elastically
during fracture were used [4] . Under these conditions, the large constraint altered
the failure mechanism of the adhesive by causing void nucleation and growth. This
led to large-scale bridging by the adhesive layer, a large increase in the critical
displacement to failure of the adhesive layer, and a substantially enhanced level of
I'io - about 3.4 kJ m- 2 . Finally, it should be observed that the mode-I fracture
parameters depended on the locus of failure. When the crack was driven close to
an interface with aluminum, I'io dropped to 1.0 kJ m- 2 and a dropped to 60 MPa.
These are the values of the mode-I parameters that have to be used when analyzing
mixed-mode fracture with aluminum adherends, because under these conditions
the crack invariably propagates at an interface.

3.3.2. Determination of mode-// parameters
The mode-II fracture parameters can be found by matching numerical and experimental results for the loads, displacements and the extent of crack propagation
in three-point bending tests of adhesively bonded, end-notched flexure (ENF)
specimens (see the inset of Fig. 19). These were determined to be I'iio = 5.4
kJ m- 2 and f = 35 MPa [60]. 9 Fig. 19 shows the resultant comparisons between
the numerical and experimental load-displacement curves for ENF specimens
fabricated from various thicknesses of aluminum adherends and a 0.25-mm-thick

9

In this case, an independent check on the magnitude of i was found by determining the sLressstrain curve of the adhesive layer when constrained between two aluminum plates in a napkin-ring
lest [60].
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layer of XD4600 adhesive. The deformed shapes of these samples during and after
fracture were also modeled very accurately using these parameters [60].

3.3.3. Mixed-modefracture
Once the appropriate mode-I and mode-II fracture parameters for the system
have been established, they can be combined using the mixed-mode failure criterion of Eq. 1.4 and the definitions of the energy-release rates given in Eqs.
1.3. By incorporating cohesive-zone elements developed using these equations
into finite-element calculations of mixed-mode geometries, the fracture of a variety of different adhesive joints can be predicted quantitatively. Results for two
specific geometries are illustrated here: an asymmetric T-peel joint and a single
lap-shear joint. The predicted load-displacement curve of an asymmetrical T-peel
joint having a thickness combination of 1.3/2.0 mm is shown in Fig. 20 by the
dashed lines . It can be seen that the numerical prediction does an excellent job
of reproducing the entire deformation history of the asymmetrical T-peel joint,
including the onset of instability (where the numerical calculations ceased). The
response of specimens with different thickness combinations were equally well
predicted by the model [57]. Moreover, comparisons of the numerically predicted
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Fig. 20. A comparison between the experimental load-displacement curves for an asymmetrical
T-peel specimen with one adherend which is 1.3 mm thick and the other 2.0 mm thick. The
shaded areas in this figure indicate the range of experimental data from five specimens [57].

and experimentally observed defom1ations clearly demonstrate the excellent capability of this model to capture the detailed deformation of the sample (Fig. 21 ).
All the features of the deformation, including the large strains and rotations, the
extent of fracture, and the asymmetry of bending, are quantitatively captured. The
predicted load-displacement data of a single lap-shear joint with an adherend
thickness of 2.3 mm is plotted in Fig. 22, and compared to the experimental data.
The deformation of the specimen is predicted accurately by the analysis (Fig. 23).
Furthermore, the simulations do an excellent job of predicting the behavior of
lap-shear joints of different geometries [ 18,57].

4. Summary

This paper has provided an in-depth discussion on the fracture of adhesive joints
with a focus on how to deduce the 'intrinsic' fracture parameters of the adhesive
layer from experimental results. The approach of using these parameters in
cohesive-zone models to predict the fracture of adhesive joints has been outlined.
By using this approach, many important issues that are frequently encountered
in the fracture testing of adhesive joints, yet are usually ignored by traditional
fracture analyses, have been fully addressed and the results are presented in the
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Fig. 21. A comparison of the numerically predicted (a) and experimentally observed (b) deformation of a 1.3/2.0 mm asymmetric T-peel specimen [57).
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Fig. 23. A comparison of the numerically predicted and experimentally observed deformation of
a 2.3-mm-thick single lap-shear joint [57).

context of this paper. These issues include shear loading of the adherends, the
influence of adhesive compliance (large deformation in adhesive layers before
failure), and the effects of gross plasticity in the adherends. A brief review of the
key points is given below.
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It is of crucial importance to recognize that there are generally two equally
important normalized parameters that characterize the fracture of an adhesive
joint. They are the joint toughness, E I'10 / h, and the joint strength, E I'ro/ a2h.
Note that this is in contrast to the LEFM concepts that recognize only the role
of joint toughness. The normalized joint toughness determines whether gross
plasticity will occur in the bonded adherends, and the normalized joint strength
characterizes the influence of adhesive compliance on the global deformation of
the joint. Equations derived from LEFM (Eqs. 2.3-2.5) are valid only when both
the parameters are sufficiently small.
A sufficiently small value of E I'r 0 /a;h indicates that the adherends exhibit
only elastic deformation during the fracture . However, this does not mean that
LEFM results can be used without any modifications. Instead, one needs to
examine further the effects of loading the adherends in shear, and the influence of
large deformations in the adhesive layer. While numerical approaches are required
for a rigorous analysis of these effects, approximate approaches based on the
concept of replacing the actual crack length, a 0 , with an effective crack length,
a effective , are possible (Eqs. 2.12-2 .15).
If E I'r 0 /a;h exceeds a critical value that depends on the joint geometry (e.g.,
Eq. 3.1 ), gross plasticity will occur in the adherends before the crack starts to
grow. Under this condition, local plasticity in the adherends is coupled to the
fracture process in the adhesive. Local plasticity in the adherends is controlled
by two stresses: the bending stress from the external loading, and the cohesive
stress from the fracture process. It is emphasized here that the traditional beambending type of analyses are inappropriate because they neglect the effects of the
cohesive stress, which is very significant even when it is relatively small (Fig. 14)
because of the stress-sensitive nature of the post-yield behavior of the adherend
materials. Moreover, the effects of shear loading of the adherends and adhesive
compliance are all coupled to the fracture event and it is impossible to study them
individually owing to the strongly non-linear nature of the problem. Therefore,
rigorous full-scale numerical simulations are required .
The general-purpose mode-dependent cohesive zone modeling approach outlined in this paper (Eqs. 1.2- 1.4) provides a powerful tool for analyzing this type
of problem. The four fracture parameters required by the model can be obtained
from two simple fracture tests: a symmetrical wedge test for I'ro and a, and an
edge-notched flexure test for I'11 0 and f. While these parameters are sensitive to
large changes in the constraint exerted on the adhesive layer by the adherends,
they can be used to make accurate predictions about the strength of other adhesive
joints made of the same material system.
Moreover, these mode-dependent cohesive-zone calculations reveal some very
important mechanics associated with plastically deformed adhesive joints. The
most important is to appreciate that two competing modes, shear-dominated and
bending-dominated, contribute to fracture. Shear fracture is dominant when the
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normalized joint thickness, Ah/ I', is relatively small and bending fracture dominates at large values. Competition between the two modes results in the wedge-tip
size dependence of the measured radius of curvature (Fig. 18) in a wedge test, and
in the thickness dependence of the measured peel force in a symmetrical 90°-peel
test (Fig. 16). Note that Fig. 16 also shows that the transition zone from shear
dominant to bending dominant fracture is fairly large and covers the thickness
range of engineering application interests (,...., mm). This emphasizes again the
necessity of using full-scale CZM numerical calculations. These effects also occur
in the fracture of mode-II and mixed-mode joints but they are less obvious because
of the complicated stress state. However, the excellent agreements between the
numerically predicted and experimentally observed deformations (Figs. 21 and
23) and load-displacement curves (Figs. 19, 20 and 22) demonstrate the point
that all the important mechanisms are well represented in the CZM numerical
calculations.
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Chapter 8

The mechanics of peel tests
A.J. KINLOCH* and J.G. WILLIAMS
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine,
Exhibition Rd., London SW7 2BX, UK

l. Introduction
The analysis of peeling of laminates and adhesive joints has a long history because
peeling is important in many industrial processes and products. The evaluation
of adhesive performance via the use of peel tests is a natural extension of this
situation and the analysis of such tests is highly developed. A major attraction
of peel tests is their apparent simplicity both practically and in their analysis.
This is generally borne out in practice but, in both testing and data interpretation,
attention to detail is important if reliable and useful results are to be obtained.
Some workers [l-10] have analysed the peel test by considering the stress
distribution around the peel, or crack, front. This approach has met with little
success, mainly due to the very complex stress distributions around the peel front,
especially when the crack is located at the bimaterial interface, and the difficulty
of defining a failure criterion. Others have used a fracture-mechanics method
and adopted a stress-intensity factor approach which is based upon a stresssingularity argument [11,12]. This method has not proved to be very rewarding,
mainly due to there being little physical basis for this approach in adhesive
joints. For example, this approach predicts [ 13] oscillating stresses at the crack tip
located at a bimaterial interface, which leads to the prediction that the crack face
displacements also oscillate and, very near the crack tip, interfere. This is clearly a
physically impossible solution. Mathematical ways around this problem have been
proposed [ 14-17], but these typically lead to further complications. Also, in the
case of adhesive joints where thin, constrained layers are often involved, the extent
of the singular-field region is very localised and is often far smaller in extent than
any plastic/viscoelastic process zone at the crack tip [ 18, 19]. This is especially
the case when the joint is subjected to bending loads [ 18]. Thus, the fundamental
' Corresponding author. E-mail: a.kinloch@ic.ac. uk
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requirement of a singular-dominated zone is not met, and this invalidates any
approach based on the assumption of a near-tip singularity field.
It is therefore not surprising that most workers [20-38] have adopted an
approach to analysing the mechanics of the peel test which is not based upon
considering either the stress distribution around the peel front or the determination
of the stress-intensity factors. The approach they have adopted is one based upon
applying a fracture-mechanics method using an energy-balance approach. A value
of the adhesive fracture energy, Ge, is ascertained, which is the energy needed
to propagate a crack through unit area of the joint, either cohesively through the
adhesive layer or along the bimaterial interface [39]. The value of Ge should be
characteristic of the joint and, ideally, independent of geometric parameters such
as the applied peel angle, the thickness of the flexible substrate arm(s) being
peeled and the thickness of the adhesive layer. However, it is recognised that, since
the value of Ge includes plastic and viscoelastic energy dissipation which occurs
locally at the crack tip, it will be a function of the rate and temperature at which
the peel test is conducted. (Only if such energy losses are reduced to virtually
zero and the locus of joint failure is exactly along the bimaterial interface, will the
value of Ge be equivalent to the thermodynamic work of adhesion [22,23,39].)
Thus, the present chapter will concentrate upon the analysing the mechanics of
the peel test by applying a continuum fracture-mechanics method using an energybalance approach. The theoretical methods, via both analytical and numerical
techniques, which have been reported to ascertain values of the adhesive fracture
energy, Ge, will first be discussed. As will be seen, the current challenge is
to model accurately any extensive plastic deformation which may occur in the
flexible peeling arm, since if this is not accurately modelled then the value
of Ge deduced may suffer a high degree of error. The latest developments in
both the analytical and numerical approaches will be reviewed and the use of
'cohesive zone models' will be covered. The use of these approaches to interpret
experimental data from peel tests will also be considered.

2. Analytical approaches
2.1. Introduction
The peel test in its most simple form is shown in Fig. I and is a thin peeling
strip which is infinitely stiff in the axial direction but is completely flexible in
bending. The strip is peeled away from a rigid substrate at an angle () by a force
P. When a critical value of P is reached the strip debonds from the surface and,
if we assume that this occurs over a length da, then the force moves through a
distance da(l - cos()) as shown in Fig. 1. This performs work of P da ( I - cos())
and creates a new surface area of b da, where b is the width of the strip. Hence, the
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Fig. I. Schematic of the basic peel test.

energy, G~E, per unit area to create the new area is:
oo£

Ge

=

P da (1 - case)
bda

P

= -(1-cosO)
b

(I)

This is the basis of all the analyses used in peeling and has an attractive
simplicity. Note that the thickness of the strip, h, does not appear in the result,
nor do any material properties. This is because we have assumed that the strip is
perfectly flexible in bending and also is inextensible in tension (i.e. the peel arm
behaves as a piece of 'string' which is infinitely rigid in axial tension; hence the
superscript 'ooE'), so that it simply transfers the external work to the surface in
an non-prescribed way.
The test is an example of a steady-state process in that the debonding region
remains the same as it grows. One would expect that, for a fixed value of G~E,
the load would remain constant and peeling would proceed at whatever speed was
prescribed by the load point. If the rate of movement of the load point proceeds at
a velocity V, then the rate of peeling is at V(l - cose)- 1 • Such a situation is an
example of stable propagation and is very convenient for studying the adhesion of
flexible substrates.
The assumptions outlined above are not always present and to understand them
and cope with the consequences it is useful to set the test in the context of a more
general fracture mechanics approach. An energy-based analysis is usually written
in terms of the energy release rate, G, for a system where the adhesive fracture
energy, Ge, is given by:
- (dUext -dUs-dUd-dUk)
GedA

(2)

and dA is the increment of area created and is b da for the peel test, and dUext is
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the increment of external work performed and is P da (1 - cose) in the peel test.
The term dUs is the change of stored strain energy, dUd is the increment of the
dissipated energy other than that in creating the surface and dUk is the increment
of kinetic energy change. All these last three terms are assumed to be zero in the
simple analysis, so giving Eq. 1.

2.2. Tensile deformation of the arm
In the above, the terms dUs and dUd are both taken as zero since the strip is
assumed to be infinitely flexible and inextensible, so the arm neither stores nor
dissipates energy. Of course, this is never completely true, but is a reasonable
assumption for many test specimens, and the errors incurred are small. However,
such errors may arise in two ways.
The first is from the stretching of the peeling arm, or strip, by the force, P. The
tensile stress, a, acting on the peel arm is given by:
p
(3)

a=-

bh
and clearly this is an important term to consider, since if h is small then the stress,
a, can exceed some limiting value and give failure of the arm before the peeling
load is reached.
Secondly, there is also an effect on the change in the external work, dUext·
Since the stress, a, causes a strain, c, which increases the distance through which
the force, P, moves to ( I + c - cose)da. Thus, we have:

dUext
P
- - = -(I +c -cose)
bda
b
and there will also be an accompanying change in the sum of dUs and dUd,

(4)

E:

~(Us+ Ud)
bda

= hf a de

(5)

0

Thus, we have for the value of G, but where elastic bending is still assumed to
occur:
G~b

=:

f

E

(1-cose)+h(ac -

adc)

(6)

0

and Fig. 2 shows the stress versus strain curve and the two terms involving a and
c. The term a c is the work per unit volume done in the increment of growth and
adc is that taken up by the strip. The difference is shown shaded in Fig. 2
and is the addition to G~b. (Here it is not necessary to distinguish between Us
and Ud, since no unloading occurs. However, it should be noted that a similar
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Fig. 2. Schematic stress versus strain curve of the peel-ann material.

scheme is used later in bending analysis where such a distinction is necessary.)
This relationship may be rewritten as:
(7)

For a stress versus strain curve of the form aas 11 we have:
(I

2-f
sda = (-n )s
a
l+n

(8)

0

and for the linear case the right-hand side is equal to s /2. Such corrections are
included in the latest test protocols for the peel test f40] .

2.3. Kinetic energy effects
It will be noted that kinetic energy term, Uk, has been ignored here and is
determined entirely by the test speed V. Generally the speeds are slow so there is
little change in kinetic energy but such effects may be easily included since the
velocity components, of the peeled arm are:

a,

a(l -case)

and

asine

(9)
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and:
dUk
bda

= ~ pha.2 { ( 1 2

cosB)2 + sin 2 e}

= pha.2 ( 1 -

cosB)

(10)

a

where p is the arm density and is the peeling speed. Thus, using Eq. 2, and
ignoring any strain, t:, in the peel arm and assuming only elastic bending, we have:
.
Gr;E

=

p
b(l -cosB)-ph.'\2(1-cosB)

(11)

i.e.:

G;"' = Eh(l

-cosei[e-( ~ )']

(12)

where C 2 = E / p; and C is the elastic wave speed and E is the tensile modulus
of the peel arm. Thus, kinetic effects are likely to be important for values of the
order of .,faC; i.e. for a polymer with t:,...., 0.01 and C,...., 1500 m/s and a,...., 150
m/s.

a

2.4. Other test configurations
Variations of the simple configuration considered above of an arm of material
being peeled away from a rigidly supported substrate are often made for convenience or encountered in component design and the same form of analysis may be
applied.

2.4.1. 'T-peel' tests
The most common related form of test piece is the 'T-peel' shown in Fig. 3 in
which two thin strips are peeled apart. The forces are the same on each arm
but for unequal thicknesses the bonded 'tail' finds an equilibrium angle. For any

p

p

e '---'

Fig. 3. The 'T-peel' test.
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combination, of course, the applied force , P , moves 2da for a peel length of da
so, assumings = 0 and only elastic bending:
p

•

exc I:. =2-b

(13)

When bending corrections are made, see Section 2.5, the values of the angles 01
and (Ji must be known.
For linear materials, the strain correction may be included for each arm, i.e.:

G:h =

( 2+

£1 + £2)
2

C

P
b

(14)

where:

p
and

(15)

£? = - -

-

bh2E2

2.4.2. Debo11ded strip tests

The debonded strip configuration [40,4 l] is shown in Fig. 4 and is usually used to
debond a central section. The angle changes here and is governed by the strain
since:

e

c=

(l

- cose)
cose

(16)

By analogy with Fig. 1 we have:
F
P=-2sin0

(17)

and hence:

cc~ =

b F.
2 sme

c)

( 1 - cos e + -

(18)

2
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b
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Fig. 4. The dehonded s1rip 1es1.
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i.e.:
Geb

=

Geb

= 3FB

F
(1 - cosB)(l + 2cos0)
c
2bsinB
2cose
which for small values of e becomes [41,42]:

(19)

(20)
8b
Such solutions are often written in the form of the load point displacement, H:
C

(21)

H = atane

and we now have:

G

eb
c

FH cose (l-cos0)(1+2cosB)
F H
= - - 2=-2ba sin e
2cose
2b a

(22)

2.4.3. Two-dimensional blister tests

A similar method is used if the load is applied using pressure as shown in Fig. 5.
For this two-dimensional blister test the strip forms an arc of a circle of radius R
giving:
H = R(l -cosB)

and

a= RsinB

The peeling force at each end is:
pba
P=-=pRb
sine

(23)

(24)

R
f}

Fig. 5. The one-dimensional blister test.
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and using the peeling analogue again :
G ~b=: (1-cose+i)=pR(l-cose+i)

(25)

The strain is given by:

e - sine

(26)

E=---

sin8
And hence:
ceb

=

C

pH
(I - COSe)

[o

-cosB) +

!

2

(e

-sine)]
Sine

(27)

For small values of e, we have:
Geb

c

7

= pH-6

(28)

2.4.4. Axisymmetric blister tests

The axisymmetric blister test is rather more complex [40,43], but the peeling
analysis plus the assumption of a circular profile gives a reasonably accurate
result. The peeling force per unit length along the circumference is given by:
p

T[Q 2

p

=

pa

=

pR

2sine
2
2rrasine
The strain is now biaxial and can be found from the cap area of the sphere:
b

2rr R 2 (] - cosB)

2E =

TC

R 2 sinW

- 1

(29)

(30)

i.e.:
(1 -cosH)

E=----

2(1 +cose)

(31)

and:
G~b =

pR

2

(1-cose + c )

(32)

in the biaxial case. For small values of e this becomes:
ceb
C

= pH~8

(33)

An exact solution (40] gives the constant varying with Poisson's ratio and is
0.652 at v = 0.3 and 0.645 at v = 0.5, i.e. differences of only about 4%. Such
solutions are useful practically since only pressure and height need be measured.
Further details of other cases may be found in [40].
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2.5. Plasticity corrections
Peel tests have the considerable advantages of practical simplicity and ease of
analysis but the latter assumes that there is no energy dissipation other than that
creating the new surface, i.e. Ge, The peeling strip, however, undergoes intense
bending near the contact point and this can lead to local energy dissipation
proportional to the area created and thus falsely high values of Ge, For elastic,
reversible, deformations the bending has no effect, since no energy is dissipated
and Eqs. 6 or 7 may be employed. However, when plastic energy dissipation
accompanies the peeling process then the term dUd (see Eq. 2) needs to be
extended to take such energy losses into account.
The onset of plasticity can be determined from an elastic analysis, since the
moment at which the stress at the outer surface reaches the yield stress is given by
[26,44]:
l
2
(34)
M1 = -bh a y
6
where a y is the yield stress of the peel arm. The input G may be converted to a
local elastic moment and hence:

P
6M 12
-(1-cosB)2 3

ha 2

Eh
(35)
C
b
Eb h
6E
6 y
where ey is the yield strain, i.e. ay / E. The local radius, R 1, of curvature at this
point for when plastic yielding first occurs is given by :

G 00 £

-

-

Y -

- e2

l _ 12M1 _ 2ey
R1 - Ebh 3 - h

(36)

The geometry near the contact point is shown in Fig. 6 and this derivation of
M 1 assumes that at this point the local angle is zero and all of the input G is
transmitted via bending. If the angle at the contact point is not zero but has a value
of Bo, then this is not so and only a proportion is transmitted in this way. The effect
of Bo may be calculated by considering the moment at any point in the strip of
co-ordinates v and x as shown in Fig. 6:

M = P [(xo -x)sinO-(vo -v)cosO]

(37)

where xo and Vo are the co-ordinates of the load point. If <P is the local angle at the
point with coordinates x and v, then large displacement elastic beam theory gives
[30] for a beam of arc lengths:
dv
dx
d</J
sin¢=-, cos</)= and
=
ds
ds
ds
R
and R is the local radius of curvature. Noting the elastic relationship:
1
12M
R
Ebh 3

(38)

(39)
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Fig. 6. Local moments in the peel test.

we have [28-30,44]:
I dR

12P

R 3 d</>

EbhJ

- - = --sin(B-¢)

(40)

This equation may be integrated between the load point where</>= Band R-* oo
and the contact point where </J = Bo and R = Ro, where Ro is the local radius of
curvature at the peel contact front itself, i.e.:

-I =
2R20

-12P
- [ l - cos(B-€10 )]

Ebh 3

12Mo)
= -1 ( 2

Ebh3

2

(41)

i.e.:
M[J

Ebh 3

= -b-P[ 1 -cos(B -B0 )]

(42)

where Mo is the local moment at the peel front.
Note that if Bo = 0 then Eq. 35 is retrieved and for Bo = B. Mo = 0 we have
no induced bending. It should also be observed that in steady state peeling M0 is
applied at the base and the subsequent deformation in the strip is all unloading to
the load point where M = 0 and is mostly elastic.
When Mo > M 1 then elastic-plastic bending occurs which may be analysed
using plastic bending theory, and it is convenient to describe the analysis via the
non-work hardening case (28- 30,44) in which any bending moment M > M 1 may
be written as:
(43)
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where Mp is the fully plastic moment and is given by:
Mp=

I

bh 2 ay =

4

3

M,

2

(44)

and c /2 is the distance of the elastic-plastic interface from the neutral axis and
may be written in terms of the local radius of curvature, R:
2Ey

R

(45)

C

and hence:
'.!:_=~=k
C

(46)

R

and:

M

1

Mp

3k

m = - = l - -2

(47)

The deformation in the peeling process is rather complex and is illustrated in
Fig. 7 via the relationship between m and k. The line OAC is the loading which
occurs on debonding and form < 2/3 and k < I , the relationship is elastic, and:
2
3

m = -k

(48)

M

m=--

Mp

Fig. 7. The bending moment versus radius of curvature relationship.
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Thus the unloading is on the same line and there is no energy dissipation from
plastic bending of the arm. For 2/3 < m < I, the loading line is given by Eq. 47;
but unloading is elastic for I < k < 2 and the energy dissipation is given by the
area OAB . For k > 2, some plastic unloading occurs and the dissipation is given
by the area OACD. Note that some of this 'lost' energy is actually elastic because
the strip does not unload in the steady state. These areas are the dUct/bda term
with respect to bending energy losses in Eq. 2 and may be written as [28,29,44]:
Case (i) for I < ko < 2:

dUct)
(-bdu

A(kJ- + -2- 1 )

-G

Case (ii) for

dUct)
( bda

3

(iJ -

ko

(49)

3ko

> 2:

= G (2ko + _!.Q_ 3ko

(ii)

s)

(50)

where G is the maximum elastic energy (per unit width per unit length) which can
be stored in the peeling arm and for a non-work hardening material is given by:
A

G

J
= -Eht:2
y
7

and where

ko

R,
= -~

(51)

where Ro is the radius of curvature at the peel front.
The input energies may be derived from Eq. 41 for a non-work hardening
peeling arm as:
Case (i) for I < ko < 2:

kJ
3

= Gr£ [ I - cos(B -Bo)]
1-cose
G

(52)

Case (ii) for ko > 2:

8

2ko+--4=
3ko

Ge:°£ [ I - cos(B - Bo)

-A-

J

(53)

I - cosB

G

(In this case, Eq. 50 is modified because of plastic unloading [30].) Similar
relationships can be derived to include work hardening and the forms for the
bi-linear model can be found in [30] and for a power law in [45]. In general, work
hardening has not been found to be a significant effect in many practical cases.
The true adhesive energy, Ge, for both solutions is given by:
eb

Ge= Ge -

(dUct)
bda + G

(54)

A

The nature of the solution is apparent by considering the case of k0
B = rr /2; which reduces to:
and

»

2 and

(55)
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As Oo--+ 0, Ge--+ G and for 00 ~ rr /2, then Ge~ G~b. (The addition of G arises
from the large k0 assumption which is not true as () ~ ()0 .) Thus ()0 is crucial to
finding Ge and if it can be measured directly the correction for plastic bending of
the peel arm can be made by finding ko from Eq. 53 and hence dUd/bda from Eq.
50. However, often ()0 is small and difficult to measure and, since G~b is generally
much greater than G, its value is vital and must be estimated.

2.6. Root rotatiolls
If the adhesive energy dissipation is very local then ()0 arises mostly from the
elastic deformation of the adhered part of the strip as shown in Fig. 8. The
deformation, v, may be deduced from a beam on an elastic foundation model in
which the stiffness k, arises from the half height of the beam, i.e.:
2bE

k,. = -h-

(56)

The deformation is given by [44,46] :

d4 v

-12k,v

-=
. =-4.A 4 V
dx 4
Ebh 3
I
where:
3ks
6
4
A
----i.e.
4
3
1-

Ebh

-

h

(57)

(58)

'

For a bending moment, M 0 , applied at the peel front, the slope (dv/dx)x=O, is
given by:
dv)
12Mo 1
( dx x =O = - Ebh3 ~ =

-()o

Fig. 8. Deformation and loads in the vicinity of the peel fronl.

(59)
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and noting that:

12Mo

(60)

Ebh 3

Ro
we have:

Bo

1
A1Ro

I

= - - = ---i-14 6

h

Ro

= l .28cyko

(61)

The effective length over which the bending occurs, ). 11 , is short compared to h,
so shear deformations are often important [47] and should be included. Ifµ, is the
shear modulus, then the inclusion of shear effects gives:

_,

I [E

(A1h) -=0.24+- --2v
IO µ,

J

(62)

It should be also noted that the stiffness, k,, is determined by the transverse
modulus, E 2 , of the substrate and also by the presence of any adhesive layer. For
an adhesive layer of thickness ha, and modulus Ea, final expressions are [47]:

b

7 h

ha

-=--+k,
40 E2
Ea

(63)

and:

(64)

Returning to Eq. 55, and noting that sine0

~

e0 for small angles we have:
(65)

for the simple elastic root-rotation correction. Thus for a test in which G , is
constant and h is varied, we may note that:

(66)

and:

c a;
Ge

h

2E Ge

(67)
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Thus G~b <X h 112 for low values of h where G~b--+ Ge, which is not captured by
the large k0 solution used here. Similarly as:
~

2EGc

h--+--

i.e. as:

a2
y

while the exact limit is given by Eq. 35 and is
G/Ge= 1/2; i.e. at h = h/2, where:
Geb)
0.625
( Gee max= c~ 12

(68)

then:

3h. There is a

maximum in G~b at

(69)

2. 7. Cohesive stresses
The model of deformation of the bonded section of the peel test results in a
maximum stress, a, at the debond, or peel, front and for the simple elastic case
this is given by:

a-2
ks
b
2Ge

2£

-

-

(70)

h

i.e.:
O' =

2rffe

(71)

which may be written as:
O'

=

ay

~
ye

(72)

and since:

{;
< I
Ge
,

then:

a

>

h

(73)

ay

and the latter term increases for lower thickness values.
It is sensible to argue that the value of a must be limited, and hence for low h
values the stiffness may be adjusted to keep iT constant, and hence:

3k5
Ebh 3

3

a2

)... 4 - - - - - - - 1-

-

2 EGeh 3

(74)

i.e.:
)...-1=h(~EGe)1 ;4
I
3 a 2h

(75)
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and from Eq. 61 we now have:
() =2cyko(~e)l /4(ay)l /2
o
3t / 4
G
a

(76)

and Eq. 66 becomes:
G~h
Ge

=

~;(a)

1.
cy1

14

1

[(c)
Ge

ay

514
( 1-

6)]'

12

In this case, G~h ex h 518 for small thicknesses and is a maximum at
G ~b) = 0.1~~
( Ge
cy

(a

)1/4

(n)

Ge

5/9h

with:
(78)

ay

The value of a /av is usually taken to be in the range of 1-4, so the value of the
term G ~b/Ge is n~t greatly different from the elastic case [48].
Cohesive stress models are used in finite element simulations of the peel test,
see [45,49-53] and are discussed below. The problem is quite demanding since
it involves large deformations and plasticity. The results are generally similar in
form to the analytical approach outlined here, and in particular the variation of
G~ E (or G~b) with thickness. There is little experience with this approach to date
and there is a difficulty in that the value of the term a must be known. This may
be important additional information but the analytical solution suggests that the
solution is insensitive to its value, i.e. a dependence on a of a quarter power over
a limited range of values. The use of such an approach is potentially useful but is
not yet well developed.

3. Experimental results

3.1. Introduction
Obviously, key questions which now arise are how good are these various analytical and finite element analysis methods at yielding a value of the adhesive fracture
energy, Ge, (a) which is independent of the details of the peel test geometry, for
example, independent of the peel angle and thickness of the peel arm ; and (b)
which agree with results from other test methods, for example, with values of Ge
from standard linear-elastic fracture-mechanics (LEFM) tests.

3.2. Effect of peel angle
Kinloch et al. [30] studied the failure of peel tests of polyethylene / aluminium-foil
laminates where the aluminium foil was bonded down to a rigid substrate and the
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Table I

Results for polyethylene/aluminium foil laminates for various peel angles
Peel angle
(°)

G Coo E
(J/m2)

Bo(theory)
(°)

Bo(expt.)
(°)

Ge
(J/m2)

45
90
120
135
150

183
333
373
412
467

20.4

24-30
40-47
48-58
50-60
55-62

236
228
218
223
236

34.5
41.7
46.1
51.7

The thickness of the PE peel arm was 35 µm .

polyethylene film was peeled away at various angles. The results are shown in
Table I.
The values of G~E were determined using Eq. I, and are similar in value to
those of G~b from Eq. 7, since the strain, e, in the peel arm during the test was
relatively low. Note that the values of G~E are highly dependent upon the value
of the peel angle, e, employed. The values of Ge were ascertained by allowing
for the plastic energy dissipation that occurs in the peel test from using Eqs. 50
and 2, but modelling the peel arm as a material which work hardens according
to a bi-linear elastic-plastic stress versus strain relationship [30]. Clearly, when
the plastic deformation is taken into account, the values of Ge obtained are not
significantly dependent upon the peel angle used and, as commented above, the
differences in the values of G~E and Ge are largely due to the energy dissipated
in plastic bending of the peel arm during the test. The values of the local peel
angle, 00 , determined from both the analytical theory and by direct experimental
measurements are also quoted in Table I. As may be seen, there is very good
agreement between the values of 00 from the different methods and this acts as
a direct check on the soundness of the analytical approach outlined above. Thus,
the analytical approach does indeed yield a characteristic value of the adhesive
fracture energy, Ge, which is independent of the peel angle.
Similar encouraging results have been reported by Moore and Williams [55]
who led a 'round-robin' series of tests using, for example, a five-layer structure which formed a polypropylene/tie-layer/poly(ethylene vinyl alcohol)/tielayer/polypropylene laminate approximately 120 µ,m thick, as used widely in
packaging applications. They also reported that a characteristic value of the
adhesive fracture energy, Ge, independent of the peel angle,(), was obtained.
The results for the values of Ge discussed above were all derived using
the analytical approach [30] described in previous sections. However, the peel
test data shown in Table 1 have also been analysed [51,53] employing a finite
element analysis embodying a cohesive zone model (CZM). In the CZM model, a
maximum stress, a-, is defined and the area under the stress versus displacement
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Fig. 9. Cubic polynomial cohesive zone model (CZM) for the stress versus separation law.

curve, which models the crack tip region, is taken to be equivalent to the adhesive
fracture energy, Ge, see Section 2.7. In the present work, the stress versus
separation law used in the CZM has been defined by a cubic polynomial, see
Fig. 9 [54). In this model, u 0 and u 1 are the nonnal and tangential components
of the relative displacement of the crack faces, and the terms 8~ and
are the
critical values of these displacements. A single parameter, Af, based on these
displacements may be defined by:

ot

Ar=

(;;r + (;~'.r

(79)

such that the stress drops to zero at Af = I. (In earlier work l 19.56) it has been
shown that by adopting the above approach the work of separation is equivalent
to Ge, regardless of the combination of nonnal and tangential displacement taking
place in the separation zone. Also. that there are no significant effects due to any
mode-mix vaiiations in the peel test, as discussed in more detail below.) Using this
approach, it was shown that an elastic-plastic finite element analysis, employing
a value of ff = ay (= IO MPa) for the CZM, gave a value of Ge for the 90" peel
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Table 2

Results for polyethylene/aluminium foil laminates with various thicknesses, h, of the polyethylene peel arm
Thickness, h
(µm)

c oo£

eo(theory)

eo(expt.)

Ge

(J/m2)

(0)

(0)

(J/m2)

30
45
60
75
105
135
165
215

195
205
240
260
260
225
240
220

59.5
50.0
46.0
43.4
36.1
29.1
27.1
21.9

54-66
41-49
38-46
38-45
24-32
22-28
22-28
17-21

69.8
62.3
69.3
71.5
67 .3
59.5
65.4
68.2

The peel angle,

C

f),

was 180°.

test of 230 ± 40 J /m 2 . Thus, there is excellent agreement between the analytical
(see Table l) and the FEA CZM approaches to analysing the peel test data given
in [30], and thereby deriving a characteristic value of Ge.

3.3. Effect of thickness of the peel arm
Firstly, the thickness, h, of the peel arm may influence the measured peel force, as
shown [30] by the variation of the values of G"("E as a function of h in Table 2.
However, when the above analytical theory is employed, the resulting value of Ge
is independent of the value of h, and furthermore there is good agreement between
the values of the measured and theoretically calculated local peel angle, B0 , at the
crack front.
Secondly, results for a rubber-toughened epoxy-adhesive bonding aluminiumalloy substrates, where a 'T-peel' test has been employed, have been reported
[45]. The thicknesses of the aluminium-alloy arms was either I or 2 mm. When
the reported peel loads, together with the work-hardening characteristics of the
stress versus strain curve for the aluminium-alloy, are analysed [51] using the
above analytical approach [30], which of course allows for the effect of peel
arm thickness, then it is found that a very significant plasticity correction term
(dUd/bda) has to be applied. If such a correction is applied, then the values of Ge
are in the range of 2900 ± 400 J /m 2 for the l mm and 2800 ± 300 J /m 2 for the 2
mm thick test specimens. Thus, again there is no effect of the thickness, h, of the
arm of the peel specimen on the value of G c.
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3.4. Comparisons of test geometries
A comparison of the results of Ge evaluated from different test geometries is
of particular interest, since if G e has the same value from very different test
geometries this gives confidence in its use for (a) material development and (b)
component design and life-prediction studies.
Firstly, Moore and Williams [55] have reported results from 'T-peel' tests using
the five-layer structure laminate discussed above . The values of Ge were obtained
from 'T-peel' tests via the above analytical method, allowing for plastic bending
of the peel anns. (Thus, measurement of the angles e1 and e2 , see Fig. 3, was also
undertaken since they are required for the plastic-bending analysis.) The results
from the 'T-peel' and the fixed-arm peel test, where the peel angle was varied as
discussed above, were not significantly different.
Secondly, the same rubber-toughened epoxy adhesive as was used for the 'Tpeel' tests [45] discussed in Section 3.3 has also been studied [51,57] using a
LEFM test specimen, i.e. the standard tapered-double cantilever-beam specimen
[58]. At the same rate of test and for the same locus of joint failure, a value of Ge
of 2750 ± 100 J /m 2 was determined using the LEFM test, compared with a value
2900 ± 400 J /m 2 from the 'T-peel' tests. Thus, here we have completely different
test geometries giving the same value of Ge. So, again, a cross-check indicates the
robustness of the above analytical approach for modelling the peel test.
Thirdly, earlier work [21] employing a crosslinked rubbery layer adhering
a polymeric films has also demonstrated that the value of the adhesive fracture
energy, Ge, is independent of the exact geometry of the test specimen . In this study,
no tensile or plastic bending energy dissipation occurred in the peel test, and Eq.
I was therefore used to deduce the value of G e, since under Lhese conditions
G c G ~ E. The results from three very different adhesive test geometries (i.e. (a)
a centrally cracked tensile sheet, (b) an edge-cracked rectangular sheet and (c) a
peel test specimen) were found to give very similar values of G e over a wide range
of test rates and temperatures.
Thus, all the above studies reinforce the suggestion that the value of the
adhesive fracture energy, Ge, characterises the toughness of the interface (or, more
generally, the joint) and that the value of Ge is independent of the exact overall
details of the geometry of the test specimen employed. Although, of course, the
value of G c may well be a function of the rate and temperature of test, as discussed
below, and affected by the presence of any environment.
Finally, it is noteworthy that, from (a) the results shown in Table 1 (where the
value of G e is shown to be independent of peel angle), (b) the above discussions
on the CZM approach in Section 3.2, and (c) the good agreement between values
of Ge from different geometries referred to directly above, there appears to be
no need to invoke the proposition that the ratio of mode I: mode II loading (i .e .
tensile opening to in-plane shear loading) varies dramatically as the applied peel

=
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angle,(), is changed. Such an effect might be expected to influence significantly
the value of Ge, One major reason for this is undoubtedly the fact that the local
angle, ()0 , at the peel front never actually experiences the extreme range of value
used for the applied peel angle, (). For example, from Table I, it may be seen that,
whilst the value of() changes from 45° to 150°, the value of ()0 merely changes
from only about 30° to 60°. Hence, the actual range of any mode I: mode II ratio
experienced by the crack tip regions during the peel test would be relatively very
limited. It is of interest to note that the independence of the value of Ge upon
the way the forces are applied to a joint has also been reported by De and Gent
(59] from their work on joints which consist of a rubbery layer bonded to rigid
substrates.

3.5. Experimental methods using rollers
An alternate strategy for calculating the increment of energy dissipated, dUd ,
other than in creating new surface is to devise an experimental scheme for either
removing it or measuring it directly. Some standard tests go some way in this
direction and such schemes have been described by Gent and co-workers [26,27].
Fig. IO shows a possible method of modifying the 90° peel test by forcing a roller,
of radius r, onto the debonding point by applying a force D at an angle <p. The
value of G c arises from the difference between P and D, where D forces the
strip to conform to the roller. In the work of Gent and Hamed [26], the value of r
was made sufficiently large to avoid plastic bending and a relatively large force,

(1- µ)P

/

/

Fig. 10. The roller-assisted 90° peel test.
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D, was applied to conform the peeling strip to the roller. A force, P, was then
applied to an unbonded strip to determine the value of P necessary to simply bend
the strip and overcome friction. When a bonded strip was then peeled, the value
of Ge was determined by the difference in the applied peel forces. This scheme
has recently received a good deal of attention [60-62] and has been extended to
include plastic bending around the roller and a more complete calibration scheme.
The analysis given here is a somewhat extended version of that given in [60].
For any values of P and D there will be an angle, er, at the debond point as
shown in Fig. 10. For an applied force P only a fraction, i.e. (1 - µ,) P, is applied
at the peeling front; since friction arises in the roller, where µ, is the coefficient of
friction. The energy release rate, G, for this roller-assisted peel test is given by:
p
(80)
G = (I - µ)b(l -coser)

and equilibrium gives:
D
p
-COS<p

b
i.e.:

= (I

- µ)- Cos er

b

p
D
G = (1 - µ, ) - - - cos <p
b
b
and:
Dcosrp
cose,. = - - - (! - µ)P

(81)

(82)

(83)

For the unbonded strip which is used in the calibration tests, then Ge= 0 and
for elastic bending er = 0°. However, for the case of plastic bending then, again
G c = 0, but now G will increase as D is increased until it becomes constant at a
value determined by r, say Gd. Thus, the calibration curve becomes:
1
p =
(D cosrp+Gd)
b
(I - µ) b

(84)

and is shown as line (i) in Fig. 11. For the bonded strip at D = 0, then er = e = 90°
and P / b is the 90° peel force. However, as D is increased, then the value of e,.
decreases and so does the value of P. Eventually, er = e0 and there is no local
bending and the only dissipation is Gd, but P / b is now increased compared to the
case for the unbonded strip by Ge/( 1 - µ). The line for a bonded strip is shown as
line (ii) in Fig. 11 and the value of Ge may be found as shown. Fig. 12 shows data
of this form taken from the work of Breslauer and Troczynski [60] which used
nickel foils for the peel arm of 127 mm in thickness and <p = 0. The appropriate
values areµ,= 0.30, Gd= 268 J/m 2 and Ge= 230 J/m 2 •
To summarise, such schemes do show promise. However, they are more
complex experimentally and introduce an extra source of energy dissipation via
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Fig. 11 . The determination of the adhesive fracture energy, G e, using a roller-assisted 90° peel
test, and a calibration curve.
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Fig. 12. Roller-assisted 90° peel test results for nickel foils bonded to aluminium alloy using an
epoxy adhesive, after roughening of the foils with 150 mesh SiC grains (coarse sanding) or 400
mesh SiC grains (fine sanding) (60] .
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frictional losses, and possible errors may arise in the extrapolation that is required.
Nevertheless, they have the attraction of direct experimental access to ascertaining
the value of Ge and certainly should be explored, alongside analytical and
numerical methods, for allowing for the plastic energy dissipation in the measured
values of the peel force, P.

3.6. Effect of adhesive thickness
If an adhesive layer is present between the substrates, as for example in the case of
the epoxy bonded aluminium-alloy peel tests referred to above, then the thickness
of the adhesive layer, ha, affects the value of Ge via two routes.
Firstly, the adhesive thickness, ha, and adhesive modulus, Ea, both appear in
Eq. 63 and when the adhesive layer is taken into account, this typically results in
a relatively small decrease in the value of dUd/bda; and once this effect is taken
into account the value of Ge should be independent of the value of ha.
Secondly, however, whilst the value of Ge may be independent of the overall
geometry of the peel test, it is well established experimentally [25,39] that the
value of Ge may be a function of the thickness, ha, of the adhesive layer. This
arises not because of any inaccuracies in the basic equations but due to the
relative dimensions of the plastic-viscoelastic at the crack tip and the value of
the thickness, ha, of the adhesive layer. The typical form of the relationship
between Ge and ha for a rubbery adhesive bonding a polymeric substrate which
is being peeled away is shown in Fig. 13. It may be seen that the value of G,
increases significantly as the thickness of the adhesive layer increases, and that
this behaviour is especially pronounced when the value of ha is low. However,
the value of Ge eventually reaches a plateau value for relatively thick adhesive
layers. These observations may be attributed to the energy dissipation that occurs
within the adhesive layer in the plastic-viscoelastic zone at the peel front. It will
be recalled that such localised energy dissipation ahead of the crack tip is included
in the value of Ge. Essentially, as the thickness of the adhesive layer is increased
in the peel test specimen, a larger volume of adhesive is subjected to deformation
per unit area of detachment so that the energy expended increases. However, at
large thicknesses the energy dissipated in the zone at the crack tip then becomes
independent of the overall thickness of the adhesive layer, since the dissipation
process zone no longer involves the entire layer of adhesive. This dependence of
Ge upon the thickness of the adhesive layer has also been reported [39] for LEFM
standard test specimens and arises from the same effects. (It should be noted that
a similar effect could arise with respect to the thickness, h, of the peeling arm,
assuming that the plastic-viscoelastic zone ahead of the peel front develops in
the peel arm. If the value of h is decreased such that it becomes relatively thin
compared to the diameter of the 'fully developed' plastic-viscoelastic zone ahead
of the peel front, then this zone might well be prevented from fully developing at
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Fig. 13. Relation between the adhesive fracture energy, Ge, and thickness, ha, of the adhesive
layer for a poly(ethylene terephthalate) substrate peeling from a thennoplastic rubber adhesive
layer at a peel angle of 180° [25).

low values of h, and hence a reduced value of Ge would be recorded. This effect
has not apparently been reported in the literature, possibly because many peel tests
employ an adhesive layer with a far lower value of the yield stress, o-y, than the
substrate arm. Hence, the plastic-viscoelastic zone at the peel front is confined to
the adhesive layer; and this effect is thus seen to be a function of ha, rather than h .)

3.7. Effect oftest rate and temperature
It is noteworthy that the values of Ge from Tables 1 and 2 are measured for similar
laminates and that the differences in the values of Ge arise from the fact that the
tests were undertaken at different rates of test. The rate being significantly lower
for the results shown in Table 2. The value of Ge does of course encompass (a)
the intrinsic energy needed to rupture the inter-atomic and molecular bonds acting
across the interface (or in the materials forming the interface, if cohesive failure
in these materials occurs), and (b) the plastic and viscoelastic energy dissipated
locally in a process zone ahead of the peel front. This latter energy loss will be
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rate and temperature dependent. Indeed, workers [21-23] have examined the rate
and temperature dependence of the value of Ge as measured from peel test, and
other test geometries and used the Williams, Landel and Ferry rate-temperature
super-positioning relationship to form a 'master curve' for the dependence of the
value of Ge upon the test rate and temperature.

4. Concluding remarks
The peel test is an attractive test method to assess the performance of a wide
range of flexible laminates and adhesive joints. However, although it is a relatively
simple test to undertake, it is often a complex test to analyse and thus obtain a
characteristic measure of the toughness of the laminate, or adhesive joint.
The most successful approach that has been adopted is one based upon applying
a fracture-mechanics method using an energy-balance approach. A value of the
adhesive fracture energy, Ge, is thereby ascertained, which is the energy needed
to propagate a crack through unit area of the joint, either cohesively through the
adhesive layer or along the bimaterial interface. The value of G e may be obtained
via an analytical or a numerical analysis of the peel test. However, both of these
theoretical approaches still need to be further refined in order to deal accurately
with peel tests that involve large degrees of plastic deformation of the peel arm(s).
It has been shown that the value of Ge is essentially a characteristic of
the laminate or joint. It is independent of geometric parameters such as the
applied peel angle and the thickness of the flexible substrate arm(s) being peeled.
Furthermore, the values of Ge obtained from peel tests agree well with values
ascertained from very different joint geometries. However, it must be recognised
that the value of Ge includes plastic and viscoelastic energy dissipation which
occurs locally at the crack tip. Thus, for relatively tough adhesives, and when
the thickness of the adhesive layer is relatively low, Ge will be a function of the
thickness of the adhesive layer. Further, such energy dissipation will lead to the
value of Ge being dependent upon the rate and temperature at which the peel test
is conducted.
Finally, the fact that the value of Ge includes plastic and viscoelastic energy
dissipation means that the peel test does not usually directly measure the intrinsic
adhesion, even when the locus of failure is exactly at the interface hetween the
materials forming the laminate, or joint. (Except in those rare cases when the
test is conducted under conditions such that the plastic and viscoelastic energy
dissipation tends to zero [23,39].) Also, if the measured peel force is used as the
only parameter to be calculated, rather than the value of Ge, then it should always
be borne in mind that the measured peel force will reflect changes in the geometric
details of the peel test. Thus, inevitably, interpretation of the results from peel
tests based simply upon knowing the values of only the measured peel forces will
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very often be open to some degree of doubt. This reinforces the need for (a) more
physically realistic and accurate models and (b) improved test methods, such as
the roller-assisted techniques, for the peel and associated tests.
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The mechanics of coatings
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1. Introduction
Coatings find use in a wide variety of industries, normally to serve one or more
of the following purposes: ( 1) to protect the surface from corrosion; (2) to control
friction and wear; and (3) to alter physical properties, such as reflectivity, colour,
conductivity, etc. Though there are many different types of coatings, most can be
classified as either organic or inorganic. Organic coatings are usually applied in
liquid form with a spray gun or brush. A notable exception is powder coatings
that are applied in solid form using electrostatic equipment and then sintered
to form a continuous film. Inorganic coatings are usually metallic or ceramic
based. Common examples include conversion coatings (e.g. phosphate), thin
film coatings (e.g. Titanium nitride), which are normally applied via physical or
chemical vapour deposition (PVD or CVD), and plasma sprayed coatings.
Coatings can fail in one of several modes: delamination, fracture, erosive wear,
and general yield. Delamination of a coating refers to the loss of adhesion of the
coating from the substrate, and, if the coating stresses are compressive, usually
involves blistering. Residual stresses, thermal mismatch stresses, environmental
attack, and impact or contact stresses are often cited as causes of delamination. Fracture refers to crack propagation within the coating itself, rather than
crack propagation along the interface between the coating and substrate (i.e.
delamination). Fracture in coatings can often be attributed to impact or contact
phenomena.

• Corresponding author. Tel. +I (416) 979-5000, ext. 7655; Fax: +I (416) 979-5265, E-mail:
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Organic coatings are typically quite sofL and are ofLen applied to hard surfaces.
Inorganic coatings, on the other hand, are usually quite hard, and often applied to
protect softer substrates from wear or the environment. On this basis, it is possible
to make certain generalizations in the stress or fracture analysis of coatings. The
aim of this chapter is to introduce the reader to the most important aspects of the
mechanics of coatings. In keeping with the focus of this volume on adhesion, the
emphasis will be on the interfacial cracking of coatings, and the determination of
the stresses that drive the delamination process.

2. Measurement of mechanical properties
There are five properties that are necessary to perform mechanical analysis:
hardness, strength, stiffness, coating fracture toughness and interfacial fracture
toughness. In addition, we shall also discuss methods to determine coating
thickness, as this can have an effect on some of the material properties, as
discussed below. Hardness, both dynamic and static, is of interest in improving
wear resistance. Stiffness and strength are required in stress analysis, while
fracture toughness is of importance in the assessment of delamination.
Coating manufacturers are often unable to supply mechanical properties, such
as Vickers hardness, Young's modulus, or yield strength. Manufacturers usually
describe their products qualitatively using words such as 'hard', 'stiff', 'soft',
or 'tough'. In fact, many of the current industry standard techniques for coating
evaluation are qualitative, and of value only in comparisons of coating systems.
Two examples of this are the often-quoted pencil hardness tests and adhesion
scratch tests (see Section 2.3.2), which give only semi-quantitative measurements
of hardness or adhesion.
Coating mechanical properties can be affected by the degree of cure, aging
effects, and ambient conditions (e.g. temperature and humidity), making it difficult
to establish a useful database. Moreover, organic coatings are viscoelastic, so that
their properties depend on strain rate and temperature. A complete treatment of
viscoelastic theory is beyond the scope of this chapter, and the interested reader is
referred to Chapter 12 of this volume for a more complete discussion. The reader
may also wish to consult refs. [ 1,2], which are review articles of transient and
dynamic methods of coating characterization.
The measurement of coating properties is further complicated by possible
differences between the bulk and in situ (i.e. when applied to a substrate)
properties, which may also be a function of coating thickness. For example,
the measurement of the in situ hardness of a soft coating on a hard substrate has
been found to approach the bulk coating hardness for thick coatings, and approach
the hardness of the substrate for thin coatings.
With these issues in mind, we shall review the methods currently available to
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measure coating mechanical properties. Most of the methods can be applied to
both organic and inorganic coatings.

2.1. Measurement of coating stiffness
It is normally necessary to determine the Young's (tensile) modulus, E, of coatings in order to perform elastic stress and fracture analyses. Being, in general,
a function of strain rate and temperature, E, is often measured using dynamic
testing equipment, where measurements are made as a function of time-varying
loads with loading frequency (strain rate) and temperature as controlled parameters. Fortunately, for many viscoelastic materials, there exists equivalence between
mechanical behaviour with time and temperature [3]; increasing frequency corresponds to decreasing temperature, and vice versa. Thus, if a fixed frequency
is used and the coating is characterized at a variety of temperatures, it is possible to use 'time-temperature superposition' to predict the behaviour at a fixed
temperature over a range of frequencies.
The mechanical behaviour of coatings can also be measured using transient
methods, such as creep and stress relaxation testing. Creep tests record slrain
under constanl load while stress relaxation measurements record stress under
constant strain. In both cases, the modulus as a funclion of time is calculated.
In dynamic coating tests, an oscillating force is applied to the coating, and the
resulting strain is measured as a function of time. The modulus is then expressed
in complex Lerms, according to standard viscoelastic theory. A variety of dynamic
tests are available (see ref. [2]) for determining the complex modulus, the most
common of which are the torsional pendulum and dynamic mechanical analysis.
In torsional pendulum tests, a coating sample is twisted and allowed to oscillate
freely. The amplitude decay due to energy dissipation is used to give the loss
modulus, and the frequency of the oscillation is related to the elastic properties
and to give the storage modulus. The main drawback of this method is that it gives
the complex modulus at only one frequency. In dynamic mechanical analysis, a
sample is subject to a forced displacement, and the resulting amplitude, along
with the phase difference between stress and strain are measured. Instruments that
allow control of amplitude, temperature and frequency are commercially available,
allowing for measurements over a wide variety of temperatures and strain rates
(i.e. frequencies).
If the elastic properties of the coaling are required at very high rates of strain
such as is the case in impact analysis, an ultrasonic time-of-flight method can be
used to estimate E. The underlying assumption here is that at very high strain
rates, the modulus versus slrain rate curve reaches a plateau, and the response is
elastic rather than viscoelastic. By measuring the time it takes for transverse and
longitudinal ultrasonic waves to traverse a coating thickness, the transverse wave
speed, c 1, and longitudinal wave speed, c1 can be delermined. Knowing the density
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of the coating, p, both the Young's modulus, E, and Poisson's ratio, v, can then be
determined according to [4]:

E

= 4pc~?
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The method allows measurements to be made with the coating in situ, and has
been used for the analysis of coatings subject to solid particle impact [5,6]. A
drawback of the method is the need for a liquid couplant between the ultrasonic
probe and the coating. Concerns about the effects of liquid absorption into the
coating can be eliminated by first applying a very thin metal film using sputtering
[7]. In ref. [7], high frequency ultrasonic surface waves (Raleigh) were used to
measure the modulus of an epoxy layer in a region extending only a few microns
from the free surface.
Inorganic coatings are usually not subject to viscoelastic behaviour unless the
operating temperature is relatively close to the melting point. Difficulties do arise,
however, because such coatings are in general very thin (often sub-micron), and
cannot be easily separated from the substrate, or may fail under very low loads. A
variety of techniques for stiffness determination are available, such as the bulge
test, flexural test, tensile test, elastic wave methods, and indentation testing. In
the bulge test, gas pressure is applied to a free-standing thin film mounted over a
circular hole. The height of the bulge is measured as a function of the applied gas
pressure and the stiffness is then extracted from this information [8]. In flexural
tests, coatings are tested in situ by subjecting coated specimens to three-point (e.g.
[9]) or four-point bending (e.g. [ lO]). The modulus of the coating is extracted from
either load versus deflection or, if strain gauges are used, stress-strain curves in
conjunction with composite beam theory.
If the coating is relatively thick, then a standard tensile test may be performed
on a free film, with the Young's modulus determined from the load-displacement
curve. For very thin free films, a thin metallic foil is coated on both sides. As
the coated foil is loaded, strain gauges on either side record the superposition of
the effects of the coating, foil, and strain gauges, which are then separated using
composite beam theory to yield the coating Young's modulus [
An analysis
of the errors in the flexure measurement of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
associated with uncertainties in experimental parameters can be found in ref.

11 ].
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[12]. The authors conclude that a combination of the flexure, torsion, and thermal
bending tests can be used to accurately determine the Young's modulus, residual
stress, and thermal expansion coefficient, if the Poisson's ratio can be estimated.
Combinations of experimental parameters that give accurate results are presented
[ 12].
The stiffness of inorganic films may also be determined from the measurement of the propagation velocity of surface acoustic waves, C, which, for a
homogeneous material is related to the Young's modulus and density as follows:
0.87+1.l2v~
C=----l+v
2p(l+v)

(3)

where v is Poisson's ratio, E is Young's modulus, and p is the density of the
material. Surface acoustic waves propagate very close to the surface, making
them ideal for thin film characterization, even for films much thinner than the
penetration depth of the wave. No special preparation of the sample is required,
and the measurements are very quickly performed on in situ coatings. In principle,
the wave can be induced by any number of standard piezoelectric transducers, but
a novel and promising approach to this method is the use of pulsed lasers to induce
local heating in an in situ coating, and thus an acoustic surface wave [ 13 ]. For a
wave travelling in a layered material, the relationship is more complicated than
Eq. 3, and a solution of the wave propagation equation must be found that satisfies
the boundary conditions that stresses vanish at the surface and that displacements
and stresses are continuous at the interface [4]. The result is that the wave
propagation speed is related to the frequency of the waves, the film thickness,
and the Young's moduli, Poisson's ratios, and densities of both the coating and
substrate [14]. By comparing the measured surface wave velocity obtained over a
wide variety of frequencies to theoretical wave velocity versus frequency curves
(obtained by solving the above-mentioned wave equation), Young's modulus,
density, and film thickness can all be determined simultaneously, provided that
the coating is relatively thick. For very thin coatings, the information obtained
from the measurement only allows one of the three parameters (i.e. Young's
modulus, coating thickness, density) to be determined. Usually, the density and
film thickness are taken as known, and Young's modulus is derived [14].
A commonly used method for mechanical characterization of inorganic coatings is quasi-static indentation. By monitoring the load and displacement of an
indenter (usually a pyramidal diamond) as it penetrates the coating on a substrate,
the Young's modulus, yield strength, and hardness can be determined. Commercially available nano-indenters typically provide indentation loads in the range
of 0.2-30 mN. Of major concern in such measurements is the influence of the
substrate. Substrate deflection is of concern in the case of hard coatings on softer
substrates, while hard substrates constrain the indentation of soft coatings. The
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Fig. I. A typical indentation load versus indentation depth curve resulting from measurements
made with a nano-indenter.

traditional guideline to minimize such effects is that the indentation depth should
be at most 1/ 10th of the coating thickness [ 15]. Recently, however, investigators
have found that the critical thickness ratio is a function of both coating/substrate
yield strength ratio and indenter geometry [ 16-19] and that the 1/10th rule
overestimates the required critical thickness ratio in many applications. Of additional concern is the effect of the elasticity of the indenter. We shall now outline a
method that takes into account all of these effects and was used for elastic modulus
characterization of the interphase in an epoxy aluminium system [20].
A typical indentation load-depth plot is shown in Fig. 1. For measurement
of Young's modulus, the initial slope of the unloading portion of a plot of
indentation load versus penetration should be used. This is because the loading
portion includes both elastic and plastic effects, whereas the unloading portion is
always elastic (e.g. [21 ]). The unloading curve can be fitted using the power Jaw
relationship suggested in [22]:
p = !J(d-drr

(4)

where P is the indentation load, d is the indentation depth, and dr is the depth
at which the indenter load returns to zero. The parameters o, m, and dr are
determined by fitting the portion of the unloading curve between 40% and 90%
of the maximum load. This has been found to reduce the effect of creep during
unloading [23). The slope of the tangent at maximum load on the unloading curve
gives the uncorrected reduced modulus, Eru which does not account for elasticity
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of the substrate and indenter, as:

"
-dP =/3 * EruvA
dd

(5)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the indenter as a function of the distance
to the indenter tip, and {3* is a parameter determined from an elastic analysis of
the punch problem based on the pioneering work of Chen and Engel [24] and has
values of 1.129, 1.142, and 1.167, for circular, square, and triangular punches,
respectively [21 ]. To correct for the elasticity of the indenter and substrate, the
following relation can be used:

_I_=__!_ (1
Eni

Er

-e-~h) + _I
(e -~h) + _I
Er,
En

(6)

where the reduced modulus Er= E /(1 - v 2 ) and E,, and Eri are the reduced
moduli of the substrate and indenter, respectively, h is the thickness of the coating,
and a is the square root of the indenter cross-sectional area at maximum load. The
parameter a* is a function of a/ h determined by analysis of the elastic punch
problem and can be found in ref. [21 ]. Eq. 6 can then be used to extract the
reduced modulus of the coating, Er from indentation data.

2.2. Measurement of coating hardness and yield strength
The wear properties of coatings are closely related to hardness. Coatings are
often referred to as 'stiff' or 'hard', and many times these terms are used
interchangeably; however, they mean completely different things. Stiffness and
compliance are related to the coating's resistance to deformation under elastic
conditions, while hardness is a measure of a coating's resistance to indentation
under plastic flow conditions. Hardness is thus closely related to the yield strength
of the bulk coating material. In other words, the material properties which control
indentation depth per unit applied force are hardness under plastic flow, and
Young's modulus under elastic conditions.
A commonly used quick characterization of relative hardness is provided by
the pencil scratch test [251 in which a series of standardized, sharp pencils are
drawn across the coating at a specific angle to find the 'softest' one that causes
a scratch. Thus, coating hardness is reported as that of the scratching pencil
(e.g. 4B-4H). The test is obviously subject to a certain amount of subjectivity,
since it depends on the force applied to the pencil, the pencil consistency (i.e.
different manufacturers of pencils make pencils of slightly different hardness),
pencil sharpness and inclination. For this reason, pencil hardness should only
be used as a comparative measure of coating hardness, when the same person
performs the test on a variety of coatings with the same pencils .
The micro- and nano-indentation techniques discussed in the previous section
can also be used to characterize the hardness of both inorganic and organic
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coatings. In hardness testing, the four commonly used tests for micro-hardness,
Rockwell, Vickers, Brinell, and Knoop, are all based on applying a known load to
an indenter and measuring the size of the indentation:

F
A-I

H=-

(7)

where H is the hardness, F is the applied load, and A; is the indented area [26].
Because the indentation is measured after the indenter has been removed, elastic
recovery is not considered, and hardness is only associated with plastic flow. This
is in contrast to the nano-indentation techniques described in the previous section,
which use the continuous load-penetration curve to determine both elastic and
plastic coating properties. The principal difference between the four hardness tests
is the shape of the indenter; a sphere for the Brinell test, a cone for the Rockwell
test, and a pyramid for the Vickers and Knoop. The latter two tests have the
advantage that the measured hardness is independent of the indenter load.
As was the case with the measurement of coating modulus (Section 2.1 ), viscoelastic behaviour and the influence of the substrate can affect hardness measurements. With organic coatings, it is common to distinguish between conventional
quasi-static hardness and dynamic hardness, Pct, defined as the resistance to plastic
indentation at very high strain rates, where it is assumed that both viscoelastic and
elastic effects are negligible.
Dynamic hardness (also called plastic flow pressure) is often used in the rigidplastic analysis of solid particle impacts on both coatings and bare metals, where
it is assumed that, because of the high velocities involved, the material response is
a fully plastic one (e.g. [27]). The dynamic hardness, assumed constant during an
impact, can be used to estimate the trajectory of a particle as it plows the target by
the use of Eq. 7, with F being the retarding force, and A; being the instantaneous
contact area between the impacting particle and the target. Good success in
predicting the crater size in single spherical particle impacts on bare targets has
been obtained by various authors [27-3 l ], and the technique has shown promise
in predicting erosion behaviour for coated substrates, if elastic rebound effects are
considered [5]. The method has been extended to predict coating erosion due to
arbitrarily shaped angular particles [32,33].
Indentation hardness data can also give the yield stress via analysis of the
stresses in the coating due to the indenter. For an elastic-perfectly plastic coating
response, plastic flow occurs at the indentation pressure corresponding to the
hardness as defined in Eq. 7, so that an elastic analysis of the stresses below
the indentation at these conditions, in conjunction with an appropriate yield
criterion results in the relationship between hardness and yield stress. The resulting
relationship is a function of the indenter shape. For example, for the dynamic
indentation of a urethane coating on an epoxy primed aluminium substrate by
a spherical indenter, the authors applied an approximate elastic theory [34] in
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conjunction with the Tresca yield theory and obtained good results with the simple
condition ay = pd; i.e. a perfectly plastic response [5].
The yield stress of a coating can also be measured using standard tensile
testing of free films to obtain the stress-strain curve. The major difficulties are
the fabrication of free films having uniform thickness and the gripping of the
thin specimens. As in all mechanical testing of organic (viscoelastic) coatings, the
temperature, humidity, and strain rate should all be carefully controlled and noted .

2.3. Measurement of coating fracture toughness and interfacial adhesion
strength
Coating fracture usually occurs either in the coating itself or along the interface
between the coating and substrate. For cracks propagating within the coating, the
crack path followed will be the one that maximizes the mode I stress intensity,
whereas interfacial cracks may be mixed mode (see Section 4.2). We must
therefore distinguish between the mode I fracture toughness of the coating, K1e,
and the mixed-mode toughness of an interface, K ( 1/J ). These concepts are covered
in detail in Section 4, and the reader may want to skip forward and read that
section at this point.
2.3.1. Measurement of coating toughness
Nano- or micro-indenters can been used to characterize the fracture toughness of
both the coating and the coating-substrate interface. The fracture toughness, K1e,
of coatings has been related to the propagation of radial cracks in the coating due
to Vickers indentation:
(8)

where B is a geometrical factor determined by experimental calibration, P is
the peak indentation load, and c is a characteristic dimension of the radial crack
[35-37]. According to [36], B = 0.08 gives a good estimate for polycrystalline
inorganic coatings when c / a > 2.5, where a is the radius of the plastic zone below
the indentation. The authors claim accuracy within about l 0% for commonly
encountered inorganic coatings.
Another commonly used method to determine fracture toughness of coatings
is through the use of compliance fracture specimens, whereby the change in
compliance of the specimen is measured or calculated as the crack propagates, and
related to the mode I critical strain energy release rate, G1e- Elementary fracture
mechanics gives the required relationship [38]:
P 2 dC

G=--

2w da

(9)
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where P is the load on the specimen, w and C arc the width and compliance of
the specimen, and a is the crack length. The most commonly used specimen is
the modified double cantilever beam (DCB) specimen shown in Fig. 2 (e.g. 139J).
For evaluation of coating strength. one of the arms of the specimen (the arms
are usually made of a stiffer material such as steel or aluminium) is coated and
attached to the other aim using an epoxy. To ensure that crack propagation occurs
in the coating, rather than any of the interfaces or in the epoxy, both the interfaces,
and the epoxy should he of higher toughness than the coating. This is not a
stringent condition. however, since crack propagation can be directed toward the
coating by employing a mixed-mode loading on the DCB. This is accomplished
simply by applying a greater load to the coated arm than to the arm that is bonded
with the epoxy adhesive 139,40].
As an example. consider the homogeneous DCB (i.e. no coating or epoxy
applied). For this specimen, elementary beam theory gives the compliance as [38]:

o 8a>
C(a) = - = - .1P

Eh w

(10)

so that the energy release rate is given by
2 2

G

2P a
= IEh
3 w::!

(11)

The compliance change as the crack propagates can either be calculated or
obtained experimentally. If an analytical expression exists for C(a), then the
critical strain energy release rate. G 1c, can he obtained hy noting the load at which
the crack propagates. Pc, together with the crack length, a. usually measured
via an optical microscope. For example. in the case of a homogeneous beam,
substitution of P..: and a into Eq. 11 gives G 1c for the case of a homogeneous
beam. G,c can then be related to Kie via Eq. 18.
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Fig. 3. Experimental calculation of compliance for DCB specimens.

For the DCB with a coating and epoxy layer shown in Fig. 2, the presence
of these two layers affects the compliance, and a beam-on-an-elastic-foundation
model can be used to calculate C(a) (41] . It should be noted that if the relative
toughness of the two interfaces, the coating, and the epoxy is such that the
crack propagates along the coating/arm interface, then the measurement of Ge
is no longer the mode I toughness of the coating, but a mixed-mode interfacial
toughness (i.e. Gc(i/1), see Section 4).
If the compliance is to be determined experimentally, the displacement of the
arms, 8, is noted as a function of the applied load, P, and plotted for different
crack lengths (Fig. 3). The slope of the lines in the left panel of Fig. 3 gives the
compliance, C = 8/ P. If the compliance is then plotted as a function of crack
length. and curve fitted (Fig. 3, right panel), G can be determined using Eq. 9.
This experimental procedure was used successfully in the measurement of G 1c for
plasma-sprayed coatings [42J.
2.3.2. Measurement of inte,facial fracture toughness
A common mode of coating failure is delamination at the coating-substrate
interface. The strength of this interface is measured using 'adhesion' tests that
range from the simple adhesion scratch test to the more sophisticated tests based
on fracture and/or contact mechanics. Many of the qualitative tests, such as the
Adhesion Tape Test, are covered in the ASTM standards (e.g. [43-45]). These
should be used only for comparative purposes, where a quick evaluation of
adhesion is required .
Unfortunately, different techniques of adhesion measurement often give contradictory results. For example, the adhesion strength of TiN films deposited on
annealed steel as a function of sputtering time was assessed using the following
tests (46]: (a) adhesion scratch; (b) four-point bend; (c) cavitation; (d) impact;
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(e) laser-acoustic; (f) scanning acoustic microscope; and (g) Rockwell hardness.
The seven methods failed to provide consistent data, and some of the methods
even indicated a reduction in film adhesion for samples expected to have the best
film quality (the highest presputtering time is expected to yield the highest adhesion strength). Of these techniques, the micro-indentation (Rockwell, Vickers,
etc.) and scratch tests are the most common, and are discussed below, together
with methods based on interfacial fracture mechanics specimens.
Because coating stiffness affects the stresses that cause delamination, strain
rate and temperature can have a significant effect on results with organic coatings.
With this restriction, the techniques for adhesion measurement work equally well
for organic and inorganic coatings.
The adhesion scratch test involves drawing a diamond tip across the coating
surface while gradually increasing the normal load on the tip until the coating is
removed. The minimum load required to initiate removal is termed the 'critical
load' and is often quoted as a measure of coating adhesion. The critical load by
itself is useful only for comparative assessments of adhesion between coatings
of the same thickness; however, a variety of authors have suggested methods of
obtaining more quantitative adhesion data from the test. Early attempts focussed
on the calculation of the interface shearing force [47), or the critical value of
the ploughing stress required to remove the coating [48]. More recent attempts
use energy-based or fracture mechanics criteria to estimate the interfacial fracture
toughness [49-51 ], with varying degrees of success. More accurate measurements
of interfacial fracture strength can be obtained using tests based on bimaterial
fracture mechanics (e.g. indentation tests, or interfacial fracture specimens, as
discussed in Section 4). It should be noted that the modified DCB specimen described in Section 2.3.1 can also be used to measure interfacial fracture toughness
by choosing the loadings on the arms so that crack propagation is directed toward
the interface.
Indentation tests can also be used for measurement of the interfacial fracture
strength. The coating is indented by either a ball or Vickers indenter until an
inteiface crack is initiated at a critical load; further loading causes the interface
crack to propagate in a stable fashion. It is usually assumed that indentation causes
a plastic zone to form below the indenter, and that this constant-volume process
causes a compressive radial stress in the coating adjacent to the indenter that drives
the delamination. The delamination may or may not be assisted by buckling of the
coating due to the compressive stresses. Interfacial fracture mechanics techniques
are then used to relate the depth of indentation at the onset of delamination to
the fracture toughness and mode mix of the interface [6,52-56). This will be
discussed further in Section 4.2.
Interface toughness measurement can be accomplished using the blister test,
in which a hole is drilled from the uncoated side of the substrate to the filmsubstrate interface. Air pressure is then applied through the hole, causing the
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coating to delaminate from the substrate. Alternatively, the coating can be made
to delaminate by applying a normal point load to the coating through the hole,
so that the coating is pushed off the substrate. The interfacial fracture toughness
can be related to the internal pressure or point load by coupling plate theory to
a mixed-mode fracture analysis (see Section 4.2.3). Jensen has analyzed both the
point and pressure loading cases, and gives solutions for energy release rates and
mode mix [57). lnterfacial cracking is covered in more detail in Section 4.
It should be noted that these methods work well for inferring the interfacial
crack propagation behaviour, but they cannot measure the conditions under which
a crack will initiate. Estimates of the interfacial shear stress to initiate debonding
can be obtained from indentation tests using an approximate stress analysis
in which the coating is assumed very thin, so that stresses are approximately
constant through the thickness [34]. In this model [58), the plastic zone below
the indentation is modelled as a cylinder, which is replaced conceptually by a
hole under an internal pressure (see Fig. 4), p, which is related to the indentation
hardness of the material:
2H
p=-

(12)

3
The approximate elastic stress analysis of the remaining coating then gives the
maximum interfacial shear stress, r, at crack initiation at the tilm-hole boundary:

r

-(~)H
~c)
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(13)
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where His the hardness of the coating, K;(x) = dK 1(x)/dx, K 1 (x) is the firstorder modified Bessel function of the second kind, v is Poisson's ratio of the
coating, c is the contact radius during indentation, h is the coating thickness, and

~

-- [ 6 ( I - v)
4+ I)

J

I/ 2

(14)

The normal stress across the interface is predicted to be zero. It should be noted
that this approximate analysis is based on normal stresses and strains which are
averaged through the thickness of the coating, and thus the resulting interfacial
shear stress is not suitable for the calculation of the energy release rate and
mode ratio. Nevertheless, this nominal value of the critical interfacial shear stress
was found to be useful in predicting initiation for an alkyd coating on a steel
substrate indented by a rigid sphere [6,56]. A promising method for predicting
crack initiation based on the use of the stress concentration in the vicinity of free
edges of bonded materials [59,60] is discussed in Section 4.4.
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2.4. Measurement of coating thickness
As mentioned above, coating thickness is found to affect many of the properties
of coatings, and therefore, must be measured accurately. There is a variety of
melhods to measure both dry and wet fi lm thickness, both non-destructive and
destructive. An in-depth discussion of all the possible methods is beyond the
scope of this chapter, so we shall onJy mention the main techniques and direct the
reader to the appropriate references. A comprehensive review article covers many
methods for organic coating thickness measurement (61 ], and many techniques
arc covered in the ASTM standards.
For wet film thickness measurement of paints and varnishes (i.e. before drying
of the freshly applied coating), it is common to use mechanical wet film thickness
gauges, which involve pressing or rolling a calibrated scale onto a wet fi lm.
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Examples include the wheel, Pfund, notch, and comb gauges. The appropriate
ASTM standards can be found in refs. [62,63].
Direct measurements of dry organic film thickness can be made using micrometers or dial gauges to obtain the difference in thickness between the non-covered
and covered substrate. Films should, of course, be hard and stiff enough to resist
indentation of the gauges. The ASTM standards for these tests are in ref. [64]. Dry
film thickness can also be measured by observing, under a microscope, precision
angular cuts made using drill bits, groove cutting instruments, or grinding instruments. The substrate should be sufficiently rigid to prevent deformation of the
coating during the cutting process and this method is recommended for coatings
of thickness up to 1.3 mm [65].
For inorganic coatings, an ASTM guide [66] covers coating measurement using
commercially available gauges using the following principles: (a) magnetic attraction (nonmagnetic coatings on magnetic substrates); (b) eddy-current (metallic
coatings on nonconductive substrates); (c) X-ray fluorescence (for metallic coatings up to 15 µm thickness) ; (d) beta backscatter (for coatings having an atomic
number sufficiently different than that of the substrate); (e) Coulometric (amount
of electricity consumed in dissolving the coating in an electrolyte is measured and
related to thickness; suitable for many different coating/substrate combinations);
(f) double-beam interference microscope (for thin or transparent coatings); (g)
microscopic (thickness measured in magnified image of coating cross-section);
and (h) strip and weigh (difference in substrate-coating weight before and after
stripping).
In addition, ultrasonic methods may be used to measure film thickness for both
organic and non-organic coatings. Time-of-flight methods (Section 2.1) may be
used if the density and either the Young's modulus or Poisson's ratio of the coating
are known. Raleigh surface waves can also be used to measure film thickness (e.g.
[67]). The velocity of these waves, being a function of the coating thickness and
material properties of coating and substrate, is measured as a function of frequency
and compared to the theoretical dispersion curve. The use of this method is of
particular interest because the effect of surface irregularities and roughness is
minimized.

3. Analysis and measurement of stresses in coatings and thin films
Stresses in coatings usually arise from one or more of the following sources: (a)
residual stresses due to thermal mismatch as the coating is cured or thermally
processed; (b) residual stresses due to solvent evaporation or change in volume;
and (c) contact as the coating is indented. These stresses may lead to yielding
and permanent deformation of the coating, or fracture along the interface or in
the coating itself (Section 4 ). In all cases, the stresses arise because coating
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displacement is inhibited by the adhesion of the coating to the substrate. In some
cases, the residual stresses are extremely high, as in the processing of ceramic
coatings, where the stresses can reach values as high as I GPa [55].
A large literature exists on the numerical analysis of coated systems. In most
cases, either boundary value or finite element analysis is used to determine
residual and contact stresses. The reader is referred to ref. [68], which contains
a bibliography of 259 papers dealing with the use of numerical methods in the
analysis of coated systems published between 1996 and 1998 alone.

3.1. Residual stresses due to thermal mismatch
Consider a thin coating on a substrate having coefficients of thermal expansion
QI~. and QI}, respectively. Since the coating is thin, the isotropic normal stress in
the coating plane can be considered approximately constant through the thickness
and, in the case of a coating-substrate system, cooled from temperature T2 to T 1 ,
is given by:
T,

a,=

f -E

1-v

(QITc -QITs) dT

(15)

In the case of QI} > QI~ (or T 1 > T2 ), the coating stress is compressive, and the
coating might be subject to buckling and blistering. If QI~ > QI}, the tendency is for
the coating to contract more than the substrate thereby generating a tensile stress
which may crack the coating. The use of Eq. 15 in conjunction with interfacial
fracture analysis is explained in detail in Section 4.2.2.
In practice, the ability of a coating to carry stresses is significantly reduced
when the coating is heated above its glass transition temperature, Tg, so that Tg
may replace T2 in the above expression. The residual normal stress given by Eq.
15 often leads to shear stresses and 'peeling' or normal stresses perpendicular to
the coating-substrate interface. Typically, for the case where the coating is very
thin compared to the substrate, the ratio of shearing (mode II) to peeling (mode I)
stress intensity factors for a crack at the interface is in the range 1.0-1.7.
There is a variety of methods available to coating, substrate and interface
stresses. For metallic films, X-ray diffraction, in which the diffraction angle of
X-rays is correlated to the internal strain in the crystalline structure of the coating,
can be used to characterize the residual stress state. A common method is the socalled 'sin 2 tf/' method, normally used when anisotropy is expected in the residual
stress. The elastic lattice strain is measured via X-ray diffraction with respect to
Euler angles, <p and 1/1 as E,p.ifi, related to the Cartesian strain tensor, Eij, and finally
to the residual stress tensor (see, for example, [69,70]).
A method that is commonly used with vacuum deposited thin films is the
cantilever technique. A thin slab is cantilevered and, as a coating is deposited on
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it, strains are expected to develop in it due to thermal mismatch, recrystallization
processes, and phase transformations. Using elementary beam theory, the average
stress in the coating can be related to the radius of curvature before, Rb, and after,
Ra the film is deposited according to the well-known Stoney [71] relationship:

1

a=

E,h ; ( 1
1)
vJhr Ra - Rt,

( 16)

6 (I -

where £ , v, and h are the Young 's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and thickness with
the subscripts s and f referring to substrate and film. Either the radius of curvature
or the cantilever end deflection can be measured in real time to monitor the
development of residual stresses . Often, optical methods such as laser reflection
fibre optic strain gauges, or laser interferometry are used to measure cantilever end
deflection, which can then be related to beam curvature [72] . A recently published
article reviews residual stress measurement and analysis as it applies to vacuum
deposited thin films, and contains descriptions of these techniques [72]. Eq. 16 can
be used to monitor the average stress (sum of intrinsic stresses, thermal mismatch
stresses and external stresses) in thin films during the deposition process, and is
accurate for cases in which hr« h,. A more general formula that incorporates a
correction for thicker coatings is (72]:
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A more generally applicable method is based on the use of nano- or microindenters. The indenter load-displacement curve is recorded over both loading and
unloading. By assuming that the contact pressure does not change in the presence
of elastic residual stresses, equi-biaxial residual stresses can be determined from
indentation tests for an elastic coating and substrate (73].
Residual stresses can also be determined analytically by treating both the
coating and substrate as beams (e.g. [74]). The results can be used to estimate the
likelihood of cracks occurring in the coating itself or of cracks initiating at the
interface (as opposed to the propagation of existing flaws at the interface which
can be analyzed using the methods of Section 4).

3.2. Contact stresses
The wide use of micro- or nano-indenters to determine coating material properties
and residual stresses often relies on elastic contact analysis. In addition, coating
contact stress is associated with erosive failure of coatings due to particle impact.
Erosive behaviour is often modeled by assuming that impact velocities are high,
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so that coating response is fully plastic, and elastic stress analysis can be used
to estimate the conditions under which this is the case. As will be shown in
Section 4.2.3, impact or indentation of a coating can lead to buckling and
delamination in coatings and elastic contact analysis can be used to estimate the
interfacial stresses that lead to the initiation of interfacial cracks.
There is a variety of techniques available to analyze contact stresses in coating
systems. The problem is analytically complex, and simplifying assumptions must
often be made to obtain solutions. For example, in many cases it is not possible
to satisfy all of the equilibrium, boundary, and surface displacement conditions
exactly. In addition, sharp indenters sometimes lead to stress singularities at edges.
Solutions for simplified cases in which it is assumed that plane sections of the
coating remain plane after indentation-induced compression, can be found in the
book by Johnson [75]. Johnson's approach was subsequently extended by Jaffar
[76]. An early work [24] assumed frictionless contact and used elastic continuum
mechanics to estimate the stress distribution in layered materials. In this analysis,
force and displacement continuity at the interfaces was satisfied exactly, while the
surface displacement condition (profile of the indenter), was only approximated.
These authors analyzed indentation stresses created by circular flat-ended and
parabolic indenters numerically on both single and multilayer systems, with good
results.
A similar, but further simplified approach is that of Matthewson [34]. The
assumptions are that the indenter is rigid, and that the coating is thin enough so
that the stresses in the coating may be adequately described by the average of each
stress through the thickness. This leads to an over determined problem in which
not all of the continuity conditions can be met, but can be satisfied approximately.
The approach, however, matches experimental observations quite well, and can be
used to obtain estimates of the stress distribution due to contact of axisymrnetric
profiles.
Another approach is to extend the classical contact theory for indenters on
elastic half-spaces developed by Hertz [77] and Huber [78] to the case of layered
materials. An example of such an approach is ref. [79], in which the authors
modify the Hertz/Huber analysis by considering the coating material properties
as a function of indentation depth. Mathematically, the authors treat the transition
from coating to substrate as a discontinuity in Young's modulus and Poisson's
ratio represented by a Heaviside step function, and re-derive the appropriate
Hertzian equations. The results match FEA calculations well.

4. Analysis of adhesion and interfacial fracture toughness of coatings
Cracking, whether in the coating itself, or along the coating/substrate interface
(delamination) is one of the most common modes of failure of coatings and results
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from stresses that can be created by a variety of effects, such as thermal mismalch,
coating swelling or shrinkage, and indentation or particle impact. A coating on a
substrate is a bimaterial system, and as such is often characterized by sharp gradients in properties in the region of the interface. The problem is further complicated
by the sensitivity of coating-substrate interface adhesion to pretreatment (or conlamination), the properties of both the coating and substrate, and the thickness of
the coating, resulting in a large amount of scatter in experimental data. The aim
of this section is to introduce some of the more important techniques available for
the analysis of interfacial fracture of coatings. Discussion will be detailed enough
to provide a basic understanding of interfacial cracking, but will omit some of the
mathematical details of the analyses.
Much of what is summarized here is presented in more detail in the excellent article on mixed-mode cracking in layered materials by Hutchinson and Suo
[55]. In that reference, the authors consider not only interfacial fracture, but also
cracking within coatings and cracking in substrates below coatings. Only interfacial cracking (delamination) will be considered in detail here. Before proceeding
however, we will first discuss some basic concepts of fracture mechanics.

4.1. Mixed-mode cracking
It is usual to characterize the fracture behaviour of materials by the use of either
stress intensity factors, usually denoted by K, which describe the intensity of
stress near a crack tip, or energy release rates, usually denoted by G or J , which
give the amount of elastic energy the system provides to extend a crack a unit
area. There is a great body of literature on the use of these parameters to analyze
coating systems. For example, fracture mechanics techniques have been used to
study debonding of thin films due to residual stresses (e.g. [53,55,80- 84]), due to
indentation [6,52-56,85), and to calibrate various specimens used to evaluate the
adhesion strength of coatings [51,55,57 ,86,87].
For homogenous, isotropic materials, K and G are related through the wellknown Irwin relationship, which for planar problems is:

K2

K21 + K 2

E

E

G = G, +Gu=-=-=

n

(18)

where G, G 1, G n are the total, mode I. and mode II components. respectively, of
the strain energy release rate. K, K 1, and Ku are the corresponding total, mode I,
and mode II stress intensity factors, and E depends on whether the conditions at
the crack tip are plane stress or plane strain, according to:

E=
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E

plane stress

E

E
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plane strain

( 19)
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Mode I crack growth occurs when tensile stresses act perpendicular to the
crack plane, tending to split the material. A mode II loading results from shear
stresses acting on the opposing crack faces in the direction perpendicular to the
line describing the crack front. Thus, working in terms of stress intensity or strain
energy release rates is essentially equivalent, keeping Eq. 18 in mind. The strain
energy release rate depends on the geometry, materials and loads on the system,
and it is assumed that crack propagation in homogeneous systems occurs when the
applied strain energy release rate, G, equals the critical strain energy release rate
Gic (a material property) in mode I (crack opening mode). Because the crack is
free to propagate in any direction in a homogenous material, and because critical
strain energy release rates are usually lowest in mode I, cracks tend to follow
the path that maximizes G 1 (and makes G 11 = O); therefore Gic is sufficient to
describe the fracture strength of the material. In contrast to this homogenous case,
cracks along bimaterial interfaces are often 'trapped' by the interface and forced
to travel along it. The cracks cannot, in these cases, propagate along the path that
maximizes mode I, and are thus referred to as mixed-mode cracks.
If we restrict ourselves to 20 problems, a crack along a bimaterial interface
will generally be in a state of combined mode I, in which stresses ahead of the
crack tip tend to open the crack, and mode II, in which stresses ahead of the crack
tip tend to shear the crack faces (there are some limitations to this interpretation
of mode mix for cases where the materials have large differences in mechanical
properties, and this will be discussed in the following section). Following the work
of Hutchinson and Suo, the mode mix is often expressed as a phase angle, i/t,
defined as [55]:

i/t = tan-

1

(ii)

(20)

so that i/t = 0° and i/t = ±90° refer to pure mode I, and mode II, respectively.
The general procedure to predict fracture in mixed-mode problems is similar
to traditional linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) procedures; that is, the
applied stress intensity, K 1, is compared to the critical stress intensity at crack
propagation Kie (a material property). The crack propagates when Ki= K 1c. The
difference with mixed-mode problems is that the critical stress intensity or strain
energy release rate is a function of the mode mix, so that in order to characterize
the strength of the interface, a 'fracture envelope' that describes the dependence
of the total critical stress intensity, Kc, on the mode mix must be constructed
experimentally:

Kc= Kc(i/t)

(21)

An example of such a fracture envelope, in this case developed for the case
of mixed-mode cracking of an adhesive joint system consisting of 7075-T6
aluminium adherends bonded with a 0.4 mm thick structural epoxy appears in
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Fig. 5. Fracture envelope. Ge versus phase angle, 1/f, for FPL-etched 7075-T6 aluminum adherends bonded with 0.4 mm Cybond 4523GB epoxy adhesive cured at 150°C for 45 min
[88].

Fig. 5 [88]. In this case, the fracture parameter is expressed as l e, the energy
release rate, rather than Kc. Note that a relationship similar to that of Eq. 18,
relates the energy release rate, J, Lo the stress intensity, K. In ref. [88], J was
used rather than G to emphasize that some of the specimens studied behaved in a
non-linear elastic manner (and thus the J integral was used to calculate the energy
release rate). For linear elastic behaviour, G is identical to J. The mode I fracture
toughness (i.e. 1/J = 0°) is significantly lower than the mode II fracture toughness
(1/J = ±90°). It is important to note that a fracture envelope is defined for a specific
material system and method of manufacture. For example, for the system of Fig. 5,
fracture occurred within the bond line, and thus the relevant parameters that affect
fracture toughness, and hence must be specified, are the adherend and adhesive
material, the bond line thickness, the adherend pretreatment, and the adhesive cure
cycle. For coatings that fail due to delamination along the interface, specification
of the pretreatment procedure on the substrate is of particular importance, although
fracture toughness may also depend on parameters such as the coating application
procedures, coating thickness and coating age. The procedure used to generate
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Fig. 5 for an adhesive system is essentially the same as that used for an epoxy
coating [39] . In this case, a secondary bond was used to join the coating to another
adherend thereby creating a DCB fracture specimen. The mixed-mode fracture
toughness of the coating was then determined using an approach related to Eq. 9.
This method of analysis is slightly less accurate than that described in the next
section, but may be adequate for many applications.
Once the particular coating system is characterized, any geometry utilizing this
system can be described by the fracture envelope. Of course, the applied stress
intensity or strain energy release rate must be found in terms of the mode I and II
components, for comparison with Eq. 21; i.e. the crack propagates when
(22)
where ip here refers to the particular mode mix at the crack tip.
In order to perform mixed-mode analyses, it is thus necessary to analytically
determine the applied stress intensity, K (or equivalently the applied strain energy
release rate, G), and applied phase angle, i/f, as a function of the particular loading
and geometry, so that the left side of Eq. 22 is fully determined. The right side
of Eq. 22 is determined experimentally using interfacial fracture specimens, as
will be discussed below. The discussion in the next section will focus on the
determination of K and i/f for coating systems in which fracture occurs along the
interface.

4.2. lnterfacial cracking: method of Suo and Hutchinson
4.2.1 . Fracture mechanics concepts

Suo and Hutchinson developed a general method for the analysis of mixed-mode
interfacial cracking [89]. Because of its wide applicability, it is worth reviewing it
in some detail here. The notation for the fracture mechanics analysis that follows
is the one introduced by Rice [90], and used by Hutchinson and coworkers [55,89],
and is chosen because the expressions reduce to their LEFM equivalents if both
materials are the same.
An interface crack in a bimaterial system (Fig. 6) involves elastic mismatch,
which is described in terms of the dimensionless Dundurs parameters [91]. For a
coating on a substrate, these are:

+ I) - /,ls (Kc + I)
µ,c(Ks + 1) + /,ls (Kc + 1)
µ,c(Ks

a=~~~~~~~~~-

(23)

and

f3 =

µ,c(Ks - 1)- /,ls (Kc - 1)
µ,c(Ks

+ 1) + /,ls (Kc +

1)

(24)
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Fig. 6. The definition of geometry and loading for a bimaterial system with an interface crack
used in the Suo and Hutchinson analysis [89).

where the subscripts C and S refer to the coating and substrate. Assuming plane
strain conditions,

Kc= 3-4vc

and

Ks= 3 -4v5

(25)

where v is the Poisson's ratio and µ is the shear modulus. The stresses on the
bimaterial interface directly in front of the crack at a distance r, are in the form
[90]:
.
(Ki +iK2) i F
a22+1a 12=
r:,-:- r "
-v2rrr

(26)

where the parameters is given by

l (1-/3)
+ /3

s = 2rr In

(27)

I

and the complex stress intensity factor K = K 1 + i K 2 has real and imaginary parts
which are similar to the conventional mode I and mode II stress intensity factors
in LEFM. In fact, were it not for the riE term, Eq. 26 would give the mode I
(a22 ) and mode II (ad components of stress ahead of the crack, and K 1 and K 2
would reduce to the K, and Ku of traditional LEFM. However, for /3 =/:- 0, the
riF term in introduces an oscillating singularity and complicates the usual notions
of stress intensity and mode mix . Unfortunately, commonly used coatings and
substrates often have a combination of material properties resulting in nonzero f>.
Hutchinson and Suo suggested, in this case, a definition of mode mix in terms of a
characteristic length, I, as follows [55]:
IJ! = tan

-I

[lm(K/ie
)J = tan -I (K2)
-I (a12(r = !))
.
= tan
Re(K/ 1 £)

Ki

a22(r = l)

(28)

where K is the complex stress intensity factor. A mode I crack then becomes one
that has zero shear stress, a 12 at a distance I ahead of the crack tip, and a mode
II crack one that has zero normal stress, a 22 at that point. In the case of s = 0,
or where elastic mismatch is small, Eq. 28 reduces to the traditional LEFM value
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given in Eq. 20. The choice of the reference length, l, is arbitrary, and, in the thin
film case, the coating thickness, h, is normally used. The mode mix depends on
coating thickness, but Eq. 28 shows that data at differing coating thickness can be
compared using the transformation law [55]:

1/t2

= if, 1 + cln (:~)

(29)

where h I and h 2 are the two coating thicknesses being compared.
Eq. 28 shows that if, can be in the range ±90° when K 1 ::>:. 0 since K2 can be
positive or negative depending on the sign of the shear stress, a 12. The case of
K 1 < 0, implying crack face compression and friction, is strictly not allowed by
this analysis, and will be discussed below.
The relationship between G and K for interfacial cracking is:
G = (1 - ,82) (__;_
2
E,

+ __;_) (K2 + K2)
E2

I

(30)

2

where the subscripts in the Young's moduli refer to the materials on either side of
the bimaterial interface, and the over-bars refer to the definition given in Eq. 19.
This again reduces to the traditional LEFM value given in Eq. 18 for zero elastic
mismatch .
An artifact of the oscillating singularity in Eq. 26 is that the crack faces are
predicted to contact at some distance behind the crack tip. In most cases, the size
of the region in which the crack faces are in contact is very small compared to
the process zone (plastic zone ahead of crack tip), and thus the usual argument
of LEFM can be invoked (i.e. the behaviour of the material in the process zone
is assumed to be characterized by the state at some distance from the crack tip
where the stress state, as given by Eq. 26, is well-defined [92]). Hutchinson and
Suo give an estimate of the range of if, over which the crack faces are expected to
be open as a function of two parameters, I (characterizing the size of the process
zone), and L (which characterizes an in-plane length of the cracked geometry
being considered). Fort: > 0, the condition for which the crack is open is [89]:

L)

n +2t: <if,< -n +2t:-t:ln ( I -2
2
10 I

(31)

For a coated system, typical values of I and L are, respectively, the coating
thickness, and the crack length. In many cases, this range is sufficiently large to
avoid the complications of stress oscillation. For example, for an alkyd paint on a
steel substrate, undergoing impact-induced buckling and delamination, the range
was -84 ° < if, <90° [6], which is almost the full range of possible phase angles.
Let us now proceed to the actual determination of the stress intensity factors and
phase angles necessary for interfacial fracture analysis of coatings. As mentioned
earlier, Hutchinson, Suo and their coworkers solved the problem of an interfacial
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crack between two elastic layers in a very general form, so that many different
types of interfacial cracking problems could be treated [89]. Their solution is in
terms of the beam theory reactions (i.e. forces and bending moments) at the edges
of the layers on either side of the crack, as shown in Fig. 6, and is valid for any
combination of coating and substrate thickness. We shall now review this general
case, and then the specific case applicable to thin coating- substrate systems.

4.2.2. Solution for general loading
This section will present the work done by Suo and Hutchinson on a generally
applicable analysis of interfacial fracture. The details of the analysis will not be
considered here, only the final outcome. The problem was originally solved in
1990 [89], but we shall follow the convention of the authors in their more compact
reformulation of the problem in 1992 [55].
Consider the two elastic layers with an interfacial crack parallel to the layers
shown in Fig. 6. All loads at the edges of the layers are per unit width and applied
at the centroids of their respective beam elements. The strain energy release rate,
stress intensity factor, and mode mix for this crack can be calculated in terms of
the reactions at the edges of the layers. The assumption here is that stress fields
in the layers can be approximated by the beam-theory approximations, and that
shear deformations are negligible. The portion to the right of the crack tip in Fig. 6
can be considered a composite beam, and the following geometric parameters are
useful for deriving fracture parameters:
h

11

= -,
H

(32)

The strain energy release rate, G, can be calculated by taking the difference
in strain energy per unit length per unit width stored in the layers far behind and
aheaJ of the crack tip (this can also be deriveJ by a J -integral formulation, as was
done, for example, in [88]), giving:

I (Pt

G = 2£

1

M I (P
--,;T +
2

2

+ 12

)

2£2

;

2

M~ P M~)
2

+ 12 H .3 - A~ - lh-3

(33)

where A and I are the dimensionless composite beam area and moment of inertia
given by:

1
A=-+E ,
11

I= E [ ( LI

-D' -(

LI - ~)

+ ~] + ~ ( LI -

~)

+ 3 ~,

(34)

The corresponding complex stress intensity factor, which is more useful because
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it gives mode mix information, is:

.VFl-a)(
\ T=]ii} $u-ie'Y
P

K = h - ,e

.

M

J2h3V

)

.
e/(J)

(35)

where the loads P and M are given by
P

=

C2M3
P1 - C1 P3 - -h-,

(36)

with
E
C3-12/

(37)

and

1

U

=

I +E17(4+617+3r,2),

2_ =
V

12(1

s% = 6E17 2 (l + 17)

vUV

+ Ery 3 ),
(38)

By separating the real and imaginary parts of Eq. 35, the phase angle describing
the mode mix, as described by Eq. 28 with l = h, is:

{V Ph sinw-cos(w+y))

Vu M

,/,
t -I
~=an

~-:-h

~~~~~~~~~~-

(

(39)

cosw+sin(w+y)

With the exception of the unknown parameter, w, the entire solution up to
this point was determined by arguments associated with linearity, geometry, and
dimensionality. The determination of w, however, requires rigorous solution of the
elasticity problem. This was done by Suo and Hutchinson using integral equation
methods, and a tabulation of w, which depends on a, {3, and 17, appears in ref. [89).
The variation of w with these parameters for two specific cases is shown in Fig. 7,
from ref. [55) .
The preceding analysis is valid for any combination of edge loads, as long as
the interface crack propagates parallel to the two elastic layers. All that is required
is that the stresses in the layers be expressed in terms of the edge loads in Fig. 6. It
is thus possible to study a multitude of interfacial cracking problems by combining
analyses based on basic strength of materials approaches (to determine the edge
loads) with the above equations. In this manner, the applied stress intensity factor,
energy release rate, and mode mix can be determined as a function of loads applied
far from the crack tip. The applied parameters are then matched to corresponding
experimentally determined values (e.g. [88)) in order to predict fracture loads.
It is important to note at this point, that combinations of edge loads that result
in a negative K 1 (i.e. the denominator of Eq. 39) always result in crack closure,
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Fig. 7. The function w(cx,/3,TJ) for two commonly occurring cases of f3 [55).

and therefore render the analysis invalid because friction on the crack faces has not
been taken into account. However, it is not unreasonable to expect that a system in
which the crack tends to close would be more resistant to crack propagation than
one in which the crack tends Lo open, so that a system giving negative K I can be
considered desirable from a design point of view. If the substrate is much thicker
than the coating, the results of the simplified analysis in the following section can
be used.
Ref. [55] reviews the use of this method to model interfacial cracks in prestressed coatings propagating from edges and holes. In these cases, the only loads
are on the top layer (i.e. the prestress load), but no restriction is put on the thickness of the substrate. To find the proper direction of the edge load corresponding
to a coating under residual stress, superposition can be used, as described in refs.
[55,89], and commonly referred to as the 'cut and paste' procedure. Consider a
coating-substrate system initially unstressed at a temperature T1 that is cooled to
a temperature T2 • The difference in thermal expansion coefficients will cause a
biaxial misfit stress in the coating given by Eq. 15. If there is an interfacial crack,
the question that arises is what is the equivalent edge load on the coating in Fig. 6.
If a 7. > a~. then the coating tends to contract more than the substrate, as shown
in Fig. 8a. If a tensile load given by Eq. 15 is applied to the coating, the misfit
strain is recovered, and if the two layers are bonded as shown in Fig. 8b, then
the interface is stress free, and G = 0 . In order to obtain the original problem
(i.e. misfit stress across interface, but no edge load), it is required to add on a
compressive edge stress equal to the misfit stress, as shown in Fig. 8c. Because
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Fig. 9. The four-point bend specimen for interfacial toughness measurement, and equivalent edge
loading.

commonly used four-point bend flexure specimen shown in Fig. 9. A notch is
introduced in the coating at the centre of the specimen, and upon loading, an
interfacial crack will propagate as shown. In this case, the only load is applied
to the bottom layer (i.e. the substrate) and, using the conventions of Fig. 6, has
magnitude M'!. =Fl.The corresponding load on the composite beam side is, of
course, M 3 = Fl, as shown in Fig. 9. Specializing Eq. 33 to this case results in:

G= (~/)" (6,,3 - J_)
E"h 3

(40)

21

where £ 2 refers to the lower material (i.e. the substrate). Eq. 35 and 39 can be
similarly specialized and used to calculate the interfacial stress intensity factor and
phase angle. An advantage of such a specimen is that once a steady-state crack
length has been reached, the strain energy release rate does not depend on crack
length, making it well suited for measuring the toughness of an interface. Both G
and ijJ are functions of the thickness ratio, r,, and this fact can be used to obtain
the interfacial strength of a coating over a wide range of phase angles simply
by changing the coating and/or substrate thickness. A solution also exists for a
modified specimen [93] where there also is a tensile load applied at the neutral axis
of the composite beam [89]. It is found that by varying the magnitude of the tensile
load and the bending moment (Fl), the full range of phase angles can be obtained.
The four-point bend specimen can also been used to determine the interfacial
fracture strength in multi-layer systems [94 ]. Comparisons of calculated G using
composite beam theory and finite element analysis reveal good agreement.
Other examples of specimens that may be used to quantify interfacial frac ture toughness as a function of mode mix include the blister test, the Brazil
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Fig. 11. Indentation induced buckling delamination of a coating. Equivalent edge loading on thin
layer abo shown.

the coating (see Fig. 11) that drove the delamination. Coupling the postbuckling
loads at the edge of the delamination with a strain energy analysis similar to that
reviewed above, resulted in expressions for the strain energy release rate and mode
mix for indentation-induced interfacial cracks. Note that even in the absence of
buckling, the compressive load may drive delamination with a phase angle equal
to v) (Eq. 41 with M 1 = 0), which depends on the Dundurs parameters et and fi,
and can be found tabulated in ref. [89].
The above approach was modified to model the delamination of alkyd paint
on a steel substrate by the impact of a spherical particle. The buckling analysis
accounted for the presence of the indenting pmticle by setting coating deflection
to zero over the area at which the sphere contacts the substrate at the point of
maximum penetration l6,56). This yielded the bending moment and compressive
force needed for evaluation of the strain energy release rate. Eq. 41 , and mode
ratio, Eq. 43. It should be noted that, although the material properties were
such that E was nonzero. so that the difficulties associated with the oscillating
singularity explained in Section 4.2.1 existed, a comparison of measured and
predicted delamination radii revealed excellent agreement in all cases. Jt is also
worth noting that the preceding analyses model interfacial crack propagation, not
initiation. so that an existing flaw is assumed in the coating. There has been little
discussion in the literature reg,u-ding conditions leading to initiation of interface
cracks under indentation. For spherical pa11icles impacting alkyd paint on steel, it
was found that buckling initiation corresponded to the penetration of the coating
to the substrate, generating a critical interfacial shear stress [6,56].
A number of authors have studied coating blistering due to biaxial compressive
residual stresses arising from, for example, thermal mismatch between coating
and substrate 153.55,84,96,97). Blistering can also be driven by water absorption
in coatings and resulting osmotic effects. In ref. [98] , it was found that blisters
grew in adhesive joints subject to environmental aging due to osmotic pressure
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Fig. 12. Blistering of coating due to compressive residual stress inducing buck.ling. Note that edge
normal load, the change in stress due to buckling, t!i.a. is positive.

originating in water clusters at microscopic voids. B1iste1ing a1ises from the
coating buckling (see Fig. 12), and an analysis similar to that used to study
indentation induced buckling can be used to find the critical compressive stress.
A delamination of length 2b is assumed present in the interface, and, in the
absence of buckling, there is no difference in strain in the coating on either side
of the delamination so that crack propagation cannot occur. If buckling is found to
occur, then a postbuckled analysis similar to that previously used in indentationinduced buckling analyses can be used to find the edge loads (normal and bending
moment) on the top layer. Eqs. 41-43 may then be used to calculate the energy
release rate, stress intensity factor and phase angle of the interfacial crack. It is
important to note once again that, if buckling does not occur, the crack cannot
propagate; therefore, the normal edge load should be the change in stress from
the unbuckled to buckled state, 6.a, and not the total stress in the coating. Thus,
the edge condition on the crack is tensile, as shown in Fig. 12, since buckling
relaxes the compressive stress state in the coating. For a straight sided blister,
coupling of the buckling solution (in this case the coating is treated as a wide
beam under compressive stress and the buckling solution is exact in closed form)
to the interfacial crack solution, Eqs. 41-43, give the strain energy release rate and
phase angle of loading as l97J:
G=

(1 - vnhaJ ( 1 -<Ye)
3ae)
- (1+
2£,;

<ro

2+tanw --1

.
= Im(Kh,,) =tan
1/f Re(K h 1 r.)

(44)

<1o

I

fFi
o ]
fFio
[ -2tanw+ - - I
<re

(45)

<1,;

where the material properties are of the coating, 0 0 is the compressive residual
stress in the coating, and <re is the critical compressive stress required for buckling,
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which is equal to:
rr

ac =

2

h)
Ee (b

2

12(1 - v})

(46)

where b is half of the delamination length (Fig. 12). This gives the expected
result that a thin coating is more likely to buckle than a thick one. This result
also has important implications for the propagation of a blister, as was discussed
at length in [97]. As b increases in Eq. 46, ac decreases, and therefore Eq. 44
predicts that the crack driving force, G, increases as the delamination grows. This
would lead to unstable growth of the blister (i.e. the blister would grow without
limit), which contradicts experimental observation. However, examination of Eq.
20 shows that, as b increases, the mode II contribution increases. For example, in
the absence of elastic mismatch, w = 52.1 °, and at a 0 = ac, VI= -37.9°; whereas
when a 0 = 7.6ac, VI= -90° (i.e. pure mode II). Because the fracture toughness in
mode II is generally significantly higher than that in mode I, a propagating blister
encounters increasingly higher fracture toughness and growth is stable.
Eq. 45 indicates that K I will be negative for
CTo

2

- > I +4tan w
ac

(47)

so that some account of friction between crack faces must be made in these cases
[97] .
Similar solutions exist for the more commonly encountered case of circular
blisters in coatings [53,55,96]. In this case, the buckling analysis is performed on a
clamped circular disk of radius 2b (Fig. 12) and is more complex, so that either an
asymptotic solution is used, similar to that used for indentation induced buckling
presented earlier in this section, or a numerical analysis is necessary. It is found
that both the phase angle and energy release rate do not vary as sharply with a 0 /ac
as with the straight sided blister, and that under certain conditions, the interfacial
crack is found to kink upwards into the coating, producing a circular spall [53,55J.
As before, analyses of this type describe only the growth of a delamination, and
not its initiation. Because stresses do not develop at the interface in compressed
films in the absence of buckling, a relatively large interface flaw is necessary for
crack propagation to occur. Contaminants at the interface can produce such flaws
and the minimum flaw size necessary for the coating to buckle can be derived
from Eqs. 44-46, knowing the critical energy release rate Gc(Vl) This simplified analysis in which the substrate is considered much thicker than
the coating has been used to analyze the pressurized blister test for interfacial
toughness [57]. By using non-linear von Karman plate theory, it was possible to
derive the generic coating end loads in Eqs. 41 - 43 (i.e. P 1 and M 1 ) in terms of
the applied blister pressure or concentrated loads, and thus calculate the energy
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Fig. 16. Substrate spalling due to compressive residual stresses in the coating.

(Fig. 16). Restricting ourselves to the case where the coating is much thinner
than the substrate, some general observations can be made regarding the cracking
patterns that are most likely to appear. The energy release rate and mode mix for
all cracking mechanisms are found to depend on the elastic properties of both
the coating and the substrate, the fracture toughness of the coating, substrate, and
interface, and the coating thickness. In this section, the aim is to demonstrate the
relative likelihood of a crack in a given configuration propagating as a function of
the above parameters.
It has been shown [55,99] that, regardless of whether cracking occurs in the
substrate, coating, or interface, the energy release rate driving crack propagation
for a thin film on a semi-infinite substrate with a residual stress, a, can be
expressed in the following form:
Za 2h
G = ---

Ee

(48)

where Z is a dimensionless number which depends on the geometry of the
cracking configuration and the elastic properties of both the coating and the
substrate, h is the coating thickness, and Ee is defined (for the coating) in Eq. 19.
It follows that, for a given cracking pattern, cracking is more likely if the coating is
thicker and more compliant. Intuitively, this makes sense owing to the fact that the
strain energy per unit coating area stored in the coating increases with increasing
coating thickness and compliance. At crack propagation, G = Ge, the appropriate
fracture toughness depends on whether the crack is in the coating, substrate, or
along the interface, so that Eq. 48 may be used in design situations to predict the
critical coating thickness below which crack propagation is not expected to occur
[55]:
(49)
For cracking in either the substrate or coating, usually Ge = Gre, because the
cracks are free to follow the path of maximum mode I. However, as has been
shown in previous sections, if the crack is interfacial, then Ge in Eq. 49 must be
taken at the proper phase angle for the particular loading and geometry.
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Hutchinson and Suo tabulated Z values for different cracking patterns assuming no elastic mismatch between coating and substrate (55). It was found
that the highest Z occurs for a smface crack in a coating and the lowest for
substrate spalling. This does not necessarily mean that one is more likely to see
surface cracks than substrate spalling, as this also depends on the relative fracture
toughness of the coating and substrate, and the existence of a flaw in either the
coating or the substrate (the Z values quoted are for steady-state propagation in
the presence of a flaw, and not crack initiation).
Table l summarizes the dependence of Z on the elastic properties of the
coating and substrate for some commonly encountered cracking patterns that have
not been covered in the previous sections, together with the relevant articles to
be consulted for further information. It should be noted that: (a) The trends are
extrapolated for the case of a thin coating on a substrate (i.e. rJ = O); (b) where
Z depends on {J, a representative value of fJ = a/4 has been chosen, as is the
case when the Poisson's ratio of the coating and substrate are equal (a common
approximation); (c) for interfacial cracking, the crack is inherently mixed mode,
so the dependence of the phase angle is also shown; and (d) where possible, trends
such as E,/ Ee approaches infinity and zero have been shown.
Table l shows only steady-state values, with an assumed cracking geometry
already in existence. As mentioned earlier, the appearance of a particular cracking
geometry will largely depend on the relative fracture toughness of the coating,
substrate, and interface, and the mode mix, since Gnc is usually greater than
G 1c. In cases where the substrate is relatively brittle, cracking may occur there
especially since it is governed only by G 1c in homogeneous materials. In fact,
cracks that begin in the coating or along the interface have a tendency to grow into
the substrate and propagate parallel to the interface (spalling) if the substrate is
sufficiently brittle [55,100,107]. Similar arguments can be made that one should
expect surface cracks or channel networks in coatings that are very brittle, and that
interfacial cracks should be expected when the interface is of low toughness. One
final note is necessary before proceeding to a discussion of Table 1.
The coating stiffness is in the denominator in the crack driving force in Eq.
48, which means that, as mentioned previously, cracking of any type is more
likely to be seen with compliant coatings than with stiff ones. However, the Z
values generally depend on the ratio of the substrate to coating stiffness, and some
important observations can be made from the entries in Table 1 if one treats the
coating stiffness as fixed or known. For coating surface cracks, when the coating
is very stiff compared to the substrate, Table 1 shows that the crack driving force
increases as the crack approaches the interface, so that a crack may well continue
into a brittle substrate. When the substrate is very stiff compared to the coating,
the opposite is expected, and the crack will likely arrest at the interface. If the
substrate and interface are relatively tough, and the coating is much stiffer than the
substrate, the surface crack may channel across the surface. The entries in Table l

Table I
Summary of Z values for thin coatings
Cracking pattern

Z dependence on Es/ Er

1212-0
=
z-

Surface cracking in coating (Fig. 13)

E,/ E, = 0.11

E,/E,----" oo Z
Cracks channeling in coating (Fig. 14)
Crack in film with tip in substrate (Fig. 15)

E,/Ec----" 0
£,/Ee----" oo
EI E

' '

z- 00

lnterfacial from edge or from hole (Fig. 17)

Coating mode I

[80,103-105]

Coating mode I

[RO, 103-105]

Substrate mode I

[106]

Substrate mode I

[55,107]

Interfacial mixed mode

155,89]

Z----'> I.I

= 1 { Z = 4.2
z = 2.5

E,/ Ee = 9
E,/ Ee = 0.25

a/h----" I
a/h =0.5
a/ h----'> 0

References

a/ h----" I
a/h = 0.5
a/h----'> 0

for
for
for

1.2
0

for
for

E IE. = 19 { Z = 0.25
S
C
Z = 0. )
Substrate spalling (Fig. 16)

for
for
for

Z = 300
2----'> 0

Relevant fracture toughness

Z
Z

a/ h = 1.2
a/ h = 3.5

for
for

= 0.44

a/h=l.2
a/h=3.5

= 0.25

Z = 0.5 irrespective of£,/ Ee
E, / Ee = 9
i/1 55.5°
E,/ Ee = 0.11 i/1 = 0.57°

=
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for channelling seem to support this hypothesis, as the crack driving force is high
for channelling in the case of a coating stiffer than the substrate.
In the case of a crack in a coating with the tip in the substrate (which can
occur if the substrate is brittle), Table I shows that if the coating is stiffer than
the substrate then the crack is more likely to continue propagating in the substrate
perpendicular to the interface. It can also be seen that, regardless of the relative
stiffness of the coating and substrate, the crack driving force decreases with
increasing crack length so that the crack propagation is expected to occur in a
stable manner, until a point where it may be more energetically favourable for the
crack to deflect to a path parallel to the interface (i.e. spalling). Table 1 shows
that the relative substrate-coating stiffness does not have a effect on the likelihood
of this happening. It should be noted that spalling under tensile edge loads (i.e.
compressive residual stresses) is unlikely to occur, given that the tensile load
induces crack closure.
For interfacial cracks (Table 1), the crack driving force does not depend on the
ratio of substrate/coating stiffness for thin films (but does increase with increasing
coating compliance, Eq. 48). However, the amount of mode 11 generally increases
as the ratio of substrate to coating stiffness decreases. Given that the mixedmode fracture toughness of interfaces generally increases with increasing mode II
component, this would seem to indicate that a crack is more likely to propagate
when the substrate is very stiff compared to the coating. If the residual stress in
the coating is compressive, then a tensile end condition results on the layer, which
produces crack closure, and some account of crack face friction must be made, as
noted in Section 4.2.1.
The above results are for the case of single cracks in a particular configuration,
and neglect the effects of multiple crack interactions. A discussion of recent work
on crack spacing in the case of multiple channelling cracks can be found in
[101,102]. It should be noted that more complicated cracking patterns such as
spiral cracks have been reported, and a recent paper [ 105) outlines a theory based
on the interaction of the different types of cracks described here, that appears to be
able to predict more complicated cracking patterns.

4.4. Summary of possible cracking patterns and coating design
The results of the previous sections are brought together in the flowchart shown
in Fig. 18. This chart shows the likelihood of certain cracking patterns being
observed depending on whether the stresses in the coating are tensile or compressive, the interfacial toughness is high or low, the relative toughness of the
coating and substrate, and the relative stiffness of the coating and substrate. It
can be used as a guide in determining which cracking patterns are of concern
for a particular coating/substrate system. For example, an epoxy based coating
on an aluminium substrate is an example of a brittle coating on a much tougher
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only by a uniform stress cr, arising, for example, from thermal mismatch residual
stresses (Fig. 6, but with no crack present, and with P2 = P 3 = M 1 = M2 = O;
P1 = ah) [59,60].
The free-edge solution gives interface stresses in the following fonn [59]:

re = K rer ).-1
a&e

+ au

a:~= Kcer ).-J J;.e (e

(50)

= 0)

(51)

where aJi and a;~ are the free-edge normal and shear interfacial stresses, and Kre
is the free-edge stress intensity factor, defined as [59]:

. aJi <e).-=I 0)
Kre = hm
(52)
.-- o r
A and J,. 8 can be found analytically, depend only on material mismatch (i.e.
Dundurs parameters a and /J), and can be found in refs. [59] and [113,114],
respectively, while a0 is [59]:
a _ -a [
o- £1

8µ1µ2
µ1(K2 -3)-µz(K1-3)

J

(53 )

and is given in ref. (59]. The subscripts indicate the upper (I) and lower (2) layers.
Comparison of Eqs. 50 and 51 with Eq. 26 shows that the form of the singularity
for the free-edge and steady-state cracking solutions is quite different. Notably,
in the commonly encountered case of f3 = 0, the exponent of the singularity, A,
depends on the material properties in the case of the free-edge solution, while it
is always a square root dependence in the case of the steady-state solution. Also,
the interfacial stresses depend only on one stress intensity factor in the case of
the free-edge solution, while they depend on two stress intensity factors in the
case of the steady-state solution. The free-edge stress intensity factor, Kre, must
be determined via numerical methods, and for the geometry presently considered,
was calculated via finite element analysis in ref. [59]. The authors compared their
results to the steady-state interfacial cracking solution of Suo and Hutchinson,
and found that the singularity behaved, in some cases, quite differently (60].
Notably, for f3 = 0, when a is positive, Kre is always negative, meaning that
compressive singular normal interface stresses appear for a > 0 (Eq. 50). Based
on the assumption that negative stress intensity induces crack closure in both the
steady-state and free-edge solutions, the authors [60] suggest design criteria for
avoiding both crack initiation (free-edge solution) and propagation (steady-state
solution). As noted previously, negative values of K I are strictly not admissible
in the steady-state solution, owing to the fact that crack face contact and friction
have not been considered. But it is reasonable to expect, for design purposes, that
situations resulting in crack closure are less likely to promote crack propagation
than those resulting in opening of the crack. Fig. 19 is a plot of rJ = Y/ c, versus a for
/3 = 0, where rJc is defined as the critical thickness ratio that gives K 1 = 0, forming
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the boundary between pos1t1ve and negative K 1 [60). The boundary between
positive and negative Kre is at a = 0, as described above. In interpreting the results
of Fig. 19, it should be noted that the following relationships were used (60] to
normalize both the steady-state and free-edge stress intensity factors:

K *1-

Ki

aJh + H
K t'<! (h + H)"- 1

,.
K · = - - - - --

(54)
(55)

(j

where K ~ refers to the steady-state mode I stress intensity, K ... the free-edge stress
intensity. and a is the applied stress on the top layer. If a coating-substrate system
can be designed such that a and T/ are in quadrant I, the system will be resistant to
both initiation and propagation of cracks. i.e. the best scenario possible.
Unfortunately, coatings are often very thin. resulting in small T/, so that the
worst-case scenario of quadrant III is often a reality. In this case, it is desirable to
have the stiffest possible coating on the most compliant possible coating, making
the value of Ci large. so that quadran t IV governs, where at least crack initiation is
inhibited.
It should be noted that the free-edge singularity approach to predicting crack
initiation is relatively new, and has yet to be conclusively proven by experiment.
A major criticism of this approach is that crack often initiate from defects and
voids, so that the free-edge singularity might not be dominant. In fact, the present
authors have found that crack initiation and propagation in structural adhesive
joints was unaffected by the presence of either an adhesive spew fillet or a starter
crack [ 1151. In those experiments, however, the crack propagated within the
adhesive layer, with an associated 'damage ;,,one' consisting of voids ahead of the
macrocrack. It is unclear whether such behaviour would be observed in imerfacial
cracking. Recent work by various workers (e.g. 1116, I 171) based on cohesive zone
modelling of crack initiation might answer such questions. In this approach, the
interface is modelled numerically as a distinct region with its own constitutive
behaviour described by a 'traction-separation' relation that links the coating and
s ubstrate. This permits the simulation of loading events leading to crack initiation
and then propagation at the interface.

5. Summary
This chapter contains a review of the most important concepts and tools regarding
the analysis and design of coating systems. Methods were presented to test and
analyze the failure of coatings in all of the common modes of fai lure: delamination, fracture, erosive wear, and general yield in both organic and inorganic
coatings. Despite there often being major differences in the behaviour of organic
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and inorganic coatings, a significant amount of overlap in testing methodologies
and analysis techniques does exist.
Section 2 focussed on the measurement of the principal mechanical properties
of coatings: stiffness, hardness, yield strength, fracture toughness, and coating
thickness. It was demonstrated that measurement of these properties for coatings
is often complicated by a variety of parameters, including differences between
bulk and in situ properties, coating thickness effects, aging effects, degree of cure,
and viscoelastic effects.
For coating stiffness tests, it was necessary to distinguish between those
that worked well for organic coatings and those that worked well for inorganic
coatings. For viscoelastic coatings (i.e. organic), either transient (e.g. creep, stress
relaxation) tests or dynamic (e.g. torsional pendulum or dynamic mechanical)
tests can be used to characterize coating stiffness. For coatings that are relatively
insensitive to viscoelastic effects, or for viscoelastic coatings whose properties are
needed at very high rates of strain, the ultrasonic time-of-flight method can be
used. For inorganic coatings, standard tensile tests, bending tests, or measurement
of surface acoustic wave speeds can be used to measure coating stiffness. An
alternate method, based on indentation of the coating, can also be used if certain
restrictions on indentation depth are met in order to avoid errors introduced by
interference from the substrate below the coating.
Hardness tests measure the resistance of a coating to indentation under conditions of plastic flow. The most commonly used test for organic coatings is the
pencil scratch test, a very subjective test that should only be used to assess the relative hardness of coatings. Micro- and nano-indentation tests can also be used for
determination of hardness and yield strength of inorganic coatings, provided that
the aforementioned limitations on coating penetration depth are observed. For assessments of the erosion resistance of coatings, a dynamic hardness or plastic flow
pressure is often required, and this can be measured via single particle impact tests .
Coating fracture toughness is most often measured via compliance methods
using modified double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens in which the coating is
adhesively bonded to a second substrate. The method can also be used to evaluate
interfacial fracture toughness by a suitable choice of loading on the two arms
of the specimen, so that crack propagation can be directed to occur along the
coating/ substrate interface.
Interfacial fracture toughness can be estimated using a number of qualitative
methods such as the adhesion tape test, or scratch test. In addition to DCB tests,
more quantitative measurements can be made using indentation delamination tests,
blister tests, or various interfacial fracture specimens (Section 4 ). It is important
to note that, in the case of organic (viscoelastic) coatings, the tests should be
performed at the proper ambient conditions and strain rate.
Many coating parameters (e.g. hardness, interfacial fracture strength, etc.) have
been found to depend on coating thickness . For this reason, a wide variety of tests
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exist to measure this important coating parameter. The choice of method depends
on the type of coating (i.e. organic or inorganic), whether a dry or wet thickness
is desired, the desired accuracy, and whether a non-destructive evaluation is
necessary.
Section 3 dealt with the analysis and measurement of stresses in coatings and
thin films. Residual stresses were found to be very important (especially those
due to thermal mismatch), and basic methods for the estimation of these stresses
were presented. For metallic films, residual stresses are most commonly measured
using X-ray diffraction techniques. For vacuum deposited thin films, the most
commonly used approach is the cantilever method, which can also be used to
measure residual stresses in organic coatings. Indenter load-displacement curves
from nano- or micro-indentation tests sometimes can be used to measure residual
stresses in both organic and inorganic coating, if the assumption is made that
contact pressure does not change in the presence of elastic residual stresses.
Knowledge of coating contact stress is important because of the wide use of
micro- or nano-indentation, and also for estimating erosive wear characteristics
of coatings. Though the problem of contact between an indenter and a layered
material is inherently very complex, simplifying assumptions can be made leading
to closed form solutions for many common geometries.
In Section 4, the analysis of coating adhesion and interfacial fracture toughness
was reviewed. Because of the bimaterial nature of coating systems, the resulting
interfacial cracks are often mixed-mode, and can exhibit very complex and unusual
behaviour (e.g. oscillating crack tip singularity). Fortunately, a generally applicable analysis of interfacial fracture phenomenon has been developed, making it
possible to estimate the fracture strength of interfaces in coating systems using
fracture data generated from standard interfacial fracture specimens. This analysis
can be used to model interfacial crack propagation in a wide variety of systems,
including arbitrarily loaded coated beams, coating blistering phenomenon due
to compressive residual stresses, and impact-induced buckling delamination of
coatings.
Analyses similar to that described above for interfacial fracture exist for a
variety of cracking patterns. The results of these analyses can be used to predict
what type of cracking pattern is most likely for a given coating system, and thus
can aid in the design of coating systems. Table I and Fig. 18 in particular can be
used as a guide to coating system design.
As a final note, it is important to realize that the generally applicable analysis
of interfacial fracture described in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 only works well in
predicting crack propagation behaviour. In Section 4.4, a recent analysis based
on a solution of the free-edge singularity problem (i.e. no pre-existing crack is
assumed) is presented, and can be used to predict crack initiation behaviour.
The design requirements based on the free-edge solution are sometimes radically
different from those based on interfacial fracture mechanics (Fig. 19), so that a
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design that avoids crack propagation docs not always result in a design that avoids
crack initiation.
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Chapter 10

Stresses and fracture of elastomeric bonds
N. SHEPHARD "
Dow Corning Corporation, Midland. Ml. USA

1. Introduction

This chapter will provide an overview of the important differences in the stress
states within bonded joints involving elastomeric adhesives and sealants. Elastomeric adhesives require special consideration because their mechanical behavior
is significantly different than most engineering materials. Elastomers are generally
very flexible but nearly incompressible. In addition, the physical properties of
elastomers are rate and temperature dependent. Quantifying the mechanical properties of elastomers is generally more difficult than typical engineering materials.
However, unique engineering solutions to complicated design problems can be
obtained when elastomeric adhesives are used with a thorough understanding of
their unusual mechanical response. To achieve that understanding, we will first
review the mechanical properties of elastomeric adhesives. Then we will explore
how the mechanical properties of elastomeric adhesives influence the stress in the
adhesive joint. Specific methods for measuring the strength of elastomeric adhesives under simple loading conditions will be reviewed. Followed by methods for
predicting the stresses in more complicated real world engineering applications
by computer modeling techniques and advanced analytical techniques. Finally.
methods for designing with elastomeric adhesives will be discussed. But, before
we begin, let us consider a few notable applications of elastomeric adhesives in
our world today.
A large complex structure such as a building must be designed to be flexible.
Naturally occurring gradients in the building's temperature would result in stresses
caused by thermal expansion and contraction leading to cracks and eventual
destruction of the building. Therefore, predefined cracks are built into the design
of the building. Such cracks are more commonly called expansion joints. Each
joint is designed to accommodate the change in size of the building's walls and
floors during temperature changes. An elastomeric adhesive commonly called a
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sealant protects the joint. The sealant prevents water, air and dirt from infiltrating
the building. The sealant also prevents larger objects from being pinched in the
joint, thus preventing damage to the adjoining substrates. In addition to movement
caused by temperature changes, wind, relative humidity and seismic events can
lead to movement of the joints. Similar joints protected by sealants can be found
in concrete roads, bridges, ships and aircraft.
In contrast, the pacemaker leads that are imbedded in the wall of a cardiac
patient's heart are sealed to the polyurethane body of the pacemaker using a
similar sealant. Without the sealant, the sensitive electronic components contained
within the pacemaker could be exposed to the patient's body fluids leading to
failure of the pacemaker and great risk to the patient.
Extremely small components also benefit from the use of elastomeric adhesives.
Common epoxy adhesives are rigid and concentrate the stress leading to device
failure. However, elastomeric adhesives can be used to dissipate such stress and
yield a more durable electronic device. This technology enables the development
of inexpensive but durable electronic components, such as, cellular telephones,
portable computers and automotive applications. For example, the computer
command control module, which regulates the operation of modem automobiles,
can survive the harsh conditions under the hood because it is encapsulated in
elastomeric adhesives known as potting compounds.
Vibration is a major destructive force in many types of machinery. Vibration can
lead to wear and fatigue failure of rigid materials like alloys and plastic components. The helicopter benefits from the unique flexibility and vibration dampening
characteristics of elastomeric adhesives. Elastomers are used to transfer torque to
the rotor blades while providing flexibility and vibration control. Rubber tires are
another example of elastomeric adhesive use. Consumers have enjoyed a steady
increase in the useful life expectancy of rubber tires due to improvements in
adhesion between the elastomer, tire cords, and the filler. The rubber tire industry
has driven a great deal of the fundamental research on elastomeric materials in
engineering design.
The above examples illustrate the key design features of elastomeric adhesives:
elasticity, low tensile and shear modulus, great compressive strength, and unique
vibration and dampening control. Now let us take a closer look.

2. Mechanical properties of elastomeric adhesives contrasted to rigid
adhesives and substrates

2.1. Small strain conditions
By definition, elastomeric (often termed rubbery or just rubber) adhesives are
viscoelastic solids. In order to describe their behavior it is useful to start with the
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simpler components of viscoelastic mate1ials, namely, perfectly viscous behavior
and perfectly elastic behavior, as outlined in Ferry's classic text [I]. A viscoelastic
material comprises attributes of both the liquid and the elastic solid. A perfectly
viscous material obeys the relationship defined by Newton whereby the stress
is directly proportional to the rate of strain but independent of the strain itself.
A perfectly elastic solid obeys Hooke's law that states that the stress is directly
proportional to the strain and not affected by the rate of strain. For isotropic
materials undergoing small strains the above relationships are generally true.
The above relationships can be measured using simple experiments in shear or
compression. In the case of the shear experiment (Fig. 1), the shape of the material
changes without changes in the volume of the material and Eq. 1 is followed .

r

= 1JY

(I)

Conversely a hydrostatic compression experiment results in changes in volume
and with no change in shape of the material as seen in Fig. 2 and Eq . 2.

p=-86.V

(2)

When a material is subjected to simple extension, changes in both shape and in
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Fig. 3. Simple tension.

volume will usually occur as noted in Fig. 3.
(3)

a= Et:

The Young's modulus, bulk compressibility and shear modulus can be related
through the addition of a fourth constant, Poisson's ratio v.
E

= 3B(1 -

2v)

= 2(1 + v)G

(4)

where Poisson's ratio quantifies the ratio of the transverse strain to the longitudinal
strain.
-E:)'
\) = __
.

(5)

E:x

Rearrangement of Eq. 4 leads to a convenient method for evaluating the value
of v by measuring E and B.
E
(6)
3B
A value of Poisson's ratio equal to 0.5 indicates that the material deforms
without volume change. From Table 1, we note that rubber-like materials all have
a value of 0.49 or greater for Poisson's ratio, but not 0.5. It should be noted that
a value of 0.5 for Poisson's ratio would result in a bulk modulus of infinity. That
1-2v=-
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Table I
Elastic constants for various classes of materials
Young's
modulus, E
(GPa)

Bulk
modulus, K
(GPa)

Poisson's
ratio, \J

(a) Ceramic
Alumina
Silicon carbide
Type E glass

400
396
72.4

238
236
43

0.22
0.22
0.22

9

(b) Metal
Aluminum
Copper
Mild steel

70.3
130
212

76
138
171

0.345
0.343
0.293

23.6
16.9
11.7

(c) Plastic
Epoxy
Polystyrene
PMMA
(d) Rubber
Polyisoprene
Poly(isobutene-coisoprene)
(e) Liquids
Mercury
Water
Dodecane

Coefficient of
thermal expansion

oo- 6 /°C)

3.5
3.2
3.3

3
3
4.1

0.33
0.33
0.37

70
70
70

0.001
0.001

2
1.97

0.4999
0.4995

90
80

25
2.1
1.3

3.3

is clearly never the case in the real world. However, it is often useful to use the
value 0.5 for Poisson's ratio when discussing elastomers. This unique feature of
elastomeric materials can be explained by considering the molecular arrangement
of atoms in an elastomer.
All elastomeric materials have several key features in common. Firstly, the
molecules must be polymeric. In addition, the polymer must be composed of
atoms arranged such that long-range motion between the atoms can readily occur.
Polymers composed of linear chains are a necessary first condition. However, the
polymer chains must also be composed of bonds that have low rotational energy
so that the linear chains can easily coil and uncoil. However, the polymer must
not be highly crystalline or once again the chain mobility will be too low. It is the
flexing of the polymer coil, which provides the spring-like response of the rubber.
Finally, the polymer chains need to be chemically or physically connected to
each other to provide long-range interaction. When subjected to a tensile or shear
stress, an elastomeric material deforms by slippage of the polymer chains past
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each other to relieve the mechanical stress. The actual distance between individual
atoms remains essentially unchanged. Therefore, the volume of the material does
not significantly change during the deformation. Conversely, rigid materials such
as metal alloys undergo deformation by the direct stretching of atomic bonds. This
results in much higher modulus as well as significant volume change. However, an
elastomeric material can only respond by chain slippage if the chains can undergo
long-range motion at a similar or faster speed that the imposed external strain.
The ratio of the average mobility of the polymer to the speed of the deformation
is a useful relationship known as the Deborah number, De. The mobility of the
polymer chains can be reduced by reducing the temperature of the material or
by constraining the polymer chains by crystallization or excessive cross-linking.
Alternatively, the rate of strain can be increased beyond the speed of the polymer.
Explosions, bullets, and high-speed collisions are examples of high-speed strain
rates, which can result in brittle fracture of normally rubbery materials.

2.2. lArge strains
Up to this point, we have only been discussing small strain experiments. However,
we know that elastomeric materials can undergo very large deformation. The
complete stress-strain curves for several types of materials can be seen in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4a depicts the stress-strain curve for an elastic-brittle material like tempered
steel, note that the strain to break is only 0.004. Deformation occurs by the
reversible stretching of atomic bonds until breaking occurs. The response for a
plastic material is initially similar to an elastic material, but with an additional
region beyond the reversible linear response. This new region is the area of
plastic yielding. Deformation now occurs by the large-scale movement of atoms
within the matrix. This deformation is not reversible. Lead, copper and brass
are examples of metals that undergo plastic yielding (Fig. 4b ). Such metals are
commonly called ductile. Many polymeric materials undergo plastic yielding such
as nylon (Fig. 4c). We note that the mechanical response for an elastomeric
material is quite different. The stress-strain curve is not linear and no significant
yield point is detected (Fig. 4d). The strain to break is greater than 6 and quite
reversible for an unfilled rubber. As mentioned before, the deformation occurs by
the slippage of polymer chains past each other, the deformation of atomic bonds
does not occur until the breaking strain is reached.
The relative amount of polymer chain slippage during a deformation is described by the Deborah number. As mentioned earlier, this ratio can be affected
by changes in temperature or rate of deformation. Because of this, the mechanical
response of a rubber is dependent on time and temperature. A typical response
can be seen in Fig. 5. At low temperature or high strain rate, the rubbery material
behaves like a brittle solid.
Conversely, at high temperature or slow strain rate, the rubber behaves more
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like a low modulus solid. The modulus of the rubbery material is a good indicator
of the relative chain mobility. As seen in Fig. 6, the modulus increases as the
temperature of the material decreases or the speed of the deformation increases.
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Fig. 6. Modulus as a function of temperature and test speed plotted on log scale.

2.3. Viscoelasticity
2.3.1. Phenomenological treatment of viscoelasticity

The viscoelastic response of the rubbery material can be modeled using simple
mechanical models representing combinations of Eq. 1 and the time derivative
of Eq. 3. A simple Dashpot model represents the viscous component and the
spring model represents the elastic component. Note that E and 1) represent the
appropriate modulus and viscosity based on the state of stress being modeled.
2.3.1.1. Transient loading patterns. Creep relaxation, stress relaxation, constant
rate of strain and constant rate of stress are all examples of transient loading
patterns. The Maxwell model (Fig. 7) is used to represent a viscoelastic liquid and
is especially useful for stress relaxation experiments. This simple model can be
generalized to give good approximations for real material systems by combining
numerous elements in parallel. This is known as a Maxwell-Wiechert model.
The Voigt model is good for modeling viscoelastic solids in creep experimenL<;.
The more generalized version is the Voigt-Kelvin model, which is a series
expansion of the Voigt model (Fig. 8).
Sometimes it is advantageous to combine Voigt and Maxwell models. The
series combination known as the Burgers model contains four experimental
constants, which describe the creep behavior of a material. Numerous other com-
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binations have been used to describe viscoelastic materials. The above examples
take advantage of the Boltzmann superposition principle, which states that all the
stresses add independently and the resultant strains are additive.
The proportionality constant between modulus and viscosity is known as the
relaxation time. t,.. For creep experiments, the proportionality constant is known as
the retardation time. for the generalized models, there is a spectrum of relaxation
or retardation times to account for the va1ious viscoelastic processes occurring at
different time scales in the material.

£ = t,.r,

(7)

(8)
A summary of the important equations for the Maxwell element and the Voigt
demcnt can be found in Table 2. A detailed derivation of the equations c,m be
found in the classic texts L1,2).
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Table 2
Summary of viscoelastic models

Equation of motion

Maxwell

Voigt

ds
Ida
a
-=--+-

a(t)

dt

a(I)

Stress relaxation

E(t)

=-

Generalized

E(I)

=

dt

'I

E dt

= E e - r/ r,

so

= s(1)£0 + ,, de(I)
__

D(t) = E but physically
impossible

00

J
J

E(r,)e-r frr dr

0

00

E(t)=

.H(lnr,)e - / r,dlnr,

-oo

Creep
Generalized

e(I)
I
D(t)=-=D+ -

ao

D(t) = D( I - e- 1/ r,)

'I

D(t)=J D(r,)(1-e-r/ r,)dr,
00

D(I)

~

J

L(inr,.)(1-e-r/ r,)dlnr,

-oo
00

Stress at constant
strain rate

a(t)=t

Steady state flow
viscosity

'1=

Where:

J

r,H(lnr,.)(l-e- 1/")dlnr,

- oo

j

r,.E(r,)dr, =

j

i/1,H(lnr,)dlnr,

d£(1)
--[ H(ln r r )] rr=I ~
d(lnl)

-

ds(I)

[ L(ln r, )] ,,=r ~ - d(lnt)

2.3.1.2. Dynamic experiments. Often a viscoelastic material is subjected to
stresses or strains, which change over time. When experiments are set up to
mimic such conditions, they are referred to as dynamic experiments or dynamic
mechanical analysis. For transient experiments, the time scale is qualitatively
proportional to the inverse of the test frequency used for dynamic experiments.
We will consider the above equations with respect to a simple sinusoidal stress as
is often imposed by common commercial test machines.
When a sinusoidal stress is applied to a linear viscoelastic material, a corresponding sinusoidal strain will result, but it will be out of phase with the stress
as seen in Fig. 9. The components of the stress vector can be decomposed into
a component in phase and a component 90° out of phase as depicted in Fig. 10.
The complex modulus is obtained by dividing the complex stress by the complex
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strain. For a shear stress, the equations for complex modulus are given below:
G* = G' +iG"

(9)

1c·1 = Jc,2+c"2

(10)

tano=G"/G'

(11)

G'

= IG'lcoso

1
1 . 8
G"- 1 G" Ism

( 12)
(I 3)

where G* is the complex shear modulus, G' is the storage modulus also known
as the elastic modulus, G" is the loss modulus which represents the viscous
response of the material. 8 is the phase angle between the storage and loss
components. Dynamic measurements are useful when a wide range of strain rates
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Fig. 11. Regions of viscoelastic response for an uncrosslinked and a crosslinked rubber. Redrawn
from ref. [3].

are of experimental interest. Various methods can be used to yield test data at
frequencies from 10- 5 to 10 12 cycles/s.

2.3.2. Time-temperature correspondence
Fig. 11 depicts the various regions of viscoelastic response. By plotting the
modulus as a function of temperature or frequency as seen in Fig. 12. one can
easily see this phenomenon [3]. The transition from glassy to rubbery response
is known as the glass transition temperature Tg, The rubbery condition exists for
all the reasons covered in Section 2.2. Flexibility of the polymer chain was one
of those conditions. The polymer flexibility directly relates to temperature. At the
point when polymer motion is limited to less that a few repeat units, the material
becomes glassy. The glass transition can be described by a specific temperature
for a given time or it can be described as a specific time at a given temperature in
accordance with the Deborah number previously defined.
The relationship between time and temperature can be useful for extrapolating
to conditions that may not be experimentally convenient. This can be demonstrated
by the following creep experiment. Modulus is measured as a function of time at
a constant temperature, and repeated for several other temperatures. The resulting
data is graphed on the left side of Fig. 12, then all the data is assembled on the right
side of the graft by horizontally sliding the individual curves to create a smooth
continuous curve spanning many decades of time for one specific temperature.
Such a curve is known as a master curve. The relative amount of horizontal
shifting is known as the shift factor, aT, Williams, Lande) and Ferry first made
this method public in the mid 1950s [4]. For many polymers, a simple equation,
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known as the WLF equation, adequately describes the shift factor function:
-C1(T -Tg)

logar = - - - - C2 + T - Tg

(14)

where C 1 and C 2 are constants, T is the temperature during the measurement and
Tg is the glass transition temperature. It has been shown that the WLF equation
follows the same form as the Doolittle equation used to describe the viscosity of
a liquid. This method of extrapolation is often referred to as time-temperature
superposition. It is more generically known as the method of shifting variables
when it is used for variables other than temperature. This is a very powe1ful
method for predicting the performance of a polymer over a very wide range of
response times . However, it should be noted that this method is only valid under
specific conditions. A plot of the shift factor versus temperature should result
in a smooth monotonic function . Any kinks or discontinuities are an indication
of a change in the mechanism as a function of temperature and invalidates the
experiment. Crystallinity and thermal decomposition can also represent changes
that would invalidate the applicability of the method of shifting variables.

3. Stress distributions in butt joints
An elastomeric joint is subjected to mechanical stresses that are the result of
several possible sources, which often occur in combinations . The most commonly
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Fig. 13. A rnbber disk in compression or tension.

recognized source of stress is due to changes in the joint dimensions caused by
applied loads. Stresses can also occur, without significant substrate movement, due
to changes in the volume occupied by the elastomer. Such changes can be the result
of temperature changes, swelling by water or other solvents, or due to evaporation
of volatile ingredients. Stresses arc not uniform. The stresses arc usually a complex
combination of tension, compression and shear. For relatively simple cases, closed
form analytical solutions exist and will be discussed below. But, for more complex
conditions some form of computer-aided numerical analysis is usually needed.
We will first consider the simple case of a rubber disk confined between two
rigid plates and subjected to tension or compression as seen in Fig. 13. There
are several solutions based on different boundary conditions and simplifying
assumptions. We will see that the extent of constrainment of the elastomer is a key
property governing the stress distribution and apparent stiffness of the joint. The
amount of constrainment is given by the height to diameter ratio, the Poisson's
ratio of the elastomer, an<l the friction at the substrate-elastomer surfaces as seen
in Fig. 14.
Closed form solutions have been derived which neglect outer edge effects, but
can account for full adhesion or high friction, zero adhesion and intermediate
levels of adhesion at the substrate. The aforementioned derivations are made
possible by the simplifying assumption that Poisson's ratio for the elastomer
is 0.5. Such solutions are useful for determining apparent stiffness and stress
distributions in the interior of the joint, as we shall see in the following paragraphs.
Eq. 3 describes the mechanical response of a perfectly lubricated circular disk.
On the other hand, Gent et al. have estimated the normal and shear stresses for
small compressions or extensions of perfectly bonded blocks of radius, a, and
thickness, h 15-7). It was shown that the shear stress obeys the same differential
equation as the torsion of prismatic shafts or the pressurized membrane problems.
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= 0.5. Center:

intermediate

The uniform compressive or tensile stress resulting in the initial strain is given by
Eq. 3 and the shear stress acting at a radius, r, is given by:
(15)

The corresponding normal stress is given as a pressure, P related to the shear
stress by:
T

=

(i) (::)

(16)

Integration yields the pressure associated with the given shear stresses:
{17)

Integrating the normal stresses resulting from the nonnal and shear displacements gives the total normal force:
2
7

F = 3rr-G£

(

I+ ah 2 )
2

(I 8)

From the above derivation, it is important to note that the effect of constraint
increases the stiffness of the component by the factor (1 + a 2 /2h 2 ). As seen in
Fig. 15, for large thin blocks of rubber, the effective modulus approaches that
of the bulk modulus, B, for compression when a/ h is greater than about 10.
Thornton et al. analyzed the interfacial stresses for the intermediate case when
some amount of friction or adhesion occurs between the rubber disk and the rigid
blocks [8]. A new variable, µ, defines the static coefficient of friction for which
a critical radius exists at which the shear stresses cannot overcome the coefficient
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a/ h,

on the apparent stiffness of a thin elastomeric disk.

of friction and Eq. 20 holds. Beyond that radius, the shear stress is proportional to
the normal stress times the coefficient of friction. The following equations were
derived for the three boundary conditions:
For the perfectly lubricated condition, µ, ---+ 0:
F = ]'[a 2 3Gt:

(19)

For the perfectly adhering condition, µ, :::. a/ h:

F

2

= 3]'[ Gt: (1

+

;h\)

(20)

For the intermediate condition, 0 -< µ, -<

ri

rl

r;

rch

a/ h:
ha

h

2

F=6]'[Gt: {- + - + +----4h2 2µ,h
2µ, 2 4µ, 3 2µ, 4µ,2

}

(21)

In Fig. 14, center, we see that the shear stresses are equivalent to the solution
by Gent (Fig. 14, left), up to the point that slippage occurs, known as the
critical radius. In addition, the normal stresses are lower and vanish beyond
the critical radius, as compared to the perfectly adhering solution. The above
derivation assumed that Poisson's ratio equals 0.5. Of course, real elastomers are
not incompressible. Lai et al. have studied the effect of compressibility on the
stress distributions in thin elastomeric blocks and annular bushings [9). For the
special cases of an infinite strip of finite width the following closed form solution
for the effective modulus was obtained:
tanh/3

E eff= K [ 1--{3-

J

(22)
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(23)

V

where K is the bulk modulus and r1 = I/ S = total free area/area of one loaded
surface (inverse of the classical shape factor, S). The solution agrees well with
numerical solutions so long as the substrates are completely rigid. For highly
constrained joints, h / a < 0.1, the substrates may deflect and reduce the predicted
stresses in the elastomer. Fig. 14 (right) describes the shape of the stress field
when Poisson's ratio is less than 0.5. The pressure distribution is flattened as
the constraint increases. We see that the incompressible assumption leads to
significant errors in the estimation of the pressure distribution within the block.
For an elastomer with v = 0.4995, the incompressible assumption leads to an
effective stiffness error of I 0%, 47%, and 187% for shape factors of 5, IO and 20,
respectively.
Numerical solutions to the above joint conditions have been provided which
include the effect of compressibility and are more accurate near the edge of
the joint [ I 0, 11 ]. Gent and Hwang used a linear elastic model to demonstrate
a 40% reduction in apparent modulus when Poisson 's ratio was changed from
0.4999 to 0.49 [ 12]. Chang and Peng have studied the butt joint using nonlinear
finite element analysis [ 13]. The material was described by the nonlinear elastic
strain energy function of Ogden-Tschoegl, modified to include a bulk modulus
term, which accounts for specific values of Poisson's ratio. Thus, the effect of
strain softening or strain hardening could be studied along with the effect of
compressibility. For small strains, their calculations agreed well with Lindsey,
Shapery and Williams so long as a/h was larger than 10 [14]. But for values of
a/ h < 6, the approximate solutions of Gent and Lindley were better matched [5] .
Fig. 16 depicts the expected changes in the normal stress distribution as a function
of strain hardening or softening.
Numerical techniques can provide insight into the stresses in the elastome1ic
butt joint. However, the correct choice for Poisson's ratio is essential. To further complicate the situation, measurement of Poisson's ratio is not trivial. The
measurement of Poisson's ratio was first performed using classical dilatometry
techniques [ 15]. Poisson's ratio is also time dependent. The WLF equation has
been used to describe the temperature and rate dependence of Poisson's ratio
[ 16, 17]. Furthermore, Poisson's ratio can be a function of filler-polymer interactions and strain induced crystallization. For a highly filled composite, greater
than 50 vol% glass beads, the value of Poisson's ratio dropped from nearly 0.5 to
0 .25 over a strain of 0-40%, respectively f 181. The measurement of bulk modulus
and shear or tensile modulus affords an easier way to estimate Poisson 's ratio
by utilizing Eq. 6 [ 19,20] . More recently, photoelastic techniques, ultrasonics and
contact strain gages have been used to measure Poisson's ratio [21-23]. Finally, as
noted by Kakavas, defects in the sample itself, such as bubbles, can significantly
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Fig. 16. Normalized stress versus radial position for a strain hardening and a strain softening
model. Redrawn from ref. [13].

reduce the apparent Poisson's ratio [24]. A comparison of the effective modulus
calculated by the finite element method and predicted by Gent's equation led
Kakavas to conclude that the Poisson's ratio used in his calculations was too high.
Further investigation leads to a correction term for effective Poisson's ratio based
on the true Poisson's ratio and the volume of voids in the sample.

4. Measuring fracture energy
The interfacial strength of an elastomeric material is best defined using an energy
balance approach as discussed in Chapter 2. The strain energy release rate, 9-c, is
simply the energy needed to generate a new surface by propagating a crack though
the material as originated by Griffith while studying brittle materials [25]. Pocius
has recently reviewed the derivation leading to the following for the special case
of a completely brittle material as seen in Fig. 17 [26]:

F2

ac

2w a";~

9-c

(24)

where C is the compliance of the material 9-c is the critical strain energy release
rate. Rapid crack growth will occur if 9,, is exceeded . The above analysis is
generalized to various geometric configurations by discussing the resistance to
crack growth in te1ms of the total energy available to drive a crack through the
material. For the specific case of elastomeric materials, energy losses occur near
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the vicinity of the crack tip which are included in the total energy measured hy
fracture tests. The magnitude of the losses are generally related to the material
properties of the elastomer being strained to failure. Frequently, the energy losses
make up the majority of the energy being measured. Thus, an energy balance
approach can generate fracture measurements that are independent of the test
geometry. One need only measure or calculate the elastic energy needed to drive
the crack in terms of the total strain energy per unit crack surface formed:

_ (aw)

9,-- aA ,

(25)

4.1. Displacement versus load-controlled measurement conditions
As noted in Section 2.3, the deformation of elastomeric adhesives is a function of
the speed and temperature. Correspondingly, the measured strain energy release
rate is also a function of the test speed and the material temperature. Another
important consideration is the loading condition. There are two ways that a joint
can be stressed, by separating the components at a specific speed and measuring
the resulting force or by applying a specific force and measuring the speed of
the crack growth. Often hoth occur at the same time, but we will discuss them
separately for now.
Many commercial test machines measure the strength of the test specimen
by subjecting them to a specific displacement condition and then measuring the
stresses that occur. This is known as a displacement controlled test condition.
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Typical crack speed versus applied strain energy for displacement controlled
testing can be found in Fig. 18 [27].
Other test methods can be conducted which apply a load on the sample and
measure the speed of crack growth. Such methods are commonly called load
controlled. A typical curve of crack growth versus applied strain energy can be
seen in Fig. 19.
Note the existence of a rate-independent threshold fracture energy, 9, 0 , which
occurs under very slow strain rate conditions. The fracture energy is generally
separated into two components, the classical work of adhesion and the bulk dissipative term. The classical work of adhesion is the thermodynamically reversible
and rate-independent energy required to separate two surfaces. It is described in
detail in Volume II "Surfaces, Chemistry and Applications". It is important to
note that the thermodynamic work of adhesion is usually much smaller than the
measured fracture energy. That is because the energy needed to propagate a crack
in the material, the fracture energy or strain energy release rate, also includes
the energy spent in viscous response, inertia, and in the generation of heat; all
of which are rate-dependent properties. In other words, the thermodynamic work
of adhesion is associated with the processes occurring along the interface that is
being separated. While, the fracture energy measures the thermodynamic work of
adhesion along with all the other rate-dependent energy consuming mechanisms,
which are occurring in the bulk of the materials being tested. The threshold
fracture approaches the value of the theoretical work of adhesion and under ideal
conditions should be equivalent. Several researchers have proposed the following
equation, which attempts to separate the measured strain energy release rate into
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contributions from the interface and contributions from the bulk [28-30J.

9, = 9,o + f

(9,o)l;

(26)

where { is the rate-dependent contributions occurring in the bulk of the adhesive.
When conducting experiments on various adhesives, all with different viscoelastic
response, it is necessary to measure the strain energy release rate at many
different speeds or temperatures in order to distinguish between mechanisms
associated with the bulk elastomer versus mechanisms associated with changes to
the interface. Furthermore, the interpretation of the results should be done with
the expected use conditions in mind . For example, if the adhesive needs to survive
small stresses for many years, then the slow-rate data are most important. But, if
the adhesive needs to be used on explosive shielding or tornado resistant buildings,
then the high-speed data is very important.

4.2. Common fracture energy test methods
Starting with rather simple geometric shapes and loading conditions facilitate the
measurement of the fracture energy. The following methods represent some of
the more common techniques for measuring the crack speed versus strain energy
release rate.
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Fig. 20. Geometry of the peel test. Redrawn from ref. (31 ].

4.2.1. Peeling
Kinlock and Williams describes the peel test in detail in Chapter 8. The test
geometry can be seen in Fig. 20. This discussion of the peel test will mainly
address thick elastomeric specimens. The derivation of 9, for the peel test was
recently reviewed by Maugis [31 ]. 9, can be expressed as follows:

p

p2

9, = w (1-cosO)+ 2w2£h

(27)

where w is the peel width, () the peel angel, P the applied load, E the modulus of
the peeling member and h the thickness of the peeling member. The second term
of this equation accounts for the strain energy used to stretch the peeling member.
It is common to embed a wire cloth, fiberglass or similar material in the elastomer
before cure, then E becomes very large and the second term can be neglected.
The peel test is most often conducted under constant displacement rate and
with a peeling angle of 180°. Under this condition, the displacement rate is
predetermined and the peeling force is measured. The crack speed is 1/2 the
displacement speed.
Conversely, a load-controlled experiment can be conducted by hanging a known
mass off the peeling member. However, the peeling speed is more difficult to
measure. An alternative method for load-controlled peeling can be accomplished
by using a creep frame and lever arm to apply a load to the peeling specimen. The
deflection of the lever arm can be easily measured with electronic displacement
transducers and the crack speed deduced by simple geometric relationships (32].
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Fig. 21. Test geometry for the trouser tear method.

The effect of thickness can be corrected by plotting the strain rate instead of
the peeling rate. This is analogous to measuring strain rate instead of crosshead
speed for a uniaxial tension experiment. The strain rate can be estimated by the
following equation [33):

a

£= b

(28)

where t is the strain rate and a is the peeling rate. The gage length is assumed to
be the same as the strained thickness, b. At constant peeling rate, the strain rate
increases as the strained thickness, b, decreases.
The value of 9, is a function of the peeling angle, width and force as described
by Eq. 27. In addition, it is rate dependent as described by Eqs. 26 and 28. It is
important to note these dependencies when attempting to compare adhesion test
data from peel tests conducted under different conditions.
4.2.2. Trouser tear test
The trouser tear test gets its name from the shape of the test specimen, which
resembles a pair of men's trousers as seen in Fig. 21. The test is conducted by
pulling each leg in opposite directions, thus propagating a crack down the center
of the specimen. The test is most commonly conducted in displacement control
whereby the two legs are pulled apart at a specified speed while a load cell
measures the force. The test can also be conducted in load control by applying a
constant load to the legs of the specimen usually with a hanging weight or lever
actuated creep frame. The fracture energy can be obtained from Eq. 29 l34,35].
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Fig. 22. The simple shear test geometry.

<J,

= 2F/w

(29)

The experiment can be further simplified by embedding a strip of fiberglass or
wire cloth on both sides of the crack parallel to the trouser legs, effectively eliminating stretching in the legs during testing. The crack length is then determined by
measuring the length of the legs or by optical means.
4.2.3. Simple shear. pure shear
4.2.3. /. Simple shear. Many tests configurations can be analyzed by comparing
the stored strain energy in the elastomer as a crack passes through the region.
In Fig. 22, we note that the stored strain energy per unit volume, U, is released
in region 4 because the rubber has debonded. Region 3 is in the process of
debonding. Regions 2 and l are still strained and have potential energy for driving
the crack tip. The strain energy per unit volume can be determined from stressstrain measurements. Thus, for the simple shear case, the strain energy release rate
1s:
<J = Uh

(30)

This test is often conducted at a constant shear strain condition. Under such
conditions, the strain energy release rate is constant as a function of crack length.
This is very helpful in the analysis. However, it is also important to point out that
changes in the modulus of the elastomer will change the stored strain energy. If
this occurs over the time interval of the test, then U will need to be reevaluated.
Such changes are very common during environmental aging.
4.2.3.2. Pure shear. The pure shear test is a special case of the tensile test in
which the length is very long compared the width of the elastomer thus preventing
the elastomer from contracting along that length of the specimen. This results in
plane strain conditions that result in the principal stress occurring at a 45° angle
out of the paper as drawn in Fig. 23. The analysis of the fracture energy is identical
to the simple shear case [36]. At constant strain and modulus, the strain energy
release rate is independent of crack length. This is good for the same reasons as
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Fig. 23. The pure shear test specimen.

Fig. 24. The tensile strip fracture test specimen.

stated for the simple shear case. Again, modulus changes during the test must be
monitored independently in order to correct the strain energy density.

4.2.4. Tensile strip specimen
The tensile strip specimen. described in Fig. 24 was studied by Rivlin and Thomas
[36]. The strain energy release rate is described by the following equations:
(31)
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where U1, is the strain energy per unit volume, and k is a function of the extension.
This equation could also be used in the pure shear specimen when the crack length
is short and the strain energy is a function of crack length. Like the previous
three methods, measurement of the crack length is the most difficult part of
the experiment. Unlike the previous methods, the strain energy release rate is a
function of crack length. Therefore, the strain energy release rate changes during
the experiment.

4.3. Methods for measuring the threshold fracture energy
The threshold fracture energy is very interesting for two important reasons. Firstly,
it is the energy most closely associated with changes in the interface properties.
Secondly, it is relevant for long-term durability measurements. Referring back to
Eq. 26, we recall that the threshold fracture energy often only represents a small
fraction of the total energy measured. The function { is the major contribution
to the energy measured. Therefore, it is necessary to try to reduce the size of {
until it is nearly zero, thus, revealing the hidden value of 9, 0 • This is accomplished
by conducting the tests at very slow speeds. One quickly notes that practical test
speeds are still too fast and { still too large to see the true size of 9, 0 • The method
of time-temperature superposition is a useful way to obtain data at extremely slow
speeds. Further reduction in the value of { is accomplished by using plasticizers
to increase the mobility of the polymer chain. However, this method introduces a
new variable, which may or may not be applicable to one's real world application.
If the bulk material does not change as part of the independent variables, then it
may be possible to assume that the function { does not change from sample to
sample. A simple change in surface preparation without changes in the elastomer
composition is one example in which { may be assumed constant. In this case,
a log-log plot of crack speed versus strain energy release rate will provide a
family of curves, one for each surface condition. The relative change in 9, 0 can be
estimated by the vertical distance between each curve as seen in Fig. 25.
The method of time-temperature superposition has been used extensively for
the study of the threshold strain energy release rate . A classic example can be
found in Figs. 26 and 27 redrawn from the work of Chun and Gent [37]. In
this work, the trouser tear test was used to generate the master curve spanning
15 decades of time. The threshold strain energy release rate was estimated at a
crack speed of 10- 18 m/s. Such extremely slow rates are commonly obtained
using master curves. The shift factor was obtained using the WLF equation
with C 1 = l 7 .6 and C2 = 52. Gent and Lai have shown that many hydrocarbon
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polymers have very similar master curves when referenced to the Tg l38]. Gent and
Tobias have generated master curves using the trouser tear test with the polymer
under a swollen condition to further reduce the value of~ [39J.
Mazich et al. utilized the pure shear fracture test to generate master curves
of threshold fracture energy for polydimethylsiloxane polymers as a function of
crosslink density [401. Their data compared well with recent data from Gent and
Tobias [39].
ln all cases the threshold fracture energy is still about I 0-20 times larger than
the theoretical work of adhesion predicted from thermodynamic estimates. This
discrepancy has been explained by the theory of Lake and Thomas l41 ]. The work
to break a polymer chain includes the work needed to pull the chain taunt in
addition to the work needed to break a the chemical bond between two individual
atoms in the chain. Thus, the fracture energy scales with the square root of the
molecular weight between crosslinks as defined below:
n, = (3/8)112pAU{,1 112 1M112
M C112
u

(/t( .('I

(33)

where p is the polymer density, A is Avogadro's number, U is the dissociation
energy of the weakest main chain bond, q is the number of main chain bonds per
free jointed segment, I is the projected length of a main chain bond, M., is the
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average molecular weight per main chain atom and Mc is the average molecular
weight between crosslinks.

4.4. Techniques for obtaining interfacial fracture energy
While it has often been considered good to have cohesive failure, it is of little
value when interface strength is the desired measurement. Once cohesive failure
occurs, all we can say about the interface is that the stressed in the joint in the
region of the interface were less than the strength of the interface at the time
of testing. If one is studying different surface treatments or adhesion promoter
additives, then cohesive failure prevents differentiation of the variables controlling
the strength of the interface in particular. This problem is further complicated
by many government and industry tests that are not ideally useful for measuring
interfacial strength. For example, the 180° peel test conducted at 2 inches per
minute constant peel rate tends to favor cohesive failure as seen in the work by
Shephard and Wightman [42]. The failure mode during peeling could be changed
by adjusting the peel test conditions. Slower speed, higher modulus and thinner
test specimens favored adhesive failure as seen in Fig. 28.
lnterfacial fracture energy is often difficult to obtain when working with
elastomeric materials. This is mainly due to the relatively low tear strength of the
elastomer. If the stresses in the joint exceed the tear strength of the elastomer, then
the fracture will be cohesive in the elastomer. Therefore, the stresses in the joint
during testing must be designed to never exceed the tear strength of the elastomer.
Such a condition could lead to extremely slow failure rates. In such cases, the
interfacial failure can be facilitated by applying and environmental stress, such as
water, heat or ultraviolet light to degrade the strength of the interface.

4.5. Methods for fatigue fracture energy
The calculation of fracture energy for fatigue experiments is identical to previously
discussed approaches. The main difference is that the strain energy release rate is
now a varying function of time. The resulting data generally takes on the shape
of the curved in Fig. 19. Of course the y-axis is da/dn and the x-axis is some
measure of strain energy per cycle. The variable, n, denotes each cycle. Typically,
the time function is a simple sinusoidal function with a specific frequency and
amplitude. However, a more complicated driving function can be used to simulate
a specific use application such as a road sealant undergoing displacements due to
road traffic [43].
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Fig. 28. Failure mode versus modulus, rate and peel thickness. Solid region is cohesive failure,
clear regions are adhesive failure. Redrawn from ref. [42].

4.5. 1. Unia.xial tension

This method is based on the tensile strip specimen. Therefore the fatigue cycles
can never go into compression because the specimen would bend rather than
support a significant compressive load. Lake and Lindley used this method to
generate data for natural rubber [44). During that work, they noted the three
distinct events in the crack growth curves. 9, 0 the minimum energy necessary to
initiate crack growth, the power law region and 9.c when crack growth is rapid
completely analogous to the previous discussion. The following equation has been
used to describe the power law region (45]:
da
drz

l

-=-9,

K

fJ

(34)
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in which K and f3 are constants associated with a specific elastomer. Integration
leads to N, the number of cycles to failure based on an initial crack length, a 0 :

N=

(/3 -

K

I )(2k()..)U1,)f3 .

ag-

1

(35)

where k , ).. and U are defined by Eqs. 31 and 32. Recently, Lacasse et al.
measured the cut growth in a silicone sealant and found good agreement between
experimental data and Eq. 35 (46] .
4.5.2. Torsion

A description of the torsion test can be seen in Fig. 29 . The derivation of the strain
energy release rate has been recently reviewed [47) .

g, = (r + 8' )2 Gq} /2h

(36)

where 8 is a correction factor, which adjusted the crack length to account for
frictional forces during torsion. This factor could be removed if the sample was
also placed in tension during the test. We note that with this test, the more the
crack grows, the lower the strain energy release rate for a given strain amplitude.
This is very useful because the crack growth is predicted to arrest. The arrest
fracture energy is often assumed to be the same as the threshold fracture energy.
Therefore, one needs to simply run the test at constant amplitude and wait for the
crack to stop growing in order to find the threshold fracture energy. In a follow
up paper, Gent reports that data obtained in torsion compare well with previously
published data generated using a tensile specimen [48) .
4.5.3. Compression

Very little published fracture mechanics data has been found utilizing a compression test. However, Stevenson measured compression data that agreed well
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Fig. 30. Crack growth in a compression test specimen. Redrawn from ref. [49] .

with tensile data, once again, demonstrating the power of the energy approach
with fracture mechanics [49]. The compression test geometry and resulting crack
growth can be seen in Fig. 30. Crack growth occurs such that a parabolic crosssection is removed from the outer radius of the specimen. The strain energy release
rate is given by:
(37)

G =0.5Uh
U

= 0.5Ect:~

Ee = E(I

(38)
2

+KS )

s = one loaded area/force-free area

(39)
(40)

where Ee is the effective compression modulus, s is a shape factor, and K is a
numerical factor. A comparison of the experimental data with the theoretical data
generated from Eq. 37 can be seen in Fig. 31 . The corresponding crack growth
data for tensile testing was also plotted with reasonable agreement.
The measurement of crack growth under compression as described above is
a very experimentally tedious problem. It is no longer necessary to collect such
data. Instead, the same fracture data in tension can be readily obtained followed
hy conversion of the data to a particular compression problem.
The value of the energy approach to fracture measurement is that it can
be readily used on many very analytically difficult problems. Researchers have
demonstrated the ability to directly correlate data measured in one test geometry
with data obtained with completely different test geometry. Simple test pieces can
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be used to generate the characteristic fracture energy versus crack speed curves
which can then he applied to very complicated real world parts by using numerical
methods to map the strain energy in the part and using that data to determine if
crack growth is likely.

5. Designing with elastomeric adhesives
5.1. Design approach

When designing an elastomeric joint, the design approach is based on measurement of material properties using relatively simple test methods and joint shapes.
This is followed with analytical or more likely numerical solutions to determine
the state of stress in the more complicated real world part. Then the strain energy
density information is compared to the fracture energy data to determine the
likelihood of crack growth within the part. Finally, the optimized part should be
prepared and tested to validate the joint design.
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Using the fracture mechanics approach automatically accounts for the occasional non-ideal part. The assumption that a flaw will exist enables the ability to
determine if the flaw will propagate or simply remain at its current size. A joint
that can tolerate occasional unintentional defects will be far easier to manufacture
and result in fewer field failures.
5.2. Conditions to avoid
Careful analysis of the butt joint has led to several generalizations regarding the
stability of small defects in the elastomer. The theory of large elastic deformation
developed by Rivlin and outlined by Gent predicts that small voids in the rubber
will expand without bound when a critical value of hydrostatic tension of about
2.5 G is exceeded [50,51 ]. Using the equations from Gent's analysis of the butt
joint, one can predict when catastrophic failure will occur due to rupture of the
elastomer. For thin blocks, this equates to a mean tensile stress of about 1.25 G. In
compression, failure occurs at the edges where the maximum shear deformation
should not exceed about I 00%, which is an average compressive stress of about 3
G or strain of h/3a.
In addition, compressibility is an important factor when the constraint on the
elastomer is high. Under such conditions, it is important to obtain an accurate
measurement of Poisson's ratio. Otherwise, the stresses used to calculate the strain
energy density could be off by 50% or more.
Conditions where three-sided adhesion occurs leads to premature failure by
subjecting the elastomer to triaxial stresses. A few examples of good and bad joint
design can be seen in Fig. 32. Frequently, it is necessary to prevent adhesion on
one or more surfaces in order to eliminate triaxial stress.
Synergistic degradation effects can also lead to early joint failure. Fatigue
causes faster crack growth than do steady-state stresses. Mechanical stress in
combination with environmental stresses like standing water, heat, ultraviolet
light, acid rain, ozone or solvents can reduce service life many fold.

5.3. The isotropic assumption is often false
Throughout this chapter, all the equations have assumed homogeneous isotropic
materials. In many cases, the material properties of the elastomer are not uniform.
Some common problems leading to anisotropic material properties are poor
mixing of components leading to trapped air, undispersed filler particles, or poor
crosslinking. Some elastomers cure by diffusion of moisture into the elastomer.
Such processes lead to gradients in modulus according to the moisture diffusion
path in the joint. Temperature gradients during cure also can lead to modulus
gradients. Shrinkage during cure can introduce non-uniform pre-stresses. Filler
settling can also lead to heterogeneity. Solvent diffusion can lead to heterogeneous
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Fig. 32. Left side demonstrates poor joint designs that contain high stresses. Right side demonstrates better designs.

swelling. Finally, an elastomer that was isotropic to begin with may undergo
degradation on the surface or in the center of the bulk at a different rate. This can
lead to large changes in material properties.
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Chapter 11

Crack path selection in adhesively bonded
joints
BUO CHEN a,* and DAVID A. DILLARD b
" Cooper Tire and Rubber Company, Findlay, OH, USA
11 Professor of Engineering Science and Mechanics, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, USA

I. Introduction

1.1. Background
A wide variety of both strength tests, measuring some average stress at break,
and fracture tests, measuring the energy required to propagate a debond, have
been introduced to test adhesive joints to failure. In addition to quantifying the
stresses or energy release rates required for mechanical separation, a meaningful
evaluation of the mechanical performance often requires accurate identification
and interpretation of the locus of failure and the crack propagation behavior.
Perhaps based on the old adage that chains always break at the weakest link,
conventional wisdom suggests that bonded joints should also break at the weakest
location. The weakest link criterion is applicable to discrete systems such as
chains, but is not directly applicable to continuous systems, including bonded
joints, where complex stress distributions interact with spatially varying material
properties. Fracture of an adhesive bond involves complex interactions between
loading conditions, geometry, and material property variations causing the locus
of failure to vary even within the same material system [ 1-3).
The final locus of failure and fracture trajectory of an adhesive bond is the
result of the interactions among the material properties such as the tensile strength
of all the components, quality of adhesion at the interface, fracture toughness
of the bonds, and the stress state at the crack tip of existing flaws or debonds
[4]. To predict the locus of failure in an adhesively bonded joint loaded in an
arbitrary manner such as illustrated in Fig. I, the mechanisms controlling the
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isotropic solids. Among these criteria, three pnmary ones have been widely
discussed in the literature; namely,
(I) Maximum opening stress criterion: This criterion, proposed by Ergodan and
Sib [7], dictates that the direction of cracking is perpendicular to the direction
of maximum opening stress at the crack tip.
(2) Maximum energy release rate criterion: Palaniswamy and Knauss [8] suggested this criterion, whereby the direction of crack propagation can be
obtained by maximizing the energy release rate as a function of the angle of
crack kinking.
(3) Mode I fracture criterion: Goldstein and Salganik [9] and Cotterell and Rice
[ 10) proposed that a crack will propagate along a path such that pure mode I
fracture is maintained at the crack tip, i.e. Ku = 0 at the growing crack tip.
Although these three criteria specify different aspects, they all yield similar
results and no experimentally distinguishable differences have been observed
[2,3, 11, 12]. Consequently, the choice of criterion in practical applications depends
on convenience. The maximum opening stress and the maximum strain energy
release rate criteria are often used in analytical studies, whereas the mode I
fracture criterion is usually more convenient to use in numerical analysis since
standard stress intensity factor extrapolation schemes are usually available in most
commercial finite element analysis (FEA) codes. All three criteria are consistent
with the mechanics notion that cracks tend to grow perpendicular to the largest
tensile stress.
These criteria, although developed primarily for cracks in homogeneous materials, can be extended to bi-materials systems, such as adhesively bonded joints,
coatings, and laminated materials, provided the debond is propagating within one
of the (homogeneous) layers. Care should be used when applying these criteria
to determine the direction of cracking for cracks located near the bi-material
interface, however, due to differences in fracture toughness in the vicinity of the
interface [ 13) as well as the more complex stress states that exist. According to
these criteria, a crack in an adhesive bond can be steered to different locations
if the local stress state at the crack tip is mixed mode. Consequently, various
failure locations can result and failure does not necessarily occur at the weakest
site within the material. Anyone who has tried to tear a perforated page from a
notepad is familiar with this paradox. To illustrate the concept, Fig. 2 suggests
that by applying shear, one may be able to steer the debond towards one interface or the other, depending on the direction of the shear. Cracks will have a
tendency to run perpendicular to the principal diagonal 1, at least until they reach a
fracture-resistant substrate in the case of adhesive bonds.

1 The principal diagonal. defined by the line connecting tip to tip of a shear stress state, is the
diagonal that is tensile rather than compressive.
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Fig. 2. The presence of shear can steer growing cracks to one interface or lhe other depending on
the direction of 1he shear. Cracks 1end 10 propag.ue perpendicular to the principal diagonal.

The fracture mode mixity at the crack tip in homogeneous materials is defined
as the ratio between the mode II and mode I stress intensity factors.

VI == tan -

1
(

:\' )

(1)

where VI is usually refeffed as the phase angle, and is analogous to (Eq. 33 in
Chapter 2) that was dt:fined for an interface crack. The global fracture mode
mixity can also he defined based on the strain energy release rate ratio, as
Gu

1}

== ( i

(2)

where G is the total strain energy release rate available and G II is the strain
energy release rate available for mode II crack propagation. When a debond is
propagating cohesively within an adhesive layer, these relationships will prove
useful in predicting the direction of cracking. For simple geometries, analytkal
solutions for the stress intensity factors, energy release rates. and mode m1xities
are possible. hut for more complex configurations, numerical techniques are often
required [ 14].
If mode II loading is present, the crack can he steered away from a weaker
region and actually propagate in a tougher region of the joint, altering the locus
of failure, and violating the weakest link perspective. The specimen geometry and
loading mode can favor failure at one interface or the other, depending on the
stress state that is established throughout the adhesive layer and at the dehond
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Fig. 3. Cracks in adhesive bonds: (a) interface crack; (b) sub-i nterface crack. Kr, and K{t arc
Laken as external loading, which can also be described as for field stress intensity factors.

tip. One should distinguish between the globally applied mode mix, which results
from considering the loads applied to an identical monolithic geometry and given
by Kf and Kif, and the local mode mixity at the crack tip: K 1 and Ku. for
cohesive failures, or K 1 and K2 , for inte1facial cracks, as discussed in Chapter 2.
Crack path selection is ultimately controlled by the local stress field at the crack
tip, as shown in Fig. 3. rather than by the far fieJd values, although both are related

1151.
1.3. l)irectio11al stability of a crack and the T-stress
Another important factor in predicting the locus of failure in adhesively bonded
joints is the directional stability of the crack propagation. In investigating slightly
curved or kinked cracks in linear elastic, homogeneou s materials under mode
I loading, Cotterell and Rice [ 10] concluded that the T-stress given in Eq. I
of Chapte r 2 plays an important role in the directional stability of the crack
propagation. The crack is directionally stable if the T-stress is negative, but is
directionally unstable if the T-stress is positive. A similar trend has also been
found in three-dimensional crack propagation studies [ 16 J. Although the T -stress
is a linear elastic fracture mechanics concept and is calculated from the linear
elastic material properties of the same solid containing the crack, the T-stress
plays a similar role in inelastic materials such as the elastic- plastic materials
[ 17, 18 J. The T -stress is a non-singular stress that is parallel to the crack, and
passes around the crack.
Through considering higher order terms in Williams l 19 J asymptotic stress
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expansion, given in (Eq. of Chapter 2) for a crack in homogeneous malerials,
Chao et al. further investigated the effect of the T-stress on the crack propagation
manner and indicated that the transition point between directionally stable and
unstable cracks is slightly more complex. For studies discussed in this chapter, however, the criteria developed by Cotterell and Rice is still found to be
satisfactory and therefore is used.
In adhesively bonded systems, the issue of directional stability of cracks was
first discussed by Chai l20-22J, who observed an intriguing form of alternating
crack trajectory in the mode J delamination failure of graphite reinforced epoxy
composite laminates and aluminum/epoxy bonds. The crack periodically alternated between the two interfaces with a characteristic length of 3-4 times the
thickness of the adhesive layer. More specifically, as the crack advanced, the crack
propagated along one interface and then gradually deviated away with an increasing slope until the other interface was approached. An abrupt kink then occurred
as the crack approached the opposite interface. The crack then propagated near
the interface for a distance of about 2-3 times the thickness of the adhesive layer
before deviating from the interface again. As a result, a characteristic length of
3-4 times the thickness of the adhesive was observed in the crack trajectory,
reflecting very directionally unstable crack propagation.
Fleck et al. [ 15] and Akisanya and fleck l2,3 J investigated this directional
stability issue in adhesive bonds and concluded that, similar to the situation in
homogeneous materials, the directional stability of cracks in adhesive bonds also
depends on the magnitude of the T -stress when the bonds are under predominantly
mode I loading. The crack propagation in an adhesive bond is directionally stable
if the T-stress is negative and is directionally unstable if lhe T-stress is positive.
This argument revealed the threshold of the transition of the directional stabilily of
cracks in adhesively bonded joints and provided an important foundation for later
studies.
In their analyses for the sandwich geometry shown in fig. 4, the adherends
were assumed to be semi-infinite, the adhesive was assumed to be linear elastic,
and a semi-infinite straight crack was present within the adhesive layer. The
y
X

Adhesive, t = 0.5 rnm

z "'/
Adherend

L = 200 rnrn

Fig. 4. Geometry of adhesively bonded double cantilever beam (DCB) spc<.:imens.
specimens, h = H. and for asymmetric specimens, h =t= H.

ror symmetric
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T-stress can be calculated as [ 15]

KF

Kt

1-a
T=-- T 00 +ao+C,(c/t,a ,,8) r. +Cn(c/t,a.,8) r.
(3)
1 +a
vi
~t
where a 0 is the residual stress in the adhesive and t is the thickness of the adhesive
layer. C,(c/t,a,.8) and C11(c / t.a,,8) in Eq . 3 are tabulated, non-dimensional
functions [ 15), c is defined as shown in Fig. I. and a and .B are the Dundurs'
parameters defined in Chapter 2. K'r , K(f. and T 00 in Eq. 3 are solutions for
the case of monolithic material obtained by neglecting the adhesive layer and
here they are used as far-field loading. The manner in which Kt' and K{f' are
related to a specific applied loading can be found [23], as can T 00 for several
commonly used testing geometries [24]. For specimens of a monolithic material,
the T-stresses, which is the T 00 in Eq . 3, are positive for several commonly used
testing geometries such as compact tension and double cantilever beam (DCB)
specimens [24 ]. When an adhesive layer with lower modulus than the adherends
is introduced, then the T -stress in the specimen may become negative due to the
material mismatch, stabilizing the crack as will be demonstrated later.
Since the above analyses were based on the assumption that the adherends
were semi-infinite, the effect of adherend bending on the T-stress was excluded.
Since in most of the adhesively bonded joints in reality, the thickness of the
adherends is finite, the T-stress is found to be higher than that predicted by Eq.
3, and will increase when the thickness of the adherends decreases due to the
adherend bending. In fact, the T-stress obtained using Eq. 3 represents the lower
bound of the T -stress in real adhesive bonds with sandwich geometry according
to Chen and Dillard [25]. They also reported that this adherend bending effect
on the T -stress induces a mild influence of the thickness of the adherends on the
directional stability of the cracks in the DCB specimens as will be discussed later
in this Chapter.
To calculate the T -stress for real and complex adhesive bond geometries, many
numerical methods have been proposed [24,26,27] over the years and the FEA
method is the most direct one. According to Eq . 1 of Chapter 2, the T-stress can
be calculated by substituting the stress axx , rryy , and the stress intensity factors
obtained from finite element analysis of the equation [28,29]. The calculations can
be further simplified and the analysis applied to most commonly used adhesive
bond geometries [25] .
When the fracture is pure mode I, as with symmetric DCB specimens, K11 = 0.
Then the T-stress along the crack plane (() = 0 and ±rr) can be easily obtained
using
T

= a_u

- a_,._,·

(4)

If the fracture is mixed mode. as with asymmetric DCB specimens in which
one adherend is thicker than the other, Kn does not equal to zero. Along the crack
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plane ahead of the crack tip (0 = 0), the T -stress can be still calculated using Eq.
4. However, behind the crack tip (0 = ±rr), the T-stress is given by
T

= axx + Kn y-;;;
{2

(5)

where axx is obtained from the finite element analysis, and Kn can be calculated
from fitting the ax y data, which is also obtained from the finite element analysis,
as

(6)
If an advanced finite element package, such as ABAQUS ® [30] version 6.1-1
or later, is used, then direct extrapolation of the T -stress can also be made.
If the residual stress in the adhesive is not zero, the T -stress is then given by
T

= To+ao

(7)

where To is the T -stress under zero residual stress state calculated using the
FEA method and ao is the residual stress in the adhesive layer. According to
Eq. 7, the T-stress is linearly related with the residual stress in the adhesive
layer, indicating the magnitude of the T -stress can be altered through varying
the residual stress state. The relationship presented in Eq. 7 was a key factor for
successfully demonstrating the dependence of the directional stability of cracks
on the T -stress level in adhesively bonded joints, as will be discussed in the next
section.
Together, the mode mixity and T -stress play critical roles in determining crack
path selection and locus of failure in adhesively bonded joints. The tendencies
induced by these two mechanics principles, combined with the spatial variation
in mechanical properties within the adherends, adhesive, and interphase region,
determine the ultimate failure mode. For bonded systems involving large spatial
variations in mechanical properties, debonds may favor a weak interface rather
than obey the tendencies imposed by the mechanics principles outlined in these
two sections. For systems having reasonably adequate mechanical properties
throughout the bond, however, these mechanics principles may control the failure
event.

2. Experimental studies
To demonstrate the T -stress effect and to understand other factors affecting crack
path selection, the authors and their coworkers [13,25,31,32] canied out a series
of experimental studies with adhesively bonded joints to determine the effects of
T-stress, specimen geometry, external loading conditions, surface pretreatment,
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and material properties on the observed failure mode. These results demonstrated
that the crack path of a crack can be determined based on the material properties,
specimen dimensions, residual stress state of the bond, and the external loading
conditions. Therefore, the crack path selection behavior could be controlled and
the locus of failure accurately predicted for a series of model epoxies (with
different rubber toughener content) used to bond aluminum adherends. Some of
the results are repeated herein to demonstrate the role that mechanics plays in
determining the failure mode in adhesively bonded joints. The results presented
are believed to be representative of what might be seen with other strnctural
adhesive systems, and with some care, these results may have relevance for
non-structural and elastomeric bonds as well.

2.1. Material system and specimen preparation
2 .1.1. Mate rial and specimen

The model adhesive used was Dow Chemical epoxy resin D.E.R. 331 mixed
with an M-5 silica filler, a dicyandiamide ('DICY') curing agent, a tertiary
amine accelerator (PDMU), and various amounts of rubber toughener (Kelpoxy
G272-100), details of which have been listed elsewhere [33]. The final products,
according to the rubber concentration level, were designated as adhesives A (0%
rubber), B (4.1 %), C (8.1 %), and E (15%). Adherends were cut from 25-mm-wide
606 l -T6 aluminum alloy bar stock.
Beam-type fracture specimens were fabricated, with a width of 25 mm and
length of 200 mm. The thickness of the adhesive layer was controlled using metal
shims; adhesive thickness was controlled to be 0.5 mm in most tests discussed in
this chapter unless otherwise stated. However, the thickness of the adherends was
varied, and specimens with both symmetric and asymmetric adherend thicknesses
were prepared. Before bonding, the surfaces of the adherends were treated with
one of three different surface preparation methods: acetone wipe, which was
used simply to provide surface uniformity among specimens; base-acid etch,
and P2 etch. The base-acid etch procedure is a deep cleaning procedure, and
a new aluminum oxide surface was generated after the preparation [34,35].
The treatment was carried out by immersing aluminum in 5% (weight ratio)
aqueous sodium hydroxide solution at 50°C for 5 min; rinsing the specimen in
de-ionized (DI) water; neutralizing residual surface sodium hydroxide in dilute
nitric acid; rinsing the adherend in DI water again; air drying the specimen;
and placing the adherend in a desiccator until bonding was carried out. The P2
surface treatment was employed to develop a robust oxide surface and avoids
the use of toxic chromium(VI). In the procedure an Fe(III) solution was used
to oxidize the aluminum surface. The P2 etch method can greatly improve the
surface morphology and chemistry of the aluminum substrates and therefore can
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Table I

Material characterization results for the model epoxy adhesive formulations used in the study
Adhesive
designation
A
B

C
E

CTE

Tg

Modulus

(%)

oo- 6 J°C)

(OC)

(GPa)

Calculated
residual stress
(MPa)

0
4.1
8.1
15 .0

58
59.5
62
65

125
119
112
106

3.10
3.06
2.97
2.85

14.8
14.38
13.8
13.4

Rubber
concentration

significantly improve adhesion [34,36]. The specimens were cured at l 70°C for 90
min, cooled to room temperature, and then stored in a desiccator prior to testing.
The material properties of the cured adhesive were characterized using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (for the glass transition temperature, Tg),
thermal mechanical analysis (TMA) (for coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE),
a 2), and room temperature dogbone tensile tests (for Young's modulus, £2). The
results shown in Table I indicate that as the rubber concentration increases, the
CTE of the material increases but the modulus and the glass transition temperature decrease slightly. Poisson's ratios for all the adhesives were estimated as
v2 = 0.33 at room temperature. The material properties for the aluminum 606 l-T6
substrate are Young's modulus £1 = 70 GPa, Poisson's ratio VJ = 0.33, and CTE
6
a1 = 26 x 10- f°C.
Due to the mismatch of the coefficients of thermal expansion, an equal biaxial residual stress o-o was induced throughout the adhesive layer after curing of
the specimens. If the adherends are assumed to be relatively thick and rigid, as
compared with the adhesive, the residual stress is accurately approximated by

(8)

T~n is the stress free temperature of the adhesive, which was measured using a
curvature measurement technique [37) for each adhesive, and was very close to
the glass transition temperature of the respective adhesive (the results are also
listed in Table 1). T is the test temperature (room temperature in this study).
Since the coefficients of thermal expansion of the adhesives increased with rubber
concentration and meanwhile the modulus and the glass transition temperature
decreased slightly, as shown in Table 1, the calculated residual stresses induced
in the specimens during curing were very similar for all the adhesives. On the
other hand, as will be discussed later, the rubber toughener enhanced the fracture
toughness of the adhesive bonds significantly.
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Extensometer

·· ···Adhesive
Fig. 5. Schematic of DCB ~pecimens loaded in tension in a universal test machine until the
adhercnds were plasti~·ally deformed in order to alter the residual stress state in the adhesive
layer.

2.1.2. Ahering the T -stress

As discussed earlier with Eq. 7, the T -stress can he varied through altering
the residual stress in the adhesive honds. Although prior studies have achieved
variations in residual stress through altering the cure procedure or adherends
chosen [381, in this work a mechanical method was introduced to alter the residual
stress (and consequently, the T -stress levels) in adhesively bonded joints. In these
studies, specimens were axially loaded in an Instron machine until the substrates
were plastically deformed as shown in Fig. 5. An MTS extensometer was attached
to the specimens to monitor the strain. Because the adherends and adhesive are
loaded in parallel, the strain measured through the extensometer was the strain for
the adherends as well as the adhesive. Upon unloading, the plastic deformation
remaining in the substrate, £ 11 , was recorded from the strain-stress curve as shown
in Fig. 6. Tensile tests of dogbone specimens made of the neat adhesive were also
conducted, and a typical stress-strain curve for adhesive C is also shown in Fig. 6

DCB Specimen

-ro
-

200

a..
~

100
Epoxy

1.0%

2.0%
Strain

Fig. 6. The stre~s-~train curve for the DCB ~pecimens under uniaxial tension and neat adhesive C
dnghone specimens.
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along with a typical curve for the sandwich specimens. According to the tensile
test results for the neat adhesive, the adhesive did not yield at the strain levels
investigated. Due to the plastic deformation in the adherends, the residual stress in
the adhesive layer was increased and so was the T -stress level according to Eq.
7. Setting the coordinate system as shown in Fig. 4, the total residual stress in the
adhesive now becomes [39]

E2
1 - V2

E2
1 - V2

E2

E2

crx = - - ( a 2 -a1)(T~n -T) + - -2 (1- vi v2)sp

err= - - ( a 2 -a1)(T,n -T) + - -2 (v2 - v1)sp
1 - v2
I - v2

(9)

Ink was used to determine if any microcracks were induced in the adhesive
layer during the stretching procedure, which could influence the crack path. No
evidence of microcracks was observed before the strain exceeded 2.1 %, which is
beyond the strain levels reported herein.
As compared with other methods, the stretching method provides a convenient
and more direct way to alter the residual stress and consequently, the T -stress
level, in the adhesive bonds. With delicate control of the testing frame achieved
through operating the GPIB interface using Lab VIEW [40] software, the expected
plastic deformation level could be achieved within 3% error; therefore, the desired
T -stress level can also be achieved rather precisely. Using this method, the T stress can be continuously varied over a wide range (of 47 MPa for the material
system used in the studies). Since the stretching method is purely a mechanical
method, no material properties have been altered, permitting direct comparisons
of the test results. The availability of tensile test frames provides a convenient way
to perform the stretching and alter the residual stress in adhesive bonds.
2.2. Testing procedure

The fracture testing and post-failure analysis methods used were quasi-static DCB
and end notch flex (ENF) tests, and low-speed impact tests on DCB specimens.
Quasi-static fracture tests were conducted using a procedure similar to that
described in ASTM D3433, using crosshead speeds appropriate to induce failure
in about I min. Data were analyzed using procedures described by Blackman et
al. [41], and Parvatareddy et al. [42]. Low speed impact tests were conducted
on DCB specimens using a falling wedge test setup described by Xu et al. [43),
using analysis techniques recommended by Blackman et al. [44-46). Post-failure
analyses were conducted to determine the locus of failure, using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force
microscopy (AFM), and Auger depth profiling. Details for the test methods and
post-failure analyses procedures can be found in the literature [ 13,25,31,32].
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Fig. 7. The numerical DCB model used in the linite element analysis; a layer of adhesive is
sandwiched between two adherends.

2.3. Experime11tal results a11d discussion
2.3.1. T-stress and directional stability of cracks
Finite element analysis was first conducted to determine quantitatively the T-stress
level in the DCB specimens using the numerical method discussed earlier in this
chapter. The DCB model analyzed is shown in Fig. 7. An adhesive layer (material
2) is sandwiched between two adherends (material 1). The thicknesses of both the
adhesive and the adherends were varied in the analysis to examine the effects of
specimen geometry. A straight crack is located in the middle of the adhesive layer,
and the displacements of one end of the model are totally constrained. Eight-node,
plane-strain elements with reduced integration were used to mesh the geometry.
Quarter point singular elements were constructed around the crack tip to properly
capture the singularity, as shown in the inset in Fig. 7. Both the adherend and
adhesive were modeled as linear elastic materials with material constants £ 1 = 70
GPa. £2 2.97 GPa, and v 1 = v2 = 0.33. In order to determine the magnitude of
loading in the finite element analysis. the adhesive bonds were assumed to have a
single fracture toughness value of 310 J /m2 , which is referred as the iso-fracture
toughness model, since the measured fracture toughness of the adhesive bonds
appeared to be independent of the crack propagation behavior for this material

=
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Fig. 8. The T-stresses for DCB specimens with different adherend thicknesses and zero residual
stress.

system [25 J. The single fracture toughness value was obtained based on the quasistatic testing results of DCB specimens using the testing procedure mentioned
above.
Fig. 8 shows the T -stress distribution along the x-axis, obtained from the FEA
analysis for symmetric DCB specimens with zero residual stress. The adhesive
thickness used was 0.5 mm and various adherends thicknesses (H 20, 6, 4.8,
and 3.2 mm) were analyzed. The T-stress converges to the bending stress of the
composite beam as x decreases behind the crack tip and converges to zero as
x increases in front of the crack tip, which is beyond the range in Fig. 8. This
figure also shows that the T-stress is non-singular at the crack tip and increases
as the adherend thickness decreases. Although the T-stress in the specimen is
negative when the residual stress is zero, increasing the residual stress can induce
a positive T-stress state, according to Eq. 7, thereby destabilizing the propagating
debond. T-peel specimens, with their thin adherends, are notorious for producing
alternating debonds for adhesives with only modest toughness.
To confirm the theoretical predictions that the T -stress affects the directional
stability of cracks, DCB specimens with adhesive C and adherend thicknesses
of 4.8 mm were prepared. The suti'ace preparation for the adherends was simply
an acetone wipe, and various levels of residual stress were achieved among
the specimens using the stretc hing method. Specimens were then tested quasistatically according to the procedure discussed earlier. The resulting fracture
smi'aces of the specimens were carefully examined and three representative
specimens were selected as shown in Fig. 9. from which, the effect of the T-stress
on the directional stability of cracks can be inferred. The initial residual stress
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hased on thermal mismatch in all three specimens shown in Fig. 9 was 13 MPa as
L'akulateJ using Eq. 8. However. each specimen was stretched to a di fferent levd
of plastic deformation in the a<lhcrends he fore testing. As a result, the final residual
stress and the T-stress varied among these three specimens according to Eq. 7.
Specimen a was an as-produn:d specimen; no plastic deformation was intrn<luce<l
in the adhercnds. a11d the consequent T-strcss was - .1 MPa ohtainc<l using the
FEA res ults and Eq. 7. The lailure surfaces of specimen a appeared cohesive
(except for a few spots along the edges where the debond haJ arrested) and the
crac k was directionally stable . On the other ha nd, specimen b was slretched to
aho ut I . I % pl astic defon nation. Consequently, the T -stress increase d to 29 MPa
and an osdllatory crack trajectory was ohserved on the failure surfaces. indicating
a tende111..'.y toward dire1..·tionally unslahk crack propagation. When the plastic
deformation reached the level f:p = 1.3% as with specimen c. the co rresponding
T-strcss was 35 MPa. The crack in this specimen alternated between the two
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Direction of crack propagation
Fig. 10. The cross-section of the failed specimen with T = 35 MPa and alternating crnck
trajectory. The picture on the right is the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph of the
circled portion of the cross-sc..:tion.

interfaces and failure ocClmed at or very close to the interlaces. This alternating
crack trajectory, illustrated in the micrographs in Fig. 10, represents directionally
unstable crack propagation, and is very similar to Chai's original observations
[20,22). As the crack advanced, the crack propagated near one interlace, then
gradually deviated away with an increasing slope until the other interlace was
approached. An abrupt kink then occurred, allowing the crack to propagate near
the interface for a distance about 2-3 times the thickness of the adhesive layer
before deviated from the interlace gradually again.
The testing results demonstrate that the magnitude of the T -stress controls
the directional stability of crack propagation in adhesively bonded joints and the
magnitude of the oscillation of the crack trajectory appeared to increase with the
T-stress in the tests. On the other hand. for this material system, the fracture
toughness of the bonds was not significantly affected by the amount of stretching;
average fracture energies for all three specimens ranged between 310 and 320

J/m2.
As obtained from the finite element analysis mentioned above, Fig. l l shows
the relation between the T-stress and the thickness of the adhesive layer for the
DCB specimens with zero residual stress and various thicknesses of adherends.
In the figure, the T-stresses in the finite element analysis were taken at the crack
tip. Along with Fig. 8, Fig. 11 indicates that the T-stress obtained by Fleck et
al. ri 51 is the lower bound, since the adheren<ls were assumed to be semi-infinite
in their analysis. As the adherend thickness decreases, the T -stress increases and
the difference is not negligible if the a<lherend thickness is less than 6 mm for
the configuration studied. Therefore, for this particular material system, when the
adherend thickness is less than about IO times the thickness of the adhesive, the
effect of adherend bending on the T-stress level is no longer negligible and the
crack propagation is predicted to be more directionally unstable as the adherend
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a) H

=3.2 mm

cp=O%
T

=1 MPa

b)H=3.2mm
EP= 1.1%
T =34 MPa

c) H

=4.8 mm

EP:::

T

0%

=-3 MPa

d) H= 4.8 mm
:!>=1.1%,
l =29 MPa

Fig. 12. The effec1 of adherend 1hickness on 1he T-slress level and 1he directional stability
of cracks. The crack lends to be more directionally unslable when lhe 1hickness of adherend
decreases.

thickness decreases. Fig. 12 illustrates the difference in directional stability for
representative specimens selected from two groups of DCB specimens with
adhesive C and adherend thicknesses of 4.8 an<l 3.2 mm. Directional instability
is greatest in the specimens with the smaller a<lheren<l thickness. We note that
the inte1facial failure region, clearly seen in specimen b, occuITe<l <luring slow
<lebond propagation, whereas the alternating debond occurred while the debond
was propagating more rapidly.
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a)c;P=1.3%
t =0.5 mm

b)sp= 1.3%
t=0.25mm

Fig. 13. The effecr of adhesive thickness on the direcrional stability of cracks in DCB specimens.

Fig. 11 also shows that the adhesive thickness has a significant effect on the
T -stress in DCB specimens. As the adhesive thickness decreases, the T -stress
decreases, which indicates that directionally unstable cracks are less likely to
occur in specimens with thinner adhesive layers. Fig. 13 illustrates representative
specimens selected from two groups of symmetric DCB specimens with adhesive
C and adhesive thickness of 0.5 and 0.25 mm. The specimens were subjected to
mechanical stretching until 1.3% of plastic defonnation occurred in the adherends
before testing to increase the residual stress and consequently the T-stress. The
adhesive thickness was 0.5 mm for specimen a and was 0.25 mm for specimen
b. Both specimens have a final residual stress of 38.6 MPa. However, because
the adhesive layer in specimen b is thinner, the T-stress in specimen b (26 MPa)
is lower that the T-stress in specimen a (35 MPa). The alternating debonding
in specimen a represents more directional instability than the predominantly
oscillating debond seen in specimen b, as predicted in Fig. 12.
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2.3.2. Fracture mode mixity and the locus offailure
As outlined in Section l .2, mode mixity can significantly alter the locus of failure,
even driving debonds away from weaker regions of the joint. To investigate the
effect of fracture mode mixity on the locus of failure in adhesive bonds, quasistatic DCB and ENF tests were conducted. Specimens were made of adhesive C
with acetone wipe surface preparation and they were all as-produced, therefore the
T -stresses were all negative. For the ENF tests, specimens were symmetric and for
the DCB tests, both symmetric and asymmetric specimens were used with three
different adherend thickness ratios, i.e. h/ H = 0.5, 0.75, and l. Finite element
analysis was used to quantify the mode mixity and the results are shown in Fig. 14;
adherend thickness ratios of h/ H = 0.5, 0.75, and I correspond to fracture mode
mixity of i/J = 22°, 10°, and 0° or ri = 14%, 3%, and 0%, respectively.
After failure, the failure surfaces were first visually examined. The failure
surfaces of the specimens tested in ENF and of the DCB specimens with h/ H =
0.5 all appeared to be interfacial. On the other hand, a visible layer of epoxy film
was found on the failure surfaces of the DCB specimens with h/ H = 0.75 and
l, which indicates that the failures were cohesive. To identify the locus of failure
quantitatively, one typical specimen from each test was selected, based on the
visual examination, for XPS and Auger depth profile analyses. The analyses were
carried out on two representative areas on the failure surfaces of each specimen
selected and the average values are reported. Table 2 shows the XPS analysis
results for all the tests. Five elements were detected on the failure surfaces and
their concentrations varied for each test. Of significance, the carbon concentration
decreases as the fracture mode mixity increases whereas the aluminum and
oxygen concentrations increase. Since carbon is mainly from the epoxy adhesive
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Table 2

XPS elemental analysis results for the typical specimens selected from each test
Analysis results

Phase angle (l/1)
SERR ratio (71)
Co/o
Al%

0%
No/o
Si%

Test method
Symmetric DCB
(h/ H = 1)

Asymmetric DCB
(h/ H = 0.75)

Asymmetric DCB
(h/ H = 0.5)

ENF

oo

100
3%
76.3
0.3
18.8
2.5
2.1

22°
14%
53.0
9.3
31.8
2.6
3.6

90°
100%
44.5
14.8
36.7
2.0
2.0

0%
76.4
0.2
18.7
2.6
2.1

Table 3
Auger depth profile results for the typical specimens selected from each test
Analysis results

Phase angle (l/1)
SERR ratio (71)
Adhesive thickness

Test method
Symmetric DCB
(h/H = 1)

Asymmetric DCB
(h/ H = 0.75)

Asymmetric DCB
(h/ H = 0.5)

ENF

oo

100
3%
50µm

22°
14%
4nm

90°
100%
3.5 nm

0%
250 µm

and aluminum is from the aluminum adherend, Table 2 indicates that failure tends
to be more interfacial as the mode mixity increases. This indication is further
verified by the Auger depth profile data, which precisely quantifies the locus of
failure as shown in Table 3. In the mode I tests, the adhesive layer left on the failure
surfaces was approximately 250 µm thick, which indicated that failure occurred
in the middle of the adhesive layer since the total thickness of the adhesive in the
specimens was 0.5 mm. As the mode mixity increases, Table 3 shows that the locus
of failure shifts toward the interface as indicated by the Auger surface analysis
data. In the asymmetric DCB test with h/ H = 0.75, which contains 3% of mode
II fracture component, a 50-µm-thick polymer film was detected on the failure
surfaces. As the mode mixity increased to 14% (h/ H = 0.5), the residual polymer
film thickness decreased to 4 nm. In the ENF tests, the polymer film thickness was
3.5 nm, which indicated that the failure is very close to the interface. Thus, even
when failures visually appear to be interfacial, surface analysis techniques are able
to support the predicted trends that increased amounts of mode II loading drive the
debond closer to the interface.
The results of XPS analyses and Auger depth profile clearly identify the
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locus of failure and demonstrate the effect of fracture mode mixity. The results
also showed that the locus of failure in asymmetric DCB tests with fracture
mode mixity of 14% is very close to the locus of failure in the mode II ENF
tests. These results suggest that, at least for this system, the asymmetric DCB
test with adherend thickness ratio of 0.5 or higher can be used rather than
the ENF test to produce interfacial failures. Since the asymmetric DCB test is
conducted under predominantly opening mode, the onset of fracture and the crack
propagation sequence are much easier to observe. As shown in Fig. 15, however,
the toughnesses measured at these different mode mixity ratios are different. Other
details of asymmetric DCB analysis and testing can be found in Sundararaman
and Davidson [47] and Xiao et al. [48] where the fracture behavior of asymmetric
DCB specimens prepared using adherends of dissimilar materials were discussed .
The critical strain energy release rates measured in each test are shown in
Fig. 15. The fracture toughness measured decreases as the mode II fracture component increased in the tests for this particular material system. This mode mixity
dependence of the fracture toughness of adhesively bonded joints apparently is in
contrast with the observations of other researchers for other material systems (4954]. This contradiction can be explained through analyzing the locus of failure.
As discussed in Swadener and Liechti [52] and Swadener et al. [53], the locus of
failure in their studies was independent of the fracture mode mixity, and the size of
the plastic deformation zone at the crack tip increased with the fracture mode mixity. This increased plastic zone was shown to be responsible for a shear-induced
toughening mechanism, which consequently, caused the fracture toughness to
increase with the mode II components in their studies. In this study, however, as
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a

I. .

25µm

b

Fig. 16. Atontic force microscopy images (tapping mode) for the failure surfaces. Image a was
taken from the typical specimen tested under pure mode I. and image b was taken from the typical
specimen tested under pure mode II.

the XPS and Auger depth profile analyses indicated, the failure was cohesive in
the mode I tests and became more interfacial as the mode II component in the
fracture increased. AFM was also conducted on the adhesive side of the failure
surfaces of the typical specimens tested under pure mode I and pure mode II,
respectively, and digital images were obtained using a Nanoscope Illa controller
as shown in Fig. 16. In image a, which was taken from the typical specimen tested
under pure mode I, evenly distributed rubher toughener particles are visible, and
the surface morphology indicates a ductile failure. On the other hand, in image
b, which was taken from the typical specimen tested under pure mode II, the
failure surface reflects the shape of the aluminum substrate surfaces and no rubber
toughener particles are evident. These AFM images suggest that rubber toughener
particles were bypassed when the failure was interfacial, whereas the bond was
effectively toughened when the failure was cohesive due to the presence of the
rubber particles. This strong fracture mode mixity dependency of the locus of
failure explains why, for this particular material system, the fracture toughness of
the specimen decreased as the mode 11 fracture component increased. In addition,
the crack trajectories were very tortuous locally in the mode I tests, which can
be observed under a microscope, whereas were much more straight in the mixed
mode tests because the failure occurred at or near the interface and the adherends
provided rigid constraints. Consequently, more energy was consumed when cracks
propagate within the adhesive than along the interface. Therefore, the apparent
critical strain energy release rate measured in mode I tests is higher than that
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measured in mixed-mode tests, as has also been reported by Parvatareddy and
Dillard [55].
2.3.3. Rate of debonding and the locus offailure
The rate of debonding can have a significant effect on the locus of failure. For
the model adhesive system studied, rapid failures have resulted in cohesive failures, whereas slow propagation often leads to interfacial failures. Differences in
viscoelastic properties of the bulk adhesive and the interphase region may be responsible in part for these trends. The complex dynamics of a rapidly propagating
debond is expected to play a role in crack path selection. To investigate the effect
of the rate of crack propagation on the locus of failure in adhesively bonded joints
under mode I fracture loading, both quasi-static and low-speed impact tests on
DCB specimens prepared using adhesive C and acetone wipe surface cleaning
were conducted. The specimens tested were symmetric and with various levels
of T -stress introduced using the mechanical stretching method. The rate of crack
propagation was obtained for both tests using the high-speed camera system. For
this particular material system, the rate of crack propagation in the low-speed
impact DCB tests was relatively constant throughout the whole specimen and the
magnitude was estimated to be I m/s. However, in quasi-static tests, the debond
rate varied dramatically. During the test, as a loading cycle started, the crack first
propagated slowly at a rate with a magnitude of 10- 5 m/s until the maximum load
value was reached, at which time the crack jumped ahead for a certain distance
at a rate with magnitude of 1 m/s, prior to crack arrest. After failure, the failure
surfaces were first visually examined to determine the crack propagation behavior
in each specimen, and specimens with typical failure surfaces were selected to
illustrate the fracture processes.
The failure surfaces from specimens a and b in Fig. 17 were two typical asproduced specimens and the T -stress in both specimens was negative. Specimen a
was tested under quasi-static loading and specimen b was tested under low-speed
impact. The magnitude of the rate of crack propagation for each region in the
specimens is marked schematically in the figure. Since the T -stress was negative
and the cracks were directionally stable, the failures in both specimens appeared
to be within the adhesive layer (except for a few limited locations along the
edge in specimen a regardless of the rate of crack propagation. This observation
suggests that the effect of debond rate on the locus of failure is not significant
under the negative T -stress state. As the T -stress increased, the cracks tended
to be directionally unstable and the effect of debond rate on the locus of failure
became more pronounced.
Fig. 18 shows two typical specimens selected from the DCB tests and the
T -stress in both specimens was 35 MPa. Specimen a was tested under quasi-static
loading and specimen b was tested under low-speed impact. The magnitude of
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the rate of crack propagation for each region in the specimens is also marked
in the figure according to the information recorded using the high-speed camera.
In specimen a, the locus of failure visually appeared to be interfacial when the
crack propagated slowly, and appeared to be cohesive in the region of fast crack
propagation. In specimen b. since the rate of crack propagation is relatively
constant and is comparable to the fast region in the quasi-static test, the failure was
cohesive and the crack propagation behavior was relatively uniform throughout the
specimen. The association of the failure mode with the rate of crack propagation in
Fig. 18 indicated that in the DCB specimens with high T-stress levels, the locus of
failure varied with the rate of crack propagation. These results are very consistent
with other observations in dynamic fracture experiments by Ravi-Chandar and
Knauss [56-59).
To further identify the locus of failure and to correlate with the effect of debond
rate, both XPS and SEM were conducted on both the fast region and the slow
region of specimen a shown in Fig. 18. The surface analyses were conducted on
two representative areas (analysis area l x 3 mm on the slow region and I x I mm
on the fast region due to the alternating feature of the crack) of each region and
the average values were reported.
The XPS results indicate that in the region with fast crack propagation, the
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carbon concentration on the failure surface (76.4%) was almost equal to the
carbon concentration in the bulk epoxy adhesive, which is 76.6%. while the
aluminum concentration was 0.4(J'o. On the other hand, in the reg ion with slow
crack propagation, significantly more aluminum was detected (2.1 % ) and the
oxygen cotKentration was higher than that in the fast region. The trend in the
variation of the demental concentrations on the fail ure su1faces verified that
failure was more interfacial when the rate of crack propagation was low {high
aluminum and oxygen concentrations). SEM was conducted on the adhesive side
of the failure surface and the failu re surface morphology was noted for each
region. In the fast region as shown in Fig. 19h, the failure surface was relatively
rough with visible evidence for evenly distrihuted ruhber toughener particles and
polymer drawing. In the slow region, on tht: other hand. the failure surface is
relatively smooth reflecting the s hape of the aluminum substrate surfaces and no
rubber toughener is evident. These SEM photomicrographs support the results
obtained in the XPS analysis and further demonstrate the effect of the rate of crack
propagation on the locus of failure in specimens with high T-stress levels.
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a) Region with slow crack propagation

b) Region with fast crack propagation

Fig. 19. The SEM micrographs for regions with different rate of crack propagation.

2.3.4. Frac1ure mode mLrity and the directional s1ability of cracks
As experimentally demonstrated jn previous sections, under globally mode I
loading, the directional stability of cracks in adhesive bonds depends on the T stress level. On the other hand, the XPS and Auger depth profile analyses results
reveal that the locus of failure in adhesive bonds is controlled by the fracture
mode mixity. However, concerns have been raised about the effect of mode mixity
on the directional stability of cracks. To investigate the mode mixity effect on
the directional stability of cracks, low-speed impact tests on DCB specimens
and adherend thickness ratios of h/ H = 0.5, 0.75, and I were conducted. All
the specimens were prepared with adhesive C and acetone wipe cleaning and
were subjected to mechanical stretching until the adhcrcnds were plastically
deformed before the tests to achieve positive T -stress states in the specimens.
After debonding. failure surfaces were carefully examined to determine the crack
propagation behavior.
Fig. 20 shows the failure surfaces of three typical specimens selected from each
specimen group of different adhcrend thickness ratio. The plastic deformation
in the adherends introduced before the tests in order to alter the T -stress was
1.3% for all the three sped mens. As a result, the T -stresses for all the three
specimens are positive according the FEA results in Section 2.3.1 and Eq. 7, and
their values arc shown in Fig. 20. Due to the positive T-stress level (35 MPa),
the crack trajectory in specimen a, in which the fracture is mode I since the
specimen is symmetric (h/ H = J}, is alternating, highly directionally unstable. In
specimen b, the T-stress has increased slightly to 38 MPa due to the low-level
fracture mode mixity with G 11 / G = 3% introduced by the asymmetric adhcrends
(h/ H = 0.75). However, the crack trajectory is predominantly directionally stable
except in limited locations where alternating cracks were observed. This effect
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Fig. 20. The effect of fractu re mo<le mixity on the directional stability of cracks in DCB
specimens with high positive T -stress levels tested under low-speed impact.

of mixed mode fracture on the directionally stability of cracks becomes more
pronounced in specimen c, in which the T -stress has increased even more to 44
MPa due to the high fracture mode mixity (Gu/G = 14%) introduced from the
adherend asymmetry (h / H = 0.5). However, the crack trajectory in specimen c is
very directionally stable with a locus of failure occurring at the interface between
the adhesive and the thin adherend by visual examination.
The results suggest that although the fracture mode mixity will cause the
T -stress in the specimen to increase, the crack propagation will be stabilized
very rapidly as the mode mixity increases regardless of the T-strcss state. On the
other hand the results also indicate that directionally unstable cracks can only be
observed in predominantly mode I fracture tests with mode mixity G 11 / G < 3%
for this particular material system. Beyond this point. the mode mixity forces
the debond to propagate along the preferred interface, preventing directional
instability.

2.3.5. Surface preparatio11 and mi.red mode fracture tests
Effective surface pretreatments are known to improve both the initial and longterm performance of many substrate/adhesive systems. Surface treatments may
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alter the surface roughness, oxide stability, surface energetics, and other factors
that can all lead to improved adhesion. To investigate the effect of surface
preparation on the locus of failure in adhesive bonds under mixed mode fracture
tests, both quasi-static DCB and ENF tests were conducted on specimens with
adherend surfaces prepared with acetone wipe, base-acid etch, and P2 etch. The
adhesive used was adhesive C and all the specimens tested were as-produced and
hence with negative T -stress levels. For the ENF tests, specimens were symmetric
and for the DCB tests, specimens were both symmetric and asymmetric with three
different adherends thickness ratios, i.e. h/ H = 0.5, 0.75, and I, which gives rise
a fracture mode mixity of VI= 22°, 10°, and 0°, respectively, as discussed earlier.
The failure surfaces were first examined visually, and one typical specimen was
selected from each test for subsequent XPS and Auger depth profiling to identify
the locus of failure. The XPS analysis was carried out on two representative areas
on both the aluminum and the adhesive sides of each failed specimen. On the other
hand, the Auger depth profiling was only conducted on two small areas on the
aluminum side of the failure surfaces. For both tests, only the average values are
reported.
Table 4 shows the XPS results for each test. Five elements, carbon, aluminum,
nitrogen, silicon, and oxygen were detected on the failure surfaces and their
concentrations varied with the testing conditions. Since the major sources for each
element are already clear, variations in the concentrations of these elements imply
changes in the locus of failure in the specimens. Carbon is the major element
of the epoxy adhesive; nilrogen is from Lhe DICY curing agents and is usually
present on the surface at a very low level; silicon is from the filler; and aluminum
is exclusively from the aluminum adherend. Although both the adhesive and the
aluminum surface contain oxygen, the oxygen concentration in the aluminum
oxide layer is much higher. According to Table 4, the carbon concentration
in the failure surfaces of the symmetric DCB specimens is very high while
the aluminum concentration is apparently below the detecting limit of the XPS
(about 0.2% ). As the fracture mode mixity increases, the carbon concentration
on the failure surfaces decreases while the aluminum and oxygen concentrations
increase. On the failure surfaces of the ENF specimens, the aluminum and oxygen
concentrations are relatively high and the carbon concentration is relatively low. In
addition, this carbon is unlikely from the epoxy according to its chemical nature
shown in the XPS spectrum, but is more likely from the air contamination or
aluminum extrusion. Since the high aluminum and oxygen concentrations suggest
the failure location is within the aluminum oxide layer, these results indicate that
failure tended to be more interfacial as the mode mixity increased as discussed in
Section 2.3.2.
On the other hand, as the surface preparation method varies, the element
concentrations, especially for carbon and aluminum, also vary significantly in the
tests with mode mixity G 11 / G higher than 14%, and the trend of the variation
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Table 4
XPS elemental analysis results for typical specimens selected from each test
Analysis results

Test method
Symmetric DCB
(h/H=I)

oo

Asymmetric DCB
(h/ H = 0.75)

Asymmetric DCB
(h/H = 0.5)

ENF

Phase angle ( i/f)
SERR ratio

0%

10°
3%

22°
14%

90°
100%

C%
Acetone
B/A
P2

76.4
76.5
76.4

76.3
76.5
76.4

53.0
73.1
74.0

44.5
45.5
52.8

Al%
Acetone
B/A
P2

0.2
0.3
0.1

0.3
0.5
0.2

9.3
1.9
0.4

14.8
13.7
9.1

18.7
18.6
18.8

18.8
17.9
18.5

31.8
19.0
18.1

36.7
34.4
31.9

No/o
Acetone
B/A
P2

2.6
2.4
2.7

2.5
2.7
2.6

2.6
2.0
3.0

2.0
2.4
2.6

Si%
Acetone
B/A
P2

2.1
2.2
2.0

2.3
2.4
2.0

3.6
4.0
4.5

2.0
4.0
36

0%
Acetone
B/A
P2

The adherends of the specimens were prepared using an acetone wipe, a base/acid etch, or a P2
etch.

suggests an effect of interface properties on the locus of failure. For instance, when
a more advanced surface preparation method was used, the carbon and silicon
concentrations increased and the aluminum and oxygen concentrations decreased.
These results suggest that advanced surface preparation methods enhance adhesion
and displace failure from the interface.
To further quantify the locus of failure, the epoxy film thicknesses on the
failure surfaces of each specimen were measured. On the failure surfaces of the
specimens tested under mode I loading or under mixed mode loading with a phase
angle of 10°, a visible layer of adhesive was observed. For these specimens, a
Nikon Measurescope 2305 was used to measure the epoxy film thickness. On the
other hand, for the specimens tested under mode II loading or under mixed mode
loading with a phase angle of 22°, the failure surfaces visually appeared to be
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Table 5

Auger depth profile results for typical specimens selected from each test. The adherends of the
specimens were prepared using an acetone wipe, a base/acid etch, or a P2 etch
Analysis results

Test method
Asymmetric DCB
(h/H =0.75)

Asymmetric DCB
(h/ H = 0.5)

ENF

0%

10°
3%

22°
14%

90°
100%

250µm
250 µm
250 µm

50µm
55 µm
57 p.,m

4nm
12 nm
100 nm

3.5 nm
6.0 nrn
26.5 nm

Symmetric DCB
(h/ H = I )
Phase angle 1/J
SERR ratio 11
Depth profile
Acetone
B/A
P2

oo

interfacial. The Auger depth profiling method was then used for those specimens,
in which the failure appeared to occur at or near the interface.
As shown in Table 5, in the mode I test, the thicknesses of the residual adhesive
layer on the failure surfaces were about 250 µm for all the specimens with
different surface preparations, which indicated that the failures all occurred in
the middle of the adhesive layer in the test regardless of the surface preparation
method since the total thickness of the adhesive of the specimens was 0.5 mm.
When the phase angle increased as in the asymmetric DCB test with hf H = 0.75,
which contains 3% of mode II fracture component, a layer of epoxy film with
a thickness of around 50 µ.m was detected on the failure surfaces of all the
specimens. Although the failure was still cohesive, the decrease in the film
thickness on the metal side of the failure surfaces indicated that the locus of
fa ilure shifted toward the interface due to the increase in the mode mixity. On the
other hand, because the failure was still cohesive, no significant effect of interface
properties on the locus of failure was observed. When the mode mixity increased
to 14% as in the asymmetric DCB test with hf H = 0.5, where the mode mixity
strongly forced the crack toward the interface, the effect of interface properties
on the locus of failure became pronounced. In the specimen with adherends
prepared with acetone wipe, a 4-nm-thick epoxy film was detected on the failure
surfaces; in the specimen with adherends trea1ed with base/acid etch, the film
thickness was 12 nm; and in the P2 etched specimen, a visible layer of film, which
was estimated to be about 100 nm, was observed on the failure surfaces. This
increasing trend in the measured film thickness from the failure surfaces suggested
that the advanced surface preparation methods enhance adhesion and displace
failure from the interface, which also confirmed the indications obtained from the
XPS analyses. In the ENF test, a similar trend in the variation of film thickness
was observed.
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The XPS and the Auger depth profile analyses clearly identified the locus of
failure and verify the analytical prediction made through applying the criteria of
direction of cracking to adhesive bonds. Through testing specimens prepared with
different surface preparation techniques, these results also demonstrated the effect
of interface properties on the locus of failure and verify that crack path selection
in adhesive bonds is a result of interactions between external loads and material
properties [4] . The results also indicated that since the locus of failure is very
sensitive to the interface properties in the asymmetric DCB tests with fracture
mode mixity of 14% or higher, the asymmetric DCB test can be employed rather
than the ENF test to evaluate the interface fracture properties in adhesively bonded
joints. As discussed earlier, since the asymmetric DCB test is conducted under
predominantly opening mode, the onset of fracture and the crack propagation
sequence are much easier to observe; this substitution can greatly simplify the
testing procedure.
2.3.6. Surface preparation and the rate dependence of the locus offailure

In Section 2.3.3, the rate dependence of the locus of failure in adhesive bonds
was studied. The results showed that when the T-stress was negative, the failures
were all cohesive and the cracks were directionally stable regardless of the de bond
rate; as the T -stress increased, the cracks became directionally unstable and a very
pronounced effect of debond rate on the locus of failure was observed. The failure
was more interfacial when the debond rate was low. To investigate the influence of
the interface properties on the rate dependence of the locus of failure in specimens
with high T -stresses, two groups of symmetric DCB specimens with adherend
surfaces prepared using either an acetone wipe or P2 etch were prepared and tested
under quasi-static loading condition. The adhesive used was adhesive C and the
Kodak EktaPro high-speed camera system was used in the same manner as before
to monitor the fracture sequence and to obtain the rate of crack propagation. After
failure, a representative specimen from each group of specimens was selected
based on visual examination for the XPS analyses to identify the locus of failure.
In Fig. 21, the failure surfaces of the two representative specimens are shown.
The adherend surfaces of specimen a were prepared using an acetone wipe, and
a P2 etch was used in preparing the substrates for specimen b. The T-stresses in
both specimens were 35 MPa and the magnitude of the crack propagation rate
for different regions of the specimens, which were obtained using the high-speed
camera, were marked along both specimens to quantify the effect of debond rate.
Through visual examination of the failure surfaces of specimens a and b, the
influence of surface preparation on the rate dependence of the locus of failure can
be observed. In specimen a, in the region of slow crack propagation, the failure
surface was clear, indicating interfacial failure. On the other hand, in the region
of fast crack propagation, the failure appeared to be cohesive since a visible layer
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Fig. 2 I. The failure surfaces of the DCB specimens prepared using acetone wipe (a) and P2 etch
(b), respectively. Th.e dotted boxes indicate the areas wh.ere XPS analyses were conducted.

of adhesive film was observed on the failure surface. However, in specimen b,
the difference in the locus of failure between the slow and fast crack propagation
regions was not as pronounced. As a matter of fact, a visible layer of adhesive film
was observed in both regions. Another noticeable difference in the failure surfaces
between specimens a and b is that the regions of slow crack propagation in
specimen b were considerably smaller than in specimen a, indicating that the rate
dependence of the locus of failure was significantly reduced due to the variation in
interface properties.
The XPS analyses were conducted on the areas in both the slow and fast
crack propagation regions of each specimen as schematically shown in Fig. 21.
The XPS data further identified the locus of failure and supported the results of
visual examinations. As shown in Table 6, for specimen a, the major element
concentrations on the failure surfaces, especially carbon and aluminum, varied
significantly between the slow and the fast crack propagation regions and indicated
that the failure was more interfacial in the region of slow crack propagation. On
the other hand, for specimen b, although the variations of the major element
concentrations between the slow and the fast regions also indicated a similar trend
in the rate dependence of the locus of failure, the magnitude of the variation
suggested that this debond rate effect in specimen b was not as pronounced as in
specimen a.
Overall, the comparison of the rate dependence of the locus of failure between
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Table 6
XPS elemental analysis results of the symmetric DCB specimens with either an acetone wipe or
a P2 etch surface preparation
Specimen

Surface treatment

Region analyzed

XPS atomic percentage

Co/o

Al%

0%

No/o

Si%

A

Acetone

Fast
Slow

76.1
72.3

0.4
2.1

16.8
20.9

2.5
2.6

4.3
2.1

B

P2

Fast
Slow

76.5
75.9

0.2
0.9

16.9
15.7

4.3
4.1

2.1
3.4

the two representative specimens with different surface preparations revealed that
the interface properties significantly affect the crack propagation behavior. Advanced surface preparation techniques enhance the adhesion between the adhesive
and the substrates and consequently, the rate dependence of the locus of failure
is reduced. Of particular significance, however, is that the debond did not propagate exclusively at the weaker interface. The stress state destabilized the debond,
leading to a crack that alternated between two interfaces with different properties.
2.3. 7. Asymmetric surface preparation and the directionally unstable cracks
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the direction of crack propagation is stabilized
very rapidly as the mode mixity increases; when the mode mixity G 11 / G is more
than 3%, cracks in the specimens were all directionally stable regardless of the T stress levels examined. In this section, the effect of asymmetric surface preparation
on the directionally unstable cracks is of interest. Geometrically symmetric DCB
specimens with one adherend prepared using an acetone wipe and the other using
a P2 etch were prepared using adhesive C and they were tested under mode I lowspeed impact conditions. The low-speed impact was chosen due to the reason that
the rate of crack propagation was relatively constant in this test, and therefore, the
effect of debond rate on the locus of failure was minimized. Before the tests, each
specimen was mechanically stretched to achieve a high residual stress state and
consequently to achieve a high positive T -stress state such that alternating crack
propagation was observed in the specimen. After failure, post-failure analyses via
XPS and Auger depth profile were conducted on the failure surfaces of a typical
specimen to identify the locus of failure and the crack propagation trajectory.
The failure surfaces of the typical specimen selected are shown in Fig. 22. The
T -stress in the specimen was 36 MPa and the crack trajectory alternated between
the two interfaces, which can be observed in the side-view photograph. To further
identify the locus of failure, both the XPS and Auger depth profile analyses were
conducted on representative areas of both sides of the specimen as schematically
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Acetone wiped side

Top view

P2 etched side

Side view

Direction of crack propagation
Fi~. 22. The failure surfaces and the cra~·k 1rajet:tory of the DCI3 specimen with asymmetric
surfa~·e preparation. The dotted boxes indkatc the m·ens where XPS ,md ;\uger analyses were
i.:011duc1ed.
Tahle 7
The pos1 failure analysis results on 1he foilun:: surfaces of the DCB specimen with asynm1etri1.:
surface preparation

Surface 1rea1men1

Acetone
P2

XPS a1omic percentage
- - ··-----·
%C
%Al
%0

Film 1hidness
%Si

75.R

0.t)

J 7.2

3.ll

76.7

0.1

16.5

4.5

%N

..

2.3

?__ ")

(11m)

0.6

1.4

shown in Fig. 22 and the results are listed in Table 7. The XPS results show that
the <..:arbon and silicon concentrations on the acetone wiped adherend surface are
lower than on the P2 et<..:hed adherend surface, whereas the aluminum and oxyg~n
concentrations arc much higher. This trend of the variation of the major element
concentrations on the failure surfaces indicates that the locus of failure on the
acetone wiped adhercnd side was more interfacial than on the P2 etched adherend
side. The exact locations of the failure on both adhercnds surfaces were revealed
by the Auger depth profile data as shown in the Table 7. On the surfaces of the
adherend prepared using the acetone wipe, a layer of adhesive lllm of 0.6 p.. m
thick was detected. However, on the surfaces of the adherend prepared using the
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P2 etch, the adhesive film detected was much thicker ( 1.4 1un), which indicated
that the failure was more cohesive.

2.3.8. To11ghn<!ss f~f th<! adhesil'<! and the directional stability of cracks
As pointed out hy Pocius l60], the directional stahiljty of cracks is signfficantly
affected hy the fracture toughness of adhesive bonds. An energy balance model
used to analyze crack propagation predicted that directionally unstable cracks arc
more unlikely to occur as the fracture toughness of the adhesive bonds increase
l32]. This energy balance model will be discussed in this chapter later.
To verify the prediction, DCB specimens using adhesives A, B, C and E were
prepared. Due to the various levels of rubber concentration in the adhesives. the
fracture toughness of the DCB specimens varied with the adhesive. The critical
fracture toughnesses measured in the quasi-static tests for the DCB specimens
using cliffcrent adhesives arc shown in Fig. 23. which indicates that the fracture
toughness of the bonds increased significantly with rubber concentration level.
After the specimens were prepared, they were suhjected to mechanical stretching
to achieve various levels of the T-stress in the specimens. The specimens were
then tested under low-speed impact loading in order to minimize the effect of
dehond rate in the tests. After failure. the failure smfaces in each specimen
were carefully examined to determine crack trajectory and the crack propagation
manner.
Typical failure smfaces ohserved in as-produced specimens are shown in
Fig. 24. Specimen n was honded using adhesive A, which contains no rubber
toughener and is the most brittle adhesive in the series. The failure surfaces
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(a)
A (0% rubber)
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(b)
B (4 .1% rubber)

(c)
C ( 8.1 % rubber)

(d)
E (15.0% rubber)

Fig. 24. The failure surfaces of the as-produced DCB specimens prepared using differen1 adhe-

sives.

of this specimen revealed an alternating crack trajectory, which indicated that
the crack propagation was directionally unstable. As the rubbe r concentration
increased in the adhesive as in specimens b, c and d, the failures all appeared
to be cohesive with directionally stable crack trajectory. A similar trend had
been observed in stretched specimens. All three specime ns in Fig. 25 contained
1.1 % plastic defonnation in the adherends and from specimens (a-c), the rubber
concentration in the adhesive increased from 4.1 % to 15.0%. Examinations of
the failure surfaces of theses specimens indicate that the crack was directionally
unstable in specimen a and became more and more stable in specimens b and c.
Figs. 24 and 25 reveal that the directional stability of the crack is significantly
affected by the rubber concentrations in the adhesives.

3. Analytical studies
Fundamental understanding of the mechanics of the crack path selection behavior and predictive capabilities for both directionally stable and unstable crack
propagation in adhesive bonds can be gained through analytical models of the
bonded system. Through these studies, important insights were gained and the
trajectories for directionally unstable crack propagation observed in the tests were
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(a)
B (4.1% rubber)

(b)
C (8.1 % rubber)
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(c)
E (15.0% rubber)

Fig. 25. The failure surfaces of the DCB specimens prepared using different adhesives. All the
specimens contained 1.1 % plastic deformation in the adherends

simulated. In the following sections, the discussions mainly focus on an energy
balance model analyzing the probability of directional unstable crack propagation,
analysis of the alternating crack using the interface mechanics, and simulations of
the directionally unstable cracks for various systems.

3.1. Energy balance and directio11al stability ofcrack propagation
Because of adhesive shrinkage during cure or the thennal mismatch between
adherends and adhesive, a residual stress is often induced during the fabrication
of adhesive bonds. lf the residual stress is released during bond failure, the stored
strain energy will be reduced, and is potentially available to assist in driving
crack propagation. For a relatively straight crack propagating anywhere within an
adhesive layer between two relatively stiff adherends, the stored energy associated
with the residual stress is not available to drive cracking because the fracture plane
is parallel to the biaxial stress state. On the other hand, anytime a crack moves
with a substantial angle with respect to the bond plane, stored elastic energy is
relieved as the residual stresses are locally reduced. Compared to a directionally
stable crack, where the crack trajectory is fairly straight, Fig. IO shows that due
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Fig. 27. The geometry and the stress state of a transverse crack in the DCB specimen with
simplified crack trajectoJy for directionally nnstablc cnu;k propagation.

available for the transverse crack propagation. U 1 is the same as the energy
available during the directionally stable crack propagation and can be obtained
using the conventional compliance analysis as

u, =

p2

(IJ

3£1

(10)

where a is the crack kngth, El is the effective flexural rigidity of the DCB
specimen, and P is the load . For comparison puq)Oses, an iso-fracture toughness
is assumed, resulting in P being given by

JGrR El
( 11)
P=---a
To calculate the strain energy U 2 , a single transverse crack is isolated as shown
in Fig. 27 an<l the strain energy u available for this particular crack is given by

iJ
I

II

=

c} (y) d y

( 12)

()

where 8(y) is the crack opening displacement profile and a is the stress distributed
along the crack surfaces p1ior to cracking. If the crack is assumed to be a Griffith
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crack as Suo [61] and Nairn [62) suggested in studying tunneling cracks in
coatings and composites, o(z) under plane-strain conditions is given by
1 -v 2
o (y) = 4a _ _2

E2

Jy 2 -

z2

( 13)

The choice of o(z) was also verified by the finite element analysis conducted
to investigate the geometry of a vertical opening crack in an adhesively bonded
DCB specimen. Substituting Eq. 13 into Eq. 12, the strain energy available for
transverse crack propagation U2 is then obtained as
2 2
rr ( a - ao + kt ) ( 1- vi ) Bat
U2=2
2kt
E2

(14)

where a 0 is the precrack length as shown in Fig. 26, kt is the characteristic length
of the alternating crack trajectory, and the opening stress applied at the crack
surfaces a is still to be determined.
The normal stress, a, depends on the final residual stress in the adhesive,
specimen geometry, and the external loads. Setting the coordinate system as
shown in Fig. 27, and recognizing that ay = 0 following debonding, one may
approximate a as

a=

Pa(t/2+d)
+a0 +ap
1

(15)

where I~ B H 3 / 12, and dis given by
nH 2 -t 2
d=---2(1 +nH)

(16)

The first term in Eq. 15 is the normal stress induced at the crack surfaces
due to the bending of the adherends prior to cracking; the second term a 0 is the
thermal residual stress induced from curing; and the third term ap is the residual
stress induced from the mechanical stretching used to alter the T -stress state in
the specimen as discussed earlier. The second and third term in Eq. 15 combined
is given by Eq. 9. Substituting Eq. 15 into Eq. 14, the strain energy available for
the transverse crack propagation is then obtained. Dividing the total strain energy
U = U 1 + U2 by the total crack area, the average strain energy release rate for the
crack propagation is obtained.
Shown in Fig. 28 is the result of the analysis. The ordinate of the figure
is the normalized average strain energy release rate with respect to the critical
strain energy release rate Ge (= 310 J/m 3 ) of the DCB specimens made of
adhesive C, and the abscissa represents the thickness of the adherends. The dashed
line represents the critical strain energy release rate for the alternating crack
propagation and therefore, also represents the threshold of the transition of the
directional stability of the crack propagation. If the available strain energy release
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Fig. 28. Available strain energy release rate for directionally unstable crack propagation in DCB
specimen with various conditions.

rate is higher than the critical strain energy release rate for the alternating crack
trajectory, cracks in the specimen are more likely to be directionally unstable since
there is enough energy available for cracks to propagate along the alternating path.
On the other hand, if the available strain energy release rate for the alternating
crack propagation is lower than the critical strain energy release rate, cracks are
more likely directionally stable. Fig. 28 shows that when the plastic deformation
in the adherends cp is less than 1.1 %, the curves are all below the dashed line
indicating a likelihood for directionally stable crack propagation. As the plastic
deformation cp in the adherends increases (consequently, the T-stress increases),
more strain energy becomes available and the curves shift upwards, suggesting
an increase in the probability of directionally unstable cracks. This result is
quantitatively consistent with the predictions made by Fleck et al. [ 15] using the
T-stress argument and the experimental results discussed in Section 2.3.1.
All curves in Fig. 28 are monotonically decreasing with increasing adherend
thickness, indicating an effect of adherend bending on the directional stability of
cracks. For instance, the curve with cp = 1.3% and a 0 = 13 MPa is higher than
the dashed line when H is less than 4 mm and is lower than the dashed line
when H is greater than 4 mm. Since the dashed line represents the threshold
of the directional stability of crack propagation, this curve indicates that for
specimens with cp = 1.3% and a 0 = 13 MPa, the directional stability of cracks
varies with the thickness of the adherends. This prediction is also consistent
with the experimental results discussed in Section 2.3.1 where DCB specimens
with adherend thicknesses H of mm and 3.2 mm, respectively, were tested to
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investigate the effect of adherend bending. The experimental results indicated that
cracks in specimens with H = 3.2 mm were more directionally unstable than the
cracks in specimens with H = 4.8 mm when the residual stresses and the plastic
deformation levels were the same.
In addition, Fig. 28 also indicates an effect of the toughness of the adhesive
bonds on the directional stability of cracks. When the toughness of the bond
increases, all the curves will shift down vertically, indicating that the transition between the directionally stable and unstable crack is less likely to occur. This result
is again consistent with the experimental observations discussed in Section 2.3.8,
which showed that as the rubber concentration in the adhesive increases, the
fracture toughness of the bonds increases and consequently, the transition from
directionally stable cracks to directionally unstable cracks is more unlikely to
occur.
As seen, even relatively crude analytical energy balance models are helpful in
understanding crack stability in adhesive layers. This energy-based perspective
provides an intuitive understanding of the effect of in-plane stresses within an
adhesive layer on crack path selection. Indeed, residual stresses have been shown
to induce some very interesting failure modes in bonded joints, including spiral
crack patterns [63].

3.2. Interface mechanics and the prediction of crack trajectories
In this section, discussion focuses on the interface fracture mechanics and the
details of crack trajectory predictions that are possible with numerical implementation of these concepts. According to the interface fracture mechanics theory
discussed in Chapter 2, a crack at the interface between the adherend and adhesive
can be represented by a sub-interface crack lying a small distance (8t) below the
interface and the complex stress intensity factors K I and K 2 for the interface
crack are related to the conventional stress intensity factors K 1 and Ku for the
sub-interface crack as

K1+iKn =qei<P(K1 +iK2)8t; 0

(17)

where q = J(l -fJ2)/(l +a) is a real quantity and </>(a,/3) is a dimensionless
function of the elastic moduli listed in Hutchinson and Suo [12] for different
material combinations. In addition, a similar relationship also exists between the
local complex stress intensity factors, K 1 and K 2 , for the interface crack and the
far field stress intensity factors, Kf° and K{r:
( 18)

JO

where p =
-a)/(l -{3 2 ), w(a , {3) is a dimensionless functions of material
constants and is also listed in Hutchinson and Suo [ 12], and Kf° and Kft' is
directly related to the external loads applied on the specimen and can be found
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in Tada et al. [23]. Specifically, for symmetric DCB specimens, which are under
predominantly mode I loading, the relationship is given by
K '(

0

+i Kr=

0

Kr:' =

f

~ H- 312 ( 2v'3+2.315;)

( 19)

where P is the external load, B is the width of the specimen, a is the crack length,
and f equals I for plane stress and I / ~ for plane strain. Substituting Eq.
19 into Eq. 18, the local complex stress intensity factors for an interface crack in a
DCB specimen can be expressed as a function of the external load as
Ki+ i K2 = pf

:a

H - 312 ( 2v'3 + 2.315 ; ) t-i s eiw(a.,B)

(20)

If the crack is at the sub-interface, the local stress intensity factor K 1 and K 11
can also be expressed as a function of the external load by substituting Eq. 20 into
Eq. 17 as
Ki= q IKlcos[w+</>+t:ln(8t/t)]

Kn= q IKlsin [w+</>+eln(8t/t)]

(21)

where, IKI is given by

IKI =

pf

j ~~

1
(

2v'3 + 2.3 15 ; )

(22)

and G = I 2P 2a 2 /E I B 2 H 3 is the applied strain energy release rate in the specimen.
Fig. 29 shows that due to the material mismatch, when the distance between
the sub-interface crack and the interface 8t approaches zero, the corresponding
Kn component at the crack tip is very high and is acting in such a direction that
the crack tends to deviate away from the interface toward the centerline of the
bond . As the distance ot increases, the corresponding Ku value drops drastically,
which suggests that the sub-interface crack will deviate from the interface in a
rather gradual fashion. This prediction is consistent with crack trajectory shown in
the SEM micrograph of the DCB specimens with directionally unstable cracks in
Fig. 10. Since differences in the material mismatch will result in variations in the
stress distribution, Fig. 29 also indicates that the crack propagation behavior will
also be different for different materials systems.
The analysis of the interface mechanics provides useful insights into crack
propagation behavior in adhesively bonded joints. A finite element model for the
DCB specimen was constructed using Franc2D/L [64]. a convenient code for
this task because of its capability for automatic remeshing in the vicinity of a
growing crack. An adhesive layer (material 2) with thickness of t = 0.5 mm is
sandwiched between two adherends (material I) with thickness of H = 6 mm, and
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Fig. 29. Parametric study of the local mode II stress intensity factor K11 versus the nondimensional location of the sub-interfacial crack for different material combinations. The applied
strain energy release rate used in the calculation was 310 J / m 2 .

a straight crack is located at the interface between the adhesive and the adherend.
At the crack tip, there is a small crack kink into the adhesive with a length of
0.01 mm and an angle of 30° with respect to the interface. The purpose of the
crack perturbation is to start the crack deviation quickly and reduce simulation
time. According to the interface mechanics discussed earlier, an interface crack
will deviate away from the interface automatically and no crack perturbation if
necessary. The displacements of one end of the model were constrained. Moments
of opposite direction were applied on the other end of the adherends to simulate
the external loads. A horizontal tensile stress T 00 was applied to achieve the
desired T-stress level. Three types of elements were used in the analysis. Eightnode, plane-strain elements were used with reduced integration in the area away
from the crack tip; right around the crack tip, the elements used were quarter-point
singular elements; and in the area in between , triangle elements were used for the
convenience of remeshing during the crack propagation. Both the adherends and
adhesive were modeled as linear elastic materials with material constants E 1 = 70
GPa, E2 = 2.97 GPa, and v1 = v2 = 0.33. The residual stress in the adhesive layer
was estimated as 13 MPa and the adhesive bond was assumed to have an isofracture toughness value of 310 J /m 2 as discussed earlier. The interface crack with
a small perturbation was assumed to be present originally in the specimen and T 00
was adjusted to such a value that Kn = 0 at the crack tip. This analysis intended to
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predict the crack trajectory as the crack advances through the following procedure:
Analyze the fracture problem with
present configurations of crack trajectory

!

-

Post processing, obtain J-integral
value, K I and K 11 at the crack-tip

!
Determine the direction of crack
propagation using Gmax or K 11 criteria

!
Advance the crack with an incremental length

I
Reform the mesh

- -

No, continue

J

~s

~
In the finite element analysis, the stress singularity at the crack tip was
simulated using the quarter-point singular element, which provides a singularity
with an order of r- 112 • However, according to Cook and Ergodan [65], the order of
the stress singularity of a crack perpendicular to a bi-material interface approaches
to rA I as the cmck propagates toward the interface, where >.. is detennined by
the material mismatch at the interface. Consequently, certain errors existed in
stresses at the l:rack tip in the finite element analysis when the crack approached
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the interface. However, since only the direction of the crack propagation was of
interest in this study, which was determined by the phase angle instead of the
stresses, errors in the magnitude of stress singularity should have minimal affect
on the resulting crack trajectory.
The strain energy release rate (]-integral value) versus the normalized kinked
crack length S / t is plotted in Fig. 30. The result shows that the energy available
for the crack increases as the crack advances thickness-wise in the adhesive layer
and decreases drastically as the crack approaches the opposite interface due to the
rigid boundary of the adherend. If the crack continues to grow, the crack could
possibly propagate into the adherend, kink into the interface, or reflect back to the
adhesive layer. The final direction depends on the amount of energy release rate
available relative to the fracture toughness of the adhesive bond in that particular
direction according to the criteria of cracking direction reviewed earlier. Fig. 30
shows that the most likely scenario is for the crack to kink into the interface
since more energy is available in that direction than for the other possibilities.
Supportive information can also be found in He et al. [66]. A similar tendency is
found in Fig. 31, where the phase angle 1/f = tan- 1 (K11 / K 1) at the crack tip versus
the normalized kinked crack length S / t is plotted. As the crack propagates, the
phase angle is negative, which indicates that the crack would propagate along a
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trajectory with an increasing slope. When the crack approaches the top interface,
1/J increases rapidly and becomes positive at the interface, which suggests an
abrupt kink for the crack. Furthermore, the fracture toughness of adherends in
adhesive bonds is often much higher than that of the adhesive. Consequently,
the crack will likely kink into the interface due the restriction of the adherends.
Supportive information can also be found in He and Hutchinson [67] where the
deflection behavior of a straight crack located close to the interface of dissimilar
materials is analyzed .
After kinking occurs, the crack grows along the interface. Meanwhile, the phase
angle at the crack tip increases. Fig. 32 shows the phase angle 1/J = tan- 1 (K 11 / K 1)
versus the normalized interfacial crack length L / t, where Ku and Kr are obtained
using the sub-interface crack concept and by assuming ot « 1. The results are
for several values of the Dundur's parameter, with a = 0.92 corresponding to
the aluminum/epoxy case discussed herein. For this case, Fig. 32 suggests that
after propagating along the interface for 2-3 times the thickness of the adhesive
layer, the crack will start to leave the interface due to the increase in phase angle,
which is consistent with the experimental observations of the crack trajectory
shown in Fig. I 0. These results are also consistent with the results discussed in
Akisanya and Fleck [2,3] theoretically. Fig. 32 also indicates that the characteristic
spacing of the alternating cracks depends on the moduli, as has been observed
experimentally.
Fig. 33 shows the final results of the FEA simulation of the crack trajectory for
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the C syslem studied (the FEA mesh is hidden for a clear observation of lhe crack
path). Compared to lhe SEM micrograph of the actual crack trajectory shown in
the insel, the numerical simulation accurately reproduces the characteristic length
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of the alternating crack of 3-4 times the thickness of the adhesive layer and the
overall characteristic shape of the actual crack trajectory.
Clearly, interface fracture mechanics coupled with finite element analysis is
a powerful tool for modeling failure in adhesive bonds. Perhaps the biggest
limitation is the difficulty in knowing the spatial variation in material properties
within the adhesive layer and at the interfaces. Further understanding in this area
could lead to an even greater understanding and ability to accurately predict the
failure mode and locus of failure in adhesive joints of various types.

4. Implications for selecting and interpreting adhesion tests
Although the focus of this chapter has been drawn from a study of a series of
model epoxies used to bond aluminum adherends, the implications of the role
that mechanics plays in the failure of adhesive bonds are much broader. If one
interface of a bond is particularly weak, no amount of mode mixity may be
sufficient to steer the debond away from the weak zone. On the other hand, for
many practical bonds having reasonably good properties throughout the bondline,
mode mixity and T -stress can significantly affect the failure mode. Because of
this significant effect, test method selection and interpretation benefit significantly
from an understanding of the mechanic principles that will affect the crack
trajectory.
From a mode mixity standpoint, greater amounts of mode II loading will tend
to steer the debond to the mechanically favored interface. Mode II loading can be
achieved through shearing the specimen, but is also encountered when dissimilar
adherends are used. Mode mixity favors debonds propagating near the interface
of the more highly strained adherend, as may be induced by increased loading,
decreased adherend thickness, or reduced modulus. These principles have been
employed, both intentionally and unintentionally, for specimens reported in the
literature. Kramer [68], for example, has long advocated the use of asymmetric
DCB specimens for their ability to produce interfacial failures with the more
compliant adherend. The inverted blister specimen has been used successfully
for brittle polymer [69] and ice [70] adhesion. By using a thin blister adherend
bonded to a stiff section of the brittle adhesive, failure is driven along the interface
rather than rupturing the brittle material. Bonding studs to core-sawn plugs of
thick coatings can lead to cohesive failures within the coating material, whereas
pulling thin adherends away from the relatively thick coatings result in interfacial
failures . Failures in single lap joints often reveal the effect of mode mixity on
the locus of failure, as illustrated in Fig. 34. These failures are consistent with
the tendency of cracks to propagate perpendicular to the largest tensile stress (in
homogeneous materials) if debonds grow inward from the two edges, as discussed
by Adams et al. [71]. Coatings, loaded primarily by a tensile residual stress state,
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will typically fail at the interface because the mode mixity drives the dchond to
the interface.
From the T -stress standpoint, increased residual stress. thinner adhcrends.
thidcr adhesive layers, and less ductile adhesives contribute to directional instahility. kading to nacks that may alt<.:rnatc from one adhercnd to another. M aterial
properties also play a role: cracks within adhesives that are signilicantly softer
than the adhert.'.nds arc trapped 115 Land more likely to appear as cohesive failures.
This is consistt:'nt with the observation of Gent 1721 that failures in hon<ls of" ru bber
lo a rigid adherend arc almost invariably cohesive. leaving behind a visihle layer
of" ruhber. As the moduli of the adherends and adhesive hecome more similar. this
crack trapping effect is Jess pronoum.:ed. so inlerfacial fa ilures are more likely.
Thl' effect of increased T -stress arc also seen in T-pecl specimens, where bending:
of the thin adhcrcnds lends to fragment the adhesive at a chara1..'.teristic spacing.
While all of us can cite counterexamples lo each of these lendencics. they
nonetheless remain useful i11 sclcuing and inti.:rpreting adhesion tests. If om.: is
inten.:sted in prohing int1.:rt'acial failures, selectin g test sp~cirnen cunlig.uratiuns
that favor this failure mode may prove useful. For example. accelerated characterization lcchni<(Ut'.S arc often desired tu invcstigalc the long-tcnn performance
of adhesive honds. Such mcthods can hc quite useful provided that the failure
modes produ(;<:d u11der the service and accelerated conditions arc identical. Since
long-term failures often oc cur at the interface where the complexities of surfaces.
material gradients, and stress a11omalics occur. sdection of acccleratcd charaetcri1.ation le.st specirnens that favor intcrfacial failures may prove useful. This choice
must be balanced aga inst thc need to sek.'.Ct lest methods that will provide use ful
insights into the response under th~ inti.:ndcd a pplications.
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5. Summary
The theoretical background, experimental results, and analytical or numerical
studies provided in this chapter support the fact that the final locus of failure in adhesive bonds is strongly affected by the stress state that exists within the bondline
and at the tip of a growing debond. Although chains (and other discrete systems)
break at the weakest link, adhesive bonds and other continuous systems do not always fail in such a simplistic fashion. Instead, the failure path is detennined by the
interaction of a complex stress field with spatially varying mechanical properties
of the material system. Variations in stoichiometry, crystallinity, molecular weight
distributions, weak boundary layers, and other parameters may render substantial
variations in strength and toughness throughout a bondline. On the other hand,
mode II loading and the T -stress are two mechanics parameters that can, in many
cases, determine, or at least influence, the failure mode. Visual observations and
surface analysis techniques, such as XPS and Auger depth profiling, have consistently demonstrated this effect. An understanding of these principles and the
complex interactions between stress state and material properties can prove useful
in selecting and interpreting test methods for adhesive bonds.
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Chapter 12

Rheology for adhesion science and
technology
A.BERKER '
3M Company. St. Paul, MN, USA

1. Introduction

Rheology deals with the deformation and flow of matter. In its practice, understanding the mechanical response of non-Newtonian materials to stresses
and strains constitutes a large portion of its focus. In adhesion science and
technology, one encounters many materials whose mechanical response can be
non-Newtonian. These responses are encountered at the manufacturing, processing and dispensing stages of the adhesive. Furthermore, one frequently finds
that end-use adhesive properties depend on those molecular parameters which
also dictate the materials' rheological behavior-molecular architecture, average
molecular weight, molecular weight distribution, glass transition temperature and
plateau modulus being prime examples. Thus, it is not surprising to find that the
adhesive and rheological properties of materials can be related.
In this introductory monograph, it will not be possible to touch upon many of
the facets of the broad topic of rheology. Likewise, we will not be able to get into
much detail of the specific areas that are covered. Fortunately, there are numerous
references that the reader can consult and we will try to point these out as we go
along. The purpose of this chapter is to give the reader some familiarity with the
essentials of rheology, to provide useful references for further study, and to point
out connections to adhesion whenever possible.
The basic building blocks of rheology are dynamics and kinematics and
the relation between them, for given classes of materials, is the mechanical
constitutive equation. Constitutive equations contain material functions which can
be obtained from controlled testing - rheometry. Under suitable conditions, a
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certain class of materials may behave like a viscous liquid, an elastic solid, or
they may exhibit characteristics of both. Such viscoelastic materials, if subjected
to small enough mechanical stimuli, are seen to have moduli and compliances
that are independent of the magnitude of the applied stimulus. Under this socalled 'linear viscoelastic regime' a universal constitutive relation holds, while
the materials' individual response shows a great sensitivity to its molecular
peculiarities. Linear viscoelasticity thus serves two important purposes: (1) it
offers an array of analytical tests that probe the molecular structure and build up
a mechanical 'fingerprint'; and (2) it provides a limiting form which the myriad
constitutive relations must reduce to under sufficiently small deformations.
Processing conditions, on the other hand, generally involve high deformations
where the material response is non-linear. Thus we need to be able to formulate
constitutive relations that are valid beyond the linear viscoelastic regime. Here,
certain principles come to our aid to assure that the relation being proposed is free
of gross defects such as violating the laws of thermodynamics. Both continuum
mechanics and molecular modeling have been used to generate constitutive relations. Since even a rudimentary discussion of this topic requires tensor algebra
and calculus, we will not go into the details of how constitutive equations are
generated. Instead we will focus on a few relations that are able to account for
viscoelastic behavior, viscoplasticity and thixotropy. Among the simpler of these
is the generalized Newtonian fluid (GNF) that is a widely used constitutive relation for viscous fluids that show shear thinning. It is primarily used in engineering
calculations for pressure drops and flow rates. The most widely used member of
this class of fluids is the so-called power-law fluid (PLF).
To understand the processing and dispensing behavior of adhesives we often
need to construct flow models of the process. While all models are approximations,
they still have to satisfy continuity of mass and the balance of momentum and
thermal energy. The constitutive equation, plus the appropriate initial and/or
boundary conditions of the problem at hand, provide closure to these balance
laws. While any realistic solution to a particular processing problem will generally
involve numerical computations, several generic problems of interest may be
amenable to analytical development. For instance, when a pressure-sensitive
adhesive is pressed down unto a surface, we have an example of squeeze flow.
Similarly, if a paste is spread onto a surface via a knife, we have an example of
wedge flow. These two flows will be discussed for the PLF.

2. Kinematics and dynamics
In continuum mechanics, a body is considered to be a continuous distribution
of material points. A defonnation is a smooth, one-to-one mapping which is
subject to certain restrictions and which carries each material point into a point
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in Euclidean 3-space. The deformation is a vector, so that if we apply the
gradient operator on it we get a tensor I called the deformation gradient, F. A
given deformation is volume preserving, or isochoric, if the determinant of the
deformation gradient, det(F), is equal to one.
Now let us introduce the element of time. At time t, in Euclidean space, the
body occupies a region that is called its configuration. Let r and t refer to some
past time and the present, respectively. We would like to track the motion of a
material particle, P, as the body moves from its configuration at r to its present
configuration at t. Thus, if we let the vector X ( r) be the place occupied by the
material point P at r, we can use its position at time t as a 'marker' to identify P,
viz.
X,

= X(t)

(I)

The trajectory of all such material points is called the motion of the body

(2)

X(r)=/(X,,r)
The particle velocity is the rate of change of its trajectory
v

d

.

a

= -X(r)
= X(r) = -/(X,,r)
dr
a-r

(3)

Now consider two neighboring material points X, and X, + dX, which were
located at neighboring places X(-r) and X(-r) + dX(-r) at time -r. The relative
deformation gradient tensor F is defined by
dX(-r) = FdX,

(4)

Thus, the relative deformation gradient tensor describes the change of the local
configuration that occurs between times -r and t in the neighborhood of P. Since F
depends on both -r and t, it is a relative tensor and we write F,(-r) to denote this.
From Eqs. 2 and 4, we note that the relative deformation gradient tensor is the
gradient of the motion, i.e.
F,(-r)=V/

(5)

where V is the gradient operator. Using the relative deformation gradient tensor,
we next define the Cauchy tensor
C, (-r) =

F; (-r)F1 (-r)

(6)

and the Green tensor
B, (-r) = F, (-r) F; (-r)

1

Tensors and vectors will be given bold-face symbols throughout this chapter.

(7)
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where FT denotes the transpose of F. The inverse of the Cauchy and Green
tensors are called the Finger and Piola tensors, respectively. The Cauchy and Piola
tensors relate the separation of two neighboring material points between the two
states (times) r and t, while the Finger and Green tensors relate the way small
material areas change upon deformation between the two states r and t. Note that
if the motion consists solely of a rigid rotation then C = B = I. Since strain is a
measure of deformation which vanishes in the absence of stretch, we can therefore
also define relative strain tensors as C,(r)- I (Cauchy strain tensor), etc.
Turning next to deformation rates, if we let Y, ( = X, + dX,) and X, be two
neighboring material particles, using Eq. 4 we can form
(8)

Taking d/dr of Eq. 8, using Eq. 3, and setting r = t, we get
Vv(t) =

P, (t)

(9)

To investigate the way v'v changes along the particle's flow path, we introduce
- via Eqs. 3 and 4 - a tensor that is independent of the reference state, viz.
(10)

Next, using the relative Cauchy tensor, we take d/d r and then set r = t, leading to

C, (t) = v'v + v'v T =2D

(11)

where D(t) is called the rate of deformation tensor. It is symmetric, i.e. D = DT.
The velocity gradient tensor can be uniquely decomposed into symmetric plus
skew parts via

1
v'v = - (Vv + v'v T)

2

1
2

+ - (Vv -

v'v T)

(12)

so that we have
(13)

where W(t) called the vorticity tensor and is skew, i.e W = -WT.
Eq . 11 identifies C, (t) with twice the rate of deformation tensor. To get
accelerations of higher order we can use Eq. 6 to show that (omitting the argument
r and the reference time t)

( 14)
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where
o.

T

•

A,,+1=A11=A 11 +(A 11 L+L An);
n = 0, 1,2,.. .. (Ao= I, A,= 2D .... )

(15)

defines the Rivlin-Ericksen tensors, A,,, and the time derivative operation known

" Similarly, if we start with the Finger
as the ' lower convected' derivative, An.
1
( r ), we can generate
tensor,

c;

an 1
c- (r) = -F ar11 I

1

B F-T

11

(16)

where
\7

=

B11+I = B 11 B11
n = 0, 1,2, ... ,

-

(LB,,+ B,,LT);
(Bo=-/, B 1 = 2D, ... )

(17)

are called the White-Metzner tensors, B,,, and the time derivative operation
known as the 'upper convected' derivative, B"n .
Time derivatives play a central role in rheology. As seen above, the upper and
lower convected derivatives fall out naturally from the deformation tensors. The
familiar 'partial' derivative, a/ at, corresponds to an observer with a fixed position.
The 'total' derivative, d/dt, allows the observer to move freely in space, while
if the observer follows a material point we have the 'material', or 'substantial'
derivative, denoted variously by the symbols d(mJ/ dt, D /Dt or C ). We could
expect that these different expressions could find their way into constitutive
relations (see Section 5) as time rates of change of quantities that are function s
of spatial position and time. However, only certain rate operations can be used
by themselves in constitutive relations . This will depend on how two different
observers who are in rigid motion with respect to each other measure the same
quantity. The expectation is that a valid constitutive relation should be invariant
to such changes in observer. This principle is called 'material frame indifference'
or 'material objectivity', and constitutes one of the main tests that a proposed
constitutive relation has to pass before being considered admissible.
Kinematics deals with time and distances. To measure time one needs to
have a particular instant as a reference. Similarly, the motion of a body remains
ambiguous unless it is relative to something else, e.g. to two objects, or points,
with a fixed distance separating them. In effect, such a collection of points can be
thought of as an observer who is watching the motion, or as a 'frame of reference'.
Since such a frame is constructed out of points with fixed separations, it can only
undergo rigid body motions, i.e. translations and rotations. Thus, let X(t), c(t) and
o be points referred to an 'old' frame and X*(t*) be the transform of X(t) into a
'new' frame such that
X " = c+ Q(X -o) ,

t*

= t +to

(18)
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where tu is a constant and Q = Q(t) is a rotation . The transform given by Eq. 18
is called a change of frame. The difference of two points is a geometric vector and
would transform as
X* -Y* = u*

= Q(t)[X -

Y]

= Q(t)u

(19)

Vectors which transform according to Eq. 19 under a change of frame are called
'indifferent' or 'objective' vectors. A tensor that acts on an indifferent vector
to produce another indifferent vector is called an indifferent tensor. Indifferent
vectors and tensors can appear in constitutive equations by themselves without
violating the principle of material objectivity. Summarizing, objective scalars,
vectors and tensors undergo a change of frame according to the rules given
respectively by
a*=a,

a*=Q(t)a,

A*=Q(t)AQT(t)

(20)

Next, let us briefly focus on dynamics. In specifying the dynamic state of a body
we will be concerned with contact and body forces. Contact forces arise by the
interaction of material particles in different parts of the body and by the interaction
of the body with its surroundings across its boundary. Body forces are those that
the surroundings exert on the interior of the body. The primary example of a body
force is gravity.
We follow Cauchy and assume ([ 16], p. 97) the existence of a surface force
density s(n,x, t) defined as a force per unit area for each unit normal n at every
(x, t) along the trajectory of the body's motion. The vectors s and n can have,
in general, different directions and the 'surface' can be any oriented surface cut
through the body. The two sides of the surface are designated as 'negative' and
'positive' in such a way that n points from the negative into the positive side.
s(n,x,t) is exerted across the surface by the material on the positive side upon that
on the negative side. Thus, if we visualize a part of the body enclosed by a surface
with unit outward normal n, then s is the positive (tensile) force per unit area
exerted by the surroundings unto the part. For points x that are on the boundary of
the body, sis called the surface traction. For body forces we define the field b(x ,t)
as the force per unit volume exerted by the environment on the interior points x of
the body.
Cauchy's theorem states ([ 16], p. 10 I) that given a body in motion under the
action of surface (i.e. contact) and body force fields s and b, respectively, then the
momentum balance laws are satisfied if and only if there exists a symmetric spatial
tensor field <r, called the Cauchy stress, such that
s(n)=<rn

(21)

for each unit vector n, where <r satisfies the balance of linear momentum ('equation of motion' - see Section 3). The symmetry of <r is equivalent to the balance
of angular momentum ([16], p. 105). With the tension-positive sign convention,
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a hydrostatic pressure is negative. It is useful to separate out an isotropic part
from the total stress tensor that is associated with a 'pressure', p, which for
incompressible fluids is undetermined to within an arbitrary scalar
(22)

<1=-pl+S

For each given isochoric flow problem, p must then be determined by the balance
laws and the particular boundary conditions of that problem, while the extra stress
tensor S must be supplied by a constitutive equation for the material. The Cauchy
and extra stress tensors are both objective.

3. Balance laws 2
Let r, t, v denote the position vector, time and the velocity vector respectively, and
take the density p (r, t) of the body 2(1) to be a non-negative field. Conservation
of mass requires that the mass be constant over time. Using the General Transport
Theorem ([28], p. 19) to differentiate the integral, we thus must have

:t f

f

pdV =

2(r)

[p+ptr(L)]dV =0

(23)

2(r)

or, locally,

,6 + p tr(L) = ,6 + p ('v · v) = 0

(24)

Eq. 24 is usually referred to as the 'continuity equation'. If s(n,r,t) is the surface
traction and b(r, t) the body force per unit volume, then we need to satisfy the
balance of linear momentum and the balance of angular momentum. The former
can be stated as

:t f

pvdV =

2(1)

f

i/2(1)

sdA+

f

bdV

(25)

:B(t)

where the traction is related to the unit normal n to the body's surface o/B (t) via
Eq. 21. Application of the divergence theorem on the integral balance in Eq. 25
yields the local form for the balance of linear momentum

pv =

v ·<T +b

(26)

Eq . 26 is commonly referred to as the 'equation of motion'. The balance of angular
momentum, in local form, leads to the requirement that the total stress tensor be

2

I am grateful to W.E. VanArsdale for providing me with a compact summary of the balance laws
from which this section is taken.
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symmetric, i.e.
(27)

O"=O"T

Next, the balance of energy requires that

E=H+W

(28)

where E(t) is the energy, W(t) the mechanical power and H(t) the thermal power
of the body. The local form of Eq. 28, usually called the 'energy equation', is
given by
pu

= u . L + </J -

(29)

V ·q

where u is the specific internal energy, ¢(r, t) is the body heat source density and
q(r, t) is the outward heat flux vector. We generally assume further that

u

= cT

and

q

= -k'vT

(30)

where c is the specific heat, k the thermal conductivity and T(r,t) (:::0) the
temperature field. Next, letting s denote the specific entropy, the Clasius-Duhem
inequality is given, in local form, by the relation
(31)
Eq. 31 is the recognition that there is a limit to the rate at which heat may be
converted into energy in the absence of mechanical work. If we introduce the
specific Helmholtz free energy, a, given by

a= u -sT

(32)

into Eq. 31 and use the energy balance, we get the alternate expression
- pa - ps t

+u · L -

(q · v T) / T :::

o

(33)

(Fourier's inequality)

(34)

This inequality is satisfied if
-(q · VT) ::: 0

and
:J)

= -p (a+ st)+ u · L::: 0

(Planck's inequality)

(35)

The first of these inequalities says that heat flow is in the opposite direction of
the temperature gradient, while the second says that the internal dissipation rate
:J) should be non-negative. In an isothermal process we are left only with the
requirement that
-pa +u · L::: 0

('dissipation inequality')

(36)

The equations of continuity, motion and energy are used routinely in solving flow
problems. The Planck or dissipation inequalities are used to ensure that a proposed
constitutive relation does not violate thermodynamics.
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4. Linear viscoelasticity
Between the extremes of viscous fluids and elastic solids are materials that
seem to exhibit both traits. These are called viscoelastic materials or memory
fluids, and their dual nature becomes most evident when we subject them to
time-dependent (unsteady) tests. The three major types of unsteady tests are
the so-called relaxation, creep and dynamic tests. In the previous sections, we
gave definitions and descriptions for stress, strain and deformation rates. These
quantities are now used in defining the various unsteady tests. Thus, in a relaxation
test the sample is subjected to a sudden, constant, strain. The stress shoots up in
response and then gradually decays ('relaxes'). In the creep test, a sudden stress
is applied and held constant. Now the strain picks up quickly and then, while
continuing to increase, slows down on its rate of increase. We say the material
'creeps' under the constant stress. In dynamic tests, one confining wall is made to
move periodically with respect to another. One monitors both the strain and the
stress as a function of time.
In the above unsteady tests, if one keeps the level of imposed stress and strain
low enough, the measured material functions show an independence from these
applied stimuli levels, exhibiting only a dependence on time (or frequency). This
type of response indicates linear viscoelastic behavior. The primary modes of
deformation employed in these tests are either shear or extension. If there is no
volume change accompanying the deformation, a single modulus or compliance,
whether real or complex, but a function of time (or frequency) and temperature
only, suffices to characterize the material behavior. We will define moduli and
compliances further below. Let us now start examining these and other key topics
in linear viscoelasticity.

4.1. Relaxation and creep tests
Without any differentiation between shear and elongation, let a and y denote
stress and strain, respectively. We are thus ignoring the tensorial nature of these
quantities for the time being. One way to present the relaxation and creep functions
is via the spring/dashpot mechanical analog models of viscoelasticity. Of these,
the so-called Maxwell model consists of a spring with a constant elastic modulus
G, hooked up in series with a dashpot having a constant viscosity µ. When we
pull at the ends of the assembly, a common stress, a, is experienced by the two
elements in series. In response to this, the spring undergoes a strain Ys while the
dashpot undergoes a strain Yct, The time derivative of the total strain is

y = Ys + Yct = a I G + a Iµ

(37)

In a relaxation test, we impose an instantaneous strain that is then held constant,
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i.e.
y (t) = y (0) = constant

~

y

(38)

= 0

so that Eqs. 37 and 38 can be solved to give the stress in a single Maxwell element
in relaxation as
a(t)

= Gy(O)e-tfi. = a(O)e- 1\

). = µ/ G = constant

1

(39)

where ). is called the characteristic relaxation time of the assembly. From Eq. 39,
we see that 'J.... is the time required for the stress to decay to 1/ e of its initial value.
For the creep test where a(t) = a(O) = constant, it is easy to show that Eq. 37 now
leads to the following strain in a single Maxwell element in creep
y(t)

t)

a(O)( 1 +;::
' ) = y(O) ( 1 +;::
=G

(40)

A quite different response than the single Maxwell model may be obtained from
the so-called single element 'Voigt model' which now consists of a spring and
dashpot in parallel. When this element is pulled, its components share a common
strain, y, which leads to different stresses as and ad in the spring and dashpot,
respectively. Now the total stress is
a=as+act=Gy+µ,y

(41)

It is straightforward to show that Eq. 41 leads to the stress in single Voigt element
in relaxation as
a(t) = Gy(O)

(42)

and to the strain in creep as
y(t)

= a(O) (1

-e-1/i.)

G

(43)

In the Voigt creep test, the initial value of the strain, y(O), is zero since the
dashpot will prevent the spring from moving instantaneously. At long times, Eq.
43 predicts that the strain will saturate at a value
y(oo) = a(O)/G

(44)

i.e. there is a finite ultimate deformation. The time constant 'J...., again given by
Eq. 39 3 , now represents the time required for the strain to grow within 1/e of
its ultimate value and is referred to as the characteristic retardation time. Fig. 1
depicts the two single element models in relaxation and creep.
The single element Maxwell in relaxation and the single element Voigt in creep
display some of the features of real viscoelastic materials subjected to these tests.
However, the single element model predictions are usually too crude - actual
responses tend to be more gradual. It is possible to improve the model predictions
by combining the best features of both models and by adding more and/or new
types of elements (e.g. mass for inertia and a friction block for yield stress).
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Fig. I. Single element Maxwell and Voigt models in relaxation and creep.

4.2. Moduli and compliances
In a relaxation test, we would expect a response in the form
a(t)/y0

= rp(t)+Gcx;

(45)

where <p(t) is a non-increasing function called the 'relaxation function', G 00 is
the 'equilibrium modulus' (= 0 for liquids) and y0 is the applied (constant) initial
strain. The factor a (t) /y0 is the 'relaxation modulus'. The equilibrium modulus
accounts for solid-like response, hence we can let <p ( oo) = 0. At time t = 0,
when the step strain y0 is imposed, the material responds with an 'instantaneous
modulus' [<p (0) + Goe] which is characteristic of an elastic material. In a creep
experiment, the response would be of the form
y(l)/CT0 = 10 +1/f(t)+(l/11)

(46)

where i/f(t) is a non-decreasing function called the 'creep function', 10 is the
'instantaneous compliance', rr0 is the applied (constant) initial stress and 1/ is the
viscosity. The factor y (t) /a0 is the 'creep compliance'. Since the initial response
is incorporated into the instantaneous compliance we can let i/f (0) = 0. The
equilibrium compliance, 100 , which corresponds to the maximum recoverable (i.e.
elastic) deformation, y(oo), is given by
(47)

In a dynamic experiment whose oscillations are sinusoidal we can again have a
relaxation or creep test. If we express the imposed strain (relaxation test) as
(48)
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where w is the radial frequency and i = ,J=T, then the stress response will have a
part that is in phase with the strain - the elastic part - and one which is out of
phase with the strain (or, alternatively, in phase with Ji (t) - the viscous part)
(49)

where o(referred to as the 'loss angle') is the phase difference between the stress
and strain. The quantity a /y is known as the 'complex modulus', G*
(50)
where
G' = (ao/Yo)COSO ='storage modulus',

= (a /y

G"

0

0)

sino = 'loss modulus'

(51)

so that
tan 8 = G 11 / G' = 'loss tangent'

(52)

The reader should note that some authors introduce the storage modulus differently
- by burying the G 00 term into the definition of G' - in which case, Eq. 50
assumes the form

G*

= G'+iG

11

(50a)

Next, if we impose a sinusoidal stress (dynamic creep test)
a (t) = aoeiw1

(53)

then the response will be

I [a
/

y(t)

== loa(t)+9oei(M-O)+

(t')/1J]dt

1

(54)

0

where we have again taken the out-of-phase component in such a way that the
strain lags the stress. The last term in Eq. 54 is the viscous flow component that
originates from a viscous fluid response only. Thus we can define the 'complex
compliance' as

1*

= y(t)/a(t) =
= (lo+ 1')

-

l0

+(y0 /a0 )e-i 8 -i(l/w1J)

i [ (1 / W1]) +

1"] =

l / G*

(55)

where
J' = (90 /ao)coso = 'storage compliance',
J" =

(y0 /a0 )sino = 'loss compliance'

(56)
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and
tan8 = l" / J'

(57)

We can also define the 'complex viscosity' by

= a (1) /y (1) = (ao eiwt) / ~ [Yo ei(wt -8)] = G* / (iw)

'f)*

dt

= [a 0 / (yow)] (sin8 - i coso)

='f/

1
-

i'f)"

(58)

where
(59)

In Eq. 59, 'f) 1 is also called the dynamic viscosity. In Eq. 55, 10 is the instantaneous
compliance (sometimes called the glassy compliance and denoted by lg) and is
associated with solid-like elastic behavior while 1/ W'f) is associated with liquidlike viscous behavior, which leaves l' and l" as the terms that are thus associated
with viscoelastic behavior. Again, the reader should note that some authors
introduce the dynamic creep components differently, by burying these terms into
the definitions of l' and J". If one goes along with the latter definitions, Eq. 55
becomes
l*

= l' -

(55a)

il"

and we get the component interrelations as

= l' I (J'2 + r2),
l' = G' I (G 12 + G" 2),

G'

= J" I (112 + r2)
J" = G" I (G 12 + G'12 )

G"

l

(60)

In the definitions given by Eqs. 50a and 55a, the liquid or solid cases are to be
implicitly understood from the context. Thus, if we are dealing with a solid (e.g.
a cross-linked rubber), the 1/ W'f) term would drop out of the compliance relations
and G' will have a part due to G 00 •

4.3. Boltzmann superposition principle
We can interrelate the relaxation and creep functions and the dynamic moduli
and compliances via Boltzmann's superposition principle which states that all
effects of past history can be considered independently in their contributions to the
present state of the (linear) viscoelastic material. Thus, if one subjects the material
to, say, incremental strains ( y 0 - 0), ( Yi - y0 ), • • • , ( y,, - Yn - 1) at times lo, t 1, ... ,
11,, then the total stress a(t) at time t will be
a (t) = a (1-t 0)+a (I -ti)+··· +a (1-111)

(61)
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Generalizing, one has
y(I)

J [<P

a (t) =

I

J[<P

(t - t') + G 00 ]dy =

(t - t') + G 00 ]y (t') dt'

(62)

-oo

y(-oo)

and similarly
a(t)

J [i/1

y (I)=

+ ~ t' + 1
1

(t - t')

0

]cta

a(-oo)

J[
I

i/J (t - t') +I~ t'

=

+ 1 Ja(t')dt'

(63)

0

-oo

Eqs. 62 and 63 are known as the Boltzmann-Volterra integral equations and are
usually given in the form

J
I

a(t)=

G(t-t')y(t')dt',

I

y (I) =

-00

J

l (t - t')a (t') dt'

(64)

-oo

where G(t) and l(t) are simply called the steady relaxation modulus and steady
creep compliance, respectively.

4.4. Time-temperature superposition
For a homogeneous viscoelastic material that is confined to a temperature range
within which there is no phase change, the effects of time and temperature can be
interchangeable. In other words, if we apply a stress or strain to the material, we
can choose either to wait for it to relax or creep at the fixed test temperature or we
can get the same response faster by raising the test temperature. This principle is
called time-temperature superposition and is widely used in linear viscoelasticity.
Taking into account any small variation of the plateau modulus, we can express
the principle mathematically (say, in steady shear) as
G (!, T)

= [G~ (T) /G~ (Tr-er)] G (I /aT, Tr-er)= bTG (I /aT, Trer)

(65)

where Tref is a reference temperature and aT is called the 'shift factor'. Now if we
take
G~=pRT/Me

(66)

where Me is the entanglement molecular weight, p the density and R the universal
gas constant, we have
br

= ci (T) / ci (Trer) = pT / PrefTref

(67)
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The function hr is called the 'vertical shift factor' and is usually close to one.
If the temperature range is very wide or if the material has a peculiar architecture
(e.g. highly branched polymers) vertical shifting may become important. According to Eq. 65, isothermal data taken at different temperatures and plotted as G(t)
vs. t, can be shifted horizontally along the time axis to produce a single 'master
curve' at Tref· As we shall see later, the same thing can also be done when working
with dynamic data to produce a master curve of the components of the complex
modulus (say). In the latter case, one would start out with isothermal frequency
(w) sweep data in the fonn of G'(w), G"(w) vs. w taken at different temperatures
and the curves would be shifted horizontally along the w-axis to produce the
master curve at Tref·
If Tg < T < Tg + I00 K then one finds that most amorphous polymers obey the
Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation ([13], p. 303)

-c, (T -

Tref)

logar = - - - - c2

+(T-Tref)

(68)

where c 1 and c 2 are constants. If we choose the reference temperature to be the
glass transition temperature, Tg, then the constants assume almost universal values
of
(69)

At temperatures greater than approximately Tg + I 00 K, one frequently finds
that the shift factor data can be fitted better via the Arrhenius fonn
~Eref ( I -I )
lnar=-R
T
Tref

(70)

where the activation energy difference, ~Erer, is generally only a weak function
of temperature. The shift factor is usually obtained experimentally, via horizontal
shifting, without having to rely on the universal constants of WLF. It is defined as
(71)

ar = A; (T) / A; (Tret)

where A; refers to the i-th relaxation time of the material. In different regimes (e.g.
dilute solution, melts) the ratio in Eq. 71 may be given by different expressions.
For instance, for dilute polymer solutions

ar

= A; (T) / A; (Tref) =

(Trer/ T) {[(110 - 17s)/ c]r / [(110 - 17s)/ c h:.r}

(72)

where c is polymer concentration, 17 0 is the zero-shear viscosity of the polymer
and 17s is the solvent viscosity. In a concentrated polymer-solvent system, on the
other hand, molecular theories suggest that
ar = A; (T) /A; (Tref) = (Trer/T) { [a 2 ;o1r /[a 2 ;oh;cf }

(73)

where a 2 denotes the root-mean-squared end-to-end distance between monomer
units and ( 0 stands for the monomeric friction coefficient. In fact, the key concept
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Fig. 2. Storage modulus, isothermal frequency sweep data.

behind the shift factor is that the monomeric friction factor scales all motions of
the macromolecuk. If we recall that rJo scales with the longest relaxation time
and is also proportional to the monomeric friction coefficient, then the ratio of
relaxation times at two different temperatures will essentially scale as the ratio of
the respective monomeric friction coefficients at those two temperatures, i.e. the
dynamics at one temperature will scale as the shift factor times the dynamics at
the other temperature.
The linear viscoelastic master curve of a material serves as an important
'fingerprint' for its mechanical behavior and the fine features of these master
curves correlate with the particular materials' molecular details. For these reasons,
master curves are widely generated in practice. Below, we illustrate an example
[38] of master curve generation where the original data were taken under dynamic
testing. Fig. 2 shows the data, Fig. 3 shows the master curve obtained by means of
the shift factor calculated from the data in Fig. 2. Finally, Fig. 4 shows a plot of
the shift factor that is seen to display WLF-type behavior.
Since time-temperature shifting, as illustrated in Figs. 2-4. enjoys widespread
use in linear viscoelasticity, it is important to have a consistent set of criteria
for its validity. It is advisable that one have nearly exact matching of shapes of
adjacent curves with over more than half-range overlap, that the shift factor have
a reasonable form (e.g. WLF, Arrhenius) and possess the same value for all of
the viscoelastic functions. A sharp test of how well one has time-temperature
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shifting is perhaps to re-plot the (say) usual log(G ',G ") vs. log(war) data in
the alternate form of tan 8 (= G" / G') vs. log IG* 1- While the former plots
may look convincing. the latter eliminates the horizontal shift and should yield
a temperature-independent curve. Furthermore, one can now directly see the
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amount of vertical shifting, while this information lays hidden in the log( G', G")
vs. log(u.>a7) plot.

4.5. Relaxation and retardation spectra
The Maxwell and Voigt models contain one, constant, characteristic time given by
}.. = µ,/ G . If we constn1ct a model with N (> l) elements, each with their own
characteristic times>..;= µ;/G;, i = 1,2, .. .,N, then we might expect better fits
to data. Experience shows that viscoelastic materials may have a large number of
characteristic times that could also be approximated as a continuous spectrum. In
the latter case, letting the single element Maxwell relaxation behavior to be our
guide, we can define
CO

<p(t)=

00

J

1

F(>..)e - l"d>..=

0

J

H(ln>..)e- 1l "dln>..,

(H(ln>..)=>..F(>..))

(74)

- co

where F(>..) and H(ln>..) are called the relaxation spectrum and the logarithmic
relaxation spectrum, respectively. Similarly, taking the single element Voigt creep
behavior as our guide, we have
00

if,(t)=

J

00

1

<P(>..)[l-e- l "]d>..=

0

(L (In>..) = >..<P (>..))

J

L(ln>..)[l-e- 1l"]dln>..,

-00

(75)

where <P(>..) and L(ln >..) are called the retardation spectrum and the logarithmic
retardation spectrum, respectively. Using the relaxation and retardation spectra we
can establish exact relations between the various moduli and compliances.

4.6. Exact relationships
When characterizing a material in the linear viscoelastic range, one may not
always be able to perform all the individual tests needed for the direct evaluation
of the desired material functions. For instance, suppose we are interested in the
long-time creep behavior, i.e. we would like to obtain the steady creep compliance,
J (t ). This is ideally measured in a torque-controlled device by applying a constant
stress and measuring the resulting deformation. Let us assume, on the other hand,
that all we have available is a displacement-controlled device from which we
have obtained the steady relaxation modulus, G(t). Using the exact relationship
between these two material functions , we would be in a position to calculate the
desired creep compliance from the given relaxation modulus without necessarily
having to do a creep test.
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Another frequently encountered situation is where one may have dynamic data
in the frequency domain and wishes to calculate material functions in the time
domain, or vice versa. For instance, suppose a material is sensitive to long thermal
exposures that might be necessary to measure a steady property. We could instead
perform a series of short frequency sweeps during which we may be reasonably
assured of the material's thermal stability, and then use that dynamic data to
calculate the desired steady property.
As alluded to above, in linear viscoelasticity, given one material function, it is
theoretically possible to calculate all the other material functions. Since the theory
is well established and available in numerous references (see, e.g. [13), Chapt. 3)
we will not give a listing of these relations, but encourage the reader to make use
of them as needed.

5. Constitutive equations
Everyday experience with common liquids teaches us that they have no preferred
equilibrium configuration so that, at rest, they take the shape of the container they
happen to be in. If we stir such a fluid, the drag will depend on how rapidly it is
stirred and not on how 'much' we deform it (e.g. how many revolutions one stirs).
Conversely, the resistance one feels in stretching a rubber band depends on how
far it is stretched and not on how fast this is done. Furthermore, there is a preferred
shape - the unstretched length - that the material likes to return to.
The liquid is an example of a viscous fluid while the rubber band is an
example of an elastic solid. There are materials with mechanical responses that
span the entire range between these extremes. Mechanical constitutive equations
are relations between the dynamics (stresses and their time rates of change) and
kinematics (deformations and their time rates of change) of materials. As such
they provide closure to the balance equations (see Section 3), thereby allowing the
solution to a specific mechanical problem involving a specific material.
It is unrealistic to expect one 'universal' constitutive equation to work satisfactorily in all classes of mechanical problems for all materials. In fact, even a
single material may require employing different constitutive equations for solving
different problems. Hence, one tries to come up with constitutive equations that
address a sufficiently broad class of problems and/or are applicable for sufficiently
broad classes of idealized material behavior.
A further perspective into such classifications may be gained by considering
the element of time. In the case of the familiar 'silly putty' which bounces
like a rubber ball, but flows when left alone, the crucial factor that decides
between its solid or liquid-like response is the time scale of the experiment. This
leads naturally to the definition of a dimensionless parameter called the Deborah
number, viz.
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(76)

where }.. is a characteristic time of the material and tp is a characteristic time
scale for the process during which a significant change in kinematics occurs.
Hence, when we bounce the silly putty we might expect that tp « A, and when
we let it flow, tp » A. This identifies Noe » 1 with elastic and Noe « I with
viscous behavior, respectively. The characteristic time of a fluid can range from
the order of tens of microseconds (e.g. multigrade mineral oils under engine operation temperatures) to seconds (e.g. polymer melts). It decreases with increasing
temperature and increases with increasing pressure and molecular weight. Linear
viscoelasticity yields a quantity which has the dimensions of time and which also
has been experimentally correlated with the primary normal stress coefficient tJ!1
(see further below) and the shear viscosity 1J at vanishing shear rates. This quantity
is given by Eq. 77, below, and one could certainly use it as a characteristic time of
the material, viz.

f

00

A=

0

If

00

sG(s)ds

G(s)ds =

11

(11 /w)/ri'lw-.o

= tJ!1/(2ri)ly-.o

(77)

0

Another possible candidate for A may be the reciprocal of the shear rate at which
the shear viscosity attains 80% of the zero-shear value in a shear viscosity vs.
shear rate plot (the so-called 'flow curve'). This has been shown [24] to be the
point of maximum curvature of the flow curve for the Cross model (see further
below).
Most polymers will have a spectrum of relaxation times, of which the longest
ones will play a major role in determining how much the material can relax in a
given time interval after the imposition of a loading. One can look at this relaxation
as the materials' way of 'erasing' or 'forgetting' the imposed disturbance. In that
sense, the larger the )..., the longer is the 'memory' of the material. Thus, in a
viscous liquid with a short relaxation time there would be hardly any memory
at all and the stress might be expected to depend entirely on the current rate of
deformation. In contrast, the rubber band mentioned earlier, which always tries to
get back to its original length may be thought of as having a very long memory.
We could then classify the 'in-between' materials as possessing differing degrees
of memory and refer to them, collectively, as memory fluids. For such materials
we would expect the response to depend on the history of the stimuli.
Of the many continuum models available, the simplest non-Newtonian ones
are the viscous fluids. These are liquids for which the stress depends exclusively
on the current value of the rate of deformation tensor. The so-called 'generalized
Newtonian fluid' (GNF) is a sub-class of viscous fluids. The GNF is used primarily
in steady shear flows that are important in processing equipment. Thus, the GNF
models try to accurately capture the details of the way the shear viscosity depends
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on the shear rate, i.e. the materials' flow curve, to get reliable estimates of the
volumetric flow rate under given pressure drops or vice versa. Several GNF models
will now be covered since they are fairly important in engineering calculations
([4], Chapt. 4). However, we will limit our discussion of how other constitutive
equations based on continuum mechanics can be constructed (using some of the
ideas mentioned above) to merely a verbal sketch of the mathematical process. We
will also not discuss constitutive equations based on molecular modeling, since
that too would be beyond the scope of this chapter. Finally, we will briefly look at
complex materials such as those with a yield strength and time-dependency.

5.1. Viscous models
A fairly simple model of a liquid can be constructed by assuming that the stress
depends only on the current value of the rate of deformation
(78)

where A I is the first Rivlin-Ericksen kinematic tensor (see Section 2). Material
objectivity (see Section 3) requires that <T be an isotropic tensor function, so that it
can be represented by ([16], p. 233)
(79)
where the coefficients can depend on the principal invariants of A I which are
given by
(80)

Fmther, the dissipation inequality (see Section 3) requires that
µ 1 tr (AD

+ J,l2 tr ( A f}

2: 0

(81)

The isotropic term in Eq. 79 can be lumped with the pressure, giving the ReinerRivlin fluid (RR)
(82)

with µ 1 and µ 2 subject to Eq. 81 and depending only on the invariants i2(A 1) and
i 3 (A 1 ). In steady simple shear flow with the magnitude of the shear rate given by

y, the RR fluid yields the following so-called 'viscometric functions' (note: I is
the flow direction, 2 is the direction along the velocity gradient and 3 is the neutral
direction)

= aiz!Ji = µ1 (i2,i3) = µi(-Ji 2,0)
}
1/11 = (a11 - a22) jy 2 = 0
2
1/12 = (a22 - a33) /Ji 2 = J,l2 U2, i3) = µz(-y , 0)
ri

(83)
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From Eq. 83 we observe that the viscometric functions are insensitive to the
direction of shear and that the primary normal stress coefficient is zero. Hence
this is not a realistic model for most shear sensitive fluids. Eq. 82, with µ1 = µ =
constant and µ 2 = 0 is the Newtonian fluid. If we keep µ 1 shear rate dependent
and set µ 2 = 0, we then have the GNF. Several special cases of the GNF are
discussed below.
5.1.1. Elbirli-Yasuda-Carreau (EYC) model

This is a five-parameter model given by the expression
(r, - r/oo) / (r/o - r/oo) = [ l

+ ()..y

tt

(84)

where all the parameters are positive constants. r, 0 , r, 00 are the zero shear rate and
'infinite' shear rate viscosities, ).. is a time constant, b is a constant related to the
slope of the flow curve, i.e. the power-law exponent n (see also, below) and a
is a constant which determines the breadth of the transition from the Newtonian
plateau to the power-law region. In order to have the same high shear asymptote
as the power-law model one sets b = (n - l)/a. An example of a flow curve for
polymer melts and the fit using Eq. 84 (with r, 00 = 0) is presented in Fig. 5.
As can be seen from Fig. 5, the EYC model allows excellent fits to typical melt
flow curves. For this reason, the model has found widespread use in calculations
such as in the modeling of flows in molds, runners and dies. We can show that
the flow rate-pressure drop relation for the EYC fluid (with IJoo = 0) under steady
laminar flow in a pipe of radius R is given by
1r R

3

Q=~
where

[

I/a

l[/R

1 ( IJO
--;;

SR)..

)J fl/JRxa

:!_ 1

O

(l+x)

J!,1-IJ
a

]

dx

;

YR denotes the shear rate at the wall.

5.1.2. Power law (PL) model

The PL model is a non-Newtonian relation that is widely used in engineering
calculations. It is given by
(86)
where the parameters m and n are positive constants, called the consistency index
and power law index, respectively. When n < l the fluid is called pseudoplastic
and when n > l, it is called dilatant. The PL has no inherent time constant. We
note that on a log 1J vs. log Ji plot, Eq. 86 gives a straight line with slope (n - 1).
Looking at Fig. 5 we see that at the higher shear rates, the flow curve does indeed
present a straight line. It is only this portion of the flow curve that Eq. 86 is
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intended for. In principle, this restriction can lead to problems if one wishes to use
the PL relation in flow modeling of process equipment, since there will invariably
be regions away from walls where the shear rate drops down to low values where
Eq. 86 no longer applies. If we fit a materials' flow curve by Eq. 84 (with 11oc = 0)
and let rw denote the shear stress at the wall of a particular flow geometry, the
criterion for the validity of using the PL relation in modeling the flow is

rw

» Tr/u

(87)

5.1.3. Truncated power law (TPL) model
This is a three-parameter model given by

l

rio;

r/ =

r/u (Ji /Jio)" - 1 ;

Y:::. Yo

(88)

A relatively 'quick-fix' for the low shear rate limitation of the PL is to use Eq. 88.
On a log r, vs. logy plot, Eq. 88 gives two straight lines with slopes equal to zero
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and (n - 1) which cross at y = y0 . The parameter Yo thus serves as a value of the
shear rate above which 'significant' shear thinning sets in and its inverse serves as
a time constant. If we fit a materials' flow curve by Eq. 88, the criterion for the
validity of using the PL relation in modeling the flow would now be
rw

»

(89)

1JoYo

5.1.4. Ellis model
This fluid is given by
1Jo/1J = l

+ ( r/r1 12)

c,-1

;

r

= J<-r ·-r)/2

(90)

The Ellis fluid parameters allow the construction of a time constant given by
(11 0 /r, 12 ). One of the advantages of the Ellis model is that the low to high shear
rate range can be spanned continuously, without the need to 'patch together' two
separate equations (cf. TPL model). On the other hand, the shear rate dependence
of viscosity now becomes implicit (via the magnitude of the shear stress, r).

5.1.5. Cross model
If we set b = -1 in Eq. 84 (EYC), we obtain the four parameter Cross model.
Except for those applications involving dilute solutions, one rarely has a need for
the high shear rate asymptote, 17 00 , of the shear viscosity. Indeed, most polymer
melts will undergo melt fracture before this second plateau is ever reached. For
polymer melts one therefore has the simpler three parameter Cross model which
can still span the Newtonian plateau to the power law region in one equation
1J/1Jo = [1

+(>..ytr';

a= l -n

(91)

Various isothermal and non-isothermal flow problems have been solved with
the above model fluids. Bird et al. [4] (p. 229) lists some of these solutions for
rectangular slits and circular pipes.

5.2. Elastic and viscoelastic models
We will now give a brief sketch of some of the other continuum models beyond
the simple viscous ones considered above. The purpose here is to show how these
models are interconnected and allow the reader to gain a broader scope of the
subject without going into the mathematical details.
First, staying within the confines of a viscous fluid, the next level of generality
beyond that of the RR fluid (see Eqs. 78 and 82) would be to allow the stress to
depend on higher rates of deformation tensors while maintaining the restriction
that these tensors be evaluated at the current time. Including the first n Rivlin-
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Ericksen tensors in this way leads to the so-called Rivlin-Ericksen (RE) fluid.
Part of the complexity of the RE constitutive equation (say, staying with the case
of A I and A2 dependency, only) is due to keeping the full representation of the
stress tensor as an isotropic tensor-valued function in A I and A 2 . It is possible to
simplify this relation by considering an alternative approach. Now one essentially
looks at the problem as a perturbation expansion for slow flows. Thus, at rest, the
stress tensor is given by the isotropic hydrostatic pressure only. The first order
'correction' includes an additional term proportional to A 1, which gives us the
Newtonian fluid. At second order, we would include the 'square' terms only, viz.
(92)
Eq. 92 is the so-called 'second order fluid'. Proceeding in this fashion yields
the class of constitutive relations known as order fluids. They are meant to account
for memory effects in an incremental way as one goes to higher orders. Being a
subset of the RE fluid, they suffer similar shortfalls. A special member of this class
of fluids is the Criminale-Ericksen-Filbey Fluid ([4], p. 503) that is specifically
designed for viscometric flows, with three material functions taken as the three
viscometric functions themselves, i.e. 17, 1/11 and 1/12 that are functions of the shear
rate.
At the other extreme end from a viscous liquid we have the isotropic, elastic
solid. Now, instead of the deformation rate, we would expect the stress to depend
on deformation. As a deformation measure we can take C or B or their inverses,
or any combination of them. Working with B, say, we let

u =u(B);

B = FFT

(93)

Applying the principle of material objectivity plus the dissipation inequality, we
are led to the constitutive equation for an incompressible elastic solid

iM

aa _,
a12 ;

u=-pl+2p-, B-2p-. B

a,,

a(B)=a(i1(B),i2(B),i3(B))

(94)

where a is the specific Helmholtz free energy (see Section 3), p the density and i 1 ,
i 2 are the first and second principal invariants of B. In the reference configuration
B = I, and the stress reduces to a pressure so that one can choose the unstressed
state of the material as the reference configuration.
In the isotropic solid, the unstressed state is chosen as the fixed reference
configuration. One way to allow for fluid-like behavior is then to let the unstressed
configuration evolve in time. VanArsdale [31] has developed constitutive equations
for suspensions using this concept of elastic fluids. Working with the deformation
tensor B- 1 = F- 1T F- 1, VanArsdale uses a new deformation tensor b that is
similar to B- 1 but which, instead, characterizes the deformation from the evolving
unstressed state. The evolution is expressed by the relation for the lower convected
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derivative of b as
ll

b=2E(b);

E=ET

(95)

where E(b) is a symmetric tensor called the slippage tensor. For the elastic solid
E = 0. Now the constitutive equation for an elastic fluid can be given as
ll

u=-pl+S(b);

a=a(b);

b=2E(b)

(96)

where S(b), a(b) and E(b) must be specified for each material. Material objectivity requires that b be an objective tensor, so that S(b), a(b) and E(b) are isotropic
functions. The dissipation inequality also places restrictions on these functions.
We let
(97)

and introduce another symmetric isotropic tensor d(b), which is the rate of
deformation tensor for the evolving unstressed configuration such that

E(b) = bd(b)

(98)

Several well-known constitutive equations can now be generated from the
above equations. Thus, if one picks

S(b)

= Go (b - 1- I);

l
d=--Sb
2Go>..

(99)

where Go and>.. are positive constants, then we get
V

1

S+;:S=GoA1

(100)

where A I is the first Rivlin-Ericksen tensor. Eq. 100 is the constitutive equation
for the upper convected Maxwell fluid, (UCM). The material constants Go and >..
are the modulus and characteristic time, respectively. Recalling the simple spring
and dashpot in a series model (the Maxwell element) from linear viscoelasticity,
we see that Eq. 100 is a properly 'upgraded' tensorial version of the scalar
Max well model where the indifferent upper convected time derivative has replaced
the partial derivative with respect to time - an operation which does not preserve
objectivity. It is possible to integrate Eq. l 00 to obtain the integral version of the
same constitutive relation as

f
I

S(t)

=-

M

(t - t') Yo (t,t') dt'

(101)

-00

with
Yo (t, t')

= - F (t) F- 1 (t') F-' T (t') FT (t) = -F (t) c - 1 (r') FT (t)

(I 02)
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and

M (t - t') =

a~' G (t -

t'),

G (t - t') = Goe-(t-t')/).

(103)

M(t - t') is called the memory function. Eq. 101 is the constitutive relation for the
Lodge rubber-like liquid (LRL).
If we assume that the initial stress S(-oo) is a pressure, then, to within isotropic
tenns, we can generalize Eq. 102 to include incompressible fluids. These obey the
so-called the Rivlin-Sawyers model given by
I

S(t)=

f {M,[t-t',i,(yo),i2(Yo)]Yo(t,t')
- (X)

+ M2 [t -

t', i, (yo), i2 (Yo)] y0-

1

(t, t')} dt'

(104)

Wagner [32-34] assumed that

M1

[t -

t' ,i 1(yo) , i2 (yo)] = -M (t

-

t' ) h [ii(yo).iz (yo)] ;

M2 = 0

(105)

where h is called the damping function. The separability of the memory function
indicated by Eq. I 05 1 has been observed experimentally for a variety of polymer
melts. The memory function M(t - t') can be identified with the linear viscoelastic
memory function and the damping function accounts for finite strain non-linear
behavior. When h = 1, the Wagner model reduces to the LRL. Various semiempirical forms have been proposed for the damping function [22], as, for
instance
K

h =

L Ji: exp (-nk)ai1 +(1-a)i2 -3);

(106)

k= I

where K is a positive integer and the parameters fk, nk and a have to be extracted
from large strain data.
The LRL can also be obtained via network theories. Since h = I can thus
be given a network interpretation, it is natural to consider the Wagner fluid in
this light, as well. In this view, as the strain increases, temporary junctions in
the network disentangle. The probability of an entanglement to survive a relative
deformation between the instant of creation, t' , and the instant of observation,
t, can then be equated with the damping function . If one further stipulates
that junctions lost in an increasing deformation are not re-formed when the
deformation is decreased - say, during a recovery experiment - then the straindependent disentanglement becomes an irreversible process. Wagner's irreversible
model expresses this irreversibility constraint on the damping function as
h [i 1.ii] = min
{ ' '5. (

11

'5:. t

{h [i 1 (t",t),i 2 (t",t)]}

(107)
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where i 1 and i 2 are the invariants of c-; 1 (r'). In Eq. 104, by analogy with elastic
solids, if we set
(108)
where U [i 1 (yo), i 2 (y0 )] is a specific energy rate, then we obtain the KayeBemstein, Kearsley, Zapas (K-BKZ) constitutive equation.
In the limit of small elastic deformations one can define the strain tensor
(1-b)"

00

2e=-ln(b)=L

n

11=1

;

(109)

11-bl<l

Again making use of the slippage tensor, this time we are led to an evolution
equation involving the corotational derivative

e=e+eW-We=D-I-eI-Ie+o(e);

W=skw(L)

(110)

and, for incompressible materials, to the constitutive equation

e
I=- ·

tr(e) = 0

A1'

(111)

where G 1 and J... 1 are constants. If we eliminate e, Eq. 111 leads to the corotational
Maxwell model
1
s+-s = 2c1D
012)
0

11

For a viscous fluid we let the stress depend on D and for the elastic fluid we let
it depend, via the slippage tensor, on b. It would therefore be natural to explore the
consequences of assuming
C.

u=-pl+S(b,D);

a=a(b,D);

b=2E(b,D)

(113)

This should yield a viscous, elastic fluid. Material objectivity leads to the requirement that S(b, D), a(b, D) and I(b, D) be isotropic functions in both arguments.
If deformation rates and elastic deformations are small, for isochoric deformations
one can take

S=2Ge+2µD}
e
.
L=--fJD
1

'

tr(D)

= O;

tr(e) = 0

(114)

where G, µ, A and fJ are constants. The deformation obeys the evolution equation
•

e = (]

P.
e
+,..,)
D - "i + o (e)

(115)

This leads to the constitutive relation
•
1
•
2 [ G J... (] + /J) + µ]
S+-S=2µD+
D
J...

J...

( 116)
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which is called the corotational Jeffreys model. Note that for µ = 0, Eq. 116
reduces to the corotational Maxwell model.
So far we have started with the viscous fluid and elastic solid limiting cases
and tried to generate constitutive equations that bring in the fluids' memory in an
incremental way. Another approach would be to tackle the full memory effects
by starting out with sufficient generality. The incompressible simple fluid (ISF) of
N oil [ 11] does this by allowing the stress to depend on not just the current value,
but on the entire history of the local deformation. It is 'simple' in the sense that
only the deformation history of the immediate neighborhood of a material particle
serves to determine the state of stress of that particle. Otherwise, the constitutive
equation itself can hardly be called simple; on the contrary, it is far too general to
be used in most flow problems, so that one has to resort to simplifying assumptions
- via flow classifications - to make it tractable. The ISF is given by the relation
tT

= -pl +sfo [F,

det[F, (t - s)]

(t-s)]}

( 117)

=1

where

F' (s)

=F, (t - s) ;

s~ 0

(118)

is called the 'history' of the relative deformation gradient tensor, s is the time
lag extending out into the past from the current time t and Fi'~o [F, (t - s)] is a
tensor-valued functional whose argument is the family of all possible tensorial
history functions. The histories are subject to the constraint given by Eq. 117 2
which ensures isochoric deformations.
Since the ISF is a very general constitutive relation, it should be applicable to
a large class of materials under different flows. Any rigorous solutions to flow
problems using it are therefore likely to have relevance to a wide class of materials.
For instance, if we make the flow problem trivially simple by letting it to be a fluid
at rest, then Eq. 117 predicts that the stress is hydrostatic. We know that this is true
for most materials. It is not true, however, for other materials such as those with a
yield stress that are rigid at rest or for granular media; such 'complex' materials do
not fall under simple fluids and we will discuss them separately, later. Fortunately,
there are non-trivial flow problems where rigorous solutions using Eq. 117 are
possible, and we shall look at some of these next.
In steady shear flow (also called simple shear flow) it can be shown that the ISF
predicts the components of the stress tensor to be of the form
0"12

(119)
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We can define the so-called viscometric functions by
C112=r(y)=17(y)y
}
e111 -e122 = N, (y) = 1/11 (y)y 2
e122-C133 = N2()i) = 1/12()i)y 2

(120)

where r, N 1, N 2 are called the shear stress and the primary and secondary normal
stress differences, while 17, 1/11, 1/12 are called the shear viscosity, primary and
secondary normal stress coefficients, respectively. Furthermore, we can also show
that
r(-y)=-r(y);
N 1(-y) = N1 (y);
N2(-y)

= N2(Ji);

17(-y)=17(y)

}

1/11 (-y) = 1/11 (y)
1/12(-y)

(121)

= 1/12(Ji)

so that, if the direction of the flow is reversed, the shear stress should change
sign but the normal stress differences should be insensitive to the direction of
flow. While it is important in its own right, simple shear flow belongs to a larger
class of flows, called viscometric flows, which are widely used in rheological
characterization of polymers and other materials. It can be shown that the stress
tensor in viscometric flows is again of the form given by Eq. 119 and that the
rheological state of the material under these flows is completely determined by
specifying 17, 1/11, 1/12.
Viscometric flows, in tum, are a sub-class of a larger class of flows for which
it is possible to generate rigorous solutions using the ISF. These are called
motions with constant stretch history (MCSH). In a MCSH the stretch history is
independent of the instant of observation, t, but instead depends solely on the time
lag, s = t - r, oo < r :::: t. Noll has shown that a flow is a MCSH if and only if the
relative deformation gradient, relative to some fixed time t = 0, has the form
Fo(r) = Q(r)erM;

QT Q = I;

Q(O) = I

(122)

where M is a constant tensor. Defining
(123)

one can classify MCSH into three broad categories
I)
II)
III)

f

L = 0,

L~=O,
L~

i= 0,

LI i= 0
}
Lf/0
n = 1, 2, ...

(124)

Flows in category I are called viscometric flows; they include simple shear,
Poiseuille and plane Poiseuille, Couette, helical, torsional and cone-and-plate
flows. Category II flows are called fourth order flows; they include superposition
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of category I flows in curvilinear orthogonal coordinate systems when the components of the metric tensor do not change along the path line of each particle.
Category III contains extensional flows.
Extensional flows are important in polymer characterization (e.g. sensitivity
of extensional viscosity to long chain branching), polymer processing (e.g. fiber
spinning, film blowing, coating, converging/diverging sections in dies, etc.) and in
constitutive modeling for being a severe test on the predictive powers of constitutive equations. Slattery [29) has provided an analysis of unsteady extensional flows
for the ISF that also allows one to classify steady extensional flows. Following
that analysis, we define an unsteady extensional flow by the velocity field

Vi= (aix;

+ V;)A(t);

(no sum on i)

(125)

where xi are the Cartesian components of the position vector at time t, v; the
corresponding components of the velocity vector, A(t) is an arbitrary function of
time and a;, V; are constant vectors. For an incompressible fluid undergoing the
above flow, the continuity and momentum equations lead to the pressure field
3

-p = pq> +PL [ (laix; + V;x;) (

~~ +a;A

2
)

J+ f (I)

(126)

1=1

where
by

f

(I) is an arbitrary function of time and the body force potential q> is given

g = -Vq>

(127)

when the body forces, pg, are conservative (e.g. gravitational). The particle paths
are obtained by solving
dt;
-~:(a;~;+
V;)A(t-s)

l

;

X1

~1ls=O -

which, upon integration, yields

s; =

(128)

(no sum on i)

+

- ::

(x; + :: )

ex+1

l

A(t-u)du

(no sum on i)

(129)

The particle paths allow one to calculate the relative Cauchy tensor which leads to
the stress tensor

a;;~

pt

[Ga;x;'+ V;x;) (

~~ +a;A')] +ao+a,a; j A(t-u)du

1= 1

0

f
s

+a2[a;

0
O';;

= 0;

if. j

2

A(t-u)du] +P4>+f(t)

( 130)
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I

To classify steady extensional flows, we note that Eq. 130 can be expressed as

au+ p
aiJ

= a;H +a;L;

= O;

i

#

(no sum on i)

j

(131)

where the isotropic terms have been merged and H and L are material functions
of the invariants given by
3

11 =

:I:a; =0,

3

Ii= Laf,

i=I

(132)

i=I

For Newtonian fluids with constant viscosity µ,
H =2µ,

(133)

L =0

Starting from the above expression, one can classify steady extensional flows into
three categories, as shown below.

5.2.1. Uniaxial extension ( 'simple elongation')
An example would be stretching a cylindrical rod along its longitudinal axis
(I-axis) at a constant stretch rate oft, while letting the diameter shrink uniformly.
The a; are given by
(134)

a;= {a1,a2,a3} = {t,-t/2,-t/2}
Inserting Eq. 134 into Eq. 131, we get
(a11 - a22) /t

= 3H /2 + 3tL/4 = r7e (t),

a22 - a33

=0

(135)

Note that substituting the Newtonian values of Hand L from Eq. 133 into Eq. 135
yields
rJe(t)INewtonian = 3µ

(136)

Furthermore, we observe that under vanishing stretch rates, the uniaxial extensional viscosity, '7e (t ), tends to its Newtonian value given by
IJe (t)l c-,.o

= 3µ

(137)

5.2.2. Biaxial extension
An example would be stretching a sheet along the 1- and 2-directions at the same
rate tb, while letting its thickness shrink in the 3-direction. The a; are given by
(138)
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Substituting this into Eq. 131, we get
( 139)
Now the limiting cases become
(140)

5.2.3. Planar extension
An example would be stretching a sheet that is clamped at one end along the
I-direction, with constraints along the sides in the 3-direction, while letting it
shrink in the 2-direction at the same rate. The a; are given by
(141)

Substituting this into Eq. 131, we get
(a11 -a22) /tp

= 2H =T/p (tp),

a33

= -p

(142)

The limiting cases become
TJ P

(t P) Ii:p----> 0 =

TJ P

(t P) Newtonian = 4"
J

.

(143)

t"'

Beyond the few categories discussed above, it is difficult to work with the ISF
in its full form. However, by either assuming slow flows or small deformations, it
is possible to obtain approximate expressions in the form of expansions. When the
ISF is expanded for slow flows one obtains the order fluids we discussed earlier.
When we expand for small deformations, the ISF yields integral relations which
account for the fading memory. At the 0th order we again have the hydrostatic
pressure, but now at the 1st order we get the constitutive equation for linear
viscoelasticity, viz.

f

00

<T=-pl+

f(s)G'(s)ds;

(144)

G'(s)=C 1 (t-s)-l

()

At the 2nd order, one has the constitutive equation for second order viscoelasticity

ff
00

u =-pl+

(s)G 1 (s)ds

0

+ff

00 OC

0

0

1

1

1

1

{a(s1,s2)G (si)G (s2)+~(s1,s2)tr[G (s1)]G (s2)}ds1ds2

(145)
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Eqs. 144 and 145 are the initial terms in the class of constitutive equations known
as memory integral expansions. If we now expand G 1 (s) in a power series about
the instant of observation, t, using
(-Ir
L., n!

/

OO

G (s) = C, (t -s) ="--An (t)s

n

(146)

n=O

then we recover the retarded motion expansions. If we neglect coupling effects
between the deformations experienced by a fluid element at past times t', t", ... ,
insofar as to their effects on the stress at t is concerned, then one obtains the
Rivlin-Sawyers Fluid which we had encountered earlier as a generalization of the
LRL. It is equally possible to carry out the above developments in terms of the
history of the Finger tensor.
Other useful constitutive relations can be generated by the inclusion of nonlinear terms in stress. Thus, if we were to start with the UCM (Eq. 100), and add a
term that is quadratic in stress we get
'v

ct

2

(147)

S+A1S+-S = 11A1
Go

where ct is a constant with a value between zero and one. Eq. 147 is a special
case of the Giesekus model which considerably improves the predictive powers of
the UCM model. Another nonlinear model which has proven useful is the PhanThien Tanner (PTT) constitutive relation which is based on a network model. In its
multiple relaxation times (multi-mode) version, the i-th stress tensor of the PTT
obeys the relation
A;

{S; -£S; -S;£T} + Y;S;

= 2A;G;D;

£ = L-~D;

(no sum on i, i = 1,2, ... ,N)

(148)

where A;, are the relaxation times, G; are the moduli,~ is a constant that is usually
between zero and one and the extra stress (for an N-mode model) is given by
N

(149)

S=LS;
i=I

Two forms have been used for the function Y; appearing in Eq. 148

Y;

=

1 + (&/ G;) tr(S;)
exp[(e/G;) tr(S;)];

1

(no sum on i)

(150)

where £ is another constant. When £ is equal to zero, the PTT model becomes
identical to the so-called Johnson-Segalman constitutive relation. The extensional
flow response of the PTT is mainly governed by£. The model predicts a limiting
uniaxial extensional viscosity with stretch rate, in line with observations.
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5.3. Complex materials
There are many materials of practical importance, such as suspensions, pastes,
gels, powders, etc., whose mechanical behavior show peculiarities beyond those
of a typical viscoelastic polymer. Typically, these 'complex' materials are twophase, solid-fluid mixtures of relatively rigid particles in a suspending fluid and
may display time- as well as rate-dependency, yield, compressibility and wallslip. In analyzing such materials, one can model each phase separately and
then combine the information via mixture theories. This approach, while being
relatively rigorous, can also be complicated. In composites, with specialized
end-use properties that depend critically on the properties and distribution of
the individual phases, one may be forced to confront the full complexity of the
problem [9] in order to come up with realistic 'effective' property predictions. For
most flow problems, a simpler approach is to describe the material as rigid prior
to yield, and as viscous during flow [5]. A yield criterion is typically introduced
to determine the onset of flow. The stress during flow is specified in terms of
the deformation rate. One or more scalar variables can be introduced to describe
changes in the microstructure that affect flow behavior. However, such scalar
measures are incapable of predicting elastic response and normal stress effects for
which one may need to employ some tensor measure of particle interactions. Hand
[ 17] introduced such a tensor to describe microscopic structure for suspensions.
We will restrict the present discussion to a review of some existing models for
two-phase materials within the context of a simple constitutive framework [ l] that
contains several current models for viscoplastic and thixotropic materials.
Two-phase mixtures of relatively rigid particles in a Newtonian fluid have a
limited ability for storing elastic energy. Consequently, these materials may be
modeled as strictly dissipative during flow [15]. In its simplest form, the stress for
such a material depends on the current value of the rate of deformation tensor D.
We assume that the stress in a deforming two-phase material is given by
<r=-pl+ME,

(E

= dev(D) /

ldev(D)I;

dev(D) = D - tr(D) I /3)

(15 l)

where M is a modulus, E is a normalized measure of deformation rate and
where 'dev' stands for the deviatoric part of a tensor. The dissipation inequality is
satisfied if

M:::: 0

and

ptr(D)::: 0

(152)

for all possible D, where the second constraint vanishes for incompressible materials. The modulus M typically depends on ID I for models of viscoplastic
materials. An additional dependence on the history of this invariant is characteristic of models for thixotropy. E does not vanish in the absence of flow since its
principal values are constrained [I]. In addition, the stress ME does not vanish
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provided the modulus remains finite as jdev(D)I -+ 0. This limiting behavior
excludes any possibility of the stress vanishing upon the removal of applied loads.
A yield criterion can be specified to denote the inception of flow. For example, a
material yields according to the von Mises criterion [26] if
Jim

\dev(D)l->O

ldev(a)I

= Yo

(153)

in terms of the yield strength Y0 . This condition implies a limiting value
Jim

\dev(D)\ - >0

IMI = Yo

(154)

Several models for viscoplastic materials are contained in the expression

M = Mo

[r +(2A IDI)'"]"

(155)

where the equilibrium modulus M 0 is a constant that must be positive to satisfy
the dissipation inequality. The exponents m and n are typically positive to insure
realistic limiting values for M at low and high rates of deformation. The gel
strength r is often normalized to have a value between zero and one. This
parameter and the characteristic time A are usually constant, but can vary with the
magnitude IDI. The material parameters in Eq. 155 are restricted to values that
insure the modulus remains finite as ID I goes to zero. The value of M in this limit
determines the yield strength of the material according to the constraint given
by Eq. 154. This limiting value depends on the gel strength for materials with a
constant characteristic time ). 0 • In this context, materials without gel strength do
not exhibit yield. This behavior is typical of viscous fluids, such as the Newtonian
and Power Law models, given, respectively, by
M = 2MoAo IDI

(156)

M = Mo (2Ao IDI)"

( 157)

where the product M 0 J-. 0 is a viscosity and n is the power law index. Even a
material with gel strength will not yield if r vanishes as ID I goes to zero. We
expect r to decrease as the material's internal structure is disrupted by flow at
higher rates . Many of the early models for viscoplastic materials are characterized
by a unit gel strength. These include: Bingham [3] (m = n = 1), Herschel and
Bulkley [19] (n = 1), Casson [6] (m = 0.5, n = 2), and Robertson and Stiff [27]
(m = l ). In each case, the equilibrium modulus Mo is equivalent to the yield
strength. The various models referred to above are plotted in Fig. 6.
Since Eq. 151 is meant for engineering calculations, it is useful to know the
resulting expressions for volumetric flow rates in common geometries. For steady
rectilinear flow in the z-direction in a slit of width w and gap h, the volumetric
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Viscoplastic models (Eq. (113))
4
3.5

3
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=
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Casson (m 0.5, n 2)
Robertson-Stiff (m = 1, n 2)
Herschel-Bulkley (m 0.5, n 1)
Bingham (m = 1, n 1)

0.5

=

=

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

=

=

1

Fig. 6. Several viscoplastic models as given by Eq. 155. I' is unity, Mo and >.o are constant.

flow rate is

2

h d [
h JHrJ /m { 1/ n_l)J /m d ]
. __ !!!.__!!_
______
Q s1ir 2 dz a+ 2H 3 Yo
).
~ ~
~

.
'

1

H

h

= -;
hp

lvslipl = <¥Twall

( 158)

where a denotes the slip coefficient and lvslipl is the slip speed tangent to the
boundaries while Twall denotes the magnitude of the shear stress at the wall. Under
the special conditions of constant gel strength and characteristic time, it is possible
to obtain closed form solutions, with or without wall slip, for both the steady
slit and pipe flows of materials obeying Eq. 155 [2]. These slit flow results are
summarized in graphical form in Fig. 7 for specific values of the parameters.
For steady flow in a circular cylindrical pipe of radius a, the general expression
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Viscoplastic flow in a slit
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Herschel-Bulkley (m 0.5, n 1)
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Fig. 7. Volumetric flow rate for viscoplastic flow in a slit.

Q,. = a~,~
I

('s' = slip),

H

Q=

l"

Q [ W ,1' ( -0: p0/d l) ].

= -,".
Ip

for the volumetric flow rate is [2]
3
rra dp [
a JR I'l/m -,
I n
1/m
]
Qpipe=-2dz ct+R 4 Y
-A-c;~(c;I -l)
de;;
01

a

R=-

(159)

ap

As in the slit case, special cases can be worked out for the circular cylindrical
pipe which are summarized in graphical form in Fig_ 8 for specific values of the
parameters.
Many of the materials described as viscoplastic also exhibit time-dependent
effects associated with a change in structure. This behavior is characterized by
a reversible decrease in shear viscosity with time under isothermal conditions.
Materials that fit this description are called thixotropic and one can describe them
using the same constitutive equation suggested for incompressible viscoplastic
materials. However now the modulus, Eq. 155, evolves with time through the gel
strength I' and the characteristic time A. Evolution equations are supplied in the
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Viscoplastic flow in a pipe
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Fig. 8. Volumetric flow rate for viscoplastic flow in a pipe.
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a
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= J (A,
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Q = Q [ ,rn 42(-dp
'-oYo ],
/ dz)

R-.!!....
- ap.

j

(160)

In this context, the parameters I' and ).. are scalar measures of internal structure
that depend on the history of D. Models based on these measures are strictly
dissipative if I' and ).. do not contribute to the material's free energy. Cheng and
Evans [7] study similar constitutive relations in which the viscosity evolves with
time. Their model can be expressed as
M

= 2MoA IDI,
(a, b,).. 1 ,

).. 00

>-

= Aoo(l :la)-}.. +2b IDI ()..

positive constants)

00

-}..);

(161)

Steady values of).. decrease from ).. 00 (1 +a) at rest (IDI = 0) to ).. 00 , as IDI
becomes unbounded. Hence, the viscosity M 0 ).. decreases as structure breaks
down at larger deformation rates. This material does not exhibit yield because
the gel strength is zero. Cheng [8] has generalized this approach to allow for
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additional scalar measures of structure. Fredrickson [ 14] suggest a similar model
for thixotropic suspensions based on an evolution equation for the inverse of
viscosity. This model can be expressed in the form
M = 2MoA ID1,
(a, Ao, A 1. A00

.
A
aA 2 IDl 2
A= -(Ao - A)+
(Aoo -A);
AoA I
Aoo
positive constants)

(162)

Steady values of A vary from Ao at rest to A00 as ID I becomes unbounded. This
change corresponds to thixotropic behavior for Ao > A00 , while Ao < A00 implies
the formation of structure associated with antithixotropy. This material exhibits a
yield stress for Ao = 0 since A goes like IDI-' as ID I goes to 0. The characteristic
time becomes equivalent to a gel strength for this choice of parameter values.
Slibar and Paslay [30] developed a model to describe drilling mud. The gel
strength in this model is given as an integral of the magnitude IDi over time. This
integral can be differentiated to obtain the following form of the model
M = Mo(I'+2AolDI),

I'(l - I')

I'=

A1

-a1D1I'2;

(a, A1 positive constants)

( 163)

r

r

r

Steady values of
decrease from
= 1 at rest to = 0 as IDI becomes
unbounded. Consequently, this model exhibits yield and the time-dependent
behavior characteristic of thixotropic materials. Harris [ 18] proposes a continuum
theory for time-dependent behavior that has some similarities with the Slibar and
Paslay model. This theory is based on an integral expression for the difference
between viscosity and its rest value following a long time period. This approach
can be formulated in terms of the equations
I

M = 2MoA ID1,

A -Ao=

J

h (IDl)M (t

- t') dt'

(164)

-DO

where the characteristic time A has a rest value Ao and M(t - t') is a memory
function. The dimensionless function h is determined by IDi evaluated at t'. Eq.
164 is equivalent to models studied by Cheng and Evans [7] for any memory
function M (t - t') that corresponds to an evolution equation for A. For example,
the equation
>,,

= h (ID I)+ (Ao -

A) I A1

(165)

is obtained for the exponential memory function M(t - t') = exp [{t' - t)/Atl,
where A1 is a constant relaxation time. In these examples, the evolution equation
typically depends on the current value of the variable and the magnitude ID I.
Material objectivity implies that the rate of deformation can only appear in such
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equations through invariants like JDJ. The only other possible invariant for an
incompressible material vanishes in shearing flows. Consequently, any evolution
equation of the form of Eq. 160 would be insensitive to changes in the sign of
D during such a flow. For example, the magnitude of the shear stress would
be unaffected by reversing the shear rate. This experiment tests the validity of
models based on scalar measures of structure for a given material. Models based
on tensorial measures of microstructure are discussed in [31].

6. Rheometry
Rheological measurements are performed so as to obtain a lest fluid's material
functions. Under viscomelric flows we have seen that the shear viscosity and
the primary and secondary normal stress differences suffice to rheologically
characterize the fluid. If the flow field is extensional and the material is able to
attain a state of dynamic equilibrium, then one measures the extensional viscosity;
otherwise, we measure the extensional viscosity growth or decay functions. In this
section, we will examine steady and dynamic shear plus uniaxial extensional tests,
since these make up the majority of routine rheological characterization.

6.1. Shear rheometry
To measure shear viscosity one has to place the test fluid in between confining
walls that are then subjected to a shearing motion relative to one another. As
long as the fluid adheres to these walls, one can control the flow by manipulating
the walls and achieve a shear field within the fluid. For steady shear we wish
to measure the three viscometric functions. The cone and plate geometry is
the preferred arrangement for steady shear under moderate to low shear rates.
At higher shear rates this flow becomes unstable and is susceptible to edge
failures. At these and higher shear rates, more common to those encountered
in industrial processes, one usually relies on capillary rheometry to measure
the shear viscosity. Under dynamic shear one measures the components of the
complex shear modulus. These dynamic tests are usually carried out in a parallel
plate arrangement.
6.1.1. Cone and plate steady shear flow
The test fluid is placed between a fixed lower plate and a rotating upper cone. The
cone angle, () 0 , is usually very small (""2-4 °). The radius is R and the constant
angular velocity of the cone is W.
The flow is assumed to be steady and laminar. The velocity field, with respect to
a spherical coordinate system {r, e, ¢} with origin at the cone apex, is postulated
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to be

V = {Vr, Ve, Vcp}

= {0, 0, Vcp (e)}

(166)

Neglecting inertial and body forces, the equation of motion reduces to
r-component:

0 = ~2 ~ (r 2arr) - (aee
r ar
r

e-component:

0 = aaee

<p-component:

0=

!

ae + (aeo -

+ O"cpcp)

a<(J'I' ) cote

(167)

aaecp
M
+ 2aecp cote

Integrating Eq. 167 3 we have

= c / sin 2 e;

aecp

c

= constant

(168)

The torque exerted on the plate is
2JT R

7 =

ff
o

2rrR 3c
2
a 6i(J lo=f r drd<p = - -3

(169)

0

so that

37
37
(170)
:::::-2
2rr R 3 sin e 2rr R 3
since the cone angle is small (i.e. e "' 90°). Eq. 170 says that the shear stress is
essentially constant throughout the flow field. It follows that the shear rate will
also be constant, and we can show that it is given by

aecp=

y = -y6,p = W/e

(171)

0

From Eqs. 170 and 171, the shear viscosity is

.

3e0 7

072)

1J(Y)=2rrR3W

The fact that both the shear stress and shear rate are independent of position
in the gap is what makes the cone and plate arrangement so desirable for steady
shear characterization. To get the normal stresses we note that, since cote~ 0, Eq.
1672 indicates O"()() = aoe (r). Furthermore, since the viscometric functions
(173)

depend solely on the shear rate independent of position, so that
0N2
a
a;:-=
ar (aoo -

O"rr) = 0

which is a constant -

they too must be

(174)
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Thus, via Eqs. 167 1 and 174

aa,.,
r-ar

aa,,
aa(;/(;/
(
)
= -=
-=
arprp +a,w -2a,,. = N1 +2N2
a lnr
a lnr

(175)

Since aee corresponds to what a flush-mounted pressure transducer would read on
the surface of the cone or plate, a plot of the measured pressure vs. In r should
yield a straight line with slope equal to the rhs of Eq. 175. Similarly, the total
thrust on the plate can be calculated from
2rr R

F

=-

ff
0

aeerdrd<p - Parr R

2

(176)

0

where Pa is the ambient pressure. If we neglect surface tension, then
a,,IR=-Pa

(177)

so that Eq. 176 reduces to

rrR 2 N 1
(178)
2
2
Hence pressure and thrust measurements, via Eqs. 175 and 178, allow one to
calculate N1 and N2.
rrR 2

F = - -(a(;//J -arprp) =

6.1.2. Capillary rheometry
While the cone and plate geometry is the preferred arrangement to obtain the
steady viscometric functions, it is limited to low shear rates - usually, to those
less than 10 s- 1• At higher shear rates encountered in processing (""' 10-106 s- 1),
it is customary to resort to capillary rheometry to measure the shear viscosity.
Unfortunately, the normal stress differences cannot be obtained from this test. To
get N 1 at high shear rates one can, however, employ a slit device based on the
so-called 'hole pressure' effect [21].
In a typical capillary rheometer, one has a temperature-controlled barrel into
which the test material (usually in powder or pellet form) is packed. Directly
downstream of the barrel is a cylindrical die with known length and radius. A
piston is programmed to force the molten material through the die at a constant
rate. A pressure transducer located near the die entry records the pressure drop.
The capillary rheometer is widely employed and has been analyzed in detail (see
Macosko [25], who gives a thorough discussion). The expression for the shear
viscosity is
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where R is the die radius, Q is the volumetric flow rate, YR is the shear rate at the
die wall, SR is the shear stress at the die wall and t:,,. p is the measured pressure
drop across the die length L. For a PL fluid with index n, Eq. 179 reduces to

rJ(YR) =SR/YR=

S [ 1](QI: R3) +-;;

1

(180)

3

Eqs. 179 and 180 indicate that the shear rate at the die wall has a correction due
to the non-Newtonian character of the viscosity. This correction on the shear rate
is called the Weissenberg-Rabinowitch correction. The shear stress itself may also
need to be corrected so as to account for pressure losses due to elastic effects at
the die entrance and exit. This correction is known as the Bagley correction. The
Bagley correction can be obtained by repeating the pressure drop measurements
with different aspect ratio (L/ R) dies. The pressure drop vs. L/ R plot which
results is called a Bagley plot; the intercept on the negative L/ R axis represents
the additional length of 'fictitious' capillary which corresponds to the extra losses.

6.1.3. Parallel plate oscillatory shear
This is the most commonly employed dynamic test for linear viscoelastic characterization. The amplitude of the oscillations is kept small to ensure linearity and
angular frequencies and gaps are adjusted according to the material at hand to
avoid inertial effects. One can have both of the plates or a single plate moving,
depending on the rheometer. A widely used commercial rheometer keeps the
lower plate fixed while the top one is driven. The torque to keep the plate fixed is
then measured at the lower plate. Another variety has the lower plate driven while
the top plate is allowed to move. Here the top plate is connected to an air-bearing
rotor that is then linked to a transducer to measure the angular displacement. This,
in tum, is hooked up with a torsion bar to measure the torque on the top plate.
Here we will only examine the fixed bottom plate case. Stiffness issues in parallel
plate oscillatory shear tests are discussed in Walters [35].
A circular cylindrical coordinate system (r, (), z) is employed with origin at the
center of the bottom plate and positive z-axis pointing to the top plate. The plates
have a (common) radius R and separation (gap) H. The top plate is driven at an
angular velocity of W(t) such that its angular displacement is given by

e(t) = eom {eiwt}

(181)

where Bo is real and fft{z} stands for the operation of taking the real part of the
complex number z. The BCs are
At z =0
At z=H

Vr
Vr

= Vo = Vz = 0
= Vz = 0, Vo= rW(t) = r()(t)

l

(182)
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The BCs lead us to postulate a velocity field in the form

v={v,,vfl,v, }={0,ve(r,z ,t),O}
where

f

/(0)

with

Ve =rm{J(z)ei,,,,}

(183)

(z) is complex, and in view of the BCs,

=0

f

and

(H)

= ()

0

(184)

iw

From the assumed velocity field given by Eq. 183, the only non-zero component
of the rate of deformation tensor is given by
.
Yo,
.

= -rI -av;;
+ -ave
= -ave
= rm {f
ae
az
az

I

(z) e

iwt}

(185)

Hence the only non-zero component of the stress tensor for the general linear
viscoelastic model is
I

Se; =

f G (t - t')Jiez (t')

dt'

= rffi {ry* (w) /' (z) eiwt}

(186)

- 00

where the complex viscosity is given by

f

00

ry*(w)=ry'(w)-iry"(w)=

G(s)e-i"''ds

(187)

0

Neglecting inertia and gravity, the equations of motion are
r-component: O=-ap

or

e-component:

0 = _ ~ ap
r ae

z-component:

O= - ap

+ aS11z.
oz

(188)

az

From Eqs. 188 1 and 188 3 we have that p = p(()) only. Combining p = p(()) with
(188h and (186), we are led top= p0 = constant, which again via (188)2 implies
that

as1:1:/oz=O

::::}

d 2 f!dz2=0

(189)

Eq. 189, subject to the BCs (Eq. 184) yield

f

(z) = i weoz/ H

( 190)

which, substituted into Eq. 186, gives
S11 z = (r() 0 / H)ffi { ry*iweiwt}

(191)
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The torque, T, required to keep the bottom plate stationary is evaluated from
R

7=2rr

J

rm{Sezllz=Ordr=

(

rrR

4

wBo) m{(,
i71 +TJ ") eiwt}

2H

(192)

0

If we represent the torque as

T = To9t { ei(wtH)}

(193)

where 7 0 is the (real) amplitude and o is the relative phase shift (= loss angle),
then Eqs. 192 and 193 yield the components of the complex viscosity as
T/

, = (2HTosino)
rr R4 Wo£l0

"=
,

T/

(2H'Tocoso)
rr R4 w8o

(194)

6.2. Extensional rheometry
If we want to find out how a fluid behaves under extension, we have to somehow
'grip' and stretch it. Experimentally, this is much more difficult than the shear
arrangement, especially if the fluid has a low viscosity. Earlier (see Section 5) we
saw that it is possible to classify steady extensional flows under the categories of
uniaxial, biaxial and planar flows. We will now examine uniaxial testing, since
this mode is more commonly employed as a routine characterization tool. Here we
encounter two approaches: the first seeks to impart a unifonn extensional field and
back out a true material function, while the second employs a mixed flow field that
is 'rich' in its extensional component (e.g. converging flows) and use it to back
out a measured property of the fluid which is somehow related to its extensional
viscosity.

6.2.1. Uniaxial extension
With melts there are basically two experimental methods for achieving uniaxial
flow. Both techniques start out with the sample below its softening point and with
well-defined dimensions. In one, the sample is placed between two clamps which
are then moved away from each other at a prescribed velocity, and in the other the
sample is pulled between two counter-rotating gears. With the former technique,
the clamp separation must increase exponentially with time so that it is difficult
to generate Hencky strains (see Section 5) above "-'3.5. With the latter technique,
the sample length is fixed, allowing one to go to higher Hencky strains ("-'6-7).
Supporting the sample while it gets heated up beyond its softening point to the
test temperature can be achieved either by neutrally buoyant, inert, heated oils
or by means of heated, inert gas cushions. For a sample of cross-sectional area
A(t) at time t that is undergoing uniaxial flow with a constant stretch rate e0 , the
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cross-sectional area is expected to diminish from its initial value Ao according to
A (t) = Aoexp(-tot)

(195)

Monitoring the tensile force F(t) on the sample then gives the normal stress
difference as a function of time (= F(t)/ A(t )) from which the extensional
viscosity can be evaluated.
6.2.2. Converging.flow
The uniaxial extension tests mentioned above require specialized equipment and
have limitations on how high a value of stretch and stretch rate one can achieve.
In view of this, there have been efforts to back out extensional properties of
melts from easier tests which, however, may be less well-controlled. The simplest
of these situations arise while conducting capillary rheometry where there is a
converging flow as the fluid advances from the large diameter of the barrel down
to the much smaller diameter of the die. Cogswell [ 101 proposed an approximate
method to extract the uniaxial viscosity from capillary testing. His approach is to
take the total pressure drop associated with the entrance from the barrel to the die
as being made up of contributions from shear and extension. These contributions
are calculated for incremental cones via force balances, and the resulting shear
and extensional pressure drops are then associated with the shear stress and the
normal stress difference, respectively. Since the entry flow cone angle is unknown,
the total entrance pressure drop is calculated by summing the incremental pressure
drops and assuming that this sum is minimized for the true value. Viscous flow
is assumed throughout, i.e. elastic behavior is neglected. The relationship for the
uniaxial extensional viscosity, TJe(t), arising from Cogswell's analysis is
2

. _ -2._ (n + 1)

TJe(£) - 32

TJ

Po)
.
'
2

(

Ya

. rrR3
4Q)
(Ya=

(196}

where the stretch rate is given hy
.

4

TJY}

£ = - - - -3(n+l}Po

(197)

In Eqs. 196 and 197, Po is the exit pressure which can be well approximated by
the pressure drop through an orifice of the same radius as the die and n is the
PL exponent which is obtained from capillary data (with die radius and length
given by R and L, respectively). Cogswell's method, as well as other alternative
methods for obtaining the uniaxial viscosity, have been compared against direct
measurements in an extensional rheometer by Laun and Schuch [23].
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7. Additional examples
In this section we illustrate two rheology problems that have direct relevance to
adhesion. When pressure is applied on a pressure-sensitive adhesive, the material
will flow between the backing and the substrate. This is an example of so-called
'squeeze flow'. Likewise, if we have two plates that are placed at an angle to
each other, with adhesive in between them at the joint, and proceed to press the
plates together, then we have an example of 'wedge flow'. This case could also
approximate the flow one gets when a clump of material, such as caulk, is spread
on a surface with a spatula. We now examine these two flows .

7.1. Squeezejlow
Consider a fluid placed between two parallel circular disks of radius R. The gap
2h between the disks is assumed to be narrow, i.e. to be much less than R at all
times. A force F is applied to each disk so as to push them together. We wish
to know what the force needs to be in order to maintain a prescribed motion of
the disks when the fluid is Newtonian or PL. The case where the material is a
Bingham fluid with a yield stress is complicated (see, however, Wilson [36]).
A circular cylindrical coordinate system (r, (), z) is taken at the mid-plane as
shown in Fig. 9.

7.1.1. Newtonian fluid case
We will neglect gravity and inertial forces and assume axial symmetry. Let us
postulate that the velocity field is of the form
v

= {v,., Vo, v = {v,.(t,r,z),0, Vz{t,z)}

(198)

2}

where t denotes time. The equation of continuity is
I a
dVz
--(rv,.)+- =0
r or
dZ

( 199)

~~~----fiF~~~-z=h

---·---- z""'0 +_...,.•~-----r

-----.u-F---z = -h
Fig. 9. Squeeze flow geometry and coordinate system.
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Substituting Eq. 198 into 199 we see that the radial component of the velocity
must be of the form

v,=rf(t ,z )

(200)

where the unknown function

J satisfies
(201)

The z-component of the equation of motion, without the inertial and body forces,
reads

av:

P -Of

ap 1 a .
1 a
a
= -+
--(rS ,)+ - -Se , + -S,
OZ
r ar r, r ae " az

(202)

,Z

The third term on the rhs of Eq. 202 is zero due to axi-symmetry. We further
restrict ourselves to a 'quasi' steady-state solution, i.e. we assume that at any
given time t , the flow can be approximated as being steady. This would mean, for
instance, that the impulsive loading involved in the start-up of the squeeze would
not be covered by the solution. The quasi steady-state assumption allows us to
discard the term on the lhs of Eq. 202. The simplified z-momentum equation is
thus

ap
az

a
,. ar

a
az '"

1

0 = - - + --(rS, z)+ - S~,

(203)

The r-momentum equation, similarly simplified, reads

op 1 a
a
See
0= --+--(rS )+-S, - ar

r ar

rr

oz

(204)

r

J

For a Newtonian fluid with viscosity µ, the extra stress components in the
cylindrical coordinate system are given by
S,.~=S~1 =µ,

s,., = 2µ, -av,
,
ar

av, OVz)
( ~+a";
Se11

avr

(205)

=µ,~

V,-) = 2µ,v, ,
= 2µ, (love
-- + r ae ,.
r

S,,

--

OV= 2µ,~
i,z

(206)

From the continuity equation, Eq. 199, we can get an order of magnitude
estimate of the magnitudes of the two velocity components relative to each other,
VIZ.

I

a

dV:

--(rv,)+
=0
r ar
dZ
___.,
'-..,-'
O( v,/ R )

=>

V,

.

= 0

(l_!_v,)
R

(207)

O(v./ h l

Eq. 207 confirms our intuitive sense that since the gap is narrow, the main flow
component should be that in the r-direction, i.e. v, » Vz. Now let us look at the
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order of magnitudes of the various terms in the momentum equations, viz.

ap 1 a
a
0=--+--(rS7)+
-S7
<1Z
r <1r
r,
<1Z ,Z
'-,.-'

O(µv,/ Rh)

o(,g,/ 1,2)

ap 1 a
a
ar + -r -ar (r S rr ) + -az S zr

0=- -

(208)

--.-

'-,.-'

--.-

o(,,v,/ R2 )

O(µv,/ h2 )

-

(209)

r
.__,
o(µv,/R 2 )

Taking the r-momentum equation, Eq. 209, first, we note that retaining the
dominant stress gradient only leads to
ap <1
ap
a2vr
2
O = - ar + az Su = - ar + µ, az 2
( 10)
Eq. 210, in tum, gives us an estimate for the order of magnitude of the unknown
pressure, viz.
(211)

Comparing Eq. 211 2 with the other terms in Eq. 208, we see that the axial pressure
gradient dominates the other extra stress gradients in the z-momentum equation,
leaving

o = -ap/az

(212)

I

The simplified equation set that needs to be solved is therefore Eqs. 200, 201,
2102 with and 212. The boundary conditions that need to be satisfied are

a11az=O, Vz=O at z=O (symmetry)
f = 0, Vz = dh/dt = h at z = h (no slip)
p

= Pa

at r

(213)

=R

where Pa denotes ambient pressure. To solve the set, we first differentiate Eq. 2102
with respect to z and use Eq. 212 to get

(214)
which, combined with the two boundary conditions on f, yield

f = c (h 2 -z2);

c = constant

Next, integrating Eq. 201 with
z =0,

Vz = -2c(h 2 z- ~)

(215)

f given by Eq. 215 we find, using the BC for Vz at
(216)
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at z = h we find Lhe constant c Lo be

3 (-h)
c=---

(217)

4 h3

Finally, going back to Eq. 2102 and using Eq. 200, we integrate with respect to r
and use the BC for p at R to get the pressure field as
3(-h)µR
p - Pa+
4h3
_

2[ -(!:__)2]
I
R

(218)

Since S:: = 0 at z = h (see Eqs. 206 3 and 216), the force on the disk at z =his
2n R

F

=

ff
0

(p - pa) 2 =,.rdrde

=

3rr R 4 µ(-h)
Sh 3

(219)

0

Eq. 219 is known as the Stefan equation and it tells us what the force F(t) must
be in order to sustain the prescribed motion h(t). If we want to know what the disk
motion will be under a constant applied force F, then we can integrate Eq. 219
with respect to time, while holding F constant, to get

h2

-

hl =

16Ft
3rrµR 4 ;

ho= h (0)

(220)

Note that in obtaining Eq. 220, we have implicitly assumed that, from the start,
the fluid fills the entire area between r = 0 tor= R. It can be shown that if the
fluid only partially fills the disk area then one gets
l 28rr Ft

h4

h~

3µ v 2

V

= volume of fluid at t

(221)

= 0

7.1.2. PLfluid case
We can proceed the same way as with the Newtonian fluid case up to the point
where we need to express the stress components in terms of the velocity gradients.
Next we need the magnitude of the rate of deformation tensor
.

y=

[(

.2

.2

.2

.2)

2y,.z+Yrr+Y,m+Yzz /2

] I /2

=

(

2

12/ +r

2

f 12) I /2.,

(!' = df/dz)

(222)

where we have used Eqs. 200 and 201. We could now proceed with the analysis,
along the lines of the Newtonian case, by keeping the same dominant stress
components in the equations of motion. Note that there are complications near
r = 0 in approximating the shear rate by the second term only on the rhs of Eq.
222 2 . A rigorous singular perturbation solution of the plane flow version of this
problem has been given by Johnson [201. An alternative approach is discussed in
Bird et al. [4] (p. 189) where it is assumed that the instantaneous volumetric flow
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rate Q(r) across the cylindrical smface between the disks at r is equal to that
for flow through a slit of thickness 2h and width 2rr r. The latter can be easily
obtained for the PL fluid and for a slit of thickness 2B, width W and length L, is
given by
2

. _2WB [(po-pdB]
2

Qsht -

I

+;

m

11
"

(223)

L

To switch back to the squeeze geometry, we consider the flow between the
disks in the region r tor+ dr so that Eq. 223 can be re-written in the form
Qsqueeze

2(2rrr)h
= Q(r) = 2 + _I_
n

2[(
-

dp)
h]l/n
dr m

(224)

Next, we can make an overall mass balance to give the relation
Q(r) = 2rrr2(-h)

(225)

Equating Eqs. 224 and 225 one can solve for the pressure field and using that, get
the force on the plate

P

= . +m(-h)"
Pa

F=

h2n+I

(-h)

11

11

11

(2n+l)"rr:mR +

[i-(!...)11+1]
R

(226)

3

(227)

n +3

2n

h211+1

1

(2n+l)" R +
2n
n+I

Eq. 227 is called the Scott equation and is the PL counterpart of the Stefan
equation to which it reduces when n = 1. If the fluid only partially fills the disk
area then one gets

_!__ _
ha

1111
~ = (3n + 5) [2(n + 3)(2rri +1>J 2
t·
11

ho

2n + l

3n+5

a=~;

V

mv<n t3)/2

= fluid volume

F]

( < 2rr R 2h 0 )

'

(228)

By comparing Eqs. 221 and 228, it is possible to find out, for instance, what
the effect of shear thinning would be when a given volume of adhesive drop
is squeezed in between the two sides of a joint. In particular, one could judge
whether the drop can be expected to spread to a wider or smaller area than a
corresponding Newtonian drop of the same volume under the same force.
7.2. Wedge flow

Consider a fluid placed between two infinite planes that form a wedge of internal
angle 2a. The plates are closing together with a constant angular velocity Q. We
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8 =a
r

8 =-a
Fig. I 0. Wedge flow geometry and coordinate system.

wish to know what the flow field will be when the fluid is Newtonian or PL. The
case where the material has a yield stress is, again, more difficult to analyze (see
[37]).

A circular cylindrical coordinate system (r,
mid-plane as shown in Fig. 10.

e, z)

is taken with origin at the

7.2. l. Newtonian fluid case

We will neglect gravity and inertial forces and assume angular symmetry about
the mid-plane. Let us postulate that the velocity field is of the form
V = {v,.,VA,Vz}
where

= {S?rf'(e),-2.Qr/(8),0};

(229)

(f'(e) = ~;)

f denotes an unknown function of e. The equation of continuity

I a
I avil
--(rv.)+-r ar
r ae =

(230)

0

I

is automatically satisfied by the choice of the velocity components in Eq. 229.
The r- and e-components of the equation of motion, without the inertial and body
forces, read respectively as

0

ap 1 a (r S,.,.) + -1 -a Sri! - -s/J/J
ar ,. ar
r ae
r
1 ap
1 a 2
1 a
---; ae + r2 ar (r Sr11) +--; ae SAA

= - - +- -

0=

(231)
(232)

For a Newtonian fluid with viscosity µ, the non-zero extra stress components
in the cylindrical coordinate system are given by
I av,. J
,
ar r +-r ae =µ,S?f
av,.
J avg Vr)
Srr = 2µ,-- = 2µ,Qf,
Se!!= 2µ, ( --+r ae
r
ar

11
Srg=µ, [r a
- ( -v )

I

(233)
= -2µ,ilf

1

(234)
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Substituting Eqs. 233 through 234 into the equations of motion we get

0=-op +µQ (!"'+4f')

0=-~ op
r 08
Hence, the governing equation for the unknown function
or

J(iv)

,.

and

(235)

J is

+4f" = 0

(236)

The boundary conditions that need to be satisfied are

f"

f = 0,
f=l/2,

= 0 at () = 0 (symmetry)!
f'=OatO=a (noslip)

(237)

The solution is

f (()) = -1 [Wcos(2a)-sin(W)J

(238)

2 2acos(2a)- sin(2a)

7.2.2. PL fluid case

We can proceed the same way as with the Newtonian fluid case up to the point
where we need to express the stress components in terms of the velocity gradients.
We need the magnitude of the rate of deformation tensor
. 2 + Yrr
. 2 + Yl!o
. 2 + Yu
. 2) /2] 1/ 2 = Q (4!'2 + !"2) 1/ 2
Y. = [(2 Yr/!

=Q g (()).•

(g > 0)

(239)
The non-zero stress components are given by
-(my·ll-l)y'r(/ -mrv1g11-l111
Sr/J -n(y')y'
- ·t
r/J J,:;

Srr

· =2
= 'f/ (Y·)Yrr

All

mJ,:;

g 11- I J' ,

S oo

(240)

· = = rJ (Y') YOI!

2r.11
n-lJ'
J,:; mg

(241)

Substituting Eqs. 240 through 241 into the equations of motion we get

mQ" (g n-lf")'
op +4mQ"
0 =--.
- - g,r-lj' +-ar
r
r
0 = - op +2mQ"g"-' J" -2mQ" (g"- 1!')

ae

1

(242)
(243)

Cross-differentiating Eqs. 242 and 243 to eliminate the pressure, we arrive at the
governing equation for the unknown function J

(g"- 1J")" +4(g" - 1f')' =0

(244)

which is subject to the same BCs as in the Newtonian case, Eq. 237. Eq. 244 is
a nonlinear ordinary differential equation that can be integrated once but, beyond
that, has to be solved numerically. Since the problem is of the two-point boundary
value type, a common numerical approach would be to use so-called 'shooting'
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techniques. Closed form solutions are possible [12] if the function
by a quadratic in (}.
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f is represented
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Chapter 13

Effect of rheology on PSA performance
DAVID J. YARUSSO ''
3M Company, St. Paul, MN, USA

1. Introduction to pressure-sensitive adhesives
Pressure-sensitive adhesives (PSAs) have become familiar materials in our world.
Most people have used tapes such as masking tape, electrical tape, or transparent
tape, for example Scotch® Magic™ Transparent Tape. All of these have pressuresensitive adhesives of various kinds coated on a paper or polymeric film backing.
The adhesive strength of such materials can vary widely from the easily removable
Post-It® note to the permanent bonds formed by the double-sided foam tapes
such as Scotch® VHBTM tape and the tapes used to mount body side moldings
on vehicles. The optimization of the performance of such materials in terms of
the ability to bond and hold on a variety of surfaces as well as the ability to be
removed from surfaces cleanly and without damage is an ongoing effort in the
design of PSA products.
A pressure-sensitive adhesive must have the following characteristics:
• it is permanently tacky at room temperature (in dry, solvent free form)
• adheres to a variety of surfaces upon mere contact without the need of more
than finger or hand pressure
• requires no activation by water, solvent, or heat in order to form a bond
• has sufficient cohesive strength and elastic nature that it can be handled with
the fingers and removed from smooth surfaces without leaving a residue.

2. Interfacial and rheological requirements of adhesives
As one begins to read the literature on adhesives and especially pressure-sensitive
adhesives, it is easy to become confused about the relative importance of the
adhesive/substrate interface and the mechanical or rheological properties of the
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adhesive for adhesion. In fact, both features are critical to adhesion of PSAs and
the two act in a multiplicative way.
As we examine the properties of adhesives, we will be looking at various
rheological measurements, especially linear viscoelastic properties, and relating
them to the performance of the PSA. The reader who is unfamiliar with rheological
properties and measurements is encouraged to read Chapter 12 by Ali Berker
before proceeding.
With regard to the interface, we need to be concerned about the role of
interfacial energies in controlling wetting behavior as well as the strength of
intermolecular forces acting across the bonded interface.
Rheological properties and interfacial properties interact in both the bonding
and the debonding processes for adhesives including pressure-sensitive adhesives.
In this section, we will examine some of the important requirements on both the
interfacial properties and the adhesive rheology and how they are coupled.

2.1. General requirements of adhesives
Before considering the unique requirements of PSAs, it will be instructive to first
consider the requirements of adhesives generally and then look at how PSAs meet
those requirements.

2.1.1. The wetting and bonding process
All adhesives must obtain intimate wetting of the substrates to which they are
applied. They must flow to allow molecular contact with as much of the substrate
surface as possible, overcoming the roughness of the surface.
In the wetting and bonding process, the interfacial properties provide the
driving force for the adhesive to spread on the substrate surface. The rheological
properties control the resistance to the flow required for that spreading process.
The ideal situation for bond formation is to have interfacial properties which
provide a strong driving force for the adhesive to spread on the substrate and for
the adhesive to provide minimal resistance to the flow required for it to spread.
The tendency of a liquid to spread on a solid surface is often characterized by
measuring the contact angle. Picture a drop of a liquid on a surface as shown in
Fig. I. If the drop is small so that gravity forces are negligible, it has been shown
[I] that, at equilibrium,
Ysv -ysL

cos () = - - - YLv
The subscripts S, L, and V represent the solid, liquid, and vapor phases, respectively. Therefore, YLv represents the interfacial energy between the liquid and
vapor phases.
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Ysv
Fig. I. A drop of liquid on a smooth, rigid solid. The interfacial energies associated with
the solid-liquid, solid-vapor, and liquid-vapor interfaces are designated by the y values. The
equilibrium contact angle is given by e.

If the adhesive is the liquid in this situation, we see that low surface energy of
the adhesive, (YLv) high surface energy of the substrate (Ysv ), and low interfacial
energy between the adhesive and the substrate (Ysd all favor low contact angle
and spreading of the adhesive. In fact, ideally, an adhesive should have a contact
angle of zero with the substrate. Such will be the case when

Ysv - Y'>L 2: YLv
In other words, the overall system energy can be reduced by replacing the solidvapor interface with the two interfaces between the solid and liquid and between
the liquid and the vapor.
For most adhesives which are applied as liquids, the resistance of the adhesive
to the deformation required of it to spread on the substrate is governed by
its viscosity. The lower the viscosity, the better for enhancing the wetting and
spreading process required for bond formation.
2.1.2. Resistance to debonding

Once the adhesive has spread on the substrate, there must be some kind of
attractive interaction across the interface to allow the adhesive to bond to the
surface. Generally, if the interfacial energies are favorable to spreading, there must
be at least a weak attractive interaction. However, even adhesives with similar
spreading behavior can have interfacial forces of very different strength.
The most common type of interactions are the dispersion forces. These are the
forces which result from the random fluctuations of electron clouds in materials.
These fluctuations create an instantaneous electrical dipole which then induces
a dipole of opposite orientation on the other side of the interface. Although
very weak, these interactions are present in all materials as long as there is
intimate molecular contact at the interface. The interfacial forces in most PSAs are
dominated by dispersion interactions.
For some adhesive-substrate combinations, stronger, specific interactions are
possible. Most of these can be thought of as generalized Lewis acid-base interactions. This subject is treated in detail by Fowkes [2].
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Of course, no matter how well the adhesive wets and adheres to the substrate, it
would be of little use if the adhesive itself could not bear a load. Therefore, after
bonding, the adhesive must behave like a solid to perform its function. Sometimes,
an adhesive bond will have a specific stiffness requirement. Certainly, the adhesive
can no longer behave like a liquid or it will simply separate (fail cohesively) under
load .
Beyond bearing the load, the adhesive must also resist fracture and debonding.
In this regard, fracture toughness is the important property. Stiffness is the
resistance to deformation and is measured by the modulus, the ratio of stress to
strain in the initial linear region of deformation. Fracture toughness has to do
with the resistance of the material to propagating a crack leading to fracture. The
two do not go hand-in-hand. In fact, often one must trade off one for the other.
Materials which provide a mechanism for energy absorption in deformation have
a much higher fracture toughness than those which do not. Consider metals and
glasses, for example. Glass has a very high stiffness. The bonds resist deformation
strongly. However, when the stress applied exceeds the value required to overcome
the forces holding individual molecules in place, there is no means of slippage of
molecules to a new location. A fracture crack propagates easily. In ductile metals,
the molecules can slip to new stable positions in response to stress. This shear
yielding process absorbs huge amounts of energy, preventing the propagation of
the crack.
Similar considerations control the resistance to debonding of adhesives. In
some cases, when the interface is very strong, the process is identical to that
in bulk materials. The joint fails by cohesive failure within the adhesive layer.
However, even when the crack propagates along an interface between an adhesive
and a substrate, the ability of the system to resist the propagation of such a crack
depends on the ability of the adhesive to absorb energy by a yielding deformation
near the crack tip.

2.2. Comparison of PSAs to other adhesives
2.2.1. Physical or chemical state change for other adhesives
For many adhesives, the contradiction between the desire for liquid-like behavior
for bonding and solid-like behavior for debonding resistance is resolved by the
fact that the adhesive undergoes a change in physical state between the two
events. For example, a hot melt adhesive, such as that used in a hot melt glue
gun, becomes a liquid by heating to a temperature which exceeds the crystalline
melting point of the component polymer. In the molten state, it has sufficiently
low viscosity to flow and meet the bonding criteria. Upon cooling, it recrystallizes
and becomes a solid which can resist deformation. An epoxy adhesive consists of
two reactive liquid components. These are mixed and applied before the chemical
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curing reaction has progressed very far. Therefore, the adhesive is still a liquid
for the bond-making process. As the reaction progresses, a polymer network
is built up and the glass transition temperature increases until it exceeds room
temperature, at which time the adhesive becomes a very hard solid. Solvent-based
adhesives are liquid by virtue of the fact that the component polymer is dissolved
in a solvent. The adhesive is applied in this state and then the solvent evaporates,
leaving the solid polymer in the bond.

2.2.2. Only time scale sensitivity for PSAs
Pressure-sensitive adhesives are unique among adhesives in that they do not undergo a change in physical state between the bonding process and the performance
life of the adhesive in which it must resist debonding. The adhesive material on a
tape when the tape is applied is identical in properties to that which is there when
the tape is doing its job or when it is being peeled off. Such adhesives manage to
satisfy the requirements of liquid-like behavior for bond formation and solid-like
behavior to resist debonding entirely as a result of their viscoelastic properties.
Like all viscoelastic materials, their rheological responses have characteristics
of both elastic solids and viscous liquids. They respond more like liquids when
subjected to slow deformations and more like solids when we attempt to deform
them rapidly. The apparent modulus increases continuously as the deformation
rate increases. It so happens that the natural time scales for bonding for a pressuresensitive adhesive product are longer than those for debonding in typical tack or
peel tests. A properly designed PSA will exhibit a strong gradient in stiffness
between these two time scales, allowing it both to bond quickly and to resist
debonding, thus exhibiting tack and peel adhesion.
Pressure-sensitive adhesives were so named because they bond under very light
pressure. However, since we name other adhesives based on what accomplishes
their change in state (heat-activated, solvent-activated adhesives, etc.), perhaps
it would be more descriptive to refer to these materials as 'time-scale sensitive'
adhesives.

2.2.3. Surface properties and wetting in PSAs
PS As must meet the same criteria as other adhesives with regard to surface energy
and contact angle so that they have a driving force to spread on the substrate.
However, because PSAs are not low viscosity liquids, it is difficult to measure
contact angle or surface tension in the usual ways. Often we infer these properties
from the behavior of chemically similar low molecular weight analogs to the PSA.
In general, PSAs behave more like very soft solids than like liquids during the
wetting process. They are soft enough to deform sufficiently to achieve intimate
contact with the surfaces to which they are applied but they retain some elastic
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memory, at least for a time after bonding. Therefore, it is not the viscosity which
dictates the resistance to the wetting flow, but rather the modulus, with lower
modulus promoting wetting.
2.2.4. Debonding in PSAs

An effective pressure-sensitive adhesive must provide resistance to debonding
from the substrate. However, in many PSA applications, (masking tape, for
example) it is desired that the adhesive be removable with some moderate force.
Unlike structural adhesives, stronger is not always better. It is also generally
desirable that the PSA separate from the substrate and not fail cohesively within
the bulk of the adhesive. In tape applications, it is undesirable for the PSA to
separate from the backing, leaving adhesive residue on the substrate.
PSAs are very soft compared to most other types of adhesives and therefore,
they deform to a much greater degree when they debond. When subjected to
peeling stresses, internal voids appear in the PSA because they are highly resistant
to volume expansion, similar to rubbery polymers in this regard. Often, these
voids coalesce, creating filaments of adhesive which then proceed to elongate.
Other times, the adhesive takes on more of a curtain shape near the peel front.
In either case, the deformation in the adhesive is primarily extensional and the
elongation achieved before debonding is often as high as l O times the initial
adhesive thickness. For most PSAs, the failure is by detachment of these adhesive
strands from the substrate rather than by cohesive failure within the strand . Several
researchers have studied the visual appearance of the adhesive in the peel front
under different conditions of peel speed and for different types of PS As [3,4 J.
The inlerfacial interactions bond the adhesive molecules to those of the substrate, but stresses to debond this interface can only be applied by deforming the
adhesive itself. When a tape is peeled, a force is applied through the backing
which is transferred through the adhesive to the interface in the zone of the peel
front. The strength of that interface determines how much the adhesive must
deform before providing the condition at which the interface will separate. The
mechanical properties of the adhesive determine how much work it takes to deform the adhesive to that state. The energy required to do this work manifests
itself in the peel force. This is the essence of the coupling between the interface
and the rheology in the debonding process.

3. Rheology and common performance tests
3.1. Time scale-dependent properties and PSA performance

The three most common tests of PSA performance (tack, peel, and shear) each
have certain characteristic time scales and requirements of the rheological proper-
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ties at those time scales. In this section, we will examine those requirements and
the correlation between rheology and performance.
3.2. Tack

In the context of PSAs, the tenn 'tack' refers to the ability of an adhesive to
fonn a bond rapidly and to provide significant resistance to debonding. One of
the common means of testing tack is with a probe tack test. A probe, usually
cylindrical with a flat or slightly convex face, is brought into contact with
the adhesive surface, held for a certain dwell time, then pulled away. Although
conventional tack tests measure only the maximum force required to pull the probe
away, modern techniques allow measurement of the full force vs. displacement
curve during debonding [5]. One can analyze the shape of this curve as well as
identify the peak force and the area under the tack curve which is the work done to
remove the probe. For typical tack tests, the dwell time of the probe is on the order
of Is.
Dahlquist [6] noted that there seems to be a minimum value of the compliance
of a PSA in order for it to exhibit tack or equivalently, a maximum value of the
modulus. He analyzed data on rheological properties as a function of time (or
frequency) and temperature as well as tack as a function of dwell time, separation
rate and temperature. He observed that only those materials with sufficiently
high compliance in the 1-s time scale at the temperature of use were tacky.
This so-called 'Dahlquist criterion' is expressed as follows for various common
rheological measurements
J(I s) ~ 3 x 10- 6 Pa- 1
5

G(l s)::: 3 x 10 Pa

Creep compliance
Stress relaxation modulus

I£* I(I

s- 1) :::

I x I 0 Pa Magnitude of complex (dynamic) tensile modulus

IG* I(1

s- 1):::

3 x I 0 5Pa

6

Magnitude of complex (dynamic) shear modulus

The choice of I s as the time scale is somewhat arbitrary and is based on the
amount of time one typically would be willing to allow for a PSA to bond to judge
it tacky. However, in some real applications, it may be necessary for a PSA to fonn
a bond faster, such as in high speed splicing on a paper machine. In such cases, it
appears that the PSA will be able to form a bond if the compliance at the actual
required time scale meets this same numerical factor.
Much experimental work suggests that Dahlquist's criterion is necessary but not
sufficient for tack. Meeting this compliance criterion ensures that the material can
deform sufficiently to wet the surface and form the bond but says nothing about
its ability to resist the debonding. Highly swollen gels are examples of materials
which might meet this criterion but would not be judged to be tacky. Although they
are sufficiently soft to wet the surface, these materials lack the ability to dissipate
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sufficient energy in the debonding process to provide a significant resistance to
debonding.
The resistance to probe removal in a standard tack test is governed by the adhesive response to deformations in a much shorter time than the 1-s scale governing
bonding. If we imagine the adhesive stretching in the direction perpendicular to
the plane of the adhesive film as the probe is removed, its elongation rate is equal
to the probe removal speed divided by the adhesive thickness. One can look at the
magnitude of the dynamic tensile modulus, IE* I, at an angular frequency equal to
this elongation rate for an idea of how the material will respond at this removal
speed. Because the thickness of PSA coatings is so small (on the order of 30 µm),
these elongation rates are typically on the order of 100 s- 1 • The deformation time
scale is the reciprocal, about 0.0 I s.
It has been observed that the adhesive cavitates under such deformation, often
breaking up into filaments which are then elongated until they break away from
the probe. The force vs. displacement curve during such a test looks like the
stress vs. strain curve of the adhesive at the appropriate rate, but terminates at
the point where the adhesive debonds rather than at the ultimate tensile strength
of the adhesive. Such large strain properties cannot be directly predicted from
the linear viscoelastic properties which are more commonly measured but they
are correlated. The initial stiffness in the tensile test conducted at a pa11icular
elongation rate is strongly correlated with the storage modulus at an angular
frequency numerically equal to the elongation rate. The overall area under the
stress-strain curve is more complicated because it depends not only on the tensile
properties of the adhesive, but also on the condition at which debonding occurs.
In general, we can say that the energy under the tack curve will depend on the
ability of the adhesive to absorb energy in tensile deformation at the elongation
rate characteristic of debonding.

3.3. Peel
For most peel testing, one tries to ensure that the wetting and bonding process
is complete. Sometimes the tape will be bonded to the surface and then aged to
ensure equilibration of the bond. At the very least, the dwell time and conditions
are specified and are considerably longer than the short dwell time used for a
tack test. The ability of the adhesive to undergo viscous flow in the time scale
allowed will be important in predicting the tendency for the adhesion to increase
with dwell time, especially on rough surfaces. Of course, there are also interfacial
chemistry mechanisms for adhesion build with time which are outside the scope
of this chapter.
The time scale which is characteristic of the adhesive deformation in peeling
of a PSA tape is governed by the peeling rate and the adhesive thickness. Fig. 2
shows the peel front for a PSA tape according to Kaelble [7]. The length of the
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Fig. 2. Stylized drawing of typical PSA peel front showing local tensile and compressive stresses
exerted by the adhesive on the substrate according to Kaelble [7].

stress wave, A, is approximately the length in the direction of peel over which the
adhesive is significantly deformed. Although the actual length depends in detail
on the backing and adhesive thickness and properties, it is always of the order of
the adhesive thickness. Therefore the time from beginning to end of deformation
for any given adhesive element is of the order of the adhesive thickness divided by
the peel front propagation rate. For a typical adhesive thickness of 30 µm and at a
the moderate peeling rate of 30 cm/min, the characteristic time scale of adhesive
deformation in peel is
I

30

= 30 x

X

1o- 6 m

10-

2

60

S

·- = 6 X
m/min min

JO-

3
S

Thus, the peeling time scale is much shorter than the typical bonding time
scale. A value of 0.0 I s is often used as a representative value of the correct order
although, of course, the actual value depends inversely on the peeling rate. This is
the same order of magnitude as the debonding time scale for typical tack tests.
Just as in the probe tack experiment, the primary mode of adhesive deformation
in peeling is in extension out of the plane of the tape. The amount of work done to
deform the adhesive (which is proportional to the peel force) will depend on the
stress-strain behavior of the adhesive at the rate dictated by the peeling and on the
condition for debonding of the adhesive from the substrate.
The qualitative rule which is often quoted is that the adhesive should be stiff
in the time scale of peel. However, it is probably more important for the adhesive
to have high energy loss characteristics (i.e. high E" or G'', viscous component
of dynamic modulus) at the relevant frequency. However, if one couples the
requirement for high modulus in the 0.01 s time scale with that of low modulus
in the 1 s time scale to achieve wetting, high energy dissipation in the range
between these time scales necessarily follows. In other words, whenever the
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Fig. 3. Linear viscoelastic master curves of PSA in relation to Dahlquist criterion for tack.

storage modulus is changing rapidly with frequency, the loss modulus is relatively
high. Although not obvious, this fact results from the interrelations among the
viscoelastic functions as described by Ferry [8]. Elastic materials have little
rate dependence and low loss characteristics. Viscous materials have strongly
rate-dependent properties and high loss when the viscosity is high.
The linear viscoelastic properties of a typical PSA as a function of frequency
and time scale are shown in Fig. 3 in relation to the Dahlquist tack criterion and
the characteristic time scales for bonding and debonding for typical tack and peel
tests. Note that the PSA cannot be characterized as liquid-like in the bonding
time scale in the sense of having more viscous than elastic character. The G'
value (elastic component of dynamic shear modulus) is typically greater than G 11
(viscous component) because this time scale normally falls in the rubbery plateau
region of the response. Indeed, the PSA might do a better job of wetting the
surface and be tackier if the molecular weight were low enough so that the viscous
character did dominate in this region. However, such a material would have little
or no chance of being removable cleanly from the surface. Experience has shown
that true liquid flow in this time scale is not necessary. It is sufficient for the
modulus of this soft semi-solid to be low enough to allow sufficient deformation
for the PSA to fully wet the substrate. Notice also that the PSA is not only stiffer in
the debonding time scale than in the bonding time scale but the energy dissipation
(as indicated by G") is much higher.
As one might expect because of the role of viscoelasticity in the performance
of PSAs, it has been found that if one measures peel force as a function of peeling
speed at various temperatures, the curves can be reduced to a single master curve
using the same shift factors which govern the superposition of the rheological
properties (e.g. Kaelble [9], Derail et al. [10,111). For uncrosslinked PSAs, such
a master curve will have a shape like that of the solid curve in Fig. 4. At low
rates (high temperatures), the PSA will split cohesively rather than separating
cleanly from the substrate. As the peeling rate increases, the force increases in this
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Fig. 4. General shape of peel force master curve for peel rate and temperature dependence.

zone. At a critical speed, the failure mode makes a transition to interfacial failure,
often accompanied by a reduction in the peel force (although not always). As the
peeling rate continues to increase, the peel force also increases in this region and
the peel is smooth and steady. At some point, the peel will become unstable when
tested using a constant pulling rate. The force will oscillate as the peel front sticks
and slips. The average peel force will drop with increasing rate in this region. This
unstable region is often referred to as 'shocky' peel. Gent and Petrich [ 12] showed
that similar results are observed for rubbers which have been thermally bonded
to a substrate and then crosslinked. The difference is primarily in the location of
the transitions. For adhesives with a greater degree of crosslinking, the cohesive
failure regime can be suppressed and the curve may look more like that of the
dotted curve in Fig. 4.
The rate at which the transition from cohesive to interfacial failure occurs is
strongly correlated with the frequency at which the transition from rubbery to flow
behavior occurs in the linear viscoelastic properties. The second transition from
smooth to unsteady peel is related to the frequency at which the transition from
rubbery to glassy behavior occurs in the viscoelastic properties. More quantitative
connections between the rheological master curves and the peel master curves will
be explored in Section 5.
Although a multitude of adhesive performance tests exist, many of them
are simply peel tests under different conditions of rate and temperature. All of
these can be understood in the context of the peel master curve, including peel
tests conducted under constant applied load where the peel rate is the measured
quantity. Locating the peeling load on the vertical axis, one can read across to find
the intersection of that load with the curve. As an example, consider the dotted
line in Fig. 4. There are actually four intersections and therefore four possible
peeling rates which can occur under this load. Normally, the peel will occur at
one of the two intersections where the slope is positive as the peel is stable under
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those conditions. If the load is applied gently, it is likely that the peel will occur
on the first intersection and the failure will be cohesive. A sudden jolt can cause a
transition to the second state with much faster peel in the interfacial failure mode.
From the two curves, it becomes clear why excessive crosslinking can reduce the
resistance to peel under applied load conditions, although it will eliminate the
transfer of adhesive to the substrate.
The resistance to peel under steady loads is important in many PSA applications. Failures in such cases can be by peeling at very low rates. For example,
masking tape is used to hang masking paper from walls or sides of vehicles. The
tape may be expected to hold this load for a day or more. If the tape peels at
this load at a rate sufficient to cause significant loss of the drape over this time,
its performance is unacceptable. Similarly, high performance foam tapes have
been used to hold body side moldings on cars. If the molding initially has a flat
shape and the car surface is curved, after bonding, the molding will be exerting
a constant stress in the direction of peeling the adhesive at the ends of the piece.
In this case, the PSA must resist that peeling stress for the lifetime of the vehicle.
Even lifting a few centimeters per year is unacceptable.
Such performance characteristics cannot be predicted from the value of the peel
force at the typical rates of standard peel tests . In fact, since the low rate regions of
the peeling master curve are governed by very different molecular processes than
those governing the high rate regions, there is almost no correlation between the
two.

3.4. Shear
Performance in static load shear tests (see Fig. 5) can be related to the viscosity
of the adhesive when dealing with uncrosslinked or lightly crosslinked (below the
gel point) PSAs. If we assume that this material will creep governed by the zero
shear rate limiting viscosity of the adhesive, T/O, and that the area determining the
shear stress, -r, is the constantly decreasing overlap area: w -l(t), then
F
170 di
T=--=-wf(t)

h dt

Integration and solution of this equation from l = 10 to l = 0 leads to the
following relation of Dahlquist [13] between shear hang time, viscosity and
geometry
f5WT/o

I --c -

2hF

where le represents failure time, 10 is the length of overlap of tape on panel in
direction parallel to applied force, w is the tape width, h is the adhesive thickness,
F is the applied force and r7 0 is the limiting viscosity at zero shear rate.
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Fig. 5. Static shear test geometry. Load, F, is applied by hanging a weight from a sample adhered
to a panel with a rectangular overlap area.

The value of IJo can be obtained from a creep compliance test by waiting until
the creeping flow reaches steady state. It can also be obtained from the dynamic
mechanical data from the following relation

G"
IJo = Jim -

,,,-ow

For crosslinked adhesives (including the physically crosslinked block polymer
PSAs), the static load shear test fails not by steady creeping flow of the PSA but
by a 'pop-off' mechanism which is probably a very low angle peeling process.
The failure times in these cases are very difficult to predict and not simply related
to the rheology. Zosel [ 14] points out that the time scale and deformation rate of
the PSA in a static load shear test depends on the failure time. Examining the
rheological properties of the adhesive at the time scale dictated by the shear failure
time, he found that the magnitude of the dynamic modulus, IG*I, at the angular
frequency defined by
.
w=y,

= -lo-

h · fc
was approximately equal for a variety of adhesives. However, all the tests were
done with the same load and geometry. Zosel states that a similar relation is
obtained at other values of the shear stress, but with a different value of the
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dynamic modulus. Based on his data relating the maximum shear stress in a
dynamic shear failure test to the dynamic modulus at the appropriate frequency,
it would seem that a general relationship would be possible involving a ratio of
the modulus at the failure time scale and the applied shear stress, but such a
relationship has not been developed.

4. Viscoelastic windows of performance
4.1. Definition of viscoelastic window concept
The idea of identifying classes of PSAs by a 'viscoelastic window' within which
they fall was proposed by Chang [ 15] and further discussed in a later publication
[ 16]. We have talked of the need for liquid-like behavior over long deformation
times and solid-like behavior in response to short time deformation. Chang
chooses to look at the storage and loss components of the dynamic modulus at
two frequencies: 0.01 and 100 s- 1• to characterize the viscoelastic window of an
adhesive. These four values are used to construct the four corners of the window
on a plot like that shown in Fig. 6.

Vlscoelastlc Window
1.E+06

G'(0.01 s)
G'(100s)

..

G"(100s)
G'(100s)

1.E+05

!!;.
C)

1.E+-04
G'(100s)
G'(0.01 s)

G"(0.01 s)
G'(0.01 s)

1.E+-03
1.E+-03

1.E+-04

1.E+05

G"(Pa)

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of a viscoelastic window of a PSA.
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Classification of Materlals
1.E+06

1.E+OS

Plateau-Plateau Region
High Modulus
Low Dissipation

Transition-Plateau Region
High Modulus
High Dissipation

ReleaseNon-PSA

High Shear PSA

Quadrant 1

Transition-Flow Region
Medium Modulus
Medium Dissipation

Quadrant2

Quadrant3

General Purpose PSA

Quadrant 4

1.E+04
Plateau-Flow Region
Low Modulus
Low Dissipation

Flow-Flow
Low Modulus
High Dissipation

Removable PSA

Cold Temperature PSA

1.E+03
1.E+03

1.E+04

1.E+05

1.E+06

G" (Pa)

Fig. 7. Classification of materials by quadrants in which their viscoelastic windows appear.

4.2. Classification of adhesive types
Chang then proceeds to divide up the space into four quadrants and a central
section as shown in Fig. 7. One can generalize the properties of different materials
based on where in this diagram their viscoelastic windows primarily fall.
The first line of the description within each quadrant indicates the regions of
the rheological master curve within which the debonding and bonding frequencies
fall, respectively.
One of the advantages of this approach is that both the low and high frequency
required by this characterization are accessible with available instrnments. One
does not need to use time-temperature superposition and construct a master curve
to obtain these values. Since data at only two frequencies are needed and at a
single temperature, data acquisition is very fast. Obviously, much detail from
the master curve is not present here, but for a rapid evaluation of how materials
compare to one another and assessment of their potential utility as PSAs, this is a
very powerful tool.

5. From rheology to peel force
5.1. Introduction
Although we have discussed the rheological requirements of adhesives and some
qualitative trends in peel, tack, and shear performance as a function of the
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rheology, we have not yet attempted to make a quantitative connection between
the rheological properties and peel force. This is an active area of research and in
this section we will examine some of the approaches which have been taken to
address this issue.

5.2. Correlation between peel master curves and rheological master curves
Since the interface strength does not depend on the rate of peel, the shape of
the peel master curve must arise from the rate dependence of the properties
of the adhesives and we would like to be able to predict it from rheological
measurements.
It is tempting to try to relate directly the peel master curve to one or another
rheological function. However, such attempts have been unsuccessful. Although
the G"(w) function is similar in shape to the peel force vs. rate function from the
onset of interfacial failure onward, the magnitude of the variations in G" are much
larger than the peel force variations. Of course, no such simple analysis could
predict the location of the transition from cohesive to adhesive failure.
Many have recognized that the interface strength and the rheological properties
are coupled and in a roughly multiplicative way. The data of Andrews and Kinloch
[ 17] suggest that the fracture energy, G c, can be expressed as a product of a
viscoelastic function and the interface strength as given by an intrinsic adhesive
failure energy, G?,
G e = G?,J(c·a(T))

where c represents the peel front propagation rate and f is a function. No simple relationship between measurable rheological properties and this viscoelastic
function has been proposed.
Their data consist of master curves for fracture energy of a styrene-butadiene
rubber from various surfaces along with the cohesive fracture energy of the rubber
itself as a function of crack propagation rate. The results showed that the curves
were the same shape, differing only by a vertical shift on the log axis, i.e. by a
multiplicative factor. This factor is presumed to be associated with the different
values of the intrinsic adhesive failure energy on these surfaces. The curves from
different surfaces appear to be simply vertically shifted on a log axis, i.e. the
values differ by a multiplicative constant. These data are not for PSAs, but for
rubber samples in cohesive failure and peeling from surfaces against which the
rubber was cured.
However, other data exist on PSAs which show that the peel master curves for
the same adhesive on different surfaces are not simply shifted vertically from one
another. Consider the data of Kaelble in Fig. 8 for an acrylic PSA peeling from
glass and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). Although the curves are similar and
indeed the values on PTFE are consistently lower than on glass, the transition to
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Fig. 8. Peel master curve for acrylic adhesive on various surfaces according to Kaelble [7].

shocky behavior occurs at a substantially lower rate on PTFE than on glass. Such
a difference cannot be predicted by the simple multiplicative relationship.

5.3. Energy balance considerations
We will now examine attempts to more quantitatively model the peeling process
and predict the peeling force from the mechanical properties and the deformation
of the adhesive. In order to understand thes~ approaches, we must first understand
the relationship between energy absorption in the adhesive and peel force.
Consider the energy balance involved in steady state peeling of a pressuresensitive tape at constant rate. For simplicity we will consider 90° peel so that
the distance the peel front moves is equal to the distance of motion of the tape
tab being peeled. For this simplified analysis, we will also assume an inextensible
hacking and a rigid substrate so that no energy is stored or dissipated in the
defonnation of the backing or the substrate. We apply a force F and peel a
distanced. Therefore the work done is given by F x d. Where did this energy go'?
Since neither the kinetic nor the potential energy of the system has changed, all
that work must have been dissipated as heat. Where did that occur? The answer
is in the adhesive as it is stretched and then relaxed again as it passes through
the peeling nip. The volume of adhesive which has been deformed is given by
d x w x h where w is the tape width and h is the adhesive thickness. If the energy
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dissipation per unit volume of adhesive under this deformation cycle is given by
U, then we have
Uwhd = Fd

or
F
Uh=w
This simplified analysis assumed that the entire thickness of the adhesive takes
part in the deformation to an equal degree. Although this may not always be true,
a linear dependence of peel strength (i.e. peel force per unit width) on adhesive
thickness is commonly observed within the range of thickness typical of adhesive
tapes.
Often, one defines a fracture energy for peeling which is the energy absorbed
per unit area of interface peeled. If we designate the fracture energy as G ,, then
Fd

F

Gc=-=-

dw
w
Although it may not seem obvious at first, force per unit width is dimensionally
equivalent to energy per unit area.
In reality, the backings are generally not inextensible and there are energy
effects associated with bending of the backing as well. Kinloch [ 18) has published
an improved analysis of peel which takes into account the effects of peel angle and
the stretching of the film backing, allowing one to extract a fracture energy which
is characteristic of the adhesive bond even for highly deformable backings and
unifies results from various peel angles. In other words, it isolates the contribution
to the fracture energy which comes from the adhesive deformation alone. This
value is still not the thermodynamic work of adhesion, however, but reflects the
large amount of energy absorbed in adhesive deformation. It is these corrected
values of the fracture energy which should, ideally, be used for comparison to
modeling predictions based on adhesive deformation alone.
5.4. Tensile elongation approximation
There seems to be a strong consensus that the dominant mode of deformation of
the adhesive during peeling is extensional flow. Such a view is certainly supported
by the peel visualization experiments which have been done [3,4]. Even though
sometimes the adhesive breaks up into individual strands and other times deforms
as sheets perpendicular to the peel front, it appears that approximating the complex
deformation field as uniaxial extension is a reasonable approximation.
Therefore, let us imagine the adhesive as a set of independent packets of
material, each of which is subjected to uniaxial tensile deformation in the direction
perpendicular to the substrate surface as shown in Fig. 9. For 90° peel, the
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View looking into peel nip
Fig. 9. Piunre of simplified modi.'! of adhesive deforming as individual lensile clements.

elongation rate of each strand is the peel rate divided hy the adhesive thickness
which is the same as the inilial length of each strand. Under this approximation,
the energy absorbed in each adhesjve strand js given by the area under the force
vs. distance curve of the adhesive up to the point at which it detaches from
the surface. If we know the stress-strain curve of the adhesive material al the
appropriate elongation rate and temperature, then the amount of energy ahsorbed
per unit volume of adhesive is the area under the tensile stress vs. strain curve
up to the detachment point. If detachment docs not occur and the adhesive fails
cohesively. then the peel force should be governed simply by the area of the
stress-strain curve up to the point of fracture of the adhesive strand.
Although difficult. it is possible to measure stress vs. strain curves of PSAs.
Examples of such work include that of Christenson ct al. [3 J and Piau ct al. i 23 J.
One can <lo this at various elongation rates and temperatures and create a material
response function. Of course. it is much easier to obtain rheological data at small
strains than to obtain tensile stress-strain data. One can assume a shape of the
stress vs. strain function (i.e. a constitutive relationship) and then use the small
strain data 10 assign values to the parameters in such a function. In order for a
predictive model of peel to be useful, one should be ahle to use readily obtained
rhcologkal parameters like those ohtaincd from linear viscoelastic master curve
measurements and predict peel force master curves.
5.5. Constitutive equatimts for adhesive deformation

1n order to avoid the necessity of measuring the stress-strain curves of the adhesive as a function of rate and temperature, we would like to have a constitutive
equation for the adhesive, the parameters of which can be determined from relatively simple rheological measurements. Authors have taken multiple approaches
to this problem. In some of the work, the adhesive stress-strain curves in uniaxial extension were measured which allows a direct comparison between the
constitutive model and the data. ln other cases, the model was used as a tool to
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allow prediction of the peel behavior from measurements of the linear viscoelastic
properties but the stress-strain curves were not measured.
Yarusso [33] used a generalized Maxwell model, like that shown in Fig. 11,
but with a larger number, n, of parallel Maxwell elements. For this model, the
fundamental equation governing stress and strain in each element in tension is
1 da;

dt:

a;

-dt =E;-dt- +
f3;E;
With a constant extension rate such that
t:(t) = Rt

the resulting equation for the tensile stress as a function of time of deformation is
II

a(t) = R

L E;f3; (1 -e-

110
;)

i= I

In this work, the adhesive tensile properties were not measured directly. The
equation was used to allow prediction of the peel results, with the material
parameters being derived from the linear viscoelastic property measurements.
Christenson and McKinley [ 19] evaluated a generalized linear Maxwell model
as well as the upper convected Maxwell model and the Giesekus model. These
authors worked with the tensorial forms of these functions which are capable of
correctly treating large strain deformations.
When the coordinate axes are chosen to align with the principal directions of
the stress, the stress tensor in uniaxial elongation is

r=

r.u

0

0

Ty y

[ 0

0

I]

and the strain rate tensor for uniaxial extension is

-1

i'= [ ~
where t represents the elongational strain rate. All three of these constitutive
equations have a contribution from an element with only a viscous contribution.
Its contribution to the stress tensor is
T oo =

-TJooY

The contributions from the other elements of the relaxation time distribution
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for the three constitutive equations considered have the following fonns.

d

r;

+ 8; dt T; = -ri; y

Generalized linear Maxwell model

T;

+ 8; Tm,; =

Upper convected Max well model

- rJ; y

in which T ( 1) represents the upper convected time derivative of the stress tensor
defined as follows:

8

T( 1J = -

[•.0n

0

0
-Tyy

a, o

T;

+ 8;r( 11.; -

0
8·

a;_!_

rJ;

(r; · T;) = -ri;Y

~

] t(t)

2r~~

Giesekus model

In the Giesekus model, the parameters a; are greater than zero and are called the
mobility factors.
For the generalized linear Maxwell model (GLM) and the upper convected
model (UCM), the only material parameters needed are contained in the relaxation time spectrum of the material which can be obtained from simple linear
viscoelastic measurements. For the Giesekus model, one needs in addition the mobility factors which Christensen and McKinley obtained by fitting the stress-strain
curves of the adhesive. The advantage of the Giesekus model was that it provided
them with a better description of the stress-strain curves. This, of course, is to be
expected since those curves were used to deduce the parameters of the model.
The experimental stress-strain curves of the adhesive measured by these authors were bounded by the UCM and GLM predictions, with the UCM predictions
exceeding the measured stress values and the GLM predictions falling below the
measured values.
Derail et al. [ I 0, 11] used a non-linear integral constitutive equation of the
KBKZ [20] type, which, for uniaxial extension, has the form
I

a(t) =

f

111(! - t 1 )h(A)

(? °i)) ,
)._ - -

dt

-x

in which m(t) is the memory function and is related to the relaxation modulus by
dG(t)

m(t) = - - -

dt

The strain is given by A and the function h(A) is a damping function which corrects
for the 'too large' strains which are predicted by the Lodge [21] elastic liquid
constitutive equation which is identical to the equation above with h(A) = I.
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The damping function chosen by these authors comes from Wagner [22] and is
claimed to fit the non-linear shear and elongation data for a large number of linear
polymers with this form
h(A) = (). 2 exp(-b)+Aa(l -exp(-b))r

1

with b = 4 and a = 0.3. These authors did not measure the tensile properties of the
adhesive directly but used this model to allow prediction of the peel master curve
from the linear viscoelastic data.
In the work of Piau and colleagues [23,24 ], the Lodge elastic liquid constitutive
model was used directly. These authors found that the Lodge model provided
reasonable agreement with their uniaxial extension results, showing slightly more
strain hardening than was observed in the data.
Therefore, with the exception of the Giesekus model, the parameters for all
of these constitutive equations can be deduced from the relaxation time spectrum
of the material which can be obtained from the small strain linear viscoelasticity
measurements alone. There are various numerical methods in the literature which
allow the determination of this spectrum from measured viscoelastic master
curves, such as dynamic modulus, relaxation modulus, and creep compliance.

5.6. Modeling of peel force vs. rate and failure criteria
Several authors have shown that the peel force vs. rate can be calculated from the
energy absorbed in elongation of the PSA using a suitable constitutive equation
for the PSA along with measurements of the amount of strain in the adhesive
strands at the point of detachment or strand breaking in the peel nip.
For example, Christenson et al. [3, 19] performed a detailed study of polyisobutylene-based pressure-sensitive adhesives. Although these authors did not
postulate a specific detachment criterion, they did extensive work characterizing
the linear viscoelastic properties, the tensile stress-strain properties, and the peel
force. In addition, they conducted detailed visualization of the deformation of the
adhesive during peel and therefore, could assess the ability to predict the peel
force from the mechanical properties of the adhesive and the visually observed
detachment strain. In this work, the adhesive consisted of a blend of high and low
molecular weight polyisobutylene. They showed that when they used the Giesekus
model as the constitutive equation for the adhesive, they could accurately describe
the stress-strain curves of the adhesive and the peel force was well predicted by
the integral of the stress-strain curve up to the measured detachment strain . Their
results are summarized in Table 1.
The three rows for each peel rate represent replicate tests. It is clear that the
agreement between the calculated and the measured peel forces is quite good.
One of the things that Christenson points out in his work is that the contribution
to the peel energy at a given peel rate comes from a broad spectrum of the
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Table I
Measurement and prediction results of Christenson and McKinley [ 19] on polyisobutylene
pressure-sensitive adhesives
Peel rate
(mm/min)

Time at
detachment

Strain at
detachment

(s)

50
50
50
100
I 00
I00
200
200
200

3.08
3.00
3.18
1.81
1.89
1.83
0.76
0.99
1.03

1.57
1.37
1.47
1.75
1.68
1.55
1.57
1.73
2.00

Measured
peel force

Calculated
peel force

(N)

(N)

1.3
1.0
1.2
1.9
1.7
1.4
1.9
2.0
2.4

1.15
1.00
1.12
1.67
1.67
1.51
1.52
2.05
2.43

relaxation times of the adhesive. The commonly held approximation that the
behavior in peel at a given elongation rate is dominated by the viscoelastic
properties at the equivalent frequency is shown to be crude at best and misleading
at worst.
The work of Piau et al. [23] follows a similar pattern. Modeling is done using
the measured stress-strain behavior of the adhesive, the measured elongation at
detachment from visualization of the peel front and the measured peel force. They
show that the peel force data can be calculated from the energy absorption in
elongation of the adhesive strands but they do not identify a detachment criterion.
In the region of the peel behavior where the adhesive is splitting (i.e. the
adhesive strands are breaking before detaching from the substrate), one would
expect that the failure condition would be the same as when conducting tensile
stress-strain testing on the PSA material. Such agreement was found in the results
of Gent and Petrich [ I 2), and Piau et al. [23,24 ], for example. Others who have
not necessarily measured the fracture strain of the adhesive have nevertheless had
good success in predicting the peel force vs. rate in the cohesive failure regime
by assuming a constant value of the fracture strain for the adhesive and using that
value along with the chosen constitutive equation. The work of Yarusso [33] and
Derail et al. [ IO, 11] are examples. Derail et al. chose a particular value of the
fracture strain which they found to be roughly constant in some measurements
of the stress-strain curves of their adhesives. Thus, it appears that the strain at
which the adhesive strand will break is not strongly dependent on elongation rate
or temperature.
When one reaches the peel rate/temperature conditions for interfacial debonding between the adhesive and the substrate, the appropriate failure criterion becomes a matter which has not been fully solved. Qualitative analysis of the curves
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Fig. 10. Set of stress-strain curves of PSAs as a function of rate with critical stress and critical
strain lines shown .

is sufficient to rule out certain possibilities. For example, an intuitively appealing
criterion would be one of constant tensile stress at the point of debonding. This
postulate can predict the transition from cohesive failure at low rate to interfacial
failure at high rate as shown by Gent and Petrich [ 12]. However, one finds that if
this postulate is used, the predicted peel force will always decrease with increasing
rate in the interfacial failure zone. That this is so can be seen from inspection of
Fig. I 0. As the elongation rate increases, a viscoelastic material will behave as if it
is stiffer, giving the family of stress-strain curves shown as a function to rate, with
the modulus increasing and the break elongation decreasing as elongation rate is
increased. At sufficiently low rate, the stress never reaches the critical value and
the adhesive elongates up to its internal failure point and breaks. At higher rates,
the critical stress is reached and debonding occurs where the stress-strain curve
crosses the critical detachment stress level. However, because the curves rise more
steeply at higher elongation rates, the area under the curve up to the debond point
will necessarily decrease as the rate is increased. Therefore, the peel force will
decrease with increasing peel rate for all rates beyond the transition from cohesive
to interfacial failure, contrary to observations.
A second reasonable postulate might be that the detachment will occur at a
critical strain or degree of deformation. Such a postulate would suggest that the
peel force should increase with increasing rate but would not predict the transition
from cohesive to interfacial failure as the rate increases.
One suggestion for an interfacial detachment failure criterion can be found in
the work of Derail et al. [ I 0, 11]. The adhesives used in this work were blends of
polybutadiene and tackifying resin. These authors also assume that the dominant
deformation mode in the adhesive is elongational deformation. They employ a
non-linear integral constitutive model for the adhesive stress-strain behavior of
the KBKZ type [25]. This model describes fairly well the viscoelastic behavior of
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Fig . l I. Two parallel Maxwell elements to model adhesive rheology in approach of Hata.

polymers in strong flows . The model contains a memory function of time which
can be obtained directly from the relaxation modulus, G(t) or from the complex
shear modulus, G*(w) by an inverse Fourier transform. The model also contains a
damping function. These authors chose a form for this function given by Wagner
[26]. They use a detailed approach to account for the contributions to the peel
force from the adhesive deformation as well as the bending of the backing, in this
case an aluminum foil.
In the cohesive failure zone, they find a good fit to the data by assuming that
failure occurs at a particular level of the Hencky strain. In the interfacial failure
regime, they use a failure criterion which states that the product of the stress and
the crack opening displacement at the crack tip is a constant, derived from work of
de Gennes [27] and Hui et al. [28]. Their approach does predict the qualitative features of the measured peel master curves including the transitions from cohesive
to adhesive failure and the transition to stick-slip peel at high rates. Furthermore,
they obtain reasonably good quantitative agreement with the data with a single
adjustable parameter which is the numerical value of the fracture criterion.
Another failure criterion postulate was proposed originally by Hata [29]. He
suggests a debonding criterion based on a critical value of the stored elastic energy
density in the adhesive. To facilitate calculation and understanding, he suggests
using a simple mechanical model analogy to treat the rheological properties of
the adhesive. In its simplest form, we model the adhesive as a set of two parallel
Maxwell elements, as shown in Fig. 11. In order to approximate the behavior of
the adhesive, we set one of the spring constants to a level approximating that of the
glassy state and the other to a level characteristic of the rubbery plateau modulus.
The viscosities of the elements are chosen so that the time constants of the two
elements approximate the time scale of the transitions from glassy to rubbery
behavior and from rubbery to flow behavior in the rheological master curves.
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interfacial

log peel rate
Fig. 12. Peel force vs. rate for two-element model.

Although this rheological model is a very crude representation of the behavior
of any real PSA, it is sufficient to produce all the key qualitative features of PSA
peel master curves when coupled with the stored elastic energy density debonding
criterion. When the peel rate (and therefore the elongation rate of adhesive strands)
is very low (i.e. the deformation time is long compared to the time scale for the
transition from rubbery to flow behavior), nearly all of the deformation occurs
in the viscous elements and the spring elements are stretched very little. As a
result, the system never stores much elastic energy and the debonding criterion
can never be met. Under these conditions, the model predicts cohesive failure. If
one further postulates a maximum elongation to break, then one can calculate an
energy of deformation up to the cohesive failure point and ultimately a peel force .
In this zone, the peel force will increase in proportion to the peel rate. At a critical
speed, the amount of energy stored in the springs will be sufficient to satisfy the
stored elastic energy density criterion before the maximum elongation to break is
reached and a transition to interfacial failure will occur. The model can predict
the drop in peel force at this point. Further increases in speed result in greater
energy dissipation in the stretching of the adhesive before reaching the debonding
criterion over a wide range of rate and ultimately, a maximum is reached and then
the energy (and peel force) begin to decrease with increasing rate. This maximum
occurs at approximately the point where the deformation time becomes short
compared to the shortest time constant in the rheological model, i.e. the time scale
for the transition from rubbery to glassy behavior. A predicted peel vs. rate curve
for such a simple two element model is shown in Fig. 12.
This approach was used in subsequent papers by Mizumachi and colleagues
[30-32] to model behavior of PSAs in a rolling wheel tack test with controlled
pulling rate. Hata recognized the oversimplification of the rheological properties
which results from using a model with only two relaxation times and suggesting
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Fig. 13. Fit of model to peel data from Yarusso [33].

improving the approach by using a generalized Maxwell model with many parallel
Maxwell elements. In a paper by Yarusso [33], the parameters of a generalized
Max well model were obtained from the measured linear viscoelastic data for a
set of PSAs and this approach was successfully used to model the peel master
curves using only the failure criterion as a parameter of fit. An example of one
of the model fits to the data is shown in Fig. 13. The model was unsuccessful,
however, in predicting the shift in the time scale of the transition to shocky peel
with a change from a high energy (high adhesion) substrate to a low energy release
coating. As in Kaelble's data on PTFE, the transition to shocky peel occurred at a
much lower rate than for the high-energy substrate. The model predicted a slight
decrease in this rate as the critical stored elastic energy density was decreased to
agree with the magnitude of the peel force, but the amount of shift was much
larger in the experimental data than was predicted by the model.
It should be noted that for an adhesive which is behaving primarily as an elastic
solid, the detachment failure criterion used by Derail et al. is equivalent to a stored
elastic energy density criterion but under conditions where the deformation is
primarily viscous, the two criteria are quite different. None of these authors has
been able to successfully link the values of these failure criteria to fundamental
interfacial properties or the thermodynamic work of adhesion. Clearly, much
remains to be done to complete our understanding of the relationships among
surface properties, adhesive rheology, and peel force.
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6. Polymer structure and formulation effects on PSA rheology
Now that we have discussed the relationships between rheological properties
and PSA pcrlormance, we will consider the control of the rheological properties
through polymer structure and formulation. An excellent detailed review of many
of these issues can be found in an article by Cretan [34].

6.1. Regions of the master curve
All amorphous, single phase polymer systems have similarly shaped rheological
functions. The general shape is shown in Fig. 14. There are four major regions
of the response: glassy behavior, the glass-to-rubber transition region, the rubbery
plateau, and the viscous flow region. Various polymers differ primarily in the
location of the transitions and in the magnitude of the plateau modulus.

6.2. The glassy zone
All polymers have about the same modulus in the glassy region: of the order of
109 Pa. Not much about this region is important for the behavior of PSAs. Systems
differ primarily in the location of the transition from glassy to rubbery behavior
and that feature is extremely important in controlling the perlormance of PSAs.

6.3. Control of the glass transitioll temperature and its location in time scale
The glass transition is usually characterized by the temperature at which it is
observed in a particular test. A common method involving mechanical properties
measures the dynamic mechanical properties at a fixed frequency while scanning
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transition /
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Fig. 14. Major regions of viscoelastic behavior.
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increasing Tg
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G(t)

Fig. 15. Effect of Tg shift on viscoelastic master curve.

temperature. The location of the peak in the tan8 function is taken as the glass
transition temperature, Tg. However, of more direct relevance to PSA performance
is the location of the transition in the time or frequency domain of the rheological
master curves. Increasing Tg will increase the transition position in time and
decrease it in frequency as shown in Fig. 15.

6.3. 1. Polymer structure
The chemical structure of the base polymer of a PSA detem1ines its Tg. For an
acrylic PSA which has no other additives, this is the only control of the transition
position of the adhesive. Highly flexible chain backbones, unhindered in their
rotation by the side groups tend to have low Tg values. The acrylic polymers used
as PSAs contain at least one long chain alkyl acrylate monomer. These monomers
act as a sort of internal plasticizer, diluting the chain backbone and contributing to
the free volume of the system.

6.3.2. Copolymerization
The typical approach in synthesizing an acrylic polymer useful as a PSA is to use a
variety of comonomers to control the glass transition temperature and the cohesive
strength of the material. One can estimate the glass transition temperature of a
copolymer based on the Tg values of the homopolymers produced by the individual
monomers using the well known Fox equation. This empirical relationship states
that
(I)

where Tg represents glass transition temperature of the copolymer in absolute
temperature units (e.g. Kelvin), w ; is the weight fraction of component i, Tg; is
the glass transition temperature of the homopolymer of component i in absolute
temperature units, and the summation is taken over all the components in the
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copolymer. Of course, since the Tg is dependent on the testing rate, the same test
conditions must be used for all the values in this equation.
6.4. Factors affecting the plateau modulus
6.4. 1. Natural entanglement density of a polymer
According to the work of Ferry [8], every polymer has a natural density of
entanglements with controls the magnitude of the modulus in the rubbery plateau
region. This entanglement spacing can be expressed by an average molecular
weight per entanglement. This number, coupled with the density, determines the
plateau modulus. Polymers with long side chains tend to have a large molecular
weight between entanglements and a low plateau modulus.
6.4.2. The role of diluents
When the polymer is diluted with low molecular weight molecules such as
tackifiers and plasticizers, the spacing between entanglements increases and the
plateau modulus goes down. The modulus decrease goes approximately as the
second power of the polymer concentration, according to results of Graessley
[35].

where Gr represents the rubbery plateau modulus of the mixture, G~ is the plateau
modulus of undiluted polymer, and vp is the volume fraction of polymer in the
system.
In block copolymer-based PSAs, there is an additional factor affecting the
plateau modulus which is the filler effect introduced by the rigid microdomains of
the glassy endblock. Kraus and Rollman [36] suggest a form which combines the
Graessley effect with a stiffening effect following the Guth and Gold [37] equation
as proposed by Holden [38] for block polymers .
Gr= G~v~ (I +2.5vh + 14.lv~)

where vp represents the volume fraction of polymer in the rubbery (midblock)
phase alone and vh represents the volume fraction of hard domain phase in the
total system.
Dupont and De Keyzer [39], also used this equation to estimate the plateau
modulus of PSAs formulated from the classical rubbery triblock copolymers such
as styrene-isoprene-styrene and styrene-butadiene-styrene polymers commonly
used in PSAs and their hydrogenated counterparts.
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6.5. Formulation with tackifiers and plasticizers
Many PSAs are formulated by blending elastomers with tackifiers and plasticizers.
The elastomers commonly used (such as natural rubber, polybutadiene, styrenediene block copolymers, etc.) have plateau moduli which are higher than the
Dahlquist criterion and therefore require dilution to be soft enough to wet the
substrates. Furthermore, their glass transition temperatures are relatively low,
resulting in low energy dissipation characteristics at normal debonding rates
at room temperature. Blending of the elastomer with particular low molecular
weight additives can address both of these issues and allow tailoring of the
adhesive properties.
Tackifiers are low molecular weight materials with relatively high glass transition temperatures. Plasticizers are also low molecular weight materials but of
low glass transition temperature. These definitions are not absolute, but rather are
relative to the glass transition temperature of the system into which they are being
blended.
The blending of a polymer with molecularly miscible tackifiers and plasticizers
allows manipulation of the Tg of the system. The Tg can be roughly predicted
by the Fox equation (Eq. I). In this case the components in the summation are
simply the different components in the mixture and the values needed are the glass
transition temperatures for each of the materials: the polymer, the tackifier, and the
plasticizer. Tackifiers generally have Tg values in the range from -30 to+ I00°C.
Plasticizers have lower Tg values. Again, the transition position in time scale will
be related to the Tg as described above for copolymers.
At the same time, the addition of these low molecular weight components
dilutes the entanglements of the polymer and reduces the plateau modulus. The net
result for the addition of a tackifier to an elastomer is shown in Fig. 16. The effect
of plasticizer addition is shown in Fig. 17. Note that the combination of the shift in
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the glass-to-rubber transition and the depression of the plateau modulus can allow
a tackified rubber to meet the criteria described earlier for a PSA, whereas the base
elastomer is typically too stiff in the 1-s time scale and has little energy dissipation
in the 0.01-s time scale. The use of plasticizer alone can soften the material enough
to meet the Dahlquist criterion and allow wetting of the substrate, but it does not
create the condition of high dissipation in the debonding time scale. Therefore,
plasticized elastomers can be easily removed from surfaces with relatively little
resistance. The use of a combination of tackifier and plasticizer allows one to
manipulate the position of the glass-to-rubber transition and the magnitude of the
plateau modulus independently over constrained ranges. Formulation of PSAs is
largely a question of optimizing these two rheological characteristics to achieve
the desired balance of performance properties.

6.6. Factors affecting the long time (low frequency) zone
6.6.1 . Molecular weight and its distribution
If the molecular weight of a polymer is very low, i.e. less than its natural

entanglement spacing, then the rubbery plateau region will not exist. For most
polymers useful as PSAs, there will be a finite mbbery plateau and its length will
increase as the average molecular weight increases. The transition to flow behavior
will be more gradual for broad molecular weight distributions and sharper for a
narrow distribution. The trend with molecular weight is shown in Fig. 18 along
with the effect of entanglement density on the plateau modulus level.
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6.6.2. Branching and cross/inking
Crosslinking in PSAs is normally conducted to enhance cohesive strength and
prevent cohesive splitting of the PSA and the resulting adhesive residue left on
the substrate. It is therefore desirable to crosslink to the point of creating a finite
gel content in the material but not to the point of increasing the plateau modulus
of the system. Therefore, crosslinking normally affects only the flow zone of the
rheological master curve and not the plateau or glassy transition zones.
Sometimes, crosslinking processes stop short of the gel point, resulting in a
high concentration of long chain branched molecules which are still soluble, but
provide a greatly increased time scale for viscous flow.
If the material has a finite gel fraction, then there is no true flow regime.
Instead, the relaxation modulus or the elastic part of the dynamic modulus will
reach a limiting finite value at infinite time or infinitesimal frequency.

6.6.3. Behavior near the gel point
The behavior of G' and G" with respect to frequency can be extremely instructive
with regard to the state of gelation of the system as discussed by Winter f401. The
gel point is a critical point at which the first infinitesimal amount of gel of infinite
(i.e. limited only by the macroscopic sample size) molecular weight. Below the
gel point, G' is lower and falls faster with decreasing frequency than G" in the
flow region. When the crosslink density is higher than the critical level needed for
gelation, G' remains higher than G" and approaches a finite value as the frequency
goes to zero. Right at the gel point, the two curves lie on top of one another over
an extended range of frequency, as shown in Fig. 19.
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7. Summary
We have seen that there are many clearly identifiable rheological criteria controlling performance of PSAs in different tests and applications. Furthermore, the
control of the rheological properties of PSA systems follows generally understood
principles of polymer science. Detailed stress and energy absorption analysis
methods have allowed us to understand the influences of adhesive contributions as
well as those of the backing deformation to the apparent peeling strength. Recent
efforts have begun to elucidate the quantitative relationship between rheological
master curves and peel master curves. The single largest remaining unknown is
the relationship between the strength of the interface as reflected in the thermodynamic work of adhesion and the detachment failure criterion associated with
debonding of the PSA. If this link could be established, we would be in a position
to predict most aspects of PSA performance based on the fundamental properties
associated with interfacial chemistry and adhesive rheology.
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1. Introduction
In order to be effective, an adhesive must possess both liquid properties, to wet the
surface when the bond is formed, and solid properties, to sustain a certain level of
stress during the process of debonding. Structural adhesives accomplish this by a
chemical reaction, typically a polymerization, which transforms a liquid mixture
of oligomers into a crosslinked polymer. For pressure-sensitive adhesives (PSA),
however, this transition must occur without any change in temperature or chemical
reaction. This property is called tack and gives PSA the ability to form a bond of
measurable strength by simple contact with a surface. It gives PSA their easy and
safe handling, since the adhesive can be applied to the surface without the use of
any solvent, dispersant or heat source.
Since a PSA must have some amount of tack to be considered as such, it is
essential to understand what are the minimum requirements in terms of molecular
structure of the components and in terms of formulation for a material to be tacky.
However, because tackiness is a complex and not yet completely understood
mechanism, it is relatively difficult to establish simple relevant criteria for a good
adhesive material.
Traditionally, tack properties of a PSA have been correlated to their linear
rheological behavior, such as elastic and loss modulus [l-3]. While this type of
phenomenological analysis provides many clues for the practical design of PSA,
it is intrinsically limited by the fact that a tack experiment involves large strains
and transient behaviors of the PSA, which cannot be easily predicted by either
viscosity (shear, elongational) or any other small strain steady-state dynamical
property. The simple observation of the debonding of a PSA tape from a solid

' Corresponding author. E-mail : costantino.creton@espci.fr
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reflects the complexity of the phenomena at work: final rupture often occurs
through the formation of a fibrillar structure [4,5) and measured tack energies are
much larger than the thermodynamic work of adhesion, Wa, characterizing the
reversible formation of chemical bonds at the interface.
Moreover, to consider the adhesive alone is not sufficient to predict its behavior
in a situation where surface effects can be important: the occurrence of bubbles
or fibrils is not only a matter of the viscoelastic properties of the adhesive but
depends also on the characteristics of the surface of the adherend: roughness,
surface tension, and on the thickness of the adhesive film. In fact, surface
and bulk effects are coupled and it would thus be more accurate to consider
adhesive/substrate pairs than adhesives and substrates separately.
Despite these difficulties, recent experimental and theoretical work focusing on
the microscopic mechanisms taking place during the debonding of the PSA from
the substrate, have greatly enhanced our understanding of tackiness.

2. Experimental methods
Since by definition a tacky material must be sticky to the touch, all standardized
testing methods of tackiness seek to reproduce in one way or another the test of
a thumb being brought in contact and subsequently removed from the adhesive
surface.
The main experimental methods to quantify tack can be divided into two
categories: methods which provide essentially a single number are designed
to be very close to the application and mainly aimed at quick comparisons
between materials. Among those, described schematically in Fig. l, are loop tack,
rolling ball or rolling cylinder tack. In those methods, typically the contact time,
debonding velocity, applied pressure, are reasonably reproducible but cannot be
independently controlled. At the other extreme, probe methods are more difficult
to implement (although standard instruments are commercially available) but
provide much more information and allow the control of the main experimental
parameters independently. Because these tests are more informative, they will be
the focus of the rest of this paper.
All probe methods are based on the physical principle described in Fig. 2. A
probe, with a flat or spherical tip, is brought into contact with the adhesive film,
kept in contact for a given time and under a given average compressive pressure,
and then removed at a constant velocity, Vdeb· The result of the test is a force vs.
time curve of the adhesive film in tension, which can be easily converted to stress
vs. strain by a proper normalization [8].
Several variations of the test exist. Historically, the first referenced probe test
is the Polyken probe tack test developed by Hammond [6]. In this case, the probe
has a flat tip and is upside down. The compressive force is controlled by lifting a
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weight over which the adhesive is deposited. ln this early version, only the maximum force of the debonding curve was recorded and taken as a measure of tack.
An improvement over this methodology was developed by Zosel [7J, who
used a displacement controlled instrument and pointed out the impo11ance of
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considering the complete debonding curve rather than simply the maximum in
tensile force. He also used for the first time in situ optical observations during
the debonding of the probe, demonstrating that good adhesives are able to
form bridging fibrils between the probe and the substrate [4]. However, it is
only recently that the sequence of microscopic processes occurring during the
debonding of a flat-ended probe from a soft adhesive were elucidated, again
thanks to in situ optical observations and measurements [8,9].
In parallel to this development, other groups have been using spherical tip
probes to test tackiness. Using a spherical tip has two important consequences. It
solves the practical problem of good alignment between the probe and the film
which gave rise to poor reproducibility of the results [ l O] and it allows, at least in
the early stages of the debonding process, to study quantitatively the motion of a
circular crack and to use the energy release rate concepts at the edge of the contact
zone [ 11] to measure a value of 9-c, the critical energy release rate. However, this
latter approach, often called the JKR method, is limited to relatively elastic PSA
as discussed in detail in Chapter 15 of this book. For soft and highly viscoelastic
systems, using a flat probe has the advantage of applying a uniform displacement
field to the layer facilitating the analysis of the fibrillation process.
This chapter will therefore focus on results obtained with the flat probe with
a particular emphasis on the recent theoretical and experimental developments
which have shed some light on the microscopic mechanisms of debonding.

3. Analysis of the bonding and debonding mechanisms
The tackiness of a specific adhesive is dependent on its ability to bond under light
pressure and short contact time, while fanning a fibrillar structure upon debonding
from the substrate. It is then natural to test tackiness with a quick bonding and
debonding test such as those described in the introduction.
Unfortunately, such a test applies a rather complicated loading and unloading
cycle to a highly deformable material. Therefore, a microscopic analysis of the
sequence of events occurring during a tack test is necessary in order to attempt
a detailed interpretation of a tack curve. Rather than presenting an exhaustive
review of the most recent theories, we have chosen to present here a rather
phenomenological picture which, while it leaves certain aspects unexplained,
remains consistent with experimental results.
Starting from a flat probe tack test such as that described in Fig. 2, the sequence
of events can be broken down into four main events [8]:
(1) Bonding to the surface of the adherend (compression).
(2) First stage of debonding: initiation of the failure process through the formation of cavities or cracks at the interface or in the bulk (tension, small
deformation).
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(3) Second stage of debonding: formation of a foamed structure of cavities
elongated in the direction normal to the plane of the adhesive film (tension,
large deformation).
(4) Final stage of debonding: separation of the two surfaces either by failure of
the fibrils (cohesive failure, i.e. some adhesive remains on both surfaces) or
by detachment of the foot of the fibrils from the surface (adhesive failure, i.e.
there is no adhesive left on the probe surface). Note that we refer here to a
visually observable presence or absence of adhesive on the surface. Surface
analysis techniques like XPS almost always find molecular traces of adhesive
on the adherent's surface.
The debonding part of this sequence of events is shown in Fig. 3 in parallel
with a stress-strain measurement. While the exact sequence of events depends
also on the geometry of the test and thickness of the adhesive layer as discussed
in Section 3.2.4, the general features of a stress-strain curve obtained in a probe
test of a PSA, remain the same and will be characterized typically with three
parameters defined in Fig. 2: a maximum stress, CTmax, a maximum extension, Emax,
and a work of separation, W, defined as the integral under the stress-strain curve.
This work of separation should not be confused with the thermodynamic work
of adhesion,
an interfacial equilibrium parameter calculated from the values
of surface and interfacial energies or with 9.c, characterizing an energy dissipated
during the propagation of a crack and which will be discussed in more detail in
Section 3.2.2.

Wa,

3.1. Bonding process
The requirements for a good bonding to the surface of the adherent have been
discussed by Dahlquist some years ago and these requirements are still widely
used in the industry today [ 12]. They specify that a PSA needs to have a tensile
elastic modulus E' at I Hz lower than 0.1 MPa to bond properly to the surface.
More recently, this criterion has been rationalized in terms of the contact between
a rough surface against an elastic plane [ 13, 14]. The key result of this study is that
one expects good molecular contact under zero pressure when the surface forces
exactly balance the elastic energy cost involved in deforming the adhesive film to
conform to the rough surface. In terms of elastic modulus of the adhesive, this can
be written as:

E<Wa(;~::)

(I)

where R represents the average radius of curvature of the asperities of the model
surface and t; represents the average amplitude of the roughness. For R ,....., 50 µ,m,
t; ,....., 2 µ,m and
50 mJ /m 2 , one finds a threshold elastic modulus of the order
ofO. I MPa.

Wa ,. . .,
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the deformation mechan.isms taking place during a probe tack test and
corresponding images of the stages of debonding. Images from (70].

3.2. Debonding mechanisms
A bonding model can predict whether the bonding stage will occur properly but
is not sufficient to know the level of energy dissipation which will occur upon
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debonding (for example water would easily pass the test but is not a useful PSA).
Therefore, we will now consider the details of the debonding process.
Normally after the contact is established during the bonding stage, a tensile
force is applied to the adhesive film until failure and debonding occurs. A useful
PSA will require a much larger amount of mechanical work to break the contact
than to form it and this work is in particular done against the deformation of
bridging fibrils which can extend several times the initial thickness of the film as
shown in Fig. 3 [4,8,15,16].
3. 2.1. Initiation o.ffailure: cavitation

Since the adhesive material is rubbery, it deforms at nearly constant volume
and the formation of fibrils can only occur through the prior formation of voids
between them. Depending on the experimental system, these voids can first appear
at the interface between the adhesive and the adherend or in the bulk of the
adhesive layer but they invariably expand in the bulk of the adhesive layer as
illustrated in Fig. 3 [8, 17].
The occurrence of this cavitation process can be readily understood by noting
that the elastic tensile modulus, E, of a typical PSA is about 4-5 orders of
magnitude lower than its bulk compressive modulus. A mechanical analysis of the
growth of an existing cavity in an elastic rubber shows that in such a medium,
a preexisting cavity is predicted to grow in an unstable manner if the applied
hydrostatic tensile pressure exceeds the tensile modulus, E, of the adhesive
[ 18, 19]. This expansion condition can be roughly written as:
<Y

> E

(2)

If the nucleation of cavities is indeed responsible for the decrease in the tensile
force in Fig. 2, according to Eq. 2, one expects the measured <Ymax to be directly
related to the elastic modulus E of the adhesive and therefore to obey timetemperature superposition. This is indeed confirmed by experiments showing that
for several PSA on steel surfaces, <Ymax at a given reduced debonding rate is directly
proportional to E' (the value of the elastic modulus measured with steady-state
oscillatory shear measurements) at an equivalent reduced average deformation
rate [8, 17]. This result, shown in Fig. 4, implies therefore that, provided that
Dahlquist's criterion is satisfied, the larger the elastic modulus of the PSA, the
higher its tack force on a high energy surface. This statement may, however, no
longer be true for low energy surfaces as discussed in Section 6.1.
Moreover, it should be kept in mind that such a simplistic model for the
nucleation of cavities would predict a simultaneous expansion of all existing
cavities at the same identical applied hydrostatic stress. This is contrary to
experimental results which show that cavities appear sequentially at a range of
applied stresses. Furthermore, a difficult outstanding question is that of the nature
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of the defects able to expand into cavities. Gay and Lcibler argued that, for rough
surfaces or rough adhesives, cavities should expand from defects consisting of air
bubbles trapped at the interface during the bonding process 1151. This may be
true in certain cases, but cavities arc just as easily nucleated on smooth surfaces
and in the bulk. Better criteria for the expansion of a cavity. considering the
existence of defects, are currently developed to obtain a quantitative prediction of
the maximum tack stress 120].

3.2.2. Foamformation
Until now. the viscoelastic properties of the adhesive and the surface properties
of the substrate (except for its roughness) have not played a significant role in
controlling the mechanisms. They will be essential, however, in the subsequent
process, i.e. the evolution of individually expanded cavities into an elongated
rnicrofoarn structure.
Although the formation of the foam is a rather complicated process, it can be
approximately characterized by two important parameters: the cell size. d, in the
plane of the adhesive film and the maximum extension, lmax, of the cell walls in
the direction normal to the plane of the adhesive film as shown in Fig. 3.
The final size of the cells d of the foam will clearly play a role in the
macroscopic stress sustained by the walls. This final size of the cells will be
controlled by three parameters which are characteristic of the behavior of the
adhesive and of the interface l20-22J. Two of them arc bulk parameters. the
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unrelaxed elastic modulus of the adhesive, £ 0 (typically at high frequency) and
the average Deborah number at which the experiment is being conducted. This
Deborah number is defined as the product of the initial macroscopic strain rate of
the test, Vdeb / h 0 , by a relevant relaxation time of the adhesive, r:

(3)
where h 0 is the initial thickness of the film and Vueb is the probe velocity. At high
values of De, one assumes that the adhesive behaves essentially elastically with a
modulus £ 0 , while at low values of De, significant relaxation of the stresses can
occur within the time frame of the experiment.
The third parameter is interfacial: it is the critical energy release rate 9,,
characteristic of an adherent/adhesive pair. It can be approximately defined as:

(4)
where fj. 0 is the energy release rate extrapolated at a vanishing crack velocity.
a 1 is the time-temperature shift factor and <p is a bulk dissipative function
which depends on debonding rate [23,24). 9-c characterizes the amount of energy
dissipated by a propagating crack at the interface between the PSA and the surface.
This parameter is widely used to characterize the adhesion between a crosslinked
elastomer and a hard surface [24,25) and, with some precautions, can also be used
for viscoelastic PS As [ 11 ].
Coming back to the foam formation, the simplest case is that of high values of
9,c and high Deborah numbers. In this case, the characteristic lateral dimension of
the cells, d, will only be controlled by the elastic modulus, E, and the thickness of
the layer, '1 0 :
li,

d :::::h 0

(

K)

1;2

E

(5)

where K is the bulk modulus of the adhesive [20,21 ]. The distance d is representative of the length over which the stress is relaxed by the expansion of the cavity.
Forgetting about numerical constants, this means that one expects the lateral dimension of these cells to be directly proportional to the thickness of the film and
inversely proportional to the square root of the shear modulus (the bulk modulus K
does not vary much from one soft adhesive to another and is of the order of 1 GPa).
If the polymer can relax during the test (De < I), the cavities can expand
laterally causing what is analogous to a dewetting of the sample as shown in Fig. 5
l22] .

3.2.3. Fibrillation and.failure
Assuming that the cavities have expanded laterally as much as they can without
coalescing, the last stage of the debonding process will start with the vertical
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the observed cavities in a poly(2-ethylhexyl acrylate) adhesive dcbonded :
(A) at 10 11.m/s: and (8) at 100 1.1.rn/s. Images from 181.

e longation of the walls between cells. This mechanism implies that, at the
molecular scale, there is a progressive orientation of the polymer chains in
the direction of traction [26,27]. There is an interesting analogy between this
process and the formation of craze fibrils in glassy and semi-crystalline polymers.
However, while craze fibrils grow in length only by drawing fresh material
from a reservoir of unoriented polymer (28], the situation is less clear for PSA
fibrils where some of the extension is a result of fibril creep and some is due
to the drawing of unoriented polymer from the foot. The respective weight of
these two mechanisms will depend on the rheological properties of the adhesive
in elongation: a weakly strain-hardening adhesive will favor fibril creep, while
fibrils formed by a strongly strain-hardening adhesive will grow by drawing of
unoriented polymer from the foot.
Once most of the polymer chains are well-oriented, the stress on the fibrils can
increase again, causing either an instability and a fracture of the fibrils themselves
(macroscopically, a cohesive fracture) or the detachment of the foot of the fibril
from the su1face of the adherent (macroscopically an adhesive fracture) .
The occurrence of one or the other of these processes will depend on a
delicate balance between the tensile properties of the adhesive and the inteifacial
parameter, 9,(. Despite the fact that the level of stress and the maximum extension
that these fibrils will achieve often controls the amount of work necessary to
debond the adhesive (the external work done during this process can sometimes
represent up to 80% of the practical debonding e nergy), no quantitative analytical
treatment of this extension and fracture process exists for such highly non-linear
materials. Numerical methods have, however, been successfu l in predicting at least
the extensional behavior if not the point of fracture [29,30].
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3.2.4. Effect of geometry
While the above section oversimplifies the debonding process by separating it into
individual stages which are not really independent of each other, it is, however,
a first step towards a better understanding of the critical parameters controlling
tackiness. The three stages of debonding described earlier, assumed that cavitation
was the first mechanism in the failure process. While this is true for useful PS As,
it is worthwhile to briefly consider the limits where this may no longer be true.
When a tensile stress is applied to a confined layer of arbitrary elastic modulus,
one can envision two limiting cases: a very hard adhesive will not cavitate, but
form a crack (and the probe tack will become the butt joint geometry) and a simple
liquid will form a single filament (and this experiment is called a squeeze-flow
test).
In order to understand in which conditions cavitation is likely to occur, it
is necessary to consider the effect of the coupling between the experimental
geometry and the mechanical and interfacial properties of the adhesive on the
failure mechanisms.
The results of fracture tests of adhesive bonds are almost never independent
of the experimental geometry because the presence of the interface with its
discontinuity in elastic properties ensures that the stress field at the interface
depends on both the external loading and the elastic properties mismatch as
discussed in chapters on hard adhesives. However, soft adhesives have the added
complication to dissipate energy, not only in a restricted plastic zone near the
interface, but over a large volume, often the entire volume of the sample. This
means that there is a very strong coupling between the boundary conditions of the
test (thickness of the layer, size of the probe and stiffness of the probe) and the
observed deformation mechanisms.
In a recent study, Crosby et al. [31] have discussed the different possible
initial failure mechanisms of a thin adhesive elastic layer in a probe test and
have extracted two geometrical parameters which couple with the two material
parameters, E and 9,c: the degree of confinement of the adhesive layer (represented
by the ratio of a lateral dimension over a thickness of the layer) and a characteristic
ratio between the size of a preexisting internal flaw, ac, and a lateral dimension of
the system, a. They distinguished among three main types of initial failure: bulk
cavitation, internal crack and external crack as shown in Fig. 6.
When the confinement is high, elastic instabilities such as cavitation in the
layer are strongly favored, the more so of course if the elastic modulus of the
adhesive is low and the interfacial energy release rate, 9-c, is high. On the other
hand, weak adhesion, a higher elastic modulus and a lesser degree of confinement
all favor crack propagation as shown in Fig. 7.
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1) Cavitation in the bulk
.,,. ...

·· ..

'\,
0

·:1

/
2) Internal crack

0

3) External crack

Fig. 6. Schematic of the initial failure mechanisms of the elastic layer. Top views (left) and side
views (right). Arrows indicate the direction of expansion of the cracks or cavities. In the case of
bulk cavitation, the nucleation can be at the interface or in the bulk.

4. Molecular structure and adhesive properties
A polymer (or copolymer) chain is characterized hy the nature and distribution of
its constitutive monomers along the chain, and molecular parameters, such as its
number average molecular weight, M11 , and polydispersity, Mw/ M 11 , its average
molecular weight between entanglements, M~ and its degree of branching. These
factors have an important effect on the hulk properties of the material, such as
the glass transition temperature, Tg, or the large scale organization. On the other
hand, the molecular parameters also determine the rheological hehavior, expressed
by the different moduli and characteristic relaxation times for small (monomer)
or large (chain or a part of a chain) scale motions. In Fig. 8, the typical tensile
modulus, E , of a high molecular weight polymer with a narrow molecular weight
distribution is represented. At a given temperature, for relaxation times shorter
than a characteristic time, tc, or frequencies of motion larger than I/ l.e, the chain
is unable to relax at a large scale: the high frequency value of the modulus is
related to the nature of the monomers and their local mobility. Between te and
tc1, the chain is relaxed on a typical scale corresponding to the distance between
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Fig. 8. Relaxation modulus, £ (1), as a function of time at a fixed temperature for a high molecular
weight polymer with a narrow molecular weight distribution.
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entanglements: one observes a plateau region for the modulus £ 0 , where its value
is inversely proportional to the average molecular weight between entanglements
Me. Finally, at times larger than td, the polymer flows like a liquid: in this range,
the value of the modulus is related to the polymer molecular weight, and its degree
of branching [32,33].
It is helpful, in order to understand the adhesive behavior of a PSA, to compare,
for the same temperature, the typical experimental times or frequencies involved
in a quick tack experiment (contact time, separation rate) to the characteristic
relaxation times defined above. For instance, when the bond formation step is
realized in a rime shorter than le, the very high modulus of the material will
prevent it from making a good contact, thus leading to a poor adhesive behavior.
In a similar way, the separation rate has to be within a range where fibrils can
fonn in order to obtain large dissipation and thus a good adhesive behavior. In
practical situations, the separation rate and temperature are usually imposed by
the specific use that is being made of the adhesive, so that one needs to play
with the molecular weight of the polymer, its degree of branching or crosslinking
and the monomer friction coefficient in order to modify its relaxation times and
thus its viscoelastic losses during the fibrillation stage. Thus, even if not sufficient
by itself, the knowledge of the linear viscoelastic properties, E' and E", versus
frequency curve gives a strong indication of the suitability of a given material for
adhesive purposes.
As a first approximation, a suitable molecular structure for a tacky material
could be described as a nearly uncrosslinked network: a low plateau modulus will
give a high compliance of the layer and therefore a good contact with the surface,
and crosslinks and entanglements will give the necessary cohesive strength to
form stable fibrils at debonding frequencies. In practice, this is often realized by
combining two main ingredients: a partially crosslinked, low Tg high molecular
weight component and a high Tg, low molecular weight component called a
tackifier, but as we will see in the following, many types of structures can lead to
the right balance of properties.

4.1. Influence of molecular parameters: nature of the monomers
4.1.1. Glass transition temperature (Tg)
Since the characteristic relaxation times of the base-polymer in the PSA are always
decreasing with temperature, one would expect the properties of a PSA to be also
monotonically dependent on temperature: experimentally, however, one observes
the existence of a fairly sharp optimum of the tack properties of a material with
temperature. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, for various polyacrylates [34J and will
be discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.2. More generally, it is admitted that,
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Fig. 9. Debonding energy, W , as a function of temperature for probe tack tests of different acrylic
polymers. •. Poly(2-ethylhexyl acrylate) ; o. poly(n-butyl acrylate) ; • . poly(isobutyl acrylate): /\ ,
poly(ethyl acrylate); A, poly(methyl acrylate). Contact time 0.02 s. Data from [34 ].

for the PSA properties of an adhesive to be optimal, its Tg shuukl lie somewhere
between 70 and 50°C below the use temperature for an acrylate or natural rubber
based adhesive and between 30 and 50°C below the usage temperature for a
styrenic block copolymer (SBC)-bascd adhesive. This temperature corresponds to
a balance between an elastic modulus, E. lower than 105 Pa (Dahlquist's criterion)
and a high level of dissipation upon debonding. It is, in fact, one of the roles of
a tackifying resin, or of a comonomer in an acrylic PSA, to raise the Tg of the
system when the Tg of the polymer alone is too low.
4. /.2. Monomer polarity

Since it was noticed that the incorporation of polar monomers, such as acrylic
acid, could enhance the cohesive and adhesive strength of a material. several
studies have been devoted to the role played by the polarity of the monomer in the
adhesion process.
The influence of incorporating polar monomers is complex: it both modifies
the surface tension and the bulk properties of the adhesive. However, these two
effects are not generally dominant at the same time. In tack experiments, the
most visible change brought about by acrylic acid is a sharp increase in the long
relaxation times of the polymer [35] . As shown in Fig. 10, this causes a shift in the
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T = 23°C, le = I s. •, cohesive failure; o, adhesive failure. Molecular weights and molecular
weight distributions are identical for both polymers. Data from [ 17].

characteristic debonding rate at which the transition from cohesive failure of the
fibril to adhesive failure is observed [ 17].
However, in peel tests, which typically involve long contact times, the dominant
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effect is reversed: acrylic acid moieties can slowly migrate to the interface with the
substrate and cause a significant increase of the interactions which can switch the
fracture mode hack to cohesive [36). More generally, the presence of monomers
of different polarities can lead to specific time-dependent effects related to the
kinetics of diffusion or reorientation of the different species at the surface during
the experimental time. Finally. the presence of acrylic acid can suppress the timetemperature equivalence generally observed for adhesive tests of soft polymers
[8.37].

4.2. Influence of molecular parameters: characteristics of the chain
4.2. l. Molecular wei~ht of the chain ( Mn)
Commercial PSAs have typically a very broad molecular weight distribution or
alternatively a very broad distribution of terminal relaxation times. This polydispersity is essential to obtain good PSA properties.
In order to understand why this is the case, it is useful to examine the results
obtained with polymers with a narrow or very narrow molecular weight distribution [ I7 ,34,38). As shown in Fig. 11 for a polyisobutylene, if the comparison is
made for the same experimental conditions, reasonable tackiness is only obtained
in a relatively narrow range of molecular weights. This can be understood in the
following way: the increase of Mn increases the viscosity, 1J, since 1J ex M;~ 4 , or.
in terms of charncteristic relaxation times, the terminal relaxation time, r d , In a
tack experiment, this increase in viscosity leads to a larger cohesive strength of the
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Fig. 11. Adhesion energy. W, as a function of the weight average molecular weight for a
polyisobutylene with a low polydispersity. Data from [34].
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material, which, in tum, causes a better stability of the PSA fibrils, once they are
fully formed, and thus to a larger value of Emax· On the other hand, the formation
of the fibrils from the initially formed cavities requires a certain amount of flow
so if the terminal relaxation time and the viscosity increase too much the fibrillar
structure is never formed. As a general guide, experiments conducted at room
temperature and relatively high debonding rates show a maximum tack energy
at a molecular weight which is approximately 5-10 times the average molecular
weight between entanglements, Me.
When considering the molecular weight effects, one should, nevertheless, remember the influence of experimental parameters: the optimum molecular weight
will depend strongly on the rate and temperature of the test with high temperatures
and low debonding rates shifting the optimum towards higher molecular weights
[17].
Conversely, the temperature window of optimum tack for a given molecular weight will be rather narrow (approximately two decades in frequency or
10°C based on Fig. 10). For the more common case of polymers which are not
monodisperse but have a broad molecular weight distribution, the resulting broad
distribution of terminal relaxation times circumvents this problem allowing both
fibril formation and fibril stability for a range of experimental conditions. As a result, an optimum in tack energy with Mn is still observed but becomes also broader
and is shifted to higher molecular weights relative to the monodisperse case.
4.2.2. Molecular weight between entanglements ( Me)

Entanglements are crucial in the behavior of PSA. Clearly unentangled polymers
do not work well as PSA since they do not have enough cohesive strength to
form stable fibrils. On the other hand, the terminal relaxation time of an entangled
polymer, Tct, is dependent on (Mn/ Me)3 from the reptation model and plays a role
in controlling the elongation of the fibrils as described in the preceding section.
Additionally, the average molecular weight between entanglements also plays a
major role in the early stages of the debonding process since it controls the elastic
modulus in the plateau region. Indeed, since tack tests are usually conducted
in a frequency range where E is in its plateau region (where E' = E 0 ex 1/ Me)
a change in Me has a direct consequence on the value of E' at the debonding
frequency.
For polymers with molecular weights much larger than Me, a transition in
debonding mechanism is observed for Me larger than approximately 104 g/mol
[39]. At low values of Me, adhesive failure by crack propagation is observed
while for high Me polymers, failure by cavitation and fibrillation is observed. This
transition can be understood by a purely mechanical argument. The critical stress
for cavitation in the bulk to occur is proportional to the elastic modulus E' of
the polymer at the testing frequency. Therefore, when E' decreases, the critical
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stress for cavitation decreases, and it eventually replaces 9-c as the failure criterion
[31,40]. Therefore, for low Me, the initial debonding is by crack propagation
and cannot then evolve towards a fibrillar structure while for high Me, the
debonding occurs through cavitation and fibrillation and a larger amount of energy
is dissipated in the process. This transition from fibrillation to homogeneous
deformation, which can also be concomitant with a transition from cohesive to
adhesive failure, is normally accompanied by a drop in tack energy. Zosel pointed
out that this critical value of Me corresponds in fact to the Dahlquist criterion for
the elastic modulus, E, below which a material is not considered tacky: E = 105
Pa. Me thus plays a very important role on the debonding stage in a PSA, since
it influences the ability for fibrillation, the type of rupture, and consequently the
debonding energy.

4.2.3. Chemical cross/inks and molecular weight between cross/inks ( Mc)
Experiments on a series of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) adhesives, have shown
that the tack energy is maximum, for a degree of crosslinking which is slightly
above the gel point [41]. Below the gel point, the crosslinks' main effect is
to increase the terminal relaxation time of the polymer. The presence of long
branches will, in particular, play a large role on the elongational flow properties of
the polymer and increase fibril stability. This, in tum, will lead to a higher value of
Emax and a higher tack energy.
Above the gel point, additional crosslinking will initially have an effect on
the strain hardening which occurs in extension. Significant strain hardening in
extension will occur in the polymer for an increasingly lower level of strain,
causing early detachment of the fibrils and a lower measured Emax· This effect
is illustrated in Fig. 12 on a series of acrylic polymers crosslinked beyond the
gel point [39]. One should note that the peak, and the height of the plateau,
remain unchanged implying that the viscous dissipation in the fibrils and the
plateau modulus, £ 0 , are much less affected by a modification of the crosslink
structure. By extrapolating these measurements, one can argue that fibrillation
should be suppressed altogether when the crosslink density becomes equal to the
entanglement density. Following the map of Fig. 6, a change in mechanism from
cavitation to crack propagation has occurred, mainly caused by a decrease in the
interfacial dissipative term, 9-c, this time.
Therefore, in a similar way as entanglements do, crosslinks decrease the ability
of the material to flow, and eventually lead to a transition to failure by crack
propagation and coalescence, and thus to a lower tack energy. However, crosslinks
are permanent and completely prevent large deformations; this is not the case for
entanglements, provided that the deformation occurs at sufficiently low rates.
Crosslinking is widely used in the PSA industry to tune the properties of
removable adhesives by reducing Emax· An example of that type of effect, is the
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development of PSA for trauma-free removal patches, where in situ irradiation
leads to crosslinking, and thus to highly reduced peeling forces for the adhesive
[42].

4.3. Influence of the organization of the chains at a nanometric scale
The main polymers used as PSA can be divided in a few large classes according
to their chemical structures: natural rubber based, styrenic block copolymer based
(mainly triblocks and diblocks of styrene and butadiene or isoprene), acrylics
and for a smaller part, silicones. From a microstructural point of view, however,
the classification should be different. As already mentioned, a pressure-sensitive
adhesive requires both a good shear resistance and some capability to flow in order
to function properly. The resistance to shear is normally achieved by introducing
crosslinks: chemical ones as in natural rubber or acrylics, but also physical ones.
In the case of strongly immiscible comonomers, for example, and depending on
the chain statistics, the architecture and monomer composition of the polymer
chain can lead to microphase separation so that the microscopic domains act as
physical crosslinks for the system: this is the case for styrenic block copolymers.
In certain cases, in addition, there can be a long range ordered structure, such as a
lamellar stacking. All these structures lead to different behaviors as far as tack is
concerned. We list below several types of systems, as examples of different types
of phase-separated structures, although their importance from an industrial point
of view is not necessarily comparable.
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4.3.1. Block copolymers
Block copolymers with incompatible blocks which are able to microphase separate
are good candidates for PSA properties. Indeed, blends of ABA triblocks and AB
diblocks, where the rubbery midblock of the ABA is the majority phase and
the glassy endblocks self organize in hard spherical domains and form physical
crosslinks, are widely used as base polymers for PSA. The actual adhesives are
always compounded with a low molecular weight tackifier resin able to swell
the rubbery phase and dilute the entanglement network. Linear styrene-rubberstyrene copolymers, with rubber being isoprene, butadiene, ethylene/propylene or
ethylene/butylene, are the most widely used block copolymers in this category.
This class of PSA has unique properties which are related to their molecular superstructure. Indeed, compared to chemical crosslinks, physical crosslinks present
several advantages, the first one being that they are reversible with temperature,
thus leading to a large viscosity decrease above the glass transition temperature
of the endblocks: this makes these systems very suitable for hot-melt processing,
an increasingly popular processing method due to environmental regulations. A
second advantage is that the crosslink density is naturally fixed by the composition of the system, provided that it is at equilibrium, and thus easier to control
than chemical crosslinking. Finally, the physical crosslinks provided by the hard
domains are quite fixed under low stresses, giving very good creep properties, but
can be broken and reformed at high stresses, which is essential for the formation
of the fibrillar structure.
As shown schematically in Fig. 13, one can distinguish two types of configuration for the triblock molecules: if the two endblocks of a molecule are
incorporated in separate hard domains, the triblock will be described as a bridge.
If, alternatively, both endblocks are incorporated in the same hard domain, the
triblock will be described as a hairpin molecule.
Although this process is not fully understood, it is believed that the number
of bridge molecules between hard domains controls the large strain behavior. An
increase in the amount of tackifying resin in a pure triblock copolymer causes a
change in the ratio of bridge to hairpin molecules, and consequently a change in
the value of E:max as shown in Fig. 14.
Similarly to the case of simpler homogeneous systems discussed in Section 4.2
the rheological properties of these PSA will be essential in controlling their adhesive behavior. However, the modifications of molecular structure to obtain these
rheological properties will be different. For example, the apparent plateau modulus, E', will no longer be controlled only by Me, but also by the molecular weight
of the elastomeric midblock and by the amount of resin which is incorporated.
The terminal relaxation time controlling fibril extension can be somewhat tuned
by replacing some of the triblock in the adhesive by double the amount of diblock
with one half the molecular weight, effectively modifying the ratio of hairpin
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to bridges. It is important to note that this ratio can effectively be modified by
the processing conditions (hot-melt, solution cast). In a recent work, Flanigan et
al. (43] showed that the adhesive properties of acrylic triblock copolymers cast
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from two different solvents could be very different, even though their structure
as determined by X-ray scattering was the same, i.e. the hard domains size and
spacing were identical.
Other studies on the properties of block copolymers with more complicated
architectures exist, although not all of them consider tack. Some studies comparing
properties of radial versus simple block architecture allow to compare the effect
of chemical versus physical crosslinks in the case of structured systems. The data
shows that there is a decrease of melt viscosity together with better adhesive
properties for star copolymers [44]. This is related to a point that was discussed
earlier: the different architectures of the molecules lead to different physical
crosslinking densities. In the same spirit, block copolymers with four different
arms, two polyisoprene, and two polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene/butylene) arms
were studied, and led to a better combination of shear strength and melt viscosity
for adhesive applications [45], compared to the conventional linear SIS and SEBS
triblocks.

4.3.2. Change in structure through phase transition
Previously discussed systems are always phase-separated at application temperatures and undergo a change in properties at high temperatures from elastomeric
tacky to liquid for processing reasons: this change occurs over a wide temperature
range. It is, however, possible to tune the molecular structure to obtain a transition
from solid non-tacky to elastomeric tacky for a given temperature independent of
debonding rate, by using a thermodynamic phase transition.
Recent experiments [46] have compared the tack properties of a given system
below and above the phase transition between an organized smectic phase and an
isotropic phase. The system used was a side-chain fluorinated copolymer, with
two types of pendant groups both able to crystallize. Below the transition, in the
smectic phase, the system possesses no tack due to its high elastic modulus that
prevents the formation of a good bond with the surface. Above the transition,
a soft, phase-separated region with possibly a continuous network of crystalline
domains, allows the system both to achieve a good bond for short contact times
and extended cavitation followed by large deformations. This type of system
presents the interesting feature to have a very abrupt non tacky-tacky transition at
a temperature which can, in principle, be varied at will by changing their monomer
composition.

4.3.3. Heterogeneous particles
There are very few studies published on PSA films obtained from heterogeneous
latexes: indeed, most PSA used in the form of latexes, such as styrene-butadiene
or acrylic systems, are random copolymers. Although emulsion polymerization
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does not allow in general as much control over the molecular structure and
therefore over adhesive properties, the use of solvent-free adhesives to replace
their solvent-based counterparts is increasingly important, due to the recent
environmental regulations. One example where the structure of the final adhesive
film can be finely tuned at a scale of a few tenths of a nanometer is given
by a recent study [47] which compares the tack properties of two acrylate
copolymer samples synthesized either with a batch or continuous feed process,
leading to particles of different heterogeneities. The tack properties of the two
systems are markedly different, thus raising the question of the role of structural
heterogeneities at the particle scale. Such heterogeneities may, in principle, be
probed by AFM methods, effectively performing a 'nano-tack' experiment on
isolated particles or on monolayers of latex particles [48]: this powerful tool
could help to understand the correlation between the macroscopic properties of an
adhesive and its microscopic response.

4.4. Role of other components
A formulated adhesive contains in general, in addition to the base polymer, some
small molecule additives: a tackifier, and some fillers, plasticizers and antioxidants. Additionally if the adhesive has been obtained by emulsion polymerization
it contains some surfactants. Tackifiers and plasticizers are added to tune the
viscoelastic properties of the adhesive, while surfactants are generally unwanted
residues of the polymerization process. Again, much technology, most of it proprietary, is involved in these formulation parameters and we only address here some
generic points based on what is available in the open literature.
4.4.1. Tackifiers
The role of the tackifier is to adjust the viscoelastic properties of the system. It
typically consists in short chain polymers of molecular mass between 300 and
3000 g/mol, with a softening temperature between 60 and l l5°C, depending on
the adhesive. The tackifying resin has a dual role: increasing the Tg of the system,
which increases the viscoelastic losses at high frequencies, and decreasing the
modulus at the low frequencies that are important at the bond formation stage
[49,50]. The decrease in elastic modulus in the plateau region can be interpreted as
a dilution of the entanglement structure. For a given Tg of the tackifier, there is an
optimum weight fraction in a PSA: at low tackifier contents, the plateau modulus
is too high to satisfy Dahlquist's criterion and at high tackifier contents, the Tg of
the PSA becomes too high and again poor bonding occurs.
A simple way to determine the optimum amount of resin is to determine the
amount which gives the minimum value of the elastic modulus of the system as
shown in Fig. 15 (34].
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Of course, in order to be able to modify the viscoelastic properties of a system,
and to change the entanglement density, a tackifier needs to be miscible with
the adhesive, which implies that it has to be chemically adapted to the adhesive
[50-54]. This is realized via different families of tackifiers, depending on the
nature of the adhesive compound.
Giving an exhaustive list of tackifiers together with their compatibilities with
adhesives would be beyond the scope of this review, since new families of
tackifiers with better compatibility appear on a regular basis [55] but the interested
reader can refer to more technologically oriented texts for further information
[56].

4.4.2. Su,factants
For emulsion adhesives, the presence and nature of surfactants is also an important
parameter. Their action is two-fold: by diffusing to the surface of the film, they
may change its properties and its ability to form a good contact, and by plasticizing
the polymer they can change its bulk properties. However, while some studies have
appeared on their effect on peel properties [57,58], not much is known of their
influence on tack.
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5. Influence of experimental parameters
5.1. Velocity, temperature, time and pressure of contact
In a probe tack test, several experimental parameters can be varied independently,
such as the pressure, p, exerted by the probe on the surface of the adhesive
during the compressive stage, the duration of the contact stage called contact
time, le, or the separation rate of the probe, Vcteb· Since a change in experimental
parameters can sometimes lead to a change in fracture mechanism, the evolution
of the adhesion energy with these parameters is in general complex, and deserves
to be described a little further. When the debonding rate, Vdeb, is varied, the
characteristic strain rates applied to the adhesive layer are changed accordingly,
which, in turn, modifies its viscoelastic response. The response of the material,
which depends on its spectrum of relaxation times, is also a function of the
temperature of the sample. The contact time, le, and pressure, p, can control the
size of the real contact area, but also the degree of relaxation of the adhesive
when the debonding starts. Effectively, this means that the initial condition of
the debonding part of the test will depend on the applied pressure and contact
time in the compressive part of the test. Depending on the bulk properties of the
material, or on the features of the probe-adhesive interface, such as roughness,
this difference in initial condition can have a negligible effect (typically for soft
PSA on smooth surfaces) or a large one (for stiffer PSA on rough surfaces).

5. 1. 1. Time-temperature superposition principle
The time-temperature (t-T) superposition principle is based on the idea that
when a polymer is deformed, a change in the characteristic deformation rate
is equivalent to a change in temperature. In the context of tack tests, one can
assume that the characteristic deformation rate is the Vcteb/ h 0 , so that an increase
in Vct.:b would be equivalent for example to a decrease in temperature. This t-T
superposition, which is very widely used in linear rheology [32], where small
deformations are applied, can apparently also be used for the large deformations
typical of tack experiments [34]. However, a necessary condition for this t-T
equivalence to apply is that no change in fracture mechanism should be induced
by a change in the initial condition of the test as defined in Section 5.1. If
this change in initial condition causes a qualitative change in the mechanisms
involved in the debonding stage at the microscopic level, the rate dependence of
the adhesion energy has no reason to follow the t-T principle. As an example, a
series of tack experiments [8] at a contact time of 60 s obey the t-T superposition
very well, while the same series of experiments at a contact time of I s does not
as shown in Fig. 16. In this case, the short contact time did not allow the full
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relaxation of the adhesive at the lower temperature, causing therefore a change
in the initial condition. Experimentally, this change had a moderate effect on
the cavitation process, but triggered a significant change in the later stage fibril
formation process as shown in Fig. 16. Consequently, a master curve for O'max
could be built, but not so for Was shown in Fig. 16b,c. This type of effect is more
dominant when the surface is rough and the time of contact does not allow the
adhesive to fully relax.
Another interesting example where t-T superposition fails is that of a change
of temperature leading to a thermodynamic phase transition in the material
(melting of a crystalline phase) and therefore to a change of structure [46).
In both examples, an experimental parameter has caused a change in the
initial condition of the debonding test which, in tum, modified the microscopic
separation mechanisms.

5.1.2. Effect of changing the temperature
As explained earlier, the temperature of the test is important since it modifies
the relaxation times of the polymer and therefore the rheological behavior of the
material: an increase of temperature near the Tg of the polymer decreases its elastic
modulus, thus leading to a better contact area and a larger adhesion energy. On
the other hand, when temperature is too high, the viscosity of the system becomes
very low, decreasing the adhesion energy again. Therefore a maximum in tack
as a function of temperature is usually observed at approximately Tg + 50°C as
described earlier and shown in Fig. 17. Although a proper formulation can extend
the useful temperature range of a PSA or modify the temperature difference
between the Tg and the maximum tack, it is extremely difficult to obtain a material
which retains a high tackiness over a temperature range in excess of 50°C.
A more subtle effect of temperature is also displayed in Fig. 17 where experiments [34] show a rapid increase of the adhesion energy with temperature, related
to a change in the rupture mechanism from interfacial fracture by crack propagation to failure by fibrillation and debonding of the fibrils. The interpretation of
the authors is that the temperature change is responsible for a modification of the
adhesive-probe contact area, which, in tum, results into different types of rupture
mechanisms in the two temperature ranges.

5.1 .3. Effect of changing the debonding velocity: cohesive to adhesive transition
The strain rate of an adhesive sample in a probe-tack test is related to the
debonding velocity of the probe, however not in a straightforward way. Indeed,
the separation stage induces very heterogeneous shear and elongation flows in
the sample [31 ]. A common approximation, bypassing all these considerations, is,
however, to consider that, at the beginning of the separation process at least, the
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sample is homogeneously deformed at a frequency close to Vdeb/ h 0 , where h 0 is
the sample thickness.
For a monodisperse linear polymer with well-defined relaxation times, its
response can be well predicted by a Deborah number [ 17). In the regime of
cohesive failure (low De), the adhesion energy W is controlled by the value of
c max which continuously increases with De. In this regime O"max does not vary
much with De. On the other hand, in the regime of adhesive failure (high De), cmux
is always low and W is mainly controlled by O"max which increases with De.
In this case, a sharp drop of tack energy occurs at the transition from cohesive
to adhesive failure, i.e. for De= r Vdeb/ h between 100 and 1000. Such a transition
is completely analogous to that observed by others in peel tests [59,60] and
corresponds to a change in the initiation mechanism of failure as discussed in
Section 3.2.4.
A similar change in mechanism with increasing velocity occurs for the debonding of a glass spherical indenter from a high-molecular weight PDMS. In this case,
the debonding occurs in a situation of low confinement (value of a/ h is low) with
no cavitation. As shown in Fig. 18 [61 ], the adhesion energy is increasing with
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velocity in the cohesive regime, where the separation occurs by bulk yielding and
through eventual rupture of a single large column of polymer. If Vdeb is further
increased, adhesion energy drops abruptly then slowly decreases with Vdeb and
reaches an asymptotic behavior. In this regime the separation occurs through the
propagation of an external radial crack.
A similar behavior has been observed for acrylic systems when a flat probe
was used (high value of a/ h). As shown in Fig. 19, the adhesion energy slowly
increased in the fibrillation regime, and dropped when the fibril formation was
suppressed [39].
These three experiments present two similar features: an increase of adhesion
energy with V in the fibrillar regime, whether there is 'one' or many fibrils , and
the drop in adhesion energy when going from a fibrillar to a non-fibrillar adhesive
separation process, which corresponds to a change in initial fracture mechanism
from bulk yield to crack propagation. This implies that when the deformation rate
is high enough to prevent significant relaxation processes in the polymer, fibril
formation can be suppressed and the tack energy drops.
It should be noted that while the transition from fibrillar to non-fibrillar fracture
appears to be very general, it is not necessarily concomitant with a change from
cohesive to adhesive failure. It was reported to be concomitant for linear polymers
[ 17), but not for crosslinked or highly branched polymers [8,39).
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5. 1.4. Role of contact time and pressure
The adhesion energy versus contact time is plotted in the upper panel of Fig. 20
for the case of an acrylic adhesive on steel [39]. The variation in W observed with
increasing contact times was initially attributed to the increase of the real contact
area. However, more recent and more detailed results have shown that the increase
in the adhesion energy was also due to a larger value of F.max as can be seen in the
lower panel of Fig. 20 [39]. One can envision, therefore, two separate effects of
the contact time. For very short contact times, the real area of contact may really
be affected, giving, therefore, a lower value of O'm ax · However, for intermediate
contact times, it is the fibrillation process which is mainly affected and its effect
can be seen more on W than on O'max·
Presumably it is not the real contact area which is important in this case, but
rather the degree of relaxation of the adhesive during the contact time. If the
relaxation times of the adhesive are of the same order of magnitude than the
time of contact, one expects large differences in the initial stress state of the
adhesive layer depending on the contact time. These differences could then lead
to a different response of the adhesive during the debonding stage as shown in
the lower panel of Fig. 20. One should note that, in principle, one expects W to
become independent of tc for long contact times. Although this effect has been
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reported [34], experiments do not always show a plateau within the limits of the
experimentally accessible range of tc of a few hundred seconds.
Additionally, in some cases, the degree of roughness of the probe may lead to
trapped air and inhomogeneous stress fields which are also bound to vary with the
time of contact [15]. Experimentally, in the regime where relaxation times of the
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adhesive are important, adhesion is always lower and the time of contact always
has a more marked effect for rough surfaces than for smooth ones [39,62,63].
In the same way and for the same reasons, a plateau in adhesion energy is
observed for large contact pressures [34]. but few systematic studies have heen
published for viscoelastic systems where relaxation processes during the time of
contact can play a major role.

5.2. Effect of geometry
Most of the results which are discussed in this review were obtained with flat probe
tack tests on thin adhesive films (typically. 20-100 µm). While this geometry has
several advantages for the analysis of fundamental properties of PSA, it is by no
means the only one that can be used and one should be careful to understand
clearly what features of a tack curve are due to the material and which ones are
due to the specific experimental geometry.
As discussed in Section 3.2.4, the experimental geometry and particularly the
degree of confinement of the adhesive layer can have an important effect on the
initial failure mechanisms which are observed.
Luckily for users, most PSA have properties of critical energy release rate, 9,c,
and tensile modulus, E, in a range which makes them relatively insensitive to the
degree of confinement. Therefore, tests done with spherical or flat indenters give
relatively similar results.
However, for very soft (liquid-like) and very hard (solid-like) PSA, testing tack
with the spherical probe, which typically applies a much lesser degree of confinement to adhesive film, may lead to significantly different failure mechanisms [31 ].
Three further comments should be added concerning the role of the geometry:
• The role of the geometry will be dominant only in the first stages of the
debonding process since once a fibrillar structure is formed, the stress-strain
curve is essentially representative of parallel tensile tests and t:rnax at least,
should be rather insensitive to the initial geometry.
• The stiffness of the experimental apparatus will also play a role in the deformation processes of the adhesive film during debonding. In probe tests,
the stiffness of the apparatus is usually much larger than the stiffness of the
film. However in a peel test this is no longer true and it is well known that
significantly different results can be obtained with different backings. This will
also hold in probe tests if a tack test is performed on a PSA on its backing. If
the backing is soft and elastic it will act as an additional reservoir of elastic
energy while if it is viscoelastic, it will strongly alter the rate and contact time
dependence of the tack test of the adhesive. Therefore probe tests of adhesives
should, whenever possible, be conducted without a backing.
• Finally, the notion of confinement also applies to peel tests; in this case, the
confinement level may be given by the ratio between the width of the tape and
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the thickness of the film. Since this ratio is usually large, results on peel tests
should be correlated with flat probe tests, but experimental confirmation of this
statement is presently not available in the literature.

6. Surface effects
PSA are normally designed to stick to most surfaces and to be therefore rather
insensitive to the nature of the surface of the adherent. This is why, in the previous
sections, we have considered mainly the rheological properties of the adhesive
rather than the interfacial chemistry. However, based on the theoretical arguments
set forth in Section 3, there are two major causes of poor adhesion of a PSA to a
surface: low 9,c and poor contact.
The first case is related to the arguments given in Section 6.1: if the interfacial
9,c (static, but also dynamic) is too low, once cavities are nucleated at the interface,
they can easily propagate, coalesce and debonding occurs without any fibril
formation. The second case is discussed in Section 6.2 and occurs when the elastic
modulus of the PSA is too high (Dahlquist's criterion is not met) or when the
surface is too rough for the adhesive to conform to it during the short contact time.
Before we proceed, a word of caution is necessary here in terms of our use
of the parameter 9,c, In fracture mechanics, 9,c has the meaning of an energy per
unit area necessary for a crack to advance. For elastic elastomers, 9,c is a unique
function of the velocity of the advancing crack and can be determined with a
fracture mechanics test such as the JKR test [24].
Unfortunately, the independent determination of 9.c by the same method is
very difficult for viscoelastic materials [64,65] since it will depend on the historydependent degree of relaxation of the adhesive. However as a phenomenological
parameter associated with the amount of energy dissipated by the advance of a
crack front (per unit area), it can be very useful and simplify the description of the
mechanisms.

6.1. Adhesion on low

9-c surfaces

Several studies have been undertaken to investigate the adhesion of model PSA on
low energy surfaces or more generally on low 9.c surface [7 ,66]. Examples of such
surfaces are silicone rubbers, commonly used for release coatings, polyethylene,
polypropylene and polycarbamates. These early results were somewhat contradictory and did not provide any explanation of the observed dependence on surface
tension. Generally, tack decreased markedly when the surface energy of the adherend decreased well below that of the adhesive. More recently, peel experiments
showed that for soft adhesives, it is not necessarily the surface tension of the adherend which is the controlling parameter, but rather the resistance to shear of the
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interface [67]. The cause for this effect, at the molecular level, remains, however,
a controversial issue so we will focus here on a more macroscopic description of
the tack experiment of a PSA on a low <J.c surface. This description should be kept
in mind when interpreting experimental data obtained on such surfaces.
The essential difference between a low energy surface and a high energy surface
can be visualized through the comparative analysis of probe tack tests [40). For
a given experimental geometry, the key parameter controlling the behavior of the
adhesive is the ratio of the energy release rate over the modulus <J.c/ E. Three
different cases can be observed as a function of <J.cl £:
• For high <J,c/ E, the initial mechanism of failure is cavitation and fibrillation.
The maximum extension of the fibrils is not controlled by the surface, but by
the rheological behavior of the adhesive in elongation. This is the standard case
for a PSA on steel or glass.
• For intermediate values of <J.cl E, the initial failure mechanism can still be
cavitation, but the maximum extension of the fibrils is controlled by the surface.
An example of this situation is given in Fig. 21: the measured O"max is identical
for both surfaces, but C:ma, is very different. A more detailed analysis of the
debonding mechanisms reveals that the initiation of failure occurs at about the
same level of stress, but the lateral propagation of the existing defects is much
faster for the low <J.c situation. If this lateral propagation is fast enough, it
prevents any growth of cavities in the bulk of the adhesive and therefore the
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formation of the elongated foam of bridging fibrils. What happens is rather a
coalescence of adjoining cracks and global debonding of the adhesive film from
the probe at relatively low levels of deformation.
• Finally, for very low values of <Jc/ E, the initiation mechanism is no longer
cavitation, but internal crack propagation. This can occur at lower levels of
stress so that both O"max and £ 111 ax are significantly decreased. An example of
that situation is given in Fig. 22. This very different initiation mechanism is
also clearly apparent from the video images of the debonding process shown in
Fig. 22b.
This description is simple and yet very general. It can explain why transitions
from inte1facial separation to fibrillation are observed by changing Vueb, the
surface roughness or surface chemistry or the contact time. In each one of these
cases, the change in the experimental parameter had an effect both on E and on 9,,.
However, the magnitude of this effect is generally very different and sometimes in
opposite directions resulting in a very large change in <Jc/ E.

6.2. Effect of surface roughness
The effect of surface roughness is in many ways much more complicated, and it
is impossible at present to give trends generally valid for all PSA-surface pairs.
It has been discussed theoretically first for perfectly elastic systems [68) and then
for more viscoelastic systems [ 14 ]. Experiments have shown consistently that for
PSA (unlike for other types of adhesives) the presence of a high level of surface
roughness was detrimental for adhesion.
This, it was argued, was due to the limitation of the real surface of contact
due to the asperities (13,14]. As discussed briefly in Section 3.1, when an elastic
layer is brought into contact with a rough hard surface. it tries to comply to
the topography of the surface, but if the balance between the amplitude of the
roughness and the elastic modulus does not comply to Eq. 1, contact may be
incomplete.
This first simplistic picture is, however, inconsistent with the experimental
observation that even for low modulus PSA, an effect of surface roughness is
observed. This effect is, however, magnified when the PSA has a relatively high
elastic modulus.
A more realistic view may be that the presence of a surface roughness creates
an inhomogeneous strain field around the surface and creates therefore pockets of
residual tensile stress which will become preferential nucleation sites for cavities.
More systematic experiments [69] have shown that the amplitude of the surface
roughness had a direct effect on the level of stress at which the cavities appeared,
as shown in Fig. 23.
On the other hand, experiments with triblock-based adhesives have shown that
if nucleation is not affected (for example at high temperature), the propagation
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of the cracks can be greatly affected by the roughness [63 ]. In this regime, as
shown in Fig. 24, <Tm," is hardly affected but the fibril formation can be completely
suppressed on s mooth s urfaces. by a rapid lateral propagation of nucleating
cavities in an analogous way as what is observed for the intermediate CJ(.' / E case
discussed in the preceding section.
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7. Conclusions
In this chapter, we have attempted to review, both the main material properties
which are required for a PSA to be tacky and how experimental parameters affect
the practical evaluation of tackiness. Although it must be clear from the previous
sections that the bonding and debonding of a PSA from a surface is a complicated
process, some important parameters have been identified :
• The elastic modulus, £ ', obtained from small strain oscillatory rheological
measurements in the linear viscoelastic regime.
• The maximum extension of the adhesive in a tensile test, Em"'' or its elongational rheological properties.
• The spectrum of relaxation times of the adhesive.
E' should be in a window of 0.01-0.1 MPa. Above that level, proper bonding
and fibril formation are reduced and below that level, viscoelastic dissipation during the debonding process will be too low. Emax controls the maximum extension
of the fibrils and therefore plays a major role in the measured debonding energy.
A relatively small Enm is typically desirable for removable PSA, while a larger
value is often characteristic of semi-permanent ones. A reasonable idea of the
value of Emax can, in principle, be obtained by a characterization of the adhesive in
elongational deformation.
Finally, a broad spectrum of relaxation times is necessary to ensure both quick
bonding (short relaxation times) and reasonable fibril stability (long relaxation
times) as well as to impart a broad temperature window of use.
In addition to these important material parameters of the PSA, the surface
can also play a role in controlling tackiness in certain cases. Rough surfaces can
prevent proper bonding and, by forming defects, initiate failure during debonding,
both effects reducing tack. Low energy surfaces can also influence tack by
preventing fibril formation and the relevant parameter to predict whether this will
occur or not is the ratio of the critical energy release rate, f},~, over the elastic
modulus, E.
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Chapter 15

Contact mechanics
KENNETH R. SHULL .
Departmenr of Materials Science and Engineering. Northwestern University,
Evanston. IL 60201. USA

1. Introduction

A substantial body of literature is devoted to the mechanics of contact between
elastic solids. A book on this topic, written by Johnson and appearing in 1985,
gives a very useful review of this subject [I]. The purpose of this chapter is to
provide an up-to-date description of contact mechanics methods in the context
of adhesion science, focusing on the underlying mathematical description of the
most relevant contact problems. More detailed descriptions of the applications
of these methods are discussed in other chapters in this volume. Some of the
mathematical expressions used here are very well established, and date back to the
work of Hertz in the late 1800s [2] . Much of the formalism described here is quite
recent, however, and is not included in previous review texts. More recent work
includes the extension to the contact of thin adhesive layers, and the development
of models that quantitatively account for viscoelastic effects. We begin in the
following section by introducing some of the fundamental expressions of contact
mechanics for axially symmetric geometries. The effects of adhesive forces on
these geometries are then discussed in Section 3. Many of the concepts introduced
in these sections can be applied to non-axisymmetric geometries as well. The
contacting cylinders described in Section 4 are given as one example of such an
alternate geometry. The contact of linear viscoelastic materials is described in
Section 5. before concluding with a brief summary.

2. Fundamental contact expressions
The common assumption of contact mechanics is that the two surfaces in contact are frictionless, so that shear stresses cannot be sustained at the interface.

' E-mail: k-shull@northwestern.edu
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This 'frictionless' assumption is often appropriate for very stiff materials where
adhesive forces are relatively unimportant. but it is often not the case for softer
materials such as elastomers, where adhesive forces play a very important role. ln
these cases, a 'full-friction' boundary condition, where sliding of the two surfaces
is not allowed, is often more appropriate. In many impo11ant cases (contact of a
very thick, incompressible elastic layer, for example) there is little or no practical difference for these two boundary conditions. Nevertheless, in the discussion
that follows, we are careful to indicate that boundary condition (frictionless or
full-friction) that formally appJies in each case. In all cases we assume that the
contacting materials are isotropic and homogeneous, each being characterized by
two independent elastic constants.
2. J. Elastic half spaces and axisymmetric geometries
Sneddon has developed analytic expressions for the relationship between load
and displacement for adhesionless, axisymmetric, rigid punches of an arbitrary
profile in contact with an elastic half space, where the film thickness h is much
larger than the contact radius a [3]. The simplest situation is for that of a flat,
rigid, cylindrical punch, illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. Here the contact radius
remains equal to the punch radius as the indenter is pushed into the half space. The
stress and dispJacement fields in the half space gradually decay to zero at depths
into the elastic layer that greatly exceed the contact radius. For small strains the
relationship between the compressjve load P and the displacement 8 are linearly
related through the compliance C, defined as the ratio of the displacement to the
load. For a rigid, frictionless indenter in contact with an elastic half space, C is
equal to C 0 , given by [ 1,3 J:

I
Co=--

(I)

2E"a

P,8

h
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Fig. 2. Two curved surfaces in contac1.

Here E' is the effective modulus of the elastic half space, which includes its
Young modulus. E. and its Poisson ratio. v
£ * =_£_
I - 11 2

(2)

This combination of E and v appears frequently in plane-strain fracture problems
of the sort discussed in subsequent sections, and is introduced here for this reason.
Eqs. I and 2 can be generalized to the case where two curved elastic half
spaces are in contact with one another, as illustrated in Fig. 2 [ l ]. In this case
the displacement fields in the two half spaces arc added to one another. For the
hypothetical case where the contact area between the two materials remains fixed,
the overall compliance is still given by Eq. l, with an effective modulus that
involves the elastic constants. E,. E 2. v1 and 112, of both half spaces:

l

I-

I -

Vj1

Vi'

- = - - +-Ej

£*

(})

£;

While this expression describes the compliance of the system at a fixed contact
area, it does not provide any information ahout the development of this contact
area as the two surfaces are brought into contact with one another. Jf the two
half spaces arc spheres with radii of curvature R 1 and R2, the displacement and
loads are given by the respective Hertzian values, 8H and Pn. which can both be
expressed in tenns of the contact radius, a [ I J:

4E*a·'
PH= - 3R

(4)

a -'
(5)
81-1 = R
Here R is a function of R I and R2 , the radii of curvature of the individual half
spaces:

I

l

I

R

R1

R2

- =- + -

(6)
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Our notation is to refer to these nun-adhesive values of the load and displacement
as P' and 8', respectively. Actual values of the load and displacement will
generally differ from these values when the contacting surfaces adhere to one
another. These differences are quantified in subsequent sections. Barquins has
given values of P' for a variety of other frictionless, axisymmetric half spaces,
including rounded and flat-ended cones, etc. [4]. The reader is referred to this
reference for details.
Frictional contributions to the interfacial stresses vanish in two important situations. For a rigid frictionless punch against an incompressible material (Er » £ 2,
v2 = 0.5), the radial displacement at the interface vanishes. If the elastic constants
of both materials are identical (£~ = £ 2, v 1 = v2), the radial displacements for
the frictionless case are continuous across the interface, and are not affected by
the addition of interfacial friction. In both cases all of the expressions given above
are unaffected by the nature of the frictional boundary condition[!]. Finally, it is
important to realize that P', 8' and C are not independent of one another, but are
related by the following expression:

08

1

(7)

C=-

oP'

This expression is a useful check on approximate relationships between C, 8' and
P', given, for example, in the following section. Eq. 7 is a general expression that
is valid for both the frictionless and full-friction boundary conditions.

2.2. Modifications due to finite size effects
In the previous examples we have assumed that the thickness of the sample
is much larger than the contact radius. Modifications to these expressions are
necessary when the compliant material is reduced in thickness so that it cannot
be appropriately represented as an elastic half space. Important experimental
examples of this situation are illustrated in Fig. 3. The important parameter
is the thickness of the compliant layer, h, relative to the contact radius, a.
In the examples that we consider, an elastic material with a thickness of h is
confined between a rigid substrate and a rigid indenter. The following approximate
modifications to P', 8' and C have been obtained [5]:
P' = PH!p(a/ h),
8' = 8Hfa(a/ h),

C

J p(a/ h) =I+ fJ(a/ h) 3
fa(a/ h) = 0.4+0.6exp(-l.8a/ h)

(8)
(9)

= Cofc(a/ h),
1

- - - = 1 + {0.75/[(a/ h) + (a/ h)J] + 2.8(1 - 2v)/(a/ /z))- 1
fc(a/ h)

(10)

These correction factors are plotted in Fig. 4 for an incompressible layer (v = 0.5).
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Note that for a Jh = 0. P' reduces to P11 • o' reduces to OH and C reduces to Co.
All three expressions assume a full-friction boundary condition between the thin
layer and the supporting substrate, meaning that shear stresses at this interface are
not allowed to relax as the materials arc pressed into contact with one another.
For the compliance expression (Eq. 10) a full-ftiction boundary condition is also
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assumed for the interface between the compliant layer and the indenter itself.
The expression for 8' is unaffected by the nature of the indenter/layer interface,
and corresponds to a frictionless or full-friction boundary condition. Finally, the
coefficient f3 in Eq. 8 is equal to 0.25 for a full-friction boundary condition at the
indenter interface, and is equal to 0.15 for a frictionless boundary condition at
this interface. These expressions are valid when v, Poisson's ratio for the elastic
material, is close to 0.5, although a set of compliance expressions that are valid for
all values of v have recently been developed [6].

3. Inclusion of adhesive forces
The expressions above do not account for adhesive interactions between the
contact surfaces, i.e., the contact stresses are purely compressive. Adhesive interactions allow tensile forces to be supported, so that the actual values of the load
and displacement for a given contact area are lower than the respective values of
P' and o' given by the above expressions. The effects of these adhesive forces on
the contact problem are discussed in this section.

3.1. Linear elastic fracture mechanics approach
Our treatment of adhesive interactions is based on an energy balance, and is very
similar to the derivation presented by Johnson et al. in their classic paper [7].
These authors assumed a geometry of contacting spheres with small contact areas
(a/ h = 0). Here we use a more generalized version in order to readily account for
geometrical effects [8].
Our starting point is the definition of the energy release rate, 9,. This quantity
has the units of a surface energy (energy /area), and describes the amount of
energy that is available to decrease the contact area, A, by a unit amount:
(11)

where VE is the elastic energy of the system and UM is the mechanical potential
energy associated with the applied load. Because the elastic energy is a state
function that is independent of the detailed deformation history, any hypothetical
deformation history can be used to develop an expression for UE in terms of
the current values of P, o and a. It is useful here to consider a hypothetical
deformation history that takes place in two stages. In the first stage adhesive
interactions are 'turned off', and the displacement is increased until the contact
area is equal to the contact area of interest. Note that displacement and the load
are related to one another by the elastic properties of the system, so that we can
think of either the load or the displacement as the independent variable. Letting
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U 1 represent the elastic energy associated with this portion of the deformation
process, we have:

s

U1 =

f

( 12)

P'd8

()

where P' and 8' define the evolution of the load and displacement because
adhesive interactions are ignored in this first stage in the deformation process.
In the second stage of our hypothetical deformation process, the contact radius
is fixed, and the displacement (or load) is decreased until it is equal to the value of
interest. The energy U2 associated with this portion of the defonnation process is:
I'

U2 =

f

( 13)

Pd8'"

I''

This quantity can be rewritten if we use the definition of compliance: C =
a8/aP1 0 • Using the chain rule, a substitution can be made and the integral for U2
can be solved:

ao
I =C
U:.= P P-.-dP

J

P'

ap

"

1'' PdP I

"

P'

=C

(p2 - po)
2

( 14)

2

The overall elastic energy is then obtained as the sum of U 1 and U 2 :
,I'

uF. = Vi

,

+ u~- =

f

p'2c
p2c
P' do - - - + - -

2

( 15)

2

()

The mechanical potential energy is determined by the distance over which the
load has been moved, or U1v1 = -P8. This simple expression can be rewritten by
rewriting the compliance expression in the following form:

C=

8' -8

( 16)

P'-P

from which we obtain:
U1,.,1

= -P[8

1
-

( 17)

C(P' - P)J

Substitution of Eqs. 15 and 17 into Eq. 11 for 9, gives:
8

a ( /,

G=-

(/'

aA

()

P'd8

)

2

-

(P' - P) ac
.
aP'
ao'
--C(P - P ) - - P 2
c!A
aA
aA
1

( 18)
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Use of the following expressions:

-aAa f

=P'-

a8'
aA

(19)

38' BP'
BP'
38
-=--=C-

(20)

8'

]

P'd8

[

0

and
1

aA

aP' aA

aA

gives the final solution for 9,:

9, = -

(P' - P)2 ac
2
aA

2

(P' - P) ac
= -

aa

4rra

(21)

It is sometimes useful to use Eq. 16 to rewrite this expression in terms of the
displacement:
2

2

(8' - 8) ac
9, = -

2C 2

3A

(8' - 0) ac

=-

4rraC 2

aa

(22)

The versions of Eqs. 21 and 22 involving the contact radius, a, have been obtained
by assuming axial symmetry, with A= rra 2 .

3.1.1. TheJKR limit
For contact between two spheres, in the case where the contact radius is small
(a/ h-+ 0), we can set P' to PH and C to Cu to obtain the following expression:

(4E*a 3 /3R 9, =
8rr E*a 3

P) 2

(23)

which can be rearranged to give the following relationship for a in terms of P:
(24)
This equation is the well-known expression derived originally by Johnson et al.
[7]. Formally, these authors considered the equilibrium case, where 9, is equal to
the thermodynamic work of adhesion. Our approach is more closely analogous to
the derivation of Maugis and Barquins, and is based on mechanical equilibrium
between the adhesive forces and the bulk deformation of the elastic material.
With this assumption, Eq. 23 can be used to obtain a meaningful value for 9, for
every point along a loading or unloading curve. Adhesion hysteresis is almost
always observed, with the value for 9, obtained for unloading exceeding the
value obtained for loading. For elastomers, 9, is often found to be a function
of the crack velocity, given by the rate of change of the contact radius [9]. A
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variety of approaches for predicting the relationship between g, and v have been
proposed, as discussed below in the section on viscoelastic contact mechanics . If
this relationship between 9, and v is known, Eq . 23. or the modified versions given
in the following section , can be used to predict the relation ship between the load
and displacement for an actual experiment [8, I 0].

3. 1.2. Finile size corrections tog,
The expressions for the energy release rate can be generalized to the adhesion of
relatively thin layers by using the approximate form of the compliance described in
Section 2.2. The 'JKR' limit of the previous section corresponds to the case where
a/ h = 0. Eq. IO can be combined with Eq. 21 or Eq. 22 to give expressions for the
energy release rate that are not dependent on the assumption that a/ h = 0. Simple
expressions are not readily obtained for compressible systems. For incompressible
materials with v = 0.5, however, the following relatively simple expressions are
obtained for g, [5]:

=

g,

(P' - P) 2

8n

E" , fc,,(a/ h),
a·

0.56+1.5(a/h)+3(a/h)'
~

2na

(25)

(0.75+(a/h)+(a / h)'t

8)2 .

£*(8 1 -

9,=

.

Jc;p(a/ h) =

k8(a/h),

,
fc 8(a/h)=l+2.67(~)+5.33(~)

(26)

1

with P' and 8 given by Eqs. 8 and 9, respectively. These correction factors are
plotted as a function of a/ h in Fig. 4. Note that both geometric correction factors,
f<;P and fc 8, reduce to unity at a / h = 0. Also, both expressions correspond to
the full-friction boundary condition, since thi s is the boundary condition for the
compliance expression from which they were derived .

3.2. Expressions for the stress distribution
The compliance based treatment of contact mechanics is useful because it relies
only on directly measurable quantities, these being the load, displacement and
contact radius. It does not rely on information relating to the detailed stress distribution within the material. Often, however, it is useful to have more information
about this stress distribution. Analytic theories of non-adhesive contact generally
assume that the contact is frictionless, so that the interface is not able to support
shear stresses. The Hertzian form of the radial distribution of the normal stress, or
contact pressure, for frictionless contact is given by the following expression [I] :

3P' { I -(r/a)-J}l / 2
(27)
2nawhere r is radial distance from the axis of symmetry and we have used the primed
I

a __ (r) =
····

---J
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Fig. 5. JKR stress distributions for different values of P / P '.

notation to indicate that the stress and overall load correspond to the non-adhesive
case. The negative sign accounts for the fact that positive stresses are considered to
be tensile, whereas positive loads are compressive according to the nom1al contact
mechanics convention.
In the adhesive case tensile loads can be supported, so that the actual load P is
generally less than P'. An additional stress field arises that is proportional to the
difference, P' - P. For frictionless contact with a/ h = 0, this additional normal
stress, referred to here as o/fh, is given by the following expression [3]:
· <lh

er!_ (r) =
,_

p' - p {
2rra 2

, }-

1 -(r/at

I/2

(28)

a:_

The overall stress distribution is obtained by adding
and er_~~h. For example, the
'JKR' stress dist1ibution, er!;', is obtained by adding these co~tributions and using
the Hertzian expression for P':

·k

3P' {

)}1;,-+

a!_r(r)=--- 1-(r/a)···

2:rra 2

P' - P { 1-(r/at'}-1/?-

(29)

2rra 2

with P' = Ptt . This stress distribution is plotted in Fig. 5 for different values of
the normalized load. P / P'. For a rigid punch adhering to an elastic half space
(a/ h = 0), the adhesive component of the stress field is independent of the shape
of the indenter. The non-adhesive load, P ', and its associated stress field,
does
depend on the shape of the indenter. Because the adhesive stress field is dominant
at the periphery of the contact zone (r ~ a), much of our focus below is on this
contribution .
The expressions given above are valid only for frictionless contacts in the
limit where a/ h is very small. Additional information about the stress distribution

a;,.,
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within the contact zone in the region close to the crack tip can be obtained from
the stress intensity factor. The stress field for small, positive values of the quantity
a - r is given by the following expression [ 11 ]:
a- (r)

··

=

Ki

{2n(a-r)) 112

,

a,~(r)
·

=

K11

{2n(a-r)) 112

(30)

where K 1 and K 11 are the respective mode I and mode II stress intensity factors.
Note that K 11 = 0 for frictionless contact, and that K 11 = 0 in general for a rigid
indenter in contact with a thick, incompressible material (a/ h = 0, v = 0.5), and
in the case where the contacting materials have identical elastic properties. For the
full friction case, more highly confined systems (a/ h > I) will be characterized
by a finite value of K 11 , corresponding to a non-zero phase angle, l/1, defined as
follows [ 11 ]:

(3 I )
The stress intensity for a rigid punch on an elastic half space is given by the
following expression:
_ . (
112 adh
_
P'-P
1
27T (a - r) 1 a:: (r) - 2a'/2n 1/2
,11:i:,

(32)

Ki -

For plane strain conditions (corresponding to the contact problems of interest
here), 9,, K 1 and K 11 are related to one another by the following relationships:

(33)
For frictionless contact, K 11 = 0, and combination of Eqs. 32 and 33, with P' = PH,
gives Eq. 23 for the energy release rate.
For an unconfined system (a/ h = 0) under tensile loading, the stress distribution is dominated by the singularity at the edge of contact. The magnitude of this
stress singularity, as quantified by K 1 and K 11 , decreases with increasing values
of a/ h. For the full-friction boundary condition, values for K 1 and K 11 can be
obtained by combining Eqs. 25 and 33 to give the following:
K1=2

where
•

P'- P
,e 1;ofK,,cosl/l,

o· -n

/Kp

-

K11=

P'-P
,e 117/Kpsinl/l

2a· -n

-

(34)

is the finite size correction factor for the stress intensity factor:
• 1;2

}K,,=Jc;,, =

(0.56+ l.5(a/h)+3(a/h) 3 )'
0.75+(a/h)+(a/h) 3

12
(

35

)

Expressions for the phase angle, l/1, are not yet available, although these can be
determined by finite element methods. For example, Lin et al. have used a finite
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Fig. 6. Adhesive stress distributions for v

= 0.5, for different values of a/ h.

element method to determine l/1 for the flat punch geometry of Fig. l [6]. For
v = 0.49, they obtain l/1 = 29° for a/ h = 10 and l/1 = 32° for a/ h = 20. As
mentioned previously, the phase angle is zero for a/ h = 0 and v = 0.5.
As a/ h increases towards infinity, the magnitude of the stress singularity at the
edge of the contact zone continues to decrease. The stress in this case is dominated
by hydrostatic stresses that reach a maximum at the center of the contact zone and
decay to zero at the edges. For a highly confined incompressible system (a/ h = oo
and v = 0.5), the adhesive contribution to the stress can be approximated by the
following expression [ 12]:

a!~1\r) =
''

2(P' - P}
TC a 2

(1 -(r/a) 2}

(36)

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of adhesive stresses for varying values of a/ h. The
curves for a/ h = 0 and a/ h = oo correspond to Eqs. 28 and 36, respectively. The
curves for intermediate values of a/ h were obtained by finite element methods,
and correspond to a full-friction boundary condition [13]. The change in the shape
of the stress distribution with increasing values of a/ h is responsible for the
development of elastic shape instabilities that appear at relatively large strains
[ 13].

3.3. Cohesive zone models and stress in the crack tip region
While the stress intensity factor describes the adhesive stress field near the edge
of the contact area, it obviously breaks down at r = a, where an infinite stress is
predicted . In reality, the stress remains finite because of attractive forces within
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r ·· a

d

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of the cohesive zone.

a cohesive zone immediately outside the area of contact. Cohesive zone models,
which self-consistently relate the stress distrihution to the shape of the contacting
solids immediately outside the contact area, are required in order to understand
the stress distrihution in the immediate vicinity of the contact edge. The simplest
model is the Dugdale model illustrated in Fig. 7, where a constant tensile stress,
(To, is assumed to exist over a region of width ,i outside the contact radius. In this
case the adhesive stresses are given by the following equation [ I 4 J:
.idh

<1. ..

•·

(r)

_ 200, . . .
- tllCt,lll
1T

(((1. +d)/a)2 l - (r/a)2

I)

1/2

r <a

11
a'"
~.~ '(r) = a ()

a~r~a+d

rr;i~'h(r) = 0

r>a+d

(37)

In the derivation of Eq. 37, no assumption is made ahout the relative size of the
cohesive zone. The underlying assumption of the fracture mechanics treatment
employed throughout this chapter is that the cohesive zone is small in comparison
to the overall dimensions of the contact zone, i.e. d «a. The opposite case. where
d » a, corresponds to the 'DMT' theory of Derjaguin, Muller and Toporov 1151.
The 'DMT' condition of large cohesive zone size is almost never met in practice,
with the exception of very stiff, nano-scale contacts, or in cases where the cohesive
zone corresponds to a liquid meniscus
If the cohesive zone is assumed to be small (d « a). the adhesive stress can be
written in the following form:
0
d -)
a.~~(r) = -2a arctan ( - JT

(a-r)

112
(38)

Away from the immediate vicinity of the crack tip, the stress distribution has the
form given hy Eq. 30, with the following stress intensity factor:
(39)
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The predictions of Eqs. 38 and of 30 (with K 1 given by Eq. 39) are compared in
Fig. 8. The cohesive forces eliminate the divergence in the stress field, and modify
the distribution of stresses over a distance that is comparable with the cohesive
zone width, d. At distances from the crack tip that significantly exceed d, the
stress field is accurately represented by the square route singularity associated
with the stress intensity factor.
The energy associated with the cohesive zone in the Dugdale model is simply
the product of the cohesive stress, a 0 , and the distance, 81, over which this stress
operates. For a mode one crack (K11 = 0) we can therefore write two expressions
for the energy release rate:
(40)

(41)

Equating these two expressions for
and ot:
T( £*8
d=---1

4ao

g, gives the following relationship between d
(42)

For a given cohesive zone model, specified hy the characteristic stress a 0 and the
range of the interaction 81, the width of the cohesive zone is proportional to the

( 'ontrn:I
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modulus of the elastic material. In a viscoelastic material the effective modulus,
and hence the width of the cohesive zone, depends on the crack velocity. The
consequences of this are discussed more thoroughly in Section 5.4.

4. Contacting cylinders and rolling contact mechanics
While the contact geometrics considered in this chapter arc restricted primarily to
axisymmetric geometrics, a variety of other useful geometrics can be considered.
Our discussion of alternate geometrics is limited here to contacting cylinders,
illustrated schematically in Fig. 9. In this case a long half-cylinder lies purallel to
a 1igid surface. The analysis is very similar to the analysis given in the previous
sections, hut we normalit.e P and P' by the length e of the cylinder to obtain the
corresponding quantities P1 and P;. Also, because currently available expressions
for the finite size corrections are quite complicated [ 16 J, we assume frictionless
contact with a/ h = 0 al all times. One useful feature of the cylindrical geometry
is that it can he 'rolled' across the surface by applying a torque r lo the cylinder.
For now we ignore the effects of the applied torque, and consider only the effects
of an applied, compressive load. The non-adhesive load and displacement for a
frictionless interface are given by the following expressions [ I J:
(43)

and

o' =

//·

(44)
- {21n(4R/M- 1}
4R
The compliance. C 1 for a cylinder of unit length, is given by the following
expression:

ao'
aP,,

ao' / ab
, ,I =
aPi/ a }

C1 = -,-, = .

1r

2

E*

{ln(4R/b)+

1/21

(45)

P,o

.,.

~-

r

c -- - ~ ·= 1
r -,. -h

r · ;h

Fig. 9. Cylinder in conta~·• with a tlat rigid surface. showing the applied normal loud, normal
displace111eu1 mid torque.
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The energy release rate is obtained from Eq. 21. With P
C = Ct / f and A = 2bf we obtain the following equation:

(P; -P,,)2ac,
9, =

-

4

ab

(P/ -Pr)

=

= f Pr, P' = f P/.,

2

c46 )

2rr E* b

This expression for the energy release rate is valid for symmetric loading,
where the same stress field is transferred to the contact lines at each side of the
cylinder. The situation is much more complicated in the presence of an applied
torque, as described by Barquins [ 17] and as shown schematically in Fig. 9. In this
figure, where the cylinder is being rolled in the counterclockwise direction, the left
contact edge is a receding crack and the right contact edge is an advancing crack.
The advancing and receding cracks are characterized by the respective energy
release rates, 9.a and 9.r, which are no longer equal to one another when a torque is
applied to the cylinder. Expressions for these energy release rates can be obtained
by starting with the following expression for the distribution of contact stresses
under the cylinder:
a .. (r)= -

..

2P; (1 - (r / b)2)'
b ,r

12

P; - Pt

+-- - -- rr b { I - ( r / b )2} I /2

2rt P(r

(47)

The first tenn is the Hertzian compressive stress associated with the non-adhesive
load, P/, and the second term represents the tensile component arising from the
adhesive load P/ - P1 • These two contributions to the stress are symmetric about
the middle of the contact zone (r = 0), and are the cylindrical counterpan to the
JKR stress distribution given by Eq. 29. The third term is due to the applied
torque, and is antisymmetric about r = 0. This term increases the magnitude of
the stress singularity at the advancing crack (r = b), an<l decreases the magnitude
of the stress s ingularity at the receding crack (r = -b). Values of Kia and K1, , the
respective mode I stress intensity factors at the advancing and receding contact
lines, can be obtained from the following expressions:
Kia= Jim {2rr(b-r)} 112 a :: (r),
r ->+h

Ki, = Jim {2rr (b -r)} 112 a::(r )
r---+ -h

(48)

which when combined with Eq. 47 gives :

P; - Pr
Kia = (rrb)l /2

2reP/

+ 7r1 /2b3!2(P/ -Pe)

(49)

2rt Pl
(P; - Pr)

(50)

and

P( - Pr
K,,.

=

(1rb)1 12 - ,r i;2b -:i12
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The corresponding expressions for the energy release rates, obtained from Eq. 33
with Ku = 0 are:

1

9,., = 2E*

IP(-P,

(nb) 112

1P/ - Pr)
)

2r1P/

+ n 1i2b 312 (

(5 I)

and

IP( - P
2P (nb)
1

9,, =

1
112 -

)

2r, P/
Jr 112b 1i 2 (

P/ - P1 )

1-

(52)

Note that Eq. 46 is recovered in each case when no torque is applied to the cylinder
(r1 = 0).

An advantage of the cylindrical geometry is that the crack velocity can be more
directly controlled than it can be for the axially symmetric geometries. Also, the
fact that the non-adhesive load increases with the square of the contact length,
and not with the cube as with the spherical geometries, can give greater sensitivity
in some cases. The introduction of torque can be a useful addition in that it
enables one to simultaneously obtain information pertaining to both advancing
and receding cracks, provided that the torque and load are both measured. In this
case one is left with two equations for the unknown quantities 9-~ and 9,, that
must be solved simultaneously. Various approximations can often be employed to
simplify the analysis of the data, as described recently by She et al. [18, 19].

5. Accounting for linear viscoelastic effects
The results presented in the previous sections assume that the contacting materials
have well-defined elastic constants. In fact, most materials have at least some
viscoelastic character, and it is important to understand how these effects should
be taken into account. Viscoelastic effects enter into our analysis in two ways.
First, it is possible that the overall elastic response of the system, described by
the effective elastic constant, E*, is time-dependent. In the case where adhesion is
present, the stress near the crack tip will be defined by stress intensity factors, K 1
and Ku that are themselves time-dependent. A unique energy release rate cannot
be defined in this case. We refer to this macroscopic manifestation of viscoelastic
behavior as 'large-scale viscoelasticity'. In this case one needs a procedure for
determining the stress intensity factor that describes the current state of stress
in the vicinity of the contact perimeter. Appropriate expressions for K 1 are an
essential result of treatments of large scale viscoelasticity, and these expressions
are provided in Section 5.1.
Once the stress intensity factor is known, a single critical value does not
generally describe the adhesive behavior. Instead, a relationship exists between
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the stress intensity factor and the resultant crack velocity, v. This manifestation of
viscoelasticity is observed even when the relationships between load, displacement
and contact radius are adequately described by a single value of the elastic
constant, E*. In this case the bulk of the material is behaving in a purely elastic
manner, and the dissipative processes responsible for the velocity dependence of
K 1 are confined to a region that is small relative to the overall sample size. A welldefined stress intensity factor can still be defined, but the nature of the cohesive
zone depends on the crack velocity. This situation is referred to as small-scale
viscoelasticity, and is discussed in section 5.2.
In our discussion of large-scale and small-scale viscoelasticity, we consider a
linear viscoelastic material with a stress relaxation modulus that can be written in
terms of an initial modulus, £ 1~. and a relaxation function </>(t):
(53)

E*(t) =c E5</>(t)

A related creep compliance function, C*(t), can also be defined:
(54)

C*(t) =c 1/l(t)

E;

Note that </>(0) = 1/1(0) = I, and that these two functions are related to one another
through the following expression:
s 2 £(</>)£(1jl)

=

I

(55)

where £ is the Laplace transform and s is the Laplace transform variable. The
full time dependence of either </> or 1/1 is sufficient to completely characterize the
behavior of a linearly viscoelastic material.

5.1. Large-scale viscoelasticity
The review of large-scale viscoelasticity given here is divided into four parts,
determined by the presence or absence of adhesion, and by the direction of motion
of the contact line. The stress intensity factor is zero for non-adhesive contact,
whereas it has some positive value for adhesive contact. Advancing contact refers
to the case where the contact radius increases with time, whereas receding contact
refers to the case where the contact radius is decreasing with time. The simplest
case of advancing non-adhesive contact is treated in Section 5.1.1, followed by
a discussion of receding non-adhesive contact in Section 5.1.2. The effects of
adhesion are then introduced, with adhesive advancing contact being discussed in
Section 5.1.3 and receding adhesive contact being discussed in Section 5.1.4. In
all cases we consider only the axisymmetric geometries of Section 3, although
extension of these concepts to contacting cylinders is relatively straightforward.
Also, we refer to the stress intensity factor as K 1, although as mentioned above,
the phase angle will be relatively small but finite for highly confined systems
characterized by high values of a/ h.
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5. I. I. Non-adhesive advancing contact

The problem of non-adhesive contact on curved viscoelastic half-spaces (a/ h = 0)
has been formulated by Ting [20,21 ]. The treatment here is equivalent, although
it has been generalized in order to account for finite size effects and the eventual
inclusion of adhesive interactions. Because the elastic modulus does not appear in
the relationship between contact radius and the non-adhesive displacement, 8', Eq.
9 still holds even for a viscoelastic material, and we can write the following:
2

I

8

<n =

I

8c1U)

a (t)
=R
hU)

(56)

where the time dependence of Jo , and of the other geometric correction factors
used below, enters through the time dependence of the contact radius, a . The
effects of stress relaxation can be accounted for by first defining an elastic load
, which depends only on the instantaneous modulus and the current value of the
1
contact radius. The expression for this non-adhesive load is identical in form to
the expression for the non-adhesive load given previously (Eq. 8):

P;

,
4fp(t)Eia 3(t)
Pe1U) =
3R

(57)

Incremental changes in the contact radius produce incremental changes in the
elastic load. These contributions to the load then relax with a time dependence that
is described by the relaxation function <J,(1 ). The overall load is obtained as the
superposition of the loads imposed at different loading times, giving the overall
non-adhesive load as the following convolution integral:
I

P'(t) =

f

a (P' (1')) dt'

A..(I - t ' ) -

'P

of'

el

(58)

(l

5. 1.2. Non-adhesive receding contact

The general case of advancing and receding contact is shown in Fig. I 0, where
representative values of the contact radius are plotted as a function of time. At the
time Im, the contact radius reaches its maximum value. For some time t larger than
1111 , the contact radius will be equal to the value it had at a corresponding time 11 (t)
during the advancing portion of the experiment. In the absence of adhesion. Ting
showed that the load is independent of the contact history for the intermediate
times between t 1(1) and t, and can be written in the following form:

f

1,(1)

P ' (r) =

(I

</>(t-t ' )~
il t'

(P:1 )dt'

(59)
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t

t (t)
1

time

Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the contact radius as a function of time for the case where
the contact radius increases to a maximum value and then decreases . The contact radii at Limes
t (from the receding portion of the experiment) and t 1(t) (from the advancing portion of the
experiment) are equal to one another.

This equation is valid because the contact stresses are equal to zero outside the
current contact area. Prior forces outside the current contact area do not affect the
present value of the load. These forces do affect the displacement, however, which
is given by the following expression:
I

8'(t)=8~ 1(t)-

f

i/t(r-r')

a,1'(r')

ar' dr'

(60)

with
I

,1'(r) =

f

a8'

¢ (r - r' ) a,~' dr'

(61)

I J (I)

5. 1.3. Advancing adhesive contact

In the presence of adhesive interactions between a viscoelastic material and a rigid
surface, the stress intensity factor has a positive value, and the actual load is no
longer equal to P'. For a/ h = 0, the relationships between P , P' and K 1 have been
considered by Schapery for advancing contact [22], and more recently by Hui et
al. for both advancing contact [23] and receding contact [24]. The description
given here is based largely on the work of Hui et al. and readers are referred to
these references for details.
For a viscoelastic material, we need to introduce the relaxation function to
obtain the relationship between P', P and K 1• The procedure is similar to the
procedure used to develop Eq. 58 for P'. For a mode I crack (i/t 0) in a linearly

=
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elastic material Eq. 34 can be rearranged to give P' - P as a function of K 1•
For a linearly viscoelastic material. contributions to P' - P decay with time as
described by the relaxation function, and the current value of P' - P is obtained
from the following convolution integral:

2fi/
1

P'(t)- P(t) =

312

</>(I - t ' ) ~ ( Kra

0

(t')) dt'

!Kr

at

(62)

Because 1/J(t) and </>(t) are related to one another by Eq. 55, Eq. 62 can be inverted
to give the following expression for K 1(t) [24]:

f
I

KcI I ) =

h"(t)

2 .Jn(a(t)Jf l)

i/1( f

-f

') ai7
a (P'( f ) - PC I ))d I '

(63)

I)

The expression for the displacement can be understood by analogy to the
perfectly elastic case, where Eqs. 1, 10 and 16 can be combined to give:

8=1/ _ __f::..._(P ' -P)
~I

(64)

2£ *a

8;

1

For a viscoelastic system 1 is replaced by 8 (1) as given by Eq. 60, and a
convolution integral involving the creep function 1/J is used to describe the
influence of P'(t) - P(I) on the evolution of the displacement:

I
I

8(1) = 8'(1)-

!.:U)

2£Ja(t)

i/1(1 - t')_i_
.

ot'

(P

1

(1

1
)

-

P(t')) dt'

(65)

0

5.1.4. Receding adhesive contact
Receding adhesive contact, where the contact radius is decreasing with time, is
the most important and also the most complicated situation. With the inclusion of
the finite size correction factor !Kp the expression given by Lin et al. [24] for the
stress intensity factor for the debonding phase of the experiment can be written in
the following form:
K1(t) = </> (t - 11 (I)) K1 (11 (t))
I

+

I,..,,

2.J;r(a(f))1/ 2

1

f t ( t - t ' )!_(P' (1 )-P(t'))dt'

at'

66)

eff

Im

with

I

11(/)

P:nu) =

()

</>(f - t') a~' (Pe1(t ' ))dt'

(67)
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and

I
(

Pei(t) =

1/t(t - t\-,~, (P(t'))dt '

(68)

0

The first term in Eq. 66 describes the relaxation of the stress field established during the advancing phase of the experiment, when the contact radius is increasing.
For systems exhibiting a substantial adhesion hysteresis, the second term will be
much larger than the first term. This second term describes the additional stress
fields formed in the vicinity of the crack tip during the debonding phase of the
experiment.
After accounting for the geometric correction factor, the following expression
for the displacement is obtained from the results of Lin et al. [241:
(

8(t)=8~rrU)-

fc(t) ft(t-t')~(P;rr(t')-P(t'))dt'
2E~a(f)
at'

(69)

Im

with
(70)

and
(

Ll(t)

=

J

</J(t -

n a~, (8(t1 (t'))) dt'

(71)

11 (/ )

5.1 .5. General comments
Any axisymmetric test where a rigid, spherical indenter is brought into contact
with an adhesive layer of thickness h and then removed is completely described
by the equations given in Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4. In the absence of adhesion,
K 1 = 0, and the results of Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 are recovered, with P = P '
and 8 = 8' at all times, and P = P;11 , 8' = o~ff and L1 = Ll' for receding contact.
Eqs. 65 and 69 give the displacement in terms of the applied load and the contact
area. These relationships between P, 8 and a are completely independent of the
stress intensity factor, and are determined only by the viscoelastic properties of
the adhesive layer. In principle, these viscoelastic properties can be obtained from
an experiment where P , o and a are all independently measured . In practice it is
often more useful to measure the viscoelastic properties independently, and use
Eqs. 65 and 69 to verify that these properties accurately describe the measured
values for the displacement. If agreement between the measured and predicted
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values of the displacement is obtained, then one can be confident that accurate
values for the stress concentration factor are obtained from Eqs. 63 and 66. The
magnitude of this stress concentration factor determines how fast the contact area
either advances or recedes, as descrihed in the following section on small-scale
viscoelasticity. Recently, Giri et al. have used these methods in the analysis of data
obtained from the indentation of viscoelastic latex films [25,26]. Hui and Lin have
also used this approach in their analysis of the previously published data of Falsafi
and Tirrell [27] for viscoelastic advancing contact.

5.2. Small-scale viscoelasticity
The fracture mechanics formalism outlined above provides a method for experimentally determining the stress intensity factor, which will control the rate at
which the contact area changes. In essence, Ki is a crack driving force that determines the rate at which adhesive failure occurs. In an axisymmetric geometry
the crack velocity, v = -da / dt, is a function of Ki. In the absence of large-scale
viscoelasticity, the bulk energy supplied to the crack tip region is uniquely related
to the stress intensity factor. In this case the energy-based descriptions based
on 9, and the stress-based approaches based on Ki are completely equivalent.
Large-scale viscoelasticity is a complicating factor, because in this case a unique
energy release rate can no longer be determined. Because the energy dissipation
in the crack tip region is determined by the local stress state, which is in turn
specified by Ki, the stress intensity factor is a more appropriate measure of the
crack driving force than the energy release rate for viscoelastic materials [24].
With this approach, the effects of large-scale and small-scale viscoelasticity can
be considered in the same sample [28 J.
For simplicity, our discussion here is focused on situations where the effective
modulus decays from £(~ at low times to E~ at large times. If the relaxation to a
state characterized by E~ occurs quickly in comparison to the time scale of the
experiment, </J and i/f in the expressions for Ki can be approximated as E~/ E,~ and
E(;! E:, respectively. The results from Section 3.2 are recovered, with E' = E:.
In this case a well-defined energy release rate exists, and can be used to describe
the driving force for crack propagation. The classic work of Maugis and Barquins
is an excellent example [9]. These authors studied the adhesion between a rigid
indenter and a thick. nearly incompressible polyurethane elastomer (a/ h ~ 0.
v ~ 0.5, K 11 ~ 0). The relationship between 9, and v obtained by Maugis and
Barquins can be written in the following form:

9, = ffo<P(v),

<P(v) = { 1 + (v/v~)"

l

(72)

with 9, 0 ~ 0.08 J /m~, n = 0.6 and v* = 22 nm/s. Eq. 33 can be used to obtain
an equivalent expression relating the crack velocity to the stress concentration
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factor:

K1c = (2£~~},o) i;2'
(73)
The zero velocity limit, 9, 0 , represents the threshold value required for crack motion, and is equal to the thermodynamic work of adhesion under true equilibrium
conditions. In developing a description of the effects of small-scale viscoelasticity,
the aim is to develop a viscoelastic cohesive zone model that gives reasonable
predictions for 9, 0 , v* and 11.
A common starting point for viscoelastic cohesive zone models is the Dugdale
model, mentioned above in Section 3.3. This model applies in the zero velocity
limit, with 9, 0 = a 0 ol, where a 0 is the stress applied across the adhesive zone and 81
is the range of the adhesive forces responsible for this stress. Viscoelastic versions
of this cohesive model have a long history, beginning with the work of Schapery
[29], further described by Greenwood and Johnson [30], and more recently by
de Gennes [31 ]. Johnson has recently given a summary of results that forms the
basis for much of what is presented here [28]. Because the starting point is the
stress a 0 applied across the cohesive zone, it is most convenient to use the creep
compliance function i/t(t) to define the viscoelastic response of the material in the
cohesive zone. A very simple model for the creep function is the following single
exponential form, which can be used to characterize the transition from a glassy
state with a modulus of£~, to a mbbery state with a modulus of E':x,:
i/t(t) = k-(k - l)exp(-t/r)

(74)

with k = £ 0/ E~ . Note that the creep function defined by Eq. 74 increases from
I to k as the time increases from O to oo. Use of a single relaxation time to
characterize the transition between the rubber and glassy regimes is a substantial
approximation, but the procedure outlined below can be generally applied to more
complicated forms of the compliance function.
In the vicinity of the crack tip the stresses and strains are amplified. For a
moving crack tip, the strain rate is therefore amplified as well, so that the effective
modulus of the material within the cohesive zone is increased . According to Eq.
42, the width d of the cohesive zone will be an increasing function of the crack
speed. The zero velocity value ford, which we refer to as d 0 , is obtained by using
E~, the fully relaxed modulus, in Eq. 42:
rr £~8 1
d(v=O)=do= - ~ 4a0

(75)

For very high velocities the unrelaxed modulus must be used to describe the
stiffness of the material in the vicinity of the crack tip, giving the following for the
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width of the cohesive zone:
n £;0 1
kdo
d(v = oo) = - - = - - =kd0
4ao
1/f (0)

(76)

In general we can define a characteristic time, t*. so that d can be written in the
following form:
kdo

(77)

d(v)- - -

1/f(t*)

The characteristic time t" is related to the time, d/v. that it takes for the stress
field to pass through the Dugdale zone. The actual value oft* is a third of this time
(28), giving the following expression fort*:
*

d(v)

(78)
3v
Eqs. 77 and 78 can be combined to give the following expression that must be
solved fort * :
k v*
t* /r = i/f(t*) ~
(79)
/' = -

with,
v* = do/3r

(80)

The multiplication factor appearing in Eq. 69 is given by the following ratio of
cohesive zone widths:
9,
d(v)
k
(81)
- =<P(v)= = -9.o
do
i/f(t*)
Eq. 79 can be solved numerically, using any form of the compliance function, to
give t* as a function of v. These values fort* can then be used in Eq. 81 to obtain
<P(v). The results for the simple compliance expression of Eq. 74, given originally
by Greenwood and Johnson [30), are plotted in Fig. 11 fork = I 0, 100 and 1000.
The solid lines represent the following empirical fit to these curves:
~o = <P;v) = [l+(v~v*) 05

+{]

(82)

The model gives n = 0.5, which is in reasonably good agreement with the data
obtained by Maugis and Barquins. Of course choice of a more realistic form
of the compliance function will affect the results. The important thing from the
point of this chapter is that a theoretical formalism exists to relate experimentally
accessible quantities such as v* and n to the viscoelastic properties of the material
and the detailed nature of the interfacial forces.
The essence of the approach to viscoelastic contact is that it is reasonable to
separate the effects of 'large-scale' and 'small-scale' viscoelasticity. Large-scale
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viscoelastic effects occur throughout a macroscopic sample, and are dominated
by the longer relaxation times. These effects determine how the overall applied
load and displacement result in local stress state near the contact edge that is
characterized by the stress intensity factor. The response of the system to this
applied stress intensity factor depends on the local, 'small-scale' viscoelastic
response, dominated by the faster relaxation times. These are confined to a region
that is presumed to be small enough so that they do not noticeably affect the
overall loads and displacements that are applied to the sample. This distinction
between 'large-scale' and 'small-scale' viscoelastic effects is somewhat arbitrary,
and breaks down altogether if the cohesive zone sized is comparable to the overall
sample dimensions. Also, non-linear effects, associated for example with bulk
yielding of a sample, can be very important for sufficiently large cohesive zone
stresses. Application of these ideas to experimental systems is currently an active
area of research.

6. Summary

The purpose of this chapter has been to give a description of some of the most
useful contact mechanics expressions as they relate to studies of adhesion. The
primary assumption regarding the properties of the materials themselves is that
a linear constitutive model is obeyed throughout the strained region, with the
possible exception of a relatively small cohesive zone at the contact edge. Many
of the results obtained for simple linear elastic behavior are analytic. Linear
viscoelasticity can be handled as well, although in this case numerical approaches
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are often required. Non-linear effects, including bulk yielding of the sample at
locations that are well-removed from the cohesive zone, have not been considered
in this chapter. In terms of the experimental geometry, our primary focus has
been on axisymmetric geometries, with the cylindrical geometry of Section 4
included as one of many alternative geometries that can also be considered.
Contact mechanics methods are continually being adapted to other geometries,
including membranes, contacting fibers, etc. One can view the specific examples
described in this chapter as case studies in a field that is continually being applied
in new areas.
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a

1. Fiber-matrix adhesion measurement methods
It is well known that the level of adhesion between fibers and matrix affect the
ultimate mechanical properties of the composite, not only in the off-axis but also
in the direction parallel to the fibers. Experimental evidence for this dependence
is available in investigations of the adhesion between carbon fibers and an epoxy
matrix in which the fibers were systematically surface-treated to provide a wide
range of fiber-matrix adhesion [ 1,2]. These results have shown that as a result
of differences in the level of adhesion, fundamental differences exist in not only
the fiber-matrix interfacial shear strength but in the mechanical properties and in
the interfacial failure modes for each of the fiber-matrix combinations as well
[3-6]. Properties such as the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio were relatively
insensitive to the surface treatment. However, the inelastic properties both in the
fiber and transverse to the fiber, were significantly different and dependent on
the level of fiber-matrix adhesion. While the fiber-dominated strength properties
(such as the longitudinal tensile, compressive and flexural strength) showed only
moderate sensitivity, the off-axis strength properties (such as the transverse tensile
and flexural strength properties, in-plane and interlaminar shear strength) were
shown to be highly sensitive to the fiber-matrix adhesion level. Furthermore,
Modes I and II fracture toughness also changed significantly with the varying
degrees of fiber-matrix adhesion.
One of the major findings in this experimental study has been the correlation
between the single-fiber failure mode observed during the fiber fragmentation
• Corresponding aulhor. E-mail : drzal@egr.msu.edu
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tests and the mechanical behavior of the composite materials under various
loading conditions. The critical parameters affecting the mechanical properties
of a given fiber-matrix combination were identified to be the level of adhesion
between fiber and matrix and the interphase morphology.
In polymer matrix composites, there appears to be the optimum level of fibermatrix adhesion which provides the best mechanical properties. Several models
which relate the structure and properties of composites to fiber-matrix interfacial
behavior have been proposed based either on mechanical principles with some
assumptions made about the level of fiber-matrix adhesion in the composite or
have taken a surface chemistry approach in which the fiber-matrix interphase was
assumed to be the only factor of importance in controlling the final properties of
the composite. Neither effort has had much success.
A growing body of experimental evidence points to the existence of a region
different in structure and composition near the fiber-matrix interface, i.e. an
'interphase' . These results have led to an understanding of the inter-relationships
between fiber, interface, and matrix, giving birth to the concept of the interphase,
i.e. a three-dimensional region existing between the bulk fiber and bulk matrix
[I]. This interphase includes the two-dimensional region of contact between the
fiber and matrix (the interface) but also incorporates the region of some finite
thickness extending on both sides of the interface in both the fiber and matrix.
The 'interphase' concept also allows for the inclusion of both interfacial as well
as material mechanisms. For example, it has been shown that the fiber and matrix
surface energy as well as the chemical bonding of the polymer on the fiber surface
contribute to adhesion . Likewise, the material properties of the polymer near the
fiber surface control the stress transfer and failure mode between the fiber and
matrix. Furthermore, chemical and thermal shrinkage arises in specimens during
cure and cool-down as well as from the differences in the mechanical properties
of the constituents. These residual stresses that develop in the interphase can
greatly affect the fiber-matrix adhesion [7]. The complexity of the interphase
can best be visualized from the schematic shown in Fig. 1. The desirability
to develop structure-processing-property relationships incorporating the fibermatrix interphase increases the need to characterize the fiber-matrix adhesion
and the interphase [8,9] . Therefore, it would be desirable to have a technique
which would allow measurements of fiber-matrix adhesion level in a high fibervolume fraction composite that has been subjected to the same processing or
environmental exposures encountered either during manufacturing and fabrication
or while in service. Then, processing effects, moisture and solvent sorption,
thermal exposures and fatigue, could be properly evaluated for their effect on
composite properties.
There have been several techniques developed to measure fiber-matrix adhesion levels and the effect of the interphase on the effective properties of composites. These methods can broadly be classified into three separate categories:
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direct methods, indirect methods and composite lamina methods. T he direo methods include the fiber pull-out rndhod, the single-fiber fragmentation method, the
embedded-fiber compression method and the rnicroindentation method. The indirect methods for fiber-matrix adhesion testing include: the variable curvature
method. the slice compression test. the ball compression test; the use of dynamical mechanit:al analysis and voltage-t:ontrasl X-ray spectroscopy. The composite
lamina methods include: the 90" transverse flexural and tensile tests, three- and
four-point shear, ±45" and edge dclamination tests, the short-beam shear test
method and the Mode I and Mode 11 fracture tests.
It should be pointed out that while the indirect methods provide a qualitative
method of ranking the adhesion between fiber and matrix and the composite
lamina test methods actually measure fiber-matrix interface sensitive composite
properties. the direct methods not only provide a measure of fiber-matrix adhesion
but can also provide information ahout fiber- matrix failure mode and a method
to measure the energy involved in frat:ture of the fiber-matrix intett'aee. This last
parameter is important in relating fiber- matrix adhesion to composite toughness.

I.I. Direct methods
The direct methods of characterizing the fiber- matrix adhesion and the interphase.
have relied on the use of single-fiber- matrix test methods for measuring adhesion
and failure modes. The first technique proposed was the fiber pull-out method
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[9], which was developed in the early stages of composite research when the
fibers were much larger and easier to handle than they are today. There have
been variations in the experimental details pertaining to the fabrication of the test
coupon and to the execution of this test mainly in the matrix portion, but overall,
the procedures to fabricate samples, the experimental protocols, and data analysis
remain the same. In the pull-out version, the fiber is pulled out of the matrix
which can be a block of resin, a disc, or a droplet [IO]. The use of very small
droplets reduces the difficulties in preparing thin discs of resin and can reduce
the variability in exit geometry [IO]. These advantages have made this test very
popular in the last decade. In this test, the load and displacements are monitored
continuously and upon fiber pull-out, the load registered at complete debonding of
the fiber from the matrix is converted into an apparent interfacial shear strength.
The advantage of this method is that it allows testing of brittle and/or opaque
matrices.
Another popular method, is the embedded single-fiber fragmentation test. Here
a single fiber is totally encapsulated in the polymeric matrix shaped into a
tensile dogbone-shaped coupon, which in tum is loaded in tension. An interfacial
shear stress transfer mechanism is relied upon to transfer tensile forces to the
encapsulated fiber through the interphase from the polymeric matrix [11,12]. The
fiber tensile strength ar is exceeded and the fiber fractures inside the matrix tensile
coupon. This process is repeated, producing shorter and shorter fragments until
the remaining fragment lengths are no longer sufficient in size to produce further
fracture through this stress transfer mechanism. A simple shear-lag analysis is
applied to analyze the experimental data based on the length of the resulting fiber
fragments, the fiber diameter and the fiber tensile strength in order to calculate the
interfacial shear strength.
Another method proposed over three decades ago by Outwater and Murphy
[13] uses a single fiber aligned axially in a rectangular prism of matrix. A small
hole is drilled in the center of the specimen through the fiber. The prism is placed
under a compressive load and the propagation of an interfacial crack is followed
with increasing load. The Mode II fracture toughness of the interface can be
calculated from these data based on er, the strain in the resin, Er, the tensile
modulus of the fiber, r, the frictional shear stress, x the length of the interfacial
crack and a is the fiber diameter.
An in-situ microindentation measurement technique has also been proposed for
measuring the fiber interfacial shear strength [14]. It involves the preparation of a
polished cut surface of a composite in which the fibers are oriented perpendicular
to the surface. A small hemispherical indenter is placed on an individual fiber and
the force and displacements are monitored to the point at which the fiber detaches
from the matrix.
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1.2. Indirect methods
The indirect methods for fiber-matrix adhesion-level measurement are shown in
Fig. 2. These include: the variable curvature method; the slice compression test,
the ball compression test, the fiber-bundle pull-out test; the use of dynamicalmechanical thermal analysis; and voltage-contrast X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (VCXPS).
Narkis [ 15] cleverly proposed the use of a single-fiber specimen in which
the fiber is embedded along the center line in the neutral plane of a uniform
cross-section beam. The beam is placed in nonuniform bending according to an
elliptical bending geometry with the aid of a template. This causes the shear stress
to build up from one end of the fiber according to the gradient of curvature of the
specimen. Careful observation of the fiber in the specimen allows location of the
point at which the fiber fails as a result of a maximum shear stress criterion. The
stress along the fiber is calculated as a function of the matrix tensile modulus, the
beam width, the first moment of transformed cross-sectional area, and constants
from the equation of the ellipse. Some of the advantages of this technique are that
a single fiber or fiber tow can be used, the results do not depend on fiber strength
and sample preparation is relatively easy. Some of the disadvantages are that the
debond front is not so easy to detect, and the results are sensitive to the location of
the single-fiber layer within the cross-section of the coupon.
The slice compression test has been applied to polymer-matrix composites
even though it was developed to probe the interface in ceramic matrix composites
[16] . A thin slice sample of unidirectional composite is produced with the cut
surface perpendicular to the fiber axis. The surfaces are cut and polished to be
parallel to each other and perpendicular to the fibers. The thin slice is loaded in
compression in the fiber axis direction with two plates. One of the plates is made
of a very hard material such as silicon nitride and the other of a soft material,
e.g. pure aluminum which can deform as the fibers are compressed into it. The
thickness of the slice must be controlled to allow the fibers to debond without
failing in compression as well as allowing them to slide inside through the matrix.
The depth of the fiber indentation into the plate can be related to the interfacial
shear strength [17] .
Cannan et al. [ 18] developed a test called the mesa-indentation test which used
a hard spherical ball indenter to apply a compressive force to a surface of the
composite perpendicular to the fiber axis. The indenter was much larger than the
diameter of a single fiber; therefore, when the ball was forced into the end of
the composite, it made a permanent depression in the material. From the size of
the depression and the force-deflection curve, they calculated a mean hardness
pressure as a function of strain in the coupon. Qualitative differences have been
reported in tests conducted on carbon fiber-epoxy composites where the fibermatrix adhesion had been varied systematically.
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The fiber-bundle pull-out method [ 19] is similar to the single-fiber pull-out
method except that instead of using a single fiber, a bundle of fibers is used. A
coupon is fabricated in which a bundle of fibers or a lamina of unidirectional fibers
is cast in a block of matrix. Transverse notches are cut into the coupon near the
end of the fiber bundle. The coupon is loaded in tension with the load applied
parallel to the fiber axes. The load versus displacement curve can be monitored
and the debonding point detected. In a similar manner to the way data are reduced
for the single-fiber pull-out test, the interfacial shear strength between the bundle
of fibers and matrix can be calculated.
Ko et al. [20] examined a carbon fiber-epoxy system in which the interfacial
properties have been varied by the use of dynamic mechanical analysis. They report a change in the tano peak attributable to changes in the fiber-matrix adhesion.
Chua [21 ,22] also measured a shift in the loss factor for glass-polyester systems
that corresponded to changes in the condition of the fiber-matrix interphase .
Perret [23] measured both the loss factor and the change in the shear modulus
with increasing displacement and detected a change in composite properties with
a change in the fiber-matrix adhesion. Yuhas et al. [24] have used ultrasonic
wave attenuation to establish correlations with short beam shear data. This method
was useful for poorly bonded systems but was not sensitive to well bonded interfaces. Wu used localized heating coupled with acoustic emission events to detect
interfacial debonding [25] .
Laser Raman spectroscopy (LRS) can be applied to the fiber-matrix interface
in order to determine the actual stresses that exist at the interface. LRS is a
visible light spectroscopy that relies on the inelastic scattering of visible light
photons from a surface. Certain chemical groups in a material or on a surface
can scatter incident radiation at characteristic frequencies. Tuinstra and Koening
[26] showed that certain characteristic frequencies in the Raman active bands of
graphite and other fibers are sensitive to the level of applied stress or strain. There
is a measurable shift in the characteristic frequency which is proportional to the
applied strain. A small 1-µ,m spot generated by a laser beam can be scanned along
a fiber surface and provide the Raman information which can be converted to
the local stresses in the fiber. A transparent matrix incorporating fibers having a
Raman active band (e.g. aramid, high-modulus graphite) can be analyzed with this
method [27] .
A recent method for a determining information about fiber-matrix adhesion
is a technique identified as voltage-contrast X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(VCXPS) (28]. This method relies on the VCXPS characte1ization of the fracture
surface of high-volume fraction fiber composites. A unidirectional coupon is
fractured in an opening mode to produce a fracture surface. This fracture surface
containing fibers and polymer is placed inside of an XPS spectrometer for
analysis. X-ray photons are directed at the surface causing the emission of
photoelectrons. These electrons are collected and analyzed for quantity and
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energy which contains useful information about the atomic composition of the
surface as well as the molecular environment of the atoms on the surface. During
the process of photoelectron emission nonconducting (insulating) samples will
acquire a charge and cause peaks to shift from their neutral position. This happens
in nonconductive materials like polymers, but does not happen in conducting
materials like carbon fibers. As a result, the carbon peak begins to split into two
peaks as charge builds up on the surface. One carbon peak due to the conductive
carbon fiber stays at the neutral position while the other portion due to the
polymer shifts depending on the magnitude of the charge on the surface. The
height and width of the peaks and the shift in energy is related to the content of
the conducting carbon fiber and nonconductive polymer remaining on the fracture
surface. As a result the ratio of the two carbon peaks is a qualitative indicator
of the degree of adhesion. For example, if the ratio of the nonconductive carbon
peak to the conductive carbon peak is large, the fracture surface contains a large
amount of nonconductive polymer and very little conductive carbon fiber. This
can be interpreted as being due to good adhesion between the fiber in the matrix
causing failure to occur in the weaker polymer matrix between fibers. On the other
hand, if the ratio of the nonconductive carbon peak to the conductive carbon peak
is small, many bare carbon fibers are exposed on the fracture surface, indicating
poor adhesion between the fiber and the matrix. In cases where the same carbon
fibers are used with various polymeric matrices, a semi-quantitative relationship
between this parameter and fiber-matrix adhesion has been developed.

1.3. Composite lamina tests
Composite laminate tests are often used to measure fiber-matrix adhesion. The obvious tests to be conducted are those in which the fiber-matrix interface dominates
the results, such as shear properties. Numerous techniques have been developed
for measuring shear properties in fiber-reinforced composite laminates. The most
commonly used test methods for in-plane shear characterization are the [±45]s
tension test [29] and the Iosipescu test [30]. To determine the interlaminar shear
strength, the short beam shear test [31] is more frequently used. In all these cases,
standard protocols exist for preparing the samples, conducting the tests, reporting
the data and analyzing the results. These include American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM) and Automotive Composites Consortium (ACC) standards
(Automotive Structural Composite Materials, 1994 ). A careful experimental study
has been published relating differences in fiber-matrix adhesion to these tests [32].

1.4. Summary
Overall the use of any of the direct, indirect or composite lamina tests in the hands
of a skilled experimenter can provide a consistent way of ranking fiber-matrix
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adhesion regardless of the method chosen. However, one should be aware that
there are various issues related to the use of these tests that limit their applicability.
One issue is the identification of the appropriate parameter for characterizing the
fiber-matrix interface . All of the direct and indirect tests have been developed
with the goal of measuring the fiber-matrix interfacial shear strength. However,
several of these tests are really fracture tests and are more properly used if the
interfacial fracture energy is calculated. On the other hand interfacial fracture
energy is rarely used to evaluate or measure fiber-matrix adhesion or to design
composite materials. Another factor that must be considered is the preparation
of the samples. The single-fiber tests are very sensitive to careful preparation of
samples and the careful selection of fibers for testing within those samples . Testing
conditions are likewise very important. While normally one would conduct any
of these tests at reasonably slow strain rates, in microtesting, the strain rates used
are only nominally slow. These strain rates become extraordinarily high when
taking into account the small dimensions of the distances over which these tests
are conducted . There is also evidence that in dealing with viscoelastic polymer
composites, creep effects can be important and must be considered. Finally, the
data analysis methods associated with these techniques rely on the assumption of
a value for the modulus of the matrix near the fiber surface for reduction of the
test results into a usable parameter whether it is strength or energy. The literature
contains numerous references indicating that the structure of the polymer near the
fiber surface can be quite different from the bulk polymer. Indeed the modulus
in some cases can be quite a bit lower or higher than the bulk matrix depending
on the system investigated [33]. At the present time there is no accurate method
for measuring the interface modulus that may exist in dimensions of a few tens
to a few hundreds of nanometers from the fiber surface. Until such a quantitative
measurement is available, it will not be possible to accurately relate interfacial
tests, whether single fiber or microscopic, to composite properties.
The remaining part of this chapter will review the three most common direct
methods for measuring fiber-matrix adhesion, focusing on the sample preparation
and fabrication, the experimental protocols and the underlying theoretical analyses
upon which evaluation of these methods are based. In addition, finite-element
nonlinear analyses and photoelastic analyses will be used to identify differences
in the state of stress that is induced in each specimen model of the three different
techniques. In order to provide an objective comparison between the three different
techniques to measure the interfacial shear strength for the prospective user,
data and a carbon fiber-epoxy resin system will be used as a baseline system
throughout this chapter. However, these methods and procedures can be applied
for adhesion measurements to any fiber-matrix combination.
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2. Pull-out and the microbond technique

2.1. The pull-out technique
The pull-out experiment, which is believed to possess some of the characteristics
of fiber pull-out in composites, consists of a fiber or filament embedded in a matrix
block or thin disk normal to the surface of the polymer. A steadily increasing force
is applied to the free end of the fiber in order to pull it out of the matrix [9]. The
load and displacement are monitored as the fiber is pulled axially until either pullout occurs or the fiber fractures . The strength of the fiber-matrix interface can
be calculated to a first approximation by balancing the tensile stress (err) on the
fiber and shear stress (r) acting on the fiber-matrix interface, obtaining a simple
relationship of the form r = (crr/2)(d / L ), where it is assumed that the shear stress
is uniformly distributed along the embedded length, and d, the fiber diameter to be
constant along the embedded length [9].
Several theoretical models [34-46] have been proposed to determine the state
of stress developed at the fiber-matrix interface. Greszczuk [34] considered the
case of an elastic matrix in which the shear stress distribution was no longer
uniform and the load transferred between the fiber and matrix did not change
uniformly along the fiber. He showed that distribution of stresses and forces
depend on the properties of the elastic matrix. Lawrence [35) further developed
Greszczuk's theory by including the effect of friction . Takaku and Arridge [36]
considered the effect of the embedded length on the debonding stress and the
pull-out stress and also the effect of Poisson's contraction on the variation of pullout stresses. Gray [37) reviewed and applied the previously mentioned theories
[34,35] to calculate the maximum shear stress when the fiber is pulled out from the
elastic matrix. He concluded that the mixture of adhesional bonding and friction
resistance that occurs in a pull-out test specimen depends on the length of the
embedded fiber. The contribution from adhesion increases with embedded fiber
length, whereas the frictional resistance to pull-out due to friction decreases. Laws
[38] was able to calculate the load-displacement curve of a pull-out test based on
Lawrence's theory [35), the crack spacing and strength of an aligned short fiber
composite, and the effect of the interfacial and frictional bonds on pull-out.
Banbaji [39,40] presented a theoretical model that considered the effect of
normal transverse stresses on the pull-out force. He first analyzed the case where
the normal stress is constant, and then the case in which the stresses depend on
the way the tensile force changes during an actual test. He applied the results to a
polypropylene-<:ement system.
Another variation of the pull-out technique was reported by Hampe [41]. The
main difference in his approach was in the geometry of the matrix material used
to fabricate the test specimens. He used a small amount of polymer in the form of
a hemisphere formed on the surface of a metal plate which in tum was mounted
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on an electronic balance capable of measurements with an accuracy of ± 0.1 mN.
A motor-driven support was used to apply an increasing load pulling on the free
end of the fiber out of the matrix hemisphere using speeds from 5 µm min- 1 to 5
mm min- 1• The displacement was also monitored continuously with an accuracy
of ± 0.3 mN. All data acquisition and processing is pe1formed using a personal
computer and considerable precision in the measurements was obtained from this
approach.

2.2. Theoretical considerations
Theoretical considerations performed by Chua and Piggott [42-45 J about the
pull-out process are described in this section. They assumed that both fiber
and matrix behave elastically and that stress transfer occurs at the fiber-matrix
interface without yielding or slippage (perfect bonding) based on previous work
by Greszczuk and Lawrence [34,35J. It should be mentioned that they did not
consider any bonding across the end of the fiber. They recognized that the pull-out
process is governed by five different variables: interfacial pressure (p ), friction
coefficient(µ,) along the debonded length, work of fracture of the inte1i'ace (G;),
the embedded fiber length (L) and the free fiber length (fr). They developed a
relationship for the tensile stress within the fiber (ar) at any point along the
embedded length:
. hn(L-x)

sm

())

O'f = O'fe ----'-r__

sinh(ns)

wheres = L/ r, L is the length of the embedded fiber, r is the radius of the fiber,
arc is the average tensile stress on the stress at the polymer surface. The geomet1ic

terms are defined in Fig. 3 and n is:
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Fig. 3. Schemati<.: representation of the fiber pull-out and microbond techniques showing geometrical parameters.
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where Er and Em are Young's moduli of the fiber and matrix, respectively, Vm is
the matrix Poisson's ratio, and R is the radius of the polymer specimen. The shear
stress at the interface is calculated from the equilibrium of forces exerted on a
differential fiber element, of length dx, to give the well known equation:
r dar
ri·
--- 2 dx

(3)

which, can be expressed in terms of the tensile stress within the fiber as:
n(L-x)

r;

=

cosh--nare ----'re.___
2sinh(ns)

(4)

Again, it should be pointed out that no bonding is considered across the end
of the fiber. During the pull-out process there are three possible routes to failure
during a pull-out test [46].
(I) Failure may occur when the maximum shear stress reaches the interface
strength (r;u), which has a maximum absolute value at x = 0, that is, at the
surface where the fiber leaves the block of polymer. The debonding force is then
Fct = nr 2are· From Eq. 4 is obtained:
2nr 2 r;u tanh(ns)
Fct=-----n

(5)

(2) Yielding at the interface might also occur if its yield strength r;u is reached,
in which case a constant shear stress distribution can be assumed along the
embedded fiber length, as long as work hardening effects are negligible and thus:

Fct

= 2nrlr;y

(6)

(3) From experimental results, it has been observed that the fiber-matrix
interface might fail catastrophically. This failure mode can be attributed to the
stress concentration at the fiber and matrix junction, and at this point, failure
initiates and rapidly propagates along the interface. Another approach for fibermatrix interface failure is based on energy methods. Failure may occur if the
interface fractures with work of fracture (G;) per unit area of interface. The source
of the required fracture surface energy is the strain energy stored within the
specimen components [42-44,47].
Chua and Piggott [44,45] considered only the extensional strain energy ( UL)
stored in the embedded fiber length and the shear strain energy (Um) in the matrix
immediately surrounding the fiber which is given in the following equation where
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n is given by Eq. 2 ands= L/r:

U1. + Um

rr r 3 ar~ coth(ns)

= ---'-'-----

(7)

2n Ef

Equating the total strain energy to 2rrrLGc, where G~ is the unit fracture
energy at the interface, the debonding load Pct is found to be:

(8)

Pd= 2rrr/ErGcr(ns)tanh(ns)

After debonding, friction at the interface has to be overcome [10,37,39,43]
in order for pull-out to proceed. Friction at the interface is due to the normal
compressive stresses that are caused by the pressure p 0 acting on the fiber from
the matrix, where p 0 is the pressure exerted due to Poisson's contraction of
the matrix at the moment the fiber emerges from the polymer. Such stresses
arise from resin shrinkage resulting from the curing of the specimen and from
dissimilar coefficients of thermal expansion of the matrix and the reinforcing fiber
140,44,481.
After failure of adhesion, the interfacial shear stress r; = µp, increases with
increasing pull-out distance [46], but the normal stress from the matrix acting on
the fiber will produce a reduction in cross-sectional area due to Poisson's effect
resulting in a reduction of interfacial normal stresses.
In a typical force-displacement plot (Fig. 4) describing the pull-out process, the
first peak is attributed to debonding and frictional resistance to slipping, whereas
subsequent lower peaks are attributed to friction and stick-slip mechanism, giving
rise to a serrated portion of the curve [15,37,38,41). Because of relaxation at
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both the free and embedded lengths of the fiber, the slope of a curve (ri) against
pull-out distance gives only an approximate value of the interfacial shear stress
(µ,p 0 ) where Po is the pressure exerted by the matrix shrinkage at the moment
the fiber emerges from the polymer. The experimental value for shear stress ( Texp)
obtained from the slope of the pull-out curve is related to the true value of ri = µ,p 0
by Eq. 9:
T 1 -

Texp
I+ 2rexp0 + 2L)

-

- - - - - - ' - -----,----

(9)

Err

In addition to shrinkage stresses resulting from curing as external pressure Pe
is applied, the shear stress increases as:
(10)

The value of µ, can be determined from experimental results by plotting Ti
against Pe and evaluating the slope of the curve. The intersection of the curve
with the vertical axis, should give µ,p 0 • If no external pressure is applied, µ, can
be estimated from the curve of the pull-out force FA as a function of the pull-out
distance:
(11)

where vr is the fiber Poisson's ratio, 1J = 2µ,vE 01 L/ Err(l + vm), and y is the
pull-out distance. The effect of the external pressure applied to the specimen is
more noticeable on the pull-out force at short embedded lengths [40,49 J.
Most researchers have used the interfacial shear strength as a criterion for
fracture, that is, when the interfacial shear stress exceeds the shear strength of
the interface, then a crack may propagate. The debonding process can also be
treated using the fracture energy as the failure criterion, that is, debonding occurs
when the work done by the applied load minus the energy stored in the system is
equal to or larger than the adhesive fracture energy, denoted Ga, i.e. the amount of
energy to separate a unit area of interface [50-52]. A debond will propagate from
the embedded length end when the applied force is [53]:
(12)

where c is the length of debond and rr is the frictional stress in the debond
region. Propagation of the debond from the loaded end of the linearly elastic fiber
embedded in an inextensible matrix takes place when the applied force is given
by:
Fo2

= 4 rr 2 rr3FG
r .. a

(13)
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If friction is considered, the previous equation is modified as:

Fr= 4rrrt2cErGa) 112 + 2rrrrcrr

(14)

According to this model [54], the growth of an interfacial crack is stable after
the initiation of a debond at the loaded fiber end. It was also found that the
debonding force increased linearly with crack length due to friction in the debond
region. The force of debonding increased after reaching a critical length and then
leveled off. Then, no further increase in force was necessary to continue the
debond process.
2.3. The microbond technique
In an analysis of the microdrop or microbond method, Penn and Lee [55]
considered the existence of an initial microcrack of length a at the fiber-matrix
interface. They also considered the effect of the strain energy contributed by the
free fiber length to the crack propagation process, and using an energy balance
they derived an expression for the de bonding force Pct of the microdrop:

2rrrJrGcEr
Pct=---1 + csch 2 (ns)

(15)

The microbond technique was analyzed by Nairn [56] and more recently by
Scheer and Nairn [57]. In the first paper, a variational mechanics analysis of the
stresses in the microbond specimen was completed. In the second paper, a new,
more complete shear-lag analysis was presented. The proposed shear-lag result for
analyzing the microbond test results is given by the equation in terms of the force
of debonding:

2G;c
D3,D.
T)
----

Fct=rrr 2 (

C33,

r1 CJJs

1

(16)

In this equation, G ic is the interfacial toughness, D. T is the difference between the
stress-free temperature and the specimen temperature, and
CJJ

=

l ( 1

2

V1

EA+ ViEm

)

V2A~
-

ViA~

(17)

(18)
(19)

(20)
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In these expressions, EA and ET are the axial and transverse moduli of the
fiber, GA is the axial shear modulus of the fiber, VA and Irr are the axial and
transverse Poisson's ratios of the fiber, <XA and <XT are the axial and transverse
thermal expansion coefficients of the fiber, and Em, Gm, Vm and a 111 are the tensile
modulus, shear modulus, Poisson's ratio, and thermal expansion coefficient of the
matrix.

2.4. Experimental apparatus and procedure
The following experimental procedure can be used to measure the interfacial shear
strength by means of the micro bond technique for a thermosetting resin matrix.
(1) First, the ends of 100 mm (4 in.) long single-carbon IM-6 fibers are taped to
parallel sides of a specially built frame using double-stick tape.
(2) After mixing and degassing the resin, the microdrops are applied to the fibers
using a syringe and needle. A small drop of the thermoset resin is made to
flow to the needle tip and it is allowed to come in contact with a fiber. After
retraction of the needle tip, some of the resin remains fanning a microdrop
around the fiber. The microdrop size ranges from 80 to 200 µ,m (3 to 8 mils)
in diameter.
(3) The microdrops for this resin are allowed to cure at room temperature for
24 h, and are then post-cured for 2 h at 75°C (165°F) and for 2 h at
125°C (255°F). (This procedure would be adjusted depending on the matrix
chemistry.) After curing, the fiber is affixed to an aluminum plate and kept in
a desiccator to wait testing.
(4) The small aluminum plate is attached to a 50 or 250 g (2 or 9 oz) load
cell. The droplet is gripped with micrometer blades, which are brought
together until they nearly touch the fiber. The micrometer blade, mounted on
a translation stage, is made to move away from the load cell and become
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the fiber, at a speed of 0.11 mm min- 1
(4 mils min- 1). The position and speed of the translation stage is controlled
remotely using a motorized actuator. The translation of the stage causes the
microdrop to be sheared off of the fiber surface. The force required to debond
the microdrop is recorded using a pen plotter.
Fig. 5 shows a photograph of the droplet pull-off test apparatus. The entire
apparatus is mounted on an optical microscope stage for measurement of the
embedded length and fiber diameter. The procedure outlined here is similar to
those described by other investigators [58-63).
Thermoplastic matrices may also be used with the microdrop method [58,61)
A method to form thermoplastic matrix material microdrops in various fiberthermoplastic systems has been reported by Gaur et al. [58]. They measured
the interfacial shear strength of carbon and aramid fibers embedded in four
thermoplastic resins: polyetheretherketone (PEEK), polyphenylene sulfide (PPS),
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Fig. 5. Apparatus used to perform the microbond technique showing details of the microvise used
to hold the microdrop while a load is applied on the fiber.

polycarbonate (PC), and polybutylene terephthalate (PBT). The procedure to
produce microdrops is the following. A small, thin piece of film (about 2-30 mm,
or 0.08 to 1.2 in.) is used. A longitudinal cut is made on the film piece. along
nearly its entire length, to form two strips joined at one end for a distance of
50-100 µ,m (2 to 4 mils). The strips are suspended on the horizontal fibers already
affixed to a holding frame, and the thennoplastic is melted on the fibers. Upon
melting, nearly uniform-sized droplets are obtained. Their lengths are controlled
by the film thickness. This procedure is shown in Fig. 6.
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3. Singk-fiher fragmentation technique
Kelly and Tyson 111 I were the first to use the single e mbedded-tiher tensi le
specimen to investigate fiber- matrix adhesion. They observed a multiple-fiber
fracturing phenomenon in a system consisting of a Jow concentration of hrittle
fi bers embedded in a copper matrix , upon application of a tensile force. In this
method. a fiber is embedded in a dogbone-shaped coupon made from the matrix
material. As an external stress is applied. a tensile stress is transferred to the fiber
through an interfac ial shear. When the external stress is increased, the tensile strain
in the tiber wi ll eventually reach the failure strain of the fiber and the fiber will
fracture. Continued application of stress to the spec imen will result in repetition
of this fragmentation process until all remaining fiber lengths become so short that
the shear stress transfer along their lengths can no longer build up enough tensile
stresses to cause any further failures (Fig. 7). This maximum final fragmentation
length of the fiber is refe1red to as the critical length, I,;, When this c1itical length
is reached it is said that there is 'saturation· in the fiber fragmentation process. For
successful experiments, the matrix material mechanical properties should be such
that its strain to failure is at least three times higher than that of the fibe r. The shear
stress at the interface is assumed to be constant along the short tiber critical length
(also assumed to have a constant diameter). An average shear strength ( r) can be
determined from a simple balance of force which results in :

a,

d
r = -2 le

(2 1)

where d js the fiber diameter for a circu lar fiber cross-section. Since the fibermatrix interface is placed under shear, the calcu lated value of r is often used as an
estimator of the fiber-matrix interface shear strength I. 12 J.
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or because of intrinsic anomalies of the material [66,67]. These randomly spaced
flaws or point defects introduce a slight variation in strength, which, depending
on its value may or may not prevent the fiber from fracturing once the average
ar is reached. When the built-up stress in the fiber approaches the true value of
ar, the fiber will instantaneously and repeatedly break into shorter and shorter
pieces until the remaining fragments are not long enough for the linear stress to
build up from either end to exceed the fiber strength anywhere. This final length
is usually referred to as the critical length le, Any fragment with a length slightly
exceeding le will break in two, yielding, at the conclusion of the experiment, a
random distribution of fragment lengths between lc/2 and le,
Drzal et al. [ 12,68,69] recognized the random nature of this problem and
used a two-parameter Weibull distribution to characterize the distribution of fiber
fragment length. Then, using the arithmetic mean fragment length, that is, the
original unbroken length divided by the number of fragments, and an average
value for O'f at the critical length Uc) extrapolated from simple tension tests, they
obtained expressions for the mean interfacial shear strength:
(22)

(23)

where f3 and a are the maximum likelihood estimates of the scale and shape
parameters, respectively, and r is the gamma function.
Bascom and Jensen [67], used an approach similar to that of Drzal and
coworkers. Wimolkiatisak et al. [70] found that the fragmentation length data
fitted both the Gaussian and Weibull distributions equally well. Fraser et al. [71]
developed a computer model to simulate the stochastic fracture process and,
together with the shear-lag analysis, described the shear transmission across the
interface. Netravali et al. [72], used a Monte Carlo simulation of a PoissonWeibull model for the fiber strength and flaw occurrence to calculate an effective
interfacial shear strength •i using the relationship :
O"f

T·
1

d

= K2- -I

(24)

where K is a correction factor to be determined from the Weibull-Poisson model,
I is the mean fiber fragment length. They proposed a value of K = 0.889 for brittle
fibers.
Since the measured fiber fragment lengths are distributed between Uc/2) and le,
an average fragmentation length can be approximated as l = 0.751c, and the given
correction factors K, yield errors of 7% and 19%, respectively, with regard to the
average value of 0.75.
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A procedure based on a newly developed statistical theory for estimating the
effect of different sizings on the interfacial strength was present by Hui et al. [73].
The interfacial shear strength was given by:
T

= (

-~

2lr

)(l+p)/p

Xoo

(a/;lo2) l/p
d

(25)

where 1;:- 00 is the average fragment length at saturation and can be obtained from
the plateau value of the experimental data, Xoo is obtained from the equation:
(26)
where p and a/; !0 are Weibull strength parameters determined from experimental
data. Hui et al. [73] also found that the Weibull parameters are very sensitive to the
residual stresses due to the thermal coefficient mismatch between fiber and matrix.
The experimental determination of the strength of individual fibers at very short
lengths is very difficult, and most analyses extrapolate mean strength and strength
distribution data obtained from longer gage lengths. Asloum et al. [74] studied
the dependence of the strength of high-strength carbon fibers on gage length by
means of the Weibull model. They showed that the mathematical form of the
estimator chosen and the sample size, when larger than about 20, do not influence
the results of the analysis. Also, they found that neither the three-parameter nor
the two-parameter Weibull distribution is appropriate for describing the critical
length dependence on gage length of the fiber during testing. Furthermore, it was
shown that a linear logarithmic dependence of strength on gage length is the most
accurate, and simple method for extrapolating the fiber tensile strength at short
lengths.
Other researchers have reported on the influence of mechanical properties of
the matrix and fiber on the critical aspect ratio and, consequently, on the stress
transfer in single-fiber composites. The effect of adhesion as affected by the
surface treatment on the fiber, the ratio of elastic moduli of fiber and matrix, and
temperature on the critical aspect ratio was analyzed experimentally by Asloum
et al. [75]. Rao and Drzal [76] and Drzal [77] studied the dependence of the
interfacial shear strength on the bulk material matrix properties using model
compounds based on epoxy /amine chemistry. AS4 carbon fibers were used as the
subject for these measurements with both a difunctional epoxy (DGEBA) system
as well as a tetrafunctional epoxy (MY720) system. In order to produce matrices
with a range of matrix properties from brittle, elastic to ductile, plastic, amine
curing agents were carefully selected. The fiber-matrix interfacial chemistry
was kept constant throughout this study by always using the same amount of
curing agent. They found that for the difunctional as well as the tetrafunctional
epoxy system, the interfacial shear strength (measured using the single-fiber
fragmentation technique) decreases nonlinearly with decreasing modulus of the
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matrix. Linear elastic analysis yields a nearly linear relationship, for both systems,
between interfacial shear stress and the product of strain to final break and the
square root of the matrix shear modulus. A linear relationship is also found
between the difference in test temperature and glass transition temperature of the
cured matrix and the interfacial shear strength. Additionally, the failure mode is
seen to remain interfacial as the ductility of the matrix changes. Termonia [78]
used a finite-difference approach to show that the critical length for efficient stress
transfer to the fiber is a function of the ratio between elastic moduli of the fiber
and matrix. In his model he also considered the dependence of the critical length
on the adhesion by including an adhesion factor. A decrease in the adhesion is
seen to increase the critical length, particularly when the adhesion factor becomes
less than 30%.
Folkes and Wong [79], in their study of adhesion between fiber and matrix of
thermoplastic composites, noticed that the formation of transcrystalline morphology around glass fibers in polypropylene has an effect on the critical fiber length,
probably through the change in local interphase modulus.
In a recent study, Galiotis et al. [80] used Raman spectroscopy to determine
strain profiles along the fiber fragment length, on surface-treated and non-treated
carbon fiber. They reported that for the treated fiber, debonding at the crack tip
initiates at the fiber fracture strain. The maximum interfacial shear stress per
increment of load is obtained at certain distance from the crack tip which is equal
in size to the combined debonding and matrix yielding zones. The maximum
interfacial shear strength profiles for the non-treated fiber indicated that the load
transfer between fiber and matrix is obtained through friction only.
Verpoest et al. [81] presented a micromechanical analysis to show that for
increasing applied strains, the fiber aspect ratio can reach values which are lower
than those predicted by Kelly's shear-lag analysis. They also proposed that the
single-fiber fragmentation test could be used to estimate the different components
of the interface shear strength, that is, the bond strength, the friction strength and
the matrix yield strength.
3.2. Stress analysis

The distribution of stress around discontinuous fibers in composites has been
studied by a number of researchers. Theoretical analyses have been performed by
Cox [82] and Rosen [83]. In these models only fiber axial stress distribution and
the fiber-matrix interfacial shear stress distribution are determined. Amirbayat
and Hearle [84] studied the effect of different levels of adhesion on the stress
distribution, that is, no bond, no adhesion, perfect bond, and the intermediate case
of limited friction. They also considered the inhibition of slippage by frictional
forces resulting from interfacial pressure due to Poisson's lateral contractions of
the matrix but did not consider the shrinkage of the matrix during curing.
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Fig. 8. Micromechanical model of the single-fiber fragmentation test [88] .

Theocaris [85] proposed a model that incorporates an interphase which he
named a mesophase, which constitutes a boundary layer between the main phases
of the composite. From a physical basis, a continuous and smooth transition of the
properties from one phase to the other is assumed. Because the mechanical properties of this region also contribute to the composite properties, the determination of
the local mechanical modulus is important. Dynamic mechanical analysis is used
to identify the mesophase properties, primarily the glass transition temperature
(Tg), through changes in the loss modulus peak.
Lhotellier and Brinson [86J developed a mathematical model that includes the
mechanical properties of the interphase, the stress concentration near fiber breaks,
and the elasto-plastic behavior of both the matrix and the interphase.
Whitney and Drzal [87] presented an analytical model to predict the stresses
in a system consisting of a broken fiber surrounded by an unbounded matrix. The
model (Fig. 8) is based on the superposition of the solutions to two axisymmetric
problems, an exact far-field solution and an approximate transient solution . The
approximate solution is based on the knowledge of the basic stress distribution
near the end of the broken fiber, represented by a decaying exponential function
multiplied by a polynomial. Equilibrium equations and the boundary conditions of
classical theory of elasticity are exactly satisfied throughout the fiber and matrix,
while compatibility of displacements is only partially satisfied. The far-field
solution away from the broken fiber end satisfies all the equations of elasticity.
The model also includes the effects of expansional, hygrothermal strains and
considers orthotropic fibers of the transversely isotropic class.
The axial normal stress ax in the fiber:

ax= [I -(4.75i+ l)e

4 75
· ·<JC1€ 0

(27)

where i = x/ le, € 0 is the far-field strain, C 1 is a constant dependent on material
properties, expansional strains. and the far-field axial strain. It can be noticed that
<lx is independent of the fiber radius. The critical length le is defined such that the
axial stress recovers 95% of its far-field value, that is:
(28)
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The interfacial shear stress is given by the expression:
- )
ixR (x,r

- -4 ·7s·r
= - 4 .75 µ C 1soxe

(29)

where
G
) 1;2
(
µ = E1r-4:12fGm

(30)

E If denotes the axial elastic modulus of the fiber, where as V12f is the longitudinal Poisson's ratio of the fiber, determined by measuring the radial contraction
under an axial tensile load in the fiber axis direction and Gm denotes the matrix
shear modulus. It should be noted that the negative sign in the expression for the
shear stress is introduced to be consistent with the definition of an interfacial shear
stress in classical theory of elasticity. The radial stress at the interface is given by:
(31)

Constants C2 and C 1 are dependent on material properties, expansional strains
and the far-field strain. Numerical results are normalized by a 0 , which represents
the far-field fiber stress in the absence of expansional strains. In particular:
(32)

The constants C 1, C2, and C3 are given by:
B1r) 4KrGmV12f[
(l+vm)&m-&2r-V12f&1r]
C1=E1r ( 1 - - +
V12f-Vm+
(33)
so
Kr+ Gm
so
C2=

2KrGm [
(I+ Vm).Sm - £2r- V12f£1rJ
V12r-vm+---------Kr+Gm
So

4KrGmV12f(V12f-Vm)
C3 = E l f + - - - - - - - Kr+ Gm
and

Kr=

Em
2

(34)

(35)

(36)

2 ( 2 _ E2r _ 2vl2fE2r)
2G2r
E1t

where E2r is the radial elastic modulus of the fiber and Kr is the plane-strain
bulk modulus of the fiber. A numerical example is presented for a single-fiber
composite of AS4 fiber-Epon 828 epoxy matrix. The specimens were cured at
75°C (167°F) and post-cured at l 25°C (257°F). The difference between room
temperature, 2l°C (69.8°F) and the post-cure temperature yields !:l.T = 104°C
(219.2°F), which is the worst case for thermal residual stresses. Because it is
most likely that some residual stresses will be relieved during cool-down from the
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T,ihle I
Fiber-matrix material properties [87)

- - - - - - - - - - - - --------Property

Epoxy (Epon 828)

AS-4

£1 GPa (Msi)
£2 GPa (Msi)

3.8 (0.55)
3.8 (0.55)
0.35
1.4 (0.20)
68 (32)

241 (35)
21 (3)
0.25
8.3 ( 1.2)
-0. I I ( -0.5)

· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

\/12

GPa (Msi)
10-tt f°C (10- 6 /°F)

G23
a1

post-cure temperature, in this example the value b.T = 75°C (167°F) was chosen.
The material properties are given in Table 1.
Figs. 9-11 show plots of axr/<f0 , Trx/00 , and or/00 , where the far-field stress
was used to nonnalize out the numerical results. The axial fiber stress and the
interfacial shear stress are relatively insensitive to thennal strains, but the radial
strain is quite sensitive to thennal strains.
It should also be noted that the peak value of interfacial shear predicted by this
model occurs at a small distance from the broken end of the fiber. This was also
noticed by other researchers l 88-911.
Because of the fragmentation of a fiber embedded in a block of resin. a
penny-shaped crack may result at the point of fiber fracture radially outward from
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the fiber axis. Depending on the amount of energy released upon fiber failure,
this microcrack may or may not propagate into the matrix and/or the interphase,
depending on the level of adhesion between fiber and matrix. Then, the resulting
stress distribution will depend on the mechanical properties of the fiber, the matrix
and the interphase and the extent of the damaged zone around the fiber break. As
pointed out by Ko et al. [20], when the interfacial shear strength or the matrix
shear strength are low, the open mode deformation of the penny-shaped crack in
the matrix could induce interfacial or near-inte1facial shear failure arresting radial
crack growth and propagating the crack growth in a direction along the interphase.
After this, any further interfacial damage should be caused by the shear stress
component rather than the radial stress component.
The micromechanics of stress transfer for the fragmentation test is further
complicated by the different failure mechanisms that could be present and the
mechanical properties of the fiber, matrix and interphase and the extent of damage
in the neighborhood of the fiber break. Depending on the level of interaction
between fiber and matrix, upon fiber failure, several events can take place either
individually or simultaneously. If the bond is 'weak' an interfacial crack will grow
and the fiber ends will slip. The stress transfer will be due to friction and/or a
mechanical interlocking mechanism. If the bond is 'strong', matrix cracking will
occur and the initiated crack could either propagate radially as a penny-shaped
crack, at 45° as a concoidal crack, or a combination of both. The matrix nonlinear
behavior such as yielding or strain hardening may further complicate matters [92].
Another three-dimensional axisymmetric su·ess distribution for the stress
around fiber breaks was obtained by Nairn [93] using variational mechanics.
In this study, breaks interaction was also included and it was assumed that both
fiber and matrix were linearly elastic and a perfect adhesion at the fiber-matrix
interface. To account for the stress singularity at the matrix crack tip of the fiber
break, the matrix plastic-model was also included. Imperfect adhesion to mimic a
failed fiber-matrix interface was added to this model to study the mechanism of
interfacial failure, that is, the stress conditions that cause the extent of interfacial
failure or its increase. It was suggested that due to the complexity of the multiaxial stress state, a simple maximum stress failure criterion was unrealistic and an
energy release rate analysis was necessary to calculate the total energy release rate
associated with the growth of interfacial damage.
In a more recent paper, Ho and Drzal [94] used a three-phase nonlinear
finite-element analysis to investigate the stress transfer phenomenon in the singlefiber fragmentation test. The effect of fiber properties, interphase properties and
thickness on the stress distribution in the vicinity of the fiber break was evaluated.
Also, the stress fields for various fiber-matrix interface debonding conditions and
the effect of frictional stress transfer were investigated. In this model, the fiber
was assumed to be a linear elastic transversely isotropic material, the interphase
as an elastic material and the matrix as a nonlinear material. It was found that
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the stress transfer length, that is, the section where the shear stress is not zero,
is longer when the true nonlinear behavior of the matrix is considered than that
from the linear elastic analysis. It was concluded that the linear elastic analysis
overestimated the stress transfer efficiency and predicts a shorter stress transfer
region. It was also found that four regions of stress transfer are distinguished in
this model. The first region is the constant shear stress region resulting from the
friction force between the two debonded bodies. The second region is a shear
plateau in front of the crack tip as a result of the plastic behavior of the matrix.
The third region is the shear decaying zone. The fourth region corresponds to
a zero shear stress zone where the stress transfer does not occur. Tripathi et al.
[95]. used an axisymmetric finite-element model to study the effect of matrix
properties (elastic modulus, yield and/or draw strengths and yield strain) on the
interfacial shear stress in a short embedded fiber and the value of the interfacial
shear strength obtained from the fragmentation test. They concluded that the stress
transfer is strongly influenced by the plastic behavior of the matrix. Also, the
interfacial shear stress at the interface never exceeds the shear yield strength of the
matrix; therefore, it is not possible to measure the interfacial shear strength unless
the interphase is stiffer than the matrix.
Nairn and Liu [96] used a Bessel-Fourier series stress function and added
polynomial terms to provide a nearly exact solution to the stress transfer from the
matrix to a fragmented fiber through an imperfect interphase. This solution satisfies equilibrium and compatibility every place and satisfies exactly most boundary
conditions with the exception of the fiber axial stress. They also proposed the use
of an interphase parameter, Ds, and provide a physical interpretation as:
r1Gi

Ds=--

(37)

ti

where r 1 is the fiber radius, Gi and ti are the interphase shear stiffness and
thickness, respectively. Ds has units of modulus and is related to the effective
shear stiffness of the interphase. This parameter can also be interpreted as the
ability of the interphase to transfer stress from the matrix to the fiber. Because
this problem can be viewed as a penny-shaped crack there should be a stress
singularity at the crack tip, at least in the matrix axial stress. Such singularity
is not captured in the present analysis because of the consideration of the fiber
stress being zero at the fracture surface in the average instead of uniformly zero.
Nevertheless, the solution presented converges to a singularity. As the number
of Bessel-Fourier terms increases, the axial stress in the matrix at the crack tip
increases. For a perfect interface, Ds = oo, and the stress transfers back into the
fiber in approximately 30 fiber diameters. As Ds decreases, the stress transfer gets
slower and as it approaches zero, the interfacial shear stress also approaches zero,
because there should be complete debonding at the fiber-matrix interface. From
experimental results, values for Ds of the order of 500 agreed well with the stress
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distribution at the undamaged interface and for the exclusion or damaged zone, a
value of 5 was in good agreement with the experimental data.

3.3. Experimental apparatus and procedure
Thermoset test coupons for the single-fiber fragmentation test can be fabricated
by a casting method with the aid of a silicone room temperature vulcanizing
(RTV) 664 eight-cavity mold. ASTM 24 mm (2.5 in.) tensile dogbone specimen
cavities with a 3.175 mm wide by I .587 mm thick by 25.40 mm ( l /8 x 1/ 16 x 1.0
in .) gage section are molded into a 76.20 x 203.20 x 12.70 mm (3 x 8 x 0.5 in .)
silicone piece. Sprue slots are molded in the center of each dogbone to a depth of
0.7938 mm (1/32 in.) and through the end of the silicone piece.
Single fibers of approximately 150 mm (6.0 in.) in length are selected by
hand from a fiber bundle. Single filaments are carefully separated from the fiber
tow without touching the fibers, except at the ends. Once selected, a filament is
mounted in the mold and held in place with a small amount of rubber cement at the
end of the sprue. The rubber cement is not in contact with the cavity that contains
the grip sections or the gage length section in the mold. The rubber cement is
allowed to dry, and the resin is added with the aid of a disposable pipette. The
long, narrow tip should be removed so that the resin can readily enter and exit the
pipette chamber. Air bubbles are avoided by first degassing the silicone mold and
the resin in a vacuum chamber before filling the mold cavities. The assembly is
transferred to an oven where the curing cycle is completed. After cool down to
room temperature, the mold can be curled away from the specimens parallel to the
fiber to prevent fiber damage. The test samples can then be stored in a desiccator
until ready for analysis. Prior to testing, the coupons should be inspected for
defects, and any defective one should be discarded. The single-fiber coupons used
in this study were also prepared following the same curing procedure as for the
microdrop preparation.
The specimens are tested in uniaxial tension, using a micro-straining machine
capable of applying enough load to the tensile coupon (Fig. 12) that is fitted to the
microscope stage so that the x-y stage controls manipulate the jig position. This
allows the operator to assess the fiber fracture process along the entire gage length
of the coupon . A transmitted light polarizing microscope should be configured
such that there is one polarizer below and one above the test coupon. Since the
embedded fiber is located in the center of the polymeric coupon and therefore
is difficult to observe at high magnification with standard microscope objectives,
the microscope should be equipped with a long working distance 20 x or greater
objective lens. The fiber diameter is measured using a calibrated filar eyepiece,
or more accurately, using a Cue Micro 300, Digital Video Caliper (Olympus
Corporation, Lake Success, New York).
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Single fiber

Displacement gage
Fig. 12. Singl~-tih.:r frag111e111a1ion technique a1>paratus.

3.3. I. Mea.rnrement <~/' the crilicaf fihafragmenl /eng1h

The fiher fragment lengths have lo he measured for doghone test specimen.
Although a large statistical sampling of the interface occurs with the fragmentation
test (for some matrix combinations, in a gage length of 20 mm (0.8 in.), the number
of breaks is of the order of 50 to I 00), this process rnuld he tedious and time
consuming, because each test coupon must be analyzed individually.
Traditionally, the fiber failure positions have heen measured optically using a
microscope equipped with a calibrated filar eyepiec1;, leaving room for errors due
to the inherent limitations of light microscopes. The optical method also requires
that the matrix be transparent in order to experimentally interpret the failure mode
of the ti her-matrix interface.
An acoustic emission technique (AE) has been developed recently for the
measurement of fiber fragment length distributions 197,981. This technique is
based on the fact that the speed of wave propagation is a function of the specimen
material itself. II may also be influenced, however, hy geometrical parameters,
dominant frequency of the emitled ultrasonic signal, and, more important. the
deformation of the material. The experimental configuration of the AE apparatus
is shown in Fig. 13. A simple algorithm incorporating the average wave speed
in the epoxy ( or any other matrix), the distance bet ween the two receiving
transducers. the offset distance bet ween one specific receiving transducer and the
fixed grip. time intervals and the corresponding strains, was used to obtain the
location of the fiber breaks, the fiber fragment lengths, and fiber aspect ratios. The
applied stress at each fiber fracture can also be determined and from this evaluate
the strength or the fiber at short gage lengths 198].
A comparison of aspect ratios measured by optical and acoustic emission meth-
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Fig. 13. Expcrimcnlal conliguration used in the acoustic emission techni<jue lo measure tiber
fragmcnl lcngth (97J

ods for glass fibers in two different epoxy blends was made. Some discrepancies
were obtained between the acoustic emission and optical techniques for low aspect
ratios in the brittle epoxy blend. This may have been because one of the AE probes
used had a diameter of I mm (0.04 jn,). Better agreement was obtained for the
interfacial shear strength for the flexible resin blend using both acoustical and
optical techniques. One advantage of the acoustic measurement technique is that it
does not require a transparent matrix and therefore can be used in matrices such as
metal and many polymeric matrices.
An alternative technique to measure the fiber fragment length has been developed by Waterbury and Drzal t99J. It uses a special software package called 'Fiber
track·, together with a computer-interfaced translation stage. While the coupon is
translated at a constant velocity, the operator presses a 'mouse' button as each
break passes a set of cross hairs. The time intervals between breaks arc stored
in RAM memory and converted in displaced distances by entering the overall
distance traveled. These distances are written to a magnetic disk and combined
with fiber strength and diameter data to produce Weibull distributions and gamma
function calculations to find the interfacial shear strength.
This technique thereby makes use of the human ability to discriminate events
and to identify breakpoints visually while freeing the operator from much of
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the drudgery associated with manual operation of the test. The entire process of
test coupon mounting, loading, fiber fragment length measurement, data storage,
and interfacial shear calculation requires approximately 6 min per fiber, which
represents a considerable improvement over the current state of the art.

3.3.2. Photoelastic evaluation of the interphase
Some common polymeric matrices can be considered optically isotropic in an
undeformed state. However, when subjected to stresses, whether due to externally
applied loads or thermally induced stresses from differential shrinkage during
sample cool-down from cure temperature, the material becomes optically anisotropic (birefringent). If the resin is sufficiently transparent, it can be studied
with polarized light [ 1,2,8,69, 100]. Thus, it would be beneficial, for a better
understanding of the fiber-matrix interactions, to study the stress birefringence
adjacent to the fibers, before, during, and after application of load in a single
embedded-fiber test.
An Olympus BHA transmitted light microscope with its polarizer and analyzer
set at extinction, and long working distance objectives was used to observe the
different stress patterns resulting from interphase changes.
Fig. 14 shows a series of photoelastic stress patterns generated for a series of
intermediate modulus carbon fibers with varying levels of surface treatment (e.g.
IM6-U, untreated; JM6-100%, full regular surface treatment, etc.) in an epoxy
matrix at increasing levels of strain. Normal chromatic cycles were observed in
the epoxy at low strains but they disappeared at higher load levels. Isochromatic
fringes were not observed under high strain conditions present at the fiber fragment
ends; instead a light bulbous region was observed. At low strains after a fiber
break, extensive resin birefringence can be seen around the fiber ends. With
increasing strain, this birefringence activity rapidly extends down the fragment
away from the break. It is observed that in this process the stresses progress
along the fragment an incremental distance with continuously increasing load.
This suggests that forces are transferred from matrix to fiber by a stick-slip
mechanism, that is, the stresses build up, then they appear to release and move
ahead an incremental amount repetitively. For this particular fiber combination,
each fiber fragment fails interfacially at low levels of strain. With increasing load,
the fiber fragments interact with the matrix only through weak frictional forces
along de bonded areas, and through adhesive forces at a short central portion of the
fiber fragment, resulting in a very low interfacial shear strength.
IM6-U fibers possess a weak structural layer on their surface that cannot
support high shear loads. The photoelastic patterns then correspond to failure of
the fiber through fracture of the outer layers as well as along the interface.
IM6-100% and IM6-600% fibers behave, under polarized light in a completely
different manner from the untreated fibers. Fig. 15 shows photoelastic stress
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Fig. 14. Photoelastic patterns obtained for IMCi-U carbon fibers in an epoxy nrntrix.

patterns corresponding to IM6- J 00% fibers. At the fiber break, the stress builds
up at the ends of the fiber. However, at higher strain levels. a narrow very intense
region of photoelastic activity remains around the fiber, while the initial bulbous
region moves away from the fiber ends toward the center of the fiber fragment
in shorter increments than those observed for fM6-U fibers. The interfacial shear
strength that was measured from this fiber-matrix system was almost two times
greater than that obtained for the IM6-U fiber, indicating a higher degree of fibermatrix interaction.
In the case of IM6-600% fibers, the initial bulbous region moves away from
the fiber ends towards the center of the fiber, but there is no sign of force transfer
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Fig. 15. Photoelastic pauerns obtained for IM6-J 00% carbon fibers in an epoxy matiix.

by a stick-slip mechanism (see Fig. 16). Fig. 17 shows IM6 fiber fragments at
high strain values and after unloading. It is interesting to observe that there exists
a considerable difference between the failure mode characteristics of each fibermatrix level of adhesjon. In the case of the IM6-U fibers, the crack propagated
very rapidly at low strain levels. IM6-l00% fibers failed in small increments,
and to achieve the same amount of damage as the for IM6-U fibers, higher
loads were applied. Also, it is observed, that even when loads arc applied at a
constant rate , the failure path does not progress at the same rate as the load,
but only when the load has attained certain values. Drzal and Rich [69] also
noticed in their work with Type A fibers (Hercules, Inc.) and epoxy matrices
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that there exists a detinite relationship between the level of tiber-mat,ix adhesion
and the fracture behavior of composites. Subsequent examination after unloading
of e,H:h fiber-matrix interphase and comparison of the photoelastic photographs
suggested that the narrow intense area that remains around the fiber is a region
where an interfacial uack has passed, whereas the bulbous region at the tip of the
photoelastically active zone appears to be the plastically deformed region due to
the moving crack tip.
It is thus evident that photoelastic ohservations. before, during, and after
application of loads to a single-fiber composite coupon could help to elucidate the
ftber-malrix interactions. as well as lo judge the effect of surface chemistry and
morphology on the properties of the fiber-matrix interface.
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4. Microdebonding-microiodentation technique
.:\1an<lell and coworkers 110 l-104 J first proposed an alternative technique to
measure the interfacial shear strength. Single fibers perpendicular to a cut and
polished surface of a regular high fiber-volume fraction composite are compressively loaded to produce debonding and/or fiber slippage [ I02J. In contrast to
conventional methods, which use a model system to provide information on fibermatrix adhesion, this microindentation technique is an in-situ interface test for real
composites and has the advantage of reflecting actual processing conditions. Jt
can allow determination of the interface strength due to fatigue or environmental
exposure or possibly monitor interface prope11ies of parts in service [ 104].
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4.1. Stress analysis
The microindentation test is run on individual selected fibers on a polished crosssection. An individual fiber in a composite is surrounded by neighboring fibers
located at various distances, distributed in a variety of arrangements, which range
from a hexagonal array to random and dispersed configurations. The diameter of
the tested fiber and the distance to the nearest-neighbor fiber are recorded for each
test on a micrograph, and a simplified axisymmetric finite-element model (FEM)
is used. This model includes the fiber, surrounding matrix, and average composite
properties beyond the matrix [ 104]. It was shown that the maximum shear stress
along the interface is insensitive to probe stiffness as long as the contact area does
not approach the interface. Fig. 18 shows results for a case in which the fiber and
matrix are considered to have the same mechanical properties. The finite-element
results are compared with those obtained from an analytical solution of the Hertz
contact problem of a point load on a half-space with imaginary boundaries. Good
agreement was found between the FEM and the analytical solution in spite of
slight differences in loading conditions. Figs. 19 and 20 show results for Nicalon
(SiC) fibers in an aluminosilicate glass matrix and for HMU carbon fibers in
a borosilicate glass matrix system, respectively. The stress distribution for the
Nicalon fibers is very similar to that for the isotropic homogeneous case because
of the low Er/ Em ratio. It can also be noticed that the anisotropy of the carbon
fibers affects the stress distribution by spreading out the shear stress transfer along
the length of the fiber.
Fig. 21 shows interfacial shear stresses for a carbon fiber-epoxy system.
The low modulus of the epoxy matrix produces a similar effect on the stress
distribution, as in the case of isotropic fibers. Calculations of interfacial shear
strength assume either a maximum interfacial shear stress criterion or a maximum
radial tensile stress criterion, ignoring other stress components and residual
stresses in both cases. The interfacial shear strength (r;) is calculated from:
T; = Ufd (Tmax)
Ut

(38)

FEM

where ard is the average compressive stress applied to the fiber end at debonding
and ( Tmax/ ar )FEM is the ratio of the maximum shear stress to applied stress. Fig. 22
shows normalized interfacial shear stress (Tmax/ar) as a function of Gm/ Er (matrix
shear modulus/fiber axial elastic modulus) for a variety of materials. Calculations
of the interfacial tensile strength a( for tensile radial stress at the surface is given
by:
U;,.

= a tu (a,;;a.
- -x)
Uf FEM

(39)

Here (a~ax/ar)FEM is the ratio of the maximum radial tensile stress at the surface
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homogeneous isotropic material: comparison of (-) Hertzian point-load solution with (---)
finite-element results. Dis fiber diameter [ 104].

to the applied fiber pressure resulting from the finite-element analysis. In all cases,
the FEM results are calculated for the ratio of matrix layer thickness to fiber
diameter of 0.40. It is evident that further refinements are required to treat the freesurface problem adequately and the accuracy of stress in this area is still uncertain .
Also, the effect of thermal and elastic residual stresses should be included because
they should be very significant near the free surface.
To avoid any cyclic loading on the specimen during visual detection of fiber
debonding, Netravali et al. [ I 05] developed a test procedure to monitor the load
and depth of indentation continuously as a characteristic change in the load-depth
curve. They used a slightly modified microindentation technique to determine the
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obtained using the microindentation technique [104) .

interfacial shear strength between E-glass fibers and an epoxy matrix. In addition,
acoustic emissions generated by various events are monitored and the rate of
loading and specimen geometry can be adjusted to simulate different situations
that can occur in actual service. Thin samples of approximately 4 to 10 fiber
diameters thick were used, and the assumption of constant shear stress along the
fibers was made. The shear stress was calculated from the relation :
F
ra=--

(40)

rrdt
where F is the load value, d is the diameter of the fiber, and t is the thickness of
the specimen. Differential shrinkage between the epoxy and the fiber after elevated
temperature curing generates a hydrostatic pressure, P, which is given by :
(41)

where

O'm

is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion of the matrix material, Em
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is the matrix Young's modulus, l:!..T is the difference between the curing and room
temperatures, and Vm is Poisson's ratio of the matrix. It should be noticed that the
linear coefficient of thermal expansion of the fiber is considered to be negligible
and also that its elastic modulus is several times greater than that of the matrix.
As a consequence, lateral expansion of the fiber at the point of application of the
force was also considered negligible.
Because of its thickness, the specimen bends upon application of the indentation force, resulting in radial compression at the top and tension at the bottom. The
resulting stress distribution is calculated from the elastic analysis of the theory of
plates according to:

a,= 6 (

1) (2:dt) (~ + d2 ~

p2 In

~n

(42)

where a, is the radial stress at the top surface, d is the fiber diameter, t is the
specimen thickness and p is the inside radius of the brass annulus on which the
specimen is rigidly mounted .
Marshall et al. [ 106-108] used a nano hardness apparatus to determine interfa-
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cial mechanical properties in fiber-reinforced ceramic composite materials. They
calculated the interfacial sliding friction using the relationship:
a2 r
rr= _r -

4Erl

(43)

where a 1 is the pressure applied to the fiber, r is the radius of the fiber, L is the
distance the fiber has been displaced into the matrix, and Er is the elastic modulus
of the fiber.
The microdebonding indentation system was developed by the Dow Chemical
Company [ 109], and overcomes some deficiencies of the method described by
Mandell and co-workers. This fully automated instrument is designed for use
outside the research environment. It is based on a Zeiss optical microscope. A
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diamond-tipped stylus mounted on the objective holder of the microscope is
used to compress single fibers into the specimen. A load cell attached to the
sample holder senses initiation of fiber debonding. Other components include
a precision-controlled motorized stage with three degrees of freedom (linear
motion in three orthogonal axes), a television camera and monitor, and an IBM
PC-AT-compatible computer. The specimens are prepared following standard
metallographic techniques, assuring that the fibers of the composite are always
perpendicular to the surface of the specimen holder. The force required to debond
the fiber is input to an algorithm that calculates the interfacial shear strength. In
the commercial system the test data are reduced using a closed-form algorithm
derived from Mandell's finite-element analysis using the method of least squares.
resulting in an expression that is a function of a (the axial stress in the fiber at
debond), Gm (the shear modulus of the matrix), £ 1 (the axial tensile modulus of
the fiber), Tm (the distance from the tested fiber to the nearest adjacent fiber), and
d (the diameter of the selected fiber).
Ho and Drzal [110] used a nonlinear finite-element model to perform a complete parametric analysis for the microindentation test for composite interfacial
shear strength measurements. Effects of material parameters such as matrix and
interphase properties and interphase thickness on the interfacial shear strength and
load displacement data were evaluated. It was found that for a carbon fiber-epoxy
composite, the stress perturbation resulting from the indentation load diminishes
at approximately 36 fiber diameters below the free surface. Also, the stress field
for samples with different aspect ratios and supporting materials are identical
when the fiber aspect ratio and supporting materials were identified, the fiber
aspect ratio is larger than the critical value. It was also found that the stress field of
the indented fibers are significantly affected by the local fiber-volume distribution,
which in turn is responsible for the large data scatter of the test results. As can be
seen in Fig. 23, when the composite fiber-volume fraction changes from 0.1 to 0.5,
the interfacial shear stress varies approximately 35%. Therefore, if the interfacial
shear stress is invariant, fibers associated to laminates with high fiber-volume
fraction will fail under lower applied load due to the higher interfacial shear stress
imposed by the larger constraints. It is also noticed that the empirical equation
developed at Dow [ 111 ], agrees well with the nonlinear finite-element model
when the fiber-volume fraction is between 0.3 and 0.5. The classical shear-lag and
modified shear-lag models compare best to the finite-element model and the ITS
(indentation testing system) empirical equation only for very low fiber volume
fractions (Vr = 0.1 approximately).
The interfacial stress distributions along the interface in the axial direction near
the fiber ends for a model with Vr = 0.36 are shown in Fig. 24. It is noticed that
the interfacial axial (a 22 ), radial (a,.,.), hoop (acm), and shear stress (r,.J stress
distributions for models with different fiber-volume fractions are of similar shapes
but the shear stress is higher for higher-volume fractions. The radial stress is
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= 36%

compressive with its maximum value at a distance equal to half a fiber diameter
below the free surface. It can then be seen that Mode I fracture is unlikely to occur.
All the stresses except the hoop stresses have the maximum value at a distance
below the free surface. The maximum value of the shear and octahedral stresses
also occur at a point located below the free surface. If the failure criterion used is
that of a maximum stress, then interface shear or debonding is expected to occur
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[110].

below the free surface and rapidly propagate to the surface. As soon as this failure
is observed, the test is slopped.
Because of the nonlinear behavior of the matrix, repeated cycles of loading,
necessary for optical inspection of the debonding process introduces residual
stresses. The residual radial, hoop and axial interfacial stresses are positive, while
the residual shear stress is negative at regions below the sample free surface
(Fig. 25). The negative value of the interfacial shear stress will result in a higher
apparent interface shear strength value. Similar trends are observed when the
matrix shows a viscoelastic behavior; however, the magnitudes of lhe residual
stresses are so low that they should have no noticeable effect on the interface shear
strength values.

4.2. Experimental apparatus and procedure
The microdebonding indentation system described here [ 109), is a fully automated
instrument designed to be used both as a research tool and for quality control
purposes [ I I I, I J2]. The system is constructed on a Mitutoyo Finescope optical
microscope. A diamond-tipped stylus mounted on a collar fitted to the objective
on the microscope is used to compress selected single fibers into the specimen.
The probe has a 90° cone with a user-selected tip radius. Initiation of fiber
debonding is sensed by a weighing mechanism from a Sartorius model L610.
Other components include a precision-controlled motorized stage with three
degrees of freedom (linear motion in three orthogonal axes). Klinger linear motion
stages for translations in the x and y axes replace the usual stage. The fine focusing
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control of the microscope is controlled by a Klinger stepping motor with ± 0.04
µm resolution. The stage controllers and balance read-out are interfaced to a
microcomputer. The specimen surface is monitored using a video camera mounted
on the microscope. The specimen is prepared following standard metallographic
techniques, assuring that the fibers of the composite are perpendicular to the
surface of the specimen holder. The force (Jg) required to debond the fiber is input
to an algorithm that calculates the interfacial shear strength as a function of fiber
diameter (dr), shear modulus of the matrix (Gm), axial tensile modulus of the fiber
(Er), and the distance from the tested fiber to the nearest adjacent fiber (Tm). The
fibers to be indented must be in the neighborhood of other fibers but no closer
than 2 µm and no further than half a fiber diameter. Once a fiber is selected, its
coordinates, diameter and distance to its nearest neighbor are recorded. Fibermatrix properties are also entered for analysis. The program directs the controller
to move the fiber end selected through an offset to place the fiber below the
indenter tip. The specimen is moved to within 4 µm of the indenter, at this point
the stage is slowed to the rate and step size selected by the user. Once the indenter
contacts a fiber, a real time plot of load versus displacement is obtained. Fiber
debonding is visible as a dark shadow around the fiber. When the shadow appears
around at least one sixth of the fiber it is said to be de bonded. Upon debonding, an
interfacial shear strength is calculated and an average value is obtained from tests
on several individual fibers.
The specimen preparation procedure is as follows.
(1) Square chips of composite laminate approximately 1.25 cm per side are cut
using a water-cooled diamond saw. The squares are trimmed with a scalpel to
remove buns from the cutting process.
(2) Tape is placed over one end of a cylindrical section of phenolic pipe 2.54
cm in diameter and the squares are held in place using spring holders. The
squares are oriented with the fiber axis parallel to the pipe axis. The pipe
section is filled with a low exothenn epoxy resin (9 parts diglycidyl ether
of bisphenol A (Shell Epon 828) to I part diethylene triamine (Aldrich
Chemical). The filled samples are left to cure at room temperature overnight.
(3) Specimens are polished using a Struers Abramin counter-rotating polisher.
The polisher is set at a force of 50 Nanda speed of 150 rpm and lubricated
with water. Specimens are polished using paper with grits 1000, 2400,
and 4000 for 4, 5, and 6 min, respectively. A final relief polishing step is
perfonned using a Vibromet I polisher with 0.05 micron gamma alumina
suspended in water. This final step is carried overnight and then the samples
are thoroughly rinsed with distilled water, air dried, and placed in a desiccator
until needed for testing.
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5. Advantages and limitations of the methods
Aside from the theoretical analyses which have been discussed earlier and compare the assumptions and limitations of each method, it is also very useful to
compare experimental results from each of these fiber-matrix adhesion methods with the same fiber-matrix system. A baseline system of continuous highperformance, intermediate-modulus polyacrylonitrile-based graphite-designated
MAGNAMITE® TYPE IM6 with systematic variations in their surface chemistry
has been identified for this purpose. The IM6-U fibers are 'as received', that
is, as removed from the heat treatment ovens without any further processing.
The IM6- I 00% and IM6-600% are surface-treated with a commercial electrochemical oxidation step to I 00% and 600% of their commercial levels, which
optimizes the adhesion to epoxy matrices. A di-functional epoxy, diglycidyl ether
of bisphenol-A (DGEBA) (Epon 828, Shell Chemical Company) with 14.5 wt%
of m-phenylenediamine (mPDA) curing agent (Aldrich Chemical) was selected as
the baseline matrix. Single-fiber microbond and fragmentation specimens as well
as "-'50% volume fraction unidirectional composites were fabricated according to
accepted sample preparation procedures.

5.1. Comparison with experimental results
In order to provide an objective comparison between the three single-fiber techniques values of measured interfacial shear strength for IM6-U, IM6-100% and
IM6-600% carbon fiber-Epon 828 mPDA epoxy resin systems are summarized in
Table 2.
Values of interfacial shear strength measured with the single-fiber fragmentation technique was used as a reference to compare the results from the single-fiber
techniques.
The single-fiber fragmentation technique appears to be very sensitive to interphase conditions as reflected by the aspect ratios (critical fiber fragment length
Table 2
Summary of interfacial shear strength values
System

IM6-U Epon 828 mPDA
IM6-100% Epon 828 mPDA
IM6-600% Epon 828 mPDA

Method
Single fiber fragmentation
technique

Micro indentation
technique

Microbond
technique

Ksi/MPa

(/c/d)

Ksi/MPa

Ksi/MPa

3180/21.9
5740/39.6
6870/47.4

99
67
52

3870/26.6
5400/37.2
6200/42.7

2160/14.9
2750/19.0
2180/15.0
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divided by fiber diameter). The microindentation technique seems to agree well
with the results obtained from the single-fiber fragmentation method. An interfacial shear strength equal to !av = 3870 ± 750 psi (26.6 ± 5.2 MPa) was obtained
for IM6-U fibers using the ITS . This value is slightly higher than the one obtained
from the single-fiber fragmentation technique. For IM6- l 00%, rav = 5400 ± 1540
psi (37.2± 11.0 MPa) and for IM6-600%, !av= 6200± 1640 psi (42.7± 11.3
MPa) were obtained also using the ITS. The last two values of interfacial shear
strength are slightly lower than the values obtained from the single-fiber fragmentation technique; however, higher standard deviations were obtained for the
IM6- l 00% and IM6-600% fibers than for IM6-U fibers. It was observed from the
photoelastic characterization of the interphase that there is a marked difference
in failure mode due to differences in fiber surface chemistry. When probing the
interphase with the ITS, a failure criterion has to be defined in tenns of load drop
during testing. This means that, as soon as the force applied to the fiber tip drops
a specified amount, the test will stop and the interfacial shear strength calculated.
This criterion could be more appropriate for fibers which exhibit a low adhesion
level like the IM6-U fibers where an interfacial crack propagates rapidly at low
load levels. When the adhesion level between fiber and matrix is increased, the
failure criterion should be changed accordingly since load transfer at the interface
is governed by a stick-slip mechanism, and the interfacial crack propagates in
shorter intervals as in the case of IM6- l 00% fibers or through plastic defonnation
of the matrix as for IM6-600% fibers. In some cases, fiber splitting or crushing
was observed for fibers that exhibited high adhesion to the matrix. Fiber damage
was observed more frequently with IM6- l 00% and IM6-600%, whereas damage
to both matrix and fiber occurred more frequently on IM6-U fibers.
Comparing the single-fiber fragmentation and the microbond techniques, it
can be seen that the second yields lower results. Also, it is observed that for
IM6- l 00% and IM6-600% fibers, the interfacial shear strength measured with
the microbond technique is considerably lower than the value obtained from the
single-fiber fragmentation and the microindentation techniques. Several reasons
can be mentioned to explain this difference. First, because of high surface-tovolume ratios and the evaporation of curing agent during microdroplet formation,
bulk properties of the microdroplets can be significantly different than the bulk
matrix produced in the single-fiber technique matrix. It has been indicated by Rao
et al. [76] that significant diffusion of the curing agent out of the droplet can occur
due to the high ratio of vapor pressure of the curing agent to the surface tension
of the drop. This effect is particularly noticeable for the 100% and 600% surface
treatments where the level of adhesion is higher and the critical length to achieve
debonding is shorter than the critical length of untreated IM6-U fibers. In order to
achieve full cure, a modified curing cycle needs to be used, which will also yield
slightly lower bulk mechanical properties of the epoxy resin because of the lower
stoichiometric content of the curing agent. Other studies have not reported this
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problem in their work with carbon fiber- epoxy matrix systems, and aramid-epoxy
matrix systems [7,90], but different curing agents were used in these studies. Also,
it has been shown [36-4 I, I I 3] that the mechanical events that occur in the pull-off
technique are different to those occurring in the single-fiber technique. In the
microbond technique, the total fracture energy is contributed by the strain energy
stored in the free and embedded fiber length, as well as in the matrix immediately
surrounding the fiber. In the single-fiber fragmentation method, the total energy
is contributed by the embedded fiber and the surrounding matrix. The free fiber
length should be made as short as possible during the experiment in order to obtain
accurate results. The small size of the droplet may also influence the interfacial
shear stress due to local variation in the adhesion properties along the fiber [76].

6. Summary

6.1. Microbond-pull-out technique
The major advantages of the pull-out and microbond techniques can be summarized as follows: (I) the value of force at the moment of debonding can be
measured; (2) these techniques can be used for almost any fiber-matrix combination.
On the other hand, there are serious inherent limitations to the pull-out technique. ( 1) Because the debonding force is a function of the embedded length,
when using very fine reinforcing fibers with diameters ranging from 5 to 50 µ,m
(0.2 to 2 mils), the maximum embedded length is of the range of 0.05 to 1.0 mm
(0.002 to 0.04 in.). Longer embedded lengths cause fiber fracture. It is extremely
difficult to keep the length to such short values and both the preparation of square
fiber ends and the handling of the specimens is very difficult. (2) The meniscus
that is formed on the fiber by the resin makes the measurement of the embedded
length very inaccurate. (3) For microdrop specimens, the small size makes the
failure process difficult to observe. (4) Most important, the state of stress in the
droplet can vary both with size and with variations in the location of points of
contact between the blades and the microdrop. (5) Furthermore, it has also been
shown by Rao et al. [50] that the mechanical properties of the microdrop vary with
size because of variations of concentration of the curing agent. (6) For a given
fiber-matrix combination, a relatively large scatter in the test data is obtained from
the microdrop or the pull-out tests. Such wide distributions of shear strengths have
been attributed mainly to testing parameters such as position of the microdrop in
the loading fixture, droplet gripping, faulty measurement of fiber diameters, and so
on [IO]. In addition, variations in the chemical, physical, or morphological nature
of the fiber along its length will affect the results of interfacial shear strength
measurements, which only consider very small sections [ 10,56.59).
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6.2. Single-fiber fragmentation technique
The advantages can be summarized as follows: (1) this technique has the advantage of yielding a large amount of information for statistical sampling; (2)
as mentioned before, in the case of transparent matrices, the failure process can
be observed under polarized light; and (3) this technique replicates the events
in-situ in the composite. The shortcomings can be summarized as follows: ( 1) the
matrix must have a strain limit at least three times greater than the fiber; (2) the
matrix should have sufficient toughness to avoid fiber fracture induced failure; (3)
the fiber strength should be known at the critical length; and (4) despite of the
sophisticated statistical techniques used to characterize the fiber fragment length
distribution, the shear strength is calculated using an oversimplified representation
of the mechanical events occurring at the interphase.

6.3. Microindentation-microdebonding technique
The advantages are: ( l) allows in-situ measurement of force debonding; (2) allows
probing of the interface in the 'real' environment; (3) it yields multiple data points;
and (4) data collection is fast and automated. The disadvantages are: (I) the failure
mode or locus of failure can not be observed; (2) there exists the possibility of
inducing artifacts by the surface preparation procedure; (3) the assumptions made
to calculate the interfacial shear stress may not be valid; (4) crushing of fibers is
observed very frequently, limiting the variety of fibers to be tested.
It is clear that each of these methods for measuring fiber-matrix adhesion in
composite materials requires some assumptions to be made about the material
properties in the interphase and also requires that the system studied conform
to the boundary conditions established for the analysis of the results. None of
these techniques offers a complete and unambiguous method for measuring the
interfacial shear strength between fiber and matrix . However, each method has
proven to be sensitive to slight changes in adhesion in a given fiber-matrix system.
For proper interpretation of test results, the model methods can provide a clear
idea of the changes in the level of adhesion and failure mode between fiber and
matrix resulting from surface chemical, fiber coating, or composite processing
changes.
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Chapter 17

The durability of adhesive joints
A.J. KINLOCH"
Depar1men1 of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine,
Exhibi1ion Rd., London SW7 2BX, UK

1. Introduction
One of the most important requirements of an adhesive joint is the ability to
retain a significant proportion of its load-bearing capability for long periods under
the wide variety of environmental conditions which are likely to be encountered
during its service-life. Unfortunately, for the reasons outlined later, one of the
most hostile environments for joints involving high surface-energy substrates, e.g.
metals, glasses and ceramics, is water and this is, of course, one of the most
commonly encountered. Indeed, empirical laboratory investigations established
[ 1-6] many years ago that water, either in the liquid or the vapour form, is the
most hostile environment that is commonly encountered; and in natural outdoor
climatic trials it is invariably the presence of moisture which is responsible for
environmental attack rather than, say, oxygen or ozone.
Thus, in many applications, which may involve some of the most critical uses
of adhesives technology, the bonded joints are exposed to an environment which
also happens to be one of the most potentially damaging. Indeed, the aspect of the
durability of adhesive joints to aqueous environments is undoubtedly one of the
most important challenges that the adhesives community faces. In particular, there
are two main challenges to develop: (a) 'adhesive systems' (i.e. combinations of an
adhesive/primer/surface pretreatment/substrate type, all of which may interact to
affect the joint durability) which possess excellent long-term durability, and which
are 'environmentally friendly' and cost effective; and (b) test methods and models
to accurately rank and predict the service-life from short-term experiments, and
thereby convince the potential user that an adequate durability will be realised.
Clearly, these two aims are strongly inter-linked.
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The present chapter will, therefore, discuss the aspects of environmental attack
with special reference to the effect of moisture, especially when elevated temperatures and/or applied stresses are also involved. Further, it should be noted
that the discussions will largely, although not exclusively, centre upon those
environments/adhesive systems where the interfacial regions are attacked. This
is not to say that the bulk adhesive itself may not be attacked by the ingressing
liquid, and if this does occur then the joint may well be appreciably weakened.
However, the general polymeric materials literature, including that specialising in
adhesives chemistry, should enable the adhesive user to select an adhesive type
which will be sufficiently durable from the 'bulk' viewpoint to withstand the
service environment. (Also, of course, if the adhesive is merely plasticised by the
ingressing moisture, then the mechanical properties of the joint may be essentially
recovered if the water is desorbed upon the joint being dried.) The more assiduous
problem, and the far more difficult to design against, is that of the environment
attacking the interfacial regions; and when this occurs the mechanical properties
of the joint are invariably not recoverable when the water is desorbed from the
adhesive upon the joint being dried . Thus, it is this aspect of the environment
attacking the interfacial regions on which the present discussions will concentrate.
The above comments are seen to be reinforced by observations on the failure
path in joints before and after environmental attack. The locus of joint failure
of adhesive joints when initially prepared is usually by cohesive fracture in
the adhesive layer, or possibly in the substrate materials. However, a classic
symptom of environmental attack is that, after such attack, the joints exhibit
some degree of apparently interfacial failure between the substrate (or primer)
and the substrate. The extent of such apparently interfacial attack increases with
time of exposure to the hostile environment. In many instances environmental
attack is not accompanied by gross corrosion and the substrates appear clean and
in a pristine condition, whilst in other instances the substrates may be heavily
corroded. However, as will be shown later, first appearances may be deceptive.
For example, to determine whether the failure path is truly at the interface, or
whether it is in the oxide layer, or in a boundary layer of the adhesive or primer
(if present), requires the use of modern surface analytical methods: one cannot
rely simply upon a visual assessment. Also, the presence of corrosion on the failed
surfaces does not necessarily imply that it was a key aspect in the mechanism of
environmental attack. In many instances, corrosion only occurs once the intrinsic
adhesion forces at the adhesive/substrate interface, or the oxide layer itself, have
failed due the ingressing liquid: the substrate surface is now exposed and a liquid
electrolyte is present so that post-failure corrosion of the substrate may now result.
There are many references [5,6] that illustrate the deleterious effect that
water may have upon adhesively bonded joints where the interfacial regions have
suffered attack and so led to significant weakening of the joint. For example, Fig. I
imparts [7] an appreciation of the extent of the problem, although worst cases may
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Fig. I. Effect of outdoor weathering on the strength of epoxy-polyamide/ aluminium alloy
(chromic-acid etched pretreatment) structural joints [7]. (a) Hot / wet tropical site. (b) Hot / dry
desert site.

be found in the literature! It is evident that the hot/wet tropical environment was
by far the more hostile and that the presence of an applied load increased the rate
of Joss of strength. Indeed, the joints exposed under this loading at the tropical site
fell apart shortly after three years had elapsed.
The present chapter will firstly discuss the various mechanisms of attack which
may explain the Joss of durability, such as that seen in Fig. 1. During these
discussions the variou s methods which may be employed to extend the service-life
will also be illustrated. Again the important role of the interfacial regions, i.e.
the 'interphase' , of the bonded joint will be evident, since most of these methods
are based upon some form of pretreatment for the substrates prior to bonding.
Secondly, the kinetic factors behind the mechanisms will be reviewed, and thirdly
methods for ranking and predicting the service-life from short-term experiments
will be considered.
The important role that continuum fracture mechanics [6,8] may play in (a)
identifying the mechanisms of environmental attack, (b) ranking the durability
of different adhesives, and (c) quantitatively predicting the lifetime of bonded
joints and components will be emphasised. In particular, the combination of
cyclic-fatigue loading and the presence of an aggressive environment is shown
to be able to give a quantitative assessment of the environmental resistance of
a adhesive system within a matter of weeks, as opposed to the more typical
accelerated-ageing tests which involve exposing the joint, unstressed, in water
for many, many months. Also, in unstressed tests, the water temperature is
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often selected to be relatively high, well above any likely service-temperature, in
order to try to produce a large accelerated-ageing factor. This frequently leads
to unrepresentative failure mechanisms being observed in these tests, and very
misleading results therefore being obtained. Such elevated test temperatures are
not needed in the aforementioned fracture-mechanics tests.

2. Mechanisms of environmental attack
2.1. Introduction
The interfacial regions have been highlighted as the regions where moisture
may attack adhesive joints and the various mechanisms of environmental attack
which have been postulated to explain the loss of durability are considered
below. It should be emphasised that they should not necessarily be viewed as
mutually exclusive mechanisms. Certainly there is ample evidence that no single
mechanism can explain all the different examples which have been reported; and
which one is operative in any situation does depend upon the exact details of the
adhesive system and the service environment. Also, it is noteworthy that the exact
details of the mechanism of environmental attack may be dependent upon the
timescale, temperature and stress level which the bonded joint experiences, and
these aspects are also discussed below.

2.2. Interface stability
2.2.1. Thennodynamic considerations
Typically when adhesive joints undergo fracture in a relatively dry environment
they do not exhibit failure via a true interfacial failure between the adhesive and
substrate. Instead, although visually interfacial failure may have appeared to have
occurred, detailed examination of the fracture surfaces reveals the presence of a
thin layer of adhesive retained on the substrate. This observation is particularly
relevant to the structural adhesives where the adhesive is relatively strong and
tough. However, in the presence of an aggressive environment, then true interfacial
failure may indeed occur, and may often result at a very low applied load. The
obvious question is why an interface, which can withstand comparatively high
stresses when initially prepared, should be so unstable in the presence of liquids,
such as water.
Now the intrinsic stability of any adhesive/substrate interface in the presence
of a liquid environment may be assessed from the thermodynamic arguments
advanced by Gledhill and Kinloch [9). The thermodynamic work of adhesion is
defined as the energy required to separate unit area of two phases forming an
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interface. If only secondary forces (e.g. van der Waals forces) are acting across
the interface which is believed to be the main mechanism of adhesion of most
adhesives, then the work of adhesion, WA , in an inert medium may be expressed
by:
WA = Ya + Ys - Yas

(1)

where Ya and Ys arc the surface free energies of the adhesive and substrate,
respectively, and Ya, is the interfacial free energy. In the presence of a liquid
(denoted by the suffix 'I') this expression must be modified and the work of
adhesion WAI is now given by:
WAI= Ya!+ Ysl

-y.,,

(2)

where Ya1 and Ys1 are the interfacial free energies between the adhesive/liquid and
substrate/liquid interfaces, respectively.
For an adhesive/substrate interface the work of adhesion, WA, in an inert atmosphere, for example dry air, usually has a positive value indicating thermodynamic
stability of the interface. However, in the presence of a liquid the thermodynamic
work of adhesion, WA 1, may well have a negative value indicating that the interface
is now unstable and will dissociate. Thus, calculation of the terms WA and WA 1
may enable the durability of the interface to be predicted (5,6,9].
An example of the above mechanism of attack comes from recent work [IO]
on the durability of a typical aerospace rubber-toughened, epoxy-film adhesive
bonding aluminium-alloy substrates, where the surface pretreatment which was
employed for the aluminium-alloy prior to bonding was a simple grit-blasting
and solvent degreasing (i.e. GBD) treatment. (This simple pretreatment is not
undertaken in practice in the aerospace industry, but was used in these studies for
comparative purposes. Surface pretreatments which are typically employed by the
aerospace community are discussed below.) The test methodology employed was
based upon using cyclic-fatigue fracture-mechanics tests which were conducted
in both a 'dry' environment of 23 ± I °C and 55% relative humidity and a 'wet'
environment of immersion in distilled water at 28 ± 1 °C using the tapered-doublecantilever-beam specimen [ 11, 12] (see Fig. 2).
The tapered-double-cantilever-beam (TDCB) specimen [11, 12] shown in Fig. 2
is a standard linear-elastic fracture-mechanics (LEFM) test specimen and the value
of the adhesive fracture energy, Ge , may be deduced from:
P 2 dC

(3)
Gc=-c 2B da
where Pc is the load for crack propagation, B is the specimen width, C is
the compliance of the specimen (i.e. deflection, 8/load, P) and a is the crack
length. The value of dC /da may be accurately detennined via direct experimental
measurements or via an analytical beam theory analysis, corrected for specimen
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the tapered-double-cantilever-beam specimen.

geometry and crack-tip rotation effects [ 11, 12]. In the case of cyclic-fatigue
loading, the maximum strain-energy release-rate, Gmax, applied during a fatigue
cycle is given by:
Gmax

p~ax dC
2B da

= ----

(4)

where Pmax is the maximum value of the applied load during a fatigue cycle.
The results for the relationship between the rate of fatigue crack growth per
cycle, da / dN, and the maximum strain-energy release-rate, G max, applied during
the fatigue cycle are shown in Fig. 3, where the surface pretreatment which was
employed for the aluminium-alloy prior to bonding was a simple grit-blasting
and solvent-degreasing treatment. The poor durability of this adhesive system is
immediately obvious from these tests. For example, the threshold value, G,h, of
the maximum strain-energy release-rate applied in a fatigue cycle (i.e. the value of
2
Gmax below which no fatigue crack growth will occur) is reduced from 125 J/m
2
in the 'dry' environment to only 25 J/m in the 'wet' environment. The locus of
failure of the joints which had been exposed to the 'wet' environment was visually
assessed as being completely interfacial, exactly along the adhesive/aluminiumoxide interface. This assessment was confirmed initially from the electron microscopy studies, and then from using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). For
an epoxy-adhesive/aluminium-oxide interface, as formed in the case of an oxide
layer generated via grit-blasting and assuming that only secondary intermolecular
forces are acting across the interface, then the thermodynamic work of adhesion, WA, in a dry environment has a large positive value of about 230 mJ/m 2 .
This indicates that the interface will be thermodynamically stable. However, in
the presence of ingressing water molecules, the thermodynamic work of adhesion, WA 1, now becomes negative in value, i.e. approximately -140 mJ/m 2 . This
change from a positive to a negative value of the thermodynamic work of adhesion
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provides a driving force for the displacement of the adhesive on the substrate
by the, more polar, water molecules . Thus, the epoxy-adhesive/aluminium-oxide
inte1face for these joints is unstable in the presence of an aqueous environment
and this explains the change in the locus of failure to one of complete interfacial
failure, accompanied by the dramatic decrease in the value of G 1h observed in the
'wet' cyclic-fatigue tests.
Finally, it is noteworthy that if water (or indeed other highly polar liquids)
is the environment of interest, then metallic and ceramic substrates are those
which result in joints most likely to exhibit poor durability. This is a consequence,
of course, of the relatively polar nature of their surfaces and their high surface
free energies. Thus, ingressing water molecules are preferentially attracted to the
surfaces of these substrates and will displace the physisorbed molecules of the
adhesive. These comments are also reflected [5,6] in the values of WA and WA 1
for joints based upon carbon-fibre-reinforced plastic (CFRP) substrates typically
being of the order of 90 mJ /m 2 and 30 mJ /m 2 , respectively. The positive values of
both of these terms indicate that the durability of adhesively bonded CFRP joints
should not represent a major problem. This is indeed found to be the case, from
the aspect of the stability of the interface. (Although problems may arise if (a) the
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adhesive or CFRP matrix suffer a loss of cohesive properties, due to plasticisation
by water for example, or (b) the initially formed interface is inherently weak, due
to, for example, release agent not being effectively removed prior to bonding, or
excessive water, oil, etc., not being removed from the CFRP prior to an adhesively
bonded repair being undertaken.)
2.2.2. lnterfacial primary forces
An approximate indication of the contribution to interface stability from the
additional establishment of primary chemical bonds acting across the interface
may be deduced by taking the chemical bond energy to be of the order of 250
kJ /mot and assuming a coverage of 0.25 nm 2 per adsorbed site. This yields an
intrinsic work of adhesion of+ 1650 mJ /m 2 and from energetic considerations it
would be unlikely that water would readily displace such a chemisorbed layer,
although it should be noted that more information is required before definitive
calculations and predictions can be undertaken.
One technique for establishing interfacial primary bonds has been the use of
organometallic silane-based primers. Some years ago, Gettings and Kinloch [ 13]
investigated a range of silane-based primers deposited onto mild-steel substrates.
This resulted in joints possessing different durabilities. However, the only silane
primer which was found to be effective was y-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane,
and this was the only primer for which there was any evidence, from static secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and XPS, that the primer had polymerised
to give a polysiloxane and had established primary chemical bonds, i.e. -Fe-0Si- bonds, across the interface. Undoubtedly, both of these aspects are important
if the presence of the primer is to increase the durability of the joint. If the former
does not occur then the silane layer, which is invariably thicker than a monolayer,
will act as a low molecular-weight, weak boundary layer. Also, if no primary
chemical bonds are established, then the thermodynamic arguments predict that
the joint durability would not be significantly increased. The type of primary bonds
could not be precisely identified from the data. However, they are probably mainly
covalent in nature but with some degree of ionic character. Similar studies have
been conduced on stainless steel (14]. More recently, Abel et al. [I 5] and Adams et
al. [16] have examined the interaction of y-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane with
aluminium-alloy substrates. By using the latest techniques of high-mass resolution
time-of-flight with secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) these groups
have identified the presence of -Al-0-Si+ fragments, which provides evidence
for the formation of covalent -Al-0-Si- bonds across the interface. Again, this
particular silane primer was found to give an increase in joint durability [ 16].
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2.3. Role of the oxi.de
2.3. J. Introduction
The stability of the oxide layer on metallic substrates, in situ in the adhesive joint,
may be considered from two different aspects: (a) electrochemical corrosion of
the substrate, and (b) subtle changes occurring in the nature and properties of the
oxide layer on the substrate.

2.3.2. Electrochemical corrosion of the substrate
2.J.2.1. Introduction. Electrochemical corrosion of the substrate may lead to a
loss of joint strength and greatly reduce the service-life. However, one has to
be wary of misinterpreting any initial observations of the failed joints: often
signs of gross corrosion are seen on the fracture surfaces of joints which have
suffered environmental attack, but such corrosion may have frequently resulted
after interfacial failure had occurred due to one of the mechanisms given in
Section 2.2. Thus, in such cases, corrosion of the substrates is a post-failure event,
rather than a primary cause of environmental failure .
Nevertheless, there are many instances where electrochemical corrosion mechanisms may play a primary role in affecting the service performance of bonded
joints. It should be noted that such mechanisms of attack involve both the presence
of (a) anodic sites, where reaction with the metallic substrate occurs and electrons
are generated, and (b) cathodic sites, where the electrons are consumed. The
major reaction leads to the generation of hydroxyl ions, and the liquid present at
these sites will become strongly basic and so possess a relatively high pH. Thus,
typically an aqueous (electrolyte) layer needs to be present, since, without such
an aqueous film, no electrical current can flow from the anodic to the cathodic
sites. These aspects are illustrated, for example, by the schematic electrochemical
corrosion mechanism for an organic coating on a steel substrate shown in Fig. 4,
which is discussed in detail in Section 2.3 .2.2.
Now the observed loss of joint strength may arise from a variety of electrochemical-corrosion mechanisms:
(a) The oxides which are the corrosion products may have no cohesive strength
or even dissolve [ 17-19]. Thus. failure of the joint may occur via fracture through
the corrosion products under the bonded area. This mechanism of attack has
been observed in the industrially important case of the adhesive-bonding of zinccoated electrogalvanised steel substrates [ 19]. Also, such oxide dissolution may
leave voids under the adhesive layer. Such voids may then act as sites for water
accumulation and further attack. Alternatively, weakening of the substrate due to
corrosion may lead to the joint failing via the substrate fracturing in a region far
removed from the bonded area.
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Fig. 4. General schematic mechanism of corrosion as a primary mechanism of environmental
attack upon an organic coating/steel interface [33].

(b) Interfacial failure may occur. since the hydroxyl ions, which are generated
as a result of the electrochemical corrosion process, may cause the very rapid
hydrolysis of the intrinsic molecular bonds at the adhesive/substrate interface
[20]. This mechanism is often termed 'cathodic delamination' or 'cathodic disbondment'. This mechanism of attack on the interface involves both the presence
of cations, such as strongly basic sodium or potassium cations, and hydroxyl ions
to give a strongly (local) basic solution.
(c) The hydroxyl ions generated during the electrochemical process may
attack the polymeric coating or adhesive. This mechanism is, also, often termed
'cathodic de lamination' or 'cathodic disbondment', although the locus of failure is
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now actually cohesive through the polymeric adhesive layer, albeit possibly very
close (i.e. of the order of a few nanometres) to the interface [21,22). However,
although it is a cohesive failure through the polymer, the mechanism of attack
clearly involves the nature and stability of the oxide layer on the underlying
substrate, since the oxide is involved in the electrochemical corrosion process.
This mechanism of electrochemical attack on the polymeric adhesive layer usually
occurs at a somewhat higher pH than that needed for electrochemical attack on the
adhesive/substrate interface, i.e. the mechanism described above.
(d) As always, of course, in a given adhesive system more than one of the above
mechanisms of environmental attack may occur simultaneously [23).
Now, with the advent of surface-specific analytical techniques (such as XPS,
ToF-SIMS, etc.) it has been demonstrated that the presence of ions from an
electrolyte can give an indication of the prior electrochemical history of an
electrode surface [24). Thus, cations from the electrolyte solution (e.g. Na+,
Mg 2+) migrate to cathodic sites, whilst anions (e.g. c1 - , soi-) migrate to anodic
sites. This simple observation has been extremely useful in adhesion studies, since
it has allowed the relatively subtle electrochemical mechanisms that have led to
the failure of coatings [25,26] and adhesive joints [ 19,27-31] to be deduced .
Examples to illustrate these aspects are given below.

2.3.2.2. Steel substrates. In studies of low-carbon steels coated with a polymeric
layer it is well-established [32,33] that the exposed ('rusting') metal is anodic to
the adjacent coated metal, at which the cathodic reduction of water and oxygen
occurs to yield hydroxyl ions. A general simplified scheme [33] for the corrosion
of steel under an organic adhesive or coating is shown in Fig. 4. Water and oxygen,
as well as some liquid electrolyte, are required to establish an electrochemical cell
at the adhesive/substrate interface. As a result of small differences between oxide
structure, or contaminant level, the steel develops local anodic and cathodic areas,
i.e . small differences between electrochemical potentials are established. At the
anodic sites iron dissolves:
(5)
Fe -+ Fe 2+ + 2e
and at the cathodic sites the major reaction is:
4e + 2H20 + 02 -+ 40H-

(6)

i.e. oxygen is reduced , although other reactions are possible under other specific
conditions. If the anodic and cathodic sites are in electrical contact with each
other a corrosion current will flow. Thus, the liquid collected at the interface will
become strongly alkaline (i.e. possess a relatively high pH) and the Fe 2+ ions
will form Fe(OHh by hydrolysis and by reaction with the cathodically generated
hydroxyl ions; eventually corrosion products of trivalent iron are formed, e.g.
FeOOH, Fe 2 0 3 or Fe_.04 though a complex series of reactions. The coating may
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then fail via any, or a combination, of the mechanisms of environmental attack
stated in Section 2.3.2. l.
Recently, Dickie et al. [ 19] studied the failure of joints, which consisted of
zinc-coated electrogalvanised (EG) steel bonded using an epoxy-paste automotive
adhesive, when exposed to cyclic-fatigue loading in the presence of water at 28°C.
The exact sequence of events leading up to the environmentally assisted fatigue
failure process was envisaged in the following manner. Firstly, the joint edges
(i.e. exposed steel) were cathodically protected by the anodic dissolution of the
exposed zinc coating. Secondly, at the crack tip and environs, anodic activity
occurred at the adhesive/metal (i.e. zinc oxide) interface, leading to the creation of
a voluminous corrosion product with little cohesive strength. (Ready access of the
exposure medium to the crack tip was ensured by the cyclic nature of the loading.)
Thirdly, as a result of the fatigue loading in the aqueous environment, the crack
propagated within the deposit of the corrosion product ('white rust') but close
to the adhesive/zinc oxide interface. Thus, subsequent surface analyses of both
the 'metal side' and 'adhesive side' of the failed joint gave X-ray photoelectron
spectra characteristic of the 'white rust' degradation product. The 'white rust'
corrosion product was extremely fine in scale (perhaps of colloidal dimensions),
and this aspect was confirmed by the atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies.
Indeed, from using both AFM and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), it was
readily confirmed that on both the 'adhesive side' and the 'metal side' of the
failed EG steel joint there was a surface which had the distinct appearance of a
metallic oxide. For example, Fig. 5 shows the images from AFM for the 'adhesive
side' and the 'metal side' of a failed joint. The surface topography appears to be
identical in both cases, and furthermore is identical to that of the EG steel surface
prior to bonding. The needle-like columns on the surface was identified from the
XPS studies as zinc oxide.

2.3.2.3. Aluminium-alloy substrates. In the case of aluminium alloys, the aerospace grades of clad aluminium alloys may present a particular problem, and
the reasons for this have been considered by Reil [17]. With clad aluminium
alloys the electrode potential of the clad layer, which is a thin layer of pure
aluminium, is generally higher than the base alloy. This choice is deliberate in that
the clad material is selected to be anodic with respect to the base alloy so that
in a corrosive environment the cladding will be consumed via dissolution, thus
protecting the base alloy. This idea is very effective in protecting the structure
from surface corrosion such as pitting. On the clad alloy, pitting is less likely to
occur, compared to the unclad alloy, due to the nature of the material, and where
pits do form and penetrate the clad surface, its anodic nature will cause the pit to
grow laterally once the base alloy is reached, instead of penetrating into the base
alloy. However, whilst this mechanism of corrosion inhibition may be effective
for exposed aluminium-alloy structures, if one considers the mechanisms whereby
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Fig. 5. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the fracture surfaces of an electrogalvanised
steel joint bonded using an epoxy-paste adhesive [19]. (a) 'Adhesive' side. (b) ' Metal' side.
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clad aluminium alloy achieves its corrosion resistance, then the presence of the
sacrificial clad layer is actually undesirable in the context of adhesive bonding; i.e.
once the clad layer has disappeared the joint strength will not be very high!

2.3.2.4. Role of the chemistry of the adhesive/primer. The role of the stability
of the polymeric layer (whether a coating, an adhesive or a primer) has already
been highlighted with respect to the possibility of the hydroxyl ions, generated
as a result of the electrochemical-corrosion mechanism, possibly attacking the
polymer and causing a cohesive failure through the polymer layer, albeit very
close to the interface. However, the nature of the polymeric layer may also lead
to certain constituents being preferentially adsorbed onto the oxide layer, for
example the curing agent for a thermosetting primer or adhesive. This may render
the polymeric layer more susceptible to attack by the hydroxyl ions, due to a
decrease in the local crosslink density of the polymer. Also, any unreacted curing
agent may be dissolved in water (trapped, for example, in interfacial voids) and
dramatically change the local pH, and so increase the rate of electrochemical
dissolution of the oxide layer or electrochemical attack on the interface.
On the other hand, on the positive side, the opportunity may be taken to include
corrosion inhibitors, such as strontium chromate, into the polymeric adhesive, or
primer, layer. Such inhibitors will slowly leach out and are especially selected
to retard the rate of the electrochemical-corrosion mechanism. They typically
achieve this by increasing the polarisation of the anodic sites by reaction with the
ions of the corroding metallic substrate to produce (a) thin passive films, or (b) salt
layers of limited solubility which coat the anodic sites [34].
Thus, again, we return to the idea of needing to consider the 'adhesive system'
when (a) formulating and designing for good joint durability, and (b) predicting
the service-life of bonded components and structures.
2.3.3. Oxide stability
Another aspect of oxide stability, and often a more assiduous problem, is the
observation that very subtle changes may occur in the nature and stability of the
oxide, in situ in the adhesive joint, which mechanically weaken the oxide and
lead to premature failure through the oxide layer. This is thought to arise from a
subtle hydration, and weakening, of the oxide and does not appear to involve any
electrochemical-corrosion mechanism. (Although such corrosion may well occur,
post-failure, once fracture through the oxide has resulted in fracture of the joint.)
This mechanism has been clearly identified in the case of the durability of
aluminium-alloy joints. One example [ l O] is that of aluminium-alloy joints bonded
using an aerospace epoxy-film adhesive where the aluminium-alloy substrate was
subjected to a phosphoric-acid anodising (PAA) surface treatment, but where the
primer (which is normally used in such an adhesive system) was omitted. Under
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Fig. 6. Logarithmic crack growth rate per cycle, da/dN, versus logarithmic Gmax for aluminiumalloy substrates (phosphoric-acid anodised (PAA) pretreatment) bonded using an epoxy-film
adhesive. Cicles are for tests conducted in a 'dry' environment of 23°C and 55% relative
humidity and dots for tests conducted in a 'wet' environment of distilled water at 28°C. Different
styles of the symbols represent replicate tests [ 10).

both monotonic and 'dry' cyclic-fatigue loading the PAA-pretreated joints failed
via cohesive crack growth through the adhesive layer, accompanied by a relatively
high value of the adhesive fracture energy, Ge, and fatigue threshold value, Grh,
respectively. However, in the 'wet' cyclic-fatigue tests, the PAA-pretreated joints
visually failed by crack growth along the adhesive/oxide interface, accompanied
by a relatively high low value of G 1h (see Fig. 6). The results of the XPS studies
from the failure surfaces of the 'wet' cyclic-fatigue tests are shown in Fig. 7,
together with the reference spectra of the PAA-pretreated aluminium alloy and
adhesive for comparison purposes. Of particular note in these spectra is the
aluminium 2p peak at approximately 74 eV in Fig. 7b-d. As may be readily seen,
the 'oxide' side of the failed joint (see Fig. 7d) has a very similar spectrum to that
of the PAA-oxide surface prior to bonding (see Fig. 7b). This is not unexpected, of
course. Secondly, however, the 'adhesive' side of the failed surface (see Fig. 7c)
also has a spectrum very similar to that of the PAA oxide surface prior to bonding.
Indeed, the spectrum of the 'adhesive' side is not at all similar to that of the
reference, 'control' adhesive spectrum (see Fig. 7a). Thus, in the PAA-pretreated
joints, fatigue crack growth in the 'wet' environment has occurred within the oxide
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Fig. 8. Trans111ission electron micrograph of a cross-section of the interphase region of a PAApretreated joint from a 'dry' cyclic-fotigue test 1101.

layer itself, and not along the adhesive/oxide interface as supposed from a simple
visual examination.
To investigate this conclusion further, transmission electron micrographs of
cross-sections of the interphase region, cut normal to the fracture plane of the joint
as described above. were examined. A cross-section from a joint fatigue tested
in the 'dry' environment is shown in Fig. 8. As may be seen. the thickness of
the PAA-generated oxide is about 400 to 600 nm and the oxide was found, using
micro-area electron-diffraction techniques, to be amorphous in nature. Both of
these results are in accord with previous work [6,35,36]. Previous studies [6,3538] have also shown that the oxide (a) has a hexagonal-type porous microstructure.
with pores a few tens of nanometres in width which run almost the full thickness
of the oxide, and (b) contains a small concentration of phosphates, present as
PoJ- ions, in its surface regions which may inhibit water attack on the PAAgenerated oxide. However, from Fig. 8, it is not really possible to observe the
porous microstructure of the PAA-generated oxide, nor to ascertain whether
the adhesive has penetrated the oxide to form a 'micro-composite' interphase
between the adhesive and the underlying aluminium alloy. Therefore, energyfiltered transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM) was employed to determine
the extent of penetration of the adhesive into the pores of the oxide. The resulting
micrograph is shown in Fig. 9. In this figure the porous microstructurc may be

Fig. 7. X-ray photoclectron spectrn with respect to the PAA-pretreated joints [ JO]. (a) ·control'
adhesive. (b) 'As-prepared' PAA-generated oxide. (c) 'Adhesive' side of failure surface from
TDCB ·wet' fatigue test. (d) 'Oxide' side o f failure surface from TDCB 'wet' fatigue test.
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Fig. 9. Micrograph from energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy of a cross-section of
the imerphase region of a PAA-pretreated joint [ IOJ.

readily discerned and clearly there is no strong carbon signal from within the
oxide layer. Thus, no penetration, or only very limited penetration, of the oxide by
the adhesive has occurred.
From the above results, three reasons are suggested for the locus of failure
being in the oxide layer for the PAA-treated joints when subjected to 'wet'
cyclic-fatigue loading, and why this is accompanied by a correspondingly low
value of G,h· Firstly, it has been reported [39] that the thermodynamics for water
to displace an adhesive from a phosphated-oxide layer are far less favourable
than for a GBD-pretreated oxide. Secondly, there are unfilled pores, i.e. voids,
in the oxide layer of the PAA-pretreated joints, which will make the oxide layer
intrinsically weak. Thirdly, and most importantly, such unfilled pores will allow
the relatively rapid ingress of water into the interphase and permit a relatively
high concentration of water molecules to develop in the pores. Thus, in the PAApretreated joints both (a) the kinetics of water penetration and (b) the presence
of sites where relatively high concentrations of water molecules may accumulate
are favourable to environmental attack on the interphase being initiated by the
ingressing water.
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Fig. IO. Transmission electron micrograph of a cross-section of the intcrphase region of a
PAA-pretreated joint from a ·wet' cyclic-fatigue test I IOJ.

Indeed, the effects of attack by water on the PAA-generated oxide in these joints
may be observed from the transmission electron micrograph of a cross-section
from a PAA-pretreated joint shown in Fig. 10. Compared to Fig. 8, the oxide
layer in Fig. 10 after 'wet' cyclic-fatigue testing has changed in appearance and
possesses a somewhat coarser microstructure. Also, and most noticeably, a region,
adjacent to the adhesive layer, of the oxide of about 20 nm in thickness is denser
than the rest of the oxide, and this region is virtually continuous across the oxide
layer. Using micro-area electron diffraction, this denser region was found to be
still amorphous in nature and, using X-ray dispersive analysis, only the elements
aluminium and oxygen were found to be present. An interesting aspect from
this latter observation is the fact that the elements sodium and chlorine were not
present, and their absence was also confirmed from the XPS studies of the failure
surfaces of the joints. This interest arises since the presence of sodium and chlorine
are typical indicators of a corrosion-driven mechanism, as noted above. Thus, it
seems unlikely that any electrochemical-corrosion mechanism is involved in the
weakening of the oxide layer in these studies on aluminium-alloy joints. Hence,
from these results, it is suggested that these regions, about 20 nm in thickness,
observed in Fig. 10 represent regions where hydration of the original oxide layer
has occurred, which arises from water accumulating in the unfilled oxide pores.
This conclusion is in agreement with the results from a recent study (40] which
employed electrochemical impedance spectroscopy to detect hydration, albeit on
a larger scale than in the present work, on an aluminium substrate under an
unconstrained epoxy coating. Hydrated forms of aluminium oxide are known (36)
to be relatively weak and, thus, the formation of an hydrated oxide layer, between
the underlying substrate and the adhesive layer, would explain the observed failure
path being through this weakened-oxide layer, accompanied by a relatively low
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value of G 1h of 50 J /m 2 • It should be noted that these proposed hydration products
which are formed in situ in the joint are comparatively subtle in nature. For
example, from comparing Figs. 8 and 10, it may be seen that there is no evidence
of any significant thickening of the oxide layer due to exposure of the joint to
the 'wet' environment, as has been observed [36,38] on bare (i.e. unbonded)
oxides and has been hypothetically proposed [36] to arise in situ in an adhesive
joint upon exposure to an aqueous environment. This observation also raises a
major question mark over the development of non-destructive tests for detecting
such a mechanism of environmental attack. Since, whilst relatively thick oxide
growth under an adhesive layer may be readily detected [41 ], using ultrasonics
for example, the subtle type of oxide degradation shown in Fig. IO would be
impossible to readily detect using current non-destructive test techniques.
In the above study, the reason why the oxide is susceptible to such attack
by ingressing moisture appears to be due to the inability of the high-viscosity
adhesive to penetrate into the relatively deep porous microstructure of the PAAgenerated oxide. This leads to unfilled pores which act as sites for water molecules
to aggregate, which then attack and weaken the oxide. Indeed, if a low-viscosity
primer is applied prior to bonding (i.e. joints pretreated with phosphoric-acid
anodised and primed (PAAP)), as is usually undertaken in practice, then complete
penetration of the oxide layer now occurs, as may be seen from Fig. 11. Thus,
water cannot now accumulate in unfilled pores and no hydration of the oxide is
observed. Further, a 'micro-composite' interphase is formed between the underlying aluminium-alloy substrate and the adhesive layer. This results in a greatly
increased surface area for interfacial bonding, compared to a planar interface.
Also, the formation of the 'micro-composite' interphase will tend to reduce the
local stress-concentrations, since this region will possess an intermediate modulus
between that of the relatively low-modulus polymeric-adhesive and high-modulus
aluminium-alloy substrate. Hence, an interphase with a graded stiffness, with
respect to the various layers, has now been created. From the aspect of possible
surface chemistry effects, the primer does contain phenolic- and silane-based
additives which may increase the adhesion to the oxide surface (via the formation
of relatively strong chemical bonds or acid-base interactions [ 15, 16,42]) and corrosion inhibitors (which will retard the hydration of the oxide layer, see above).
Unfortunately, it is impossible to really separate out which of these various factors
are the most important. However, it is clear that, for the PAAP-pretreated joints,
these various factors lead to a value of G,h being ascertained from the 'wet' cyclicfatigue tests which is very similar to that obtained from the 'dry' fatigue tests, and
so the joints possess excellent durability; since, this is the type of adhesive system
which is the basis for many aerospace adhesively bonded structures, this is clearly
good news!
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Fig. 11. Micrograph from energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy of a cross-section of
the interphase region of a phosphoric-acid anodised and primed (PAAP) pretreated joint [ 10].

3. Kinetics of environmental attack
3.1. Introduction
The kinetics of environmental attack will be governed by the rate-determining
step in the overall mechanism of failure and very little infonnation exists on
such details. Indeed, the Jack of such information has been a severe handicap in
developing life prediction models, where clearly a knowledge of the kinetics is a
crucial aspect which is needed in many types of time-dependent models.

3.2. Role of diffusion of water
Gledhill and co-workers [9,43 J have studied the kinetics of environmental failure
for epoxy /steel joints where the mechanism of attack had been found to be via
the displacement of adhesive on the oxide surface by the ingressing moisture,
as described in Section 2.2.1. The rate of dissociation of the interface is shown
as a function of the water immersion temperature in the form of an Arrhenius
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Fig. 12. (a) Rate of interfacial debonding of epoxy/steel joints versus the reciprocal of the water
immersion temperature (9,43). (b) Diffusion coefficient for water through the adhesive layer
versus the reciprocal of the water immersion temperature [9.43 ].

plot in Fig. 12a and several interesting features are evident. Firstly, for the three
lowest temperatures a linear correlation exists which yields an activation energy
for the displacement of adhesive by water of 32 kJ /mol. Secondly, the rate of
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interfacial debonding at an immersion temperature of 90°C is far greater than
would be expected from this activation energy. It was suggested that the main
cause for this is that the glass transition temperature, Tg, of the adhesive is 85°C,
and at temperatures above this, segmental motions of the polymer chains greatly
increase. This permits diffusing species to penetrate far more readily than would
be predicted from experiments conducted below Tg. The independently measured
coefficients for water diffusion through the bulk adhesive are also shown as a
function of temperature in the form of an Arrhenius plot in Fig. 12b. These data
yield an activation energy of 36 kJ /mot, with the rate of diffusion at 90°C being
greater than expected from the lower temperature results. These data and values
of activation energies clearly suggest that the rate of interface debonding in these
joints is controlled by the availability of water at the interface, which in tum is
governed by the diffusion of water through the adhesive.
The above studies showed that, for this particular adhesive system, the rate of
diffusion of water through the adhesive to the interface was the rate controlling
step. Now, if the diffusion of water through the adhesive is Fickian in nature,
then the concentration profile of water as a function of time into the joint may
be calculated [6,43,44], and such information may then be readily used in lifeprediction models, as discussed below. It should be noted that the values of the
diffusion coefficient given in Fig. 12b, which are very typical for structural epoxy
adhesives, lead to the conclusion that, at ambient temperatures, it will take at least
a year or more for the adhesive layer in a joint, say about 20 mm x 10 mm in
size (as often used in single-overlap shear joints), to reach its uniform, equilibrium
concentration of water, although of course, depending upon the details of the
'adhesive system', even complete failure of the joint due to environmental attack
may have occurred well before this time is reached.
However, other workers [45-47] have shown that the situation is not always
so simple, and that for some adhesive systems the diffusion of water along the
adhesive/substrate interface is far quicker than that through the bulk adhesive.
Indeed, using an elegant Fourier-transform infrared multiple internal-reflection
(FTIR-MIR) technique, Linossier et al. [47] not only demonstrated this aspect but
also observed that the rate of interfacial diffusion of water was a function of the
surface pretreatment used for the substrate prior to bonding.
High-frequency dielectric measurements have also been undertaken [48,49] in
studies on water ingress into various adhesive systems. However, whilst yielding much valuable information and offering great potential for studying water
ingress into adhesive joints, the spatial resolution is not yet available to differentiate between water diffusion through the adhesive versus that along the
adhesive/substrate interface.
Finally, a further possible complication is that the diffusion and solubility
coefficients of water into the adhesive, or along the interface, may be somewhat
dependent upon the level and nature of the stress concentrations which act upon
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the adhesive layer. Also, water diffusion into the adhesive layer may well result
in swelling of the layer, which in tum will change the level and nature of the
stress concentrations which are acting. Further, these factors will be influenced
by the ingressing water affecting the elastic and viscoelastic properties of the
adhesive, as well as decreasing its glass transition temperature, Tg, Hence, as
may be appreciated, the ingress of water into an adhesive joint is a very complex
phenomenon and is very difficult to model accurately, with experimental validation
of any model being virtually impossible.

3.3. Other kinetic factors
Notwithstanding, in other adhesive systems the situation is even more complex,
since the rate of diffusion of water through the adhesive, or along the interface, is
clearly not the rate controlling step. For example, when an effective silane-based
primer was used in the aforementioned epoxy /steel joints, the rate of loss of joint
strength was far lower than for the joints where no silane primer was used and
the kinetics of attack were no longer governed by the diffusion of water through
the adhesive. This is especially significant since the water would be expected to
diffuse faster through the polysiloxane primer by several orders of magnitude,
although the solubility coefficient of water in the polysiloxane primer would be far
lower than in a typical structural adhesive. Another example of a more complex
rate-controlling step is in the case of the mechanism of joint attack via hydration
and weakening of the aluminium oxide layer (see Section 2.3.3). Here, Davis et
al. [50] have proposed that the rate-determining step is the slow dissolution of the
AIP0 4 layer on the outermost surface of the PAA oxide. This then exposes Al 2 0 3
which rapidly hydrates to the mechanically weak boehmite form of aluminium
oxide, through which joint failure now occurs.
It is noteworthy, that frequently a general correlation may be found [44]
between the loss of joint strength and the uptake of water into the adhesive layer,
at least until the adhesive layer is saturated. This arises from both factors initially
increasing with increasing time. However, it is important not to be misled by
this apparently simple and appealing correlation. It must be recognised that (a)
the exact relation will depend, of course, upon other factors such as choice of
pretreatment, and (b) there is no general relationship between the diffusion and the
solubility coefficients of water in the adhesive layer and the loss of joint strength,
although obviously any feature which will decrease the rate of water ingress, all
other factors being equal, will tend to increase the service-life. Hence, the use of
sealants around joint edges (which will essentially lengthen the diffusion path),
designing long access paths for moisture, etc. will all be of help in ensuring
durable joints. However, it must be generally accepted that water will ingress into
the joint eventually, and therefore the adhesive system must be selected to possess
sufficient stability in the presence of moisture.
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Finally, in the case of the mechanisms which involve electrochemical corrosion
of the substrate (see Section 2.3.2), it is of interest to note that environmental
attack may be initiated from a great number of distinct points, rather than a
single advancing front. The reasons for this observation are due to such factors
as (a) regions of low ionic conductivity in the polymeric adhesive layer, (b) sites
on the substrate which are relatively anodically active, for example due to local
changes in the chemical composition of the substrate, (c) local voids at, or near,
the interface, and (d) the relative diffusion rates for water and oxygen through the
adhesive layer, etc. These factors again emphasise the importance of the kinetic
aspects of environmental attack, and emphasise our current lack of understanding
of such aspects.

3.4. Accelerated-ageing test methods
From the above discussions, it may be concluded that to obtain significant water
ingress into a typical adhesive joint at ambient temperature, and to observe any
appreciable degree of environmental attack, may take many months, if not years,
of exposing the joint to the aqueous environment. Accelerated-ageing tests are
therefore a very essential tool in order to accelerate the kinetics of environmental
attack, and so obtain durability data in a realistic time-scale for the development
and selection of adhesive systems. As noted above, the lack of current knowledge
on the details of the kinetics of the mechanisms of environmental attack certainly
hinders the development of such tests.
A common form of accelerated-ageing tests typically involves exposing bonded
joints (e.g. single-overlap shear joints) in water, or the environment of interest
(e.g. a corrosive salt-spray), at a relatively high temperature, for example, maybe
6 months exposure in boiling water, or at least water at, say, 70°C and periodically
removing some of the joints from the test environment and then measuring any
loss of strength of these joints. A major problem which may be encountered
with such an approach, and a reason why such accelerated tests may be very
misleading, is succinctly summed up by the question: "When did boiling an egg
ever produce a chicken?"
Thus, it is important to ensure that accelerated-ageing test methodologies are
selected which do give the same outcome (i.e. the same mechanisms of ageing)
as would be seen in real life. The aim of the tests being, of course, to accelerate
the mechanisms of environmental attack; not to produce mechanisms different
to those seen in real life. (This problem may be particularly accentuated when
the ageing temperature is above the curing temperature or the glass transition
temperature, Tg, of the adhesive.) This dichotomy of trying to ensure a reasonable
degree of accelerated ageing from the tests, at the same time as ensuring that
the mechanism of attack is the same as that observed at the far lower servicetemperature, is the 'Achilles heel' of accelerated-ageing tests. This is especially
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the case for those tests which simply rely upon exposing unstressed basic test
geometries, such as the lap-shear and butt-joint tests, to water and then testing
them after given intervals of time, since the only acceleration factor involved is
that of the temperature of the aqueous environment. For example, if a relatively
low water temperature, more typical of the service environment, is employed, then
any adhesive system which possesses even a reasonably adequate durability may
not show any statistical decrease in strength for many, many months, if not for
several years, by which time the data may be of little relevance.
The above factors were behind the development of the cyclic-fatigue fracturemechanics test described above, coupled with the fact that the data generated may
also be used to undertake quantitative predictions of the service-life of adhesive
joints, as discussed later. A major factor in these tests is that the cyclic loading
maintains a sharp crack in the fracture-mechanics test specimen. (The stress
concentration associated with this sharp crack is 'felt' by the nearby interfacial
regions and thus gives rise to a stress concentration on such nearby regions, which
accelerates the environmental attack mechanism.) A main reason for the choice
of cyclic-fatigue loading is that, under such loading, the crack does not blunt, as
is usually observed when a constant applied load is employed. This is important,
since when the crack blunts, the local stress concentration diminishes around the
crack tip, and this causes any crack (whether located in the adhesive layer or in
the interfacial regions) to cease growing and the test to effectively end [51]. Thus,
since a stress concentration is maintained on the interphase regions adjacent to
the propagating crack tip, a relatively high water temperature is now not needed
to accelerate the environmental attack mechanisms in such tests. Also, in the
cyclic-fatigue tests, the levels of the applied load required at the threshold values
of G 1h are relatively low. Hence, such tests do not lead to unrealistic mechanisms
of environmental attack being recorded, such as a cohesive failure of the adhesive
(a) due to high-temperature hydrolytic degradation or (b) creep of the adhesive.
The well-known Boeing wedge-test [6] (see Fig. 13) is also a form, of course,
of an adhesively bonded double-cantilever-beam test subjected to an applied load.
Thus, it also may suffer from the crack blunting effect referred to above, which
effectively ends the durability test and so may give very misleading interpretations
concerning the durability-ranking of different adhesive systems. Further, since in
the Boeing wedge-test the load is applied via a fixed displacement (i.e. the inserted
wedge), the applied load may relax due to creep of the adhesive; such relaxation
of the adhesive's macromolecules will be accelerated by moisture uptake in the
adhesive. Therefore, adhesives which are prone to creep may often appear to
possess superior durability when compared to those where no, or little, creep
occurs, since, as the applied load diminishes, the stress concentration around the
crack tip (which acts on the nearby interfacial regions) will also decrease. Another
problem with the Boeing wedge-test is that the length of the initially inserted
crack influences the applied stresses at the crack tip (and the applied-strain-energy
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Fig. 13. The Hoeing wedge-test for assessing joint durability. Typical exposure to the hot/wet
environment is I h, or longer, at 50° or 60°C, and 100% relative humidity. The environmental
crack growth, 6.a, is then determined, which is a measure of joint durability.

release rate available to drive a crack) [ 11 ]. Hence, the length of the initially
inserted crack must also be closely controlled, which is not always easy to do
when the initial crack is typically inserted via a sharp hammer-blow to the backedge of the wedge. The Boeing wedge-test was originally devised to act as a
quality-control test for ensuring that the surface pretreatment of the substrates had
been satisfactorily undertaken, and in this role it has been successful. Nevertheless,
the Boeing wedge-test may be used [6,52] to undertake basic investigations and,
when considerable attention is paid to several critical aspects of the test procedures
noted above, it may be a useful qualitative test method. However, for it to be a
quantitative test method, also requires that it be designed so that it follows the
requirements of being a linear-elastic fracture-mechanics (i.e. a LEFM) test and
this aspect is rarely checked, albeit rigorously assessed.
However, other approaches have also successfully been adopted. For example,
Dickie and Ward [53] have studied single-lap joints exposed to a high humidity
at moderately elevated temperatures but maintained a constant stress on the joints.
Also, periodically the joints were removed from the high-humidity environment
and exposed to a salt solution for a short time period. Using this acceleratedageing test they were able to rank the durability performance of various adhesive
systems in a comparatively short timescale. Further, they reported that not only
were the kinetics of mechanisms of environmental attack accelerated, but also the
exact details of the mechanisms were affected by the levels of the applied load.
For example, for joints which consisted of bonded galvanised steel substrates,
the effect of relatively high applied loads was to prevent the formation of an
effective barrier of corrosion products, i.e. passivation of the substrate surface
was prevented. This allowed the electrochemical corrosion process to proceed
unimpeded, and hence at a faster rate than for similar, but unstressed, joints. Thus,
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indeed, one has to be cautious about the levels of applied load in any acceleratedageing test. For example, as noted above, if the stress levels are too high, then
the failure mechanism may well be via a creep fracture which occurs cohesively
through the adhesive layer, which may not at all be the mechanism of attack of
interest in the actual bonded component.
A variant on the above single-lap shear tests is where one, or more, holes are
drilled through the centre of the adhesively bonded overlap in order to try to
accelerate further the ingress of water, and hence the kinetics of attack [54,55].
However, such holes are not located near the end regions of the lap joint, where
the maximum stress concentrations will occur and failure will initiate when the
joint is loaded. Whether the drilling of such holes has any significant effect on
the kinetics of attack is a much debated topic, but it certainly appears that any
resulting increase in the kinetics of attack may in some cases be relatively small
[56,57].
Another approach which has been adopted to developing accelerated-ageing
tests is to use the adhesive as a coating for the substrate [58-61]. Here, of
course, the advantage is that the environment has ready access to the interface
via the 'open face' of the adhesive coating. Thus, complete saturation of the
coating (i.e. the adhesive layer under study) may be attained in a few days, as
opposed to the many months needed if the adhesive was bonding two substrates
and the environment could only gain access via the edges of the bonded joint.
However, one problem which arises is how to test these adhesive-coated substrate
specimens. Some authors [58-60] have used a peel-test method and adopted a
fracture-mechanics approach [62,63] to analyse the data obtained. Hence, they
have ascertained values of the adhesive fracture energy, G c, as a function of
the time allowed for environmental attack to occur. On the other hand, Chang
et al. [61] have again used a fracture-mechanics approach but have devised a
novel specimen where the adhesive coating was notched to cause the adhesive
coating to debond in the region of the interface. However, it remains to be
demonstrated whether these open-face specimens do provide a sound basis for
an accelerated-ageing test which correctly ranks different adhesive systems with
respect to the durability recorded when they are used in their service environment.
For example, in such specimens the adhesive coating may readily deform. Hence,
a corrosion product on the substrate surface under the coating can readily grow and
thicken, and generate relatively large tensile stresses at the advancing debonding
front. This may be compared to the case when, in a joint, the adhesive layer is
constrained between two substrates and no such gross corrosion mechanism can
readily develop - and hence no such tensile stresses are generated [41 ]. Thus,
in the adhesive joint, a very different mechanism of environmental attack may be
observed compared to that in the analogous 'open-face' test specimen.
Nevertheless, in all such ranking tests, even those that do provide an accurate
ranking order, the question which now arises is:
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"How does the order of ranking so obtained (a) relate to the actual lifetime
that will be seen in bonded components and structures subjected to changing
environmental conditions, and (b) relate to the cost effectiveness of the adhesive
system chosen, i.e. has a very conservative 'overkill' been made in the choice of
the adhesive system needed to attain a given durability, to the extent that adhesive
bonding is now not an economically viable option for the joining process?"
There are only basically two approaches to answering such important questions. One approach to is rely upon a very experienced team of adhesive specialists which can answer these questions based upon the rankings obtained from
accelerated-ageing tests, further component tests on the 'highest-ranked' adhesive systems and, most importantly, lengthy experience on how these various
tests relate to the in-service performance of a wide range of adhesive systems.
This approach is obviously difficult to adopt with confidence in a new, emerging
technology. (From the author's own experience, any companies which have such
valuable experts should undertake cataloguing their 'folklore' knowledge before
they retire!) The second approach is to devise a methodology whereby the ranking
tests can be further used to give quantitative predictions of the service-life of the
adhesive system when used in 'real' applications, as discussed below.

4. Life prediction models

4.1. Introduction
Clearly it would be of immense benefit to all those involved with adhesives
technology if the long-term service-life of bonded joints and components could
be reliably predicted from short-term models. However, to predict accurately the
service-life from short-term models requires a knowledge of the mechanisms and
kinetics of attack .

4.2. A 'strength of materials' approach
When the loss of strength of a joint is due to plasticisation of the adhesive (and/or
the substrates, if polymeric in nature) and the locus of joint failure is cohesive
in the adhesive, or the substrates, then the loss of strength as a function of time
in a given environment may be predicted, in principle, via a classic 'strength of
materials' approach. In such a case, the change of the elastic and failure properties
of the materials forming the joint may be measured as a function of time in
the environment (being extrapolated via a theoretical or empirical approach, as
necessary) and these data may then be combined with a finite-element analysis
(FEA) model of the joint. Hence, when coupled with a suitable failure criterion
(such as a critical plastic shear strain or a critical strain acting at a critical
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distance), the strength of the joint as a function of time in the service environment
may then be predicted. This approach has been adopted [64] with good results for
CFRP substrates bonded using an epoxy adhesive when exposed to an accelerated
test environment of water at 50°C. (The locus of joint failure was always found to
be cohesive through the adhesive layer and a failure criterion of a critical stress
acting over a critical distance was employed, although it was recognised that this
was hasically an empirical criterion.)
However, the major problems with such an approach are (a) that the bulk
mechanical properties of the adhesive are difficult to measure accurately unless
representative bulk specimens (having attained their equilibrium water content,
which may take several years) can be prepared, and even then the measured failure
properties are very prone to being inaccurate and irreproducible, (b) that FEA
models struggle to cope with singularities in the stresses and/or strains around
imp01tant geometric features such as adhesive fillets, and (c) most importantly,
that this approach breaks down when the failure of the joint is interfacial - for
example, what is the failure criterion when the locus of failure is at, or very
near, the interface? For all these reasons, the present author firmly believes that a
fracture-mechanics approach is by far the best approach to model the service-life.
This is because, in comparison to the 'strength of materials' approach: (a) the
fracture-mechanics parameters may be readily and accurately measured directly
from using joints which are tested in the environment of interest; (b) singularities
in the finite-element analyses are easily overcome; and (c) the fracture-mechanics
parameters may be measured equally readily for any locus of failure.

4.3. A fracture-mechanics approach
4.3. I. Introduction
The initial approach was to consider relatively simple epoxy /steel joints exposed
to an aqueous environment where the mechanism was identified as being due to
the rupture of interfacial secondary forces, as predicted from a consideration of
the thermodynamics of the system, and the kinetics were found to be governed
by the diffusion of water through the adhesive, to the interface. Thus, in this
adhesive system, one might hope to describe a model to predict quantitatively the
service-life, and Kinloch and co-workers [6,43,65) have proposed the following
model.
The first stage is the accumulation of a critical concentration of water in
the interfacial regions which must be exceeded for environmental attack to
occur, and the rate of attaining this critical concentration was governed by the
rate of diffusion of water through the adhesive. This requirement of a critical
concentration of water for significant attack to initiate appears to be frequently
observed from experimental studies of attack by moisture upon many different
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types of adhesive joints [6,58,65-701, although its value would clearly be expected
to be dependent upon the particular adhesive system being studied. Nevertheless,
it is not immediately evident why such a critical concentration should exist. It
may arise from the absorbed water forming clusters within the adhesive, and
the careful studies conducted by Comyn and colleagues [44,71] on the diffusion
of water in adhesives shows that clustering of water molecules may occur.
Only the molecularly dispersed water molecules would contribute to the process
of environmental attack. Alternatively, when the mechanism of environmental
attack is via hydration of the oxide, then the critical water concentration may
correspond to the critical level needed to form a particular hydrate, which is a
well-documented phenomenon [72] .
The second stage involves a loss of integrity of the interfacial regions. In
the particular case of the epoxy /mild-steel joints, this arises from the rupture
of interfacial secondary bonds. In other adhesive systems, however. any of the
mechanisms discussed above could be envisaged.
The third stage concerns the ultimate failure of the adhesive joint. However, for
the joint to fracture, or lose an appreciable amount of its original strength upon
subsequent testing, it is usually not necessary for the weakening of the interfacial
regions to have proceeded completely through the joint. From basic fracturemechanics considerations only a relatively small environmental crack is required
to have developed before a substantially decreased failure time, under a constant
load test, or a diminished joint fracture stress is observed. Indeed, with many
joint geometries subjected to an imposed load and moisture, catastrophic failure
will occur when the environmental crack, which is growing by the mechanisms
outlined above, attains a critical length and the applied-strain-energy release rate
now attains the value of the adhesive fracture energy, Ge. The value of Ge may be
determined via independent tests under monotonic loading using, for example, the
tapered-double-cantilever-beam specimen (see Fig. 2) or the double-cantileverbeam specimen [ 11, 12].
The above methodology successfully predicted the loss of joint strength as a
function of the time that the epoxy /steel joints were exposed to water at various
temperatures [6,43,65] . However, several problems do occur in applying this
model in practice. For example, the critical concentration of water necessary for
the environmental attack mechanism to initiate has to be known , or has to be
fixed empirically hy an initial calculation using known strength-loss data. Also,
the detailed kinetics of the mechanism have to be known.

4.3.2. Predictinf!. the cyclic-fatigue life
One important area where durability models have been successfully developed
is in the prediction of the joint behaviour under the combined effects of an
aggressive environment and cyclic-fatigue loads. In this approach the fracture-
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mechanics data under cyclic-fatigue loading are measured in the environment of
interest. As noted above, a major feature of such tests is that the cyclic loading
maintains a sharp crack in the fracture-mechanics test specimen, which provides a
good 'acceleration factor'. Therefore, the crack does not blunt, as it usually does
under a constant applied load, which thereby causes the crack to cease growing
and the test to effectively end. Also, in the fatigue tests, the levels of the applied
load required at the threshold values of G,h are relatively low and do not therefore
lead to unrealistic mechanisms of environmental attack being induced.
Another basic major advantage is that the cyclic-fatigue fracture-mechanics
data may be gathered in a relatively short time-period, but may be applied to
other designs of bonded joints and components, whose lifetime may then be
predicted over a far longer time-span. Obviously, the fracture-mechanics tests
need to be conducted under similar test conditions and environments as the joints,
or components, whose service-life is to be predicted. This is important since
the fracture-mechanics test specimens do need to exhibit a similar mechanism
and locus of failure (e.g. cohesively through the adhesive layer, or interfacially
between the adhesive and substrate, or through the oxide layer on the metallic
substrate, etc.) as observed in the joints, or components, whose lifetime is to be
ranked and predicted.
The overall approach in developing the life-prediction model is l73,74J as
follows.
(a) To derive a mathematical relationship for the rate of fatigue crack growth per
cycle, da / dN, and the maximum strain-energy release-rate, G max, applied during
the fatigue cycle, i.e. for the experimental results such as shown in Figs. 3 and
6. The complete relationship between these parameters is typically of a sigmoidal
form and may be expressed by a modified form of the Paris law, namely:
da
dN

-=DG

n

max

[1-(G,h/Gmaxr]
1 - (Gmax/ Ge)"'

(7)

where G,h and Ge are the values of the cyclic-fatigue threshold strain-energy
release-rate and the constant displacement-rate adhesive fracture energy, respectively. The empirical constants, D, n, n I and n 2 may be obtained by fitting the
above expression to the experimental data given in Figs. 3 and 6, for example.
(b) Next, the variation of the maximum strain-energy release-rate, Gmax, with
the length, a, of the growing fatigue crack needs to be deduced as a function of the
maximum applied load in the fatigue cycle for the joint, or component, of interest.
This theoretical expression is typically derived by using analytical or FEA models
of the joint or the bonded component. For example, for a single-lap joint loaded
in tension which was studied, the relationship between the maximum load, Tmax
(N/m), per unit width applied in a fatigue cycle and the resulting value of Gmax
(J /m 2 ) for (hypothetical) cracks of length a (mm) in the lap joint was found from
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FEA studies [74) to be:
Gmax =

T,~ux

22a4 + 5

X

10-9

(8)

(c) Then, the experimental relationship (Eq. 7), determined from step (a) above
may be re-arranged to give:

(9)
where a 0 and ar are the initial (i.e. inherent) and final flaw sizes, respectively,
and may be estimated from Griffith's equation (Eq. 9). This equation may now
be combined with the theoretical expression from step (b) above (i.e. Eq. 8) in
the case of the lap joint which was studied in the above example. Thus, by this
substitution, we may eliminate the term Gmax to give a theoretical expression for
the number, N r, of cycles for failure as a function of the maximum load in a fatigue
cycle applied to the joint, component or structure.
(d) Finally, this substituted expression may be integrated (between the limits
of the initial, Griffith, flaw size and the crack length at final failure) to give the
number, Nr, of cycles needed to cause failure as a function of the maximum
applied load in the fatigue cycle. Hence, in the given example, the predicted
number of cycles to failure for the single-lap joints may be deduced as a function
of the cyclically applied load.
The cyclic-fatigue lifetimes for the single-lap joints predicted [74) using the
above approach are compared with the experimental results in Fig. 14. In this
figure, the maximum load, Tmax, per unit width applied in the fatigue cycle, is
shown as a function of the number of cycles, Nr, to failure. (It should be noted that
the lap joints did not contain any artificially induced initial cracks.) The overall
agreement between the theoretical model and the experimental results is relatively
good, bearing in mind that the fatigue life of the single-lap joints has been
predicted from first principles with no empirical 'fitting factors' being employed.
The modelling studies give a threshold value of Tina, of approximately 75 kN/m,
which is equivalent to about 25% of the initial failure load, or stress, of the lap
joints. This predicted value of 75 kN/m may be compared with the measured
value of 90 kN/m, which is equivalent to 30% of the initial fracture strength of the
lap joints. However, as may be seen, whilst the agreement from the models around
the threshold portion of the I;nax versus Nr plots is good, that the agreement is
clearly poorer as one moves to higher values of Tmax, i.e. to lower values of Nr. A
possible reason for this may be the inherent scatter in the experimental fracturemechanics data in the linear region of the graphs such as that shown in Figs. 3 and
6. Nevertheless, it should be noted that, in comparison with metallic materials, the
linear region in the graphs of logarithm da/dN versus logarithm Gmax (see Figs. 3
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Fig. 14. The number, Nr, of cycles to failure for single-lap joints as a function of the maximum
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stopped prior to failure) whilst the lines are the theoretically predicted lifetimes [74].

and 6, for example) for polymeric adhesives is often relatively steep. This implies
that, for adhesive joinls, the rate of fatigue crack growth may rapidly increase
for relatively small increases in the applied-strain-energy release rate, Gmax, and
hence for relatively small increases in Tma.,. Thus, it may be argued that predicting
a lower-limit (threshold) load (below which cyclic-fatigue crack growth will not
be observed) is the appropriate design philosophy in the case of adhesively bonded
joints. Further, it was found that the predictions were not significantly dependent
upon the value of the inherent flaw size, a 0 , which was employed. Therefore,
as noted above, the present models are clearly capable of achieving very good
predictions in this respect and, indeed, the above methodology has recently [74]
been extended to predict the fatigue performance of bonded components.
4.3.3. Future developments

The most productive methodology at the time of writing for predicting the servicelife would appear to be based upon determining the cyclic-fatigue threshold
value of G 1h in the environment of interest, and employing this value to predict
a lower-limit (threshold) load, i.e. a load below which crack growth will not
be observed. As demonstrated above, this can be achieved by combining the
experimentally measured value of G 111 with results from FEA modelling. Such
FEA modelling can be readily used to deduce the variation of the strain-energy
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release rate, G, with the length, a, of a growing crack, as a function of the
loads applied to the joint, or to the component or structure, of interest. (These
comments are especially appropriate with the development of 'cohesive zone
models', also known as 'interface elements', which offer an excellent route for
combining fracture-mechanics parameters with FEA modelling studies.) Further,
it is suggested that one may conservatively use this value of G 111 from cyclicfatigue loading for other time-dependent loading conditions. This reasoning is
based upon the fact that cyclic-fatigue conditions (in the environment of interest)
will invariably lead to the lowest value of G,h, due to the very damaging nature of
cyclic-fatigue test conditions.

5. Concluding remarks
The present chapter has emphasised the types of loading conditions and environments which may be experienced by a bonded component and which may
greatly reduce the service-life of adhesive joints, unless consideration is given to
all aspects of the material selection, choice of surface pretreatment and the design
of the bonded component; i.e. unless an 'adhesive system' approach is adopted .
The chapter has clearly demonstrated that, when due care and attention is
applied in considering the adhesive system, adhesive joints are capable of surviving under some of the most arduous environments for long periods of time. In
discussing the above, it has been only natural to concentrate on some of the most
demanding applications for adhesives, such as for example the aerospace industry.
However, it should be emphasised that very few applications are quite as demanding, either in terms of the applied loadings, the nature of the environments which
may be encountered, or in the very long service-lives which are required. For less
demanding applications, the critical balance which the adhesives technologist and
design engineer must make is that between attaining the necessary service-life but
at an economically viable cost. Thus, there are two major current challenges.
Firstly, to continue to develop test methods and durability models which permit
the service-life of an adhesive system to be accurately ranked, and quantitatively
predicted, from relatively short-term tests. The use of various fracture-mechanic s
techniques have been detailed in the present chapter and they appear to be
gaining increasing recognition as the preferred methodology, especially with the
development of 'cohesive zone models' (also known as ' interface elements').
which offer an excellent route for coupling fracture-mechanics parameters with
FEA modelling studies.
Secondly, to move away from the very complex multi-stage surface pretreatments which are typically needed to give the most durable joints, but are expensive
and present health and safety problems. Hence, there is a need to develop surface
treatments for metallic substrates, such as the organosilane primers, which will
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give joints possessing a long service-life in the most demanding of environments,
but which are more suitable for general engineering applications. Also, in many
industries, such as the automotive industry, the manufacturer will typically not
undertake any surface pretreatment prior to adhesive bonding. Since it seems
clear that some form of surface pretreatment will continue to be necessary for
good durability, this implies that (a) any effective 'primer' may have to be added
directly to the adhesive formulation (and diffuse to the interface and react prior
to the adhesive hardening), and/or (b) the materials supplier will need to surface
pretreat the substrate prior to supplying it to the final assembly manufacturer.
This latter route is the one which has been developed in the car industry for
bonding aluminium alloy. Here, the aluminium alloy is surface pretreated (in order
to subsequently give good joint durability) and coated with a protective press
lubricant (which is compatible with, and displaced by, the adhesive during the
later bonding operation) by the materials supplier. Such routes would appear to
be the obvious ones to pursue for a wide range of industrial applications where
adhesives technology offers many significant advantages compared to other more
traditional means of joining, and where good durability is a key requirement.
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Chapter 18

Ultrasonic inspection of adhesive bonds
JOSEPH L. ROSE*
Engineering Science and Mechanics Department, The Pennsylvania State University,
411 E Earth and Engineering Sciences Building, University Park, PA 16802, USA

1. Introduction

The subject of adhesive bonding inspection with ultrasonics has heen a subject
of deep concern for decades (Table I). Many excellent review articles have been
written. See, for example, Segal and Rose [I], Rose and Nestleroth [2], Hagemaier
[3J, Light and Kwun [4], Rose [5], Hagemaier [6], Cawley [7], De Sterke [8].
Munns and Georgiou [9], and Arnold [10].
If the adhesive bonding manufacturing process is carried out correctly, the
bonds are strong and can perform well for long periods of time. On the other
hand, such subtle errors in the bonding process as poor surface preparation or
incorrect curing can lead to disastrous results in adhesive and cohesive strength,
respectively. Also, in service environmental conditions and fatigue can lead to
serious defects and hence adhesive bond failure.
Let us consider some of the most common problems in an adhesively bonded
joint. Bonding problems in a three-layer step-lap joint, for example, are illustrated
in Fig. I. Ultrasonic techniques to find voids, weak cohesive properties, and
delaminations are available and are quite reliable. The weak interface or kissing
bond detection situation, on the other hand, has a limited number of solutions
useful only in special situations. No generalized technique is yet available to
depict a weak interface or kissing bond reliably, although a number of promising
techniques have emerged.
Basic ultrasonic experimental techniques to help understand the ultrasonic
inspection techniques for adhesive bond inspection can be found in Krautkramer
[ 11 J and more detail on theoretical aspects of wave propagation in Rose [12].
A brief review of some basic principles in ultrasonics required to appreciate
the ultrasonic adhesive bond inspection process is outlined next. Of paramount
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Table I
Popular ultrasonic inspection choices for adhesive bond evaluation
Technique

Problem area
Dimensional Voids Cohesive Delamin- Corrosion Weak
interface
weakness ations
attack
checks

Normal
longitudinal

X

X

X

X

X

Normal shear
Resonance
Oblique
incidence
Guided
waves
Acoustic
microscopy

Maybe with
very high
frequency
Often
possible

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Often
possible
Often
possible
Often
possible

Primary
limitations
Thin
parts
Contact
couplants
Interface
properties
Test setup
Complex
technology
Thick
parts

importance is the concept of reflection factor illustrated in Fig. 2. As an ultrasonic
wave impinges onto an interface between two materials, a portion of the energy
is transmitted and a portion is reflected. The idealized reflection factor formula
is presented in Fig. 2. In order to go beyond the normal incidence ultrasonic
technique, it is necessary to consider the refraction principle illustrated in Fig. 3.
As an ultrasonic wave impinges onto an interface between two materials at some
oblique incident angle, a portion of the energy is reflected and some is refracted.
The refraction process is governed by Snell's Law. Note that at the interface,
there is a mode conversion process that occurs, and actually two waves reflect and
also two waves refract into the second material, a longitudinal wave and a shear
wave. The two basic modes of wave propagation, longitudinal and shear, can be
differentiated by looking at the particle velocity vector. For longitudinal waves
the particle velocity vector is in the same direction as the wave vector, oscillating
back and forth in establishing either tensile or compressive wave propagation.
On the other hand, for shear wave propagation, the particle velocity vector is
at 90 degrees to the direction of the wave vector. The shear wave propagation
can be considered to be either vertical or horizontal. Actually, all sorts of wave
propagation, whether in unbounded or bounded media can be considered as a
superposition of longitudinal and shear wave propagation in the media. For more
details on normal incidence, oblique incidence and basic principles of wave
propagation, see [12].
The most common Ultrasonic Bond Inspection Procedures are illustrated in
Fig. 4. Each has its special benefits for solving specific adhesive bonding inspec-
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Voids, undercure, etc.

Substrate
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a. Cohesive problems
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and kissing layers
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Substrar)_·.,- - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - Missing adhesive

b. Adhesive problems

Fig. I. (a, b) Common bonding problems in a three-layer step-lap joint.

tion problems. In some cases, all of the techniques presented in Fig. 4 might be
useful for solving a particular adhesive bond inspection problem. On the other
hand, depending on the nature of the adhesive bond, perhaps only one or two
of the techniques outlined in Fig. 4 might be useful. A normal beam contact
pulse-echo technique is illustrated in Fig. 4a. Notice that a thin oil film is required
as a couplant in order to efficiently transfer ultrasonic energy from the piezoelectric transducer into the substrate for subsequent impingement onto the adhesive
layer. Note that the piezoelectric effect, responsible for the basic operation of the
transducer, is a principle associated with the conversion of electrical energy to
mechanical vibrational energy. The reverse piezoelectric effect, now in turn, used
in a reception mode, converts mechanical energy back into electrical energy. It is
also possible to use a shear wave nonnal beam transducer similar to that presented
in Fig. 4a as long as an adhesive or honey is used as a couplant, since there is not
any transfer of shear wave energy across water and very little across an oil film. A
nonnal beam longitudinal wave immersion pulse-echo technique is illustrated in
Fig. 4b. There are many benefits of using this technique. As an example, a fluid
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Fig. 2. Reflection factor, R 12 , principle for a wave impinging upon an interface between two
different materials.

medium allows focusing of an ultrasonic transducer to take place. Consistency
in the pressure between the ultrasonic transducer and the substrate to which the
ultrasonic energy is introduced is also possible compared to the contact technique.
Variations on this technique can also be considered. In Fig. 4c, a normal beam
contact through-transmission technique is presented. In this case one transducer
is used as a sender and the second as a receiver. They are scanned together over
the test part in trying to examine characteristics of the adhesive bond layer. This
technique can also be used in an immersion mode as illustrated in Fig. 4d. Another variation on the immersion technique can be considered by using a bubbler
technique whereby a small water film exists between the transducers, as the two
transducers are scanned over the part in question. In the aircraft industry, a normal
beam squirter technique in through-transmission is quite popular in a fashion
similar to that presented in Fig. 4e. There is a housing surrounding the transducer
whereby a water supply forces a water column onto the test part. The squirter
system then allows all of the ultrasonic energy to travel along the water column
allowing ultrasonic waves to be introduced into the adhesive bond test structure.
As the ultrasonic energy travels through the structure, it then again encounters
another water column where it meets with the receiving piezoelectric transducer.
The water flow, by way of a pump, can maintain constant coupling conditions in
the scanning system as the two transducers and the squirter system move over
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materials at oblique incidence .

the entire test part. Another technique that makes use of just one transducer, but
is actually a double through-transmission procedure, is presented in Fig. 4f. In
this case, the ultrasonic transducer travels through a fluid medium into the test
structure, across the fluid medium onto a reflector plate; the ultrasonic energy
then comes back across the fluid medium into the adhesive bond layer across the
fluid medium to the receiving transducer. Certainly many other variations on the
schemes presented in Fig. 4c could be presented that could lead to a successful
adhesive bond inspection program.
Data acquired from all of the techniques could be presented in a C-scan format
which is a plot of amplitude versus two-dimensional position of the adhesive bonding area of concern. The ultrasonic C-scan test principle is illustrated in Fig. 5.
In the example shown. a focused transducer is used that allows ultrasonic energy
to propagate into a small area of the adhesive bond. Focusing is accomplished
by way of a curved transducer, or some other technique that allows a time delay
profile to occur across the face of the transducer, hence modifying the interference
phenomenon in such a way that the beam can be focused to an area of concern
inside the test material. In Fig. 5, note that an electronic gate or window could
be set to examine signals directly from the adhesive bond layer, or perhaps even
later in time domain allowing ultrasonic energy to travel completely through to a
reflector plate and back to a receiving transducer. Obviously, in the case shown for
a complete delamination, you can see that an echo comes back from the adhesive
interface leading to a situation with no backwall echo at all. This is only one test
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algorithm possibility, of many that could be introduced in hardware or software to
provide a total C-scan representation, hence allowing us to examine amplitude at
a particular depth over the entire test structure being considered. For comparison
purposes, Fig. 5b shows the representation of an A-scan, 8-scan, and the popular
C-scan. An A-scan is simply an amplitude versus time domain signal display. A
rectified waveform is illustrated in Fig. 5. For a B-scan image, a cross-sectional
image of a structure is actually produced, whereby all of the echos coming back
from that cross-section are recorded as illustrated in Fig. Sb of amplitude depicted
as a function of x and z. In the C-scan situation, amplitude is depicted again, but
this time as a function of x and y. The amplitudes can be presented in a gray scale
or color format to provide us with some idea of the variations that might occur in
the bonded strncture.
Another variation of the normal beam ultrasonic technique is illustrated in
Fig. 6 for a so-called resonance method. In this case, continuous wave ultrasonic
energy travels from the ultrasonic transducer through the entire adhesive bond
structure. When encountering a delamination, notice that the wave resonance
set up is of a different wavelength than one where ultrasonic energy can nicely
traverse the entire adhesive bond structure. There are many resonance techniques
and instrumentation possibilities on the m,u-ket that work very well for cohesive
bonding problems and in some cases are even acceptable for adhesive defect
situations. Standing waves are established and the frequency observed is equal to
the wave velocity over twice the thickness, in this case either twice d or twice D.
Oblique incidence ultrasonic test techniques like those illustrated in Fig. 7 are
also quite useful. In fact, it has been found in earlier studies that the normal
beam shear wave incidence technique is often more sensitive to subtle interfacial
weakness problems than a normal beam longitudinal incident wave. It is difficult,
however, to produce shear wave incidence in a normal beam mode because of the
somewhat permanent adherence to the substrate that is required. As a result, it was
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found that by using the oblique incidence technique and the refraction principle
that it became possible to have ultrasonic shear wave energy impinge onto the
interface of the adhesive layer and hence provide excellent sensitivity to the
subtle defects in that adhesive interface . The procedures illustrated in Fig. 7 show
possibilities of contact and immersion. In Fig. 7a. a transducer wedge is required,
where a longitudinal wave can be sent from the transducer along the wedge at
some particular angle, whereby refraction of shear wave energy can take place into
the substrate with subsequent impingement onto the adhesive layer. Keep in mind
though, it is still sometimes useful to consider the longitudinal refraction wave
also as an impingement onto the adhesive layer. Both possibilities can be used
depending on the problem at hand. We see therefore a re fraction from the wedge to
the substrate and refraction again from the substrate to the adhesive layer whereby
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reflec.:tion occurs al the lower interface followed by s ubsequent refractions again
into the second receiving transducer. These two transducers can be moved together
over the entire structure in producing a C-scan type image output to be used for
defect analysis in the adhesively bonded structure. The concept s arc simila( for
that of an immersion probe ill ustrated in Fig. 7b. Quite often, the angle theta as
incident from the wedge or from the transducer into the fluid medium will have to
be adjusted in order to obtain the best possible sensitivity to the characteristics of
the adhesive layer, particularly for the case of a weak interface or a kissing bond.
This same oblique incidence concept can be considered for Lamb wave excitation
and horizontal shear wave excitation in producing guided waves in the structure.
This is the subject presented in Fig. 8 where common guided wave adhesive bond
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inspection procedures are illustrated for a typical three-layer structure, consisting
of substrate, adhesive bond layer and substrate. Again, entry into the adhesive bond
layer is by way of refraction whereby the refracted angle into the adhesive bond
layer is considered at 90 degrees . If we have the con-ect selection of angles and
frequency, a nicely behaved wave packet is fom1ed that allows ultrasonic energy
to travel along the adhesive bond layer, where leakage of energy into the upper
substrate or actual defect scatte1ing itself, can cause ultrasonic energy to travel to
the receiving transducer #2. Guided waves can be produced in either a contact or
immersion mode as illustrated in Fig. 8. To understand guided wave techniques for
testing an adhesive bond, it is necessary to understand the concepts of dispersion
curves and analysis where the possible phase velocity versus frequency values that
might occur for the particular adhesive bond structure can be displayed. For more
information on this subject, the reader is referred to Rose [ 12).
Proper gate settings are also required for oblique incidence or for guided wave
inspection. In both cases, specific angles are usually required to acquire good
results based on appropriate mode choice.
A review of various aspects of the normal beam technique, either pulse-echo or
through-transmission is presented next along with sections on oblique incidence,
guided waves and acoustic microscopy.

2. Normal beam ultrasonics
Normal beam ultrasonic inspection like that illustrated in Fig. la is obviously the
most simple to use and can also provide a great deal of information. Gross defects
are immediately found. As early as 1973, ultrasonic normal beam procedures
were studied for predicting adhesive bond strength; see Rose and Meyer (13) .
In Rose and Meyer, a 10-MHz narrow band transducer was used to study the
bond line where both interface echoes arc superimposed to form a single bondline echo. It was shown [ 13] that the bond-line echo amplitude was inversely
proportional to the bond failure load. Sample C-scan results were also obtained
hy gating the bond-line echo. In coming up with a figure of merit for the bond,
amplitude values were also weighted with respect to position in considering
a shear stress distribution across the bond. Ultrasonic spectroscopy was also
considered where different amplitude versus frequency response curves were
obtained for different thicknesses. Since then, it was found that this approach is
limited to certain bond system and defect situations. Rose et al. [14] again used
normal beam ultrasonics but selected various features of the bond-line signal to
produce a 'feature map' which looked like a C-scan, but was of wave velocity,
attenuation at a particular frequency, or some other feature. Higher-frequency
probes were used to resolve the echoes from each interface. Frequencies around
30 MHz could often locate weak interface zones in a bonded structure; see
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Nestleruth et al. [15]. Segal et al. [16] considered some established novel signal
processing schemes to assist in adhesive bond inspection. Sinclair et al. [ 17]
and Filimonov [18] employed acoustic resonance methods for dynamic elastic
modulus measurements in adhesively bonded structures. Yost and Cantrell [ 19],
Achenbach and Parikh [20] and Nagy et al. [21] considered a nonlinear response
of bonded structures to estimate material characteristics. In Achenbach and Parikh
[20], failure was preceded by nonlinear behavior of thin boundary layers at the
interfaces. Billson and Hutchins [22] considered lasers and EMATS in bond
investigations. It was shown that this non-contact technique was reasonable when
compared to that obtained by conventional piezoelectric transducers. Ince et
al. [23] also characterized bonds with laser-generated ultrasound and throughtransmission measurements .
Light and Harvey [24] presented a paper that analyzed the pulse-echo ultrasonic squirter technique for the first layer delamination in a composite structure.
Parikh and Achenbach [25] established a framework for studying the nonlinear
viscoelastic behaviors of adhesive layers in an attempt at advancing the state of
the art in a nondestructive evaluation of adhesively bonded structures.
Fraisse et al. [26] looked at ultrasonic measurements for the adhesive layer.
Thickness was negligible compared to the ultrasonic wavelength. Some excellent
results were reported. Hsu and Patton [27] considered a water-coupled focused
beam broadband pulse technique referred to as the 'dripless bubbler' technique. In
this case, ultrasound at a low-frequency of I MHz was used where the interfacial
echoes were unresolved. The technique presented here was similar to earlier
work presented by [13 ]. A variety of practical adhesive bonding test situations
associated with tilting, rivets, thickness variations, and paint were considered, and
excellent results were obtained. Pangraz and Arnold [28] considered a microscopic
description of the interface binding force. As a result, ultrasonic data were taken
in a normal beam through-transmission technique. Good results were obtained.
They considered the binding force of glass polymer composites with different
humidity considerations, as an example, for a polymer bond. Baltzersen et al.
[29] considered inspection of coupler joints in glass-reinforced polymer-piping
systems. The attenuation was noted to increase approximately linearly with
frequency pointing to the benefits of low-frequency transducers for ultrasonic
inspection of the adhesive bond situations. A variety of other ultrasonic testing
techniques are also reported. Holland et al. [30] employed an ultrasonic 5.5MHz linear array medical imaging system to examine disbanded regions in
bonded aluminum plates. Since then, of course, array technology is finding many
applications in nondestructive evaluation. Interesting experiments and results are
reported in the paper. Ultrasonic spectroscopy techniques for a layer between
two similar substrates were studied by Lavrentyev et al. [31]. Interference of the
ultrasonic signals between the front and back interface layer resulted in minima
in the amplitude versus frequency spectrum of the signals that would allow us
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to extract thickness information as well as quality characteristics of the adhesive
bond layer. Light et al. [32) introduced a dry coupled ultrasonic technique for
evaluating bond-line quality in order to overcome the adversity associated with
the liquid couplant usually required in the contact inspection technique to reliably
transfer energy from the piezoelectric transducer into the test part. Promise for
dry couplant was demonstrated in the paper. A novel approach of detecting
nonlinearities due to bond deterioration was studied by Tang et al. [33] . Some
promise for solving the complex adhesive bond degradation problem was shown
in the paper. Some additional interesting reading on normal beam ultrasonic
test techniques for adhesive bonding structures as well as some other interesting
subtleties of ultrasonic analysis are reported in references [34-45).

3. Oblique incidence techniques
A common ultrasonic oblique incidence technique is shown in Fig. 7. Besides the
benefit of a different look into the adhesive bond layer by way of refraction, there
are other benefits of the oblique incidence technique. Worth noting, of course,
is the fact that it can now have longitudinal and shear waves impinging onto
the interface between the substrate and adhesive layer. This allows us to achieve
excellent sensitivity for a variety of different problems that might be found in
the adhesive bond layer. Motivation for some of the work associated with the
oblique incidence technique was obtained by looking at normal beam shear wave
techniques onto the adhesive layer. Quite often excellent sensitivity was obtained
for weak interface situations. Because of the difficulty of the technique, though,
in coupling the transducer to the test part, it was decided by many investigators
to consider the refraction process of an oblique incidence where ultrasonic shear
wave would directly impinge onto the interface in question. Some work reported
by Pilarski and Rose [46] outlines the oblique incidence inspection technique
that can lead to this special sensitivity for the weak interface situation. The weak
interface in the paper was modeled as a spring having a variety of different
boundary conditions at the interface going from a welded or perfect bond onto
a smooth boundary condition associated with the kissing bond. lntennediate
conditions were also studied. The theoretic work presented led to some very
exciting experiments that are reported in Pilarski and Rose [46] and in more
detail in Pilarski and Rose [47J. C-scan presentations or F-map techniques were
illustrated in the paper which shows the oblique incidence reflection factor shear
wave results to be quite sensitive to a weak interface. Additional experiments
are reported in Rose et al. [48]. A whole host of test specimens was studied
with a variety of different interfacial defects. Excellent experimental results were
obtained . More discussion of the problem associated with the kissing bond at the
interface and the ultrasonic detection possibilities is reported by Nagy [49]. Some
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interesting oblique incidence experiments that employ a goniometer to provide
an assessment of an interface condition in an adhesive bond are reported by
Lavrentyev and Rokhlin [50). Cawley et al. [51] and Cawley and Pialucha [52)
report the use of ultrasonic reflection coefficients for both normal and oblique
incidence for the detection and characterization of various oxide layers and other
problems at the adhesive adherent interface. Good results were obtained.

4. On guided wave inspection techniques
A simplified presentation of the guided wave inspection technique is illustrated
in Fig. 8. Good experimental techniques for guided wave propagation in an adhesively bonded structure rely heavily on theoretical aspects of guided waves,
commonly referred to as dispersion analysis. When looking at a particular adhesively bonded structure as an example, a three-layer structure of a substrate,
adhesive layer, substrate, a boundary value problem should be solved whereby a
governing wave equation is examined along with appropriate boundary conditions
a utilization of the theory of elasticity and an assumed harmonic equation. A transcendental equation is then obtained in most cases calling for a numerical solution
that leads to the dispersion curves of phase velocity versus frequency. In some
cases, a group velocity versus frequency and attenuation versus frequency will
also be defined depending on the problem statement. Details on the generation of
these guided wave theoretical procedures can be found in Rose [ 12). The dispersion curve establishes the guidelines for data acquisition and analysis, primarily
in selecting the appropriate angle of incidence, which relates to phase velocity by
way of Snell's Law, and of course frequency. Selection of a phase velocity and
appropriate frequency for all of the points that might be selected on a dispersion
curve in a plot of phase velocity versus frequency must be carefully done. Some
points will behave better than others with respect to being able to define a sensitive
ultrasonic guided wave test for finding certain defect situations. From point to
point on the dispersion curve, the actual wave structure across the adhesive bond
changes, with certain points providing excellent sensitivity to the interface conditions and others more sensitive to the cohesive situation inside the layer. Other
points might simply inspect the substrate materials themselves. The approach is
complex, the mathematical details are considerable and the reader is again referred
to literature on ultrasonic waves in solid media, as an example, in Rose [12].

5. Sample dispersion curve and wave structure
A sample dispersion curve is illustrated in Fig. 9 for a three-layer adhesively
bonded structure of aluminum-epoxy-aluminum. Points on the curve show pos-
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Fig. 9. Sample dispersion curves for a three-layer structure (aluminum 2.54 mm-epoxy 0.254
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sible inspection points where each point has a different penetration power and
sensitivity to certain kinds of defects in either the substrate, epoxy layer, or actual interface between the epoxy and aluminum substrate. Sample wave structure
values to help determine sensitivity regions are illustrated in Fig. 10. Note that
for some points, that is for a specific phase velocity and frequency value, nicely
behaved wave structures can be found that are useful for carrying out a specific
inspection. Again, details on the generation and interpretation of these dispersion
curves can be found in Rose [ 12 }.
Many choices for carrying out an inspection with guided waves can be obtained
from the dispersion curves. Many different combinations of phase velocity and
frequency might work equally well for finding specific cohesive or adhesive type
defects. As an example, wave structures for two specific points are illustrated in
Fig. I 0. In Fig. IOa, for example, the in-plane displacement component, which
could be quite sensitive to certain kinds of defects along the interface or in the
adhesive layer, is quite dominant along the interface and in the adhesive layer.
In Fig. 1Ob, however, from the power d istribution, it is expected to have best
results for substrate inspection only if needed. This point would not be selected for
adhesive bond inspection. Theoretical results are useful primarily for establishing
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trends and demonstrating the wave structure variations from one point to another
on the dispersion curve. As a result, tuning processes are useful, that is to vary
phase velocity and frequency in an attempt to find all defects in the adhesive bond
layer.
Rose and Ditri [53] examined both pulse-echo and through-transmission Lamb
wave inspection techniques for adhesive bond inspection. Excellent sensitivity
was achieved for a variety of different adhesive bond preparation strategies.
Cawley ct al. [54] also looked at Lamb wave inspection possibilities for adhesive
bonds where emphasis was placed on the true guided waves that actually occur
in the adhesive layer. Zeros of the reflection coefficient that might occur and
the reflection coefficient amplitude from the adhesive adherent interface were
discussed along with the relationship with guided wave possibilities in an adhesive
layer. Correlations with the zeros of the reflection coefficient and a detailed
examination of the reflection coefficient amplitude provided insight into the
guided wave technique for adhesive bond examination. Nagy and Adler [55] study
guided wave inspection potential in adhesive joints. Fahr et al. [56] considered an
acousto-ultrasonics and pattern recognition technique for their analysis of various
adhesive bond situations. The acousto-ultrasonic technique was one that places a
normal beam probe transducer on one section of a test specimen and a normal
beam receiver at some other position on the test structure. What actually occurs
between the two transducers is a guided wave ultrasonic transmission from one
point to another. This commonly referred to signature technique is extremely
useful for a number of different inspection problems as long as the structure is
similar and the ultrasonic transducer size and frequency bandwidth characteristics
for a particular pulser are just about identical. We can then obtain a signature
of a situation, which can be correlated with damage type, or high quality of
the adhesive bonded structure being considered. Lowe and Cawley [57] explores
the use of plate waves for adhesive bond inspection. Rose et al. [58] present a
paper on Lamb waves for aircraft bond inspection with special considerations of
mode, frequency, and probe geometries that are required to successfully launch
and receive the guided waves. A number of sample problems in the aircraft
industry are discussed. Lih et al. [59] studied the ultrasonic evaluation thermal
degradation in adhesive bonds. A leaky Lamb wave phenomenon based on angular
insonification is used to determine the adhesive bond properties. Comparison was
made with the reference dispersion curves in order to depict slight changes in the
development of the dispersion curves that could relate to damage mechanisms in
the adhesive bond. Lowe and Cawley [60] report some measurements on diffusion
bonding joints, which can be directly applied to adhesive bonding situations. Some
interesting results are reported that look at two transducers in oblique incidence
pitch catch. In examining the frequencies and angles at which minima can occur
in the reflected signals in establishing relationships with bond quality. Rose et
al. [61 J introduce a somewhat sophisticated guided wave approach to practical
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aging aircraft inspection problems of delaminations and corrosion detection in a
lap-splice joint and in a tear-strap stmcture. A double spring hopping probe is
used to acquire data over the curved aircraft strncture. See Fig. 11 for a brief
description of a technique that is being considered for lap-splice joint inspection in
the field today. A resonance tuning concept is presented that shows how variations
in phase velocity and frequency can be used to obtain maximum guided wave
penetration power across a step-lap joint or tear strap in coming up with figures
of merit for the structure with respect to bond integrity. A tear-strap inspection
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 12 followed by a skin to honeycomb bond in
Fig. 13. These figures provide some basic insight into the guided wave approach
to adhesive bond inspection. Although fairly simple in concept, great care must
be given to mode and frequency selection to allow appropriate sensitivity to the
problem being investigated. Rose et al. 1.62] consider guided waves for composite
patch repair of aging aircraft. By sending ultrasonic energy from one side of
the patch to another it becomes possible to examine the ultrasonic leakage of
energy into the patch if prepared properly. A straightforward technique allows
us to evaluate the quality of the bond in the repair process of a section of the
aircraft. The composite patch problem was also examined by Scala and Doyle
f.631. The uti lization of ultrasonic leaky intedace waves between the overlays
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in the substrate aluminum alloy materials is also explored. A laser ultrasonic
excitation technique was also considered in the study. Singher et al. [64] measured
a sandwich bond strength with a spring model at the inteti'ace in establishing
guidelines for looking at the generation and detection of guided waves across
a step-lap joint. An optical reception technique was considered that produced
some very nice results for this adhesive bond inspection examination problem.
Mustafa et al. [65 J used Lamb waves for imaging, quite nicely, dis bonds and
adhesive joints with Lamb waves. Chimenti [66J in a review article on guided
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waves and plates presented some very interesting ideas and analysis for using
guided waves in materials characterization and analysis with one possibility being,
of course, adhesive bond inspection. Rose et al. [67] examine ultrasonic guided
wave inspection of a Boeing 747 tear-strap structure. Qu and Liu [68 J looked at
the effect of residual stress on guided waves and layered media with some very
interesting results. Rose et al. [69] considered guided wave techniques for an
examination of titanium to titanium diffusion bonding. The techniques presented
in that paper can be applied to adhesive bond inspection. One really interesting
thing that occurred in that paper was the introduction of two modes simultaneously
whereby one mode was strongly affected by variations in the bond line, and one
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mode almost independent of what had happened in the bond line. This provided
for us a very interesting feature of an amplitude ratio of the two modes that could
correlate nicely with adhesive bond quality. Amplitude itself, as a feature, is not
reliable, but an amplitude ratio is quite reliable. This interesting result produces
something that hopefully could be extended in the future to guided wave analysis
for reliable inspection of ultrasonically adhesive bonded structures. Vine et al.
l70] examined the correlation of ultrasonic measurements with toughness changes
during the environmental degradation of adhesive joints. Excellent results were
obtained on a number of different situations with a consideration of the detrimental
effect of moisture on adhesive bond strength. Xiu et al. [71] also present an
interesting article on the ultrasonic characterization of thin plate bonding. Zhu
et al. [72] present some guided wave techniques for hidden corrosion detection
associated with the development of corrosion emanating from poorly bonded
interface conditions for a variety of different adhesive bonded structures. It is
shown in the paper how certain modes might disappear depending on corrosion
levels and location inside a structure. Todd and Challis [73] consider Lamb waves
along with artificial neural networks. The artificial neural network technique
being used today goes beyond some of the techniques introduced decades ago
on pattern recognition analysis. Efficient routines of establishing relationships
between features and adhesive bond quality become available. Rose et al. [74]
and Rose and Soley [75] review a whole host of additional problems associated
with bonded components and hidden corrosion detection on naval aircraft. Special
algorithms are introduced that draw upon the theoretical aspects of guided wave
analyses and special transducer designs of either comb type configurations or
angle beam entries to come up with procedures and algorithms for characterizing
various situations in aging aircraft. Sample problems reported include lap-splice
inspection, tear-strap inspection, honeycomb skin to core delamination detection,
and multi-layer structure analysis, and looking at defects in a second or third layer.

6. Acoustic microscopy techniques
The basic approach to ultrasonic microscopy is illustrated in Fig. 14. Both normal
beam impingements can be considered to a focal depth as illustrated as well as
surface waves across the test piece. It might be pointed out that the frequency
ranges are much higher than those considered in guided wave analysis, going way
beyond 50 MHz at times on up to the GHz region. It becomes possible to examine
subtle defects in adhesive bond layer in a laboratory environment. Sklar et al. [76]
used quantitative acoustic microscopy to study coated aluminum at frequencies on
up to I GHz. Zeller et al. [77] look at adhesive adherent interlayer measurements
by acoustic microscopy with promising results. A comparison of a variety of
different techniques including pulsed infrared laser shearography with acoustic
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microscopy for debonds in a structure is presented by Light and Schaefer l78].
Zeller et al. [79] characterized epoxy-coated oxide films with acoustic microscopy
with technology ce11ainly being applied to subtle adhesively bonded structures.
Zinin et al. [80] detennined density and elastic constants of an oxide film by
acoustic microscopy with techniques suitable for adhesive bonding evaluation. h
might be pointed out that all of the acoustic microscopy techniques are excellent
for laboratory use but still have some way to go with respect to practical field
utilization for adhesive bond inspection problems.
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Chapter 19

The design of adhesively bonded joints
L.J. HART-SMITH *
Phantom Works, The Boeing Company, Huntington Beach, CA, USA

1. Introduction
Designing successful adhesively bonded joints is straightforward, provided that
one pays close attention to a small number of critical issues, none of which is
difficult to comprehend and none of which is any more difficult to comply with
than to ignore. The first is that the joint must never be designed to be weaker
than the surrounding structure, unless one is deliberately planning a weak-link
fuse with no damage tolerance. The second is that the bond stress distribution
must never be uniform if a durable bond is sought. The third is that bonding
is totally unreliable in the absence of appropriate surface preparation. (It must
be remembered that all of the joints that disbonded in service were built in
accordance with specifications. A very real problem is that not all approved
surface preparations can be relied upon to keep the glue stuck.) And the fourth,
which is often overlooked, is that in weight critical structures, it is the weight of
the entire structure that must be minimized, NOT the weight of the splices.
The international aerospace community can look back proudly to many entirely
successful applications of adhesively bonded secondary and primary structures,
some of which have served for more than 50 years without failure and others
of which are scheduled to remain in service for yet another 30 years. Unfortunately, what is remembered the most are the relatively few failures, all caused
by inappropriate surface preparations. These have had a disproportionate negative
influence on the subsequent applications of adhesive bonding. Yet the resolution
of these problems was not at all difficult technically, and the cures were easy
to implement - and they have been implemented, albeit not universally. There
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has been a noticeable lack of dedication to revising repair manuals to update the
process specifications, particularly on out-of-production aircraft, with the result
that far too many components are 'repaired' using the very same processes that led
to their failure in the first place (see [I]). There seems to be two reasons for this.
The discredited procedures produce products that do not fall apart immediately,
so there has been a denial by some of the existence of any such problems.
Also, no after-the-fact inspection has been able to differentiate between bonded
structures that will not fall apart in service and those that will, given enough time
and exposure to moisture. Successful bonding has always relied upon diligent
in-process control and has always been remarkably tolerant of all but the grossest
deviations of good practice.
The surface-preparation issue is just as serious for fibrous composite structures
(see [2]) as for ones made from metal, and is addressed in other chapters of these
volumes. Cleanliness alone is not sufficient; the adhesive must want to adhere to
the substrate, so the surface must be activated appropriately. No glue will bond to
a totally inert surface (see [3]). It suffices to say, here, that all the mechanics-based
design procedures are rendered worthless if the glue does not stay stuck!
That said, there remains one other chronic misunderstanding about the behavior
of adhesives in bonded structures. This is the oversimplified 'analysis' method,
still found in most handbooks and in most of the few university courses that
actually teach engineering design, whereby it is assumed that the strength of a
bonded joint can be equated to the product of the area over which the adhesive
extends and some fictitious uniform shear- (or peel-) stress allowable. This method
actually used to work for the wooden airframes made circa World War I because,
with a slope less than l-in-16, the glues of the day were always stronger than
the wood. A lot has changed since then. Today, bonded structures are made from
materials far stronger than wood and there is a need for more realistic and less
simplistic analysis tools. Some short-overlap test coupons might still obey such a
rule, although there is a discussion later explaining why even this is generally not
so, but doubling the bonded area in a reasonably well-designed bonded joint will
not double the joint strength. In most cases, doing so would have no effect at all,
as explained in ref. [4].
Given that the adhesive in a bonded joint must never be allowed to become
the weakest potential failure mode, it is finally necessary to introduce the issue of
the multiplicity of potential failure modes in a structural joint, and the importance
of assessing all of them each time. With an understanding that adhesive shear
and peel, for example, are governed by different mechanisms, it becomes possible
to see the benefits of not accepting the lowest possible strength, but of minor
redesign (such as tapering the ends of the overlaps) to suppress one or more failure
modes and to attain the highest one possible. The standard riveted-joint design
practice of seeking the geometry for a joint that becomes simultaneously critical
in rivet shear, skin bearing, tension-through-the-hole, shear-out, and rivet bending
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has always represented a sub-optimum solution. 1 In a truly optimized design, only
one or two variables will become critical; all of the others will remain sub-critical.
And the validation of an optimized bonded joint design is that the joint itself will
not fail; the structure outside the joint should fail first. This is not an issue of
conservatism versus added weight. There are no penalties associated with good
bonded joint designs, when the correct evaluation criteria are employed. Joints
(splices) typically involve only about 2-5% of the structural weight. The true
measure of joint efficiency is how highly can the remaining 95% or more be safely
stressed, not how many pounds of load can be transferred through how many
pounds of splice.

2. The PABST adhesively bonded wide-body fuselage
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, the then Douglas Aircraft Company
(now part of Boeing) designed and tested a wide-body aircraft fuselage under
contract to the US Air Force Wright Laboratories, Dayton, in which adhesive
bonding was employed widely in the design (see (5)). The program, referred to
as the Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology (PABST) program, also
undertook extensive durability testing to confirm the reliability of the phosphoricacid surface treatment, in conjunction with a primer (BR-127), including both
phenolic and epoxy resins. The use of phenolic resin in the primer is significant,
because the renowned Redux bonded structures made by de Havilland in England
and Fokker in Holland, which have stayed bonded during as much as 50 years
in service, used a vinyl-phenolic adhesive, sometimes over a merely grit-blasted
surface (see [6]). A good indication of the effectiveness of both the PABST
bonded joints and the process used to design and analyze them is revealed in
Fig. 1, showing a 1-inch-deep bonded stiffener ripped apart by skin wrinkles in a
test panel with the adhesive remaining totally intact without even any crazing in
the adhesive fillets.
The portion of this work to be discussed here is the longitudinal splices in the
skin. Every second splice was designed as an entirely bonded double-strap splice,
with no fail-safe rivets. (A small number of rivets located judiciously in low-stress
areas could have served as both valuable tooling aids to position components and
as a means for electrical grounding, but the decision was made to demonstrate
that they were structurally unnecessary.) The intervening riveted splices at the
manufacturing breaks employed selective bonded doublers at the most critical

1

In scientific terms, this is a constrained optimum. It is an approach that has been just as harmful
to business practices, in which all the wrong costs are minimized. as it has been to joints in aircraft
structures for the past 70 years.
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Fig. l. Failure of metallic stiffener without damage to adhesive in bonded panel.

rivet rows, without adding to any eccentricity in load path. These simple joints
outperformed by far the more complex riveted splices used in production. Had any
of these splices failed, the fuselage would have exploded and the building in which
the test was performed would have been destroyed. That did not happen. The
message from that program, in the present context, was how easy it was to design
these critical bonded joints. The actual design process was reduced a simple table
look-up for the appropriate skin gauge (thickness) which defined both the overlap
of the joint and the thickness of the splice plates. Only one table was needed; it is
reproduced here as Fig. 2.
This table was approximated by the simple empirical formula that the overlap,
at each end of the butt joint, was approximately 30 times 2 the thickness of the
central skin. The splice plates were made one gauge thicker than half the s kin
thickness, because fatigue testing had revealed a preponderance of failures in the
middle of the splices, where the skins butted together, rather than in the nominally

2 This practice conti.nues to this day. for hondcd patches over cracks, or other damage. in metallic
structures. T he preliminary dcs ign o\'erlap for one-sided patches is 60 times the skin thickness.
on each side of the crack. This ratio is not universal, of course; it was devdoped for aluminum
adherends bonded together by toughened epoxy adhesives. But the process by which the overlaps
were cstahlishcd. which is dcscribed later. is universal and can be repeated for other materials.
It should he not.:d. however, that nearly isotropi<.: <.:arhon-epoxy laminates have about the sarm:
Young's modulus as aluminum alloys and that the same factors can be applied direct ly.
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Fig. 2. Design overlaps for adhesively bonded splices in PABST fuselage.

equally stressed skin at the ends of the bonded overlap when each splice plate was
made precisely half as thick as the skin. The need for close to stiffness balance
is explained later; it is a matter of maximizing the potential shear load that could
be carried by the adhesive layer if only the adherends were strong enough . The
scientific derivation of these overlaps is also explained .
It can be seen from the entries in Fig. 2 that the potential adhesive shear
strength for the thinnest (0.040 inch) skin is roughly three times the adherend
strength outside the joint. But, for the thickest skin shown (0.125 inch), thi s
ratio has fallen to less than 2-to-1. The reason for this is that the adherend
strength is directly proportional to its thickness, while the adhesive bond strength
is proportional only to the square root of the thickness of the adherends (see
[7]). At somewhere between 3 / 16 and 1/ 4 of an inch this ratio of strengths fall s
below unity, which is why the table is tenninated where it is. (Multi-step joints are
needed for thicker skins, as is discussed later.)
Except for the need to employ peel-stress relief, as di scussed later, the process
of designing the bonded splices in the PABST fuselage really was as simple as
looking up entries for the appropriate skin thickness in Fig. 2. The astute reader
will observe that no mention has yet been made of the service temperature. This
is because the calculations on which Fig. 2 is based were repeated for the highest
and lowest service temperatures, and for room temperature as well. The design
overlap is actually set by the maximum temperature, where the adhesive is softest,
as is explained later, and the joint strength by the minimum temperature, where
the bon<l strength is least because the adhesive is more brittle then. The tensile
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strength of aluminum alloy skins is insensitive to operating temperatures between
-67 and + l 60°F.

3. Relief from induced peel stresses
The simple table in Fig. 2 actually did need a little supplemental information to
complete the design. This is provided in Fig. 3, which shows that, beyond a certain
splice-plate thickness, the outer edges of the splice straps needed to be tapered
down to thin ends to prevent failure of the adhesive bonds as the result of peel
stresses that peak at the outer ends of the overlap because the adhesive applies
shear stresses to one side of the splice plates with no balancing stresses on the
other side. The splice plates would bend off were it not for the peel stresses that
provide a restoring moment. The generation of these peel stresses is explained
later.
Were it not for this peel-stress relief, the bonded splices would be prevented
from developing their full potential shear strength. Some 'scholars' would recommend not incurring the quantifiable cost of this tapering and have advocated
instead the development of far more complicated analyses in which the adhesive
shear and peel stresses are interacted and failure at a much lower applied load
is predicted. This may be a realistic way to analyze a poorly designed bonded
joint, but it is hardly the best way lo encourage the use of more adhesively bonded

V4' ____ ,

II

I

ADHESIVE LAYER

Fig. 3. Design of peel-stress relief for adhesively bonded splice straps and stiffeners in PABST
bonded fuselage.
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structures . ·1 The maximum tip thickness is 0.030 ± 0.010 inch for aluminum structures, for which the adhesive layer sets the peel-strength limit, but is reduced to
0.020 ± 0.0 IO inch for composite structures made from laminating resins, which
are typically weaker in interlaminar tension than are adhesives in peel.
Only the external tapering shown in Fig. 3 was used on the splice plates for
the PABST fuselage. The local thickening of the adhesive layer, on the other
side of the plate, was incorporated only in the flanges of the extruded stiffeners,
where the benefits could be achieved for no added cost. The same feature was
employed on the stringers for the wing of the SAAB-340 Commuter Aircraft.
There is a strict limit on this added glue thickness, because heat-cured adhesives
tend to flow out of the cavity under capillary action, leaving a non-structural void
and nullifying the peel stress relief. However, there is no such limit for highviscosity room-temperature-curing paste adhesives. Engineers at NASA Goddard
took advantage of this in the design of steel fittings (splice members) for carbonepoxy tubes for space applications, as shown in Fig. 4. (Doing so required that
air bubbles in the mixed adhesive paste needed to removed by vacuum before the
adhesive was applied to the adherends.) The peel stresses induced by 0.10-inch
thick steel plates bonded to carbon epoxy substrates are considerable. Application
of reverse tapering, at a I-in- IO slope, of the splice plates was found by test to
increase the joint strengths by a factor of IO! This success reinforces the author's
recommendations not to blindly accept joint failure at the weakest possible of
failure modes, but to deliberately seek to enhance the strength using techniques
that are simple to understand and equally simple lo apply.
The mechanism for peel stress relief using external tapering, as in Fig. 3, is that
the eccentricity in load path is thereby reduced locally and the flexibility of the tip
of the splice plate increased, permitting more deflection and less resistance. In the
case of the internal tapering shown in Fig. 4, the benefit is derived primarily from
the added gauge length (of the adhesive layer) over which the peel stresses act, so
that the flexibility is achieved by transversely strelching a low-modulus polymer
instead of a high-modulus metal alloy.

'A Boeing Seattle colleague, Jon Gosse, has introduced the author to a strain-invariant procedure
for analyzing combinations of shear and peel stresses in adhesive layers (as well as in the matJix
of fibrous composite laminates) (see ref. (81). Analyses made with these new techniques have
confirmed how much stronger bonded structures can be if their geometry is modified to preclude
the weakest of the potential failure mechanisms. In this context. the ability to assess all stress
components simultaneously is a very useful design tool. What it must not be used for is to justify
the acceptance of inferior designs merely because it is now possible to analyze their strength.
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BONDED STEEL SPLICE PLATES

STANDARD THIN FILM ADHESIVE LAYERS

TRADITIONAL UNIFORM SPLICE DESIGN

SQUARE-SECTION COMPOSITE TUBE_7

-· -·- -· -.-'-· -· -·-' -·- ·-. -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-'ii"-:
BONDED STEEL SPLICE PLATES

REVERSE-TAPERED SPLICE DESIGN,
TEN TIMES THE MEASURED STRENGTH OF THE DESIGN ABOVE

Fig. 4. NASA Goddard design of peel-stress relief for steel fittings bonded to composite tubes.

4. The origin of induced peel stresses
The only circumstances under which adhesive peel stresses are significant is when
they prevent the adhesive from developing its intrinsic shear strength. It is for this
reason that they are discussed before the shear stresses through which the loads
are actually transferred.
Fig. 5 explains how the eccentricity in load path, between the bottom face
of the upper splice plate and its centroid, creates a moment as shear loads are
transferred that can be balanced only by normal (peel) stresses developed in the
adhesive. Note that this effect exists even if there is no primary eccentricity in load
path of the type found in single-lap and single-strap bonded joints, for which the
corresponding phenomena are explained later. In both cases, peel stresses peak at
the edge of the overlap and decay to negligibility away from any discontinuities,
oscillating as they do to satisfy the requirement that there is no net vertical force
on either splice plate.
Fig. 5 has been prepared for laminated composite adherends. In this case, the
peel stresses will develop interlaminar tensile stresses in both the splice plate
and the skin. These will cause failure in the manner shown unless the splice
plates are tapered sufficiently to reduce the peel stresses to insignificance. In the
case of metallic structures, it would be the adhesive layer that would fail under
this mechanism. Obviously, these peel stresses will be more severe for thicker
adherends and will be negligible for extremely thin members, which is why the
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Fig. 5. Generation of induced peel stresses in double-lap and double-slrap bonded joints.

limits shown in Fig. 2 were developed. The shear and peel stresses are governed
by different power laws in relation to adherend thickness, as explained in other
chapters in these volumes. They are almost never simultaneously equally critical.

5. The origin of, and need for, nonuniform adhesive shear stresses
Despite the importance of designing out potential induced peel stresses in maximizing the strength of adhesively bonded joints, by far the most important factor
is that the adhesive shear stress distribution is naturally highly non-uniform and
that such joints would have extremely limited durability if this were not so. The
variability comes about as the result of enforcing compatibility of deformations,
as is explained in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 indicates how the adherend stresses drop to zero at one or other end
of the bonded overlap and that, as a consequence of this, there are differential
movements between the adherends, across the bond line, that result in adhesive
shear stresses, and strains, that peak at the ends and are reduced throughout
the elastic trough in the interior. If the load is high enough, the adhesive will
go 'plastic' 4 in the load transfer zones at the ends. These zones are shown by

• The adhesive does not yield in the classic sense of ductile metals. Instead, a series of fractures
(hackles) at 45 ° to the bond surface develop as the adhesive is strained beyond its elaslic limit.
reducing 1he once-continuous adhesive layer to a series of discrete ligaments that are benl under
what remains a shear load al the macro level. When the load is removed, the ligaments recover
elastically. almost back to the original configuration. with virtually no offset. However. the cracks
remain, the adhesive is permanently 'softened'. and the density of the hackles increases as the
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Fig. 6. Development of non-uniform shear stresses in double-lap and double-strap bonded joints.

closed-form analysis, in ref. [9], to have a constant width, independent of the total
overlap. Most of the load is transferred there, with very little in the middle of
the joint. However, the low-stressed interior is absolutely vital to the durability
of adhesively bonded joint. The adhesive will creep, locally, at the ends of the
overlap, at quite low sustained loads, because of the severity of the exponent in
the typical adhesive shear stress and strain distributions. This was demonstrated
experimentally during the PABST program (see [5]). However, it was found to
be harmless, provided that the remainder of the adhesive, and the adherends,
remained elastic. Then, when the load was removed, the adherends, and adhesive,
at the ends of the overlap, were restored to their original positions. In other words.
while creep occurred, it did not accumulate. The lightly stressed elastic trough
acted as an anchor, or memory, whenever the total load that could be applied to
the adhesive was limited by the strength of the adherends. Conversely, when the
same sustained loads were applied to short-overlap test coupons, at typically a
0.5-inch overlap of 0.375-0.5-inch-thick plate lap instead of the 2 inches or so
for real structural joints, the entire bonded overlap was subjected to creep - and
there was no recovery mechanism available. Under these circumstances, in which
the load capacity of the adherends could overpower the adhesive, complete failure

adhesive is strained closer to its ultimate failure point. While scientifically 'unrepresentative'
of the actual mechanics of the adhesive failure process, the elastic-perfectly plastic model is
an extremely useful mathematical technique with which to characterize, at the macro level, the
nonlinear behavior of even brittle adhesives.
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of the adhesive occurred in relatively few cycles . The structurally configured
bonded joints, on the other hand, survived 4 years of 3-shifts-a-day 7-days-a-week
in a hot/wet humidity chamber under cyclic loads almost sufficient to yield the
aluminum. The minimum stress level was set at I j I 0th of the maximum for these
designs, and it is this requirement (for the hot/wet environment) that actually sized
the overlaps - not any critical feature at the highly stressed ends of the overlap.
The exact fraction I/ IO was an educated best guess, but it worked - and thereby
explained why adhesive bonds worked so well in service even when previously
misunderstood test coupons had predicted that they would not.
It is now clear that a scarf joint, designed to achieve as close as possible to a
uniform adhesive shear stress, should be limited in application to lightly loaded
situations like the repair of thin-skinned composite structures. Such joints would
creep intolerably as a joint between strong, thick members. Scarf joints work
admirably when the adherends are made from wood, or other weak materials,
but they are far from optimum for modern high-strength materials. The problem
is that the slope must be so low that all of the adhesive is lightly stressed, not
just some of it. Apart from that, even the smallest of finite tip thicknesses causes
such a significant stress concentration in the adhesive that it is more reliable to
analyze such joints as a stepped-lap joint with very many small steps and an
accurate thickness for the thinnest steps, down to a single 0 .005-inch thick layer
of composite material.

6. Adverse effect of stiffness imbalance between adherends
The adhesive in Fig. 6 is equally critical, in shear, at both ends of the joint 5
because the two splice plates combined have the same extensional stiffness as the
central skin. In the event that one adherend were stiffer than the other was, this
maximum transfer of load would be diminished by a reduction in shear stress at
the end of the overlap from which the stiffer adherend extended. This is explained
in Fig. 7, which shows how the differential displacement across the bond layer is
reduced by the stiffer adherend.
One should always suive for stiffness balance between the members being
joined together, whether by adhesive bonding or mechanical fastening. (The
designs in Fig. 2 deviated slightly from this goal but only because there was
yet another failure mode, in the adherends rather than the adhesive, which, left
' There are nu tensile normal stresses where the skin ends, so peel is less of a problem there than
at the other end. but whatever problem there is should be taken care of by appropriate peel stress
relief. The tapering does not affect the equality of load transfer at each end of stiffness-balanced
joints; it merely redistributes it and reduces both the peak peel and shear stresses in the process, as
explained in ref. [ 10].
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Fig. 7. Inequality of load transfer, and reduction in joint shear strength, as a result of adherend
stiffness imbalance.

unattended, would have limited the joint performance far more than a minimum
stiffness imbalance that could be tolerated because the adhesive was not critical.)
Fig. 8 is a plot of the effect of adherend stiffness imbalance on the strength of
long-overlap double-lap joints (no out-of-plane bending), assuming that no other
variables influence the behavior. It is seen that the effect, which is characterized
mathematically by a simple formula in refs. [9,7], is quite significant. In the
absence of thermal mismatch, as between composite and metallic adherends, this
equation for the relative adhesive shear strengths of long-overlap joints is simply
Adhesive shear strength of unbalanced joint
Adhesive shear strength of balanced joint

= the lesser of

1+

(!~:~)
2

and

2

(l)

in which Et is the extensional stiffness of each adherend, of thickness, t, and
Young's modulus, E. (Different ratios would apply for the other failure modes.)
The reduction in strength is the result of decreasing the load transferred at what
becomes the less critical end. Fig. 8 is plotted in such a way as to indicate the loss
of strength from splice plates that are too thin as well as too thick. (The adherends
in Fig. 8 are identified as inner or outer, rather than by indices 1 and 2. Note
also that these thicknesses refer to each adhesive layer. In earlier publications, the
author and others have sometimes followed different conventions with the result
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Fig. 8. Loss of joint strength resulting from adherend stiffness imbalance.

that, while each document is consistent, individual equations exhibit potentially
confusing differences between documents because of the consideration of one
or two layers of adhesive. From now on, the author will standardize on the
consideration of one adhesive layer at a time, no matter whether there actually are
one or two layers of adhesive in the joint. This should remove any ambiguities in
the future.) The message from Fig. 8 is nevertheless clear; balanced joints are the
strongest. 6

7. Detrimental consequences of adherend thermal mismatch
It is always possible to design around potential adherend stiffness imbalances,
by correcting the design to eliminate them, but there is no such cure available
for the reductions in strength that arise when thermally dissimilar materials are
"The note in Fig. 8 about the absence of thermal mismatch is to draw attention to possible residual
thermal effects that can change joint strengths with respect to tensile and compressive shear loads.
In such cases, if there is a strong bias between the external loads, stronger joints for loads of
one sign can be achieved by deliberate adherend stiffness imbalance, but only at the expense of
reducing the strength of the joint to resist loads of the opposite sign even more.
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Fig. 9. Reduction in joint strength resulting from adherend thermal mismatch.

bonded together. This happens, from time to time, particularly when composite
laminates are bonded to stepped titanium end plates in which bolted joints are
located. This design is common for the tails of many current military fighter and
attack aircraft and is used in an even more demanding situation at the wing root of
the F / A-18 Hornet aircraft. The load intensity transmitted through that particular
bond is almost 30,000 lbs./in., indicating that adhesively bonded structures need
not be confined to their usual applications in lightly loaded structures.
The mechanism whereby adherend thermal mismatch causes a reduction in
bonded joint strength is explained in Fig. 9, for a carbon-epoxy to titanium bonded
joint typically cured at 250°F or 350°F and operated at as low a temperature as
-67°F.
The titanium tries to shrink after bonding, but the composite laminate resists
this because of its much lower coefficient of thermal expansion. The net result
is to preload the adhesive in opposite directions at each end of the overlap.
Consequently, when mechanical loads are applied, the residual thermal stresses
in the adhesive will increase the tensile strength and decrease the compressive
strength of the joint. It is, of course, possible to deliberately incorporate a
determinable amount of adherend stiffness imbalance to take advantage of this
phenomenon whenever the design tension and compression loads differ, but an
ideal result will exist for only one temperature. This, of course, should be for
the most critical temperature/load combination but it would also be necessary
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to also check that taking advantage of this approach did not aggravate the joint
inefficiencies for the lesser loads at the other end of the operational envelope.
Some researchers have indicated that they believe that these residual thermal
stresses will creep out of the structure, just as others believe that they will
disappear from the resin in typical fiber/polymer composites. There are even test
data on short-overlap bonded test coupons purporting to show that there is no such
effect. The former is probably true, although the latter is definitely not, but there
are also experiments to show that thermally unbalanced laminates between metal
and composites or between composite of different lay-ups bow like bi-metallic
strips, and that the stress-free temperature at which they flatten out is only slightly
below the cure temperature of the adhesive. The effect is very real and it is easy to
calculate, for long strips of such thermally unbalanced materials, just how much
creep would be needed to relieve these thermal stresses. Only the end zones of the
adhesive are appreciably stressed by this phenomenon, which is independent of
length once a short transitional length has been exceeded. But eliminating these
stresses by creep would require relative displacements that are proportional to the
length of the bonded overlap.

8. Effect of overlap length on strength of bonded joints (with no eccentricities
in load path)
Perhaps the most misunderstood characteristic of adhesively bonded joints is that
increasing the overlap does not increase the joint strength of the bond, once quite a
short transitional overlap has been exceeded. This is true for both uniformly thick
adherends in simple joints and for stepped-lap joints, for which it is necessary
to increase the number of steps if more joint strength is needed. (It is even true
for very long single-lap joints with a primary eccentricity in load path causing
out-of-plane bending, although there is a dependency of all three joint strengths
(adherend bending, adhesive shear and adhesive peel) on bonded overlap for
practical designs.) Fig. IO explains the influence of bonded overlap on joint
strength, showing how the initial increase in strength, in proportion to the overlap,
for short-overlap test coupons is followed by a plateau that cannot be raised unless
some property other than the overlap is altered. The load is actually transferred
through narrow load-transfer zones at one or both ends of the joint, with a deep
elastic trough in the interior of the joint. Whether the overlap is 5 inches or 5
miles, the joint strength will be the same. And so will the peak adhesive stresses
and strains.
Given this characteristic, it is appropriate to explain how to choose the most
suitable overlap, which is something very different from a mathematical optimum
solution. The process is actually very straightforward. Minimizing total weight
(not just that of the splice) will usually demand that all unnecessary overlap be
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Fig. 10. Effect, or lack thereof, of bonded overlap on joint strength.

removed. This is easy to agree on; it is the definition of what is necessary that
is critical. It was established during the PABST program, cited earlier, that the
minimum adhesive shear stress needed to be low enough to prevent the occurrence
of adhesive creep away from the ends of any bonded overlap, be it in a joint or as
a large-area doubler. The procedure developed then, which is described in Fig. 2,
was not only validated at the time, but has since become the basis for establishing
minimum overlaps for bonded patches over cracked metal structures (see l 1 I, 12J).
The length of the elastic trough, between the load transfer zones, should be 6/ >c, to
ensure that the minimum stress will be no more than I 0% of the maximum. Here,
)c is the exponent of the exponential shear-stress curve in Fig. 11, given by

A=

G (

ry

l
E1t1

I )

+ E2t2

'

(2)

in which G is the adhesive shear modulus, rJ is the adhesive layer thickness,
and Et is the extensional stiffness of each adherend, with the subscripts l and
2 discriminating between them. The characteristic length l / A has a physical
meaning, too. It is the distance over which the total elastic strength of the joint
could be transferred by adhesive stressed uniformly to the maximum adhesive
shear strength rp. (This characteristic length has been referred to by the symbol
1/ f3 in much of the literature on bonded crack-patching.)
There is no purpose in having any greater overlap, other than say 0.25 inch for
assembly tolerances, so the process of establishing the most appropriate design
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Fig. I I. Explanation of the establishment of the design overlap for bonded joints.

overlap is straightforward. First, 'plastic' load transfer zones are established at
each end through which the entire strength of the (weaker) adherend can be
transfeITed. This is independent of the nominal local stress intensity identified
by structural analysis, other than that this nominal load will probably size the
thickness. and strengths, of the adherends. This practice is tu ensure that the
adhesive layer cannot be transformed into a weak-link fuse as the result of
redistribution of loads caused by even small damage or defects in the vicinity of
the joint. This step has two incredible benefits. It means that bonded joints can be
completely designed, or pre-designed, before the stress analysis is complete and,
more importantly, that any belated stressing cannot possibly cause any change in
design overlap. This procedure also makes it possible to design reliable repairs
even when internal loads reports are unavailable. It does not matter whether the
load transfer is identical at each end of the joint; the combination will always be
the same. at an increment of overlap equal to

(3)
To this must be added the elastic trough, of length

(4)
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so that the total design overlap is
Design Overlap= £p + t'.e + tolerance.

(5)

Strictly, this f01mula is slightly conservative. If one were to reduce the load
transferred through the 'plastic' end zones by the increment transferred through
the elastic trough, which is easily shown to be (rp/A), the design overlap would be
reduced slightly to

.

4

Design Overlap= £p + - + tolerance,
(6)
Tp
although the added length (2/ ).) may have served well as a surrogate from the
usually omitted positioning tolerance.
Eqs. 2-6 have been formulated for one-sided bonded joints. For double-lap or
double-strap joints, there needs to be some self-evi<lent modifications. The easiesl
way to approach this is to say that t2 refers to one of the two splice straps and that
t 1 refers to half the inner adherend thickness, so that one is dealing with the load
transferred through one bond layer.
Because these equations have not addressed adhesive strains, there is one
further check to be made. This is for the potential shear strength of the adhesive
bond, to ensure that the maximum possible adhesive shear strain Ymax = Ye + Yp is
not exceeded, in which the elastic adhesive shear strain Ye is related to the other
adhesive properties by the standard stress-strain relation
(7)

The f01mula governing this bond strength limit P, per adhesive layer, for
long-overlap joints, has four possible values whenever both adherend stiffness imbalance and thermal mismatch are present, with different tensile and compressive
strengths. For tensile loads,
P1ens

= Tavgl
Yp
=thelesserof -Tp ( 1 + Eiti/ E2t2) R1+2-±E
1t 1 (a 2 -ai)!),.T
).
2
Ye

(1

RP

+E2t2/E1t1) l+2-±E2t2(a1-et2)!),.T.
(8)
2
Ye
For compressive loads, the strength is given by the least of the following four
possibilities.
and

-Tp

).

(9)
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These formulae are notable for the ahsence of any involvement of the overlap

e. For short-overlap test coupons, of course, the corresponding fonnula
( I 0)

does involve the overlap hut imposes no corresponding limit on the adhesive
strains, whkh is why creep can occur easily and the 'joint' can fail prematurely.
Note that Eqs. 8-10 are fonnulated for single-lap joints (neglecting out-of-plane
bending) and that the modifications desc1ibed above would be needed for doublelap joints. The effect of the cut-offs created hy Eqs. 8 and 9 is to impose an upper
limit on the adherend thicknesses t 1 and t2 , beyond which it would be necessary
10 use stepped-lap joint designs to increase the adhesive joint strength to keep up
with that of rhicker adhercnds. This is why the entties in Fig. 2 stop at a central
adherend thickness of 0.125 inch.
Fig. 12 depicts the special case of Eqs. 8 and 9 in which there is neither
adherend stiffness imbalance nor thennal mismatch. It therefore indicates the
strong effect of the toughening of typical structural adhesives, via the elasticplastic model. Eq. 6 is plotted in Fig. 12. hcing expressed in nondimensionalized
form hy
(H)= lavg()..(')+4=jl+2Yr+4.
(II)
lr
Ye
The reasons why the overlap defined by Eq. 6 is to be preferred over any
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alternative estimates is that no greater length would result in any greater strength,
while sufficiently shorter lengths will lead to bond failures by creep rupture.
All of the above calculations are repeated for a range of temperatures, usualJy
three, encompassing the service environments. It has been found that the longest
(governing) overlaps are usually established for the hottest/wettest environment,
while the limiting joint strengths, which impose the upper limit on adherend
thicknesses, are established at the lowest service temperature.

9. Effect of operating environment on joint bond strength
Since the strength of structural bonded joints, as opposed to test coupons, is
established by the integral of the stress distribution, rather than by any single
directly measurable adhesive property like shear strength or modulus, it is appropriate to explain why, other than for the effects on the most appropriate bonded
overlap discussed above, the service environment has surprisingly little effect on
the strength of real bonded joints. The need for this explanation is the far greater
variations in the lap-shear strengths commonly reported as if they were somehow
related to the strengths of real bonded joints, an issue that is discussed later.
The stress-strain curves measured on thick-adherend test coupons for a typical
modified (toughened) epoxy adhesive are shown in Fig. 13. It is quite apparent
that there are substantial differences between these curves, with the adhesive being
far more brittle at low temperatures than at room temperature, and far softer at
elevated temperatures.
Nevertheless, it is equally evident that the areas under these curves are not

8
6
SHEAR STRESS
(KSI)

4
2
NYLON-EPOXY ADHESIVE (250"F CURE

1

2

3

SHEAR STRAIN (IN. / IN.)

Fig. 13. Explanation of thermal environment on adhesive stress-strain curves in shear.
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rig. 14. Thick -adhcrend test coupon and Kreiger KGR - 1 cxtensometer.

greatly different. This is why the environment has far less effect on the s trength
of well-designed bonded joints than is common ly understood. It was established
in ref. 191 that, for long-overlap joints, the adhesive shear strength of the joint was
limited by the square root of the adhesive strain-e nergy in shear and not by any
individual property.
Fig. 14 shows the instrument with wh ich these curves arc obtained. The
aluminum-to-alu minum spcc.:jmcn is quite th ick, 0.375 inch or sometimes 0.5 inch
thick, to create a dose-to-uniform state of s hear stress in the adhesive. Even so,
precise analyses show significant nonuniformitics. Nevertheless, the shear stresses
arc for more uniform than they arc in typical adhesively bonded joints between
uniformly thin adherends.
Ref. I 13 J contains further information about this instrument and test coupon.
It should be noted that the amplification of the relative displace ment signal is
extremdy great and tha t it has been found net:cssary to correct the initial modulus
or the curve to compensate for the small distortions of the aluminum adherends
themselves. This is accompfo;hed by subjecting an equivalent one-piece notched
coupon, with no adhesive l::iyer. to the same loads as the bonded coupons, with
the instruments mounted in the same locations. Although there were earlier such
curves measured on napkin-ring test coupons. the cou pons for that set-up were
difficult to fabrica te because the radial width of the bond layer was so narrow
and the adhesive te nded run out. In addition, it was diflicult to ensure uniformity
of bond thickness around the perimeter. It is for these reasons that the Krieger
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approach was the first to be applied widely in generating such curves. It is worthy
of note that the former McDonnell Aircraft Company, now part of Boeing, in St.
Louis, uses the complete stress-strain curve measured in the manner described
above as part of its incoming acceptance criteria for the rolls of adhesive sent by
all manufacturers. These stress-strain curves are ideally suited to the widely used
elastic-plastic approximation of adhesive nonlinear behavior used as the basis of
bonded joint strength prediction and design.

10. The elastic-plastic adhesive shear mathematical model
Actual adhesive shear stress- strain curves like those in Fig. 13 are simplified for
analysis purposes. The most widely used model is the linearly elastic, perfectly
plastic model developed by the author originally under contract to NASA Langley
in the early 1970s. This model is described in Fig. 15 and is the basis of the
A4E. series of computer codes, of which the A4EI code for stepped-lap joints and
doublers covering variable adhesive properties and adhesive porosity and voids is
perhaps the best known. This particular code was developed under contract to the
USAF at the Wright Laboratories in Dayton (see [14]).
There are certain 'tricks of the trade' in using this model. They are easy to
follow and implement, but it is vital that they be employed. The first is that
an elastic-plastic model fitted to the ultimate failure point will seriously under-

ELASTIC-PLASTIC MODEL FOR INTERMEDIATE LOADS
ELASTIC-PLASTIC MODEL
i-.
ELAn
i: "\OD

----

• \r j

•.

------

- -c BILINEAR CHARACTERISTIC
TRUE CHARACTERISTIC

ADHESIVE
SHEAR
STRESS,
'r

ARCTAN (G)

(r. •r.>

r.
ADHESIVE SHEAR STRAIN, y

Pig. 15. Elastic-plastic and bi-linear adhesive shear models.
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DESIGN LIMIT LOAD MUST NOT
STRAIN ADHESIVE BEYOND KNEE
IN STRESS-STRAIN CURVE

ADHESIVE
SHEAR
STRESS,'r'

FINAL FAILURE OF
ADHESIVE

MAXIMUM ADHESIVE STRESS
AND STRAIN DEVELOPED BY
DESIGN ULTIMATE LOADS.
NO ADHESIVE FAILURE.
F.itlf.l--- CORRESPONDING ELASTICPLASTIC MODEL FOR DESIGN
ULTIMATE LOADS

MAXIMUM ADHESIVE STRESS AND
STRAIN ASSOCIATED WITH FAILURE
OF ADHERENDS OUTSIDE THE JOINT.
ADHESIVE SHOULD WITHSTAND A
50.PERCENT HIGHER OAD BEFORE
FAILURE. THIS RESRVE IS NEEDED
FOR DAMAGE TOLERANCE; AN
ADHESIVE BOD WEAKER THAN THE
ADHERENDS COULD ACT LIKE A
WEAK-LINK FUSE

MODEL MATCHES TRUE MODULUS
LOAD oc -./AREA UNDER CURVE

1.625r.,

ADHESIVE SHEAR STRAIN,

y

NOTE THAT DESIGN PROCESS MUST ACCOUNT FOR NONLINEAR ADHESIVE BEHAVIOR,
BUT A PRECISE STRESS-SRAIN CURVE IS NOT MANDATORY. AN APPROXIMATION,
BASED ON A SIMILAR ADHESIVE, WILL U SUALL Y SUFFICE.

Fig. 16. Adhesive shear design model based on restricting design limit loads below the adhesive
elastic capability.

estimate the initial shear modulus for the small loads that occur most of the time
and over-estimate the elastic joint strength. It has been customary to create both a
linearly elastic model, matching the real initial modulus and an ultimate strength
model and carrying out both analyses with appropriate adhesive models. This
could have been avoided if the more-complex bi-elastic two-straight-line model in
Fig. 15 had been coded, but the equations are more complicated and the answers
would be no more accurate, even though a single model could then closely
represent all load levels. A more recent approach, based on a better understanding
of the actual mechanical behavior of the adhesive is defined in Fig. 16. Here, the
design limit load is set not to exceed the knee in the stress-strain curve. 7 The
reason for this is that higher shear strains are associated with progressively greater
7

This approach may seem to be conservative by some slandards. Indeed, lhe practice for designing
bonded composite repairs in Australia is to set a strain limit twice as high a this for frequently
occurring fatigue loads, with the ultimate load not to exceed 80% of the ultimate adhesive shear
strain. Because of the square root term in Eq. 11, this latter limit is close to tantamount to a further
1.5 factor between design ultimate and the adhesive ultimate capacity, for each environment. They
follow this practice because, otherwise, the opportunities to apply such patches would be too
limited. They validated this approach by tests, with no failures in service other than those caused
by a combination of compressive applied loads and intense residual thermal stresses. On the other
hand, there is less need to exceed the lower limit when designing original joints without constraints
from existing structure. For example, the bonded fuselage splices for the PABST fuselage were
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pem1anent damage of the adhesive layer. Then, based on the knowledge that the
joint strength is proportional to the square root of the area under the stress-strain
curve, the equivalent design ultimate load, higher by a standard factor of 1.5,
is associated with an ultimate shear strain slightly less than twice that for limit
load. The remainder of the shear deformation is reserved for one-time situations
like maintaining a residual strength after local damage and for load redistribution
around manufacturing defects. Under these circumstances, the simple elasticplastic model will always suffice and only one model need be used for all load
levels.
When first developed, most carbon-epoxy composite laminates were made
from unidirectional tape. It was rapidly learned that it was best to have 0° fibers
adjacent to the adhesive bond, parallel to the load direction, to develop the full
strength of the adhesive. It immediately became apparent that it was very unwise
to try and transmit load through a 90° ply adjacent to the bond. Stepped-lap joints,
discussed later, were designed so as to avoid this known weakness. What was not
anticipated at the time, but has become apparent since, is that the introduction of
woven fabrics has created a situation whereby it is impossible to avoid typically
50% of the fibers adjacent to the bond being in the wrong direction for transmitting
a shear load. This has introduced a further mode of failure not yet covered by
the model whereby it is the composite laminate, which fails because of the
shear transfer and not the adhesive. The A4EI code should be (and some day
will be) modified to permit consideration of this additional mode of failure, as
indicated in Fig. 17. In the interim, some users of the code have modified the
adhesive properties to simulate interlaminar failures in the laminate by changing
the adhesive properties that are input to the analysis. This technique works well
for laminates made from cloth layers, but it needs to be remembered that this is
unnecessary and unreasonably conservative for laminates made exclusively from
tape, except for the mistake of a 90° ply adjacent to one adherend or other.
It should be noted that the preceding representations are merely mathematical
models enabling the analyses to extend beyond the earlier elastic solutions. The
actual adhesive bonds do not yield in the classical ductile metal sense. What
actually happens is that the adhesive fails under the tensile component of the
applied combination of shear and peel stresses, as explained by Gosse [8]. The
failure mode for the peel-dominated case is a simple single fracture surface
parallel to the adherends which, once started, will not arrest. Under dominant
in-plane shear loads, however, the 'failure' mode is a series of hackles inclined at

not even strained beyond the knee in the stress-strain curve for even 1.33 times cabin pressure
proof-pressure loads. The real message about both of these limits is that there needs to be such
a limit for bonded joints lo not wear out in service, because deviation from linear behavior of the
adhesive is associated with irreversible damage, even if some of it can be tolerated.
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TYPICAL INTERLAMINAR SHEAR STRENGTH
OF 0° UNIDIRECTIONAL TAPE LAMINA

TYPICAL SHEAR STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
FOR TOUGHENED EPOXY-TYPE ADHESIVES

ADHESIVE
SHEAR
STRESS, 1'

TYPICAL INTERLAMINAR SHEAR STRENGTH
OF 0"1900 WOVEN FABRIC LAYER,
RESULTING FROM EXTREMELY LOW
INTERLAMINAR SHEAR STRENGTH OF
900 UNIDIRECTIONAL TAPE LAMINA

0

ADHESIVE SHEAR STRAIN, y

Fig. 17. Addition of ad herend interlaminar fai lures to adhesive shear design model.

LOAD
< ,·><e<·'i

LOADS BELOW ELASTIC
CAPABILITY OF Ac»IESIVE;
NO HACKLES

LOADS BEYOND ELASTIC
CAPABILITY OF ADHESIVE;
HACKLES BEGIN TO FORM

LOADS WELL BEYOND ELASTIC
CAPABILITY OF ADHESIVE;
HACKLES SPREAD AND
EVENTUALLY LINK UP

Fig. 18. Closely spaced hackles developed in thin adhesive bonds loaded

10

failure in shear.

roughly 45° to the adherend surfaces. These short cracks are effectively arrested
as they approach the adherend surfaces, as shown in Fig. 18.
The density and individual length of the hackles increases with the application
of further loads, but without such increases, the effect of the hackles is to reduce
the once continuous adhesive layer to a series of discrete ligaments that are
bent elastically. At the micro level. adhesive 'failure' occurs in the absence of
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significant nonlinear behavior. A joint in which the adhesive is loaded beyond the
knee in the stress-strain curve will, on unloading, return nearly to the original
condition, with none of the permanent offset associated with unloading ductile
metal structures loaded beyond their yield point. The hackles cannot be restored,
but will not spread rapidly until a higher load level is applied. 8 Bonded joints
can still retain virtually infinite fatigue lives with the adhesive strained slightly
beyond the end of its elastic capability, because the rest of the adhesive remains
undamaged and, therefore, no creep can accumulate in the regions containing
the cracks. This is why it makes sense to restrict the design limit loads to not
exceed the adhesive elastic capability. Otherwise, the adhesive would be damaged
repeatedly and we do not know how severe the consequent reduction in service
life would be. Given that the use of stepped-lap joints (described later) instead of
uniformly thick adherends is a straightforward technique with which to circumvent
potential strength limits, this rational design philosophy is not all that restrictive in
regard to the applications of adhesive bonding.

11. Effect of adherend material on adhesive 'lap-shear strength'
Even today there are many who still believe that it is possible to design (size)
adhesively bonded joints via the overly simplistic formula that the joint strength is
the product of the bonded area and some fictitious uniform bond 'shear allowable'
measured on lap-shear coupons. To dispel this myth that joint strength would be
doubled if the bonded area were, it is necessary only to show, by test, that the
so-called 'allowable strength' varies with the thickness of the adherends and with
the metals the adherends are made from. lf the concept of a universal uniform
allowable had any merit, it should at least be constant for common I-inch wide
half-inch overlaps. That this is not so is recorded in Fig. 19, in which the strengths
of bonded single-lap joints made with successively stiffer adherends are recorded
as a function of joint overlap. The stiffer and stronger the adherends are, the
stronger the adhesive appears to become! Fig. 19 shows tests performed decades
ago at the Picatinny Arsenal (see [15]). The results ought to have undermined the
myth of a universal adhesive shear strength, regardless of joint geometry, but they
did not.
During the PABST program, the supplier of one candidate adhesive tried to
create the impression that their product was superior to that of their competitors
by submitting durability tests performed on aluminum adherends twice as thick as
8

Under reversed loads sufficiently intense to create hackles in both directions, this very long life is
lost since a saw-tooth fracture surface is created. Restricting the peak strain in the adhesive is even
more important then; it is not just a matter of locally reduced stiffness, it is a matter of strengths
locally reduced to zero.
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Fig. 19. Effect of adherend material on (apparent) lap-shear strength of adhesive bonds.

anyone else's (0.125 inch instead of 0.063 inch). Some such resulls are shown in
Fig. 20, from a different series of tests, but the scheme backfired. There was no
way to convert their test data to what they would have been if the adherends had
been half as thick, so they were eliminated from consideration.
If the lap-shear strength were any indicator of the strength of real adhesively
bonded joints, adhesives would surely be used far more than they are. What other
method of transmitting load could, without any change in the fastening material,
conveniently become stronger whenever the members being joined together were
stronger? The simple truth is that the lap-shear strength is dangerously misleading
for design purposes, no matter how useful it is as one half of a quality-control
procedure for the production of bonded joints, as is explained in ref. [16].

12. Ultra-simplified analysis techniques for bonded structures
All standard bonded joints and doublers have one characteristic in common. This
is that load transfer between the members is confined to narrow zones adjacent
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Fig. 20. Effect of adherend thickness on (apparent) lap-shear strength of adhesive bonds.

to the ends of the various members, with virtually no load transferred anywhere
else, unless a very long gentle taper in adherend thickness is involved. Even
with fully elastic adhesive behavior the load transfer is equivalent to a uniform
shear stress rp developed over a short characteristic length 1/ ).., where rp is the
peak adhesive stress defined in Fig. 15 and ).. is the exponent of the shear stress
distribution defined in Eq. 2. Everywhere else, it is reasonable to assume that the
adhesive stress is zero. Such a model really simplifies the various compatibilityof-deformations analyses that define the widths of nonlinear load-transfer zones.
It also means that, within quite a short distance from the edge of any adherend,
the adhesive is unaware of the presence or absence of any remote load-transfer
zones. The adhesive at the edge of a bonded doubler, for instance, is just as highly
stressed as at the edge of a bonded joint made between the same adherends. This
is explained in Fig. 21.
This same characteristic also explains why the local tapering of the ends of
outer adherends to achieve relief from induced peel stresses is insensitive to the
precise amount of tapering applied, provided that it is sufficient. In a stiffness-
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• SAME ADHESIVE STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN EACH CASE
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STRESS, f'

~

DOUBLER
2

L-------...:::==-----------------),)o.

• SAME MAXIMUM ADHESIVE SHEAR STRAINS FOR SAME ADHERENDS AT SAME LOAD

Fig. 21 . Identity between adhesive shear stresses in bonded joints and bonded doublers.

balanced joint, for example, the integrals of the shear stresses at each end of a
long-overlap joint must be equal, even if the precise distributions differ because
only one end is tapered. This is explained in Fig. 22; the untapered internal end of
the joint is always equally critical, at the same applied load level, no matter how
much less critical the tapered end may be.
This simplified analysis method does not precisely satisfy compatibility of
deformations . Nevertheless, its simplicity leads to close approximations in joints
containing tapered adherends, for which few exact closed-form solutions exist (see
[ 17]).

13. Stepped-lap joints to apply bonding to thicker structures
The nominally uniformly thick adherends discussed above are associated with a
limited total shear strength of the adhesive layer that varies with the adherend
thickness according to the simple relationship in Eq. 8. This potential strength is
proportional to the square root of the adherend thicknesses and will eventually be
overpowered by the adherend strengths that are directly proportional to their thicknesses. It is explained in a later section, on damage tolerance and two-dimensional
load redistribution around local damage, that it is almost never acceptable to have
the bond layer as the weak link. The simplest design modification to overcome
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Fig. 22. Insensitivity of joint shear strength to degree of tapering to relieve peel-stresses.
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Fig. 23. Typical (multi-step) stepped-lap joint.

this constraint is the stepped-lap joint, an example of which is shown in Fig. 23. It
is this kind of joint that secures the wing skins of the F / A-18 Hornet aircraft to the
root fittings attaching them to the fuselage. Despite the high cost of manufacture,
because each ply of composite material must be ended precisely at the end of the
appropriate step to avoid internal skin wrinkles, this structurally efficient joint is
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Fig. 24. Almost total independence of shear strength for stepped-lap joint on step lengths.

so compact that the seemingly less expensive alternative of a multi-row bolted
joint would actually cost far more because of an associated increase in size of the
much larger titanium forging needed. In addition, the bonded joint is far lighter
and thinner, using less material than a joint full of holes and their associated stress
concentrations would be.
Each step of this joint is governed by exactly the same differential equations as
apply for bonded joints without steps, and the joint inherits the same characteristics, with an increment of load transferred at each end of each step, with little in
between. In addition, they share the independence between joint strength and total
overlap. This is shown in Fig. 24, in which a series of otherwise identical joints
was analyzed to show how insensitive the strength was to overlap. The prime
design variable for stepped-lap bonded joints is the number of steps, and NOT the
total bond area.
Analysis with the A4EI computer code, however, has predicted that the strength
of a stepped-lap joint would continue to increase with the number of steps, right
up to the practical limit of one 0.005-inch thick ply per step.
Practical experience has produced a number of critical but simple design rules
to avoid premature failures in stepped-lap bonded joints. These are illustrated
in the following example of optimizing detail joint proportions by use of the
A4EG computer code, an earlier version of the A4EI code in which the adhesive
properties were held constant for the entire joint. Fig. 25 shows an original design,
already reflecting considerable prior knowledge of the subject, and an improved
configuration based on the insight gained by this level of analysis. (The almost
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Fig. 25 . Original and improved designs of stepped-lap bonded joint.

perfect match between the second tensile and compressive joint strengths was a
fluke and not a realistic expectation for optimization.)
Even though the first (thinnest) step at the end of the titanium plate was already
far shorter than the other steps, the initial analysis indicated that it was likely
that this step would be fatigued off at its root in service where the static analysis
had indicated yielding. This has been observed in test coupons. Similarly, the
most critical location for the carbon-epoxy composite material was predicted
to be the corresponding location at the other end of the joint. These two steps
were shortened in the next design and the critical locations moved elsewhere,
accompanied by an increase in projected joint strength. The analysis includes both
tensile and compressive mechanical loads because of the different contributions
from residual thermal stresses. The titanium in the bonded overlap tries to shrink
during the cool-down after cure. This induces adhesive shear strains of opposite
signs at each end of the overlap. These compound with external tension at the left
(composite) end of the joint and with external compression at the right (titanium)
end of the joint, as explained earlier. But, in addition to that, the high shear
stresses at the left end are associated with high residual tensile stresses in the
thinnest titanium step as compatibility is enforced even before the mechanical
loads are applied. This translates into a maximum permissible e/ t ratio for the end
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ADHESIVE BONDED SPLICE
MECHANICALLY FASTENED SCARF JOINT
THAT WAS THE INTENDED TEST SECTION
INITIAL FAILURE AT "A" BECAUSE THICKNESS "B" IS EXCESSIVE AND
LOAD IN FIBERS "C" CANNOT BE UNLOADED THROUGH RESIN MATRIX
FINAL FAILURE AT "0" IS BY NET-SECTION TENSION ON THE TOP FACE
AND SHEAROUT (NOT SHOWN) ON THE LOWER SURFACE

Fig. 26. Delamination of boron-epoxy composite laminate caused by poor step-plate detail.

step. A typical dimension is 0.030 inch thick for an overlap of only 0.375 inch.
The thicker the end step is made, the greater are the strength-decreasing wrinkles
(or fibers terminated outside the joint), so increasing the titanium tip thickness is
not a viable option. The most critical conditions, which size the overlap on the end
step, are associated with the coldest operating environment, where the adhesive is
strongest and stiffest, rather than with the hot/wet conditions that size the overlap
for uniformly thick adherends. For a peak adhesive shear stress of 7000 psi in
double shear and a titanium yield strength of about 135 ksi, the £/ t ratio for the
end step should be about 1O-to-1, which is consistent with the dimensions cited
above.
Fig. 26 shows what happened when far less attention was paid to detail than
is suggested above, presumably because the 'joint' was actually only a loadintroduction tab at the end of a test coupon and not the actual test area that was
believed to be far weaker.
The core of the laminate in Fig. 26 was an all-0° block of boron-epoxy some
0.1 inch thick. (This represents bad design practice even for laminates remote from
splices. There should have been interspersed cross plies and angle pies .) The only
load path available for transferring load out of the highly stressed filaments butting
up against the excessively thick end step on the aluminum step-plate fitting is via
a single layer of resin on each side, which is even less capable of accomplishing
this task than a layer of adhesive on each side of the end step would be. Avoiding
the unrestrained delaminations caused by this failure mechanism requires that the
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end step thickness be limited not to exceed the capabilities of the adhesive and
laminating resin to transfer loads between the load carrying members, which are
the fibers and the metal and not layers of mathematically homogenized composite
material.
It is not necessary that every step in a stepped-lap bonded joint contain some
adhesive so lightly stressed that it cannot creep. Indeed, as indicated above, this
would be virtually impossible for the outermost steps. However, it is necessary
that some of the internal steps be long enough to ensure the existence of some
such very lightly stressed adhesive. The other design constraint, of minimizing
the highest stress and strain in the adhesive at the ends of the overlap, is best
addressed by an increase in the number of steps, taking care to avoid placing 90°
fiber layers (or sides of woven fabrics) adjacent to steps in the titanium plate.
Stepped-lap joints are inherently free from the harmful effects of induced peel
stresses at the ends of the bonded overlap because the end steps must inevitably
be thin. The significance of this benefit can be assessed from a recent comparison
between measured bonded joint strengths and the predictions of various theories
[18]. An unrecognized misapplication of the A4EI code 9 to bonded joints between
uniformly thick adherends has inadvertently quantified the loss of strength that can
be caused by induced peel stresses when no attempt is made to alleviate them. The
conclusion reached in ref. [ 18] was that the A4EI code over-estimated the joint
strengths by as much as a factor 2. This discrepancy should properly be ascribed
to the loss of strength caused by the peel stresses that had not been designed out
of the uniformly thick test coupons and serves as a convincing indicator of the
importance of designing to eliminate induced peel stresses.
Just as stepped-lap joints become necessary once the adherends have exceeded
some determinable thickness, it follows equally that they are unnecessary for
bonding thin adherends together. The primary underlying reason for this is that
bonded joints cannot be scaled. Full-strength layers of adhesive are produced only
in the range of about 0.005 to 0.010 inch thickness for heat-cured film adhesives.
A secondary reason is that peaks in the shear and peel stresses are associated with
different nondimensionalized elasto-geometric parameters. These phenomena are
not as widely known as they ought to be. They are, in fact, the unrecognized
explanation of the failure of attempts to reduce the cost of developmental test

9

The appropriate code for this exercise is the little known A4EM code, for double-lap joints, which
is a dimensionalized version of the nondimensionalized A4EB code developed for NASA Langley
in ref. [9]. The better known A4EI code covers net-section failures in the adherends and shear
failures in the adhesive and omitted consideration of induced peel stresses because they should
inherently be insignificant in any reasonably well designed stepped-lap joint. The A4EM code
covers the same variables, without any steps, but also predicts failures caused by adhesive peel or
interlaminar tension because peel-stress relief in double-lap joints requires good design practice
and is not inherent.
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programs by validating concepts with sub-scale components. Everything else
about a bonded joint can be scaled, but it is to no avail if the adhesive layer cannot
also be scaled.

14. Effects of flaws, porosity, and variations in bond-line thickness
The bonded joints between typical thin structural elements have an extensive
capability to tolerate the load redistribution that is caused by local flaws and
porosity with no loss whatever in strength or durability. This derives from the
same minimum overlaps needed to provide resistance to creep rupture that were
discussed earlier. Figs. 26-29, taken from ref. [ 19], address this issue in the
context of the longitudinal skin splices in the PABST forward fuselage, where
the thickness was 0.050 inch of 2024--T3 aluminum alloy. Fig. 27 shows the
adhesive stress distribution at room temperature for a load of 1000 lbs./in. , which
corresponds with a 1.3 x P proof pressure load. Significantly, this load does not
even exceed the elastic capability of the adhesive for this environment.
Fig. 28, also based on calculations with the A4EI computer code, shows the
effect of a 0.5--inch--wide flaw 0.25 inch away from one edge of the 2.0--inch
overlap. The peak shear stress, at the edge of the overlap, was not increased. The
load that had would have been transferred through the flawed area is predicted to
be transferred through narrow zones immediately adjacent to each side of the flaw.
Flaws like those in Fig. 28 should be recorded but left alone because it is
not exposed to any source of water unless it is 'repaired' by drilling holes and
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mJecting resin to fill the cavity so that the disband can no longer be detected.
Even if the lost load transfer in Fig. 28 could be restored, the joint strength
could not be increased. Worse, trying to 'restore' the defect will inevitably break
the environmental protection afforded by the anodized surface and primer. Such
repairs should be looked upon as tantamount to sabotage; they cannot possibly do
any good and will most likely do a lot of harm.
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Fig. 29 shows a flaw of the same size as in Fig. 28, but exposed to an edge.
While there is no loss of short-term strength, because the load-transfer zone is
simply moved inwards without changing the peak stress and strain, it does need
sealing to protect it from what is known as the freeze/thaw cycle. Water that can
migrate from the edge of the flaw to the interior would expand when it freezes at
high altitude. This swelling would progressively increase the size of the damage,
leading eventually to failure. One cannot rely on restoring the bond strength in the
damaged area, so repairs by resin injection are inappropriate. What is needed is a
tough (rubber-based) sealant to ensure that no moisture enters the joint.
If the bond defect were caused by a trapped air bubble in the middle of the
overlap, as in Fig. 30, there would he no load transfer to redistribute because
no load would have been transferred there, even if the bond were defect-free. In
this case, the requirement would be that such defects were separated by sufficient
undamaged bonding to still provide the necessary anchor to protect the joint
against creep. Also, if the disband were too large, one would need to check that
the skin over the flaw would not buckle under in-plane compression loads.
For the PABST program, far more generous acceptance limits were established
than are customary even today. Flaws up to 0.25 inch in diameter would be
left unrepaired if they had occurred within 0.5 inches of an edge of the bonded
members and voids up to 0.5 inch in diameter would be left alone in the interior.
The manufacturing techniques were good enough that there were few flaws
to assess but. actually, far larger flaws could have been tolerated structurally.
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However, to keep the costs low, it is necessary to restrict the size of tolerable
flaws. The reason for this is that a bond flaw, once detected , must be evaluated,
dispositioned and possibly repaired. The costs of doing this for each and every
flaw is far greater than fixing the source of the flaws for once and for all.
Unfortunately, with the current business pre-occupation with deferring costs, or
transferring them to other departments, rather than truly minimizing their total,
it is very difficult to implement long-term cost savings. However, it is worth
recording that the Hagerstown plant of Fairchild Industries (bought by Rohr and
now part of B.F. Goodrich) once did correct the surface geometry of the bonding
tools for the wings of what was then the SF-340 commuter aircraft and found that
the six consecutive defect-free panels they then made were the least expensive of
all (sec [20]).
Porosity is another class of detectable defects that has invited a more active
response than have the far more serious global processing e1Tors that cannot be
detected after the fact. Ironically, if more attention had been paid to the origin of
porosity, it would have been apparent that repairs would be futile. In a series of
tests conducted in conjunction with the PABST program (see 121 ]), test panels
were made in which the thickness of the cured adhesive layers was controlled
by shims of varying thickness between the panels which were pushed together
by platens instead of vacuum bags, to keep them flat. Fig. 31 shows ultrasonic
scans of such panels, revealing that porosity would not occur for layers of normal
thickness (0.005- 0.010 inch). Porosity occurred only for greater thicknesses
of about 0.010 to 0.015 inch. For still greater bond layer thickness, capillary
action would cause the individual pores of porosity to coalesce into large totally
dishonded areas.
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What the relationship between bond thickness and the occurrence or absence
of porosity means is that, other than for porosity caused by pre-bond moisture that
brings many further problems in its wake, areas of porosity will be surrounded
by thinner and therefore much stiffer areas of bond. In other words, the porous
areas are less likely to fail than the surrounding defect-free bonds. Even if the
thicker porous areas contained no voids, they would still contribute very little to
the transfer of load because of the reduction in stiffness caused by the unplanned
added thickness. The correct solution to this problem is to ensure that the bonding
tool contours are correct and to improve venting during cure, so that there will be
no further problems, and not to tolerate the porosity and develop repairs that will,
at best, hide it from subsequent detection, and create a situation whereby such
defects, once accepted, would establish a new lower acceptance level - with even
more detectable defects to add to the costs. It should be noted that SAAB includes
a grid of structurally insignificant vent holes in large-area doublers, to prevent air
bubbles or volatiles being trapped by pinching off the edges of the overlap. Doing
so not only improves the quality and reduces the cost of the bonds, it saves even
more money by controlling total thicknesses so that bonded panels fit correctly to
adjacent structures.

15. Two-dimensional load redistribution around flaws and damage
The reason why it is so important that bonded joints should never be designed
to be weaker than the surrounding structure is that bonded joints with gross local
defects can share some of the characteristics of through cracks in stressed skin.
Just as the remote skin stress must be restricted more and more for longer cracks
to not fast fracture, the nominal load transmitted through a bonded joint could
need to be decreased for larger flaw sizes - unless the joint had been designed
so that no defect could spread. no matter how large it already was. This is the
characteristic that can be designed into bonded joints that is even more effective
than discrete crack stoppers in stiffened structures. The governing phenomena are
described in Fig. 32. If the adherends bonded together were stronger than the
bond, the two-dimensional redistribution of the load around the initial damage or
flaw would overload the adjacent as-yet-undamaged bond, spreading the weakness
at an ever-increasing rate.
This process has nothing to do with the nominal applied loads, in the sense
that there would always be a defect large enough to spread, no matter how low
the skin stress was. The only way to prevent this potential failure from occurring
is to design the bonded joint to be stronger than the surrounding structure.
Any secondary failure would then have to be in the form of fatigue cracks
induced in the skin at each end of the ineffective bond, for metallic structures,
or as delaminations at the same location for fibrous composite adherends. Such
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secondary failures are easier to detect than disbonds and would grow less rapidly.
This restraint of further damage to the bond layer is described in Fig. 33.
The importance of not designing weak-link fuses into bonded structure cannot
be overemphasized. There is an added benefit, of course with this design philoso-
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phy, the design of the bonded joints can proceed with confidence without waiting
for any internal loads analysis.

16. Single-lap and single-strap (flush) joints with primary eccentricities in
load path
The bonded joints discussed so far remain flat, at the global level, as the load
is transferred from one adherend to another. This flatness usually requires a
two-sided bond to achieve symmetry in the load paths. Individual face sheets
bonded to honeycomb core are effectively so well stabilized as to free them
from bending, too. However, the thinnest of structures require only a one-sided
bond to transfer all of the load that is needed. In some cases, as with transverse
(circumferential) splices around fuselage structures and with spanwise splices
in wings, aerodynamic drag reduction requires that external bonded straps be
avoided. It is sometimes more practical to make one-sided bonded joints, even
though the inherent crack arrest capability described above is thereby usually
lost through peel stresses induced at the ends of the overlaps. Whatever the
justification for one-sided single-lap and single-strap bonded joints, there are so
many of them that it is necessary to have a rational procedure to design them
and that requires a physical understanding of their unique characteristics that are
not shared by double-lap and double-strap joints, for example. One-sided steppedlap joints are particularly efficient, provided that there is no thermal mismatch
between adherends, because any eccentricity in load path is related to the depths
of individual steps and not to the overall thickness of the members being joined.
The same general principles apply to all forms of one-sided bonded joints,
simple and complex. The primary weakness, or limitation on strength, is now in
the adherends, due to the combination of applied membrane stresses and bending
stresses resulting from the eccentricity in load path. Local reductions in membrane
stresses usually involve further increases in eccentricity in the load path, unless
one is willing to employ stepped-lap designs to minimize them. So the primary
design goal, and the only option available for uniformly thick adherends is to
decrease the bending moments by making the overlap long enough to limit the
effects of the eccentricity. The eccentricity for uniformly thick adherends between
identical adherends is equal to the thickness of either member, so the satisfactory
resolution of this design challenge will be in the form of an E/ t ratio. For the
PABST program, the value adopted was 80-to- l for aluminum skins bonded by
toughened epoxy adhesives, although the adhesive would have little impact on this
number. 10 This family of designs, regardless of applied stress level, may appear
10

It may seem to some that this is equivalent to the 30-to- l approximation characterizing the
double-lap joints, but there is actually no relation. The sizes were set by adhesive characteristics
for double-lap joints but by adherend bending for single-lap joints.
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to entail excessively heavy splices. However, this is definitely not the case . The
problem is with the 'performance' metrics. The objective should be, but usually is
not, to minimize the weight of the total structure. Far too often, a 'figure of merit'
is established as the ratio of pounds of load transferred through pounds of splice,
totally ignoring the fact that, for one-sided splices, the safe operating stress in all
the rest of the structure is determined by the joint details and is not an independent
issue. The splices typically weigh some 2-5% of the entire structural weight, so
minimizing the weight of a 2% increment while increasing the weight of the other
98% is not really a smart thing to do. Fig. 34 shows, for aluminum adherends,
how the combined bending and stretching stresses compare with the membrane
stresses alone as a function of t ratio, and how great the benefits are from using
long-overlaps for one-sided joints.
The application of tensile loads to single-lap joints will decrease the eccentricity in load path below the nominal value. However, compressive loads will
increase the eccentricity and accelerate failure by instability. One should therefore
avoid transferring compressive loads through unstabilized one-sided joints. This
is obvious, but one also needs to recognize the need not to use linear structural
analyses when the physics of the situation demands the use of nonlinear analyses,
even if it is not customary to do so. The classic single-lap bonded joint analyses by
Goland and Reissner [22] identified the nee<l for nonlinear analyses for this class
of problems as long ago as 1944 but, even today, some large finite-element analyses are modified to 'simplify' them by eliminating eccentricities in load paths.

e;
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It is also possible for one-sided bonded joints to fail in the adhesive, by shear
or by peel. However, unlike the situation with double-sided bonded joints, these
strengths are influenced by overlap length, as first explained by Goland and
Reissner [22], with both peak stresses reduced appreciably by longer overlaps, as
explained elsewhere in these volumes and in refs. [23,24) 11 • All three potential
failure mechanisms are characterized in Fig. 35, showing how each prevails for
certain combinations of design variables, and how each prevents the joint from
achieving a strength in excess of that of the structure outside the joint. The joint
efficiency defined in Fig. 34 is the ratio of the load at which the joint would fail
and the membrane strength of the adherends outside the joint. Because of the
eccentricity in load path it is not possible for this ratio to ever exceed unity.
When the adherends are identical, they deflect out of plane to minimize the
total strain energy in the structure, including the joint. This means that the amount
of deflection will be such as to align the deformed adherends as closely as possible
with the line of the remotely applied loads, reducing the original static bending
moment to barely one quarter of the nominal value if the overlap is long enough.

11

Many authors, including this one, have published papers on the imprecision of the classic work
by Goland and Reissner [22]. However, in ref. [24]. the present author showed that their results are
essentially numerically accurate, in spite of this, by correcting not only Goland and Reissner's use
of imprecise boundary conditions at the ends of the overlap but also correcting the mistake he had
made in his earlier attempt to correct this in ref. [23).
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The analyses needed for this class of joints MUST be geometrically nonlinear;
linear analyses are totally inappropriate, as explained in ref. [23]. For singlelap joints between identical adherends, the out-of-plane bending deflections will
always reduce the actual bending moment at the ends of the bonded overlap below
what a linear analysis would predict. However, when the adherends are different,
the bending deformations are concentrated at the end of the joint from which the
thinner adherend extends, and the peak bending moment can be far greater than
the initial static eccentricity would indicate. ln addition, just as with double-lap
joints, adherend stiffness imbalance in single-lap joints greatly diminishes the
adhesive joint strength by reducing the adhesive load transfer at the end from
which the thicker adherend extends. It is far better to locally reduce the thickness
of the thicker adherend to match that of the thinner adherend rather than merely
overlapping them to join them together. This is equally true for riveted and bolted
single-lap joints.
The simple design modification shown in Fig. 3 to severely reduce the harmful
effects of induced peel stresses can be applied equally effectively to single-lap
joints. It is even more important to do so than for double-lap joints because the
peel stresses are inherently higher in one-sided bonded joints.

17. Bonded joints with directly applied peel loads
Despite the superior ability of adhesive to transfer load by shear rather than
by peel, there are some structural configurations of bonded joints in which the
primary applied load is one of normal tension, or peel. In a few instances rigid
blocks are joined together with a close-to-uniform stress distribution. However
in most cases, such as when a stiffener is bonded to a skin and both the skin
and stiffener flange are thin, the peel-stress distribution is anything but uniform,
peaking at the edge of the flanges or, in a badly designed joint with flanges that
are too narrow, under the web of the stiffener. Fig. 36 identifies some of the major
considerations pertaining to this class of bonded joints.
The actual peel-stress distribution is oscillatory, which is why the peak peel
stress is orders of magnitude higher than the average peel stress. There are also
certain characteristics unique to pressurized fuselages that were learned during
the PABST program. For a circular fuselage, the skin can expand only a certain
amount under cabin pressure. This restricts the maximum possible relative motion
between skin and stringers and between skin and the frame outer flange. Without
this constraint, these bonded joints would be far more likely to fail. rt is important
to include this feature in any tests for these strengths; experience showed that,
otherwise, the joints would fail prematurely. Ref. [5] contains far more detailed
discussion of these issues.
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Fig. 36. Design considerations for bonded joints subjected to primary peel loads.

18. Step-by-step design procedures
Having explained the phenomena governing the behavior of adhesively bonded
joints, it is appropriate to conclude thi s chapter with an outline of the steps
involved in the typical joint-design process.
The first step is the establishment of the design loads for the joints , which
will usually differ from those in the adjacent structure. Once the nominal local
structural loads have been established, it is necessary to decide on the appropriate
thickness(es) of material. These are a function of the design operating stresses
for the basic materials, and are influenced by considerations of fatigue and
damage tolerance as well as the more customary static ultimate strength condition .
Once the thickness(es) of the adherends has been established, the joint design
loads are given as the product of each adherend thickness and its ultimate static
strength(s) - in tension, compression, and shear. From this point on, what have
been traditionally misunderstood as structural design loads can be disregarded .
Jf they are not, the bonded joint will have no damage tolerance and can act as
a weak-link fuse . Obviously, the joint-design load cannot exceed the weaker of
the adherends and can be further limited by a common practice of reducing the
skin thickness away from padded-up areas at the joints. However, it should be
noted that this technique is usually confined to mechanically fastened splices. An
issue of profound importance is that this design process leaves the joint designs
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Fig. 37. Selection of bonded joint configuration as a function of adherend thickness.

unaltered when, as is customary, it is discovered that the original structural design
loads were too low, at some time after the drawings had been released, making it
extremely difficult to change the design overlap, which might require larger skin
sizes, or possibly the thickness of the members. No revision of the joint analyses
is necessary or even possible when this rational procedure is followed.
The second point tu be established is the joint configuration - doublelap, single-lap, stepped-lap, or scarfed, as indicated in Fig. 37. The thicker the
adherends, the more complicated the joint design needs to be and, conversely, the
thinner the adherends, the simpler the joint configuration can be.
Let us start with the simplest joint to analyze, the double-lap joint that is free
from primary out-of-plane bending effects. There are only two design variables
to be established - the overlap, and whether or not the outer adherends (splice
members) need to be tapered down in thickness at their ends. The bonded overlap
is established in accordance with Eq. 6, as the sum of the plastic load-transfer
zones, ep, through which the entire strength of the weaker adherend can be
transferred, the elastic trough 5/). to ensure a sufficiently low minimum adhesive
shear stress to prevent the accumulation of creep, and some positioning tolerance
for manufacturing, that experience shows may need to be 0.25 inch for large
panels, regardless of the typical drawing tolerance of ±0.03 inch unless the
relative location of all adjacent panels is controlled by precision-located holes
needed for jigless assembly. No greater overlap can transfer any more load. (One
must be very wary of the inappropriate, but common, design process whereby
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room temperature.

a bonded joint strength is 'established' as the product of the total bond area
and some fictitious uniform bond shear stress 'allowable'. This 'method' falsely
creates the illusion that bonded joints can be made stronger by increasing their
area. This is simply not so!) If the adherends are so thin that the load-transfer zone
at the more critical end is computed to have a length less than l / A, the adhesive
will not be strained beyond its elastic capability. The reduced peak adhesive shear
stress will then be Tp x the nondimensionalized load-transfer length (Ad). The total
design overlap can then be set conservatively at (6/A), to save the complication of
establishing the more precise length in excess of (5 /A). The design overlap needs
to be established throughout a range of temperatures sufficient to encompass the
operating environments. The highest service temperature customarily establishes
the design overlap because it is then that the adhesive is weakest (lowest thickadherend shear stress Tp), maximizing the width of the plastic load-transfer zones,
and softest, maximizing the width of the elastic trough through the reduced shear
modulus G. The lowest service temperature usually establishes the limiting joint
strength because that is when the adhesive is stiffest and the load-transfer zones
the narrowest. This is evident in Figs. 38~40, in which double-lap shear strengths.
and maximum and minimum adhesive shear strains, are plotted as a function of
total overlap for a range of operating temperatures.
These three figures have been drawn to scale for aluminum adherends bonded
together by typical 250°F-curing toughened epoxy adhesive. It is assumed that
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the appropriate amount of tapering has been applied at the ends of the outer
adherends to prevent premature peel-induced failures. These three figures shown
that 0.25-inch-thick central adherends cannot be bonded successfully by two
0. 125-inch-thick splice plates, no matter what the service temperature, because
there is absolutely no reserve strength to redistribute the loads around any local
defect, no matter how small it may be. The peak adhesive shear strains are seen
to be higher for 0.125-inch-thick central adherends than for 0.063-inch-thick
central adherends, as one should expect, since the applied load can be doubled.
The length of the plastic load-transfer zones is doubled, for the same reason.
The most important message from these three figures is that, below the critical
adherend thickness, there is an abrupt precipice at some overlap, beyond which,
once exceeded, the adherend is simply not strong enough to load the adhesive
to failure . This is why bonded joints between thin adherends last forever if the
interfaces are environmentally stable. In this case, the critical central adherend
thickness is 0.125 inch because, in that case, the precipice just disappears at the
minimum operating temperature. The logical design process is to identify this
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limiting central adherend thickness and to compute the overlap needed to transfer
the adherend ultimate strength (not any nominal design load, as explained above),
using Eq. 6 and to add an appropriate manufacturing/assembly tolerance. No
greater overlap can ever add to the joint strength unless a more complex bonded
joint geometry is adopted, as would be necessary for adherends thicker than the
upper limit established by this method.
It is also necessary to protect against peel induced failures in the adhesive or,
more likely, in composite adherends, by tapering the ends of the adherends as
shown in Fig. 3, down to a tip thickness of0.030 ± 0.0 I inch for aluminum splice
plates or 0.020 ± 0.0 IO inch for composite adherends and/or splice plates.
The critical design case for single-lap or single-strap bonded joints will not
be found in the adhesive, unless no steps are taken to protect against induced
peel stresses by tapering the ends of the bonded overlaps . Assuming that this
has been done properly, the design overlap is established by consideration of the
combination of membrane and bending stresses in the adherends. In the case of the
PABST adhesively bonded aluminum fuselage cited earlier, it was found that the
appropriate nondimensionalized design overlap was e = 80!, in conjunction with
tapering of the adherend tips in accordance with Fig. 3. It must be noted that such
a joint, in theory, has no tolerance for load redistribution around locally defective
bonds. However, in the tests on this actual fuselage, it was found that the necessary
hole size to cause sufficient load redistribution to create such a condition was so
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much larger than the metallic skins could tolerate that we never did succeed in
making the bond critical. 12
The successful design of stepped-lap bonded joints for thicker adherends
depends, primarily on having sufficient steps and that the end steps not be too
long. This is really a specialist task and the reader is referred to ref. [ 19] for
discussions of the steps involved. Notwithstanding this, all of the principles
involved have been identified in Fig. 25 , here.
The literature developed by the English and European (particularly the Dutch)
companies that made extensive use of adhesively bonded structures contain
empirical design charts based on average bond stresses that varied with the
parameter l/ Jr. The real nondimensionalized mathematical parameter should
have been £ 2 /(117), but the adherend stiffness and all adhesive variables, including
the thickness that was maintained by the process of manufacturing, were held
constant for these procedures. These design tools were based on contemporary
scientific understanding, but cannot be directly converted into design procedures
for bonding fibrous composite components together the way the model presented
here can. On the other hand, it should be noted that, more than 50 years ago, our
colleagues on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean knew not to try and design in
terms of fictitious universal adhesive shear strengths in the manner that so many
students are taught today.

19. Concluding remarks
The design details presented in this chapter are intended to make it clear how
easy it is to design adhesively bonded joints that are stronger than the surrounding
structures, no matter how thick or highly loaded the structure may be. All this can
be accomplished without ever introducing unnecessary complexity. It is important
to understand that three potential failure modes are possible and that it is necessary
to consciously design to prevent premature failures by the weakest mode, which
is usually one of induced peel stresses. It is hoped that the explanation of how
remarkably tolerant bonded joints are to local defects, provided that the basic joint
has been designed to be stronger than the surrounding structure, will lead to a
more rational policy on repairs to bonded structures damaged in service. Local,

12
Actually, the full-size full-length bonded splices on the PABST test barrel were all of double
lap-design. Every alternate splice was a riveted lap splice with adhesively bonded doublers to
reduce the fastener bearing stresses below those needed to stare fatigue cracks, so full- scale
single-lap bonded joints were never tested on anything larger than a full-size in-plane-shear test
panel. Nevertheless, all of even the bonded single-lap test coupons designed to develop the required
fatigue life in the adherends never failed. Only those coupons with artificially short overlaps to
e,iforce a premature failure in the bond ever did so.
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rather than global, repairs to failures caused by improper surface preparation, are
an exercise in futility, no matter what analysis/design process is employed. Far
too many of today's procedures, that go beyond sealing the structure to prevent the
ingress of moisture, are tantamount to sabotage in the sense that they do nothing
to increase the residual strength of the structure and are likely only to ensure
a decrease in the remaining life by breaking the environmental protection. It is
hoped that the present explanations of what happens, and why, will lead to better
design procedures in future.
Far more bonded aircraft structures will be made in the future than have been in
the past when it is finally conceded that after-the-fact non-destructive inspections
(ND[) to assess the strength u of adhesive bonds are as unnecessary as they
have proved to be impossible to implement (see [26]). All successful bonds have
been made reliably by controlling the process, without relying on inspecting each
individual part. Conversely, every part that failed in service due to environmental
attack failed because the processes were either not controlled or were controlled
diligently to the wrong values, no matter how manner inspections were made
subsequently to prove that the bonds had not yet fallen apart (see [I]). Without
suitable surface preparations, no reliance can be placed on any of the analyses
described in this article, or elsewhere. It is hoped that the methods of analysis
described here will so enhance the understanding of the damage tolerance of
properly designed bonded joints and of the necessarily non-uniform distribution
of adhesive stresses that the desire to rely on end-item inspections in place of
in-process control will eventually diminish and be forgotten, so that it can no
longer hamper the application of this valuable technology.
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